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Measuring the Frequency of Light with Ultrashort Pulses
T. W. Hansch, R. Holzwarth, J. Reichert, M. Zimmermann. and Th. Udem.
Max-Planck-Institut fir Quantenoptik,
Hans-Kopfermann-Stral3e 1, D-85748 Garchin Germany
http://www.mpq.mpg.de/-haenschfchainlchain~tml
Abstract. Femtosecond laser frequency comb techniques are vastly simplifying the art of measuring the
frequency of light. A single mode-locked femtosecond laser is now sufficient to synthesize hundreds of
thousands of evenly spaced spectral lines, spanning much of the visible and near infrared region. The
mode frequencies are absolutely known in terms of the pulse repetition rate and the carrier-envelope
phase slippage rate, which are both accessible to radiofrequency counters. Such a universal optical
frequency comb synthesizer can serve as clockwork for future atomic clocks, based on atoms, ions or
molecules oscillating at optical frequencies.

1. Introduction
For more than a century, precise optical spectroscopy of atoms and molecules has played a central role in
the discovery of the laws of quantum physics, in the detennina~ionof fundamefital constants, and in the
realization of standards for time, frequency, and iength. The advent of highly nlonochromatic tunable
lasers and techniques for nonlinear Doppler-free spectroscopy in the early seventies had a dramatic
impact on the field of precision spectroscopy [I, 21. Today, we are able to observe extremely narrow
optical resonances in cold atoms or single trapped ions, with resolutions ranging from 1 0 " ~to lo-", so
that it might ultimately become possible to measure the line center of such a resonance to a few parts in
1 0 ' ~ . Laboratory experiments searching for slow changes of fundamental constants would then reach
unprecedented sensitivity. A laser locked to a narrow optical resonance could serve as a highly stable
oscillator for a future all-optical atomic clock that can satisfy the growing demands of optical frequency
metrology, fiber optical telecommunication, or navigation.
However, until recently there was no reliable optical ,,clockwork" available that could count optical
frequencies of hundreds of THz. Most spectroscopic experiments still rely on a measurement of optical
wavelengths rather than frequencies. Unavoidable geometric wavefront distoi-tions have so far made it
impossible to exceed an accuracy of a few parts in 10" with ia laboratory-sized wavelength
interferometer.
To measure optical frequencies, only a few harmonic laser frequency chains have been built during the
past 25 years which start with a cesium atomic clock and generate higher and higher harmonics in
nonlinear diode mixers, crystals, and other nonlinear devices [3,4, 5, 61. Phase-locked transfer oscillators
are needed after each step, so that such a chain traversing a vast region of the electromagnetic spectrum
becomes highly complex, large, and delicate, and requires substantial resources and heroic efforts to build
and operate. Most harmonic laser frequency chains are designed to measure just one single optical
frequency.
In 1998, our laboratory has introduced a revolutionary new approach that vastly simplifies optical
frequency measurements. We could demonstrate that the broad comb of m~clesof a mode-locked
femtosecond laser can be used as a precise ruler in frequency space [7, 81. This work has now culminated
in a compact and reliable all-solid-state frequency ,,chainwwhich is actually not really a chain any more
and requires just a single mode-locked laser [9,10,11,12]. As a universal optical frequency comb
synthesizer it provides the long missing siinple link between optical and microwave frequencies. For the
first time, small scale spectroscopy laboratories have now access to the ability to measure or synthesize
any optical frequency with extreme precision. Femtosecond frequency comb techniques have since begun
to rapidly gain widespread use, with precision measurements in Cs [7], Ca [13,14], CHJ [15], H [15], Hg'
[13], I? [10,16] and In' [17] already completed or underway.

The same femtosecond frequency comb techniques are also opening new frontiers in ultrafast physics.
Control of the phase evolution of few cycle light pulses, as recently demonstrated [ l l , 181, provides a
powerful new tool for the study of highly nonlinear phenomena that should depend on the phase of the
carrier wave relative to the pulse envelope, such as above threshold ionization, strong field
photoemission, or the generation of soft x-ray attosecond pulses by high harmonic generation.
In the first experiment of its kind, we have applied the frequency comb of a mode-locked femtosecond
laser to measure the frequency of the cesium D Lline [7]. This frequency provides an important link for a
new determination of the fine structure constant a . More recently, we have measured the absolute
frequency of the hydrogen 1s-2s two-photon resonance in a direct comparison with a cesium atomic
fountain clock to within 1.9 parts in 1014, thus realizing one of the most accurate measurement of an
optical frequency to date 1151. During the past few years, precision spectroscopy of hydrogen has yielded
a value for the Rydberg constant that is now one of the most accurately known fundamental constant [3 11.
Nonetheless, after more than a century of spectroscopic experiments, the hydrogen atom still holds
substantial challenges and opportunities for further dramatic advances.

2. Optical frequency differences
While it has been extremely difficult in the past to measure an absolute optical frequency, a small
frequency difference or gap between two laser frequencies can be measured rather simply by
superimposing the two laser beams on a photodetector and monitoring a beat signal. The first experiments
of this kind date back to the advent of cw He-Ne-lasers in the early 1960's. Modem commercial fast
photodiodes and microwave frequency counters make it possible to directly count frequency differences
up to the order of 100 GHz. Since the gap between the high frequency endpoint of a traditional harmonic
laser frequency chain and an unknown optical frequency to be measured can easily amount to tens or
hundreds of THz, there has long been a strong interest in methods for measuring much larger optical
frequency differences.
Motivated by such problems in precision spectroscopy of atomic hydrogen, we have previously
introduced a general, although perhaps not very elegant solution for the measurement of large optical
frequency gaps with the invention of the optical frequency interval divider (OFID) which can divide an
arbitrarily large frequency difference by a factor of precisely two [19]. An OFID receives two input laser
frequencies f, and f, . The sum frequency f , + f 2 and the second harmonic of a third laser 2f, are
created in nonlinear crystals. The radio frequency beat signal between them at 2f3 - (f, + f 2 ) is used to
phase-lock the third laser at the exact midpoint f 3 = (f, c f,)/2. Phase-locking of two optical
frequencies is achieved electronically by locking the phase of their beat signal to zero or, to reduce llf
noise, to a given offset radio frequency, provided by a local oscillator. Techniques of conventional radio
frequency phase-locked loops can be applied. With a divider chain of n cascaded OFIDs, the original
frequency gap can be divided by a factor 2 " .
Frequency intervals up to several THz can also be measured with passive ~pticalfrequency comb
generators [20]. These are electro optical modulators that create side bands very efficiently. Beat signals
can then be observed with sidebands on differenl sides of the carrier and frequency gaps on the order of a
few THz can be bridged. To measure larger gaps, a chain of OFIDs can be followed by an OFCG.

3. Femtosecond light pulses
It has long been recognized that the periodic pulse train of a mode-locked laser can be described in the
frequency domain as a comb of equidistant modes, so that such a laser can serve as an active OFCG.
More than twenty years ago, the frequency comb of a mode-locked picosecond dye laser has first been
used as an optical ruler to measure transition frequencies in sodium [21]. This route was further pursued
in the seventies and eighties [22, 23, 2.11, but the attainable bandwidths were never sufficiently large to
make it a widespread technique lor optical frequency metrology. Broadband femtosecond Ti:sapphire

lasers have existed since the beginning of the nineties, but only our recent experiments at Garching have
shown conclusively, that such lasers can play a crucial role in this field [8, 121.

Fig. 1: Two consecutive pulses of the pulse train emitted by a mode locked laser and the corresponding
spectrum. The pulse to pulse phase shift A p results in a offset frequency j, = A p i 2771' because the
carrier wave at j,moves with the phase velocity v p while the envelope moves with the group velocity vg .

To understand the mode structure of a fs frequency comb and the techniques applied for its stabilization
one can look at the idealized case of a pulse circulating in a laser cavity with length L as a carrier wave at
f,that is subject to strong amplitude modulation described by an envelope function A ( t ) . This function

T = f;' by demanding A(t) = A(t - T ) where T is calculated from
the cavity mean group velocity: T = 2L / v, . Because of the periodicity of the envelope function the
defines the pulse repetition time

electric field at a given place (e.g. at the output coupler) can be written as

where A, are Fourier components of A(t). This equation shows that the resulting spectrum consists of a
comb of laser modes that are separated by the pulse repetition frequency. Sincef, is not necessarily an
integer multiple of frthe modes are shifted from being exact harmonics of the pulse repetition frequency
by an offset fo< f, :

f" = nfr

+ fo

n = a large integer

This equation maps two radio frequencies f, and foonto the optical frequencies f,. While f, is readily
measurable, f, is not easy to access unless the frequency comb contains more than an optical octave
[ 2 5 ] . In the time domain the frequency offset is obvious because the group velocity differs from the phase
velocity inside the cavity and therefore the carrier wave does not repeat itself after one round trip but
appears phase shifted by A p as shown in Fig. 1. The offset frequency is then calculated from

f, = Ap I27rT [22, 25, 261. Note that such a fs frequency comb has two free parameters which are the
repetition frequency f; and the offset frequency f;, < f; . Depending on the application one or both
parameters have to be stabilized.

4. Femtosecond combs as frequency rulers
At the high peak intensities of femtosecond laser puIses nonlinear effects due to the x ' ~ ' nonlinear
susceptibility are considerable even in standard silica fibers. The output spectrum of a femtosecond laser
can be broadened significantly via self phase modulation in an optical fiber therefore increasing its useful
width even further beyond the time-bandwidth limit of the laser.
Now the question arises whether or not this broad frequency comb is equally spaced and can therefore be
used as a ruler to measure frequency differences. To test this we have compared the fs comb with an
optical frequency interval divider as illustrated in Fig. 2. We have found that the frequency comb is
equally spaced even after spectral broadening in a standard single mode fiber at the level of a few parts in
1018[39]. Note that the coherence between the pulses is obviously preserved.

mode locked
Tisapphire
laser
single mode
fiber

I
,
1 - 1
I

580,000 modes

Fig. 2: Comparison of the broadened fs comb and an optical interval divider (oval symbol). The inset
shows the observed spectrum on a logarithmic intensity scale. The peaks mark the position of the 972 nm
and 851 nm laser diodes and the comb was generated with a Mira 900 system (Coherent Inc.) delivering
73 fs pulses at a 75 MHz repetition rate.
Previously we have also shown that the easily accessible repetition rate of such a laser equals the mode
spacing within the experimental uncertainty of a few parts in 1016 [8]. Following the rapid advances in
ultrafast technology recently a 104 THz gap has been bridged with such a broadened comb [28].
To phase-lock the pulse repetition rate to a signal provided by a synthesizer one faces the problem of
noise multiplication. It is well known that the total noise intensity grows as N' when a radio frequency is
multiplied by a factor of N [29]. Fortunately the laser cavity acts as a filter and prevents the high
frequency noise components from propagating through the frequency comb [25].
For most applications it is desirable to fix one of the modes in frequency space and phase-lock the pulse
repetition rate simultaneously. For this purpose it is necessary to control the phase velocity (more
precisely the round trip phase delay) of that particular mode and the group velocity (more precisely the
round trip group delay) independently. A piezo driven folding mirror changes the cavity length and
leaves Ap approximately constant as the additional path in air has a negligible dispersion. A modelocked laser that uses two intracavity prisms to produce the negative group velocity dispersion

( d2wl dk2 < 0 ) necessary for Kerr-lens mode-locking provides us with a means for independently
controlling the pulse repetition rate. We use a second piezo-transducer to slightly tilt the mirror at the
dispersive end of the cavity about a vertical pivot that ideally corresponds to the mode f;, [25]. We thus
introduce an additional phase shift A@ proportional to the frequency distance from f,, which displaces
the pulse in time and thus changes the round trip group delay [25]. In the frequency domain one could
argue that the length of the cavity stays constant for the mode A, while higher (lower) frequency modes
experience a longer (shorter) cavity (or vice versa, depending on the sign of A@ ). In the case where only
dispersion compensation mirrors are used to produce the negative group velocity dispersion one can
modulate the pump power or manipulate the Ken lens by slightly tilting the pump beam [12]. Although
the two controls (i.e. cavity length and pump power) are not independent they affect the round trip group
delay T and the round trip phase delay differently and this is which allows us to control both, f, and f, .

5. Absolute optical frequencies
For the absolute measurement of optical frequencies one has to determine frequencies of several 100 THz
in terms of the definition of the SI second represented by the cesium ground state hyperfine splitting of
9.2 GHz.

Fig. 3: The new principle of absolute optical frequency measurements. The interval Af between f and 2f
is just equal to the frequencyf itself.
Extending our principle of determining large frequency differences to the intervals between harmonics or
subharmonics of an optical frequency leads naturally to the absolute measurement of optical frequencies.
In the most simple case this is the interval between an optical frequencyf and its second harmonic 2 f as
illustrated in Fig. 3. But of course other intervals can be used as well.
Such an optical frequency synthesizer directly relates a radio frequency to an optical frequency f simply
by multiplying the known mode spacing f, (i.e. a radio frequency) with the number of modes between
the harmonics (e.g, between f and 2 f ).

6. Hydrogen 1s-2s transition
The first frequency chain following this principle has been used in a recent determination of the hydrogen
1s-2s transition and measured the interval between 3.5 f and 4 f where f is the frequency of a HeNe laser
at 3.4 pm (88 THz) [9]. Fig. 4 gives a simplified sketch: The He-Ne laser is operated at the 28'
subharmonic of the hydrogen transition frequency which is driven by the forth harmonic of a dye laser at
7 J The femtosecond laser, whose spectrum is broadened in a single mode optical fiber, measures the
frequency difference between the output of the optical frequency interval divider at 4 f and the
subharmonic of the dye laser at 3.5 f: This frequency difference of 0.5f = 44.2 THz equals one half of
the absolute frequency of the He-Ne laser. Its frequency is therefore directly determined by the Cs clock
that controls the mode spacing of the mode-locked. Here the 10 MHz output from the Cs clock is
multiplied in one step to 44.2 THz. Because our 3.39 pm He-Ne laser could not be tuned far enough to
reach the 28' subharmonic of the 1s-2s transition we used an additional laser (not shown in Fig. 4) at
around 4 f that was displaced by about 1 THz. The displacement was simultaneously measured with the
frequency comb. A more detailed description of the frequency chain is found in Ref. [9].

486 nm
dye laser

single mode
fiber
mode locked
Ti:sapphire
laser

Fig. 4: Frequency chain used for the frequency determination of the hydrogen 1s-2s transition
(simplified). The oval symbol represents on optical frequency interval divider as discussed earlier, except
that it does now receive the input frequencies 7f and 4 f and delivers the frequency f:
The hydrogen 1S-2s transition is excited by Doppler-fiee two-photon spectroscopy with a standing laser
wave near 243 nm in a cold atomic beam. The hydrogen spectrometer is operated by the hydrogen team in
our group (M. Niering, M. Fischer, M. Weitz) and has been described before in detail [34].

C\I

cold atom clock
I

5077 (370)Hz

4880 (46)Hz

Hydrogen I S-2s - absolute frequency ( F = 1 +F = 1)

Fig. 5: Recent measurements of the hydrogen 1s-2s ( F = 1 + F = 1 ) transition.
Fig. 5 visualizes the recent advances in the measurement of the 1s-2s transition in hydrogen. The 1997
value has been obtained by shuttling a methane stabilized Helium Neon laser back and forth between the
PTB (BraunschweigIGermany) where it was calibrated with a traditional harm~nicfrequency chain and
our laboratory near MunichJGermany where the hydrogen measurements have been carried out by

conlparision with the 28"' harmonic of that laser [3]. After completion of the 3.5 f': 4 f frequency chain
described above in March 1999 we have been able to reproduce the old value within a few measurement
sessions using a commercial GPS disciplined cesium clock (HP 5071A) as a reference [9]. This at the
same time represents a test of our frequency comb technique on the 3x 10-l3 level. And finally in
collaboration with the Paris cesium fountain clock group at LPTF (P. Lemonde, G. Santarelli, M. Abgrall,
P. Laurent, C. Salomon, and A. Clairon) we have used the currently most precise cesium frequency
standard in the radio-frequency domain as a reference [35]. Together with a sophisticated line shape
model [34] we have reached an accuracy for the 1s-2s transition of 1.9 x 10-14. This represents by now
the most precise measurement of an optical frequency [15]. Our new chain is providing the first phase
coherent link from the vacuum UV (12 1 nm) to the radio frequency domain.

7. Frequency combs spanning more than an octave
The first absolute measurement of an optical frequency with a fs frequency comb has inspired further
rapid advances in the art of frequency metrology. In collaboration with P. St. Russell, J. Knight and W.
Wadsworth from the University of Bath (UK)we have used novel microstructured photonic crystal fibers
(PCF) [36] to achieve further spectral broadening of femtosecond frequency combs. In the fiber used here
light is guided in a pure silica core with a diameter of approximately 1.5 pm by surrounding it with an
array of air holes. The remarkable dispersion characteristics attainable with the large effective index step
(including zero group velocity dispersion well below 800 nm) and the high peak intensities associated
with the short pulses and the small core size, enables one to observe a range of unusual nonlinear optical
effects [37], including very effective spectral broadening to more than an optical octave even with the
moderate output power from the laser oscillator. Similar experiments have been reported by S. Cundiff,
J. Hall and coworkers in Boulder using a fiber fabricated at Bell Laboratories [lo, 111.
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Fig. 6: Spectral broadening of fs pulses in a photonic crystal fiber. The narrow peaked curve in the
middle (bold) denotes the initial pulse directly from the fs laser (25 fs, 625 MHz repetition rate). The
broadened spectrum stretches from 520 nm to 1100 nm (-10 dB width) and results from coupling 170
mW average power through 35 cm photonic crystal fiber. We achieve reliable phase locking to modes
above -44 dBm.
With such a broad spectrum as shown in Fig. 6 we can directly access the interval between an optical
frequency f and its second harmonic 2 f: Such a frequency chain [9, 10, 11, 121 allows the direct
comparison of radio and optical frequencies without the need of any optical frequency interval dividers or
further nonlinear steps.
Although self phase modulation is likely to be the dominant mechanism of spectral broadening there are
other processes like stimulated Raman and Brillouin scattering, modulation instability or shock wave
formation that might spoil the usefulness of these broadened frequency combs. And indeed in an
experiment using 8 cm of PCF and 73 fs pulses at 75 MHz repetition rate from a Mira 900 system

(Coherent Inc.) we have seen an exceptionally broad spectrum from 450 to 1406 nm but with excessive
broadband noise. We did not observe these problems with the 25 fs pulses at 625 MHz or lGHz repetition
rate resulting in the spectrum shown in Fig. 6 and used for the f : 2f frequency chain reported below.

8. The f : 2 f optical frequency synthesizer
The f : 2 f interval frequency snthcsizer [12] sketched in figure 7 is based on a Ti:sapphire 25 fs high
repetition rate ring laser (GigaOptics, model GigaJet). While the ring design makes it almost immune to
feedback from the fiber, the high repetition rate increases the available power per mode. It has been
operated with repetiton frequencies of 625 MHz, 750 MHz (double folded) and 950 MHz (single folded).
The original setup has been modified as depicted in the right part of Fig. 7. Piezo tranducer (PZT) and
translation stage (TS) have been added for coarse adjustment and locking of the repetiton rate fr fused
silica wedge (W) and an electro optic intensity modulator (EOM) have been incorporated for coarse
adjustment and locking of the offset frequency f,. The highly efficient spectral broadening of the PCF
compensates for the decrease of available peak power connected with a high repetition rate. To generate
an octave spanning comb we have coupled 190 mW average power through 35 cm PCF. The pump beam
at 532 nm (Verdi, Coherent Inc.) is modulated by an EOM (LM 0202, Gsanger). With 7 W of pump
power we achieve above 650 mW average power from the fs laser. In our setup a Nd:YAG laser
(Prometheus, Innolight) serves to pick and amplify one of the modes by phase locking it to that mode.
The Nd:YAG laser is then frequency doubled in a periodically poled KTP crystal and a beat signal in the
green with another mode of the comb is observed. This beat signal gives direct access to the offset
frequency f , introduced earlier as shown in Fig. 7. The offset frequency fo is phase locked with the help
of an EOM in the pump beam while the repetition rate fr is phase locked with a PZT mounted folding
mirror. Both are referenced to our cesium atomic clock. By this means the absolute frequency of each of
the modes is phase coherently linked to the rf reference and known with the same relative precision.

1064 nm
(optional)

beat frequency = f,
for n2 = 2nl

2fjr2(n1fr+f,,,)

Fig. 7: Left: Principle of the f : 2f frequency chain with photonic crystal fiber. Right: The high
repetition rate laser. Piezo tranducer (PZT) and translation stage (TS) are used fur coarse adjustment and
locking of the repetiton rate j, fused silica wedge (W) and an electro optic intensity modulator (EOM)
are used for coarse adjustment and locking of the offset frequency fo.All minors except the output
coupler (OC) are chirped.

9. Single laser optical frequency synthesizer
The Nd:YAG laser can be omitted [10,11,12], as first demonstrated by J. Hall's group at JILA in Boulder
(USA), if one does not take a single mode of the comb but several modes and generates the sum and
second harmonic frequencies directly from the infrared part of the fiber output.
As sketched in Fig. 8 sum and second harmonic frequencies of the modes in the infrared are generated in
a 7 mrn long KTP crystal. The beat signal between this frequency doubled pulse and the green part of the
spectrum directly gives access to the offset frequency. A grating serves as a bandpass filter. The delay
line in one of the arms is used to overlap the pulses in time on the detector.
We have now arrived at an optical frequency synthesizer that consists of one fs laser only and
nevertheless links a 10 MHz rf reference phase coherently in one step with the optical region. It occupies
only 1 square meter on an optical table with the potential for further miniaturization. At the same time it
supplies us with a reference frequency grid across much of the visible and infrared spectrum with comb
lines that are separated by 625 MHz and can be distinguished with a wavemeter. This makes it an ideal
laboratory tool for precision spectroscopy and a compact solid state system that is ready to serve as a
clockwork in future optical clocks. In the reverse direction we expect this clockwork to transfer not only
the accuracy but also the superior stability of optical oscillators to the rf domain.
30 cm photonic crystal fiber

6 2 5 MHz ring\
Ti:sapphire
laser
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Fig. 8: Frequency chain consisting of one single laser (and pumpj.

12. Validation of the f : 2 f optical frequency synthesizer
To check the integrity of the broad frequency comb and evaluate the overall performance of the f : 2f
optical synthesizer we have compared it with the 3.5 f :4 f frequency chain used for the measurement of
the hydrogen 1S-2s transition frequency as described above.

f:2 f "chain"

Fig. 9: Comparision of two frequency chains.

The fs comb used here is only 44.2 THz wide and has been thoroughly tested [8]. This chain was
modified to replace the dye laser by a frequency doubled diode laserltapered ampiifier combination at 969
nm [38]. The additional frequency gap of 1 THz in the previous setup [9] has been removed by operating
the diode laser at exactly 3.5 f [12].
To compare the two frequency chains we use the 848 nrn laser diode and a second 848 nm laser diode
locked to the frequency comb of the f : 2f chain. The setup is schematically shown in Fig. 9. After
averaging all data we obtained a mean deviation from the expected beat frequency of 71 k 179mHz at
353 THz. This corresponds to a relative uncertainty of 5.1 x 10-16.No systematic effect is visible at this
level of accuracy [12]. Some details of the measurement data are shown in Fig. 10.

1

10

100

counter gate time r [sec]
Fig. 10: Left: summary of results for different counter gate times. The weighted mean yields 71 +I- 179
mHz. Right: the measured Allan standard deviation for different gate times. Note that the Allan standard

deviation decreases approximately as the inverse of the counter gate time as expected for phase locked
signals. Inset: The histogram (bin size 40 Hz) shows the distribution of measured data points with the
counter gate time set to 1 sec. The plotted normal distribution as derived from the data shows that the data
scatter is nearly Gaussian.

13. Conclusion
We have developed a new concept to measure optical frequencies. This new techique has been applied
to the measurement of the Cesium Dlline which is a cornerstone for a new determination of the fine
structure constant a and the hydrogen IS-2s transition needed for the determination of the Rydberg
constant and the 1 s Lamb shift. The development culminates in the fully phase locked single laser optical
frequency synthesizer. It uses a single fs laser and is nevertheless capable of phase coherently linking the
rf and the optical domain.

Other important applications of this frequency domain technique in the time domain where the carrier
offset slippage frequency is an important parameter and needs to be controlled for the next generation of
ultrafast experiments. In collaboration with F. Krausz (Vienna technical university) we have applied fs
comb techniques to control the phase evolution of ultra-short pulses lasting for only a few optical cycles
[181.
Future applications of precise optical frequency measurements also include the search for variations in the
fundamental constants and the test of CPT invariance with anti-hydrogen now underway at CERN.
We believe that the development of accurate optical frequency synthesis marks only the beginning of an
exciting new period of ultra-precise physics.
Finally we would like to thank our collaborators, without their help the work presented here would not
have been possible.
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Abstract
Global Transmission Services (GTS) is a new system for transferring radio signals from the
International Space Station (ISS).
Starting in the year 2001 it will be tested in the framework of a pilot project. GTS is the first
experiment on the new space station and at the same time the possibilities of future commercial
uses of the space station as a space-born platform will be investigated. The experiment is being
supported by Daimler-Chrysler, Fortis Swiss Watches as well as the German Aerospace Center
(DLR) and the European Space Agency (ESA).
Two areas of applications will be investigated during the first phase of the experiment: the
worldwide synchronization of watches and the deactivation of stolen vehicles. In this paper, an
additional capability of the GTS hardware will also be presented: precision orbit determination.

Functional Overview:
The GTS hardware consists of an external
antenna located on the nadir side of the
Russian service module ,,Zvesda6'(SM) and
an electronics unit inside the pressurized
area. GTS takes advantage of the ISS
orbital parameters, which are as follows
In comparison to other satellites, the ISS
has a very low altitude of 400 km with a
high inclination of 5 1.6". Therefore any
ground point between k70° latitude can
be reached 5-7 times per day via the
radio link. Figure 1 shows the typical
coverage during a 24h period.
The coinbination of low orbit height and
the high orbital velocity creates signal
properties (Doppler shift, high angular
rate) that can be used for coarse
navigation of the ground receivers and
proof of signal authenticity.
The ISS, the biggest space project of all
tiine, is available on this advantageous
orbit for the next 15-20 years

(independent of any special service) and
at the same time offers the possibility for
the astronauts to exchange and maintain
devices, as well as convenient transport
possibilities approximately every three
months.
However, there is the disadvantage of the
ISS that contrary to the mobile radio
satellite constellations like Iridium,
Globalstar and ICO, a real time operation is
not possible. This means that a time critical
operation can not be supported at this time.

Fig. 1: ISS ground tracks with a typical
reception area
In the near future, GTS shall transmit
commercial data packets to miniaturized
mobile receivers worldwide including
applications such as

Global time dissemination
Paging services
Data transfer into smart cards with
polymer displays
Theft protection for cars, credit cards,
mobile phones etc.
Car safety recalls / breakdown
emergency calls
Remote controlling
Tracking of containers and other objects
Fleet management
By means of miniaturization of the receiver
even small objects such as wrist watches
mobile phones, electronic car keys and
chips cards can be protected against illegal
use. The experiment shall also show
whether the position of large expensive
stolen objects (containers, construction
machines) can at least be tracked down to
some square kilometers in range. This can
be realized using a small uplink transmitter
of some 100 mW located also in the
receiver.
The start of the experimental operation is
foreseen to start in the middle of 2001.
M e r a two year testing phase, the new
services will be offered by a newly founded
operating company. For redundancy
reasons, two independent systems will then
have to be installed on board the ISS.

time. Currently available systems are using
a database that needs to be updated when
changes of time zones occur.
All systems established so far also lack the
possibility of transmitting short messages
(emergency calls, paging) to a certain
receiver or to locate the receiver.
The new system uses an antenna and a
transmitter on board the ISS and sends out
a specially encoded signal that can be
received by a miniature receiver within
almost the whole habited surface area of
the Earth. One of the major applications is
the synchronization of clocks by using a
certain signal structure that allows for the
transmission of the current local time.
The system is therefore capable of
compensating the time offset that is caused
by geography, political time zones or
daylight saving without user intervention.
By decoding the information in the signal,
the receiver can perform a simple
navigation, removing the need from the
user to manually set the current
geographical position. The low orbit height
of the ISS allows for an extreme
miniaturization of the receiving electronics,

Operating principle

Radio controlled wrist watches have been
around for several years in various
countries. They remove the need from their
users to adjust the clock regularly.
However, all of these time transmitters
operate with proprietary signal format and
are incompatible to each other which
results in a malfunction of the receiver
when brought to a different country. An
alternative would be the use of the ,,Global
Positioning System" which allows the
coordinated universal time (UTC) to be
received on every point of the Earth's
surface, but this system lacks the
availability of local time zone information
and the switching of the daylight saving

IFig 2: Location of the external antenna

such that it can be located within a wrist
watch or a car key housing.
Signal generation

In addition to the external antenna located
on the nadir side of the Russian service
module, there is an electronic unit
containing an ultra-stable quartz crystal
oscillator, radio transmitters and a control
computer. In order to have a secure and
spoofing-proof signal link, a new spread
spectrum system was developed that allows
for both a fast signal acquisition and secure
encoding by using a combination of linear
and non-linear pseudo random numbers
(PN). Linear PN-codes are well known in
communication systems as they have
mathematical properties that have been
intensively investigated. By analyzing the
received signal, one can therefore easily
recalculate the generating functions of the
PN codes. This renders the system unusable
for application such as theft protection. The
linear code is therefore only used for a
rapid signal acquisition and helps as a guide
to lock onto the highly encrypted nonlinear code. This code is non-repetitive and
by using certain mathematical properties of
the generating hnction, a receiver can
easily detect whether a received code
sequence has already been received. This is
needed in order to prevent the recording
and replaying of a certain code fragment
which might otherwise be used to imitate
the signal on the ground.
The data modulated onto the signal can
only be decoded when certain parameters
have been programmed into the receiving
chip during the licensing process in order to
prevent the manufacturing of illegal
replicates. In the case of a deactivation of a
stolen object such as an automobile, these
parameters are irreversibly deleted to
prevent the reactivation of stolen objects.

Receiver navigation

Terrestrial radio watches usually only
synchronize once per day to save battery
power. For a space born signal this method
cannot be used, as the transmitter must
reside within the ground reception area
when the synchronization takes place. To
compensate for this, in addition to the plain
time information, orbital information for
the next passages are transmitted to the
ground receivers allowing them to know in
advance the times of the next contacts.
The reception area on the ground can cover
several time zones. The receiver must
therefore check the distance between its
own position and the subsatellite point for
which the time data was calculated. By
measuring the Doppler shiR of the received
frequency generated during a fly-by, the
time and distance of the closest approach
can be calculated.
In a second step, the ambiguity of a left gr
right hand passage must be resolved. To
simplify this process, the signal is not
transmitted uniformly but rotates in the
form of a beacon. This rotation, created
electronically by means of a phased array
antenna, causes a swelling of the signal on
the ground. Angular information contained
in the data stream and correlated to the
current transmitting direction is then used
to define a left or right hand passage during
the closest approach.
Object tracking

In addition to the theft protection
mechanism that is activated upon reception
of spoofing-proof signal, an optional
tracking of individual receivers on the
ground is provided by the system. They
locate a ground receiver, the system
transmits a tracking sequence and measures
the time delay of a short response pulse
generated by the ground receiver. Due to
the low orbit height of the ISS, only a very
low power signal must be created by the

receiver. The control computer evaluates
the delays of several measurements at
various positions caused by the fast orbital
motion of the ISS and can then determine
the position of the object on the ground.
For security reasons, the receiver answers
every request only once. After that a new
signal sequence must be received before an
additional response is generated. This helps
to save power but also to prevent the
discovery of the receiver by a ,,noncooperative" user through the means of RF
test receivers. A typical application would
be the protection of construction machines,
where the receiver can operate hidden for
several years and can be located world
wide when needed.

Low cost (<20 KEuro) receivers can be
used
Receivers can be accomodated indoors,
no special tracking antennas are needed

A global network of estimated 50
receivers can be established via Internet
connections with immediate remote data
readout, that is GTS allows for almost
real time high precision orbit
determination.

Precision orbit determination

UHF-TX
(New Darior!

'artd.PC

The transmitters of the GTS electronics
operate in the 400 MHz and 1.4 GHz range
both using PN codes. This gives a
frequency ratio of 3.5 which allows for
ionospheric correction with both absolute
and Group vs. Phase (DRVID)
measurements roughly four times better
than GPS.
The main hardware limiting factors of the
GTS electronics are a relative accuracy of
the local oscillator better than 10-l3in the
30s range and the 1 Mchipls PN Code in
the L-Band. Currently no PN-code is used
in the uplink. Therefore, when using short
chunks of 10-second measurements, GTS
allows better orbit dermination models to
sigificantly
be
delevloped.
These
outperform the current ISS precision orbit
determination limits of 2.7m that are due to
the constraints of the physics and models
used. Figure 3 shows the signal path used
for the orbit determination.
There are several advantages of GTS
compared to other systems:
GTS transmits from space to ground:
No local RF licences needed
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Fig. 3: Hardware setup for the precision
orbit. determination measurements
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1.

INTRODUCTION

111 the last decades. many efforts were developed to obtain
crystals with more intense piezoelectric properties than quartz,
allowing to realize stable resonators with time and
temperature. The most apparent interest of these new materials
is the possibility to obtain much larger bandwidth for the
filters or larger frequency shifts for the oscillators than those
possible with quartz.
These materials can be divided in three classes:
the well known compounds such as first the quartz itself
and, the lithium tantalate and niobate which are the most
frequently used materials for the present applications.
the very promising materials of which the crystal growth
is going well such as the quartz homeotypes, aluminium
~n
the crystals of the very large
and g a l l i ~ ~phosphates,
langasite family and the lithium tetraborate. These
materials seem to be very well adapted to several
important forthcoming applications.
the last part is constituted by crystals of which the crystal
growth process exhibits difficulties: such as zinc oxide,
ZnO or recently investigated crystals with theoretically
very large coupling coefficients, such as perovskite
crystals (PZN-PT, PZT-PT, etc...).
In this short paper, a special attention will be devoted to the
second groups of materials: langasite (and related materials)
and quartz homeotypes which were first investigated in the
beginning of the eighties and then much perfected. These
crystals exhibit a rather high coupling coefficient, high Qfactors and compensated cuts for SAW and BAW
applications. They seem to be very well adapted to several
new applications related to the implementation of the
Information Society such as the future radiocommunication
systems. Several among them allow also to find much better
solutions to the increasing need of transducers to monitor
many processes of our environment. We will discuss the
technological problems which are pending in view of a mass
production and how is possible to solve them in due time.
In the first table, we have summarized some of the more
important characteristics of some well known piezoelectric
coefficient and the corresponding Qmaterials: the co~~pling
factor, the limiting transition or melting temperature and the
crystal growth method.
We can observe that langasite and gallium phosphate exhibit
some interesting and analog physical properties and, then, we
will try to give a critical and comparative analysis of the
situation for quartz homeotypes and langasite family crystals:
the crystal growth methods, the present crystal quality and the
mail1 properties of these crystals.

2. QUARTZ HOMEOTYPES

Quartz homeotype material composition is given by the
general formula MXO, where M"' = B, Al, Ga, Fe, Mn and

xV= P. As and, also, the germanium oxide GeO,.

The only
structural difference between MX04 and SiOdGeO, crystals is
the c-parameter value, twice for MXO, materials, with
alternately M and X atoms shifted by c12. All these
compounds exhibit structural transitions before melting or a
simultaneous melting1decomposition. Then, the hydrothermal
synthesis at temperature less than transition temperature is the
only way to obtain such crystals. After preliminary
investigations in the seventies, Ref. 1, the first crystal growth
study of a quartz-like material was berlinite, AIPO,, in the
beginning of the eighties, Refs 2-5.
Table 1 - Some piezoelectric and thermal characteristic of
piezoelectric materials and their growth process.
Crystals

k (%)

a-quartz
AIP04 (berlinite)
GaPO,
Li2B407
LiTaO,
LiNb03
La3GasSiO14
La3Ga5SNbo.s014
La3Ga55Tao.s014

8
ll
16
23
45
70
13
15
18

Q.f
10"
>I0
>5
>5
>0.5
>0.05
>0.05
>I0
>I0
>I 0

stability
("C)

crystal
growth

573
hydrothermal
586
hydrothermal
933
hydrothermal
300 Czochra+hydro.
600
Czochralski
1200
Czochralski
1500
Czochralski
1500
Czochralski
1500
Czochralski

2. QUARTZ HOMEOTYPES

Quartz homeotype material composition 1s given by the
general formula MXO4 where M"' = B, AI, Ga, Fe, Mn and
xV= P, As and, also, the germanium oxide GeO?. The only
structural difference between MXO, and Si02/Ge02crystals is
the c-parameter value, twice for MXO, materials, with
alternately M and X atoms shifted forward cI2. All these
compounds exhibit structural transitions before melting or a
simultaneous melting/decomposition, then, the hydrothermal
synthesis at temperature less than transition temperature is the
only way to obtain such crystals. After preliminary
investigations in the fifties, Ref. I, the first crystal growth
study of a quartz-like material was berlinite, AIPO,, in the end
of the seventies, Refs 2-5.
2.1 Berlinite, AIP04
As the other MX04 compounds. berlinite shows, for
temperature less than 300°C and pressure less than 5 MPa, a
retrograde solubility in the most well known acids:
phosphoric, sulfuric, hydrochloric acids and their mixtures.
Several teams in the United States and in France and, more
recently, in Russia succeeded to develop large (more than 10
cm and very good crystals of this material, figures 1.

stemming from the edge sharing. These dislocations can be
strongly reduced by two successive crossed crystal growth
e~pe~iments,
figures 3.

Figures 3 - X-ray topographies: left - after splicing; right after two consecutive crossed crystal growths.

Figures I - AlP04 crystal from VNIISIMS, Alexandrov.
Russia and X-ray topography from French crystal.
The best crystals, Ref 6, are obtained in sulfuric acid medium
for a growth temperature of 240°C and a growth rate of 0.2
mmlday. Their [OH] content, computed from infrared spectra
with the relation proposed by Steinberg, Ref. 7, gives a value
close to 0.2 cm-' and corresponding AT-cut resonators have a
coupling coefficient, k=O. I I , with a very good ~ - f a c t o r = l 0at~
5 MHz.Unfortunately, for berlinite, tirst results about gallium
phosphate and langasite showed that these materials also
exhibited telnperature co~npensatedcuts with higher coupling
coefficient and wider stability range of temperature. Then, its
industrial production was not developed.
2.2 Gallium ~ h o s ~ h a tGaP04
e,
During the course of the fundamental research about MX04
compounds, some similarities and some drastic differences
among the members of this series have become apparent. For
example, the continuous solid solution AI(I.,,Ga,P04 for
OSxll, Ref 8. for which the cell volunle is constant (V=230
[A'), suggests that a very similar structural packing scheme
characterizes the end ~nernbercompounds AIP04 (berlinite)
and GaP04. From this analogy, it was possible to synthesize,
by hydrothermal way, the first large as-grown crystals of
GaP04from berlinite seeds in acidic medium, Ref. 9, figure 2.

*

Whatever the chosen process, good crystals are allowing to
obtain AT-cut resonators with already high Q-factor, greater
than lo6 at 5 MHz. This result is all the more encouraging
since the corresponding a-value computed from infrared
spectra is close to 0.8-0.9 cm-I. If we consider that for similar
Q-factor values, a is close to 0.1 and 0.2 cm.' for quartz and
berlinite respectively, very high Q-factors can be expected for
gallium phosphate.
As sumniarized in the tirst Table, another advantage of GaP04
is its high thermal stability range, more than 900°C
acco~npaniedby a very weak sensitivity to the temperature. In
the figures 4 are reported the evolutions of a basic structural
characteristic, the delta angle value, of quartz and different
quartz-like materials in terms of temperature.
As observed, from 200°C, this 6 value decreases more and
more quickly to 6=0 for the a quartzfp quartz transition.
Conversely, this evolution becomes less and less sensitive and
linearly related to temperature when the initial delta value
increases, i.e. when the structural packing distortion increases.
This structural evolution being related to physical properties.
Ref. 12, the sensitivity of GaP04 to temperature will be
weaker than that of quartz and, then, the GaP04 devices will
exhibit a very good stability in a wide range of temperature.
Figures 4 - a : Delta, 8, is
M04
(or
X04)
the
tetrahedron rotation between
a and p quartz positions.
b : Evolution of the 6 angle
for different quartz-like
materials versus temperature.
Delta (")

*- "

Figures 2 - Example of flat GaP04 crystal obtained from
epitaxy on Z-berlinite seed and corresponding X-ray
topography.
0

Unfortu~iately, the berlinite seeds are not so frequent and
another way had to be found to develop this crystal growth.
The first one is the epitaxy on quartz seeds, Ref. 10. The
problem is often the appearance of twins in the as-grown part,
twins which have to be eliminated in the further crystal growth
experiments.
Another way, by similarity with berlinite, is the splicing
method which consists to accurately line up some s~nallseeds
in the Y-direction where Vy=O.O ~nmlday, Ref. 11. The
problem is a high density of defects (chiefly dislocations)
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With all these better piezoelectric properties than qz~artz,what
slows down the industrial developnlent of this nzaterial?

Unfortunately, conversely to berlinite, the best crystal growth
process is much more difficult to optimize. Two ~nainfactors
are responsible of this difficulty:
the weak solubility of galliu~n phosphate in acidic
~nedium (= 3 times less than berlinite in the same
conditions), accompanied by a slow decrease of this

solubility versus temperature, leads to a very weak
solubility variation, AS/AT, and then a poor supply of
Gal'04 at thc interface solidlsolution during the crystal
growth process;
the very strong anisotropy of the growth rates whatever
the crystals growth conditions: V,=O.O; VxT0.2 and
VZ=0.02m~n/day.
The result of these two preceding behaviors is, in the present
state of the investigations, for Z-seeds, to lead to quite long
growth cycles for large crystals. This is the result on the fact
the mechanism of hydrothermal transport in concentrated
liquid and/or the kinetic of complex decomposition at the
interface limit the supply of the nutrient for the crystal growth.
Althoi~gh it was already shown that good crystal growth
conditions are obtained using this low supply that limits the
growth rate to a small value (Vz=0.02 mmlday), figure 5, it
will be very interesting to find mechanisms that allows to
increase this supply in a significant manner whereas keeping
the quality of growth

2.3 Other quartz homeotvues

In conclusion for this part, what can be said about the other
members of the quartz-like family? As experimentally
observed, structural and piezoelectric properties being closely
related for the three known crystals (SO2. AIP04 and GaP04),
those of the other members can be extrapolated, figure 8.

Theta (")

Figure 8 - Coupling coefficient andAT-cut angle in terms of
the bridging angle M-0-X.

Conversely, if X-seeds are used, the GaP04 supply at the
crystal growth interface becomes too weak for VxL0.2mmlday
and leads to a very disturbed and unusable crystal growth
process. tigure 6.
7

Then, for example, the AT-cut characteristics (k and angle) of
the three known crystals are linearly related to another
structural parameter, theta (the Si-0-Si or M-0-X bridging
angle), Ref. 12. From this relation, GaAsO, and GeOl should
be the most promising materials with a coupling coefficient
greater than 20% and an AT-cut angle close to zero. In the
same way, and from figure 4, these materials should exhibit
the best thermal behavior. 011this basis, first experiments are
now developed in Russia to grow Ge02, Ref. 14.
Let us try, now, to compare the state of the art of these quartzlike materials to that of the langasite family which presents
3. LANGASITE FAMILY

Figure 6 - X-ray topography of a Y-slice cut in a GaP04
crystal obtained from Z-seed.
Then, the success of the further GaPO, nzass production
depends on the possibility to increase the GaPO, supply to the
crystal interface. The chenzical solution being limited by the
solzlbility itself; n nzechanical solution has to be found to
increase the circulation in the autoclaves: either by stirring
directly inside the autoclave or by using oscillating autoclave.
This last possibility succeeded, Ref13 &figure 7, but, for the
moment, only at the laboratory scale.

Figure 7 - Oscillating horizontal autoclave

This family was discovered in late 70's by Professor Mill and
his team of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Ref. 15. This is
a very wide family comprising to day more than 100
compounds with similar structure that were synthesized. It
could be divided into the following groups:
I. ~ n ~ ~( Lna = La.
~ Pr.~ Nd ~and M=
+ Si,
0 Ge,
~ Ti,~Sn,
Zr, Hf);
2. Ln3Gass ~ S + o(LII
s 0=1
La,4Pr, Nd and M=Nb,Ta,Sb);
3. L ~ ~ 6 G
7 ~ 6~ + 33014
oS
( M=Mo.W);
4. ~ ~ + ~ n ( Ln
~ =~ La,a Pr.~Nd~andb A=Ba,
0 ~Sr ~and
Ca;
5. La2Ga4SrSi2014
6. Ln3A13+xSi3.xO12+xN2~x
(Ln=La, Ce, Nd, Sm. Gd, Dy, Y ;
05x51);
7. La2Zn3SbC ~ + O ~ ~ ( C = S ~ , G ~ )
8. A + ~ ~ B (A=Ca,Sr,Ba,Pb
~ + ~ G ~and~ B=Ga,AI,Fe,Cr,In);
~ ~ ~
9. N ~ A + ~ ~ B ~ + G ~ ~ O ~and
~ (B=Ga,AI.
A = C ~ ,Fe,Sc,ln);
S~,P~
10. ~ a ~ ~ + ~ ~ e ~ o ~ ~ ( ~ = c a , ~ r ) ;
I I. S ~ A + ~ G(A=Mg,Zn,Ni.Co,Fe,Mn);
~SO~~
12. A + ~ B ~ + ~ c ~(A=Ca.Sr,Ba,Pb:
' M + ~ ~ ~ ~ B=Ga,AI,Fe,In;
C=Si,Ge and M=Sb,Nb,Ta)
Most of compounds are mixed gallates (groups 1-5),
germanates (groups 8-1 1) or silicates. 'The synthesis of
aluminates and oxinitrides reveal additional possibilities of
new compounds.
Most above compounds melt incongruently and therefore are
not suitable for conventional Czochralsky crystal growth
method. About 20 congruently melting compounds were

grown LIP to-day as single crystals by the conventional
Czochralsky melt pulling technique similar to LiTa03. The
three most commonly cited compounds: La3GaSSiO14(LGS),
La3Ga5SNbo.s014
(LGN), and La3GaSSTao.s014
(LGT) are
grown in 3" diameter crystals at several places, figure 9.

3.2 Defects in langasite crystals
The difficulty to grow langasite crystals seellis to increase
with increasing tlie crystal diameter. The reason is that tlie
material intake by the c~ystalis much faster for large boules
and diffusion rate at the crystal-melt interface becomes more
critical. In other words, defects are very easy to be formed.
These more frequent defects are inhomogeneity, twinning and
structural defects.
3.2.1 - Inhomogeneity field

Figure 9 - LGS crystal from Mitsubishi, Japon.
Even though the basic growth process seems straightforward,
the actual growth is much more complicated and, despite the
promises, the results of the different growth experiments
conducted by several teains have often shown visible
differences.

The inhomogeneity is partly due to the lack of knowledge on
congruent-melting composition, then, most of tlie crystals are
grown from the stoichiornetric composition. As the result, the
composition of the crystal shifts not only along tlie growth
direction but also the radial direction and the composition of
both crystal and residual melt is different and opaque white
inclusions are generally found in the bottom portion of tlie
crystals. A recent systematic growth investigation around the
stoichiometric composition confirms that the composition
La203 = 30.101.0.05 mol%, Ga203 = 50.60*0.05 mol% and
Si02 = 19.30*0.05 mol% showed no shift in the compositions
of both the crystal and the residual melt, thus is concluded to
be the congruent-melting composition of langasite, Ref. 17,
figure 10. The homogeneity of the crystals seems considerably
improved by the application of this congruent-~nelting
composition.

3.1 Growth of langasite family compounds
Different problems have to be solved such as:
evaporation during growth, so the melt has to be
compensated;
distribution ratios may not be equal to unity for all the
growth components in all cases;
Depending on the specific crystal, a specific melt composition
has to be used in order to maintain high quality growth and
with high material yield. Finally, the crystal can form a
number of defects such as twinning, domain structure and
inhomogeneity.
The 11ielting temperature is always rather high, close to
1500°C. Therefore, it is possible to use either platinum or
iridium crucible with either resistant or induction heating for
growth. To start the growth, the chemicals are carefully
weighed and mixed before loading. The melt composition is
adjusted depending on the specific crystal. Single crystal were
pulled directly from the melt. using a rotating seed with a
specific orientation, with a melt conversion into crystal close
to 80%. Compared to GaPO.,, typical growth cycles are much
shorter, depending on size of the charge, but always expressed
in days.
It is known that the color of langasite crystals is sensitive to
the oxidation state during growth: from a deep reddish orange
color under ambient oxygen condition to colorless or light
yellow under nitrogen environment. Although everybody
clninzs that the color of the crystal has no effect on the
piezoelectric perfornzance, there is no controlled test to prove
one way or the other.
In addition to the large contrast in color, crystals also show
distinctive overall shape, some of them are round while other
crystals exhibit a strong facet development.
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Figure 10 - Compositions of initial material, crystal and
residual melt.
The inhomogeneity of the crystals is also related to the
dissociation of some of the components (Ga203 in G a 2 0 + 2 0
or Ge02 in GeO + 0 ) at lower oxygen pressure. This
dissociation results in complication of phase relation. Pt or Ir
appearance in the melt and crystal. Nevertheless, recently,
Ref. 16, LGS, LGN and LGT near colorless crystals were
obtained in pure nitrogen atmospliere. These results seem to
suggest that nitrogen, in oxygen absence, plays oxygen part
and enter in the crystal structure (remember oxinitrides), Ref.
18. So the crystal composition will be different from initial
(e.g. La3Ga s-xSi I+xO14.xNx).Under argon, tlie mechanism
will be different because Ar cannot enter into the crystal. In
this condition, the first colorless crystal was obtained recently,
Ref. 19, but nothing is specified about its homogeneity.

3.2.2 Twinning
Twinning is expected in langasite crystal because of the
symmetry. The distribution of twins looks nearly identical to
that of tlie quartz crystals. This kind of twin seems more
developed in LGN and LGT crystals tlian in LGS crystals.
This difference can be related to the ordering of the octahedral
site due to 50150 occupation by ~ b ' +(or TX") and Cia3+ions.
Partial ordering of the two ions may be the cause of twinning.
011the other hand, in LGS, the octahedral site is occupied by
~ aion" only. This subtle difference may be the reason for the
difference in twin appearance.
Related to the twinning i s the low angle domain structure. In
many occasions, tlie crystal starts with a smooth growth and
then all of a sudden a small domain is formed at the rim of the
crystal in contact with the melt. Once the domain is formed, it
will grow along with the crystal quite persistently until the end
of the run. These domains are very thin, but, unfortunately,
because its orientation is different from the original crystal,
tlie differential thermal expansion will force the region to
crack into small pieces.
The formation of the domain structure is quite random, at any
stage during the growth period, although if it is most
frequently formed during the growth of the cone section. Since
the domain region has an orientation quite different, it is
certainly due to a local supersaturation giving nucleus
forn~ationwliich grows continuously to the end of the run.
This kind of defect is quite unique for langasite. The easiness
of formation of stable nuclei indicates that the melt can
tolerate very little supersaturation, perhaps, because of the
co~nplexternary melt composition. From different approaches
to overcome this problem, it seems that is due to the
temperature control system itself. To eliminate the domain
problem, it needs a very stable growth control domain to
minim~zethe power fluctuation, such as a two-loop cascade
adaptive control system which seems to succeed for 2"
diameter crystals, Ref. 16.
3.2.3 Structi~raldefects
Langasite family has higher symmetry (P321) tlian quartz-like
materials (P3121 or P3221). On the other hand, since all
crystals are trigonal in symmetry, all the calculations
developed for quartz can be used directly for langasite.
Finally, there is another point, seldom tackled, related to the
crystal structure itself. All the langasite crystals, excepted
Ca3NbGa3Si2Ol4.exhibit a disordered structure because at
least two kinds of atoms are in one of the same site. For
example, in LGS, a part of C3a3* and si4+are in the same
tetrahedral site 2d. What can be the repercussion of this
situation on the crystal packing when the Si-0 and Ga-0 bond
lengths are quite different (close to 1.6 and 1.82 A for Si-0
and Ga-0 respectively? Certainly, a strong increase of thz
strains in the macroscopic crystal.
4. CONCLUSION

If langasite and gallium phosphate crystals exhibit some very
interesting and analog physical properties, from this
comparative analysis, it results that some pending problem
shave to be overcoriie in view of a reproducible mass
production.
For GaP04 crystals, if the lengthening of the seeds seems in
good way to be solved, the remaining drastic difficulty is
related to the too slow growth process or the insufficiently
controlled one for growth in the X-direction.

For langasite crystals, there is no growth rate problem, but the
homogeneity (related to partial co~npo~?end&ociationand
congruent-melting composition knowledge) remainsil~emost
important difficulties to overcome.
On the whole, it appears that both families of materials have
the requested properties for important applications in the next
generation of mobile co~n~nunications
systems but the r e s n t
results have shown that further studies are required to improve
several points of the presently known growth processes.
Recently also, it was shown that several new crystals of both
families may have even greater performances so that their
elaboration should be studied.
It appear necessary to emphasized again the i~iiportanceto use
accurate characterization methods as early as possible to
assess the crystal quality and the reproducibility of the
characteristics of the devices.
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CHARACTERISATION OF PIEZOELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF AIN AND GaN THIN
FILMS DEPOSITED ON Si (111) AND SAPPHIRE BY MBE AND MOCVD TECHNIQUES
T. Pastureaud, A. Soufyane, S. Camou, V. Laude, S. Ballandras,
D. Schenck* and F. Semond*
LPMOKNRS, 32 avenue de I'Observatoire, 25044 Besanqon cedex, France
"CRHEAICNRS, rue Bernard Grkgory, Sophia-Antipolis, 06560 Valbonne, France

Abstract - In order to adapt surface acoustic waves
(SAW) properties to high frequency range
applications, stratified substrates are considered in
this paper. This multilayered medium includes a
"high velocity" substrate (Sapphire, (1 11) Silicon)
and a piezoelectric layer (AIN, GaN) deposited on
the substrate top surface to generate / detect
acoutic wave by interdigital transducers (IDT).
Comparaison between numerical simulations and
experiments performed on such material
combinations are reported in this paper.

During the passed 10 years, many efforts have
been done to improve the characteristics of SAW
devices for High Frequency (HF) filtering
application. Frequency filtering above 1 GHz for
cellular phones particularly benefits of materials
like LiTaOs or LiNbO3 on which SAW can
propagate which a relatively high velocity
exhibiting
a
large
(V > 4000 ms-')
electromechanical coupling. This allows wide band
filtering (up to 20% of the fundamental frequency
Fo) with very small Insertion Losses (close to or
less than 1 dB).
Nevertheless, materials like Diamond, Sapphire,
Silicon-carbide or simply Silicon exhibit very
attractive elastic properties, allowing the
propagation of very high velocity surface waves
(6000 c V< 18000 ms-'). Since these materials do
not exhibit any piezoelectric properties, it is
necessary to deposit thin layers at their surface to
use standard interdigital transducers well suited to
excite and detect SAW propagation. Different
materials have been identified and tested for such
application, particularly ZnO or A1N [I] deposited
by sputtering techniques.
In the proposed paper, a study of A1N or GaN thin
films deposited on Sapphire and on Si (1 11) using

MBE and MOCVD techniques is reported. If A1N
is one of the most used piezoelectric material for
thin film deposition, GaN appears as a very
attractive material due to its numerous notable
physical properties (very large gap semiconductor,
optical wave-guide, and piezoelectricity) [2,3].
A brief description of theoretical toois used to
predict elastic wave properties in multilayered
structures is presented. Experiments performed on
various combinaisons of AlN, GaN and even
ALGaN deposited on C oriented sapphire or Si
(1 11) are then exposed. The measured propagation
characteristics are compared to theoretical
predictions, showing a rather good agreement.

In this section, only a brief recall of the basic
equations used to address the problem of SAW
propagation atop a stratified structure with periodic
IDT is given. More details can be found in Ref.
[4]. The general configuration of Fig. 1 is
considered. Propagation occurs along the xl axis,
and all quantities are assumed to be independent of
the xs coordinate, although a genera1 polarization is
considered.
A spectral Green's function for the stratified
structure is first obtained as follows. Using a
procedure first proposed by Fahmy and Adler in
1973 [5], and assuming plane wave propagation in
the structure, the generalized displacement
distribution in each layer is obtained in the spectral
domain as a decomposition over a set of 8
eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors. Assuming
perfectly plane interfaces, these distributions are
linked by continuity, for instance based on the socalled transfer matrix approach [6,7].
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Figure 1: Stratified structure.
We alternatively use a method based on the
decomposition of incident and reflected partial
waves at the different interfaces [8], which avoids
numerical instabilities arising when the layer
thickness' increase. Whatever the approach used,
the Green's function appears as usual as a 4x4
matrix relating the mechanical displacements and
the electrical potential to the mechanical stresses
and the charge density. Going back to the space
domain, and in the case of an infinite periodic IDT,
this relation becomes

This problem can be solved by considering proper
assumptions about the charge density, in a mixed
FEA/BIM analysis [9]; furthermore, the P-matrix
or coupling of modes (COM) parameters can be
estimated from the harmonic admittance thus
obtained. However, insight can be gained from the
Green's function of the stratified structure alone,
especially to identify the existence of guided
modes and to try and estimate some of their
characteristics. For instance, Fig. 2 shows some
estimations of the wave velocity and the coupling
coefficient versus the frequency-thickness product
of a single layer of AlN or GaN deposited on
Si(ll1) or C-oriented sapphire substrates; these
are obtained from the G44 term relative to purely
electrical effects. The combinations AlNISa and
GaNlSi(ll1) appear the most promising in terms
of electromechanical coupling and phase velocity.
Although the coupling is not high enough for large
bandwidth filtering applications, it is still twice or
three times larger than that of Rayleigh waves on
quartz. Moreover, with AlNISa and GaN/Si(lll),
it is found that both coupling and mode velocity
are stable around some value of the frequencythickness product. This is generally not the case
for an arbitrary combination of materials and will
help in case of industrial implementation.

Frequency thickness product (GH2.w)

Figure 2: Theoretical prediction of phase velocity and
coupling factor for single layers of C-oriented AIN
and GaN deposited on Si(l1l) or C-oriented Sa
substrates.
All the substrates measured were processed by
the CRHEA to deposit a piezolayer. The
technological deposition methods are discussed in
details in [10,11], but due to MOCVD and MBE
processes, the crystal quality of layers is rather
good compared to bulk materials.

In a first set of experiments, a two-port
synchronous resonator was fabricated over a 10 pm
single layer of GaN deposited over a C-oriented
sapphire substrate. The resonator parameters were
p=5pm, a/p=0.5 and W2p=4%. Fig. 3 shows the
modulus of the measured Slz as a function of
frequency, together with the computed admittance
for an infinite resonator with the same parameters.
Although the two curves are not plotted in the
same units, the different propagation modes are
clearly visible. The modes numbered 1 and 2 on
Fig. 3 propagate without attenuation at about 3900
m/s and 5300 m/s respectively. For frequencies
higher than about 575 MHz, label 3 on Fig. 3, bulk
waves are radiated into the substrate; this value is
directly connected to the slow shear velocity which
is approximately 5740 m/s for the cut of sapphire
used.
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Figure 3: Measured lSlzlfor a two-port synchronous
resonator on GaNISa, together with the computed
admittance.
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Figure 5: Signature of propagating modes on the
AlNlGaNlSi(111) sample.

In a third set of experiments, a single-port
resonator was fabricated on a bilayer structure over
a silicon (111) substrate. The two layers are
respectively 100 nm thick A1N and 900 nm thick
GaN (the latter deposited on the substrate). The
resonator parameters were p=24pm, dp=0.5 and
W2p=0.83%.
Fig. 5 shows the modulus of the measured lSlrl
as a function of frequency, together with the
simulated harmonic admittance for an infinite
resonator with the same parameters. Three modes
can be seen on the HA, but the second is not
apparent on the measurement, which we cannot
presently explain. We tried and fit the first and
third modes to a P-matrix model [12]. A
comparison between the experimental third mode
and the P-matrix simulation is plotted in Fig. 6. It
can be seen that some oscillations in the
admittance could not be accounted for. The results
of the fit are shown in Tab. 1. The predictions of
the FEAIBIM model are also shown for mode one,
and are found to be in relatively good agreement
with the experimental data, considering that
precise material data are not available for the
deposited layers. We were not able to extract the
parameters from the FEAIBIM simulation for the
third mode.
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0
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180
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200
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Figure 6: Fit of mode 3 in Fig. 5 using a P-matrix
model.
Table 1: Waves parameter estimation for the
AlNlGaNlSi(111) sample.

The same estimation procedure was repeated for
several other resonators with different periods
fabricated on the same sample. The phase velocity
of the first mode is shown in Fig. 7 for some
values of the frequency thickness product.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on the first successful
growth of single-crystalline La3Ga5SiO14films by
liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) for bulk (BAW) and
surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices. The films
were grown from a high-temperature solution
(flux) on X- and Y-oriented langasite substrates
(homoepitaxy), after establishment of basic
substrate, solvent, and growth parameters. These
films were characterized by XRD, AFM,
SEMIEDX, and Nomarski microscopy. Whereas
the X-oriented films show rather a n undulating
surface, the Y-oriented LPE films show a clear
steplfacet
formation,
with
tendency
to
macrosteps propagating over the whole surface
of about lxlcm2. This indicates that at least the
surface of Y-oriented LPE LGS films can evoluate
to the formation of a facet. These films have a a
thickness of a few ym, a high structural
perfection with a FWHM of 0.2", no secondary
phases, and are crack-free due to perfect lattice
match.
Keywords : langasite, liquid phase epitaxy, BA W,
SA W.
1. INTRODUCTION
Langasite-type crystals La3Ga5SiO14 (LGS),
La3Ga5.5Nb0.5Si014(LGN), and La3Ga5.5Tao.sSi014
(LGT) are considered a s superior piezoelectric
materials for bulk (BAW) and surface acoustic
wave (SAW) applications. They belong to the
same trigonal crystal class 32 than quartz and
can be grown by Czochralski already to relatively
large diameters of 3-inch for LGS [I]. However,
bulk growth of large LGS-type crystals is faced
with several difficulties, and the crystals often
a defect structure (precipitates,
present
inclusions, striations, dislocations, etc.) which
limit their performance in devices.
SAW are very sensitive to the quality of the
substrate surface [2,3]. During SAW propagation,
substrate surface displacements are of the order
of (typically) few A, and 90 to 95% of the energy
is concentrated within one acoustic wavelength
of the surface. Thus, fundamental requirements
for reproducibility and precision of BAW and
SAW devices are defect-free substrate crystals
and highly perfect surfaces, since it is the only
way to have a n undisturbed propagation of
acoustic waves.
High-temperature solution (or flux) growth is
a growth method which has the potential yield
highly perfect crystals (lowest dislocation and
defect densities). Films grown by LPE may show
a high structural and surface perfection, when
growth and substrate parameters are sufficiently
met. This has been demonstrated for several

materials (ex. : GaAs, Gap, garnets, high-Tc
superconductors). Another advantage of nearequilibrium growth is that dopants and
impurities will be incorporated in a more
homogeneous way than in melt growth. This
might be important for reduced acoustic losses
for higher Q, a s it was shown for quartz.
In LPE, growth occurs near thermodynamic
equilibrium, and it is therefore a technique
which is very sensitive to substrate parameters.
In the case of heteroepitaxy, the lattice mismatch
(misfit) between film and substrate lead to the
formation of misfit dilocations at the growth
interface during growth, and different thermal
expansion coefficients may lead to cracking of
the LPE films during cooling [4]. The availability
of LGS, LGN and LGT substrates to be used for
homoepitaxial deposition represents therefore a
serious advantage.
In case
of
homoepitaxy
(LPE), the
supersaturation required to initiate nucleation i s
extremely
small,
and
inhomogeneities,
scratches, a s well as residual strain of the
polished substrate surface will strongly affect the
initial stages of the growth process. Chemical
etching is necessary and efficient to remove the
damaged surface layer prior to LPE. The
as
well
as
substrate
misorientation
supersaturation should be as small a s possible
to allow the Frank- van der Merwe (or layer-bylayer) growth mode [5], for reduced step
densities and possibly step bunching [6]. A very
low supersaturation (<< 1"C) is difficult to adjust
over the whole substrate surface. Thus, etching
and regrowth may occur, which will also depend
on substrate surface inhomogeneities, defects,
hydrodynamics, and temperature gradients in
the solution. When all parameters are well fitted,
the LPE surface may evoluate to the the
development of a n equilibrium crystal facet.
Such surface is perfectly oriented towards
defined crystallographic axes, which may cancel
problems due to surface misalignment in
devices. However, which surface will develop a s
equilibrium face depends mainly on the "nature"
of the solvent and impurities. Finding a suitable
solvent/solvent system for such complex
compounds, fulfilling all conditions, may
therefore represent a real challenge. The aim of
this work was to study basic requirements for the
achievement of high-quality LGS LPE films for
improved SAW and BAW devices.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Substrates for LPE

Due to the high sensitivity of the LPE process,
the quality of the substrate surface to be used for
LPE is a critical parameter. Chemical etching i s

needed to remove the surface-layers of polished
substrates which may have residual strain.
Polishing and etching of LGS has already been
investigated [7,8], and good results were
achieved by polishing with colloidal silica and
etching with HC1:HF:H20 (71. Various acids, HF,
HCl, HN03, H2S04, CHsCOOH, and methods
proven to be successful in quartz technology
were tested. However, LGS, LGN and LGT have
more
crystal-chemical
similarities
with
perovskite-type compounds and garnets for
which hot orthophosphoric acid is generally
used.
X- and Y-oriented (YZ, XZ, in-plane axis,
respectively) LGS and LGT substrates were
etched in hot orthophosphoric acid at 130°C for
2-3 hours. Formation of the white deposit on the
substrate surface could be avoided by mixing.
The typical resulting surface morphology of Yoriented substrates is shown in fig. 1.

Fig.2. Striations on X-cut LGT substrates after
chemical etching in hot H3P04. Top : Nomarski
microphotography, bottom : AFM profile.

Fig. 1. Typical surface morphology of Y-LGS
substrates after etching in hot H3P04.
Interpretation of Nomarski microphotographs
requires careful consideration, since it is often
difficult to distinguish between hillocks and
hollows. Thus, the structures of fig.1 appear
rather a s bulging to the eye, whereas in reality
they are concave. Randomly oriented crystal
faces could not be well etched, which shows a
certain selectivity of this etchant.
Best results were obtained for X-oriented
substrates. Due to the polarity of the X-axis in
LGS-type crystals, both X-cut substrate faces are
not equivalent, e.g, they have not the same
"termination" and behave therefore differently
upon etching. Striations became visible, a s
shown in the Nomarski microphotography of
fig.2, top, and by AFM a periodicity of about 5pm
and height of about lOnm were respectively
found for these growth strae, fig 2. bottom.
Striations might be due to solid-solubility of
Si/Ga (tetrahedral site, CN IV) in LGS, Nb/Ga in
LGN and Ta/Ga in LGT (octahedral site CN VI),
associated with temperature fluctuations at the
growth interface. These striations cause periodic
(3D) variations of lattice parameters 191 (e.g.
density)
and
thus
thermal
expansion
coefficients.
Furthermore,
they
lead
to
inhomogeneous dopant incorporation. Striations
may be eliminated if temperature oscillations at
the growth interface during Czochralski growth
can be suppressed [lo].

When a film is grown by LPE on a striated
substrate of same composition (homoepitaxy),
the first monolayers of the film will try to adapt
their composition to minimize the misfit strain.
This phenomenon is called lattice pulling effect.
The resulting film may then show a variation of
composition in function of its thickness, and
therefore also, the substrates used for LPE
should be sufficiently characterized.
2.2 Solvent svstem
Potential solvent systems for LGS, LGN and
LGT were searched through systematic studies of
the already available respective or related phase
diagrams. A first selection of possible fluxes was
done according to chemical and structural
aspects. Ideally, the solvent should be
chemically similar (in the type of bonding) to the
solute, but with sufficient crystal-chemical
differences between
solvent
and
solute
constituents to avoid incorporation of solvent
species into the crystal.
Alkali vandates, molybdates and tungstates
were widely used as fluxes for crystal growth of
silicates
and
germanates.
Li2Mo04:Mo03
dissolves readily many oxides, and was used for
the growth of BeO, GeO2, SiO2, TiO2, Be2Si04,
Y2Si05, a s well a s for emerald (Be3A12Si6018). In
this study, however, the langasite phase could
not be crystallized in the investigated
temperature/concentration range by using a
LizMoO~:Mo03flux.
Another common solvent for oxides is PbO.
PbO-B203 fluxes a s well as BaO-BaF2-B203
ternary solvent systems were successfully used
in flux growth of perovskites and LPE of garnets
[ l l ] . Bi203-based fluxes have similarities with
PbO fluxes, and are often used to replace the
toxic PbO. However, when large RE ions are
present, e.g. in LGX, they are not suitable due to

possible substitution.
PbO-based solvent systems with various
solute ions ratios and concentrations were tested
by flux-growth experiments. Lanthanum gallate
was often obtained as secondary phase, and the
use of B2O3 lead to crystallization of LaB03 and
was therefore avoided. LPE films of LGS could
successfully be grown from a PbO-flux
containing 1% PbOa, and a solute concentration
between 1 5 to 20wt% of stoichiometric LGS.
Future work is needed to understand the phase
relations a n d establish the solubility curve, and
these results will be reported in a separate
paper.

of steps orland facets with preferential
orientation(s). However, this does not exclude the
possibility to faceting transition for X-oriented
films.
The morphology of a LGS films grown on a Yoriented LGS substrate (fig.1) is shown in Fig. 4,
top. The clear tendency to steplfacet formation
is a n indication that this surface (at least) can
develop to a n equilibrium facet. Fig. 4 bottom i s
a n AFM profile of the train of macrosteps.

2.3 Growth procedure
The LGS LPE experiments were performed in
a vertical tube furnace with 3 heating zones, a s
described earlier [12]. The starting oxides were
hand-mixed and introduced into a cylindrical
Pt/Au5% crucible of about 45cm3. The crucible
was closed with a Pt lid to prevent PbO
evaporation, and placed in suitable location (for
optimized temperature gradients) in the furnace.
The temperature was raised to 800°C in 3 hours,
and then to 1150°C in 4 hours, followed by 5 h
soaking a t this temperature. The temperature
was then lowered to about 950°C and hold at
this temperature for about 24hours for
equilibration. The Pt lid was then removed, and
search of the liquidus temperature was
performed by dipping LGS substrates and
crystal pieces in the solution while cooling the
solution, and X-ray analysis of the phases which
crystallize on them 1131. The substrates were
fixed with Pt wires on a n alumina holder. The
films were grown by vertical dipping, with a
substrate rotation of typically 1 5 to 35rpm, in a
temperature range of about 950 to 870°C,
depending on solvent/ solute parameters. After
the growth, the films were cleaned in diluted
nitric acid a t room temperature, and rinsed with
distilled water and ethanol.
3. RESULTS
Fig. 3 is a Nomarski microphotograph of a
LGS LPE film grown on X-cut LGS substrates.

Fig.3. Microphotography of a LGS LPE film grown
on X-cut LGS substrate.
These X-oriented films appear a s undulating
surface with no clear habit, e.g, no development

Fig.4. Top : Nomarski micropohotography of
macrosteps which propagate on a Y-oriented LGS
LPE film. Bottom : AFM profile.
On this LPE film, propagation of macrosteps
(step bunches) was observed over the whole
surface of about lcm2, with some variations in
step heights and interstep distances, and with
development of larger steps and growth hillocks.
As can be recognized in fig. 4, the terraces
between macrosteps are very flat.
Step bunching can be described by the
kinematic wave theory [14], which was
developed to explain water flow movements and
traffic jam on crowded roads.
The mechanisms governing step bunching
are not well known, but it is assumed that in
solution growth interface kinetics a s well a s bulk
transport are important. Unequal rate of
incorporation of growth units in the upper and
lower steps, and non-linear dependence of the
rate of advance of steps on supersaturation
which might
be caused
by impurities
(intermittent pinning or stoppers) belong to
possible mechanisms. In liquid phase epitaxy,
substrate misorientation and hydrodynamics are
important aspects to be considered to avoid (or
reduce) step bunching. The misorientation of the
substrates used in these experiments was
typically < 0.5 degrees. The use of substrates
with lower misorientation and improved surface
preparation, together with optimization of

hydrodynamic conditions and growth parameters
(supersaturation), will allow to reduce step
bunching and to further improve the surface
flatness of the LPE films.
I
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The X-ray diffraction analysis show that these
films have already a good structural perfection,
with a FWHM of about 0.2" for the (004) peak, as
shown in fig. 5. No secondary phase(s) could by
found by XRD and EDX analysis. In the case of
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pretreatment,
and
parameters optimization.
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ABSTRACT

Substrate

Piezoelectric aluminum nitride (AIN) thin films have been
developed to realize ultrasonic transducers.

Power (W)
Substrate temperature ("C)
Pressure deposition (mbar)
N2 / AI + N2 (%)

AlN up to 1.5pm is deposited at low temperature (140°C) by
reactive DC magnetron sputtering of an A1 target in argon and
nitrogen on Si, Si/Si02/Al, and SVAI substrates, and is wet
etched (rates from 0.1 prnlmin to 0.2 pmlmin and selectivity
of 1:10 with Al, and no etching with Si).
SiO2/AI/A1N/Al, AI/AlN/Al and Si/AlN/Al square and circular
membranes, from 10pm to 1.5mm size are fabricated using
silicon deep reactive ion etching (DRIE), which gives etch
profiles about 90°, which allows larger integration density
than wet anisotropic etching for ultrasonic transducers arrays.
By varying size and thickness of membranes, resonance
frequencies from lOkHz to 20MHz are expected, acoustic and
electrical measurements are in progress.
Ultrasonic transducers using this technology will be used to
measure flows velocity by Doppler method. Other potential
applications for ultrasonic transducers include medical
ultrasounds and sonar.
Other structures are also in progress such as Thin Film Bulk
Acoustic Resonator (TFBAR), and Lamb wave devices using
this technology.
Aluminum Nitride, Piezoelectric thin film, Micromachined
ultrasonic transducer.

Si/Si02/A1,
Si(1OO)lAl
700
140
0.66 10"
65

Si(100)
700
220
0.53 loJ
65

Table 1: sputtering process parameters.
The vacuum chamber is evacuated by a turbo molecular pump
to a pressure below 4 lo-' mbar, then the substrate is heated up
to deposition temperature.
The target is pre-sputtered in a pure argon atmosphere for
about 5 minutes to remove native oxide layer on A1 target.
Nitrogen gas is admitted and AlN deposition begins.
Deposition rate is about 1.4pmIh and AlN thickness
uniformity is about 10% on 100 mm diameter wafers.
3 AIN CARACTERIZATION

2.1 Thin film crystallography
To improve the electromechanical coupling factor,
crystallographic c-axis orientation perpendicular to substrate
must be obtained.
The X-ray diffraction 8-28 was performed on AlN thin film
samples. Figs 2.1 and 2.2 show XRD measurement of AlN
thin films on various substrates.
AlN is deposited with c-axis orientation perpendicular to
substrate.

1 INTRODUCTION
This paper reports the use of AlN deposited by reactive DC
magnetron sputtering with micromachining technology to
realize micromachined ultrasonic transducers.
Micromachined ultrasonic transducers have been built using
PZT and wet etch silicon, Ref. 1.
Because silicon wet etch is anisotropic, low density integration
is expected. Using silicon deep reactive ion etching, high
density integration is possible.
Because AlN is deposited at low temperature, electronic can
be integrated on same wafer.
Micromachined ultrasonic transducer integrated with
electronic on same wafer will allow high performance system.

2 EXPERIMENT
AlN thin films were deposited on different substrates by
reactive DC magnetron sputtering of a high purity (99,999%)
aluminum target in a gas mixtures of argon (99,9997%) and
nitrogen (99,9991%)
Sputtering process parameters for AlN thin film deposition are
listed in Table 1

Fig. 2.1: Si(lOO)/AlN(0.7pm)
(Sputtering process parameters, see Table 1)

According to Ref. 2, great quality surface acoustic wave
(SAW) is expected.

-

2.3 Film stress
Film stress is given by Stoney formula (1) by measuring preand post- AIN deposition wafer curvatures using surface
profilometry.

I
Fig. 2.2: Si1SiO2(O.4 pm)/A1(0.2 pm)/AlN(0.6 pm)
(Sputtering process parameters, 750 W, 160 OC, 0.42 1v2
mbar, 64 % N2)
2.2 Surface observation of A1N thin film
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to measure AlN
roughness.
AIN surface was observed at the end of the process, after
deposition and etching of top aluminum to realize top
electrode.
Figs 2.3 and 2.4 show AFM measurements

where Es and vs are substrate Young modulus and Poisson
ratio, ts and tf are substrate and film thickness and R,, and
R,, wafer curvature after and before film deposition.

I

Substrate
Stress

I

Si(100)
0

Si(1OO)lAl
100 MPa

Table 2: (Sputtering process parameters, see Table 1)
New sputtering process parameters are expected to decrease
tensile stress by changing pressure deposition Ref. 2.
A1 deposited on A1N to perform top electrode doesn't modify
the stress.
AIIAINlAl or Si/AINlAI membrane can be fabricated.
2.4 Electrical measurement
Relative permittivity was measured by capacitance extraction
(2) with a Multi-Frequency LCR meter HP4275A, the voltage
and frequency were respectively lV,, and 40kHz.
T

E,,

~AIN
=-C

&oA
Resistivity was measured by capacitance leakage current (3),
the leakage current was IpA, electrical field was about 150
MVIcm and electrical field breakdown with a Curve Trace
Tektronix 477.

Fig. 2.3: Si(lOO)AlN(0.7 pm)
(Sputtering process parameters, see Table 1)

A V
p ( E ) = -~ A I NI ( E )

(3)

Density current is exponential (4) with electric field Ref. 3.
2

-

J(E) ~

E
p e( E ) =~-'= e -El~E,,
J(E)

~

~
(4)

Results are shown in Table 2.

Fig. 2.4: Si(1OO)l Al(0.2 pm )/AlN(0.9 pm)
(Sputtering process parameters, see Table 1)
Many crystal grains of AIN on Si and A1N on Silal have a
40nm in diameter, and AlN roughness is about 3.5nm on Si
and 4.4nm on Si/Al.

Substrate

Si(100)

Si(100)lAI

Si/SiO2/Al

ST,

10.7

10

11

P(E) (GQcm)

15

2.1

3.2

Ebr(MVIcm)

2.5

4.2

2.5

Table 3: (Sputtering process parameters, see Table 1)

4 APPLICATIONS
3.1 Transducer fabrication
A cross section of a complete device is shown in Fig. 3. I
Double-side polished, 100 mm diameter by 500 pm thick
wafers are used.
Wafers are oxidized and back side oxide is removed. Bottom
metal (0.2 pm Al) is deposited and patterned by
photolithography. Piezoelectric layer (1 pm AIN) is deposited
and patterned by photolithography. Top metal (0.2-1 pm Al) is
deposited and patterned by photolithography. A1 is deposited
on back side and patterned by photolithography then silicon
back side is etched by deep reactive ion etching (Bosch
process, etch rate: 7.5 pm/min).Then oxide can be etched by
RIE.
Circular and square membranes were realized with central and
ring top electrode.
Optical top view of ultrasonic transducers, 800 pm diameter,
with central electrode (200 pm diameter) and ring electrode
(600 pm internal diameter) are shown in Figs 3.2 and 3.3.
For each devices, thickness of each layer is:
SiOz: 0.4 pm
Bottom Al: 0.2 pm
AIN: 1 pm
Al: 0.8 pm

Fig. 3.3: Ring electrode ultrasonic transducer
3.2 First ex~erimentalresults
Sensitivity test was realized in air. Generated electrical
charges were measured (Table 4).
electrode
sensitivity

I

central
No signal

ring
1 pC/mbar

Table 4: (frequency < 50 kHz)
Because electrical measurement is not enough sensitive, we
can't detected generated charge.
In addition, there is too much stress in membrane and
thickness ratio between layers is not optimum , so sensitivity
decreases.

Fig. 3.1 : Cross-section of ultrasonic transducer

4 CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented Aluminum Nitride piezoelectric thin
film to realize ultrasonic transducers.
AI/AlN/AI membrane with a better process to realize no stress
membrane is expected.
Because there is no stress in AlN deposited on Si, membrane
using SO1 wafer will be realized.
To improve electrical measurement new electrical
measurement circuit will be developed.
First results show that using AIN and silicon deep reactive ion
etching is a good way to realize high density micromachined
ultrasonic transducers.
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ELASTIC CONSTANTS AND TEMPERATURE-COMPENSATEDORIENTATIONS OF Gap04
C. Reiter, H. Thanner, W. Wallnofer, P. M. Worsch and P. W. Krempl
AVL List GmbH, Hans-List-Platz 1, A-8020 Graz, Austria

ABSTRACT
GaP04 is of interest for bulk and surface acoustic wave
applications due to its outstanding temperature stability
and relatively high coupling. An evaluation of elastic
constants using the frequency measurements of thickness shear and extensional resonators between -50 "C
and 700 "C was undertaken. For singly rotated Y-cuts,
two angles with temperature compensation exist for any
temperature. The equivalent circuit parameters CO, CI
and Rt which are typically achieved for both groups of
orientations are given. The properties of interesting
surface acoustic wave orientations were calculated using
the new data set. An overview of multiply rotated orientations is given.
Keywords: gallium orthophosphafe, GaP04, temperafure compensation, BAW, SAW, high temperature
1.

In this evaluation the energy trapping is approximated by
an expression of Stevens and Tiersten (Ref. 5). This
expression is developed for the frequency wavenumber
dispersion relation for doubly rotated plano-convex
quartz plates.

vibration mode; n = I , 3, ... ;m, p = 0,2,4,...
no0 :harmonic overtone
nmp :anharmonic overtone m # 0,p # 0
R
curvature radius
2h0
resonator thickness
M',P' linear combination of elastic constants

(1)

nmp

INTRODUCTION

GaP04 is a quartz-homeotypic piezoelectric crystal. It
possesses temperature compensated cuts for piezoelectric BAW and SAW resonators and filters, high electric
resistivity and no pyroelectricity (Ref. 1). These properties are similar to quartz, but Gap04 shows higher electromechanical coupling and a high thermal stability of its
physical properties up to an irreversible transition into
the cristobalite-phase at 970 "C.
2.

2.1 Model for lan no-convex resonators

ELASTIC CONSTANTS

The first measurements of the elastic constants were
done by Brillouin scattering (Ref. 2) and by the method
of pulse-echo (Ref. 3), with good agreement in most
constants at room temperature. Brillouin scattering
measurements were done up to 327 "C. Due to the
excellent high temperature properties of Gap04 a new
evaluation of elastic constants between -50 "C and
700 "C was performed.
The determination was done by measuring the resonances of thickness shear and extensional resonators
(Ref. 4). The elastic constants and the temperature
coefficients were calculated by a least squares algorithm. Resonator samples were bevelled only outside the
electrodes. This bevelling was done to determine the
thickness of the resonators accurately and to have energy trapping too. The theoretical model for the determination of the elastic constants was the infinite extended
plane plate. In this model the energy trapping effect is
not taken into consideration and so the elastic constants
are sometimes too high. Thus the agreement between
experimental and theoretical frequency temperature
behaviour of BAW and SAW resonators was not very
good and a new determination with the same measurement data was performed.

k

effective elastic constant @iezoelectric stiffened)
coupling coeflcient

9

electrode massloading

5

2.2 Experimental determination
The least squares algorithm used for calculation in
(Ref. 4) was modified with equation (1) for the new determination. The new determination was done for the
temperature coefficients only, because calculations done
with elastic constants from Brillouin scattering measurements at room temperature show good agreement with
experimental results. So the elastic constants at room
temperature given in (Ref. 2) are used as room temperature values in the new determination too.
The temperature coefficients were determined only by
using the change in resonant frequency of the resonators related to resonant frequency at room temperature
to minimise the error due to the error of thickness and
curvature of the contoured resonators.
The anharmonic frequency spacing and the resonant
frequency depend on the curvature of the contoured
resonator. To take the curvature into consideration the
anharmonic frequency spacing of the different resonators were used to determine an "equivalent" radius of the
curvature. The determination was only possible for the
singly rotated thickness shear Y-cut resonators, but not
for the singly rotated thickness extensional X-cut resonators, because the admittance frequency spectra do
not show any anharmonic frequencies.
But considering that this expression is correct for planoconvex resonators only, the use of the model of Stevens
and Tiersten for these samples is only an approximation.
A typical admittance frequency spectrum for a singly
rotated Y-25 " BAW' resonator is shown in Figure 1.
According to standard lEEE 176-1978

phase ["I

admittance [S]

3.1 Resonators with hiah electromechanical cou~linq
The electromechanical coupling is between 15 % and
17 %, which is about two times the coupling of quartz
AT-cut. The range of rotation angles is between Y-17 O
and Y-11.5 For an inversion temperature up to 400 "C
these cuts are showing agarabolic frequency temperature dependence with a 2" order temperature coefficient
(2ndTCF) ranging from 18 10'' to 6 10'' "c2
which is
flatter than quartz BT-cut with 40 10'""C-.
The dependencies of 2" TCF and TO versus rotation
angle are shown in Figure 3.
O.

resonant frequency [kHz]

Figure 1: Admittance frequency spectrum of a singly
rotated Y-25 " BAW resonator
The determination of the temperature coefficients were
done up to the 3rdorder. The results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Elastic constants and temperature coefficients

2* TCF [I 0-0°C4
20
15
10
5
0
-18

-17

-16

-15

-14

-13

rotation angle ["I

-12

-11

-10

Figure 3: Dependence of inversion temperature TOand
2" temperature coefficient 2 TCF from rotation angle for singly rotated BAW resonators
(calculated)
3.

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED SINGLY ROTATED Y-CUTS

The resonant frequency temperature behaviour of a Y16.5 O resonator with an inversion temperature at 18 O C
is shown in Figure 4.

There are two ranges of rotation angles for thickness
shear BAW resonators with temperature compensation
of resonant frequency. The difference between the two
ranges is the strength of electromechanicalcoupling.
The dependence of the electromechanical coupling from
rotation angle is shown in Figure 2. This Figure also
shows that for applications with no need for temperature
compensation electromechanical coupling up to 20 % for
resonators near Y-cut is possible.

-40

-20

0

20

40

60

temperature ["C]
Figure 4: Experimentaldata for a Y-16.5 O BAW resonator

rotation angle p]
Figure 2: Electromechanicalcoupling versus rotation
angle of singly rotated BAW resonators

Resonators with a rotation angle of Y-10.8 " are showing
cubic frequency temperature behaviour with a point of
inflection near 500 OC,depending on the curvature of the
contoured resonator, as seen in Figure 5.

Typical data for Gap04 resonators with a crystal diameter of 7.4 mm, an electrode diameter of 3.6 mm and a
fundamental resonant frequency of about 6 MHz are
given in Table 2.
Table 2: Typical resonator data

0

200

400

600

800

temperature [DC]

Figure 5: Experimentaland calculated data for a Y-10.8 "
singly rotated BAW resonator
Resonators with a rotation angle near Y-10.8" are
showing in the temperature range between 350 "C and
650 "C a change in resonant frequency lower than
k30 ppm.
3.2 Resonators with low electromechanical coueling

Temperature compensated low coupling resonators are
near a rotation angle of Y-84 A Y-84 " resonator is
showing an inversion temperature of 87 "C Figure 6.
The coupling is lower than predicted at about
0.3 % ... 0.4 %.

".
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at high vacuum
Q[l000]

1200

I

8.000

1

900

In Table 2 electromechanical coupling factor k and the
quality factor Q are also given. These parameters are
showing for low coupling resonators very high motional
resistances and on the other hand the motional capacity
is very low. Thus the quality factor at ambient pressure is
as high as resonators show with high coupling.
Low coupling Gap04 resonators under vacuum at about
0.1 mbar show an increase of the quality factor up to
8.000.000. This increase is due to the fact that the resonators were heated up to 500 "C after deposition of the
electrodes. Maybe this heating procedure leads to a
decrease of stress between electrodes and crystal in
conjunction with the measured increase of quality factor.

110

temperature [DC]

Figure 6: Frequency temperature behaviour of a low
coupling singly rotated BAW resonator with
rotation angle of Y-84 "
4.

RESONATOR PROPERTIES

The simple linear equivalent circuit of a single resonance
mode of a BAW resonator is shown in Figure 7. The
most important parts of this circuit are R1, CIand Co.

pressure [mbar]

Figure 8: Influence of pressure on quality factor of ternpered and not tempered Gap04 resonators
(Y-84 ")
Figure 8 shows that only tempered Gap04 resonators
are showing such a strong increase of quality factor
under low pressure. This increase of quality factor is due
to a decrease of motional capacity C1 and motional resistance R1 which is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 7: Simple crystal equivalent circuit

SAW sensors. especially if the operating temperature
is so high that other materials do not work reliably or
stable. The possibility of passive sensor elements with
wireless transmission allows precise measurements
even in extreme environments or on moving parts.

pressure [mbar]
Figure 9: Pressure dependence of C1 and RI of low
coupling Gap04 resonators (Y-84 ")
These properties makes this cut suitable for OCXO
applications.
5.

k2

0,s

SAW RESONATORS

An other type of acoustic applications, for which Gap04
is of interest due to its high electromechanical coupling
and its temperature compensated cuts, are those which
use surface acoustic waves (SAWS). Results of calculations of SAW properties done with earlier sets of material
constants were published (Ref. 6,7, 8). With the new set
of elastic constants, new calculations were performed.
Velocities are between 2300 mls and 2900 mls, which
means that the elements for a given frequency are
smaller than in quartz.
The orientations with propagation along the x axis are
especially interesting because they show no beam
steering. For most of these orientations, an inversion
temperature is predicted. The properties for temperature
compensation are shown in Figure 10. Angles are given
starting from a z plate. For room temperature, a coupling
k2 of 0.30 % and a second temperature coefficient
2" TCF of -1 9 10"tC2 are both significantly better than
the values for the quartz ST cut. For higher inversion
temperatures they improve further, up to 0.41 %, 3.5
times the value of the quartz ST cut, and -1 8 lo-' tC2 for
the x-propagation cut compensated at 275 "C which is
the highest predicted inversion temperature. Experimental results (Ref. 7, 9) show inversion temperatures
which are below the calculated values, the reasons for
this deviation are not yet clear.
There exist many other temperature compensated orientations with 2 or 3 angles. Figure 11 shows contour
plots of I* temperature coefficients of frequency for
different values of the first Euler angle. For the whole
studied range up to 700 "C, temperature compensation
is possible.
Two important SAW applications for which Gap04 is of
interest are:
- Intermediate frequency filters, which need a combination of high coupling and good temperature compensation; the low SAW velocities in Gap04 further allow a
miniaturisation of the filter (Ref. 10);

081
030
25
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2"6TCF [Io4 @]

75

100
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150

175

200

rotation angle [0]

rotation angle [O]

Fig. 10: top: Inversion temperatures for singly rotated Xpropagation SAW orientations of Gap04 (angle starting
from z plate); centre: coupling k at TO;below: 2"d temperature coefficient of resonant frequency at TO

properties. One prediction was done for low coupling
BAW resonators with a following experimental confirmation.
For singly rotated Y cut resonators two ranges of rotation
angles for temperature compensated BAW resonators
are existing, for high and low coupling resonators respectively.
High coupling resonators are compensated up to 650 "C
with a coupling between 15 % and 17 %.
Low coupling resonators are showing a coupling of
about 0.3...0.4 %.
Under vacuum the quality factor is increasing up to
8.000.000 for tempered resonators which were heated
up to 500 "C. These properties makes this cut suitable
for OCXO applications.
SAW resonators are showing high coupling and good
temperature compensation, these properties are needed
for intermediate frequency filters. The low SAW velocities allow miniaturisation of the filters too.
Another application of Gap04 are high temperature
devices where other materials do not work reliable or
stable.
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7.

Fig. 1 1 : Contour plots of 1' temperature coefficient of
frequency at 25 "C for orientations (A, jt, 8). top: k 0 ",
centre: k 1 5 ", below: k 3 0 ";horizontal axis: p, vertical
axis: 8; contours for -1 0 ppm/K, 0 ppm/K and 10 ppm/K
are given
6.

CONCLUSIONS

The elastic constants are now determined in the temperature range between -50 "C and 700 "C. This data
set allows a prediction of BAW and SAW resonator
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1. ABSTRACT
The frequencies of the cesium fountain primary
frequency standards at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology and the PhysikalischTechnische Bundesanstalt have been compared. Twoway satellite time and frequency transfer and GPS
carrier-phase were the principal frequency-transfer
techniques used to make the comparison. For the 15day interval in which both fountains were in operation
the frequencies were compared with an additional
uncertainty due to the comparison process of only
5.8~10-16. The two standards agree within their stated
one-sigma uncertainties of 1.7x10-~'.

-

Key Words: atomic frequency standard, cesium
fountain, comparison.
2. INTRODUCTION
During the months of August and September, 2000
the new cesium fountains at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) and the PhysikalischTechnische Bundesanstalt (PTB) were operated at
nearly the same time. The NIST fountain, NIST-F1,
was in operation during the period MJD (Modified
Julian Date) 51764 to 51794, and the PTB fountain,
CSF1, was operated over the period MJD 51764 to
51779. Two additional periods of operation for the PTB
standard (MJD 5 1799 to 5 1814 and 5 1824 to 5 1839) are
also included in this comparison. In the first PTB run
there is a 15-day overlap with the NIST run. These
evaluations have all been reported to the Bureau
International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM) and details
of the frequency standards have been presented in other
papers at this conference [ l , 21. The PTB-CSF1 was
operated at constant operational parameters and the real
measurement time comprised about 94% of the nominal
total measurement time of 1080 hours. During the
operation of NIST-F1 a range of atom densities was
used so it is not practical to shorten the comparison
period to coincide exactly with that of the first interval
for CSF1. Therefore, the comparison must be made by
extending the PTB interval with a stable (but not
necessarily accurate) frequency reference. This can be
done with either EAL, which is a free atomic scale
calculated by the Bureau International des Poids et
Measures (BIPM), or the post processed NIST maser
ensemble, ATlE. The fact that the overlap of the two
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright

fountain runs is not exact means that the stability of the
frequency reference contributes to the uncertainty of the
comparison.
Long-distance techniques for frequency comparison
must be used since the two primary frequency standards
are separated by thousands of kilometers, and this also
adds an additional uncertainty to the comparison. An
evaluation of the extrapolation and frequency transferuncertainties is presented in this paper, and overall
comparison uncertainties are calculated.

3. FREQUENCY TRANSFER
Three techniques for time and frequency transfer
were used for the fountain comparison in order to
minimize the chance of a statistical aberration. These
techniques are Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency
Transfer (TWSTFT) [3], GPS carrier-phase [4], and
GPS common-view [5]. The GPS common-view
comparison was made with data from the BIPM
publication Circular T, where corrections are made
using precise orbits and measured ionospheric data.
The TWSTFT measurements followed the standard
three days per week (Monday, Wednesday and Friday)
BIPM schedule and were made at Ku-band using a
commercial communications satellite. The two-way
data used for the fountain comparison were the same as
that reported to the BIPM, except that data comparing
UTC(N1ST) to the maser H2 at PTB was extracted. The
GPS carrier-phase data comes from two dual-frequency,
geodetic-quality receivers located at NIST and PTB [6].
The TWSTFT and carrier-phase data both give the time
difference between UTC(N1ST) (which is derived from
a maser ensemble) and the maser H2. The fountain
frequencies can be related to these two standards via
internal measurements. At PTB the fountain directly
measures the frequency of H2. At NIST an internal
measurement system is used to relate the frequency of
the specific maser used as the fountain reference to
UTC(N1ST). The uncertainty of the NIST internal
measurement is well under 1 x 1 ~ at' ~15 days. The
common-view GPS data relate the fountain frequencies
to International Atomic Time (TAI) via the reference
clocks for each standard.
Figure 1 shows time-difference data for
UTC(N1ST) H2 via the TWSTFT link for a 200 day
period that includes the intervals of the fountain
comparison. Frequency offset and drift have been
removed. It is evident in Fig. 1 that the day-to-day

-

from two-way, carrier-phase, or both, but in any case, it
would constitute a real systematic error (rate offset) on
the order of 5x10-l6 in the frequency measurement if
attributed to either one of the methods. It is important
to note that the final carrier-phase solution is a
combination of 3.5 day analysis periods with half-day
overlaps. Therefore the solution is sensitive to the
overlapping offsets of the consecutive data series as
well as corrections for jumps and gaps in the data.
Figure 4 shows the time deviation for this data and
Fig. 5 shows the Allan deviation. The a,(z) and Allan
deviation values at one day are both biased low because
of the interpolation of the two-way data, but in general
the time deviation is flicker-phase in nature at a level of
about 200 ps. The Allan deviation plot indicates that
the combined frequency uncertainty of TWSTFT and
carrier phase is about 5x10-l6at 15 days. However, this
may be optimistic because both the Allan deviation and
time deviation statistics are based on the second
difference of a time series, which is insensitive to a rate
(or frequency) offset.
A slightly larger uncertainty of 6 x 1 ~at' ~15 days is
obtained using a first-difference statistic that is the RMS
fractional frequency of the time-series data in Fig. 3 [7].
This is more consistent with the observed slope in the
data. For the purposes of this comparison we will
assume that the instabilities of TWSTFT and carrier
phase are independent and that they contribute equally
to the combined instability. Taking 6 ~ 1 0 "as~ the
combined uncertainty of the two transfer techniques
'~
gives a frequency-transfer uncertainty of 4 . 2 ~ 1 at~ 15
days for each of the two techniques.
For the uncertainty in GPS common-view we will
use the BIPM estimate of 2 x l ~ ' ~ 15
a tdays, as stated in
Circular T.
4. EXTRAPOLATION
A stable frequency reference must be used as a
transfer standard since none of the fountain evaluations
overlap perfectly. To estimate the uncertainty of
comparisons with dead time we have used the method
of Douglas and Boulanger [8]. The comparisons have
been made with both ATlE [9], a post-processed scale
based on a maser ensemble at NIST, and EAL, the free
atomic scale calculated at the BIPM. The stability
characteristics of these scales are shown in Table 1 for z
in units of 1 day.
Table 1. Frequency Stability Characteristics of
ATlE and EAL

The white FM and flicker FM noise characteristics
of ATlE were estimated from internal measurements
made at NIST, and the random-walk FM noise level was
estimated from measurements against EAL and CS2 (a
thermal-beam primary frequency standard at PTB). The
stability characteristics of EAL are those published by
the BIPM in Circular T. The main advantage of ATlE
is its much lower white FM noise. This is expected
since EAL is affected by noise from GPS commonview.
5. COMPARISON RESULTS
The results of the various comparison methods are
summarized in Tables 2 a-d. The stated uncertainties
~ ' ~ua =
for the one NIST-F1 run are ub = 1 . 5 ~ 1 and
0.8~10-'~,
where ub is the systematic uncertainty and ua
is the statistical uncertainty. The combined uncertainty
.
the uncertainties
for the NIST-F1 run is 1 . 7 ~ 1 ~ "Since
for the various PTB-CSF1 runs were not all the same
they are listed individually in the tables.
All
uncertainties that are statistical in nature will be
identified as "ua". The frequency uncertainty due to the
time-transfer process is identified as ua(TT) and ranges
for TWSTFT and carrier-phase to
from 0.42~10"~
2.0xlUL5for common-view GPS. The uncertainties due
to dead time are identified as ua(dead) and range from
0.4xlU'~to 2.9~1U'~.The total uncertainty due to the
comparison process is ua(comp.), which is obtained
from ua(TT) and ua(dead) combined in quadrature.
Finally, the uncertainty of the remote standard,
remote), is calculated from the quadrature
combination of ua(standard), ub(standard), and
ua(comp.). In this discussion PTB-CSF1 will be treated
as the remote standard as seen from NIST, although the
roles could be reversed.
The four tables compare data for: (a) TWSTFI'
with ATlE used as a transfer standard, (b) GPS carrierphase with ATlE used as a transfer standard, (c) GPS
common-view with ATlE used as a transfer standard,
and (d) GPS common-view with EAL used as a transfer
standard. All uncertainties are one sigma. The first row
of data in each table is for the first PTB run, which
overlapped the NIST run by 15 days. In Tables 2 a-c,
the uncertainty ua(dead) is small (but not zero) because
the two runs overlapped, but were not the same length.
Note that ua(dead) is considerably larger with EAL used
as the frequency reference (Table 2d) since EAL has a
much larger white FM noise level. The observed values
for the frequency difference of the two standards,
y(F1-CSFI), are -0.36~10-'~
for comparison by twofor comparison by carrier-phase.
way, and -0.24~10-'~
ua(comp.) is 0.58~10"~
for both methods and remote),
the uncertainty of PTB-CSF1 as seen from NIST, is
1.9~10-'~.This is only slightly larger than the stated
~
combined uncertainty of CSF1, which is 1 . 8 ~ 1 0 "for
that run. The two standards are in excellent agreement
in the first run, The comparison results using commonview GPS with ATlE and EAL are given in the first

first. In the second run the frequency differences for the
comparisons using ATlE with two-way and ATlE with
common-view are large enough that the error bars of the
two standards don't overlap. For ATlE with carrierphase and EAL with common-view they do overlap.
The agreement in the third run is much better, even
though remote) is getting rather large, particularly
when EAL and common-view are used.

data rows of Tables 2c and 2d. Note that ua(comp.) is
much larger. The agreement between the two standards
is not as good as with two-way and carrier phase, but it
is still within remote) for these comparisons.
The second and third runs of PTB-CSFl can also be
compared to the NIST-F1 run, as shown in the second
and third rows of the tables. However, ua(dead) gets
larger because the runs don't overlap at all. In general,
the agreement in the second run is not as good as in the

Table 2. Comparison of NIST-F1 with PTB-CSF1
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Table 2b Referenced to ATlE via GPS carrier phase (units of 1 ~ ' ~ )
PTB
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--

ua(TT) = 0.42

Table 2a Referenced to ATlE via two-way (units of 1 ~ ' ~ )
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Table 2c Referenced to ATlE via common-view GPS from Circular T (units of 10-'3 ua(TT) = 2.0
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Table 2d Referenced to EAL via common-view GPS from Circular T (units of 10-15) ua(TT) = 2.0

Third

0.2

A weighted average of the various runs can also be
calculated. The last two columns in rows 2 and 3 show
the weighted averages for y(F1-CSF1) and the
corresponding uncertainties, uw(remote), for the first
two runs, and all three runs, respectively. (Results for
the first run are repeated for clarity in the first row of

these columns even though there is no averaging.) The
weighting was based on the combined statistical
uncertainties for each case. It is questionable how
meaningful the weighted average is for all three runs
because it is very likely that the errors due to the dead
time are correlated between the second and third run;

thus the question marks in the tables. However, the
weighted average of the first two runs should be
meaningful and it also shows very good agreement
between the two fountains. Note that uw(remote) for
the weighted average of the first and second runs using
either TWSTFT or carrier phase is essentially at the
level of the stated uncertainty of the PTB-CSF1.
In principle, one could average the TWSTFT and
carrier-phase comparisons together to further reduce
ua(TT) by another factor of 1/42. However, this would
have only a small impact, and may not be justified until
the assumption of independence between TWSTFT and
carrier-phase can be verified.
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the four weighted averages exhibit a frequency
difference large enough that the uncertainty limits of
the two standards don't overlap. This is entirely
consistent with one-sigma uncertainties. In most cases
the observed frequency differences were well within
the uncertainties of a single standard.
The best estimate of the frequency difference of
the two standards is given by the weighted average of
the first two PTB runs using either two-way or GPS
carrier- hase. The frequency difference is less than
1.2~1@'~,which is within the stated uncertainties of
either of the two standards. As more fountain
evaluations are carried out an even better assessment of
the agreement between the two fountains will be
obtained.
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Figure 6. Frequency of ATlE versus four
primary frequency standards.
Figure 6 shows the frequency of ATlE relative to
the two fountains and two thermal-beam standards,
NIST-7 and PTB-CS2, for about the last 400 days. The
combined uncertainty for CS2 is typical1 12x10-'~
and
for NIST-7 ranges from 5 to 10xlU1 . Individual
uncertainties are shown for the fountains. The figure
provides a qualitative view of the relative frequencies
of the four primary frequency standards and also
contains a forth CSFl run that was not included in the
tables above. The overall agreement among the four
standards is quite good. The slight downward
frequency drift is a characteristic of ATlE.
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6. CONCLUSION
The cesium fountain primary frequency standards
at PTB and NIST have been compared by three
different frequency transfer techniques and with two
different stable frequency references. This variety of
comparison techniques was used in order to minimize
the chance that a statistical fluctuation in one technique
might give an unusually good or bad result. It has been
demonstrated that the uncertainties of the comparison
process can be reduced to a nearly negligible level with
the use of TWSTFT or GPS carrier-phase if the
duration of the comparison is 15 days or longer. Only
two cases out of the twelve individual comparisons and
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RECENT RESULTS FROM PTB'S CAESIUM FOUNTAIN CSFl
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Physikalisch-TechnischeBundesanstalt, Bundesallee 100, D-38116 Braunschweig (Germany)

At the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) a
new primary frequency standard, the atomic caesium fountain
CSF1, has been put into operation. The first uncertainty
evaluation yielded a relative lo frequency uncertainty of
1 . 4 . 1 ~ ' ~The
. short-term relative frequency instability is
typically 3.5.10"3.(ds~Ln,dictated by the available quartz
oscillator as the local frequency source. Some details of the
uncertainty evaluation are given in this contribution. Between
August 2000 and November 2000 first data of CSFl for the
steering of the free atomic time scale EAL were reported
covering four periods, each of 15 days duration.

Technology (USA), covering a period in November and
December. Between August 2000 and November 2000 first
data of the fountain CSFl were reported covering four
periods, each of 15 days duration. These data were obtained
by frequency comparisons using two active hydrogen masers
H1 and H2 as local references. These masers in turn are
compared with the primary clocks of PTB and with
UTC(PTB), and the results are reported to the BIPM. That
way the maser frequencies are known with respect to TAI for
standard 5-day intervals. CSFl was compared with the masers
following the same time schedule. Thus the TAI scale unit
could be measured with respect to the SI second as realized
with CSFl.

Keywords: atomic frequency standard, caesium fountain, TAI

3. UNCERTAINTY OF CSFl

1. ABSTRACT

2. INTRODUCTION

In CSF1, laser cooled caesium atoms are collected in a
magneto-optical trap (MOT) and launched after a 100 ms
molasses phase into a magnetically shielded titanium vacuum
chamber. The atoms are launched to a height of 83 cm above
the cooling region. During the ballistic flight, a TEOll
microwave cavity mounted 44 cm above the MOT is passed
twice and the atomic state is subsequently analyzed in a
detection region located between the cavity and the MOT.
Rarnsey tiinges with a full width at half maximum of 0.88 Hz
are obtained. A detailed description of the CSFl setup was
given elsewhere [Refs. 1,2]. A preliminary evaluation of the
individual CSFl uncertainty components was previously
performed [Ref. 33. After a reconstruction during spring 2000,
this evaluation was confirmed and extended [Ref. 41. Some
details are given in section 3.
For the realization of International Atomic Time TAI, a
linear function of time is added to the time scale EAL (Echelle
atomique libre) with the slope adjusted in order to generate
TAI as an international time reference which conforms to the
definition of the SI second [Ref. 51. This so-called steering of
TAI is based on comparisons between TAI and a few primary
frequency standards which are operated in national metrology
institutes and which realize the SI second with a specified
uncertainty.
During 1999 and 2000, data were available from the
primary frequency standards NIST-7 (USA), CRL-01 and
NRLM-4 (Japan), and JPO (France), which use optical
pumping both for state selection and detection, and from CS1,
CS2, and CS3 of Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt
(PTB), which use magnetic state selection. In all these
standards thermal atomic beams are used. In 1999 first data
were reported to the BIPM from the atomic caesium fountain
NIST-Fl [Ref. 61 of the National Institute of Standards and

The main frequency corrections and uncertainty
contributions of CSFl are listed in Tab. 1. The evaluation
should be considered as valid only in the CSFl routine
operation mode (explained below) used in particular for the
measurement of the TAI scale unit.
Tab. 1: Current uncertainty budget of CSFl in the routine
operation mode.

Rabi-pulling, Ramsey-

Microwave spectral
impurities, Electronics
Light shift

-

0.2

Background gas collisions

-

< 0.5

Total l o uncertainty

1.4

The main contributions to the CSFl uncertainty are of the
order of 1 . 1 ~ or
' ~ less and are considered to be linearly
independent. Therefore the resulting standard uncertainty is
the square root of the sum of squares of the individual
components which are listed in Tab. 1, and amounts to
1 . 4 . 1 ~(lo).
' ~ This evaluation is valid in the case of operating
CSFl without state selection cavity. Its use promises a further
reduction of uncertainty and instability in the near future. In
this section only some details of the evaluation are given. The
complete evaluation was described in [Ref. 41.
3.1 Uncertainty due to cold collisions
In CSF1, the collisional shift [Ref. 71 is determined by
measuring the frequency in dependence on relative atomic
densities. If the experimental conditions such as detection
efficiency, launching height, and atomic temperature are kept
constant, the signal N4 of detected atoms in the state F = 4 is
proportional to the mean atomic density during the ballistic
flight above the cavity Ti Thus, a linear dependence of the
fountain frequency on N4 is expected, and the unperturbed
frequency can be obtained by extrapolation to signal N4= 0.

.

In a first series of measurements, N4 was varied using
different MOT loading times (0.2 s to 1.6 s). The results of
frequency measurements between CSFl and the masers
confirmed the expected linear dependence on N4 [Refs. 3,4].
The slope has been later on determined periodically by
measuring relative frequency differences y (CSF1-H maser)
alternating for low and high atomic density during several
days. Further six slope determinations were performed up to
now. The individual measurement results are depicted in
Fig. 1. The scatter of the last six values around the mean is
within f ~ . l - l ~It* is
' ~only
. the result of the earliest slope
determination which significantly deviates from this mean.

This is supposed to be due to the fact that at the time of the
first measurement the final residual gas partial pressure in the
cavity region was not yet reached. An increased rate of
collisions of the falling atom cloud with background gas
molecules in the cavity region and below will cause fewer
atoms to be detected from a cloud of the same mean density
F
i . This would explain a larger collisional shift at a certain
number N4of detected atoms and thus explain the larger slope
of the first measurement.
When data are collected for contributing to TAI, CSFl is
operated in a so-called routine operation mode at N4= 9. This
represents a compromise between low instability and low
uncertainty due to the collisional frequency shift [Ref. 31.
During the measurement, N4 is recorded and the relative
frequency correction is afterwards calculated based on the
average <N4>and the average slope determined before and
after a routine measurement. Typically a relative frequency
correction F", = 8.0.10-'~is applied.
The uncertainty of the correction F,," is made up by two
components. The first one reflects a hypothetical undetected
change of the proportionality factor between h$ and Ti of as
much as 10% during the 15-day measurement interval. The
results obtained so far indicate that for unchanged
experimental parameters this is a conservative estimate. The
second one is due to the statistical uncertainty of the slope
determination, mainly caused by the long-term instability of
the masers. Typically the square root of the quadratic sum of
both components yields a relative frequency uncertainty
contribution of 1-10-'~.This uncertainty contribution is larger,
if CSFl is not in routine operation. In the future, it might be
reduced by use of the state selection cavity. A more stable
reference in the long-term, e.g. a second fountain frequency
standard, could reduce the statistical uncertainty of the slope
determination.

3.2 Potential freauencv shift at increased microwave Dower

In microwave frequency standards, it is a powefil tool to
increase the microwave power with respect to the optimum
excitation power ( X pulse of the clock transition) and to look
for simultaneous frequency shifts. These may be due to
microwave leakage, Ramsey-pulling, Rabi-pulling andlor
cavity pulling [Ref. 81.

Nr. of measurement

Fig. 1: Results of the available slope determinations of the
linear dependence of the fountain frequency on N4.
Triangles: using H1 as reference; squares: using H2 as
reference. In total, seven slope determinations were
performed, each lasting about two weeks. The vertical
error bars reflect the statistical uncertainty of the
slopes due to the noise of CSFl and of the hydrogen
masers. The dashed line and the dashed-dotted lines
indicate the mean of the last six determinations and
deviations o f f lo%, respectively.

In a series of frequency measurements CSFl was
operated altemating at optimum excitation power and at
increased power (+9.5 dB). The results are depicted in Fig. 2.
Using H1 as reference, the frequency difference between the
two operation modes is (0.47 f 1.48)-lo-". With H2 as
reference we obtain (1.90 f 2.31).10-'~,The measurement
uncertainties are determined by the long-term instability of the
reference maser frequencies during several days of
measurement. The current estimate for the frequency shifting
effect of Rabi- and Ramsey-pulling, Majorana transitions, and
microwave leakage in normal operation is 0.5.10-'~
[Refs. 3,4]. Further studies are planned when individual r n ~
levels are populated by the use of the state selection cavity.

For asymmetric coupling, further first-order Doppler shift
contributions are due to the T E l l l mode and the TI3311
mode. For a coupling asymmetry of lo%, which is much
larger than the asymmeby expected from 'mechanical
tolerances, one calculates a residual relative first-order
Doppler effect frequency shift of less than 0 . 2 . 1 ~ ' ~This
. is
another worst-case estimate, where it is assumed that all atoms
ascend through the cavity aperture next to one coupling slit
and descend again next to the other slit (again in a negligibly
small cloud on one side of the cut-off bore upwards, on the
opposite side downwards).
-20
825

830

835

840

-

MJD 51000

Fig. 2: Relative frequency differences y (CSF1-H maser)
between CSFl and the hydrogen masers Hl(triang1es)
and H2(squares). Full symbols: optimum microwave
excitation power; open symbols: increased microwave
excitation power (+ 9.5 dB). MJD designates the
Modified Julian Date; MJD 51825 corresponds to
2000-10-08. The vertical error bars reflect the
statistical uncertainty due to the noise of CSFl and of
the hydrogen masers. Dashed lines indicate the mean
of the respective set of data. Maser drifts obtained
from linear least-squares fits to the original data points
were subtracted.
er
3.3 Residual first-order D o ~ ~ leffect
A general advantage of an atomic fountain microwave
frequency standard is that the atoms cross the same microwave
cavity twice. If the atomic trajectories were perfectly vertical,
frequency shifts due to axial and radial cavity phase variations
would be perfectly cancelled as each atom would interact with
the field once with velocity v (upwards) and once later with -v
(downwards). It is the transversal residual thermal velocity
and a possible misalignment of the launching direction, which
cause a spread of the trajectories between the fust and the
second passage through the cavity. In this case, a nonvanishing transverse phase variation of the cavity field can
give rise to a residual first-order Doppler effect frequency
shift, unless the trajectories are distributed around the vertical
symmetry axis in a proper way.
The microwave field in the cavity can be described as a
superposition of various field modes which are excited with
different amplitudes and phases. In the CSFl cavity design a
single microwave feed excites two symmetrically arranged
vertical coupling slits [Ref. 21. For exactly symmetric
coupling, transverse electrical field modes TEnll with
n = 0,2,4,... can be excited in the cavity, but the field modes
TEnll with n = 1,3,... are suppressed. Hence the predominant
first-order Doppler shift contribution results from the TE211
mode: If one assumes in a worst case estimate that all atoms
ascend in a negligibly small cloud through the cavity center
and descend next to one of the coupling slits (still in a
negligibly small cloud on one side of the cut-off bore), the
residual relative first-order Doppler effect frequency shift is
calculated to be less than 0.5.10"~.

Both cases considered here are improbable, if the nonhorizontal molasses laser beams are vertically well aligned and
centered to the microwave cavity axis and all laser beam
intensities are balanced. Furthermore the extension of the
atomic cloud is non-negligible, so that all remaining effects
are averaged to a large extend. Presently, a maximum relative
frequency uncertainty of 0.5.10''~is estimated.
3.4 Light shift due to residual laserlight
The interaction of atoms with laser light during the
ballistic flight in and above the microwave cavity entails a
frequency shift through the AC Stark effect (light shift)
[Ref. 81. In the optical setup of CSF1, a high power laser
diode provides the six cooling laser beams. The diode is
injection locked to a narrow-linewidth master laser diode. The
frequency of the cooling laser light is tuned by acousto-optical
modulators (AOMs). To prevent any interaction of the atoms
with the laser light during their ballistic flight above the
cavity, the rf supply of the AOMs is switched off and residual
laser light is blocked by mechanical shutters in front of each
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Fig. 3: Relative frequency differences y (CSF1-H maser)
between CSFl and the hydrogen masers Hl(triang1es)
and H2(squares). Full symbols: master laser light
blocked; open symbols: master laser light not blocked.
MJD designates the Modified Julian Date; MJD 51835
corresponds to 2000-10-18. The vertical error bars
reflect the statistical uncertainty due to the noise of
CSFl and of the hydrogen masers. Dashed lines
indicate the mean of the respective set of data. Maser
drifts obtained from linear least-squares fits to the
original data points were subtracted.
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cooling. Immediately after launch, the atoms are pumped into
the F=4 hyperfine levels with a repumping beam tuned to the
We have performed an initial characterization of the
F=3+Fr=4 transition. The atoms are state selected at the
stability of the U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO) cesium fountain
detection zone by exposure to 9.2 GHz microwaves (tuned to the
atomic clock. This device has a short-term fractional frequency
IF=4,mf=0)-,(F1=3,mf'=0)
transition) from an axial loop
stability of 1.5 x 10-'~7-'/~.This short-term performance enables
antenna inside the vacuum chamber and a subsequent transit of a
us to measure hydrogen maser behavior over the short to
light sheet that removes remaining F=4 atoms.
medium term. When measured against a maser co-located in the
The microwave cavity and the drift region are enclosed
same lab with the fountain, we observe a flicker floor of 1.5~10'
in a high-performance magnetic shield set providing an axial
that is statistically consistent with that maser's performance.
shielding effectiveness of better than 35,000 [3]. An axial
Measurements of our detection noise give an upper bound on
solenoid provides a 225 nT magnetic field for the cavity and free
Dick-effect noise of 1.4 x ~ o - ' ~ T ' "Improvements
~.
in our laser
precession regions.
The entire outer shield and the part of the vacuum
servo systems have resulted in continuous data sets from this
fountain of up to 7 days.
chamber that it encloses is held at 44.53I.l0C. As a result,
everything inside the shields, including the microwave cavity,
1. INTRODUCTION
the drift region and the C-field solenoid is temperature stabilized
and gradients are minimized. Making the entire outer shield an
Working atomic fountain clocks have now become
isotherm instead of temperature stabilizing individual
ubiquitous in the high-performance frequency standard
components contained therein greatly reduces the sensitivity of
community [I]. This success is generally due to both the
this fountain to ambient temperature fluctuations and enhances
excellent stability and accuracy that this device can achieve. At
its robustness for continuous operation. The small fields
USNO we have undertaken a program to integrate atomic
generated by the resistive heaters are kept far away from the
fountain clocks into the USNO timing ensemble. The mission of
sensitive drift region. Tests indicate no detectable perturbation
the Observatory does not require that any of our standards be
to the atoms due to these fields.
accurate realizations of the second, only that they be stable and
After making two transits of the microwave cavity the
run continuously.
atoms return to the detection region. Both F=3 and F=4 atoms
The first USNO fountain based on cesium and
are detected allowing us to calculate a signal normalized to the
described in this paper has essentially two goals. First, we
total atom number. We run the fountain with a typical cycle time
- 1.35 seconds.
would like to demonstrate a short-term stability of 1-2 x 1 ~ ~ ~ 2 of
Since our last report on this fountain we have made
'I2 and a systematic floor of 1-3 x loei6. A consequence of this
significant changes to enhance its performance. We have
stability is that it will allow us to determine what hydrogen
optimized the phase-locked loop (PLL) between the hydrogen
masers are doing in the medium to long-term far more precisely
maser and the quartz crystal in the microwave frequency chain,
than previously possible. Second, this fountain is a research
located and plugged several microwave leaks, improved the
device that will enable us to learn how best to optimize this
detection quantization axis to stabilize the detection process, and
technology for the specific goals of the observatory, in
closed several servo loops, including the repump laser intensity
particular, long term continuous operation.
and the temperature servo on the outer magnetic shield.
In this paper we will describe an initial
In addition we have made changes in the way we
characterization of the stability of this first USNO fountain
perform frequency modulation of our interrogation microwaves.
Previously we used square wave modulation of the interrogation
2. EXPERIMENTAL LAYOUT
frequency. Our Ramsey fringes are about 1 Elz wide so the
frequency
modulation used was M.5 Hz.
This was
The physical layout of our fountain has been described
accomplished
by
frequency
modulating
a
digital
synthesizer
previously [2] so we will only give a brief overview here.
whose output is mixed in with the frequency chain to produce
We collect atoms in either a MOT or molasses and
the
final interrogation frequency. We found that if we instead
launch them in a (1,1,1) geometty. The laser light for the
modulate the phase of this synthesizer, leaving its frequency
upward and downward directed laser beams are generated by
constant, we improve the fountain's stability. The phase is
two injection seeded tapered amplifiers. The light is then
changed by &90°between the two microwave pulses that are part
transported to the vacuum chamber with optical fibers. The light
of each interrogation cycle. This approach is insensitive to
exiting these fibers (and the detection light optical fiber) have
fluctuations
in launch height and is very similar to a scheme
power servos closed around the fiber path to reduce amplitude
being considered for space-borne cold atom clocks to reduce
noise at the atoms.
tlleir sensitivity to vibrations [5].
The atoms are launched in two phases, the first
optimized for violent acceleration and the second for final
ABSTRACT
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Another important change is an improvement to our
laser frequency locks. Our diode lasers are locked to a saturation
cell in the conventionalway using an analog integrator to control
the diode PZT voltage. We found that this method was stable
for up to a day, but not longer. To address this deficiency we
have added a digital integrator that periodically polls the laser
for its PZT voltage and compares this to the servo control
voltage. If the difference is outside a threshold, the digital
integrator adjusts the bias PZT voltage bringing the control
voltage back towards zero. This essentially gives the loop
infink gain at DC and keeps our lasers in lock for months at a
time.
Finally we devised a new microwave frequency chain
that has resulted in a 25% improvement in short term stability.
At the heart of the new chain, which is displayed in Figure 1, is a
small commercial component containing a Step Recovery Diode
(SRD) and a Dielectric Resonant Oscillator (DRO).

Fig. 2. Allan deviation of frequency differences between the fountain and
hydrogen maser N17.

To ~ e h s u r e m e n t
System

Fig. 1. The new microwave frequency chain. The dashed section is a
DRO-based unit that provides the phase-coherent multiplication from
100 MHz to 9.2 GHz.

To get a better understanding of the deviations from
white noise we measured the behavior of the underlying
detection process. The microwave power is adjusted to give a
total d2 pulse after two transits of the microwave cavity (instead
of the usual x), resulting in an even superposition of F=3 and
F=4 states when the microwaves are on resonance. This
produces a signal that is maximally frequency-insensitive [6]and
does not include Dick-effect noise [4] and is therefore a good
measure of detection noise. This d 4 data is shown in Figure 3
where a short-term stability of 6 x 10-l~~-'"
with no indicated
floor into the mid-10-'~'sis observed.

The 9.2 GHz of the DRO is phase-locked to the 92ndharmonic of
the 100 MHz reference input. This output is mixed with the
output of the previously mentioned digital synthesizer to produce
the required interrogation frequency. The various sidebands are
not suppressed but the 300 kIlz linewidth of our high-Q cavity
rejects these with extreme efficiency. This chain is simple,
robust and built entirely from commercially available
components. In addition, the new topology allows us to insert
the digital synthesizer at the top of the chain (instead of at
approximately 500 MHz as was done previously) removing a
multiplicative factor of its contributed noise. While we have not
fully characterized this chain yet, it has improved the short-term
stability of our fountain and reduced the upper bound on our
Dick-effect [4] noise.
3. RESULTS
7

Figure 2 shows the Allan deviation of frequency
differences between the fountain and hydrogen maser N17, over
a 7-day period. There are four features to note in this graph.
First, the short-term stability is 1.7 x 10-'3r-112. Further
optimizations in the operation of our frequency chain have
brought this number consistently down to 1.5 x 1 0 ~ ' ~ r ~as' "will
be shown later. Second, there is a small but statistically
significant deviation from white FM noise at about 5 seconds.
Third, there is another deviation that begins at just under 1000
seconds. And fourth, the data appears to have a floor at around
1.5 x 1 ~ ~ ~ 7 . " ~ .

[sec]

Fig. 3. Allan deviation for frequency-insensitive x/4 data taken on
resonance. The result is largely detection noise which is shown to be
much smaller than, and therefore not contributing significantly to, the
total fountain noise.

This demonstrates that the detection noise does not contribute
appreciably to the overall noise of the device over the indicated
time scale. By comparing this to our current total short-term
stability of 1.5 x 10.'~2-'" we get an upper bound on Dick-effect
noise of 1.1-1.4 x ~O.'~T-'".This compares to an upper bound
of 1.7-1.9 x ~ o ' for
~ our
T ~previous
~ ~ frequency
~
chain and

agrees well with the level of Dick-effect noise that can be
predicted from the phase noise of our quartz crystal.
Next, we suspected that the non-statistical
characteristic at 1000 seconds in Figure 2 is due to the wellknown behavior of cavity-tuned masers which exhibit a similar
deviation from white noise in their Allan deviation at about this
averaging time. To test this we turned the cavity tuner off for
N17. We expected that this would dramatically increase the drift
rate, but that the deviation from white noise at 1000 seconds
would disappear. The results are shown in Figure 4.

F " """I

""""I

" """I

" """I

'1

10'
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7

10
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Fig. 5. A three-cornered hat solution for masers N17 (closed circles),
MC3 (open triangles) and N18 (crosses). The short term out to between
200 and 500 seconds is dominated by measurement system noise (8x10'

9%).

Fig. 4. Allan deviation for frequency differences between the fountain
and N17 with N17's cavity tuner ofE The non-statistical deviation is
gone at the expense of a much larger drift as expected. The closed
circles show the raw data and the open triangles show that data with the
drift removed.

Indeed, the noise is completely white until it becomes
dominated by the drift now estimated at about 2 x 1 0 " ~ / d a ~
(with the cavity tuner on, the drift for this maser is about 4 x 1016/day). When this drift is removed, the fountain minus N17
Allan deviation is consistent with white noise.
To hrther verify that the 1000 second deviation in
figure 2 belongs to the maser and not to the fountain, we have
been able to estimate N17's behavior by performing a threecornered hat analysis between 3 masers, including N17 (Figure
5). The data for this analysis was collected over the same time
period as frequency differences were monitored between N17
and the fountain. Note that the measurement system used for
this comparison contributes white phase noise that has been
measured to be 8xl0'"/r and dominates the short-term noise of
these solutions.
Figure 6 shows the fountain minus N17 data taken at
the same time as the data for the three-cornered hat analysis
shown in Figure 5. This is the first data to incorporate all of the
changes indicated in the previous section. The short-tenn
stability is now 1.5 x 10"%~'/~
and the deviation at 5 seconds is
gone (most likely due to optimization of the maser-crystal PLL).
Superimposed on this graph we have added the N17
three-cornered hat solution with measurement system noise
removed and the known short-term fountain noise contribution
of 1.5 x 1 0 ' ' ~ r ~added
" ~ in. The latter value is justified by the
fact that the maser is known to have performance significantly
below 1.5~10-'%~'"for time periods of 1 to several hundred
seconds. Thus over this time period at least, the noise is
determined by the fountain.

The agreement in Figure 6 between synthesized
fountain minus N17 data (using the three-comered hat solution)
and the real fountain minus N17 data is striking and supports the
hypothesis that the 1000 second deviation is due to the maser's
cavity tuner. In addition, the data is statistically consistent with
the statement that the floor is due to N17.

s [sec]

Fig. 6. Allan deviation for fountain vs. N17 (solid circles) and a
synthesized estimation that assumes an entirely white FM noise
contribution from the fountain (opentriangles) - see text.

This type of calculation could be turned around to steer out the
maser effects on paper. In the future, to gain further
understanding into fountain behavior, we plan to physically steer
the maser to the fountain via a synthesizer. The synthesizer
would be inserted either between the maser and crystal oscillator
or between the maser and the measurement system (see Figure
1). We then plan to compare the steered maser to USNO time
scales. While our current data suggests that our observed noise
floor may be due to the maser, proof will have to await steered
operation.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have performed an initial stability
analysis of the USNO cesium fountain. We have demonstrated a
" have shown data
short term stability of 1.5 x l ~ ' ~ 7 - land
demonstrating that deviations from statistical behavior at around
1000 seconds are due to the maser local oscillator's cavity tuner.
In the longer term we are able to establish an upper bound for
the fountain "flicker floor" of 1.5 x 1o " ~ ,and have shown data
that is consistent with the hypothesis that this floor is due to the
maser. We have also demonstrated continuous operation of the
fountain for 7 days and see no limitations to running the
maserlfountain combination in steered mode for one month or
more. Thus we have reached the short and medium term
stability goals for this device as well as the goal of being able to
measure short to medium term maser performance and continue
to analyze long term behavior. In addition we have laid the basis
for future continuously operating USNO fountains already under
construction.
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We will present the latest results from NIST-F1, the
standard. This work includes a density extrapolation for
shift. We find that, within the experimental
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discuss the use of the NIST time scale, with 5
in the frequency evaluation. In particular we
to that time scale demonstrate the run-to-run
operation to measure the Allan variance is
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Abstract
We report on recent progress with the ON/METAS
primary frequency standard based on a continuous
beam of laser cooled cesium atoms. The resonator is
briefly described and preliminary measurements with
the resonator are presented. 1 Hz Ramsey fringes
have been recorded on the clock transition with and
without transverse cooling. Based on a signal-tonoise measurement we estimate the available atomic
flux and deduce the achievable short-term stability.
In the present configuration the short-term stability
is limited to 2.5 . ~ o - ~ ~ Tby- the
~ / atomic
~
shotnoise. This value has been experimentally verified in
first stability measurements. Finally, we discuss the
current theoretical investigations and results on the
Dick effect in a continuous fountain and compare the
results to the case of pulsed fountains.
1

INTRODUCTION

Most prototypes of Cs fountain frequency standards
rely on a pulsed mode of operation. The principle of continuous operation of the Ramsey resonator
overcomes two limitations encountered in the pulsed
operation mode: the short-term stability limitation
due to the Dick effect is essentially removed, and the
trade-off between stability and accuracy imposed by
the collisional shift is relaxed by more than one order
of magnitude.
Based on the experimental demonstration of a
continuous beam of 2 lo8 atoms/s [I], the A1lan deviation of a continuous fountain standard using the same initial atomic flux is expected to be
7 . 10-14~-1/2and the potential for accuracy below
10-l5 [I].
The design of the fountain has already been presented in details previously [2, 31. The assembly of
the resonator is now completed and first measurements have been performed. We recall briefly the
main parts of the continuous fountain in section 2.
Section 3 of the paper will concentrate on preliminary stability measurements and first attempts to

Figure 1: Cut through the resonator of the continuous Cs fountain. 1) Source chamber 2) Detection
chamber 3) Light trap (light shields not shown for
clarity) 4) Microwave cavity 5) Magnetic shielding.
A) Transverse cooling B) & C) Main cooling and
launching D) Detection beam E) Fluorescence.
estimate the light shift. In the last part (section
4) the current status on the theoretical work on the
Dick effect is exposed.
2

FOUNTAIN DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 shows the main parts of the ONIMETAS
continuous Cs fountain. The whole vacuum chamber
is machined out of aluminium. Indium seals are used
on the metallic transitions and on the optical openings. The atoms are prepared in the lower part (left
chamber on figure 1, labeled I ) , launched upwards

and detected after their parabolic flight in the right
chamber (labeled 2). For the cooling and launching 4 laser beams at 45O with respect to the vertical
are used. A fifth beam propagates in the horizontal
plane and is retroreflected inside the vacuum chamber. The upper part of the installation is surrounded
by three layers of magnetic shields. A fourth layer
envelopes the whole installation, including the source
and detection part.
The overall height of the resonator is about
160 cm. The distance from the continuous source
of atoms to the apogee of the parabola is of the order of 75 cm of which 31 cm are above the microwave
cavity. The two microwave pulses of the Ramsey interrogation are thus separated by 0.5 s yielding 1 Hz
Ramsey fringes.
More details about the optics, the trajectory of the
atoms and the microwave cavity can be found in [3].
3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Transverse cooling The aimed short term stability of 7 . 1 0 - ' ~ r - ' / ~ is based on the assumption
that 5 . lo5 atoms are detected per second in the
probe region. To optimize the atomic flux, 2 dimensional transverse cooling has been installed at
the exit of the continuous source. While this technique increases the longitudinal temperature of the
beam, the transverse temperature of the atoms is
significantly reduced. The longitudinal temperature
of the atomic beam will affect the contrast of the
off-resonance Ramsey fringes but to first order not
the detected number of atoms. A lower transverse
temperature on the other side prevents atoms from
spreading to wide and contributes thereby to an increase of the detected flux. In the present configuration the flux of r n =
~ 0 atoms measured in the
probe region is 200'000 at/s which corresponds to an
increase by a factor of at least 20 with respect to
the situation without transverse cooling. From this
increase we infer that the transverse temperature of
the atomic beam is reduced from 55 pK to 5 pK.
R a m s e y fringes Figure 2 shows a typical scan of
the microwave frequency over the clock transition.
The central fringe has a width of 1 Hz corresponding to a time between the two microwave pulses of
0.5 s. From a fit t o the experimental values the
mean launching velocity can be deduced. The obtained value, (3.81 m s-l) is in agreement with the
frequency detuning of the optical molasses. A major
difference to most pulsed fountains is the decreasing
contrast of the fringes for increasing microwave frequency detuning. This decrease is due to a larger
velocity distribution in the continuous fountain and
can be used to estimate the longitudinal temperature

Figure 2: Ramsey fringes on the clock transition.
The width of the central fringe is 1 Hz. The shape is
fully explained by a launching velocity of 3.81 m s-l
(width of Rabi pedestal) and a longitudinal temperature of the beam of 120 pK (lost of contrast offresonance)
of the beam. A fit to the experimental values indicate
a temperature of 120 pK. This confirms that the reduction of the transverse temperature goes together
with an increase of the longitudinal temperature.
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Sampling time 71s
Figure 3: Stability of a LO locked to the continuous fountain measured against a hydrogen maser.
The full circles represent the experimental values,
the plain line indicates a short term stability of
- ~ /stability
~ .
of the maser against
2.5 ~ o - ~ ~ T The
which the LO is compared is also shown on the graph.
Stability With the bright atomic beam of 200'000
useful atoms per second the noise of the signal is
dominated by atomic shot noise and no longer by
thermal noise from the detection system. As a result, stability measurements become possible with
the current flux. For these measurements we use a
quartz oscillator FTS lOOOB locked to a hydrogen
maser as local oscillator (LO). Its 10 MHz output

is fed into the RF-synthesizer of a commercial frequency standard. We use square wave phase modulation (PM) and square demodulation at 1 Hz in
the locking loop. For the stability measurement the
5 MHz of the locked LO is compared to the output
of a second hydrogen maser.
A stability measurement obtained with the continuous fountain is shown in Figure 3. It is clear that for
all displayed sampling times T > 10 s the comparing
maser does not affect the stability. The Allan deviation between 10 s and 10'000 s corresponds therefore
to the stability achieved with the continuous fountain and is of 2.5. 10-13~-1/2.AS will be shown in
section 4 this result is already beyond the stability
that would be reached with the same LO locked to a
pulsed fountain.
Light shift As the operation of the fountain is continuous, all lasers are switched on at all times. Special care must therefore be taken to overcome the
light shift. A light trap has been deviced and has
already been presented earlier. Such a light trap is
in its final stage of assembly but has not yet been implemented into the fountain. As the atoms are not
protected against the light scattered from the source,
their frequency is shifted. It is, nevertheless, possible to verify to what extent the observed shift can
be attributed to the effect of the light scattered by
the source. In Figure 4 we represent the relative frequency offset versus the 2nd harmonic of the locking
signal. This signal is used as an indicator of the detected flux. To vary the detected signal the repumping power has been changed. Under the assumption
that the repumping power does not affect the temperature of the atomic beam the detected signal is
thus a measure of the brightness of the source.
The obtained value of +1.3. 10-l2 at maximum
flux is in agreement with a rough theoretical estimate
of the light shift. The dependence of the shift on the
second harmonic strongly suggests that the light shift
is the main contribution to the total shift of 10-12.
Implementation of the light trap whose attenuation
factor for scattered light is larger than lo4 will reduce
the total bias due to the light shift to below 10-16.
4

DICK EFFECT

The degradation of the frequency stability due to the
Dick effect in pulsed fountains has been described
several times already [4, 5, 61 and references therein.
In continuously operated frequency standards, a
similar degradation of the frequency stability may
also arise. This effect, known as intermodulation
effect [7], depends on the scheme of modulationdemodulation and on the modulation frequency. To
evaluate to what extent aliasing or intermodulation

rms 2nd harmonic signal / mV

Figure 4: Relative frequency offset versus the second
harmonic of the locking signal. The second harmonic
is used as an indicator of the flux of the atomic beam
and thus of the brightness of the source.
will affect the frequency stability of a continuous
fountain we have developed a simple model which
applies to a Ramsey type interrogation [6]. For a
monokinetic beam the model predicts that no frequency instability due t o aliasing will be added to
the locked LO if the condition TM = 2T is fulfilled
(TMbeing the modulation period, T the transit time
of the atoms above the cavity).
With an atomic beam of finite temperature this
optimum condition can obviously not be met by all
atoms and as a result a residual aliasing may appear.
The model has therefore been extended to take into
account a velocity distribution of atoms in the beam.
It is interesting to compare the added instability
for a given LO in both cases, the pulsed and the continuous fountain. For this purpose we measure the
spectral density of phase fluctuations s k O ( f ) of the
FTS lOOOB locked to a hydrogen maser (Fig. 5).
Based on s k O ( f ) and on a typical longitudinal temperature of 100 pK we first compute the total contribution to the frequency instability in the continuous
case.
If square PM and square demodulation is used respecting the condition TM = 2T (where the mean
transit time is used as T in the case of a velocity distribution) the total effect remains below
1 ~ o - ' ~ T - ' /and
~ is therefore clearly negligible.
The same computation can been performed for a
pulsed fountain with the same transit time. The calculation has been made for a period of modulation
TIM= 2Tc (T, being the cycle time) and a duty cycle
of 0.5 which is a typical value for most pulsed fountains. With the chosen LO the degradation amounts
more than 2 orders of magnitude
to 5 .
above the value of the continuous case.
These results are summarized in figure 6. The dotted line corresponds to the case of the pulsed fountain
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Figure 5: Power spectral density of phase fluctuations of the quartz oscillator FTS lOOOB locked to
the maser. The circles are the measured points and
the full line is the fit used in the calculations.
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Figure 6: Contribution of the Dick effect to the Allan
deviation. The dotted line corresponds to the case
of the pulsed fountain and the plaine line is the fit of
the experimental points of the continuous fountain
and the plain line is the fit of the experimental points
of the continuous fountain. The shadowed area represents the level a t which the Dick effect limits stability in the continuous fountain with this particular
LO.
One can see that the stability would already
be limited in pulsed operation by the Dick effect
whereas in the continuous operation its estimated
contribution is almost two orders of magnitude below the present, atomic shot-noise limited stability.
Let's also compare the contribution of the Dick
effect to the frequency instability for a pulsed and a
continuous fountain as a function of the ratio ~ T / T M ,
i.e. of the frequency of modulation.
For a pulsed fountain, if the transit time is kept
constant, varying the period of modulation is equivalent t o vary the cycle time and therefore the duty
cycle. In the continuous case we compute again with

founta~n

4-

Figure 7: Contribution of the Dick effect to the Allan
deviation a t r = 1 s in function of the ratio 2T/TM.
the square P M and square demodulation. Fig. 7
summarizes the results. The thin line represents
the case of a single pulsed fountain. Values above
2i"/TM = 0.5 corresponding to a duty cycle higher
than 0.5 are not accessible to this type of device. The
dotted line refers t o proposed schemes of operation
of pulsed fountains such as dual or juggling fountains
[8, 91. The thick line corresponds to the continuous
case.
It is readily seen that any pulsed operation is very
sensitive t o the value of the duty cycle (or of the cycle time). This is especially true for values close to
2T/TM = 1 as it has been pointed out in Dick's original paper [4]. The contribution from the Dick effect
for the continuous fountain shows also a dependance
on the period of modulation. However, the values are
very small in a wide range around the optimal period
of modulation. From Fig. 7 it becomes clear that the
total contribution in a continuous fountain is negligible even though the optimum condition 2T = TM
can not be met by all atoms.
5

CONCLUSION

The assembly of a continuous fountain resonator is
completed and first measurements have been performed. The flux of atoms has been optimized and
reaches now 200'000 m F = 0 atoms per second in
the detection region. A key point for this improvement is the transverse cooling which increased by a t
least a factor of 20 the detected flux with respect
to the situation without transverse cooling. With
this flux stability measurements are possible. In the
present situation, measured with a quartz oscillator
the continuous fountain has a short term stability of
2 . 5 . 1 0 - ~ ~ r - ~This
/ ~ . value is limited by the atomic
shot noise and will decrease further if the flux is increased. A calculation for the pulsed case has shown
that with the same local oscillator the short term sta-

bility would already be limited by Dick effect. Preliminary measurements of the light shift indicate a
maximum shift of the order of 10-l2 at maximum
flux. Taking into account that the light trap has already shown an attenuation factor larger than lo4 in
a separate experiment this bias can safely be reduced
below 10-16.
On the theoretical side, the model describing aliasing effects has been developed further to take into
account the finite temperature of the atomic beam.
It has been shown that for square phase modulation and square demodulation the total contribution
to the frequency instability arising from aliasing effects is negligible even though the optimum modulation condition (2T = T M )can not be fulfilled by all
atoms.
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Abstract
Thermo-sensitive quartz resonators (TSQRs) can be used
as temperature sensors over a wide temperature range.
TSQRs operating at 26.5 MHz on third overtone of C-mode
have been made and tested at ISSP-BAS, in a doubly rotated cut which combines good sensitivity and reduced non
linearity of the temperature frequency characteristics over
an extended rage, but some samples exhibit various kinds
of activity dips in the vicinity of 130 K. This paper presents
the results of the first investigationsundertaken for the modelling of thermo-dependent couplings which may provoke
such disturbances. Simulations were made with LCEP's
proprietary 3D finite elements program built upon a combination of Lagrange's formulation and cubic interpolating
functions. Predicted occurence of couplings depends on the
refinement of FEM mesh. Although precise measurements
of the mode patterns are still needed, the performed analyses clearly indicate an influence on electrodes tabs orientation on the location of predicted activity dips.

1 Introduction
The AcoustoelectronicsLaboratory of ISSP-BAS has since
long investigated the use of TSQR for thermometers, especially at low temperatures. The currently adopted design
operates on third overtone of thickness shear C-modes in
flat parallel quartz plates, in the cut defined by p = -10°54'
and '6 = 11°06'. These features provide with quite a linear behavior in the temperature range 70 s 450 K, with a
rather convenient temperature sensitivity about 1000 HdK
when the resonant mode is settled around 26.5 MHz, as
mentionned in Ref. [I]. Despite of a reduced sensitivity at
extremely low temperature, only 2 HdK at 4.2 K quickly
increasing up to 600 HdK near 70 K, the very correct time
stability of this design of TSQR permits to achieve accuracy better than 0.002 K above 20 K. Nevertheless, various
disturbances on temperature behavior of some TSQRs may
appear on some samples in dedicated temperature ranges,
and particularly in the ranges 90 s 110 K and 120 + 135 K.
One suggested cause of this is attributed to possible excitation of other modes at given temperatures, as a con-

Fax: 33 (0)3 81 88 57 14

sequence of the various thermal sensitivities of the many
kinds of resonant modes that may exist in a piezoelectric
resonator. This is the main phenomenon which is generally
understood by the generic term of "activity dip", although
it is unclear whether this term should encompass disturbances of other origin as well.
Such thermo-dependent couplings between two different
kinds of thickness shear modes could be isolated and consistently modelled in a case-study on 7th overtone C mode
of contoured quartz resonator proposed at Ref. 121. This
kind of coupling is absolutely linear and can be explained
by the fact that the well-established representation of a resonant mode issued from the general theory of guided waves
in thin plates cannot be restricted to a single dispersion
curve whenever resonant modes belonging to different branches of the dispersion curves occur at the same frequency.
After this first step, it was possible to extend the perturbation model to describe any thermo-dependent coupling
arising from a coincidence of two (or more) quasi-thickness
modes [3]. This possibility existed because one of the basic ideas of this model consisted in considering all modes
as sums of closed-form temperature-dependent functions :

where the dependence of the coefficients C A with respect
to temperature is actually more important than the thermal
dependence of the functions G' themselves. A typical behavior of the sum is repesented on Fig. 1. The coupling
at crossing point acts to separate the modes which progressively "exchange" their nature around the crossing point.
In this manner, a spurious mode which is otherwise piezoelectrically inactive is excited by the regular mode in a limited temperature region, and the oscillator carries out a frequency jump according to the basic behavior schematically
represented on Fig. 2. This framework still can be extended
to model activity dips between thickness-shear modes and
spurious modes from a completely different nature, but, indeed, a case-by-case analysis is then required. At this point,
it can be preferred to perform the modelling with a fully
numerical approach such as FEM [4, 5, 6, 71, since this
method is expected to strongly minimize the prerequisite
knowledge about spurious modes suceptible to couple with

2 Main features of FEM model

I
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w

temperature
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Previous works have demonstrated that linear and quadratic
interpolations are not best suited to model the oscillating
behavior of TS modes along the thickness of plate. Initial
attempts of using trigonometric interpolations along thickness [lo] were soon followed by the achievement of new
elements based upon cubic interpolations along the thickness [4]. Then, it was found that, to model one half wavelength of TS, prismatic elements such as given on Fig. 3be), which pile up four layers of nodes in equal number give
better results than elements built on incomplete cubic basis
along all directions, eg as represented on Fig. 3a).

Figure 1: A typical thermo-dependent coupling near crossing point

!
\b-.--

frequency
---.-.-.-

----.-.

Figure 2: Electrical output of two thermally coupled modes
near crossing point

Figure 3: finite elements of interest

Finite elements like 3b) and 3d) provide with cubic interpolation along the thickness and incomplete parabolic
the regular ones in an arbitrary temperature range. Instead ones along in-plane axes of plate, whereas elements repof representing the vibration as a sum of 3D functions well- resented on Figs. 3c) and 3e) provide complete interpoladefined in the whole resonator with some physical signif- tion along the thickness and incomplete cubic interpolation
icance related to dispersion branches, FEM describes the along in-plane axes. Here-presented analyses were pervibration as a big number of separate sums of simple spa- formed with types 3b) and 3c) only. As detailed in Refs.
tial 3D-functions, according to the discretization into finite [4] and [13], LCEP's FEM program systematically uses
the so-called Lagrangian formulation, ie all equations are
domains :
mapped onto the coordinates of the body in a fixed state,
so-called reference state, thereby avoiding recomputation
where the subscript e symbolically denotes a finite (ele- of resonator's shape along temperature variations. This immentary) domain, $: (x) denotes the so-called shape func- plies the use of appropriately defined temperature coeffitions [8, 91 for element e, {fig} denotes a vector holding cients of material constants whose numerical values were
the values of the field variables at the nodes of the e l ~ y e n t proposed in [12] and [ l l ] . Details on the shape functions
used in the program can be found at Refs. 141 and [13].
e. The dot product indicated by the notation (. . .) { i } is The modelled TSQRs are disks with q5 = 8 mm and q5, =
I
performed over the n = 1. . . N nodes of element e. The 4 mm for electrodes,whereas the current path to electrodes
ability of this approach to model thermo-dependent cou- is 2 mm wide. It was difficult to accurately mesh this deplings automatically comes out from the variation of both sign without avoiding the use' of very distorted bases from
the ideal rectangle. So, we chose the models presented on
coefficients and shape functions in the local sums.
Figs. 4 (32-nodes elements) and 5 (48-nodes elements),
previously employed in Ref. [4]), where three layers of el-

Figure 4: model with parabolic in-plane interpolations
Figure 6: computed FTC with rougher model

Figure 5: model with cubic in-plane interpolations
Figure 7: residue of cubic fit of FTC (rougher model)
ements are piled up along the thickness of plate to account
for 3rd overtone amplitude distribution. Models complying with Fig. 5 were achieved with and without electrodes
tabs. Under those conditions, Fig. 4-type models typically
required 177 Mb of RAM, and 45 minutes per temperature point, and Fig. 5-type models typically required 405
Mb of RAM and roughly 4 hours per temperature point, on
a not so expensive 550 MHz PC equipped with 1 Mb of
RAM, and running Linux. Since the eigenvalues problem
is solved by iterative method (variant of so-called subspace
method [91), the number of iterations needed for stabilization of results is indeed not know in advance. It was found
typically between 30 and 80 for a subspace consisting of
38 modes from which 30 solutions are retained.

3 Results
Since our program is currently limited to the search of undamped eigenmodes, we only simulated f (T)characteristics with associated mode patterns, which may be a de-

Figure 8: pred. Patterns of first TS modes (rougher model)

manding task according to the time required to compute
a single temperature point. We started comparing results
obained with 32-nodes and 48-nodes elements. The 32nodes elements mesh provided with a rather smooth frequency temperature curve of regular (C, 3,0,O) mode given
at Fig. 6, whereas the predicted pattern remained unchanged
along the full temperature range 73 t 293 K.
A least square fit of the computed FTC by a cubic function in terms of temperature provided a first order coefficient equal to 1011.39 HdK. Fig. 7 plots the residue of
this fit. Nevertheless, the computed mode patterns, given
on Fig. 8 appear rather distorted, independently from temperature effect. This was interpreted as a proof of unsufficient accuracy of this model, inasmuch as the finer model
made with 48-nodes elements (Fig. 5) provided with much
more symmetrical patterns as shown on Fig. 9 (without
electrodes tabs), even for relatively high order anharmonic
modes such as (C, 3,1,O) or (C, 3,5,0). This indicates a
much better convergency of the FEM model with 48-nodes
elements. The oblong shape of (C, 3,0,O) pattern is interpreted as coming from the compromise between inner symmetry of dispersion properties of guided waves propagation
in this cut (Tiersten's angle -36.8O for this overtone), and
the "squared" shape of simulated electrodes due to the use
of elements with a quadrangular base.
Thus, a new FTC was simulated in the same range as before, and provided with a very close value of linear coefficient 1011.39 HdK of (C, 3,0,0) mode, but this time, the
residue of least square fit with a cubic function showed a
discontinuity near 193 K, as shown of Fig. 10, corresponding to occurence of irregularities of the mode pattern. This
behavior remained unchanged after electrodes tabs were included in the FEM model. Distribution pattern of IQ1 in the
perturbated case is shown of Fig. 11, whereas outside this
region, the simulated mode pattern is perfectly smooth, as
shown on Fig. 12. Simulations performed after rotating
the material constants around the plat normal by -45' and
-90" showed a strong influence on the occurence of perturbation, since in the $ = -45O case, perturbations of the
predicted mode pattern disappeared from the 193 K in the
$ = -90° case, nothing was observed in the limited range
173 s 213 K investigated at the time the conference. In addition, reducing the theoretical thickness from 0.1919 mm
down to 0.1912 mm moved the firstly observed perturbation from 193 K down to 183 K and a new one was observed at 85 K. This can be explained by the fact that a
slight decrease of thickness has not the same impact on the
regular and on the spurious modes, since they are from different nature. The spurious modes involved in those couplings appear as combined (u2, us) waves obliquely propagating along in-plane axes of plate. A closer look on invoved patterns shows that perfectly modelling would still
require an even denser mesh.

Figure 9: pred. patterns of first TS modes (finer model)

(perturbated patterns)

Figure 10: residue of cubic fit of FTC (finer model)

Conclusion
Analyses of 3Pdovertone modes performed with prismatic
elements with a quadrangular base clearly predict thermodependent couplings affected by orientation of the metallizations system, and by the thickness of resonator. Those couplings affect the predicted mode pattern as well as the frequency vs, temperature characteristics, but accessing them
requires with refined FEM models, implying the need of
cubic-interpolating elements and leading to analyses in the
Gigabyte-of-RAM range, which can be run on nowadays
PC computers, but convergence of the patterns of involved
spurious modes in terms of mesh refinement does not seem
fully attained in already perfomed analyses, but it seems
rather correct for main modes far from the coupling region.
Although further designing new prismatic elements with a

onators at cryogenic temperatures", Proc. 1 4 Europ.
~ ~
Freq. and Time Forum, Torino, pp. 273-275,2000.
[2] R. Bouquin, B. Dulmet, G. Genestier "Jumps in Frequency Temperature Response of Contoured Resonators: an Analysis Performed with a Perturbation
Model and X-Rays Patterns", Proc. IEEE Ultrasonics
Symposium, pp 388-392, Dallas, November 1984.
[3] B. Dulmet, "A general model for quasi thickness vibrations in contoured plates", Proc. 5th Europ. Freq.
and Time Forum, pp 164-172, Besan~on, March
1991.

Figure 11: perturbated mode pattern (-80°C)

[4] F* Raoelijaona and B. Dulmet, "FEM Modeling of
Spectrum and High Order Thermal Sensitivities of
Flat Plates Resonators Operating in Fundamental
Modes of Essentially Thickness Shear", Proc. llth
Europ. Freq. and Time Forum, pp 24-28, 1997.
[5] K. Triimpy, W. Zingg, "Finite Element Analysis of
AT Strip Quartz Resonators", Proc. 7th Europ. Freq.
and Time Forum, pp45-50,1993
[6] K. Triimpy, "Analysis of Quartz Resonator Activity Dips with High-degree FEM", Proc. 1l t h Europ.
Freq. and Time Forum, pp 29-34,1997.
[7] K. Weiss, W. Szulc, E. ~uchowski,M. Tupaj, B.
Dumet, "A new miniature quartz Y+5 temperature
sensor", Proc. 1 2 ~ ~ ~ uFreq.
r o ~and
. Time Forum,
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[8] D.C. Zienkiewicz, "The Finite element method", Ed.
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Figure 12: smooth mode pattern (-60°C)

triangular base will permit a more realistic modelling of
the electrodes system, already obtained results suggest that
a precise design of electrode shape and orientation is a key
issue for controlling the occurence of activity dips in herestudied TSQRs.
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1.

ABSTRACT

numerical integration is more preferable. For many special

Microwave methods of an electron density diagnostics
in flames were considered as not efficient up to our present

cases it is possible to receive more simple expressions after
decomposition of the problem.

researches. The reason is: fast erosion in flame of equipment

Analysis, the received results and compensation meth-

components (antenna especially). Flush- mounted antennas

ods of high temperature influence will be presented in this

and autodyne's methods of diagnostics have been not used for

Papa.

combustion processes investigations, despite the wide usage of

Conclusions: The held analysis has shown, that the

microwave diagnostics for other purposes We were able to

Process of the ~ ~ s o rheating
's
at 7ED-start essentially lags

depress this disadvantage by using those two technical soh-

from the temperature growth of the operating body. Measuring

tions. Flush-mounted ant-

enor in comparison with a quasi-static condition increases

is a good technical decision and

several times, especially during the first seconds after TED

of course the electromagnetic waves don't burn.
But the problem of antenna, resonator and Gunn diode

Passage into operating x-node Spatrum of an autodyne re-

heating is occurred. Part of it was solved in [1,2,5]. In this

sponse is much more narrow-band than an initial temperature

work we are interested in effects, during the switching the

process. High-frequency Components in it are stipulated by the

device on and it passage into operating mode.

contribution of an antenna. Taking into consideration of the

Purpose: the search of an analytical dependence between chamber tempera-

and measuring signal frequency

during the switching the transport thermal engine devices on
and it passage into operating mode. First stage of the work is

design measures (2) it gives a hope for realization of a rather
simple (not too high-frequency or in

" sense narrow-band

")

system of a measuring signal correction.
2.

INTRODUCTION

to build physics and mathematical models of the heating procTemperature influence of the controlled operating

ess.

In offered physics model the temperature influence at
the frequency passes through five "channels". They map
contribution of an antenna (1); resonator (its elongation) (2);
permittivity growth in longitudinal (3) and transversal (4)
directions; and a diode (S).Where 1,2,3,4,5- are the channels
of the physics model. Spectrum of the temperature process

T ( o , t ,X )

is wide (sometimes up to tens kHz) in a start

mode. Propagation of different length temperature waves in a

Most complicated part of a mathematical model falls
on the resonator ("channel" (2) and (3)). Triple integration of

T ( a ,t , X ) on frequency a , time t

us for two situations: frequency bias under the quasistatic
heating till the nominal operating temperature [I] and frequency fluctuations during the diagnosing process [2]. The
third situation is: fast heating of the sensor under the well
known law of operating body temperature growth. By well
known we consider the knowledge of start and final temperatures near the flame surface of the sensor, rise time and
roughly the form of the growth curve. An attempt of this pro-

sensor's body happens with a different velocities.

an initial process

body as an origin of the sensor error, was being considered by

and

area among axis X is necessary here. In generally case it
iscarried out with a special functions (Frenel functions). The

cess study, undertaken in [2], was not successful.
Sensor's heating and corresponding variations of its
frequency obviously don't keep pace with operating body
heating. The dynamics of the temperature distribution in the
sensor's volume and under the heating is quiet complicated.

Influence on the frequency has a multifactor character.

To find out the hifference between the dynamic and

Mathematical manipulations are very difficult. But an oppor-

quasi-static frequency magnitudes for each moment of

tunity of receiving an experimental results is much more

time; to estimate the extent of delay;
To reveal the main origin of the dynamic error.

problematic.
The expected results are necessary for short technological combustion processes research: explosion, shot, impulse switch on of rocket engine, and also the start switch on

We would like to use the received relations for the
computer correction of results of combustion process diagnostics, and also for the possible variations of the scheme and/or
constructions of the sensors.

and emergency state. This work is a direct continuation of the

5.

Kansas paper [2], that is why we tried to refrain from repetition below.

MODEL

Process (1) activates the "five-channel" mechanism of
3.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

In the microwave diagnostics of combustion processes in TPE, for example in rocket engines, antenna is exposed to an intensive heating. Under the start heating rate
runs up to hundreds degrees per second. Antenna elements
deformation, temperature changes of the dielectric properties

lead to mismatch ( reflectivity variations) and measurement
error growth. At the same time, reflectivity contains also an
information about the diagnostic parameter - flame permittivity. The difficulty in diagnostics of current error value is, that
even if we make a float mounted antenna as a slit in thin plate
or strap, the process of its heating is inertial. The time for
achieving the stationary temperature is much more, than the
start time, the interconnection law with a growing flame tem-

perature is unknown. Temperature and pressure behavior in
chamber under the operating duties changes for the different
rocket engines is well presented in reference.

frequency destabilization: antenna (a), length(L), permittivity
( & ), wave resistance( p ), diode (d).The

fM to respond to

the temperature variation is the antenna.
Further in accordance with a temperature an antenna
wave's propagation in the resonator there is a heating (or
cooling ) of segments, that are more and more remote from an
antenna. Correspondingly three more destabilizing channels
are switched on: linear extension and an electrical sizes
change because of the temperature dependence of pennittivity. The last one creates two effects: not only an electrical
length change, but wave resistance also.
At last, the diminished temperature wave reaches the
diode (the fifth channel is switches on). Thus, we obtain an
opportunity to construct a generalized electro-thermal model
of a sensor. It represents a quadripole with a five-channel inner structure, with known transfer functions of all nodes and
with the signals

(f) - on input and @(t)- on output. Now

we have to establish the functional interconnection of an

4.

PURPOSE OF INVESTIGATION

We are trying :
To determine analytically sensor's frequency variations
character under the fast ( seconds and split seconds) and
significant growth of the temperature on its firing surface;

original temperature process with frequency variations of the
sensor. By an explicit mathematical analogies we consider the
heat propagation as an impulse electrical signal advancing in
transmission line.
It is necessary to find an impulse function of electric
chain and an output signal ( to be more exact in the crosssectional x).

ma1 diffisivity,

H , m - thermal constants, describing

heat

exchange with an environment.
2.Convolution of impulse function and input action ~

where

(t):

N = A, L, E , D,T, ( t ) = T, ( t ) , (by wave resis-

tance we neglect as earlier in[]).
3. Relative frequency variation by each channel influence is:

Figure 1. Joint thermophysical and electrical
models of the sensor

As distinct from [2] five-channel structure response (fig. 1) on
the input action

~ ( twe) consider taking into account p h w

relations. In consequence of evident analogies we use an accepted in radioelectronicstechnique :
1. Impulse function searching :

Here, by virtue of electric processes ( in comparative
with thermal) correspondmg derivatives have the same values, that in quasistatics [I]. Because the processes (3) are

0

quasidetaministic, their total frequency variation in time is

where for antenna F( R ,X ) = F, (R)

defined as an algebraic sum (3). Note also, that

qA= arcctg(1 + ~ / q )
6. ANALYSIS
Lets do it in parts, beginning from the impulse func-

F, (x, a , t ) = exp(- q w ) cos(nt - P )
tion

F3= 2exp(- m x ) [l - exp 2m(x - L)]

antenna's temperature

corresponding frequency bias

[see2,4].

argument we have:

Functions F,,2,3
show an amplitude and phase changes in the

antenna ( F , ) and in resonator during an internal heat exchange ( F , ) and in the case of heat emission into an environment ( F3)

h, (t) and

q=

,/m-

per unit length damping,

0

- frequency of a Fourier -component,a - thermalphysic ther-

To + ATA(t),also

A, (t) . After reduction to one

where
The result of integration is not possible to present neither
using elementary functions, nor special functions. In order to
receive the approximate result, keep in mind, that

q << H

in an energy-significant area of spectrum of the process

Tf( t ) . After Taylor linearization

yA

.~ i (Bb) ,

a y,

b
~i(bty)-~i(b0)--.cos(b0)
yf
and point of time BA,as the end of antenna's heating, is easily calculating from (fig.2).

and correspondingly re-

stricting the limits of integration by requirement

q <H/2
On the figure 3 two dependencies are presented: one- for the

and acting according to complex variable function rules, we
receive:

titanium antenna another one -for copper antenna. On the
starting part (line dotted) our results are rough. Integration by
time ly was chosen taking into account the properties of integral sine

lim Si(x) + lr/2 and is sensibly equal to limit
> 5 . We hope, that this may increase the process of
X-+m

when X

numerical integration in future. For the prehmary rough
here, this value is connected with limit of integration

estimations ~

i (ty)
b =n/2 .

n=H/2.

i'"
AA

Figure 3. The process of heating for copper
and titanium antennas.
Figure 2. Frequency error stipulated by each
channel contribution.

The result of (7), is good under the analysis
For the better result clearness lets consider the linear ap-

of other

"channels" we use (7) as an input noise action.
7.

proximation of the flame temperature (fig.2) as:

DISCUSSION

Duration of the investigating process and comparative
contribution of "channels" into resultant frequency variation is
determined by sensor's construction and combination of t h e e
Now we make a convolution Casting out secondary by influence terms of series we receive:

thermal physics magnitudes: speed of heat-wave propagation

v=

4=
(7)

m;

this wave length

A = 2nJZ@

;

- per unit length damping. All this magnitudes

connected with each other through

a - thermal diffisivity

and appear in subintegral expressions 2,3 in an implicit

way[4]. As a result of this interconnection on the length, equal

developed for fuel-propellant rocket engines diagnos-

to the proper length X = L , wave amplitude decay in

tics. The experiments were run on the test benches, where

,Z" - 540times;
e" = 22times ).

electron density in flame was registered on all stages of duty

( when

x = A / 2 it decays

In the dielectrics, used by us, a

in

- 1 o -( ~m H Z ) .

cycle.
The results of the present work convince, that estima-

A = 1 1;35;loOnZm(
when
v = a/2;5r = 1O;l;o.~ ( H z )
and
q = 542;175;55(1/m). By the terms of Gunn diode heat-

tions and conclusions from this experiments applied to in-

reflection the sensor's length should be not less than

heating process was observed but not the density growth. For

60...100mm. That is why only a n t a m and the part,

the start processes of fuel-propellant rocket engines research

closely set to it, are subjected to the fast heating.

we need the sensors with a different circuit and design solu-

The corresponding waves-lengths

Sequence of above-stated is an excessive duration of

flammation and process of burning evaluation ( but not to the
stationary mode) in most cases are faulty. At that time sensor

tion.
Nevertheless, the sensor usage for the other processes

heating and establishment of stationary temperature distribution in sensor. During all this time measuring error will be

diagnostics with a different time characteristics is perspective

severe. At the same time big parameter spread in a different

e

heating q << H is close to the quasistatic

moments of inflammation hamper the realization of correction on the preregistered program. We also can't suggest the

air-feed jet engine transition into cruising regime. Sensor

e

Shot, explosion, solid-fuel rocket engine switch on. Here

new construction of the sensor, that would be able to ensure

q >> h? on the most part of the spectrum- sensor just

an analog error compensation, as was made for the fluctuation

doesn't have time to heat up.

error in [5]. We are going to continue our research in this di-

In both cases it is simple to correct the error. We are going to

rection. It is not easy to do, because we have laid down the

continue our investigations of this regimes in more details in

requirements to materials for antenna and resonator, specifi-

near future.

cally on temperature conductivity they have to differ as much

9.
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Abstract

In an earlier work, we have investigated the
sensitivity of quartz resonators with thin
fullerene (C60) layer deposited on them for the
measurement of relative humidity [I].
This paper deals with further investigations
of such resonators aimed to increase their
sensitivity. One of the possibilities to improve
it would be to increase the effective (active)
surface of sorption and obtaining more loading
mass with the same (electrode) configuration
of the quartz resonator.
Quartz resonators with different grades of
final lapping, and consequently with different
roughness and effective surfaces have been
made and investigated after depositing a
fullerene layer. In this way, a strong
relationship has been first established between
measured roughness, equivalent resistance and
humidity sensitivity. We have shown that up to
some grade of roughness, the dynamic
parameters of quartz resonators are not
significantly degraded while effective surface
of the system increases over 30% in the same
time. Directly computing the influence of
roughness on effective surface by simple
interpolating methods, we can in turn evaluate
the impact of surface enlargement due to
roughness upon the humidity sensitivity.

1. Introduction
AT cut quartz resonators are characterized
with high temperature stability. At the same
time strong dependence of frequency while
loading additional mass over their surface [2].
Their high degree of mass sensitivity opens
new opportunities for their usage as humidity
or toxic gases sorption sensors [3,4]. As a rule
the surfaces of the resonator are overlaid with
sorption substances (sorbents) which often
possess selective properties as well.
Still the issue of the resonator relief
influence on the sorbent relief and therefore its mass sensitivity has not been investigated
in details. There is no doubt that the relief of
the resonator surface would have a substantial
impact on the sorption effectiveness of the
sorbent due (at the very least) to the enlarged
surface. On the other hand increase of the
surface roughness results in increase of the
acoustic losses of the resonator. In this case we
face the logical question - to what extent the
surface of the relief can be enlarged without
causing substantial acoustic losses.
This current paper studies the influence of
the surface relief on the acoustic
characteristics of quartz resonators and their
humidity sorption effectiveness.
The aim of the study is optimization of the
surface relief of resonators that are used as
mass sensitivity sensors, while preserving their
acoustic parameters.

Subject to investigation are AT cut quartz
resonators with a plate diameter 8mm and
electrode diameter - 4 mm. The metalization of
the exciting electrodes is achieved through
vacuum thermal evaporation of gold. The
thickness of each electrode is 1000A.
Additionally on both sides of the resonator
structure a 0.02 pm thick fullerene layer is
deposited so that higher sorption effectiveness
is achieved.
2. Experiment

Individual samples differ in their final
mechanical processing done with abrasive
materials with different size of the grain. Thus
processed, the resonator's surfaces are
characterized by different relief. For the sake
of simplicity the samples are grouped in four
groups - P (polished), M3, M7 and M14. The
final processing of resonators from the first (P)
group represents polishing with cerium oxide
with size of the grains 0.1 pm. Samples from
the M3 group are treated with abrasive
micropowder of silicone carbide whose size of
grains are predominantly 3 pm. Respectively
resonators from the M7 group are processed
with abrasive grains of 7 pm and resonators
from M14 type - with size of the grains 14 pm.
In order to determine the influence of the
size of abrasive grains on the quartz plate's
relief we measured the roughness of treated
surface of each of the four groups. The
analysis of the surface was carried out with a
mechanical inductive appliance "TELYSTEP"
of the company Taylor - Hobson. It allows
measurements of thresholds of 20A with
sensitivity 5 A. The usage of this appliance
makes possible the scanning of the whole
surface of the resonator, without any
limitations in respect with the type and
structure of the surface layer. It also gives
opportunity for scanning of one and the same
surface after different processing. The
precision of measurement is &3%.

3. Results
3.1. Influence of the size of abrasive
micropowder grains on the relief of the treated
sugace
After being mechanically processed all
quartz plates underwent standard chemical
processing and vacuum metalization. In order
to be determined the influence of the chemical
etching and the additionally deposited thin
layers of gold and fullerene, control
measurementsof the relief of the surface were
made after each technological operation.
Results show that after a chemical etching
(1 pm), followed by metalization (0,l pm) and
deposition of a fullerene layer (0.02 pm) there
are no changes in the roughness of the quartz
plate.
Measurement of roughness of the surface of
each group has been accomplished. On the
basis of these measurements an evaluation was
made of the surface relief of the plates from
each group. Obtained results are summarized
inTable 1.
Table 1

where:
H - average arithmetic value of the height of
deviations from the polished surface, pm
N - number of deviations from the polished
surface in an area of 1 mm2.
S,,, - average s read out surface of resonator
electrodes, mm .
K - the relation of the spread surface to the
surface of electrodes of a polished resonator.
Results show that by increasing the size of
the abrasive micropowder the spread(effective)
underelectrode surface could be enlarged up to
30% (in M14) compared to that of a polished
resonator.

P

Measurement results, presented in Table 3,
show that with the increase of the size of
micropowder's grains from 3pm to 14pm
effective surface (Savr) increase with about one
humidity sensitivity
third. In its turn
(Cq=dfld9)raise ten times.
Table 3

3.2 Influence of the relief of the processed
su$ace on the acoustic losses of the resonator

I

For evaluation of the acoustic losses of
resonators
we measured the equivalent
dynamic resistance Rs. The measurements data
is systematized in Table 2.
Table 2
I

1

After
metallization

deposition

No,

group

K=S,JS

C,=df/d~

ness of
fullerene

The thickness of the fullerene layer hf,n is
calculated by the frequency change of the
resonator before and after it was deposited. It
is evident that the fullerene layer with
thickness less 0.02 pm does not lead to
increase of acoustic losses. On the contrary,
for groups with a "higher" relief, Rs even
improves (M7 and M14 groups).
The obtained data proves that the acoustic
parameters of resonators are not substantially
influenced when the quartz plate is finally
treated with micropowders, whose abrasive
beans are of 3 pm, 7 pm and 14 pm.

Graphics present of figure 1 demonstrate
frequency dependence on the relative humidity
in interval 30% to 99% RH. It represents a
polynomial of third degree with coefficients
depending on the surface relief of the
resonator. Polished samples demonstrated a
very low degree of humidity sensitivity and for
that reason were not included in the graphics.

3.3 Influence of the relief of the s u ~ a c eon the
sorption eflectiveness of the resonator
structure
For the task of evaluation of the surface
relief influence on its sorption effectiveness
we measured the humidity sorption capability
of resonator structures from different groups
with deposited thin fullerene layer. Climatic
chamber ,,Mytron-KPW and standard
frequency measuring devices were used.
Resonators were enclosed in a chamber
with fixed degree of relative humidity (RH).
Resonance frequencies have been measured
within the interval 30% - 99% RH.
Temperature of 25OCk 0,5OC was constantly
maintained.

Figure 1

4. Conclusions

Obtained results show that acoustic
parameters of resonators do not change
significantly when the final processing has
been done with abrasive materials, whose
grinding beans increase size from 3 pm, to 14
pm. At the same time effective surface of the
resonance structure increase over 30% and

humidity sensitivity intensifies about ten
times.
It is possible to increase the sorption
effectiveness of quartz resonators as a result of
enlarged unfolded surface.
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ABSTRACT

Quartz-homeotypic gallium (ortho-) phosphate,
GaP04, is of special interest for resonator
applications asking for temperature compensated
cuts with higher electro-mechanical coupling than
quartz and operational temperatures up to 970 "C.
The crystal microbalance technique, well known for
quartz which can be used only at moderate
temperatures, can now be extended to much higher
temperatures using Gap04 crystals, benefiting from
all three advantages mentioned above.
Two different experiments were done to demonstrate
the principle function of a microbalance based on
Gap04 thickness shear resonators. First, the Gap04
resonator was mounted in a standard microbalance
holder for monitoring the film thickness during a
sputter process. The measured shift in the resonant
frequency was related to the film thickness and
compared with the so called ,,Z-match theory".
Second, a Gap04 thickness shear resonator was
mounted in a new microbalance holder developed
for very high temperature operation and lube oil was
applied on one resonator surface. Heating up the
resonator to 750 "C causes the lube oil to evaporate
from the crystal surface and thus the resonator
became completely clean.
Kevwords:
gallium(ortho)phospate, GaP04, microbalance, BAW
resonators, high temperature;

becomes flatter. Near 500 OC the 2nd order
temperature coefficient vanishes and the frequency
temperature behaviour becomes cubic where the
resonant frequency shifts only k30 ppm in the
temperature range from 350 "C to 650 "C (Ref. 2).
2. Gap04 MICROBALANCE FOR FILM
THICKNESS MONITORING

2.1 Film thickness monitoring
Quartz crystal microbalances (QCM) are
commercially used for thin film thickness
determination in particular for in-situ monitoring and
control of the deposition rate in vacuum coating
systems (Ref. 7); With a QCM, the thickness of
metallic or dielectric films e.g. in the semiconductor
and optical industry can be determined with a
resolution less than 0.1 nm.
To show the principle function of a Gap04 crystal
microbalance (GCM) for film thickness monitoring,
gold was sputtered on both, a Gap04 thickness
shear resonator 6.2 MHz (fundamental mode),
temperature compensated near 50 "C and on a
6 MHz AT-cut quartz standard microbalance
simultaneously.
Figure 1 shows a Gap04 thickness shear resonator
with 10 mm diameter, plan convex design and with
gold electrodes on both surfaces. The cutting angle
is chosen near
Y-15.5 " (Ref. 9) to achieve temperature compensation between room temperature and 100 "C.

1. INTRODUCTION

Because of its excellent thermal stability up to
970 "C, a coupling coefficient twice as high as in
quartz for the most favourable cuts and very low
acoustic losses, GaP04 offers a large field of
resonator applications, in particular at high
temperatures (Ref. 1). During the last years, a lot of
experimental and theoretical work in basic material
property research has been done in both, BAW
(Refs. 2-3) and SAW (Refs. 4-5) resonators. For
thickness
shear
resonators,
temperature
compensated cuts near room temperature were
found with a flatter frequency-temperature curve as
in BT-cut quartz and other piezoelectric materials.
For rotated Y-cut GaP04 resonators, the inversion
temperature (To) depends on the orientation of the
crystal plate whereby the cut angle sensitivity of the
inversion temperature is much lower as in quartz
which opens the way for very high stability
applications. The inversion temperature (To) of the
resonant frequency increases by rotating the cut
angle whereby the frequency temperature curve

Figure 1: Gap04 thickness shear resonator with gold
electrodes (10 mm diameter)
The shift in the resonant frequencies of both
Q(G)CM, caused through the mass accumulations
during the sputter process were measured,
monitored and stored in frequency and film thickness
units. Figure 1 shows the measured and calculated
values for the GCM.

in a standard microbalance holder for measuring the
resonance behaviour in high vacuum.
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Figure 2: Film thickness determination by using a
Gap04 microbalance (GCM)
Figure 2 shows the excellent validity of the so called
"2-match theory" (Ref. 8) for thin film thickness
monitoring by using a GCM, too. In addition, the very
favourable temperature compensated behaviour of
the resonant frequency suppresses the thermal
influence caused by the sputter process. The use of
commercially available deposition monitors in
combination with Gap04 sensor elements is possible
simply by modifying the acoustic impedance ratio 2,
depending on the density and shear modulus of the
piezoelectric sensor material.

Figure 3: Resonance behaviour of a Gap04
thickness shear resonator in high vacuum
(fundamental mode)
With a center frequency around 6.1 MHz and a 3 dB
bandwidth near 5 Hz follows a Q-value of about
1.2 million by using equation 1.
The performance of a piezoelectric resonator, which
is influenced by the resonator design and limited by
the crystal quality can be defined as:

2.2 Q-value in hiah vacuum
where
The initial sensitivity of a crystal microbalance is
given by the resonant frequency of the "unloaded"
resonator. The fundamental mode resonant
frequency of the most commercial available quartz
resonators for QCM applications is in the range
6 MHz to 10 MHz where the upper limit is given by
the fragility of the very thin resonator plates.
The maximum resolution of a microbalance
measuring system (e.g. film thickness resolution) is
limited by the used oscillator electronic and the Qvalue of the piezoelectric resonator. While the
resolution of the oscillator electronic remains
essentially constant, the resonator becomes more
damped with increased mass loading. For that
reason, the resolution of the microbalance system
decreases during the mass loading process (e.g.
film-thickness monitoring). This limits the measuring
range of the microbalance system.

k...coupling coefficient

For a 14 mm diameter AT-cut quartz resonator with
silver electrodes (6.0 MHz fundamental mode),
measured in high vacuum, follows by using
equation 2:

and for the Gap04 resonator, measured under
comparable conditions:

The comparison of equation 3 and 4 shows the very
high performance of the Gap04 resonator and this
indicates the excellent crystal quality, too.
2.3 Motional resistance RI

The Q-value is defined by:
Q = -f~

(1)

Another definition of the Q-value of a piezoelectric
resonator is given by:

Af

where

f~ ... resonant frequency
df....3 dB bandwidth

and can be determined from the resonance
behaviour of the resonator.
Figure 3 shows the resonance curve of a Gap04
thickness shear resonator, which was measured with
a HP network analyser. The resonator was mounted

where:

R,...motional resistance
Cl...dynamic capacity

The dynamic capacity CI is mainly determined by the
properties of the used piezoelectric material, the
thickness of the resonator plate and the diameter of
the electrode. For that reason, C1 remains
essentially constant during thin film deposition onto
the resonator surface.
The motional resistance RI represents the acoustic
losses in the resonator. For that reason, R1
increases with increasing mass loading. Figure 4
shows the measured values of RI of the GCM and
the QCM during thin film deposition.

film thickness bm]

Figure 4: Motional resistance of a GaP04- and a
quartz thickness shear resonator during
thin film deposition
In Figure 4 one can see, that the motional
resistances R1 for the GaP04- and the quartz
resonator started at nearly the same value. But
during the film deposition, RI of the quartz resonator
increased much more as the R1 of the Gap04
resonator. This indicated clearly a larger possible
measuring range for the Gap04 resonator for
microbalance applications as it is possible with the
AT-cut quartz resonator.
The physical reason for this very attractive behaviour
is given by the higher coupling coefficient k of the
Gap04 resonator which is twice as high as the
coupling coefficient of the common used AT-cut
quartz resonator.
3. HIGH TEMPERATURE MICROBALANCE
APPLICATION

thermal influenced mechanical expansions
cause mechanical stress in the sensor element
For that reason, a new concept of resonator
mounting for very high temperature microbalance
applications has been developed. The new
microbalance holder, shown in Figure 5, is based on
a single ceramic plate.

Figure 5: New .radialu forced high temperature
microbalance holder (Ref. 10)
The basic principle of this sensor holder is to apply
only radial mounting- and electrical contacting-forces
on the lateral surface of the sensor element. For this
the electrodes of the resonator plate have to be
extended to the lateral surface.
3.2 Hiah temoerature microbalance demonstration
To show the high- temperature performance of the
GCM, lube oil was applied on one resonator surface
and after this, the crystal was heated up to 720 "C.
Figure6 shows the measuring procedure
schematically.
liquid film deposition

j'f?-./
time

/r

resonator

3.1 Hiah temDerature cwstal holder
The maximum specified temperature limit of the
most commercially available microbalance holder is
near 120 "C. In addition there are some bakeable
microbalance holders on the market with a maximum
temperature limit at 400 "C.

liquid evaporation

Several reasons which limit the maximum operating
temperatures have been found:

Figure 6: Measuring procedure for high temperature
microbalance demon-stration based on
Gap04 resonators

the used materials are not useful for high
temperature operation
electrical contacting forces are not stable
enough

For this measurement, a single rotated Y-11 " cut
(Ref. 9) Gap04 resonator with 7.4 mm diameter and
a resonant frequency near 6.2 MHz (fundamental
mode) was used. The frequency temperature

behaviour of this resonator is very flat in the
temperature range between 350 "C and 650 "C as
reported in (Ref. 2)
The resonator was mounted in the new high
temperature microbalance holder which is shown in
Figure 5. Than lube oil was applied on one resonator
surface. During this procedure, the resonant
frequency was measured and is shown in Figure 7.

f,

Also the function of the new high temperature
microbalance holder has been demonstrated up to
720 "C successfully. This opens the way to combine
the high sensitive microbalance method with
thermogravimetric analysis in an extended
temperature range.
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Figure 7: Thermogravimetry and crystal cleaning by
heat up to 720 "C
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ABSTRACT
LINE SHAPE and MODULATION
The standard interrogation technique in atomic
PARCS, as shown schematically in Fig. 1, has two
beam c l o c k s is square-wave frequency
Ramsey interaction zones separated by 75 cm. In the
modulation(SWFM), which suffers a first-order
vicinity of the central Ramsey fringe the fringe can be
sensitivity to vibrations as changes in the transit time of
described bv
the atoms translates to
frequency errors.
Square-wave phase modulation (SWPM) interrogation
eliminates sensitivity to this noise. We present a
where P4is the probability of transition from the )3,0)to the
particular scheme utilizing independent phase control of
/ 4,0) level, GI, is the offset from the resonance frequency,
the two cavities. The technique is being considered for
Q,=a-a,, T, is the Ramsey time, and c$ is the phase angle
use with the Primary Atomic Reference Clock in Space
between the microwave fields in the two Ramsey
(PARCS), a laser-cooled cesium clock scheduled to fly
interaction zones[8].
aboard the International Space Station in 2005. In
addition to eliminating first-order sensitivity to
75 cm
vibrations, the minimum attack time now in this scheme
is the Rabi pulse time (t), rather than the Ramsey tinic
(T). This helps minimize dead time and the degradation
of stability due to aliasing.
INTRODUCTION
The vibration spectrum on the International
Space Station (ISS) is expected to be sufficiently severe
that it can cause serious problems for atomic clocks using
laser-cooled atoms and traditional (SWFM) techniques.
As a result, we propose as a solution for the PARCS
[ 1]clock, an old idea, dating back to Ramsey[2], of using
phase modulation. SWPM is relatively easily realized in
many modern frequency synthesizers which depend on
direct digital synthesizers(DDS)[3,4] as a part of the
synthesis chain. SWPM has several distinct advantages
over SWFM, most importantly for PARCS, the vibration
PhaseIFrequency
PhaseIFrequency
sensitivity is reduced by orders ofmagnitude. The actual
implementation of SWPM for PARCS will use two
Control
Control
independent frequency synthesizers, one driving each of
the Ramsey interaction zones. With this topology, the
Figure I - The PARCS Ramsey zone (shown schematically) with
duty cycle of the clock is significantly enhanced for the
independent phase control of the two cavities.
case of a multiple launch per "lineside" (or phase).
Lastly, a whole class of systematic frequency shifts is
In the usual Ramsey interrogation technique, c$ is
greatly suppressed as will be discussed in a later
set
equal
to zero and the interrogation frequency is
paper[51.
modulated between the points a and b in Fig.2. The
While the focus of the present paper is towards
frequency at point a (or b) is adjusted to be higher (lower)
laser-cooled atomic clocks in space, with two separated
by an amount 6~ such that the phase of the microwave
Ramsey interaction zones, many ofthe advantages apply
field in the second Ramsey interaction leads (lags) the
equally well to other clock geometries, including
phase of the atomic superposition by
at a given R a m s e ~
traditional thermal beam clocks, pulsed fountain clocks
time of TR. If Pda) is larger (smaller) than P,(b), the
and continuous fountain clocks[6]. We have tested
synthesizer fiequenc~is lowered (raised) by an appropriate
SWPM in October 1999 on NIST-F 1, the NIST primary
wnount so that P4(a)=P4(b). The relative phase between the
frequency standard (a pulsed cesium fountain) and found
atomic superposition and the microwave field in the second
no significant frequency offset relative to SWFM at the
R a m s e ~zone therefore depends on the R a m s e ~time.
level. SWPM has also recently been implemented
Vibrations of the atomic clock along the atomic trajectory
on the USNO cesium fountain with success[7].

-
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Figure 2 - The central Ramsey fringe with no vibration is
shown solid while the effects of vibration are shown as dotted
fringes. The points a and b are the FWHMoftlrefringe, which
is the normal modulation using SWFM.

will change the Rarnsey time resulting in Ramsey
resonances depicted by the dotted lines in Fig2. These
vibrations cause noise in the clock as a result of this
"breathing" of the width of the Ramsey fringe[9].
If 4 in equation I is set to *n/2 instead of 0
then the resulting Ramsey curve has either a rising or
falling dispersion shape as shown in Fig 3. The ~ / 2
phase difference between the two Ramsey interactions
causes the P,(a)=P,(b) point to occur at the resonance
frequency of the atom. The frequency servo now works
by first measuring P, for +n/2 relative phase between the
Ramsey zones and then -n/2. The frequency is adjusted
so that P4(n/2)=P4(-~12). Because the phase of the
microwave field is advancing at the same rate as the
phase ofthe atomic superposition, changes in the Ramsey
time do not affect the relative phase between the atomic
superposition and the microwave field in the second
Ramsey interaction zone. Changes in the Ramsey time
cause the slope of the dispersion curve to change, as is

Figure 3 - The central Ramsey fringe under * ~ / 2phase
modulation conditions. The servo steers the frequency to the
fringe crossing point. The effect of vibration is illustrated by
the dottedfringe.

illustrated by the dotted lines in Fig. 3, but the crossing
point (i.e. the point P4(n/2)=P,(-n/2)) is unchanged. This
insensitivity to Ramsey time greatly reduces the vibration
sensitivity of the atomic clock as will be shown below.
An additional advantage of the independent phase
modulation technique is realized in the PARCS clock which
launches many (of order 10) balls of atoms at either x/2 of
phase lag or lead. In a traditional SWFM modulation
scheme the servo must be blanked for a time on the order of
the transit time of the atoms through the clock =TRbetween
frequencies above and below the resonance. This blanking
time contributes to the dead time and therefore increases
aliasing of the local oscillator noise (Dick Effect)[lO].
When using SWPM, however, the servo blanking time is
reduced to the atom transit time through the second Ramsey
cavityzz and the dead time fraction therefore reduced, thus
reducing the aliasing effect. The red~ctionin dead time
fraction also reduces the total number of atoms which must
be launched in order to support a given short term
frequency stability, thus reducing the magnitude of the spinexchange frequency shift as well as relaxing the short term
stability requirements on the local oscillator through the
aforementioned reduction in aliasing. This technique
(SWPM) has significant terrestrial applications as well[l 11.
Impact of Random Accelerations on Frequency
Stability
Interrogation errors dueto unwanted accelerations
of the waveguide structures used to distribute microwave
signals to two physically separated interrogation sites can
substantially degrade the performance of a laser-cooled
frequency stzndard. In such a standard, slow-moving lasercooled bunches of atoms are sequentially interrogated as
they arrive at one and then the other of the two interrogation
regions. Errors arise if the phase of the microwave signal
is systematically varied with respect to the atomic phase
itself.
F M Effects
Here, an error arises because physical acceleration
of the beam tube causes microwave interrogations to take
place too soon or too late, giving rise to an unwanted phase
difference between atoms and L.O. due to the FM frequency
offset.
The effect ofrandom motions ofthe beam tube x(t)
,,
have been properly analyzed in terms of an aliasing effect,
where motions at frequencies near f=l/2T, are aliased to
near zero frequency[9]. We rewrite eq. 2.26+ of [9], in
terms of a dependence on interrogation (or drift) time ti ,
and assuming the usual n/2 phase progression during the
interrogation as:

where y=6v/v and x(f) is a time dependent motion along
the axis of the drift space.
Because the frequency error induced by a (e.g.)
motion-delayed measurement shows periodic sign reversals
due to frequency modulation, slow variations will show an
aliasing effect, with the lowest frequencies effectively
eliminated. and other fieauencies aliased to near zero
frequency. Actual aliasing amplitudes will depend on

details of the interrogation strategy; dead time, etc.
We calculate the effect for a model of SWFM
with no dead time. This will give aliased responses at
odd harmonics of the modulation frequency, with
amplitudes given by the harmonic content of a square
wave with unit amplitude. This methodology is similar
to that developed in Req91, except we include a missing
amplitude for the aliasing effect itself of 2ln for SWFM
and also include the higher (odd) harmonics.
Because the characteristics of the ISS are given
in terms of accelerations as S,(f) we rewrite the previous
equation as:
Half FNI Cycle Time (seconds)

If the frequency standard is interrogated with a half-cycle
(frequency measurement) time of T,, its operation will
show aliased frequency fluctuations Sya(0)as:

This spectral density gives rise to an Allan
deviation limit to the performance of the frequency
standard of:

where C=1/2.
Figure 4 shows a smoothed plot of the
acceleration spectrum expected on the ISS together with
a conversion from the 113 octave plot to a more
conventional svectral densitv of acceleration. This
allows us to calculate an expected limitation to the
1/& performance as given by the previous equations.
The result of this calculation is shown in Fig.5.
It is clear from Fig. 5 that any problems due to
FM interrogation are strongly dependent on the operating
conditions of the frequency standard. For a short
interrogation and a half cycle time of 1 second, as is
planned for PHARAO, the aliasing effect is small.

Figure 5. Vibration-induced limitation to white frequency noise
performance due to aliasing with FM interrogation. Nominal
PARCS conditions are a 5 second interrogation (dr@) time and a
50 secondfrequency measurement time to match performance of
the H-maser L.O.

PARCS, is expected to operate with multiple balls of atoms
per "lineside", long Ramsey times, a high-performance
hydrogen maser local oscillator(L0). and half cycle times
of typically 50 s, a process that involves hundreds of balls
of atoms. For this case, aliased noise is clearly an issue
because the performance is marginal. In particular PARCS
is expected to operate before ISS construction is complete,
during which time microgravity conditions are not obtained
and frequency stability would be substantially degraded.
Other Effects
The linear phase progression as the atoms drift
down the beam tube can be eliminated by the use of
interrogation schemes using SWPM instead of frequency
modulation. This eliminates the large frequency sensitivity
discussed above.
However, there remain several smaller effects
which are discussed here. It is worth mentioning that the
signs of these remaining smaller effects do not reverse
during the course of either phase or frequency modulation,
and so the sensitivity to very low frequency physical
acceleration is not reduced by averaging over many
interrogation cycles.
Phase Delay
Even if the microwave interrogation structures
move rigidly, any motion will give rise to phase shifts
between the two interrogating cavities due to the fact that
the microwave photons are not dragged with the waveguide
structure that feeds the interrogating microwave signals to
the cavities. Here we assume that the waveguides are
empty and not filled with a dielectric. For this effect we
write:

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 4
Smoothed approximation to ISS vibration
specification. Shown are both the 1N octave form as specified
by the ISS and the more traditional HZ"" form used in our
calculations.

Mechanical Compression
A phase error can also result from mechanical
compression of the waveguide structure under acceleration.
Linear compression under a uniform acceleration a@ where

f--0 is given by:
~ L U =) nu)@

2Y

L Z = ( 2 n ) ~ La Z x (7)
~ ) ~For separation, L, between the two microwave cavities, the
2 v,"
2 v,frequency error can be expressed in terms of the launch

= a ~ ) -

where p is the material density and Y is the stiffness
which combine to give the speed of sound as v, =
A change in waveguide length changes the rf phase to
give rise to an imputed frequency error as:

m.

Y,CU) =

6 9 U ) = hLU)/k --9
"ott

aLU)
c ti

(8)

and so

Com~arison
We can compare the phase delay and
mechanical-compression frequency tunings with that due
to FM interrogation, irrespective of aliasing, and a
comparison that is valid at frequencies higher than
f=1/(2TC). Plugging in values of v, = lot0,v,= lo4 d s ,
L = lm, f = 1 Hz, and ti = 10s gives a frequeccy
sensitivity of
?@?= 2.51 lo-" (-)l1Hz J g
(10)
aU)

f

for FM, while the smallerunderlying electromagnetic and
electromechanical effects described by Eq. 6,9 combine
to give a sensitivity remaining with SWPM of
Y (f-) 2.5 x 10-'8(1 + -)/g
0 lHz
,
aU)

f

(11)

Note that while the FM term is a true position
dependence, the two terms in the PM expression are
actually velocity and acceleration dependencies,
respectively. Thus while the PM terms do not show the
nominally zero sensitivity at the lowest frequencies that
characterize FM modulation, the terms are smaller by a
power o f f or f at these low frequencies. Additiona.11~
they will not show the aliasing of relatively larger
accelerations in the mid-frequency range to zero
frequency, as does the FM sensitivity.
INDEPENDENT PHASE CONTROL
The main operational difficulty in implementing
independent phase control of the two cavities is in
evaluating and maintaining the end-to-end cavity phase
shift. In traditional beam tubes this shift results from
differing electrical path lengths to the two cavities, a
quantity which is typically extremely stable as it results
from the mechanical properties of the waveguide only.
This typically is evaluated by reversing the direction of
the beam through the cavities and comparing the results.
In the cesium instrument of PARCS beam
reversal is not practical, but several additional handles
are available. Specifically, laser cooling provides
extremely narrow velocity distributions and the ability to
vary the launch velocity, which remains constant in the
absence of gravity. Since the end-to-end shift is tru!y a
phase offset, the apparent frequency error of interest can
be related to the phase offset from Eqn. 1 as:

velocity as

Eqn. 13 makes explicit the utility of varying the launch
velocity as a technique for extracting the phase error, &,,.
Measuring the clock frequency over a range of velocities
allows a determination of the phase-offset as shown in
Figure 6. The phase error could then be corrected by the
synthesizer controlling the second cavity.
The performance goals of PARCS include
accuracy of 5 x lo-", which for a 5 s Ramsey time means
that phase offsets must be known to 14 p a d . Just as long
Ramsey times mitigate the effect of phase errors on the
fractional frequency performance of the clock, so too can
higher launch velocities make the phase errors measurable.
Launch velocities of 10s of meters per second are
attainable, with 15 d s representing a 100-fold increase
over the standard operation of PARCS, using 15 c d s
launches. Varying the launch velocity obviously impacts
more than just the end-to-end shift, requiring some care in
order to separate out the piece linear in velocity. First, one
might worry that operating at high velocities would
compromise the stability of the clock, since the line Q
degrades linearly with velocity. However, since most
launched atoms are never detected due to thermal expansion
of the cloud, the immediate result of increasing the launch
velocity is to increase the number of detected qtoms getting
through the final aperture, roughly
2

Ndet

Vhch

.

(14)

The net result of increasing the launch velocity is that the
stability improves as:
.,(t) = &L.
(15)
This improvement holds up to the point at which most
launched atoms are detected, which occurs at roughly 2 d s ,
above which the stability would begin to degrade. Even out
to launch velocities of 20 d s , the stability would remain
better than that obtained from the operating condition of 15
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Figure 6 Apparentfrequency error is linearlyproportional
to velocity. Luunchingat high velocitiesgives over 100-fold
increase on the measurement of the phase offset.

c d s . This comparison assumes only one ball is
launched at a time, which is how the end-to-end
evaluation will likely be performed, but during normal
operation multiple launching will improve the stability by
roughly a factor of 3. The design stability for PARCS is
5 ]0.14~-1/2 , so launches at 15 m/s would be expected to
taking these different
run at a stability of 1 x 10-'~t-''*
factors into account. With a lever of 100 or1 the relative
size of the phase error, this suggests that ongoing
evaluation of this error term would take 4% of the time
spent in normal clock operation. The extent to which this
shift is stable will have to be empirically determined, and
based on this a proper protocol for making these
measurements will be developed.
Comparison of measurements made with 1 5 d s
launches to those with 1 5 c d s launches is problematic
since too many other factors could valy. The coldcollision shift which typically dominates cold-atom
cesium clocks is of particular concern here. With a five
second Ramsey time, the density will drop three orders of
magnitude from one end of the clock to the other, whilc
with a 0.05 second Ramsey time the density change is
roughly 4%. The collision shift during the end-to-end
evaluation will be roughly 35 times larger than in the
operational mode, but with a lever of 100 on the phase
error, variations in the density during fast launches will
not be a limitation.
Of equal importance to the density is ihe
collision energy involved in interatomic collisions, as the
frequency shift is a strong function of energy as
calculated by Williams and co-workers at NIST
(submitted to Phys. Rev. A, 2000), growing in magnitude
and even changing sign. Initially, the collision energy is
roughly the thermal energy until the cloud has expanded
an amount comparable to its initial size. Then the
collision energy is dominated by phase space
considerations: atoms at the same point in space must be
traveling at nearly the same velocity, so the collision
energy is reduced. Under normal operating conditions
PARCS will strongly be in this latter condition, crossing
into an intermediate condition at around 1 d s , and
significantly above that the thermal energy dominates.
Comparing measurements using several fast launch
velocities between 5m/s and 2 0 d s satisfies the
requirement that collisional frequency offsets are stable.
The relative phase between the cavities wi!l be
affected by changes in the temperature and microwave
power incident on the mixers.We have measured the
temperature dependence of a mixer to determine this
sensitivity, and find that in order to maintain an
uncertainty of a few parts in lo1' the temperature must be
stable to 10 mK. Note that this is not an absolute
temperature, but the time scale over which this
temperature stability holds could well set the limit on
how often we must measure the end-to-end shift.
In order to realize a factor of 100 lever on the
velocity, while maintaining 7112 excitation, we require 40
dB changes in the RF power. Matched attenuators can be
quite stable over such a broad range, but not at the

performance level we need. A more likely approach is to
maintain the power level on the mixers at the highest level,
but playing one of several tricks to maintain the p/2
condition. In order to determine the power stability
requirement, we have directly measured the power
sensitivity of a mixer and conclude that the power must be
stable to 0.1% to keep phase errors to the low 10'" level.
One way to realize this would be to adjust the phase of the
DDS output by pi on a time scale fast compared to the
cavity ring time, spending a bit more time with the "plus"
phase than the "minus"phase. The power in the microwave
cavity will rapidly advance for a short time, then retreat,
taking 100 steps forward and 99 back over and over again
so that the net power in the cavity gives p/2 to the atoms.
Other approaches similar in principle would involve using
a variable amount of on-frequency RF with white noise
added, or a mixture of on-resonant RF with an off-resonant
frequency to make up the power budget without affecting
the atomic spins.
One requirement of all these tricks, satisfied by the
phase switching solution, is that the excitation must be
spread over the entire transit time so the Rabi pedestal is not
broadened artificially. This phase adjustment involves a
single bit in the DDS, and seems to be the most elegant
solution.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present a very preliminary accuracy
evaluation of the Italian new primary frequency
standard, the IEN cesium fountain IEN-CSF1. A brief
overview of the frequency standard is given, together
with the evaluation of several shifts.
Keywords: Primary frequency
fountain, Laser cooling, Cesium
2

standard, Atomic

INTRODUCTION

The IEN Cs fountain (optical structure, physical
package, and control system) was previously described
in detail [I]. We recall here only the principal working
parameters.
IEN-CSF1 is build in a x-y-z geometry and the launch
of the atomic clouds is performed along the z axis
using the moving molasses technique, similarly to
other fountain primary frequency standard [2-3-41
(figure 1).
The optical system consists of a DBR master laser,
frequency locked with a Pound technique, amplified by
two 150 mW slaves lasers that generate the cooling
beams; in addition a second DBR laser, If locked, is
used as a repumper. Light from the master and the
repumper lasers is used as well in the detection region.
A loading time of 700 ms in a MOT is followed by 80
ms of expansion in Doppler molasses; the atoms are
then transferred in the moving frame and after 1 ms the
post cooling process starts with a simultaneous
amplitude and frequency ramp on the trapping beams
that lasts less then 2 ms. The achieved atomic
temperature is around 2 pK.
The launched atoms travel above the detection region
entering the magnetically shielded region and first
interact with the state selection cavity, where a x pulse
at 9.192 GHz moves the F=4 m=O atoms in F=3, m=O
state. After that a 5 ms vertical intense light pulse
blasts away the remaining F=4 atoms.
After this pulse the light is switched off by the A 0
modulators and by mechanical shutters; at the same
time also the microwave power in the state selection
cavity is attenuated by nearly 100 dB.
The atoms then enter the Ramsey cavity and proceeds
in the drift tube; the apogee height can obviously be
chosen by changing the launching speed.
The Ramsey cavity is a OFHC copper cylindrical TEol
with four coupling loop fed from two external
rectangular cavities; the cavity and the drift tube are
part of the vacuum structure. A detailed description of
the cavities can be found in [5].
On the way down after exiting the Ramsey cavity and
the shielded region the atoms enter in the detection
region where a differential detection of the atoms in
F=4 and of those in F=3 is performed, allowing a direct

measurement of the transition probability and a
normalization of the total number of launched atoms in
each cloud.
The total duty cycle for a transition probability
measurement is of the order of 1.5 s; to allow a
frequency measurement of the value of the central
fringe a square wave modulation is applied and at least
two probability measurement have to be done one on
each side of the central fringe. The computer then
calculates the central frequency value and set the
synthesizer frequency for the next measurement.
The various function of the fountain operation are
driven by the control PC trough three different boards:
a pattern generator, a GPIB and a PJD converter.

j

Drift tube

I and C-field

State selection

UZT
Beam
Figure 1:IEN Cs fountain physicai package

As it will be discussed later on in the following
sections, the IEN CSFl wasn't yet used as primary
frequency standard for two reason: first the atomic loss
rate have to be improved by fixing some problems in
the vacuum pumping system and second because the
IEN time scale is not stable enough to support a
fountain frequency measurement in a reasonable time:
the master clock of UTC(1EN) is currently a HP 5071,
two maser oscillators are expected to be delivered in
the next year allowing a dramatic improvement of the
short term stability of UTC(1EN).
However most of the main frequency biases have been
analyzed and characterized (with the relevant exception
of the atomic density) in our fountain frequency
standard.
A Ramsey fringe pattern of the 0-0 transition is shown
in figure 2

In this way it is straightforward to map the magnetic
field along the whole drift tube. The value of the field
in the Ramsey cavity is evaluated by a simple Rabi
transition between the F=4,m=- 1, F=3 m=-1 states. In
figure 4 is reported the map of the magnetic field
obtained with the above described technique with a
nominal applied C field of .99x ~u'T.
The lack of knowledge of the magnetic field in the
space between the Ramsey cavity and the starting of
the coils is not dramatic, in fact the value of the
Zeeman shift is given by a time average over the
atomic trajectory and the time spent in this region is
lower the higher is the apogee.

300

3io

3io

360

300

4io

Frequency [Hz]

Figure 3 Low frequency transition between the F=3, m=O
and F=3, m=fl states: the applied field is nominally .99 mG
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MAIN UNCERTAINTY EVALUATION

We will discuss in the present section some of the
frequency shifts that affect our frequency standard.
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3.1 Second order Zeeman shift
0

To perform an evaluation of the magnetic field a
mapping of the quantization magnetic field "C" has
been carried on.
To measure locally the value of the field, Majorana
transitions between the state F=3 m=O and F=3 m=+l
are excited when the atoms reach their apogee [6].
A couple of long coils are placed along the whole drift
region, starting 10 cm above the Ramsey cavity for
construction reasons.
On the way up the state selection is applied as in
normal fountain operation: a 71 microwave pulse move
the atoms in F=4, m=O into F=3, m=O, then the atoms
left in F=4 are optically removed from the cloud.
When the atoms reach apogee, at a given height, a 70
ms long low frequency pulse is applied with the coils,
exciting the transition between the magnetic lines; on
the way down in the state selection cavity a second 7~
pulse moves the atoms left in F=3, m=O in F=4 m=O,
allowing a simple differential measurement of the
transition probability (figure 3).

rb
i0
40
Height above the Ramsey cavity [cm]

50

Figure 4 Map of the magnetic field above the Ramsey cavity

To evaluate the real shift on the 1-1 transition we have
used a linear and a quadratic interpolation of the
measured points. With the exception of the first 25 cm
where the lack of information lead to a maximum
discrepancy between the two calculation of 2.5 Hz, the
agreement of the evaluated shift is well within a fringe
width (figure 5), allowing to identify with high
confidence the magnetic central fringe; however a
more detailed mapping of the field in the drift region
can easily be done, and will consequently improve the
knowledge of B(t).
However even a misassignment of a whole fringe will
lead to a relative error in the second order Zeeman shift
of 2 . 6 ~ 1 0 " ~ .
The inhomogeneity of the magnetic field is of the ordfr
of +1.3 nT the difference between <B>* and <B >
according to our field mapping can be estimated as:

3.4 Light shift
~ < B ~ > - C B > * ~ = ~ B ~ X ~ O - ~

Mechanical shutters are used to stop the during atomic
interrogation. In absence of shutters, attenuating the
laser beams only by means of acousto-opjics
modulators, a shift of the order of units of 10- is
measured, depending strongly on the optical alignment
of the A 0 cat-eye systems. The mechanical shutters
allow an attenuation of the laser beams of more than
four order of magnitude, making the light shift due to
straight light negligible. The shutters are placed in such
a way to minimize the possibility that scattered
radiation could accidentally enter in the fountain
structure.

the relative uncertainty is then below 10-l6

3.5 Gravitational shift

IEN building has a geodetic point on the building roof,
its elevation above the geoid surface is [9]:
0

10

20

30

40

50

Height above Rarnsey Cavity [crn]
Figure 5 The evaluated shift on the 1-1 line, with linear and
quadratic interpolation of the mapped point (shift 1 and 2).
The frequency difference is below a fringe width for launches
of 20 cm above the Ramsey cavity or higher.

the fountain is located 13.7 meters below that point, the
gravitational shift with respect to the geoid is then

3.2 Black bodv radiation
The temperature of the cavity and of the drift tube is
monitored by several high quality thermocouples, the
maximum measured temperature difference in the
flight region is below .5 K. The temperature of the
flight zone is set at 68 "C. If we use the relation [7,8]

we obtain a relative shift of

The relatively high temperature set in the cavity and
drift tube is chosen for cavity tuning purpose; the four
coupling loop of our cavities allows in fact the
observation in transmission of the resonance frequency
and consequently a fine tuning of the cavity resonance.
Assuming a conservative detuning of the cavity of a
full linewidth, the resulting shift is <.5x10-" and is
then negligible.
The feeding of the cavities [5] is done through two
distinct coupling rectangular cavities placed on the side
of the main cavity. To minimize the phase shift is
necessary to set the phase and the amplitude of the two
feeding circuits equals; this can be done by tuning
separately the four independent parameters and
measuring the atomic response changing the feeding
side on the way up and on the way down.

The atomic density frequency shik has not been
evaluated yet, in fact in our system the atomic losses
due to scattering with background gases are still too
high because of inadequate vacuum level that will be
fixed in the near future. This problem causes an atomic
loss observed between the atomic signal on the way up
and on the way down nearly a factor 100 higher than
expected from thermal expansion considerations. We
are therefore forced to operate the system with a very
long loading time. The detected signal at contrary is
relatively small impairing partially the SN ratio
currently available; according to the measurement
reported in figure 6 of the central fringe of the Ramsey
pattern, the signal to noise ratio of a single
measurement is more than 50.
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Figure 6 Central fringe of the Ramsey pattern, the S/N is
calculated on the residuals after the sinusoidal subtraction.

3.7 Svnthesis chain and reference
The synthesis chain is done by direct frequency
multiplication of a high quality 5 MHz quartz oscillator
up to 90 MHz, then the step recovery diode that
generates the higher harmonics is mixed with a
12.6 MHz, reaching the Cs hyperfine frequency. The
12.6 MHz is obtained by a DDS synthesizer whose
frequency is set by the control PC via GPIB.
Since the 5 MHz oscillator is locked against UTC(1EN)
the DDS synthesized frequency is used also as
frequency counter.
The spectral phase noise level of the synthesis chain,
measured at the 90 MHz intermediate frequency is
shown in figure 7. 50 Hz harmonics are more than 50
dB below the carrier.

4

CONCLUSIONS

We have reported a very preliminary evaluation of
IEN-CSF1, a fountain primary frequency standard
developed at IEN. In particular we have considered
most of the main shifting effects present in a fountain
frequency standard. Our accuracy evaluation is not
completed yet because of two principal reasons,
inadequate SIN level and quality of the reference
UTC(1EN); all the other biases considered here are
under control at the level of lo-15relative uncertainty.
No shift have been observed at the
level with
respect to UTC(1EN).
5
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Figure 7 Phase noise of the synthesis chain

The actual synthesis chain could in principle su ort a
fountain short term stability better than 10." .rJE; but
the reference time scale of UTC(1EN) is currently
generated only by commercial Agilent 5071 units that
' ~ impairing
have a short term stability of 8 x 1 ~ r"",
strongly our sensitivity.
The improvement of the Italian time scale with the
introduction of H-masers is planned for the next year.

3.8 Other effects
IEN fountain is highly insensitive to Majorana
transition; state selection happens after the atoms are
entered inside the magnetically shielded regions, while
the clock transition detection is sensitive only to F=4
and F=3 population.
Doppler effect (classic and relativistic) are strongly
reduced by the fountain geometry and atomic slow
speed, and are estimated to contribute below the
to the relative error budget of our fountain.
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ABSTRACT
A general method is presented for calculating the
higher-order terms of series in powers of the
blackbody radiation field for the Stark-state wave
functions, dipole transition matrix elements and
corresponding frequency shifts of hyperfine splitting
on the ground states for Cs and Rb atoms. A precise
method of calculating the hyperfine Stark shifts is
described, which is based on the Green's function
method for summation over all intermediate states and
exact Dirac-Hartree-Fock wave functions in the
relativistic single-double approximation for the
resonant transitions to the first excited pstates.

strengths and on the Green's function method in the
framework of the Fues' model potential approximation
Ref.4.
The second part contains the accurate results for the
temperature-dependent shift in Cs on 7s-6s transition
probability. The corresponding expression for the
transition probability is given by the sum of the
differential spontaneous transition rates, which
correspond to anti-Stokes scattering contribution and
to two-photon transition contribution. The Tdependence of the total decay rate is analyzed.
2. HIGHER-ORDER STARK EFFECT ON
HYPERFINE STRUCTURE COMPONENTS OF
ALKALI ATOMS

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the blackbody radiation (BR)
shifts are most important for atoms in highly excited
Rydberg states, because these states have lowfrequency (a << kT) transitions as well as the huge
electric dipole matrix elements Refl. Nevertheless,
BR shifts are present even in the ground-state systems
and this effect is large enough to be significant in the
atomic frequency standards employing laser-cooling
techniques for Cs and Rb atoms. These effects have
drawn steady attention in the recent years. This
interest has been caused both by the development of
experimental techniques Ref.2-3 and by new
theoretical approaches for describing of hyperfine
Stark shifts due to BR field. The level of experimental
l y to
accuracy in this field of study is ~ ~ c i e n t high
enable the unequivocal determination of the
corresponding numerical values for frequency shifts
and for straightforward comparison between the
experimental and theoretical data.
The main goal of this paper is to analyze the
higher-order Stark effect on hyperfine-structure
components of Rb and Cs atoms due to the BR effect
as well as the temperature-dependent shift on
transition probability 7s-6s in Cs atom.
In the first part of the paper, we estimate
theoretically the BR shift on hyperfine splitting for Cs
and Rb atoms in the ground states. We introduce few
separate differential susceptibilities (golarizabilities
and hyperpolarkabilities ) to describe of the
calculating approaches based on the sum of oscillator

The induced dipole moment d, of an atom by a
uniform static electric field F is given by

where a is the electric dipole polarizability, and the
y represents the electric dipole hyperpolarizability.
The corresponding expression for the energy shift is
given by

E - E o = AE = - a F 2 / 2 ! - y ~ ~ / 4...,! (2)
where Eo is the field-zero energy. These quantities
can be written in terms of the scalar ( s ) and msor
( t Parts

Here

is the reduced Green function of the atom with
excluded the state InLJ> from the sum over the
complete set of J m> . D is the z component of the
electric dipole moment of the atom.
The corresponding expression for hyperpolarizability
has the similar form Ref.4:

(6)

In the lowest order the total shift of the state la> due to
BR effect can be calculated by using second order
perturbation theory Ref.5:

(7)
Here F ( u ) is the frequency dependent electric field
of blackbody radiation:

where U ( U , T ) is the spectral energy density

approximation works well and the energy shift is
given by

2. Slowly varying perturbation. In the such a case
the frequency o is bigger than the natural
linewidth, but much less than the energy
separation. In that case it is necessary to take into
account the average (rms) value of the electric
field:

(12)
3. Rapidly varying nonresonant perturbation. When
the frequency of the perturbation is much bigger
than the linewidth and the perturbation frequency
o is far from resonance, the corresponding Stark
shift is given by formula (7) without integration
operation (dynamic Stark effect)
4. Resonant perturbation. When the perturbation is
approximately resonant with atomic transitions.
The Stark effect on atomic hyperfine structure leads
to a shift of sublevels with different momenta
f = I J (I is the huciear spin, J is the total
electron momenta), and to a splitting along the
projection of the total momentum in the direction of
the external field. The general expressions for the
energy shift have different representations for
f = I f1/ 2 and , for example, for
f = I 11 2 can be written as Ref.6:

+

+

Therefore we can express (7) in the following form

I<

00
h~ =-2 a3E air]b >f j u3(em'" - I)-'
a 3n b
0

(10)
There are 4 main limiting cases in the calculations of
(10) Ref.5:
1. Quasistatic perturbation. In that case the
frequency w is much less than the natural
linewidth of atomic transition . The static

(13 )
Here C is the constant dependent from the g-factor of
the nucleus with spin I.

3.

ANALYTICAL BASIS SET

We used the Green's function method and have
investigated-further the analytical Laguerre polinomial
series expansion . This-method,in principle, is similar
to an analyticat St-umian&is set representah. All
possible intermediate states are incorpomted into the
.Green's function sum over all bound states and all
positive continuumelectron states in the flamework of
the Fues' mudelpcrtartial.Ref.4.
The radial part of 3he Green's function has an
analytical fo&~ef.4

Cs due to BR effects based on the method, presented
abwe. The corresponding BR correction induced
depopulation rate for the 7~112
state at 300 K is 1.25 s-'.
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"

The question of the stability of fundamental constants has recently gained a broad interest.
On one hand, several theoretical models attempting to unify gravitv and the other fundamental
interactions predict a dependence of physical constants with space and time [A]. On the other
hand. a number of experiments testing the time variation of the fine structure constant u
have been performed recently [l. 2, 31. The most stringent tests so far rely on measurements
performed a t the cosmological scale.
We have built an experiment to perform a new test of the stability of a at the laboratory
scale. The principle of the method is to compare a t various times the hyperfine energies of
87Rband 133Cs[ 5 ] . We have compared a a Rb fountain and two Cs fountains during two years.
leading to a test of & / aa t the level of 8 x 10-l5 per year.
\I-e present a new system to i~nprovethis result by more than one order of magnitude. It
is a dual fountain operating with both Cs and Rb simultaneously. This dual operation in the
sanle variliim t i t b ~~ v i l la1101v a large reduction of several systematic freqliency shifts aff~ctiu:
the comparison. If both fountains reach a frequency stability set by the fundamental quantum
1 x 10-''/clay. Finally the
noise. the relative frequency stability in the conlparison will be
sensitivity of this test will also be improved by extending this frequency comparison method to
other microtvave frequency standards such as trapped ion clocks and to optical clocks.
N
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ABSTRACT
We have estimated the relativistic red shift correction due to gravity at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in
Boulder, Colorado, USA, using a new survey and the new U.S. detailed geoid model, G99SSS. We have computed the frequency
offset that a standard at NIST would suffer in several ways. We referenced the frequency offsets computed from the different
methods to the same geoid surface, one defined with respect to the current best estimate of an ideal mean-Earth ellipsoid. The new
results are: (1) -1797.61~10"~,
based on the global gravitational model EGM96, (2a) -1798.72~10"~,
based on the regional, highresolution geoid model G96SSS, (2b) -1798.49~10-'~,
based on the regional, high-resolution geoid model G99SSS, and (3) 1798.91~10-'~,
based on the value provided in the National Geodetic Survey's data sheet for the NIST reference marker. The minus
sign implies that clocks run faster in the laboratory in Boulder than a standard clock located on the geoid. The values from (2b) and
(3) are expected to be the most accurate and are also independent. Based on these results, we estimate the frequency shift at the
reference point at NIST to be -1798.7~10-'~,
with an estimated standard uncertainty of 2 0 . 3 ~ 1 ~ ' ~ .

Keywords: geoid, geodetic leveling, geopotential, mean-Earth ellipsoid, relativistic red shift, vertical datum

1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
This is a continuation of previous work [I]. Whereas
previously we used coordinates accurate to about 1 m, using a
recent GPS survey we now have coordinates that should be
accurate to 20 cm or better. In addition, there is now available
a new regional model of the geoid for the continental U.S.,
which wealso used in our com~utations.
With the advent of new primary frequency standards with
uncertainties approaching 1 part in lo", there is a need for
improved estimates of the relativistic red shift. This is an
effect predicted by relativity theory as the sum of a special and
a general relativistic effect. In general relativity, a clock at a
higher gravitational potential runs faster relative to a clock at a
lower potential. In relativity, "higher" potential means less
negative, since the convention used is such that potential has
(in general) negative value, approaching zero as a particle
moves towards infinity away from an attracting body. Thus
the effect of the geopotential on a clock would cause it to run
faster as it moves away from the Earth, or in our case, higher
above the geoid. Note that geodesy uses the opposite sign
convention for geopotentials than that used in relativity theory.
In geodesy, all potentials are positive, so that a higher
potential would generally be closer to the Earth. In this paper
we will use the geodetic convention, in which all geopotentials
are positive.
A second relativistic effect enters, the so-called secondorder Doppler shift of special relativity, in which a standard
clock runs slower as it moves faster, relative to a clock at rest.
The rotation of the Earth, therefore, gives rise to a centripetal
potential that also changes the clock's frequency. We
differentiate between the potential due to gravitation and that
due to gravity: the former arises from the presence of
attracting masses only, the latter contains in addition the
centripetal potential due to the Earth's rotation [2, section
2-11. It is the gravity potential that we need to consider here,

' Contribution of U.S. Government not subject to copyright

therefore the term "gravitational red shift" is somewhat
misleading and has been avoided herein.
A primary frequency standard that contributes to
International Atomic Time (TAI) must be corrected to run at
the rate clocks would run on the Earth's geoid. It is therefore
necessary to determine the difference in gravity potential
(w, - W p ) , between the geoid (0) and the location of a
primary frequency standard (P), in order to correct for this
frequency offset, according to [3]

where f = (fo+&)/2, and c denotes the speed of light. Note that
if the point P is above the geoid, we generally have Wp< Wo,
using the convention in which potentials are positive. Hence,
Af is negative in this case, since this clock correction would
make the clock in Boulder run slower to match the rate of a
standard clock on the geoid.
The geopotential number C = Wo - W p [2, page 561 is
given by:

where g is the magnitude of the gravity acceleration vector,
and dH is the length increment along the positive upward
plumb line. The path-independent line integral in equation (2)
starts from a reference equipotential surface whose gravity
potential is Wo (on which every point has orthometric height
equal to zero) and ends at the station location where

W=WpandH=Hp.
The Earth's geoid is a unique equipotential surface that
closely approximates in some prescribed fashion the Mean Sea

Surface (MSS). The geoid has to be defined and realized
through the operational development of models [4,5]. The
presence of a quasi-stationary (i.e., non-vanishing through
averaging over long time periods) component within the
Dynamic Ocean Topography (DOT) results in departures of
MSS from an equipotential surface ranging, geographically,
between -2.1 m and +1.3 m approximately. Due to these
departures (and in some cases due to additional considerations
related to mapping applications), different vertical datums
refer to different equipotential surfaces. Therefore, given a
datum-dependent C value, the determination of Af 1f with
respect to a unique equipotential surface requires the
estimation of that datum's offset from that unique
equipotential surface.
There exist global geoid models, developed through the
combination of satellite tracking data, surface gravimetry, and
satellite altimetry. EGM96 is a state-of-the-art such model,
complete to degree and order 360, corresponding to a
half-wavelength resolution of -55 km at the equator [6]. The
resolution of such global models is limited primarily by the
available surface gravimetric data used in their development.
Detailed (i.e., higher-resolution) local or regional geoid
models are developed by incorporating the information
contained within dense gravity and topography data into a
global geoid model. This adds high (spatial) frequency details
to the broader geoid features represented within a global
model. G99SSS [7] is such a regional geoid model for the
United States. Global and regional geoid models can also be
used to estimate the geopotential number C , given the
geocentric coordinates of the point P.
We distinguish therefore two general approaches for the
computation of C (and hence Af / f ): one based on spirit
leveling and gravity observations, and another based on the
use of geoid models (either global or regional/local). It is
important to recognize that each computational method or
model used may yield a result that refers to a different
equipotential surface. Since the various reference surfaces
may be offset by several decimeters, estimation of their
relative offsets becomes important if one desires to compare
the various results at the level of a decimeter or less.
It is useful to recall the correspondence between the
approximate magnitude changes of H, C, and ~f/ f . Near
the Earth's surface g g.gms-%d since c = 2997924.58 mf2,
a change in H by one meter implies roughly a 9.8 m2sJ
change in C , and therefore a change in Af/f of

- 1.1x 10-l6 .

Our present requirement is that

Af /f be

computed with an error not exceeding It 1 x 10-16. Therefore,
the total error in an absolute determination of the geopotential
number C , consisting of the error in W,, (absolute) and the
error in

W,,- W,

(relative), should not exceed

- 9.8 m2s-2

(equivalently, the absolute orthometric height H p of our
station should be determined to better than 1.0 m).

2. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS
In the following paragraphs we discuss the specific
computations involved in the estimation of Af / f , according
to three methods. The first two methods are based on geoid
model information (global and regional respectively), while
the third method is based on spirit leveling and gravity

observations. The first two methods share some (longwavelength) errors, but the third method is independent of the
other two.
2.1 Mean-Earth Ellipsoid
The concept of a mean-Earth ellipsoid [2, section 2-21] is
of central importance in gravimetric geodesy (and in our
specific application). This purely mathematical construct is a
rotating ellipsoid of revolution (i.e., bi-axial), whose surface is
also an equipotential surface of its gravity field. The gravity
potential on its surface is pre-supposed to equal the gravity
potential on the geoid. Four parameters are necessary and
sufficient to define uniquely its size, shape, rotation, and
gravity field. One may assume that these parameters are
numerically equal to the corresponding parameters of the real
Earth. Then, the departures of the geoid from such an "ideal"
ellipsoid, called geoid undulations and denoted N, have
vanishing zero-degree term (i.e., their average over the whole
Earth equals zero). Therefore, by suppressing the zero-degree
term in the spherical harmonic expansion of N, we
"automatically" obtain geoid undulations that refer to this
"ideal" mean-Earth ellipsoid, without the need to know the
specific scale (semi-major axis) of this ellipsoid. Specification
of the scale and the gravity field of this "ideal" ellipsoid
require numerical specification of its defining parameters.
These values can be determined only from analyses of various
geodetic observations and therefore contain random (and
possibly systematic) errors. Here we will define this "ideal"
mean-Earth ellipsoid, in a tide-free system 181, by adopting the
current best estimates for the values of the following
parameters [9]:
Equatorial radius: a = 6378136.46 m
Flattening: = 11298.25765
Geocentric gravitational constant:
GM= 3.986004418~10'~
m3i2
Mean rotational speed:
o = 7292 115x 1 0 ' rad i'
We should emphasize here that the mean-Earth ellipsoid
defined by the above four values is only as "ideal" as the
current accuracy of these values allows. The adopted defining
values of equation (3) imply a value of the gravity potential on
the geoid equal to:
W,, = 62636856.88 m2s-' ,
(4)
with an estimated error of k l . 0 m2s-2 [9].
2.2 Reference Point
For this work we compare gravity potential based on
models with potential based on spirit leveling and gravity
measurements. To accomplish this we used two different
markers at NIST. The U.S. National Geodetic Survey
surveyed three points on the NIST campus in September, 2000
[lo]. One of these, identified as DMA (it was first surveyed
by the Defense Mapping Agency in 1977 using the Transit
system), was used to obtain geocentric Cartesian coordinates
for use in evaluating models. This point is located on the flat
roof above the fourth floor at NIST, Boulder. There is also a
point on the side of the second floor of the building designated
4407. This point is part of the North American Vertical
Datum 1988 (NAVD88), network of spirit leveling and gravity
measurements. Since most of the frequency standards at NIST
are on the second or third floors, it is more convenient to

evaluate the relativistic red shift at an elevation equal to that of
point 4407 rather than that of the DMA point.
4407 is approximately 18.6 m distant horizontally from a
point directly below the DMA point. We measured the 4407
point as 9.903 m below the DMA point. For evaluating the
global and regional models, we used the coordinates of a point
9.903 m below the DMA point. This rather fictitious point is
the point P we refer to in what follows. The change in gravity
potential from point P to 4407 should be small in that it is due
to a horizontal shift of only about 18.6 m. The relativistic red
shift at P should agree with the value at the 4407 point to
better than 1WI8,,or 1 cm in terms of orthometric height.
2.3 Method 1
For method 1 we evaluated the EGM96 global model for
the gravitational potential, i.e. the potential due to the Earth's
attracting mass. To this we added the centripetal potential.
For details on our evaluation of EGM96 see [I]. The EGM96

-

model is realized in the form of coefficients, C j I mfor
, an
expansion in terms of fully-normalized associated Legendre
functions of the first kind [2, sections 1-1 1, 1-14], of degree n
and order m. EGM96 [6] currently provides the most accurate

total (commission plus omission) geoid undulation error of
EGM96 at our reference point ( P ) to be approximately
k0.6m. Details of this error estimate are available in [I].
Combining this with an estimated error in ellipsoidal height of
0.2 rn yields an error of the Af / f value given in (7) of
0.7x10-'~.
2.4 Method 2
A significant reduction of the omission error encountered
with ~ 6 ~ can
9 be
6 effected through the use of a detailed
regional geoid model. We have used the coordinates obtained
from the new survey both with the 2'x2' gravimetric geoid
model G96SSS [I 11 (which we also used in [I] along with the
old survey coordinates), and the updated G99SSS [7] model.
We estimated the geoid undulations at P, NGnsss, (xx=96 or
99) using a bicubic spline to interpolate the grid on which
each GxxSSS values is given (2'x2' for 96 and I'xl' for 99).
We computed the offset required to reference the NGmSSto an
ideal mean-Earth ellipsoid. For both xx=96 and 99, this gave
us (see [I] for details)

-

estimate of a set of C l l mcomplete
,
to degree and order 360.
The geocentric Cartesian coordinates of our reference
point (P) 9.903 m below the DMA point, at the level of the
4407 marker for NIST, Boulder in ITRF97 are:

We used the geodetic coordinates of P,

in particular the ellipsoidal height hp, to determine the
orthometric height, Hp,from
These coordinates are expected to be accurate to 20 cm or
better.
We converted these coordinates to spherical coordinates
(r,, @,, Ap) and evaluated the EGM96 gravitational model
plus the centripetal potential. We obtained:

which, implies due to equations ( I ) and (4):

There are two types of error associated with the use of
EGM96: (a) error of commission due to the fact that the

Hp (ideal)= h,

- NGULSSS(ideai)

We then determined the geopotential number, C, using
Helmert's equation as in [2, equation 4-26, and 121.
2.4.1 Method 2a
Using G96SSS, the model we used previously in [I], we now
obtained with the new coordinates:

which yields, from equation (1):

-

coefficients C , , are imperfectly known, and, (b) error of
omission due to the truncation at degree 360. The commission
error of EGM96 has two components. The first One (long
can be computed
from the
covariance matrix that
the part of the model
degree and order 70'
The second
to degrees 71 to 360, can be
in
terms of a
root mean 'quare (RMS) estimate that does
not account for the specific geographic location of our station.
This estimate can be computed from the
deviations of
the EGM96 coefficients above degree 70. The omission error
of EGM96 can also be estimated based on some theoretical
model describing the decay of the gravitational spectrum of
the Earth
Based on the EGM96 geoid error
assessment in [6, sections 7.3.3.1 and 10.3.21, we estimate the

Unlike EGM96, the GxxSSS regional geoid models are
not accompanied by propagated error estimates. Their
accuracy has been assessed only through comparisons with
independent geoid undulation estimates obtained from GPS
positioning and leveling observations [11,7]. Based on this
uncertainty assessment, we estimate the error in hlG96SSS
to be
approximately 0.20 rn. Considering also a 0.20 m error in the
el'i~soidalheight h ~this
,
an
for the
value
given in (12a) of 0.3 1 ~ 1 W ' ~ .

w/f

2.4.2 Method2b
Using the new geoid model G99SSS, we now obtained with
the new coordinates:

which yields, from equation (1):

From comparisons with independent . geoid
undulation estimates obtained from GPS positioning and
leveling observations [ l l ] we estimate the error in NGvssss to
be approximately 0.18 rn. Considering the 0.20 m error in the
ellipsoidal height hp, this implies an error for the Af / f
value given in (12b) of 0.30xlU'~.
2.5 Method 3
The Af / f values given in equations (7) and (12% 12b)
were computed based on a global and two regional geoid
models, respectively. We turn now to the ~ ff /computation
from spirit leveling and gravity measurements, as shown in
equation (2). We performed this computation as documented
in [l] and found

where the subscript "NAVD88" emphasizes the fact that this
value refers to the equipotential surface that passes through the
origin point (Father PointIRimouski located in Quebec) of the
North American Vertical Datum 1988 [I 21.
We adopted the value 2 = -0.30 m as our current "best"
estimate of the offset between the NAVD88 reference
equipotential surface and the geoid surface. The minus sign
implies that the equipotential surface passing through the
origin of NAVD88 is below the geoid surface that is realized
through the EGM96 model, when the latter is referenced to
our current best estimate of a mean-Earth ellipsoid. We
should also mention that in the above analysis the permanent
tide effect was consistently accounted for. The offset value is
expressed in the tide-free system.
Applying the offset d to estimate the correction dC
necessary to convert CNAVD8,
to Cidealwe find:

more precise information) a reasonable estimate of our
station's dynamic height error may be about f0 . 1 5 ~.
Considering an error of 0.20 m in our estimate of the
NAVD88 datum's offset, we conclude that the Af / f value
given in (15) is probably accurate to 0 . 2 8 ~ 1 ~ ' ~ .
3. COMBINED RED SHIFT ESTIMATE
The results from the three methods are summarized below in
Table 1.

Method
1. EGM96
2a. G96SSS
2b. G99SSS

Table 1
Red Shift
-1797.61
-1798.72
1798.49

Uncertainty

0.30

Method 3 is independent from the others. We accept
G99SSS as an update to G96SSS and use only the results from
methods 2b. and 3. to determine our final result. These differ
by 0 . 4 2 x 1 ~ ' while
~ , our estimated errors from Table 1 imply a
0.41xlU'~uncertainty (1 sigma) for this difference.
Averaging methods 2b. and 3. to evaluate Af/f , we
estimate its value and uncertainty for our reference marker to
be
.
(-1798.70 f 0 . 3 ) ~ 1 0 - ' ~ (I6)
We note that the uncertainty here is larger than our previous
' ~ .consider this uncertainty estimate to
estimate of 0 . 2 ~ 1 ~ We
be perhaps more realistic.
We should mention that we have not accounted here for
luni-solar tidal effects. At this level of accuracy the effects of
(at least) the semi-diurnal lunar tide M , (and possibly of
other constituents) must be considered. One should therefore
interpret our Af / f result as an average value over multiples
of the main tidal constituents' periods.

4. SUMMARY AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
which implies:

Errors in the estimate of Af / f given in (15) arise from
errors in the NAVD88 dynamic height value provided in the
NGS data sheet for our reference marker, and errors in our
estimation of the NAVD88 datum offset. The NGS data sheet
for our reference marker contained no error estimates, other
than the designation that "First order, Class II" leveling was
performed to determine our station's height. Zilkoski et al.
[I21 discuss a comparison of NAVD88 heights with
corresponding independent estimates from Canadian leveling
observations over the USA-Canada border. Over 14 points the
maximum difference found was 0.11 m. This value does not
necessarily apply to our station; nevertheless (and in lieu of

Based on our work, it appears that the existing
measurements and models of the G h ' s gravity field may not
support estimates of the relativistic red-shift correction to
better than the 1U" level for frequency standards on the Earth.
Since this number contributes to the error budget of a primary
frequency standard in an RMS sense, this implies that a
primary frequency standard in an Earth-bound laboratory will
have difficulty contributing to TAI at better than the 1UI6
level. In the next decade it seems reasonable to expect
frequency standards to reach accuracies challenging our
current accuracy in the determination of the red-shift
correction.
Currently two geopotential mapping missions are in
preparation, which are expected to support a significant
advance in the present application: NASA's Gravity Recovery
And Climate Experiment (GRACE), and ESA's Gravity Field
and Steady-State Ocean Circulation (GOCE) missions.
GRACE is scheduled for launch in 2001, and promises to

deliver centimeter-level geoid undulation accuracy with
half-wavelength resolution of 200 to 300 km. GOCE
(scheduled for launch in 2005) is expected to improve even
further the resolution, allowing cm-level geoid undulation
accuracy down to -80 km resolution [13]. The global
geopotential models expected from these missions, in
combination with locally available detailed surface gravity and
topography data, may permit point geoid undulation
determination approaching centimeter-level accuracy. In
addition, radar altimeter data from satellites such as
TOPEXPoseidon and its follow-on Jason-1, in combination
with the global geopotential models from GRACE and GOCE,
should permit improvements in the determination of the
equatorial radius of the mean-Earth ellipsoid, which directly
affects the accuracy of W,, . These advances may permit
determination of Af / f accurate to a few parts in 10''.
On the opposite side, development of frequency standards
accurate to 10-l7 or better may provide one possibility for the
verification and error calibration of geopotential differences
estimated from data acquired in part from the GRACE and
GOCE missions. This could be attempted following ideas
such as those proposed originally by Bjerhammar [3]. In
addition, frequency standards of such high accuracy, located
on different continents, provide an alternative technique well
recognized among geodesists for connecting different vertical
datums. While there is promise for standards of such
accuracies, methods for transferring such time and frequency
measurements appear to be lacking. The current best time
transfer methods appear to be at the level of 200 ps stability,
or about 2 x lo-'' frequency transfer over 1 day [14]. In
conclusion, it appears that technological advances in the
development of frequency standards and advances in
determination of the gravity field over the upcoming years are
expected to benefit both disciplines in complementary ways.
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ABSTRACT
Nonlinear dipolar analysis has been successfully used
to quickly and accurately obtain both steady state
oscillation frequency and signal amplitude of quartz
crystal oscillators. Furthermore, by using slowly
varying function method it is possible to obtain
oscillation frequency and amplitude transients without
having to perform long simulation runs. It is shown in
this paper that a perturbation method applied in the
vicinity of the steady state oscillation can be used to
describe the effect of an additive noise source located in
the oscillation loop. The perturbation source results in
both amplitude and frequency modulations of the
oscillation signal. By reducing all noise sources of the
amplifier to a single equivalent current noise source, it
is possible to obtain both AM and FM perturbation as a
function of the Fourier frequencies close to the carrier.
Amplitude and phase noise spectra are then easily
derived. Eventually, it is shown that the phase noise
spectrum obtained by using this time domain analysis
fully agrees with the Leeson's model.

-

1. INTRODUCTION
Dipolar modelling of crystal oscillators consists in
characterising separately the behaviour of the resonator
that is strongly varying with frequency but weakly
varying with the current amplitude and the amplifier
regarded as a nonlinear dipole whose impedance
strongly varies with the current amplitude but weakly
varying with frequency. The nonlinear behaviour of the
dipolar amplifier is obtained by performing SPICE'S
transient analyses. Because the time constant of the
amplifier alone is usually much shorter than the one of
the whole crystal oscillator, the amplifier nonlinear
characterisation does not need too long transient runs.
By looking for the amplifier current amplitude for
which the amplifier impedance matches exactly the
crystal impedance it is possible to obtain both steady
state amplitude and oscillation frequency of the crystal
oscillator.
Since the amplifier nonlinear impedance is known, it is
possible to derive the oscillation condition under the
form of a second order nonlinear differential equation
controlling the oscillator loop current. Because of the
high Q-factor of the crystal oscillators, the loop current
is quasi sinusoidal and asymptotic method, such as
slowly varying function method [Refs 1, 21, can be used
to solve the nonlinear differential equation leading to

both oscillator amplitude and frequency transients
[Ref. 31.
All th; additive noise sources of the amplifier can be
reduced to a unique equivalent current noise source in
parallel with the amplifier dipole so that it can be
considered as a small amplitude current source in the
oscillator loop, that acts as a time varying perturbation
term in the nonlinear differential equation describing
the oscillator behaviour. The effect of the small current
source can be analysed by using a perturbation method
in the vicinity of the steady state solution and results in
a FM and AM modulation of the oscillation signal. By
varying the frequency of the perturbation term around
the oscillation frequency, both amplitude and phase
spectra of the current source can be obtained. It is
shown that the magnitude and shape of these spectra
depends on the nonlinear characteristics of the
amplifier dipole. By using the appropriate transfer
function, amplitude and phase noise spectra at any
location in the oscillator circuit can be derived from the
reduced noise current source spectra.
Using these principles, an analysis program dedicated
to quartz crystal oscillator is beingcompleted to help
the designer in the development of oscillator circuits.

-

2. NOISE SOURCES
Noise sources can be categorized into two main groups
according to their origin andlor their effect:
-Additive noise sources such as thermal noise
associated with resistive components or shot noise
associated with active components. These sources act
as random voltage or current generators whose
perturbing signal adds to the oscillation signal.
Because of the selectivity of the resonator, only
Fourier components close to the carrier will have a
significant effect on the oscillation signal.
-Parametric noise comes from perturbation that affects
the value of some components in the oscillating loop.
Most often, they come from variation of the circuit
environment like temperature, magnetic field,
pressure, etc.
The variation of a component usually induces
amplitude and frequency modulation so that only low
frequency components of the perturbation that are close
to the carrier will affect the oscillator performance.
In this paper, only additive noise sources will be
considered.

3. - DIPOLAR METHOD PRINCIPLE

4. - NOISE SOURCE REDUCTION

As described in a previous paper [Ref. 41, a quartz
crystal oscillator can be represented by a resonator ZQ
connected across a two port amplifier circuit ZD acting
as a nonlinear dipole as shown in Fig. 1.

It is well known that all additive noise sources spread
out in a circuit can be reduced to a single voltage or
current noise source having the same effect at a given
node of the circuit. The noise spectrum of the
equivalent source can be obtained by using SPICE
models and noise analyses [Ref. 51. Thus, assuming
that all noise sources of the amplifier have been
reduced to a single equivalent noise current source x,~.
The oscillator equivalent circuit can be completed as
shown in Fig. 3 where x, is the thermal noise current
source associated with the resonator motional resistance
R,.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2
The real and imaginary parts of the amplifier nonlinear
resistances R(I and inductance L are obtained by
replacing the resonator with a sinusoidal current source
x (Fig. 2) the frequency of which is close from the
oscillation frequency w o and by performing a set of
SPICE transient analyses of various current amplitudes.
A Fourier analysis of the voltage across the dipolar
amplifier is performed for each current amplitude y so
as to obtain both real and imaginary parts R(r(y) and
b ( y ) of the amplifier dipolar impedance.
The oscillation condition, readily obtained by
inspection of the circuit in Fig. 1 is quite simple
( z D + z Q ) x= 0
(1)
where ZQis the impedance of the series branch (L,, C,
R,) of the quartz resonator equivalent circuit
1
with W: = (2)
4 1

c,

and ZD the amplifier nonlinear dipolar impedance
ZD = R,(y)+sL,(y)
(3)
Replacing (2) and (3) in ( 1 ) gives the oscillation
equation

where s is the Laplace's operator.
In the frequency domain, equation (4) splits into two
equations corresponding to the real and imaginary
parts. The steady state oscillation characteristics are
then obtained by searching for the amplitude yo and the
frequency w osatisfying both real and imaginary parts.
In the time domain, equation (4) becomes the nonlinear
second order differential equation (5) that can be used
to describe the oscillation transient and, as we shall see,
to perform noise analysis.

Fig. 3
5. - NOISE EQUATIONS

In order to analyze in the time domain how additive
noise sources located in the oscillation loop perturb the
output signal it is convenient to take into account some
important features peculiar to quartz crystal oscillators:
-because of the high Q-factor of the motional series
branch of the resonator, the loop current is quasi
sinusoidal so that asymptotic resolution methods like
slowly varying function method can be used,
-noise sources act as very small amplitude sources that
slightly modify the oscillation signal, therefore their
effect can be analyzed by using perturbation method,
-it is possible to get amplitude and phase noise spectra
without having to consider noise sources as random
processes. In fact, because any time domain signal
can be expanded into Fourier series, noise sources can
be replaced by sinusoidal sources having the same
power spectral density.
The basic noise equation is obtained by inspection of
Fig. 3 in which noise sources act as perturbation terms
modifying the oscillation condition ( 1 )
(z,+zQ)x
= ZDx,+Rox(l
(6)
Substituting ZD and ZQ by their expression (2) and ( 3 )
gives the perturbed equation (7)

In the time domain, equation ( 7 ) can be expressed as a
nonlinear differential equation. In the present case,
because the loop current is known to be a quasi
sinusoidal function and xl, and x, are very small
perturbation terms, the perturbed equation ( 7 ) can be

considered as a linear second order differential
equation with a small nonlinear perturbation term in
the right hand side

(8)
It should be noted that the right hand side can be split
into an autonomous part in which time does not appear
explicitly and that governs the unperturbed oscillation
and frequency through the nonlinear functions R,r(y)
and L(I(~),
and a non autonomous part corresponding to
external excitation terms x,/(t) and x,(t) that are explicit
functions of time.
To analyze the effect of the small perturbation terms,
the steady state of the unperturbed autonomous
equation is first obtained by using slowly varying
function method [Ref. 41 that gives the unperturbed
amplitude yo and frequency w oof the signal. Then, by
using perturbation method, it is possible to obtain both
amplitude and frequency perturbation in the vicinity of
the steady state.

6. - SLOWLY VARYING FUNCTION METHOD
Slowly varying function method consists in
transforming the initial unperturbed autonomous
equation (5) rewritten under the form

By using the variable change
x = ycos(w,t+ cp)
Where y and' yl are considered as slowly time varying
functions. Equation (9) is then transformed into a
nonlinear first order differential system in the variables
Y and v

where Rz(y) and < I ( ~ )are the dipolar resistance and
inductance described in section 3. Solving system (11)
by using numerical method will give steady state
amplitude yo and frequency shift vo that leads to the
steady state unperturbed oscillation frequency
wo = *,!
+ vo
(12)
As assumed in section 5, noise sources have a small
amplitude compared with the oscillation amplitude and,
as explained in section 2, only Fourier components
close from the carrier have to be considered.
Furthermore, because the sources xo and x, are not
correlated, their effect can be obtained by square
summing their individual contributions.
The effect of the equivalent noise source current x,~can
then be obtained by assuming that it has the form
Xd = ~ C O W(/
S t
(13)

where 2, is the amplitude of the noise source at the
Fourier frequency w (usually 2, depends on w), so that
Xd <
< YO
(l4)
and w = w,+ 0 with Ifll << w, ( 0 can be either
positive or negative).
It can be shown that applying the slowly varying
function method to the perturbed equation (8) for the
excitation term x,l leads to the associated system (15)

where

. .

Note that if there is no perturbation term (x,/ = 0) a and
p vanish and the system (15) reduces the unperturbed
system (1 1).

7. - PERTURBATION METHOD
When the steady oscillation is established, the small
excitation terms will slightly perturb both amplitude
and frequency so that they can be written under the
form
y=yo+z
(z<<yo)
(17)

Furthermore, it can be shown that the solution of the
perturbed system (15) appears under the form of a
signal modulated both in amplitude and frequency at a
modulation frequency a,, that is the difference between
the excitation frequency w and the unperturbed
oscillation frequency 00
a, = w-COO = 0-v,)
(18)
so that in first approximation, time varying terms of
equation (15) can be expressed as
cos(R t - cp) = cos(R,,t-p,,)
(19)
sin ( R t - cp) 4 sin (0,t - cp,,)
where 90is an arbitrary constant phase shift.
By putting expressions (17) and (19) into the system
(15) and keeping only the first order terms leads to the
perturbation system (20)
dz + aR
a
P sin (0,t - cp,,)
z = -COS
(R,,,t - yo)- dt
2
2

where

&L

4

YOU
a,= 2L

OR and OL are respectively the slope of the nonlinear
dipolar resistance and inductance at the steady state
amplitude yo as shown in Fig. 4.

The amplitude and phase noise spectra have the same
form as above
62

9. - VOLTAGE NOISE SPECTRA

Fig. 4

8. - CURRENT NOISE SPECTRA
The system (20) consists in a linear first order
differential equation with a forcing term giving the
amplitude modulation term and a simple algebraic
relation giving the frequency modulation term. Thus,
the solution of the system (20) is searched under the
form
=i j ~ ~ ~ n , t
(22)
z = icos(fl,t+cp,)
where 6, and 2 , are respectively the FM and AM
amplitudes and pi is the phase shift between FM and
AM. It is straightforward that

and tan cp, =

OR
a m -

' L

where = a2+f12 (cf. Eq. 16)
(25)
Amplitude and phase noise spectra can then be readily
obtained by using relations (24) and (25).

It should be recalled here that y usually depends on the
By using the same procedure
modulation frequency On,.
as for the amplifier noise, the contribution of the
resonator noise source has the same expression as given
by the system (23), here the term y has the following
R,w
expression y = L, w , X"
By calling :,,, i j , and 2, , i j , the contributions of
the noise sources x,, and x,, the resulting AM and FM
takes the simple form
A

In the previous section, we have shown how to
calculate the current noise spectra, that is the amplitude
and phase noise spectra of the current flowing through
the motional branch of the resonator. These spectra can
then be used to obtain noise spectra of any current or
voltage in any location in the circuit as soon as the
transfer function between the loop current and the
desired variable is known.
Remember that if a variable X having a noise spectrum
Sx(w) feeds a linear system of transfer function Hum),
the noise spectrum of the output variable Y is given by
S A W )= I ~ ( j w ) l ~ s , ( w )
(31)
For example, the noise spectrum of the voltage v across
the resonator given by (see Fig. 1 and equation (2))
v = Z Q (j w ) x
(32)

is S A W )= I z Q ( j w ) 1 2 s x ( w )

I

with ZQ( j w)12= R: f

2

(33)
2 2

L,Z '( ww2- w,)

Here Sx(w)is either the amplitude or the phase noise
spectrum of the current x.
Most often, it is not possible to obtain an analytical
expression of the transfer function between the
resonator's current x and a given variable in the
oscillator circuit. Nevertheless, it is possible to obtain
this transfer function by using SPICE'S time domain
simulation. For example, assume that the output v
where the noise spectra are to be calculated is located
somewhere in the amplifier circuit as shown in Fig. 5

Fig. 5
The voltage v is related to the loop current x by the
relation v = u , - u 2 + Z Q ( j w ) x
(35)
In the general case, intermediates voltages ul and u2
depends on both frequency and loop current amplitude,
but because the noise spectra are calculated in the
vicinity of the steady state, only the relationships

between u l , LIZ and x for the steady state amplitude yo
are required.
These relationships can be taken under the form
u,=Z,(y,jw)x
Z,=R,+jX,
(36)
u2=Z2(y,jw)x
Z2=R2+jX2
21 and Z2 can be obtained by replacing the resonator
with a sinusoidal current generator of amplitude yo and
by performing a set of SPICE transient analysis in the
desired frequency range close to the oscillation
frequency. Real and imaginary parts of the impedances
Z I and Z2 are then calculated by performing a Fourier
expansion of the waveforms ul and u2 for each
simulated frequency. Substituting (36) and (34) into
(35)gives the desired transfer function
v=Zt(jw)x
Zt=Rt-t-jX,
(37)
with

L , ( w2- w ; )
w
Amplitude and phase noise spectra of the output
voltage v are then calculated by using general
expression (31)
X,= XI-X2+

Fig. 7
In which the amplifier is represented by a voltage
controlled voltage source. In this simple case, the only
current noise source is associated with the resistor R
4kT
and has a magnitude given by ii = -A
f
(43)
R
It is easy to show that the equivalent source x,, has the
4kT
same expression 2: = -A
f
R.
(44)
.
Besides, the current noise source associated with the
4kT f
resonator is i2= -A
(45)
rl
R ,,
The amplitude and phase noise spectra of the loop
current are obtained by means of relations (26)and (27)
2
wZ
in which y = , i ( ~ : $ + ~ i i : )
Lo. .
RM
and 0, = R, = 0
(47)
L,
Replacing 2,: and 9: by their expressions (44) and
(45) and taking into account the fact that when the
steady state is reached R: = R: , (46)becomes

'f',

-

10. VAN DER POL'S OSCILLATOR

Fig. 6
Let us demonstrate the noise analysis principles on the
simple behavioural example represented in Fig. 6, that
can be calculated analytically. The amplifier output is a
nonlinear function of the input voltage
v = AU(I-EU')
(40)
It can be shown [Ref. 41 that the dipolar impedance ZD
can be expressed as
3A E R ~
Z, = (1-AIR+y2
(41)
4
And that the loop current steady state amplitude is
4RM
given by Y ; =
R , = ( A - 1 ) R - R , (42)
~ A E R ~
The equivalent amplifier noise source X ~ I can be
calculated by inspection of Fig. 7

-

Amplitude and phase noise spectra of the loop current
are represented in Fig. 8(a) and (b).
The output voltage v in Fig. 6 can be readily expressed
as a function of the loop current x
v = (ZQ(jw)+R)x
(49)
The noise spectra of the output voltage are then given

2
L,:(w~where I z , ( j w ) + ~ I = ( R , + R ) ~ +
(51)
w
Amplitude and phase noise spectra of the output
voltage are also shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b).
The phase noise spectrum and the amplitude noise as
well, present a cut off frequency
that can be
analytically obtained from Eq. (51)
R,+R
a,= (52)
2L,
0,is related to the loaded Q-factor Q, by the relation
QC

This example can be considered as a formal proof of
the Leeson's phase noise model by using time-domain
analysis.

-
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8. - CONCLUSION
Because of the increasing performance of hardware and
software, the nonlinear dipolar analysis of quartz
crystal oscillators, that extensively uses SPICE
transient analyses to characterize the amplifier
behaviour, becomes an accurate, powerful and easy to
use method to obtain oscillation characteristics and
sensitivity of high-Q resonator circuits.
By using the well suited slowly varying function
method combined with a perturbation method, a time
domain analysis of noise is possible that allows to
quickly obtain both amplitude and phase noise spectra
for the additive noise sources. It should be recalled that
noise analysis is performed here by using SPICE noise
reduction principle. In this method, the operating point
is first calculated and the circuit is linearized so as to
obtain the appropriate transfer function. Although this
method is useful to obtain an order of magnitude of the
noise spectra, a more rigorous approach would need to
consider a full nonlinear time domain analysis of the
noise source effects [Ref. 61. In any case, the method
used still apply to llf additive noise source as far as the
SPICE llfnoise model parameters are known.
Noise spectra calculation based on this method are
currently being implemented to complete ADOQ that is
a CAD software dedicated to quartz crystal oscillator
circuit design.
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Abstract
This paper theoretically and practically discusses the prediction of chaotic time series. Different articles having put
into relief the efficiency of Support Vector Machines, we
give theoretical tools explaining the role of hyperparameters, and explain some recent improvements of learning
theory for the treatment of noise. We work on real world
data and discuss the extension of prediction in three directions:
- Prediction without knowledge of the internal state of the
chaotic system.
- Extension from prediction to stabilization
amplitude-based frequency prediction

-

Keywords: Chaotic Time Series, Chua's circuit, Stabilization, Statistical Learning Theory, Learning theory
with noise.

1. INTRODUCTION
We consider a chaotic time series verifying Takensq
theorem. This means that a sequence ( X , ) ~ ~ofNreals verifies x,+1 = f (L, x,-=+l, xn-=+2,. . . ,xn), with
L E RDL the parameter of the chaotic oscillator. For
the sake of sample complexity, D has to be chosen as
small as possible. The smallest value ensuring optimal
prediction is usually called minimal embedding dimension or order of the system. One could believe that
using a larger value of 2, would ensure a regression
more robust to noise; this was not verified in our experiments, what can be attributed to the fact that old
points are made useless by sensitivity to initial conditions.
Lots of works study the prediction of chaotic oscillators: refs. [18, 15, 13, 111...Refs. [13, 151 use RadialBasis-Functions, leading to models with high number
of parameters. These models are efficient, meanwhile
they do not allow human intuitive understanding of the
regression function. Ref. [I81 reports good results even
with a low number of parameters and discusses the relevance of learning theory in chaotic time series. The
first part of our work, following ref. [Ill, is prediction
on real world data, including justifications come from
learning theory. The second part of our work is the
study of the prediction of the subsequent values of the
sequence including L as a parameter, ie allowing L to
vary. The third part of our work is the study of the

possibility of stabilizing chaotic oscillators, using efficient prediction of subsequent values of the sequence.
Our data come from a Chua's oscillator. The circuit
is fully described in ref. [ll]. Links between Chua's
circuit and the Colpitts oscillator are studied in refs.
[20,171.

2, DISCUSSIONS

2.1

Models and kernels

Refs. [18,11] both conclude to the efficiency of support
vector machines (SVM) for predicting chaotic time series. The problem of the choice of the kernel remains.
The kernel was originally required in SVMs to verify
Mercer's condition, in the spirit of embedding data in
reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces. Some specialized
kernels might lead to better results, but we prefer polynomials, for their fast computability, their understandability, and the easiness of computing derivatives (this
will be of some use below). Degree 3 or 4 was enough
for predictions with fixed values of L, but not for prediction with variable values of L. A simple solution
would be increasing the degree of the polynomial, but
this would be damageable to clarity, speed, and sample
complexity. The notion of sample complexity, classical
in Valiant's theory of learning, is the number of examples required to ensure optimal choice in a class of models, within a precision e of the optimal model, with confidence 1 - 6; worst case-sample complexity is roughly
linear in the VC-dimension1 - and VC-dimension of the
polynomial kernel K(x, y) = (1+ < xly >)d is (in
short) O(d x (dim dimL)d). This leads to exponential increase of sample complexity as d increases. Another solution would be considering an original kernel,
verifying Mercer's condition, thanks to Schur's theorem proving that the product of two positive definite kernels is a positive definite kernels: K(< x, L, >
,< y, L, >) = (< xly > ~ 1 x (<
) L,IL,
~
> +l)d~.
This kernel (called A in the sequel) has VC-dimension
O(d x Dd x d~ x DF). This allows a high dimension in L with a linear increase of sample complexity
(as in our case DL = 1). Yet another solution, called
B, is using the product of a polynomial kernel on x
and y, and a Gaussian kernel for L, and L,. This
completely fails to provide a model with a low number
of parameters, making the learning local in L; moreover, sample complexity becomes very large and difficult to study. Whenever some global models as these

+

lAn important point must be put into relief. Sample complexity is the number of samples required for ensuring nearly optimal
parameters in the case of algorithms approximatively minimizing the empirical risk (or some related paradigms). Meanwhile, many
algorithms minimize other related criterion, and sample complexity is then an approximation which should be justified.
'< zly > denotes the usual scalar product.
'See ref. [6] for more details about Mercer's condition and Schur's theorem.

are studied, the best solution was local learning in L:
the domain of L was cut in 40 small parts, and linear interpolation was done between local models. This
has computational cost linear in the number of parts
during the learning phase, and logarithmic cost during
experimentations themselves. For more sophisticated
local learnings, the interested reader can read ref. [4].
Fixing the second layer of weights in SVM can be very
time-consuming. We decided to replace this costly step
by a naive algorithm based upon the same kernel representation: pseudo-inversion of the kernel matrix by
singular value decomposition. This algorithm has the
advantages of being old, fast, well known, and freely
available. Bounding the coefficients as in SVM make
this algorithm closer to the initial SVM.

2.2

(1)

Hyperparameters of SVMs

Ref. [18]experimentally chooses the values of hyperparameters E and C in SVM, arguing that the behavior
of these parameters, respectively the parameter of insensitivity (the loss function is the max(0,d - e) for
a difference of 6 between the predicted value and the
observed value) and the parameter of penalization of
errors, is still theoretically unclear. The sequel tries to
explain how these parameters can be predicted. Meanwhile we admit that this solution is only theoretical as
theoretical algorithms are not computationally faster,
as detailed below. We recall the following theorem
(structural risk minimization), which is the theoretical foundation of SVM in classification. Many versions
of this theorem have been studied by many authors. A
detailed study can be found in ref. [9].

Theorem 1 (Structural Risk Minimization) Let
C1, C2, C3, . ..be a sequence of families of classifiers with increasing finite VC-dimension V1, V2, V3,
. . .Define V ( f )= min{k/ f E Vk}.
Assume that the union C = UiEw
can approximate arbitra'rily well any function for any distribuM
tion. Then with fm = argminf $
xj(xi)+yi
with {(Xl,Yl), ...,( Xm,Ym)}
independent draws, and x characteristic function (ie

,d-

Bounds on the VC-dimension of large margin classifiers justify the following expression 1 of the term to
be minimized in SVM, in the case of f linear (at least
in a given embedding reproducing kernel Hilbert space
through Mercer's condition (so-called "kernel trick")
- this allows infinite-dimension linear classifiers, with
infinite VC-dimension).

Direct and iterated algorithms

If Xn+1 = f (L, Zn-Z)+l, Xn-D+2,.- . ,~ n )then
,
Xn+2 =
f (L, xn-0+2, x~-v+s, . , xn, f ( L , x n - ~ + l , ~ n ) ) ) r
and so on for xn+k. Developing this expression unfortunately leads to the apparition of an exponential number of f's (increasing as Fibonacci numbers
if D = 2), so an exponential addition of errors, provided that D > 1. Experiments of ref. [ l l ] illustrate
this point: with D = 1, this iterated algorithm works,
whereas with D > 1,the direct regression of xn+&from
( x ~ - v + I ,Xn-v+2,. .. ,xn) was more efficient, at least
in our experiments. Another more subtle argument
can explain the bad behavior of the iterated algorithm.
This is detailed in part 2.5.

2.3

equal to 1 whenever f (Xi) # X and 0 otherwise else),
has the following properties:
- The error rate decreases with probability 1 to the
Bayes error.
- If the Bayesian classifier belongs to C, then the expectation of the error rate of classifier f m decreases
towards the Bayes'error at asymptotic rate O ( l / m .

xi=1

+

where f denotes the linear function associated to the
classifier f , which norm is the opposite of the margin
(ie f(x) = 1 if fR(x) 3 1, -1 if fR(x) -1, and 0
otherwise else, with fi E {-1,l)). The NP-complete
nature of this problem in many cases justifies the replacement of eq. 1 by eq. 2. Equation 1 was (in most
cases of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces) the compromise between two terms, structural risk and empirical
error, ensuring results of theorem 1, and is no more
justified in eq. 2. This explains the introduction of C
in eq. 3. The adaptation to regression has been done
as in eq. 4. Assuming that the noise is bounded by
E, this leads to a better sample complexity, as the zero
error case is known faster than the non-zero case (for
models of finite VC-dimension). Further justification
of SVM, both in regression and classification, is due to
the notion of fat-shattering dimension. Whereas VCdimension appears relevant for classification, ref. [2]
proves the decisive advantage of fat-shattering dimension for regression. Ref. [5] reports lots of properties of
fat-shattering dimension. Equation 5 has to be minimized in regression, according to fat-shattering dimension theory. An adaptation of this to the problem of
choosing C and e would be the choice minimizing the
above bound with y = e. Unfortunately and as far as
we know, there's for the moment no better algorithm
for such a minimization than minimizing eq. 4 for many
values of e and C and choosing the best one. Moreover,
lots of different bounds exist, all of them leading to too
large constants for many practical cases; can one really consider that minimizing a bound larger than the

<

size of the interval is reasonable ? However, there are
some cases, especially in the case of a priori knowledge, of reasonable and interesting bounds even with
small samples. The interested reader is reported to ref.
[14]. Note that similar results are possible even with
non-linear mappings, even without Mercer's condition
for ensuring that the mapping is a linear application in
an embedding Hilbert space (even though bounds are
larger).

2.4

The handline: of noise

Lots of scientists have studied the possibility of regression or classification from a mathematical point
of view (see refs. [9, 221). A drawback is the lack
of models including a proportion of noisy examples.
Refs. [7, 3, 8, 16, 121 study the dependency of the
asymptotic error rate and of the sample complexity in
the noise rate. Results include optimal robustness to
"malicious" noise and sample complexity in 0(1/~)
in
some cases4, instead of the classical O(1/r2); moreover,
some of the adaptations from PAC-learning to the noise
case have polynomial-time complexity, with low degree.
Some models (ref. [7]) make too many unreasonable
assumptions on the distribution of noise (classification
with constant misclassification rate of the oracle), some
other (ref. [16]) allow too "malicious" errors (worst
case of misclassification except in the independently
distributed nature of occurrences of noise). However,
ref. [8] shows good behavior of algorithms resulting
from these theories in intermediate noise models (noise
rate constant on a finite number of areas, ie CPCN
model, or mixtures of malicious/constant-rate noise),
and most of the algorithms of this area of learning theory are based upon similar tools. This suggests that the
solutions might be very general, under the assumtion of
a fixed proportion of occurences of output noise. Moreover, extension from classification to regression is (partially, mainly in the case of malicious errors) straightforward.
We now explain the principles of an algorithm of ref.
[16], studied and improved in ref. [7, p l ~ l ~h~
] , prinsubsets of
size, using a PAC-algorithm On each
subset except one, and choosing among all the hypothesis computed by comparison on the last subset. Ref.
Proves that this ~ol~nomial-time
algorithm5>tol€?ratesthe optimal rate of "malicious" errors (within a
constant factor), linear in r achieved in the noise-free
case. Ref. [7,8] explains that similar (within a constant
factor) robustness and smaller sample complexity can
be achieved by
the number of subsets. This will
be compared to the algorithm consisting in learning on
each subset of the learning sample, and averaging the
result. Learning directly on the whole dataset is impossible because of bounded computational resources.

2.5

Relevance of stat istical learning

The assumption of independent identically distributed
data is often tacitly admitted, even in learning theory
articles applied to chaotic time series. Of course, consecutive points generated by chaotic systems are not
independent and identically distributed. However, ref.
[I, 19, 101 have shown extensions in a more adapted
framework (notice, however, that the extension to such
distributions of examples is not achieved). Note that
these results imply that learning is possible, but this
only leads to a satisfactory Lp error minimization, and
not to coherent trajectories. Learning theory provides
lots of tools for learning with low LP error or classification error rate. Unfortunately and as we verified it
in our experiments, there's no reason for an algorithm
minimizing efficiently the error to have the same behavior than the initial chaotic oscillator. Experiments
show that learning efficiently within a few steps is possible. But even a very small error lead to points out
of the admissible trajectories. Then, there's no reason for the algorithm to predict efficiently: this area of
the input space was empty during the learning phase.
In practical experiments, even with very precise predictions, after a few steps the model predicted absurd
values and was no more relevant. We consider that this
can explain the failure of iterated algorithms, too. We
underline that we do not only conclude that iterated
algorithms are not efficient for psteps prediction with
p large, but that they do not have the same statistical
properties as the original oscillator, too.

2.6

Stabilization

AS explained in [221, control theory is a wide research
x e a , and for the moment it is not established that results come from learning theory could be of some use
in S U C ~an area. This section is to be considered as
prospective.
A main originality of this paper is the hope of translating prediction into stabilization. The purpose of this
part is describing the method. The principle lies in
the variance of the sequence. More precisely, define
1
Xn,s = ;(xn
Xn+1
Xn+2
.. xn+,-l) and Consider E , energy to be minimized, equal to the variance
Now the parameter L is indexed by
of (Xnx
discretized time%,and we will assume that for small
variations of L, the relaxation time is negligible and we
assume that equality 6 is nearly verified. The required
functions fk,, are fixed by a preliminary regression as
detailed above. The solution we propose is a gradient
descent with regard to Ln: we increment Ln of dLn
defined in eq. 7. M is the expectation of ( x , ) , ~ ~
m d & , being the estimated value for Xn,* if the Parameter was fixed. The
of this term is

+

+

+ +

4 ~ all
n the paper, logarithmic factors in l / e are often neglected.
'This algorithm is polynomial-time provided that the initial learning algorithm, in the case of no noise, is polynomial.
%ne can notice that as successive measures of frequencies are value dependent, the discretized steps are not linearly distributed

on W+.

complicated by the fact that the modification of L, in
practical cases, is not necessarily immediate. So, eq. 6
must be written as illustrated by eqs. 8 and 9. This
allows a computation of dL,-, at step n -k. Equation
S' leads to eq. 10. M being unknown at step n - m,
it has been replaced by an estimation M. Other solutions than gradient descent have been experimented,
like predicting with a few values close to L and choosing
the best one.
Xn,a = fk,s(Ln-k, Xn-k,?))
((3

faster. An important point is that learning on the 3 last
amplitudes instead of the 3 last frequencies, for predicting
the following frequency, leads to very similar result.
The following results hold in the case of learning
in one global model, without local segmentation. The
best parameters have been chosen, and then tested
again with new points. The learning and testing sets
are both made of 3200 points. 2) = 3, and the parameter lies in the same interval than previous experiments.
Inputs and outputs have been normalized (mean 0,
variance 1).
I

I Polynomial I

Kernel

I

Kernel

1 Kernel )

/
A
I B
8
Parameters
1 d = d L = 2 1 Deg2
Mean auadratic 1

dLn-m =
$f - fm,a(Ln-mr fk-m,?)(Ln-kr Xn-k,?)))
Bfm
~
( L n - kfk-m,'D(Ln-k,
,
Xn-k,?)))

.

3.2
(10)

As explained below, these has led to disappointing
results. A modification is the replacement of M by constant values. In our experiments with such an arbitrary
value, we observe a significant improvement of the synchronization of two series. Further work should include
a value of M dependent of the previous D values of the
frequency and of the parameter.

3. PRACTICAL RESULTS
3.1

Prediction: varying parameter

The following results have been got without learning
specifically points with this value of L. Indeed, examples with values of L equal to the ones of the test set
have been removed of the learning set. The algorithm
is local in the sense that the interval of values of L has
been cut in 40 parts and learnt independently on each
part. Notice that 20 parts were indeed sufficient for a
similar precision. Moreover, L could be predicted from
the sequence without prior knowledge.

76

kernel
0.84

1

1

0.74

0.76

Stabilization
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Variance of Feigenbaum series (x, = A x xn-1 x (1-%,-I))
depending upon the parameter A. Our experiments with
the gradient descent detailed in part 2.6 succeeded in
the case of Feigenbaum series in the sense that small
variations lead to a significantly smaller variance than
the initial oscillator. Meanwhile, studying the behavior of the parameter shows that the algorithms slowly
evolves toward a fixed value, for which variance is
lower. So, simulating another such oscillator with this
value of the parameter leads to similar results. The algorithm only succeeds in finding a "good" value of the
parameter, close to the initial one. Experiments on the
Chua oscillator was possible only with m = k 5 because of technical constraints. No significant improvement has been shown. We hope that a decrease of m
and k, with better devices, would lead to better results.
A strong drawback of this technique is that predictionbased stabilization would require previous frequencies,
what requires a reference oscillator. This implies that
we do not stabilize, but that we synchronize. Meanwhile, our experiments above show that prediction of
frequency can be done from amplitudes as well as from

>

d by the mefrequencies.
dian quadratic deviation from mean (mean evaluated for
this value of the parameter - the local algorithm is so compared to a trivial algorithm choosing the mean value corresponding to this parameter and succeeds significantly bet-.
J
ter), for different values of the parameter. 1500 points were!
f8
i
used for learning and 500 for testing and parameters used i
for testing were disjoint from the ones used for learning.
D = 3 and the model is polynomial of degree 4. The abscissa is LXlo3 (inductor, mH).6 experiments among these
dn"l,3:"9qc*
have been restarted with algorithms modified as suggested
tOOUJ141.I.O;~Yul&
in 2.4 with segmentation in 9 subsets. Results were not
Different logs of delays (with confidence intervals) before
deviation for different amplitudes of 11 in eq. 10, depending
significantly different (meanwhile a bit better) but much
* * . n
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STATISTICAL MODEL OF A MODULATED OSCILLATOR WITH
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guanajuato university, fimee, salamanca, 36730, mexico, shmaliv@salanianca.u~to.mx
* "sichron" center, 4 skrypnyka str., kharkiv, 310057, ukraine
Abstract - In this paper we discuss a generalized statistical
model of modulated~scillatorwith an additional resonant
feedback produced by an anharmonic of a crystal resonator. It
is also considered this feedback as a sensor of environment.
The signal model is presented for a far carrier range of a sensor operation as a mixture of a deterministic signal and a white
Gaussian noise (phase noise floor). General moments of a
sensor response in an oscillator signal are studied within a gap
of a sensor bandwidth for an arbitrary signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) with respect to modulation by both the internal noise (1
* SNR) and intended signal (1 < SNR).
Crystal oscillator, Modulation, Anharmonic sensor
1. INTRODUCTION
A novel technique of self-contained frequency control of pre-

..

cision crystal oscillators is based on use of the resonator spurious (anharmonic) resonances as sensors of environment
(Ref. 1). Such approach was first used to compensate temperature dependence of oscillator frequency, employing a
temperature sensitive crystal resonator '%"-mode in dualmode oscillator (Ref. 2). Practice showed to the limited compensation accuracy due to a high drive level of a sensor necessary to obtain stability of the dual-mode operation. The recently described modulational method (Ref. 3) inherently
provides a small excitation level for the sensor (Ref 4).
In a modulated oscillator an external signal brings to AM-FM
with modulation frequency Q
-a,,where 0, and a,
are frequencies of an additional feedback and oscillator carrier, respectively. An upper spectral line of oscillator signal
with the frequency m,, + aexcites a sensor for the drive level
dependent on amplitude of a modulating signal. While changing this amplitude, the sensor drive level is optimized for a
small interaction with the fundamental mode and for the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) enough to estimate a sensor frequency in real time with required accuracy. Moreover, the
concept, by extension, holds true for another kinds of oscillators (Refs 5-8). In each case, an oscillator model is readily
reduced to the closed feedback of the fundamental mode, in
parallel to which an additional resonant feedback is included
(Refs 1, 2, 9-1 1).
In this paper we discuss the statistical steady-state model of
generalized modulated oscillator (crystal oscillator) with an
additional resonant feedback. We focus attention on both the
cases of modulation by either a noise (1 * SNR) or intended
signal (1 < SNR). We assume the signal to be a Gaussian random process formed by a mixture of a deterministic signal and
a white Gaussian noise (Refs 11, 12). We learn statistical
properties of a sensor through the modulation amplitudefrequency and phase-frequency characteristics (AFC) and
(PFC) of oscillator (Refs 1, 9). While studying, we consider
AFC and PFC as a sensor responses in an oscillator signal

(Ref. lo), discussing their major statistical moments for an
arbitrary SNR. In this way we answer the following maior
questions: what is a steady-state statistical model of generalized modulated oscillator with an additional resonant feedback
(sensor) in a far carrier range, and what are the statistics of an
additional feedback (sensor) signal for an arbitrary SNR?
2. FLUCTUATING MODEL OF AN OSCILLATOR

Let us be based on the Leeson's oscillator model (Ref. 13)
formed by an active part with a gain G and a general resonant
feedback response H~ (jm) of the fundamental mode (Refs 58). Add the other feedback with response H~
(jo)produced
by an anharmonic. Figure 1 shows the model, where ~,,~,(t),
ug(t), and ui(t) are deterministic outputs of an active part, general and additional feedbacks, respectively; E" ( t ) , sg (t) , and
El (t) are noise signals of an active part, general and additional
feedbacks, respectively; ein(t), e,,,,(t), eg(t) , and e,(t) are total
signals of an active part input, oscillator output, and outputs of
general and additional feedbacks, respectively.

Mdubting signd s,(I)

Generaljeedback

L
Figure 1. The oscillator model
In this oscillator both the necessary and sufficient operation
conditions are satisfied for the general feedback only. Then at
the frequency of the anharmonic sensor the general feedback
seems to be opened and the exciting signal in the additional
feedback is caused only by the noise floor cNF(t)of the oscillator spectrum. Figure 2 illustrates this case.
e40

e41)
b

,
Figure 2. Oscillator model for the sensor frequency

Here e,(t) is a sensor signal. It follows straightforward from
the model (Fig. 2) that the sensor signal is defined as
. Then, since for an anharmonic we get
es = Ht(jo)
1- GHi(jo) ENF
IGHjl < 1 and [Hi[< 1, a SNR of a sensor signal is around one.
For example, assume that IGHiI = 0.8 and [Hi[= 0.2, then get
e , IsNF = 1. We then suppose that an internal noise zNF (t)
yields 1 * SNR and that intended modulation brings to 1 <
SNR or even to 1 << SNR.

sin(t) with zero mean and known covariance
(1)
'in (t) = uin (t) + Ern (t) +
Generally, we deal with both AM and FM then, dropping
harmonics of modulating frequency, present the deterministic
Part U,"(t) as (Ref. 9)

- (PA)I,

(2)

xcos[o,,t+m,sin(a-cp,)+cp,,]

+ x,)?+ (b2 + x2)2,

cp,, (R, t) = arctg-

(8)

d +X

where b, (R) = yiS + U+,m,, sincp,,, ,

To describe the signals, first, decompose a total input e, (t)
into a deterministic voltage (t) and a white Gaussian noise

COS(Q~

m A i ( n , t=
) J(b,

d2 + X2

3. THE MODEL OF AN OSCILLATOR SIGNAL

Ui" (I) = llrno + m,

(Ref. 10) that the noisy DMC may be presented for an arbitrary modulation frequency R as narrowband random functions

are an oscillator
where R = 2nF ; = 2nfQ and& and cp,
carrier and initial phase, respectively; u,, is average ampli-

b2(R) = v, + U + , ~ Ac"o s c p ~ "d,(Q)
~ = V,, -U*,m,,, sincp,,,I,,
and d 2 ( 0 )= y.c-U+,m,, cosqo,, ; X, = Asin Y and
X, = ACOSY are independent centered Gaussian processes
with equal variances &, = &, = 62. When further introduced
for ( 8 H l l ) the orthogonal components
U(t)sin $(t) = y, (1) + X I(t) and U(t) cos$(t) = y2(t) + X2(t) ,
and a correspondent analytical signal U(t)exp[j4(t)], where
y,,,(t) equals either b,,,(t) or d,,,(t), ~ ( t2)0 , and
- n I$(t) 5 n: we had also proved in (Ref. 10) the following
principal relationships
(mo,,mA)~u(t)y

O
tude of a signal, m, ( a ) = k , ~ ,( a ) . m, (R) = 2
m, (R) ;

.-.

n

ma,( a ) = k , H , (R) ; k, and ko are coefficients of static AM
and FM, respectively; H, ( 0 ) and cp, (0)are AFC and PFC
of AM, respectively, and H", ( a ) and 9, (a)are AFC and
PFC of FM, respectively. For a small modulation (m,<< 1
and m, << 1) enough to excite a sensor (Ref. 3), we may represent (2) with respect to an additional resonant feedback as
follows
( t ) = uinO [I + m ~ COS(Q~
i
-(PA{
>
(3)

)I

xcosb,, fil- mwicos(m - cp., ) ~ r+cpO
t
where mAi( n ) = k,, H,, ( a ) and m,, ( a ) = k,, H,, (R) are U C
of AM and FM, respectively, and cp,, and cp0,, are PFC of AM
and FM, respectively, of an additional feedback in an oscillator signal. This allows writing all the aforementioned DMC in
the forms given in Ref. 9 as

+ 2mA,,kicos(cp,,, -$i)+ k;
m,,, sincp,, + k, sin$, ,
cp,, = arctg

m,, = dm:,

3

(5)

m,, sincp,, - ki sin$, ,

(7)
m,,, COS(P,o - ki ~ 0 ~ 4 ,
where g = ? / o,,; m,,, m,,,, cp,,, , and cpu,,,are DMC values
beyond a sensor bandwidth; kj(R) and $, ( a ) are gain and
9 , i = arctg

4. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF A SENSOR
To investigate the statistical properties of a sensor, we now
substitute for ( 8 H 1 1 ) the forms of yl (,) - Y 11 ,
1+ 52
Y ~ ( O ) Yo5
= - - and
- ~ y(o)=~
1+5

YO

, where yo corresponds

$2

is generalized detuning, and

Q,

is

(4)

m,,, coscp,,, + k, cos9i

*,

Hence, aiming to learn the stochastic model special features,
instead of ( 4 x 7 ) we can study DMC (8+(1 I), pointing that
statistical properties of oscillator with an anharmonic sensor
may be exhaustively learned through those of an envelope and
phase ~ ( t and
) 4(t) of an introduced analytic signal.

phase, respectively, of a sensor at an arbitrary frequency R .
Before giving a statistical analysis, we observe that MA,9,
and m<,,, 9 , are, in fact, amplitude and frequency responses,
respectively, of a sensor in an oscillator signal. When considered a sum of a deterministic signal (I) we had shown early in

Q-factor of an additional feedback. Employing the Gaussian
theory, we study below the statistical properties of DMC (8)(1 1) in a far-carrier range through the probability distributions
of X, and X 2 . On this way, once an oscillator process exhibits both the stationary and the non-stationary nature, we examine the four major distributions of mA,w(t),( ~ ~ , ,~ ( t )
(t) , and d q ~ l(t)
a . Noting that the functions X,, x,,
dt
are jointly Gaussian uncorrelated
X ; = td Y ~, and X; =
dm~:fil

dt

!$

random processes (Ref. 14), we have obtained in (Refs 10, 1 1,
17) the probability distributions for all aforementioned functions:

It follows from Fig. 3 straightforwardly that with SNR = 1 the
mean changes poorly and slightly exceeds the noise variance
(SNR = 0), obeying
3 < SNR, the mean depends on SNR rather linearly, so that
m,,,,,
(5 = 0) ~ ( =50). With this, the variance does not exceed
the noise variance for all SNR, obeying the approximation
7,
- \

cmA,mo(c
= 0) 2 cc for 3 < SNR (Ref. 15). Figure 4 gives dependencies on 6 of the same mean and variance for some SNR
in a gap of an additional feedback bandwidth (Ref. 10).
where p = arc@n(y, / y 2 ) , Io(x) is the Bessel function of zeroorder, and I ~ ; ( ac;, z) is the degenerate hypergeometric function. Now we would like to examine the major moments of
those distributions, namely mean and variance, aiming to
study in this way the properties of a sensor.
4.1 Amplitude response of a sensor
It follows from (13) that pl(u) is the Rayleigh-Rice's law
(Ref. 16) with the k-order moment

where 0(x) is the Gamma function. It is easily to show that
(17) yields the mean and the variance in the forms of

Figure 3 shows the mean (18) and the variance (19) as functions on SNR determined as a = y(5 = O)/o,.
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Figure 4. Mean and variance of the amplitude response as
functions on modulation frequency
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One may conclude here that SNR rise gains the brightly pronounced splash of AFC mean and that frequency range of this
splash remains with this rather the same (Fig. 4a). In contrast,
the splash of variance tends to be diffused and gained with
SNR rise.
4.2 Time derivative of amplitude response
Observe that distribution of time derivative of the amplitude
response p, (uf)(1 4) does not depend on SNR and is just a
normal law with mean zero
0 and variance 0:,.= 0:.

of=

4.3 Phase response of a sensor
Distribution (25) has the mean
0

1
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3

4

5

6

SNR
b)
Figure 3. Mean and variance of the amplitude response

and the variance

(21)
Figure 5 illustrates both (20) and (21) for several SNR and
typical shape of a phase response of a sensor in an oscillator
signal (Ref. 3).

It seems important to note that, in contrast to AFC (Fig,4b),
since SNR tends infinity then variance of PFC drops to zero. It
means that distribution p, (4) inherently exhibits a splendid
property to transfer to a delta-function with SNR rise. In other
words, an oscillator noise does not influence a sensor phase
response with an extremely big SNR.
4.4 Time derivative of a phase response
Distribution (16) is symmetric with mean zero
calculate variance we observe that the integral

= 0 . To

$I

m

pt2 t4')4Jf
PI

-m

in (16) diverges, so the best way to estimate the dissipation
power is to consider mean of the absolute values
-

I+!/=

]allpl

(e~)dmf= 2

0

1

2

4

3

5

FbI

(41)4'

. Integrate that and get
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Figure 6 scratches function (22) in a range of small SNR and
in a gap of a sensor resonance.
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Figure 5. Mean and variance of the phase response as functions on SNR (a) and modulation frequency (b), (c)
Analyzing Fig. 5, we conclude that phase mean (20) does not
depend on SNR and that variance (21) reaches a minimum at
the frequency s = 0 , being decreasing monotonously with
SNR rise for an arbitrary <. Under the same conditions, crevasse of a function (FigSb) tends to be deepened and diffused.
Here the following approximations may be useful:

for O
a , ( ~= 0) a

-n.1.042
--bJj-

- 0.42a + 0.07a

2

' SNR '

] for 1 < SNR < 3, and
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Figure 6. Variance of a time derivative of a phase response as
functions on SNR (a) and modulation frequency (b)

Qualitatively, we watch here for the same but more smoothed
law of the phase response illustrated by Fig. 5a. As well as in
the case of the phase variance in the bandwidth gap of sensor
the function 4' exhibits crevasse at the resonance frequency
and big variance with SNR < 1, demonstrating ability to be
reduced to zero since SNR rises to infinity (Fig. 6b). Again,
noise influence small the time derivative of phase response
with big SNR.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a generalized statistical model of modulated oscillator with a sensor feedback inherently produced by
an anharmonic of a crystal resonator. The background was the
present view on such kind of resonant feedbacks as on the
environmental sensors for precision oscillators and that the
best operation mode for those sensors assumes a drive level
closed to a noise floor. The main point that had been made is
the possibility to exhaustively describe the stochastic model
through the oscillator DMC (AFC and PFC) since those accumulate the oscillator noise properties and, moreover, represent
a sensor response in an oscillator signal. This was the principal
reason to provide a probability analysis of DMC and their
particular values, namely, amplitude and phase, time derivatives, and gain for the oscillator far carrier range of the sensor
operation within its bandwidth gap.
Both "mechanisms" of the sensor excitation had been accounted, namely, modulation by an internal noise, in which
case we basically assume 1 s SNR, and intended modulation
by an external signal that yields 1 < SNR. We show that, once
1 SNR, both AFC and PFC exhibit big variances that requires appreciable time to estimate a sensor frequency in real
time with enough accuracy. This is the reason perhaps why
this mode has not gained currency yet. In contrast, even with
SNR = 3, all DMC reduce their variances significantly so that
with a relatively small external modulation signal an accurate
estimate is available through rather the same operation time as
that related to the dual-mode (multimode) oscillator. It apparently speaks in favor of an external signal if to recall as well
the splendid property of a sensor phase characteristic (PFC),
this is its ability to yield negligibly small variance at an operation frequency with big SNR independently on variance of an
oscillator noise. However, SNR, strictly, must be restricted to
avoid interactio? of both the sensor and fundamental modes.
Yet, let us note that the presented model holds true for various
types of oscillator with a multimode resonator (Refs 5-8), once
statistics in a far carrier range of an additional feedback are of
a special interest and both feedbacks have disjoint bandwidths
and are uncorrelated. In the opposite case, one should obviously be based on the theory of multi-dimensional random
processes (Refs 14, 15) applied to the theory of DMC (Ref. 9),
in which case the results can readily be extended as well on
the more than one additional feedback.
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Abstract A high-stability oven-controlled crystal
oscillator (OCXO) (frequency stability; +/- 10 ppb
from -30 to 70 oC) has been developed using a
dual-mode SC-cut quartz crystal oscillator. The
oscillator's frequency stability includes a
frequency-temperature hysteresis over the range of
operational temperatures, and repeatability of
frequencies after power is switched off then back
on. In this OCXO a conventional oven-control
system is used for coarse compensation and a
digital correction system is used for fine
compensation. The digital correction system uses
B and C mode signals. The combination of these
forms of compensation greatly improves the cmode frequency stability and expands the
operational temperature range with a very small
additional requirement for electric power.
Experimental results indicate that the frequencytemperature stability of the OCXO was 10 times
better, and its operational temperature range 30
degrees wider, than the conventional OCXOs.

I. Introduction
Recent advancements in mobile comrnunications technology requires that frequency sources
be highly stable and have good spectrum purity.
Because of its cost and reliability, oven
controlled crystal oscillators (OCXOs) are widely
used frequency sources that are ideally suited for
base stations in mobile communication systems.
However, with the development of synchronous
network systems and high-speed mobile
communication systems, higher performance
OCXOs must be developed [I].
We have already developed a low-phase-noise
dual-mode SC-cut oscillator that simultaneously
excited C and B modes in a 3rd overtone

resonator [2].
We showed the phase noise
level in this dual-mode oscillator was only 3-6
dB higher than that in a single-mode oscillation
[3,4]. We also reported the static-temperature
characteristics of the OCXO using a dual-mode
oscillator excites the C and B-modes in the same
SC-cut crystal resonator. We showed that the
developed OCXO structure provides very good
frequency-temperature characteristics with a very
small additional requirement for electric power
[ 5 ] . The frequency stability of the OCXO was
within 0.5 ppb in the temperature range from 10 to 50 "C. However, its characteristics were
static and the thermal hysteresis and retrace
characteristics were not measured.
In the current work, we have therefore
measured the thermal hysteresis and the
frequency retrace, and expanded the operational
temperature range of the dual-mode OCXO.
Experimental results indicate that the dynamic
frequency-temperature stability of the OCXO is
10 times better, and its operational temperature
range 30 degrees wider, than that of conventional
OCXOs.

11. Dual-mode SC-cut oscillator
Figure 1 illustrates the dual-mode oscillator we
presented at the 1997 Frequency Control
Symposium [3].
This oscillator uses two
narrow-band active circuits with different
negative-resistance bands; the circuits are
connected in parallel at a common resonator
terminal. It can excite any mode in the common
resonator even if the resonant frequencies are
close to each other. Under the experimental

condition [3], the frequency deviation of the B
mode was -+ 70 ppm even when the resonator was
placed in an oven. We therefore used a ceramic
resonator filter that produced a wide gain-band in
a B-mode driving circuit.

Fig. 1. Dual-mode transistor Colpitts oscillator.

111. Temperature Detection and Frequency

Compensation
The developed OCXO is shown as a block
diagram in Fig. 2. It uses a B-mode signal as a
temperature sensor and a C-mode signal as the
frequency reference of the B-mode counting.
The B-mode frequency was measured with a
frequency counter and the output of the counter
was inputted to a D/A converter via a control
circuit. The D/A converter output controls the
inverse bias voltage of a varactor diode
connected in series to the SC-cut resonator. The
SC-cut resonator was placed in an oven typically
used for OCXOs. The temperature in the oven
was kept at 70 f 1°C even if the external
temperature changes from - 10 "C to 50 OC. This
temperature range is the operational range of the
original OCXO.
The temperature compensation data that
stabilize the C-mode frequency are determined
by using the following procedure 141;

( I ) Change ambient temperature.
(2) Measure C-mode frequency with an external

frequency counter using the Cesium frequency
standard.
(3) Generate voltage data that matches the C-mode
frequency with the nominalfrequency.
(4) Measure B-mode frequency with an internal
counter governed by the C-modefrequency.
(5) Record the voltage value and the B-mode
frequency.
(6) Repeat (1) to (5) at ten-degree intervals.

In this procedure, the measured B-mode
frequency contains errors because the C-mode
frequency is slightly changed by the control
voltage. However, the temperature sensitivity
of the B-mode frequency is over 100 times larger
than that of the C-mode one, making the errors
negligible. Because the B-mode frequency and
control voltage were measured at ten-degree
intervals, we used the Lagrangian form to
interpolate the frequency-voltage relation.

Output

+

"SIi [
I

!

Controller

q0P 1
...

;

.

j Sensor
:..
..... ................Oven
.............-

I----_----__----_-------------------------:

Fig. 2. Block diagram of dual-mode OCXO.

IV. Results
A Cesium frequency standard that has stability
of 10-'3/daywas used as the reference frequency
when the temperature compensation data and the
frequency stability of the dual-mode SC-cut
oscillator were measured. The compensation
data was taken at ten-degree intervals from -30 to
70 OC, and the frequency stability of the OCXO
was measured for the same temperature range
and intervals.
We used a third degree

Lagrangian function to interpolate the data for the
temperature compensation table.
The
oscillation frequency was measured every 10°C
from -30°C to 70 "C, and back to -30°C with the
same interval, and the preheating time was set at
90 minutes at each temperature.

4.1 Thermal hysteresis
Before measuring the new OCXO's hysteresis,
we measured the intrinsic hysteresis of the
original OCXO. Figure 3 shows frequency drift
of the OCXO in the free-running mode (without
temperature compensation). In this experiment,
we
repeated
the
frequency-temperature
measurement two times. The ordinate was
normalized by the measured frequency at 20 "C
on the first measurement.
Hysteresis is
defined as the difference between frequency vs.
temperature characteristics of the up-cycle and
the down-cycle, and is quantified by the
difference at the temperature where it is
maximum. This figure shows that the frequency
stability of the OCXO in free-running mode is
100 ppb in the experimental temperature range,
and that the thermal hysteresis is about 10ppb.
These values are within the specification of
typical OCXOs.
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Fig. 4. Frequency-temperature characteristics of an
OCXO with digital temperature compensation.
Figure 4 shows the frequency drift of the
OCXO in the temperature-compensation mode.
In this experiment, the frequency-temperature
measurement was repeated ten times.
This
figure shows that the frequency stability
(including thermal hysteresis) of the proposed
OCXO is 10 ppb. Although this stability is
considerably larger than that of the static stability
[4], this stability is equivalent to the hysteresis of
the original OCXO.
The measurement of
frequency drift took about ten days, so the results
are affected by the aging of the SC-cut resonator.

*

4.2 Frequency retrace
Retrace is defined as the non-repeatability of
the frequency-vs.-temperature characteristic at a
fixed temperature during on-off cycling of an
oscillator under specified conditions.
To
measure frequency retrace, the OCXO was
placed in an external oven.
The oven
temperature was maintained at 40 1 "C. The
retraces are obtained by the following procedure;

*
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Fig. 3. Frequency-temperature characteristics of an
OCXO without temperature compensation.

(I) Measure the oscillation frequency continuously
during a spec iJic period.
(2) Turn-08 the OCXO and cease measurement
undone during a specific period.
(3) Turn-on OCXO again.
(4) Repeat (I) to (3).

Figure 5 shows measured frequency deviation
vs. time (24 hours operation and 1-hour offperiod). The frequency deviation is about 0.3
ppb lower than that just before turn-off at the end
of the first period. However, the frequency
quickly returns to what it was just before turn-off
(k 0.1 ppb).
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80

Elapsed Time [hour]

Fig. 5. Frequency retrace of the dual-mode OCXO.
(driving 24 hours and 1-hour off-period)

V. Conclusion
The developed dual-mode digital OCXO's
dynamic frequency stability, including hysteresis,
is 10 times better than that of free-running mode,
and it has very good frequency-retrace
characteristics.
Moreover
its operation
temperature range was expanded to - 30°C to +
70°C.
Although the compensation circuitry for this
OCXO in not yet complete (not integrated), we
have shown a highly stable OCXO with low
power consumption can be produced without
using a double oven.
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1. ABSTRACT

We reprt observation of Ramsey fringes on a 10.6 pm twophoton transition of SF6 We used two interaction wnes
separated by 20 or 50 an and Enges of periodicity down to
500 Hz were recorded The signal to noise ratio is presently
limited by the technical noise and might be increased with
high fiequency detection. Concerning the metrological
features, the ultimate accuracy is at least two orders of
magnitude better than the present secondary standard at 10
pm based on the C02laser locked onto a saturated absorption
resonance of Os04
Ineared standard, Ramsey Wnges, molecular spectroscopy

By contrast, in the case of two-photon spectroscopyonly two
wnes are required [lo], each comprising a standing wave,
and the Doppler shift is compensated in each one. Thus the
setup is quite simple. There is no condition concerning any
wnes parallelism. The only constraint is that the relative
phase between the laser fields in the two wnes vanishes. This
can be easily llfilled by generating both standing waves
inside the same Fabry-Per& cavity.
The tinges periodicity is then given by half the inverse of the
mean transit time between two wnes for the mean velocity.
A simple expression for the lineshape can be derived at low
power and for a small velocity dispersion of the beam. It is
proportional to ;

2. INTRODUCTION
The development of optical hquency standards and ultmhigh resolution spectroscopy has become very rapid in recent
years mainly because of the possibility of laser cooling and
trapping atoms [I-31 and ions [4]. In addition, the new
development of femtosecond comb [5] which permits a
precise and easy link between any frequencies fiom the
radiofrequency to the UV domain (see, for example, [6])
opens fascinating applications.
Molecules, with their dense spectra, cannot be cooled in the
same manner and the new method of trapping with static
electric fields [rJ is only applicable to highly polar
molecules, up to now. For most of the molecules alternative
methods need to be developed for reaching the highest
resolution
For this reason, our group has explored during the last few
years high resolution spectroscopy with a molecular beam,
since it allows the use of the method of separated fields or
Ramsey Hnges. The basic idea is to replace the single
interaction zone by two spatially separated zones, with a
fixed relative optical phase. Then the signal linewidth is no
longer limited by the transit time through the laser beam, and
the absorption exhibits fringes with a periodicity given by the
transit time between the wnes.
In the optical domain, this method must be associated with a
sub-Doppler technique in order to avoid scrambling of the
fiinge pattern due to the velocity dispersion of the beam. It
has been first suggested to use saturated absorption and a
three- or four-zone configuration 18, 91. But this imposes
severe conditions on parallelism and equidistances between
wnes and this limits, in practice, the distance between zones
and, finally, the ultimate resolution.

where w is the laser angular fkquency and o, the twophoton transition angular fiequency, Av=u/2D is the Mnge
periodicity, u is the mean velocity of the molecules and Au
the velocity dispersion, w is the beam radius.
The cosine term which gives the Hnges is multiplied by an
exponential term which describes the attenuation of the side
fkinges due to the longitudinal velocity dispersion. The entire
pattern is superimposed on the broader two-photon signal
arising fiom the absorption in one single wne and whose
linewidth is given by the transit time w/u of the molecule
through one laser beam. The factor C is the contrast and
corresponds to the ratio of the h g e s to the absorption
signal. It is less than unity due to the molecular beam
divergence. This formula was used to analyse our
experimental data
In a more general approach, this set up can be analysed as a
matter wave interferometer. An extensive study of the line
shape was recently reviewed by Ch.J. Bord6 [ll] using a
complete treatment of energy and momentum conservation.
The Mnges must then be interpreted as arising fiom the
change of momentum of the molecules perpendicular to the
laser beam. In this framework, it might be noted that the area
between the paths corresponding to the two excitation
channels is negligible. This makes this interferometer highly
insensitive to external fields such as those due to rotation or
gravity. This is a main advantage compared to the Rarnsey-

BordC interferometer in the context of the frequency
metrology.
3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The experiment has been presented in details elsewhere [12].
It was performed on a rovibrational transition of SF6 : the
P(4) transition of the 2v3 band The two-photon resonance is
composed of 4 main hyperfine components spanning around
40 W
The set-up is composed of three parts (Figure 1) : the
frequency-controlled laser system, the Fabry-Perot cavity,
and the molecular beam apparatus.

Phase-lock Electronics

shielding to avoid any fringes scrambling due to Zeeman
effect.
The molecular beam apparatus was designed for a supersonic
expansion of SF6. This allows a rotational cooling of the
beam and then a strong enhancement of the population in the
5 4 starting level. We use either a pure SF6 or an He-seeded
beam, with a nozzle pressure of 5x 10' Pa and we measured a
total flux in the 5 4 level of a few x1012 molecules/s. With
the pure SF6 beam, the velocity is slower (400 d s ) so the
transit time is longer, and the resolution better. But the
rotational cooling is less efficient than with an He-seeded
beam, and then the usefid population in the J=4 level is
reduced
Fringes can be recorded on the transmission of the cavity,
detection channel Dl on figure 1. This has the advantage that
the signal contrast is enhanced by a factor proportional to the
cavity finesse. Alternatively, the signal can be recorded by
probing the moleclllar beam absorption on the upper 1photon &ansition. For that purpose, we are using an auxiliary
beam, detection channel D2 in mnditions similar to the rapid
adiabatic passage.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1 20 cm-interzone distance

?

AOM 2

D2

Folded
Fabry-Perot
cavity

I cavity length r
( correction

1 1

u

1

SF6

beam

Figure 1 : experimental apparatus (AOM : acoustosptic
modulator, FM :frequency modulation)
line of Os04
A reference C02 laser is locked on a sa-tion
[13], resulting in a typical linewidth of 10 Hz and a long-term
stability of 0.1 Hz for an averaging time of 100 s. This
performance is transferred through a phase-lock loop to a
second laser, which can be tuned with a RF synthesizer
around each emission line of COz. The laser frequency is then
shifted by two acousto-optic modulators to reach either the
two-photon resonance or the upper one-photon resonance.
A key point of the experiment is the generation of the two
phase-coherent standing waves h i n g the two interaction
zones for the Ramsey spectroscopy. They are realized within
a symmetric four-mirror folded Fabry-Perot cavity. The
mirrors are mounted on an independent structure which is
lying on an isolating padding inside the vacuum chamber.
This structure was recently reconstructed and is now in invar.
The distance between zones can be adjusted to 10, 20 or 50
cm,and the laser beam diameter is around 6 mm. The finesse
is about 500. The whole cavity is surrounded by a magnetic

Figure 2 displays a two-photon spectrum for 3.3% SF6 in He
and a 20 cm distance between wnes. Since we are using first
harmonic detection this is in fact the derivative of the
lineshape. The central part exhibits Ramsey fringes with
more than 30 oscillations, which are superimposed on a
broader signal arising fi-om the two-photon absorption in a
single zone. The background signal fits very well with the
derivative of a Gaussian, peak-to-peak width 76 kHz, which
indicates that the interaction time is limited by the transit
time. The Wnge periodicity is 2.9 kHz which corresponds to
the 20 cm distance and a velocity of 1200 m/s. The fit with
the theoretical lineshape (1) allows a determination of the
central frequency with an uncertainty of f 4 H z This is
limited by the signal to noise ratio (S/N) which is 15 for 1s.
The contrast was fitted to 1/15.
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Figure 2 : Two-photon absorption signal detected on the
cavity transmission beam. Experimental conditions are :
3.3% SF6 in He, nozzle pressure 4 . 8 ~ 1 0Pa,
~ FM 467 Hz,
modulation depth 500 Hz, 32 mW inside cavity, 2 dpoint.

smaller than for the Os04 standard [14, 171, and they can
already be controlled within a few Hz Then we can estimate
that the long-term stability is still comparable. In the future,
when improving the Fmge detection, we can estimate that the
stability performance will become much better and that the
shifts could be controlled with an uncertainty less than 1 %.
The accuracy would reach the range of 10"~-10~'~
and
compare with the new visible standards using cold particles.
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ABSTRACT

A novel Er-Yb:glass quasi-monolithic diode-pumped
laser has been developed to realize a high-accuracy
frequency standard at 1.54 pm based on saturated
absorption of isotopic acetylene. This compact oscillator
shows low amplitude- and frequency- noise, wide
wavelength tunability (-20 nm), and continuous output
power in excess of 20 mW with excellent linear
polarization (-30 dB extinction ratio). Employing this
laser source sub-Doppler spectroscopy of the acetylene
around 1.54 pm has been performed. To obtain the
necessary saturation intensity ( - 3 . 5 ~ 1 m m ~ ) , the
absorbing sample is placed inside a Fabry-Perot cavity
with a Finesse of -150. By dithering the Fabry-Perot
piezo and employing a lock-in detection scheme the
dispersion signal of the sub-Doppler resonance, useful
to stabilize the laser frequency, has been obtained.
1. INTRODUCTION
Laser systems based on the ytterbium co-doped
erbium phosphate glass medium [l] are very promising
optical sources due to their wide wavelength tunability
range [2] around a central emission wavelength of
1.54 pm thus corresponding to the third transmission
window of optical fibers. In addition, diode-pumping
further increases the interest devoted to this class of
laser since with this pumping configuration both the
amplitude and frequency noises are intrinsically limited
[3]. Diode-pumped Er-Yb:glass lasers are therefore
attractive sources for high-density wavelength division
multiplexing communication systems [4], highresolution spectroscopy [5], metrology [6], and
high-sensitivity optical sensors [7].
An end fiber-pumped Er-Yb:glass laser with improved
performance has been realized in a quasi-monolithic
configuration which reduces the influence from acoustic
vibrations and permits a more agile transportability.

Non-linear spectroscopy of the acetylene molecule has
been performed in the wavelength range from 1532 nm
to 1549 nm, by means of a novel diode-pumped ErYb:glass laser with single frequency emission and
narrow linewidth (<50kHz over 1 ms). In order to
saturate the acetylene lines, the gas sample was placed
within an external high finesse resonator.

2. THE NOVEL Er-Yb LASER
The novel fiber-pumped Er-Yb:glass laser is shown
in Fig. 1. For the first time a Brewster plate has been
successfully inserted in the low-gain laser cavity

Er-Yb:glass
square rod

Oulput
Couplel

Figure 1. The erbium-ytterbium microlaser.

still allowing for several milliwatt of 1.5 pm output
power. Due to the insertion of the Brewster plate within
the optical cavity, excellent linear polarization has been
achieved. A linear polarization purity of 632: 1 (-28 dB)
was measured using a polarizerlanalyzer made of a
polarizing cube beam splitter (PBS) with a 30 dB
extinction ratio. This means that the laser beam has
itself a -30 dB polarization extinction ratio, which is
quite a record for these 1.5 pm optical sources.
A very wide continuous wavelength tunability of
-1 THz or 7 nm (from 1532 nm to 1549 nm) was
measured when tilting the intracavity etalon. Figure 3
shows a typical spectrum of the laser beam showing a
single line at an operating wavelength of -1532 nm. The
typical output power in this wavelength range is in
excess of 20 mW with an oscillation linewidth below

5OkHz over an observation time of I ms. Fine
frequency tuning of the oscillation frequency is
achieved by means of an annular piezoelectric
transducer used to vary the optical cavity length with a
sub-micrometric resolution.
Serious thermal problems limit the maximum pump
power to =[300-5001 mW in this double pass scheme.
New strengthened glasses withstanding tree times this
power allow using all the available pump power. In our
experiments, to work on the safe side, the maximum
pump power was limited to the value of 300 mW when
the laser operates in single longitudinal mode.

frequency locked to the center of the cavity resonance,
the low frequency component of the error signal was
integrated and fed back to the laser PZT. The control
bandwidth was set approximately to 10 Hz. In this way
the spectrum of the error signal contains the converted
laser frequency noise for Fourier components above
10 Hz whereas the loop actuator (PZT) signal represents
the laser frequency noise below 10 Hz. The measured
spectral density of the laser frequency noise, obtained
by the FFT analysis of the error signal, is reported in the
diagram of Fig. 3.

3. FREQUENCY NOISE MEASUREMENTS
In order to characterize the laser frequency noise a
Pound-Drever discriminating technique has been
employed [8, 91. The adopted experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 2.
y Control signal

Frequency [Hz]

Figure 3. Frequency noise spectral density for the Er-Yb

microlaser.
L

PBS

L

M

Figure 2. Experimental setup for the characterization of
Er-Yb:glass frequency noise. 01: optical isolator, L: lens, X2:
half wave plate, M: mirror.

The laser frequency is phase modulated by means of an
electro-optic modulator (EOM) and then is coupled to a
Fabry-Perot cavity. The cavity reflection is selected by
means of a faraday rotator (FR) and a polarizing beam
splitter (PBS), and it is impinged on a fast photodetector
(PD). By using a synchronous detection of the generated
photocurrent at the modulation frequency it is possible
to observe the dispersion-like signal of the cavity
resonance. This signal can therefore be used as a
frequency discriminator to convert laser frequency
fluctuations, with respect to the resonance frequency,
into voltage fluctuations at the output of the
doubled-balanced-mixer (DBM). About 80% of the
10 mW laser power was coupled into the Fabry-Perot
cavity (a plano-spherical resonator of length 30cm)
which showed a linewidth of 2.5 MHz and a finesse of
200. With a modulation frequency of 25 MHz and a
phase modulation index of 1.07rad a frequency
discrimination coefficient of 10 V/MHz was achieved at
the amplifier (A) output with a SNR of -60 dB in a
measurement bandwidth of 1 MHz. These values set a
frequency noise sensitivity for the discriminating system
at a level of 0.1 H z 2 / ~ z In
. order to keep the laser

The power spectral density of the laser frequency noise
~ & ) = k . ~.2+ko=
f
can
be
assumed
as:
( 2 x l 0 ' ~ f -+loo)
~
Hz2/Hz having supposed the noise
exceeding the dashed line in Fig. 3 is due to technical
origin. According to Joss et al. [lo], after defining the
- ~ T ~ Tobs
~ , ) 'is~
oscillator bandwidth, B - ~ = ~ c ( o . ~ ~ where
the observation time, it follows that the power spectrum
lineshape, in the case B.2Tobs>>l, is approximately
Gaussian with a Full Width at Half Maximum linewidth
'n(k.2~obs)
2 ) / 2 ] ins
given by A ~ . ~ 4 ( l n 2 ) ' ~ ~ . ~ = 4 x [ ( l n
lo6 (T,~,)" Hz. For observation time in the order of
1 ms, this laser shows a typical linewidth of -30 kHz.

4. THE "

~ 2 SATURATION
~ 2
SPECTROSCOPY

In order to achieve narrow reference lines at 1.5 pm,
saturated acetylene lines have proved [5] to be a useful
candidate. This gas, in fact, is stable and does not show
a permanent electric dipole moment allowing for good
reproducibility of the absorption frequencies. An
accurate optical frequency atlas of the C2H2and 1 3 ~ 2
lines at 1.5 pm was recently measured with an accuracy
level better than lo-' [5]. Unfortunately, the saturation
intensity for the acetylene transitions in this spectral
region is quite high, -1 w/mrn2, and hence a power
enhancement is needed. In order to obtain a saturated
absorption signal, a Brewster-window quartz cell filled
with 13c2H2at a pressure of 4 Pa is placed inside the

~ 2

Fabry-Perot cavity used in the frequency noise
characterization setup [ l I].
The observed finesse when the laser frequency was on
the acetylene resonance it decreased to =I40 (observed
linewidth of 3.5 MHz). To keep the resonance condition
between the laser frequency and the cavity, the
Pound-Drever-Hall locking set-up reported in Fig. 2 has
been adopted. Using a modulation frequency of 25 MHz
and a phase modulation index of ~ 0 . 2 ,the laser
frequency was locked to the resonance of the cavity by
means of an electronic servo system closed on the laser
PZT (see Fig. 4) with a control bandwidth of 1 kHz
(limited by the piezo resonances). The incident optical
power in front of the cavity was 9 mW and about 75%
of this power was coupled into the resonator
fundamental mode.
With the laser frequency locked to the cavity resonance,
by scanning the resonator length it was possible to
observe the saturated absorption profile of the 13c2~2
rovibrational line by means of the cavity transmission
signal (see Fig. 4).
Ifispersion signal
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Figure 5. Saturation spectroscopy of the ' 3 ~ 2 P(16)
~ 2
line at
b1542.384nm. The saturation line contrast is -3%.

the output voltage from the photodiode detecting the
Fabry-Perot transmission was sent to a lock-in
amplifier, set with a sensitivity of 50 mV and a time
constant of 30ms. The obtained first derivative is
shown in Fig. 6: this signal shows an odd symmetry
with respect to the resonant frequency and therefore
could be used to lock the laser frequency to the central
frequency of the saturated line. The slope of this
derivative signal was 0.4 V/MHz.

M

Figure 4. Experimental set-up for saturation spectroscopy of

the '

3 ~ 2 ~ 2 .

Several rovibrational lines of 1 3 ~ z ~(from
2
P(10) to
P(16)) have been observed and an example of the
recording of the transmission profile for the P(16) line,
at a wavelength of 1542.38 nm, is shown in Fig. 5. In
this diagram a Lamb-dip of relative contrast of 3% with
respect to the linear absorption (linewidth of
=500 MHz) appears just at the line center with a full
width linewidth of =l MHz [5]. In our setup, taking into
account the cavity finesse, the coupling factor, the beam
profile inside the cavity, and the phase modulation
index, the saturating intensity inside the cavity was
found to be in the order of 3.5 w/mm2.
In addition, we measured the first derivative of the
signal corresponding to this saturated line using
wavelength-modulation spectroscopy and synchronous
detection. A sinusoidal frequency modulation was
superimposed to the laser frequency by applying to the
PZT of the Fabry-Perot cavity a sinusoidal signal with
frequency equal to 350 Hz and amplitude 250 mV,
providing for a modulation frequency deviation of
2 MHz. In order to retrieve the first derivative signal,

Frequency detuning [MHz]

Figure 6. First derivative of the saturated absorption line
P(16) of the 1 3 ~ 2 at~ k1542.384
2
nm.

When the Er-Yb:glass laser was locked against the
saturated ' 3 ~ 2 ~line
2 the estimated relative frequency
stability, limited by the obtained SNR, should be at the
level of 5x10-l2<'I2.
5. CONCLUSIONS

The developed fiber-pumped Er-Yb microlaser finds
important applications as a high power oscillator with
low intensity and frequency noise for cable television
transmission, high-density wavelength division
multiplexing and for coherent optical communication in
the whole 1530-1565 nm spectral range, in near-infrared
frequency metrology, and high-resolution spectroscopy.

Frequency noise characterization of the novel
Er-Yb:glass microlaser was performed using a
frequency discriminator based on a Fabry-Perot cavity
and the Pound-Drever technique. The realized
discriminator system reached a frequency noise
sensitivity of 0.1 HZ~IHZ.The measured power spectral
density of the laser frequency noise has shown a random
walk noise contribution which determine a laser
linewidth of 30 kHz for 1 ms observation time.
Using this powerful and narrow-linewidth laser
source at 1.5 pm, saturation spectroscopy of the
acetylene molecule was performed using non-linear
wavelength-modulation spectroscopy.
Frequency locking of the erbium laser to acetylene
Doppler-free absorptions is saturated is in progress and
the obtained frequency stability will be experimentally
evaluated by means of beat frequency analisys in order
to establish a new optical frequency standard in this
spectral region.
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ABSTRACT
A 532nm pumped, ultra-wideband, and stable
monolithic cw-OPO tunable over 1 octave
from 777nm to 1687nm was developed. By the
phase-coherent optical frequency division of
532nm using cw-OPOs, we obtained 532nm,
798nm, 912nm, 1064nm, 1277nm, and
1596nm, which were phase-locked to each
other. By measuring the frequency-difference
of any pairs of these light, the absolute
frequency of light can be determined as a
nature of cw-OPO. This optical frequency
interval bisection system can be used to
evaluate the accuracy of the mode-locked fs
comb and the self-phase modulation inside the
optical fiber.

Keywords: contnuous-wave optical parametric
scillator, optical frequency measurement, optical
frequency division
1. INTRODUCTION
We have been developing an optical frequency
measurement system using continuous-wave (cw)
optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) and optical
frequency comb generators (OFCGs) [1,2] to
deterirnne the absolute frequency of light by
measuring the frequency-difference between the
fundamental light and its second harmonics of an
Iodine stabilized Nd :YAG laser as a first target.
This frequency difference is equal to the laser
light frequency and is 282THz. To reduce this
frequency difference, we achieved optical
frequency division by 3 using a cw-OPO, and the
optical frequency interval bisection. The finally
obtained frequency difference was 47THz, which
is small enough to be measured with a recent fs
Ti:S mode-locked laser. The current status of our
frequency measurement experiments is described.

frequency tuning and the instability of the
operation. However, owing to the development of
recent good nonlinear crystals and solid state
light sources, the cw-OPOs are revivaling as
practical light sources. Different from the lasers
which oscillate only at atomic or molecular
transition wavelength, the OPOs have no
restriction for the oscillating wavelength.
Denoting the frequencies of the pump light, the
signal light, and the idler light as v,,v,, and vi,
respectively, the equation vp=v,+vi is satisfied
considering the energy conservation of photons.
Thus, the cw-OPO is considered to be an
arbitrary wavelength light source.
As a widely tunable light sources for the optical
frequency measurement, we developed a
monolithic cw-OPO using 5% MgO doped
LiNb03 crystal as nonlinear optical crystal. The
OPO was pumped by a 532nq frequencydoubled Nd:YAG laser. The details are described
in Ref. 3. As shown in Fig.1, we obtained the
oscillaion over 1 octave of the wavelength range
from 777x1111 to 168711x11. Also, we confumed, (1)
arbitraly longitudinal mode selectivity, (2) stable
single-mode-pair operation of signal and idler
without any mode-hopping over 1 day, (3)
moderate output power of several milliwatts, (4)
continuous frequency-tuning of SOOMHz, which
satisfied the the requirements for our frequency
measurement system.

100

150

200

250

Crystal temperature fl)

2. CONTINUOUS-WAVE OPTICAL
PARAMETRIC OSCILLATORS AS
PRACTICAL LIGHT SOURCES

Fig.
1. The experimentally obtained,
temperature-tuning curve of the monolithic cwOPO.

The cw-OPO was assumed to be a scientific toy
for a long time due to the difficulty of the

3. OPTICAL FREQUENCY DIVISION BY 3
OF 532NM LASER LIGHT

By controlling the output frequencies from the
cw-OPO so as to keep the relation v,=(N-1)vi
where N is an integer, the equation vi=v,lN holds
and the OPO works as a phase-coherent optical
frequency divider by N.
The details are
described in Ref.4. We adjusted the temperature
of the OPO crystal to produce the signal and idler
wavelength of 798nm and 1596nm (=3 x
532nm),
respectvely.
The
approximate
temperature was 218OC. The idler light was
frequency-doubled to produce 798nm light using
a periodically poled LiNb03 as a nonlinear
crystal (0.5mmx5mmx20mm), and the generated
second-harmonic (SH) light was spatially
overlapped with the signal light. Both light was
detected with a high-speed photodetector and the
beat signal was mixed with the signal from the
microwave synthesizer by a double-balanced
mixer (DBM). The error signal was fed-back to
the EO tuning voltage for the nonlinear crystal.
As shown in Fig.2, the successful phase-locking
between the signal light and the SH of the idler
light was acheived. The spectral linewidth of the
beat signal was less than lOkHz even under the
free running condition, which verified the good
spectral characteristics of the cw-OPO..

Free running

Phase-locked

cut, 3mmx3mmx5mm). The noncritical phasematching (NCPM) was obtained at the
temperature of 135°C. The sum-frequency (SF)
generation between 798nm light and 1064nm
light was achived with a-cut KNb03 crystal at the
NCPM temperatre of 149°C. The beat signal
between the SH of 912nm and the SF of 798nm
and 1064nrn was detected by a fast
photodetector, mixed with the signal from the
microwave synthesizer by a DBM, and fed-back
to the electrode of the nonlinear crystal used for
electrooptic tuning of the phase. The beat signal
was successfully phase-locked to the synthesiezer
signal as shown in Fig.3.

Fig. 3. The spectrum of the beat signal between
the SH of 912nm light and the SF of 798nm light
and 1064nm light. Resolution bandwidth was
300Hz.

5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2. The spectrum of the beat signal between
the signal light and the SH of the idler light. (a)
Free running condition, Resolution bandwidth
(RBW) = lOkHz (b) phase-locked condition,
RBW=30Hz.

4. OPTICAL FREQUENCY INTERVAL
BISECTION OF 798NM AND 1064NM
After the optical frequency division by 3 of
532nm light, we could obtain 798nrn and
1596nm light which were phase-coherent to
532nm pump light. Also, we already have
1064nm fundamental light from the Nd:YAG
laser which is also phase-coherent to these light.
Because the frequency interval between 798nm
and 1064nm is still 94THz, we constructed a
optical frequency interval bisector [5] to divide
this frequency interval by 2 further. The details
of this divider is described in Ref.6. The 912nm
light, which was the average frequency light of
798nm light and 1064nm light, was produced by
a cw-OPO using RbTiOAsO, as a nonlinear
crystal. The second harmonics of the 912nm light
was obtained by a nonlinear crystal KNb03 (a-

Fig. 4. The obtained light which are phasecoherent to each other.
After the 2 stage divider, we could obtain 5 3 2 q
798nm, 9 1 2 1064nm,
~
1277nm, and 15961x11,
which were produced by cw-OPOs and were
phase-locked to each other, as shown in Fig.4.
The frequency interval between these light is
47THz. By measuring any pair of the above light,
the absolute frequency of light can be determined
from the nature of cw-OPO. Recently, the
frequency span of the OFCG was extended to
5OTHz by using the self-phase-modulation
(SPM) inside an optical fiber [7]. Also, the
mode-locked Ti :S femtosecond laser was proved
to be useful as an 'active' optical frequency comb
generator and its performance was demonstrated
[8, 91. We also succeeded to obtain the
frequency span over 1 octave using a fs comb
[lo]. By combining these tools, we are now in
position to measure the absolute frequency of
light. In addition, our optical frequency interval

bisection system can be used to check the
accuracy of the comb generation inside the
optical fiber used for, the extension of the comb
of the OFCG and the mode-locked femtosecond
Ti :S laser. Also, our widely tunable cw-OPO
over 1 octave can be used to investigate the noise
characteristics of the fs comb. We plan to
investigate these characteristics further.
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ABSTRACT
A fieqliency comb, generated by a Kerr-lens modelocked femtosecond laser, was used to phasacoherently
link the frequencies of both the 657 nm intercombination transition of 40Ca and the 435.5 nm electricqudrupole transition of l7lyl)+ to a cesium fo~intain
controlled hydrogen maser. We discnstq the frequency
comb technique and frequency fluctuations due to o p
tical fiber links.

1. INTRODUCTION
The development of frequency corn11generators brtsed
on Kerr-lens mode-locked femtosecond lasers [1,2] dming the last few years led to siibstantid progresses in
frequency metrology. Freq~iencycomlIs dlow a p h ~ e coherent link between optical and microwave reference
frequencies. The technique has been applied for the
measurement of several opticd clock transition frequencies in samples of cold atoms or single trapped ions,
such as the hydrogen Lyman-a transition [3],the 657 nm
intercombination transition in Ca [4,5],or the mercury
ion transition at 282 nm [5]. Recently, the indium ion
clock transition at 237 nm was me~sliredwith respect
to a cesium-fo~mntdncalibrated He-Ne standard [6]. In
this paper we investigate the performance of the femtosecond frequency coml)
oobtdned with the measurement of the Ca transition [4] and with the recent,
first absolute frequency measurement of the electricq ~ i d r ~ l p otransition
le
of 171yb+ at 435.5 nm (688 THx)

[TI.
2. FREQUENCY COMBS
A frequency coml) was generated by a Kerr-lens
mode-locked femtosecond laser. The emitted periodic
pulse train corresponds in the frequency domain to
a coml)-like frequency spectrum of equidistant lines.
The spectral span of this comb reflects the duration
of an individual pulse while the spacing between the
the pulse repetition frecpiency. It has been
lines ec~~ials
shown, that the f ~ s tspectrally
,
far-reaching Kerr-lens
mode-locking mechanism enforces a tight coupling [I]
of the optical phases of the individual lines. As a r e
snlt, the frequency of any of these lines is given 11y an

integer miiltiple of the pulse repetition frequency fTep
and a frequency v,,, which accounts for the offset of
the entire corn11 with respect to the freqnency origin.
Thus, any external opticd frequency ve,t to be meas~iredcan be written

where Ax is the beat freq~iencyof the external optical
signal with the mth comb mode. In our experiment
the radiofrequencies v,,,, frep, and A2 are referenced
to a hydrogen maser, which in turn is compared with
a cesilim fountain.
used for the meas~ire
The experimental setup
ment of the 171Yl)+ transition frequency and similar
for the calcinm transition frequency is schem&ically
shown in Fig. 1. The frequency comb w ~ qgenerated
by a 10 fs Kerr-lens mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser with
optical power of 150 mW, repetition rate of 100 MHL
and a 200 nm wide spectrum centered at 800 nm. The
spectrum was externally broadened in a microstr~icture fiber [8] by self-phase modulation. By coupling
approximately 30 mW of the laser olitplit into a 10 cm
long piece of fiber we achieved a spectrum ranging from
500 nm to 1200 nm [4]. The light from the 171Yl)+
standard and from the cdcilim standard was guided to
the frequency corn11 generator via approximately 200 m
long single-mode polarization preserving fibers. About
1 mW of either light was coml~inedwith light from the
femtosecond laser. After spectral filtering in 10 nm
(FWHM) interference filters and spatial filtering in a
short piece of single mode fiber the beat note A2 was
detected by a fast Si PIN photodiode (PD 1, SIN ratio 30 dB, BW 100 kHz). The electronic signal w~
filtered in a phasalocked loop (PLL) and counted. To
keep the beat signal frequency within the hold-in range
of the PLL tracking oscillator the cavity length of the
femtosecond laser was controlled 11y a servo loop using
the frecpiency-to-voltage converted beat frequency.
According to Eqn. (1) the repetition rate fTep enters the optical frequency memurenlent with a large
multiplication factor m,. Thus we detected the 103rd
harmonic of fTep at 10 GHz with a fast InGaAs PIN
photodiode (PD 2) after spectral filtering in a fusedsilica etnlon with free spectral range of 10 GHx in order
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Figure 1: Schematic of the setup for the frequency measnrement of the 171Yb+ clock transition. The scheme shows
the optical part of the setup on the left hand side of the photo detectors PD 1-3, and the electronic part on the
right hand side. LBO denotw the LiBsOs-frequency doubling crystal, IF interference filter, and PLL phaselocked
loop, respectively. Detdls are described in the text. Two servo loops were used for a slow sta1)ilixation of f,, and
Ax in order to keep the beat signals within the hold-in range of the PLL tracking oscill&ors.

to make use of the full dynamical range of the photodiode. This microwave signal was downconverted
11y mixing with a 10 GHz signd from an dielectricresonator oscillator, which in turn was controlled 1)y a
10 GHz signal derived from the 100 MHz signal from
the hydrogen maser. The downconverted signal was filtered, frequency-mliltiplied 1)y 288 and counted. Owing to the resillting large overall nlllltiplication factor of
29 664 the digitization error of the counting process was
reduced below the instability of the hydrogen maser.
Another servo loop stal~ilizedthe repetition rate of the
femtosecond laser. The wavelength of the 871 nm signal w ~ pre-measured
s
11y a lanlbdanleter with almoh~te
accuracy corresponding to 1.5 MHz,thus determining
the longitildinal mode order m.
The measurement of the offset frequency vceo re-

quires at least one nonlinear optical process [9]. In
the simplest case vc,, can be mewiired 11y detecting
the beat note between frequency-doli1)led comb modes
of the low frecluency part of the spectr\im and modes
of the high frequency part. Whereas the frequencies
of the fiindamentd comb modes are shifted by vceo,
the harmonics are shifted I)y 2vce0. We used a noncritically phase-matched, 10 mm long LiBBO6(LBO)
crystal, which was heated to abont 140 O C in order to
fulfill the type-I phase-matching condition for a wave
length of around 1070 nm. The resiilting beat note
vceowas detected by a photo multiplier (PD 3) after
spatial and spectral filtering both fields at 535 nrn in
a single mode fiber and a 600 l/mm grating, respectively. The signd was tracked with a third PLL and
finally counted.

probe laser wns stabilized to the line center with an
effective time constant of 30 s through a second-order
integrating servo algorithm. Short-term fluctuations
were reduced by stabilization to an environmentally
isolated high-finesse cavity. More details are given in
Ref. [lo].
Data of the frequency of the 6.9 2 S 1 / 2 ( F= 0) 5d 2D32 ( F = 2) electric-qliadrllpole clock transition
of the hlYb+ ion were taken on several days. By averaging we derive the following val~ie:

BW 100 kHz
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358 979 309 312 Hz zk 6 Hz.
(2)
Fig. 3 shows the Allan standard deviation of one
day's data. The typical instnl~ilityof the hydrogen
maser (open circles in Fig 3) is approached. This result
and the sources of uncertainty are disc~issedin more
detail in Ref. [7]. The frequency of the intercom1)ination transition in atomic cdcilim wns meas~iredusing
a setlip similnr to that shown in Fig. 1. The cold-atom
based calcium freqliency standard and the rewilts of
the Ca-freq~lencymeasurement are described in more
details in Refs. [11,12] and in Ref. [4], respectively.
~ y =
b 688
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Figure 2: The v,,,-beat note arising from freqnencydo11l)led modes near 1070 nm and fundamental modes
near 535 nm, and the be& note power ns a function of
the relative delay time.
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Fig. 2 shows the v,,,-beat note and its power as a
function of relative delay time between the frequencydolibled and fundamental modes near 535 nm. The
bent note power is reduced by 3 dB for a relative delay
time as short as 125 fs. Thus one conchides from this
field cross correlation function that as many as about
40 000 modes within a bandwidth of 4 THx contribute
to the beat. The detection of the v,,, beet demonstrates the coherence of the comb spectrum across one
octave. Since the radiation both at 535 nm and a t
1070 nm is generated in t,he optical fiber, the v,,, beat
in particular demonstrates the preservation of coherence and comb structure of the spectrum in the fiber.
For given pulse parameters, the spectral width after
the fiber is a function of fiber length. The most stable beat notes were achieved for the shortest possible
fiber ( x 10 cm) for the generation of an octave wide
spectnin~.
The l7'Yb+ reference frequency was derived from
a single ion that, was laser cooled and confined, in a
spherical radiofrequency Pa111 trap. The clock transition at 435.5 nm (688 THx) was alternately probed on
both sides of the resonance line with the frequencydoubled o~itputof an extended-cavity diode laser enlitting at 871.0 nm (344 THz). The freci~iencyof the

n
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Figure 3: The Allan standard deviations of the l7'Yb+
clock frequency measurement, that of the hydrogen
ma.ser and that of frequency fluctuations due to thermally and acoustically induced fiber length fluctuations.
Here, we investigate another possible contri1)ution
to the uncertainty due to the 200 m long fiber link
from the 171Y1)+ standard to the femtosecond comb
genera.tor and due to the 250 m long fiber link from
the calcium standard. The thermally and acoustically
induced fluctuations of fiber length and of index of refraction lead to frequency fluctuations of the transmitted signal. These frequency fluctuations were analyzed
by an interferometric measurement of the fiber length.

The corresponding Allan standard deviations for the
frequency fluctuations at the fiber output for a perfect
input signal are shown in Fig. 3. h l e ~ u r e m e n t swere
taken with a double-heterodyne technique at different
times during the day both for the 171Yb+ fiber and the
calcium fiber. Different acoustic a.nd thermal conditions led to fluctuations differing by up t o almost two
orders of magnitude. However, we never observed systematic frequency offsets larger than 2 x 10-'"or
averaging times r > 100 s. Thus, frequency fluctuations
due to fiber length fluctuations can be neglected for
our frec/nency metlsllrement in the iincertdnty range
of lo-'*. For future mens~irementswith uncertainties
substantially better than that the double-heterodyne
technique can be used to compensate the fiber fluctuations.
In conclusion, we demonstrated the capability of a
femtosecond corn11 generator of mensilring optical frequencies with Cs clock acciiracy. A fiiti~reapplication
can be the direct frequency comparison of the l7'Yb+
standard with calcium standard, aiming to surpass the
short-term frequency instal~ilityof the hydrogen maser.
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In Summer 1998 a terminal for for time and frequency transfer by GPS Carrier Phase (CP)
has been installed at the Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB)in Braunschweig and
one at the US Naval Observatory (USNO) in Washington. The purpose of this experiment
was to study time and frequency transfer over a long baseline. These stations were referred to
as Geodetic Time Transfer (GeTT) Terminals and have been operated almost without
intemption since their installation. After more than two years of service the campaign has
now been discontinued.
Over the long period of the campaign, it was possible to study the capabilities of GPS CP and
to compare its performance with other, well established techniques. Partial results have
already been presented at former EFTFs. The latest update will include comparisons over the
whole campaign.
The two terminals have not be differentially calibrated before their deployement. However,
they have been operated under stable conditions on both sides, allowing to address the time
transfer accuracy issue even without calibration constant. Different analysis strategies will be
studied to emphasis the importance of this component in the technique.
In parallel, a third GeTT station has been assembled and can be used for calibration purposes.
We report on the progress of the calibration work of the GeTT terminals.
Beyond the time and frequency data, the transatlantic campaign has also generated a lot of
information on GPS CP as time and frequency transfer method. The paper looks back on the
encountered problems and draws the ~onclusionsfor hture applications.
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ABSTRACT

Dual frequency carrier-phase and code measurements
from geodetic like GPS receivers are a promising tool for
frequency and time transfer. To use them for time transfer,
one must be able to report their measurement to an external
reference and to calibrate all electrical delays. After having
carried out the calibration of one such receiver of Ashtech
Z12-T type, we plan to differentially calibrate all similar
receivers located in time and frequency metrology
laboratories. The procedure for the differential calibration is
presented and preliminary results of the first calibration trip
are presented.
Keywords: GPS receiver, calibration, time comparisons
1.

The Ashtech Z12-T receiver performs pseudo-range and
carrier phase measurements which are referred to an "internal
reference". This reference is derived from an externally
provided 20 MHz signal. An important modification of the
Z12-T version with respect to the 212 is that an externally
provided I-PPS signal allows the receiver to unambiguously
choose one particular cycle of the 20 MHz to form the
internal reference, therefore providing repeatability of this
reference in case of any interruption of the tracking or
operation of the receiver. According to the Ashtech
documentation, we define the intemal clock as the input 20
MHz inverted and delayed by 15.8 ns. For receivers equipped
with a 20 MHz output, the internal clock should coincide
with this signal, advanced by 2.4 ns. The internal reference is
then defined as the fust positive zero crossing of the internal
clock following the 1-PPS in signal [Ref 31.

INTRODUCTION

Time comparisons are usually carried out with GPS time
receivers using CIA code measurements. A few number of
these receivers have had their electrical delays absolutely
calibrated with an uncertainty of a few nanoseconds. By
differential measurements of receivers operated side by side,
it has been possible to calibrate over the years most of the
receivers operating in time laboratories worldwide so that
time comparisons used e.g. for TAI are expected to be
accurate to within a few nanoseconds. Such an exercise of
differential calibration is also being carried out for multichannel code receivers. Recently the use of dual frequency
carrier-phase and code measurements from geodetic like
receivers has emerged as an outstanding tool for frequency
comparisons ['Refs 1,2]. In order to be used also for time
comparisons, such receivers should be calibrated to obtain the
absolute values of the electrical delays.

The ofyset between the internal reference and the 1-PPS
signal entering the receiver is here denoted Xo and is to be
measured at each change in the set-up of the receiver. To do
so, we direct the 1-PPS and the 20 MHz signals on two
channels of a digital oscilloscope where the 1-PPS signal
triggers the data acquisition. By direct measurement on the
oscilloscope display (Figure I), it is possible to determine the
relative phase of the two signals with an uncertainty of a few
hundred ps. It is reminded that, for proper operation of the
receiver, X,, may not be arbitrary fixed but must take a
defmed value (within a range of about +I- 5 ns). The
oscilloscope display also allows to check the proper
configuration of the signals (see an example in Figure 1).

The outline of the paper is the following: First we define
in section 2 what we consider the internal time reference of
the Ashtech Z12-T receiver and we recall the results of the
absolute calibration of the BIPM unit. Then we present in
section 3 the procedure to perform the differential calibration
of two such receivers by operating them side by side. We
finally show in section 4 the preliminary results of the first
measurements of a calibration trip initiated by the BIPM.
2.

CALIBRATION OF THE BIPM's ASHTECH Z12-T
RECEIVER

Figure 1: Oscilloscope display of the measurement of the
relative phase of the rising zero-crossing of the 20 MHz (after
inversion), and of the 1-PPS (at 1 V) input signals. The delay
Xo is obtained by adding 15.8 ns to this measurement.

Having defined the internal reference, it is possible to
define the receiver delays, noted here XRi for frequency i, that
are to be determined by absolute calibration, as described in
[Ref. 41. Other delays to be determined are the antenna
internal delays, noted here Xsi for frequency i, and those of
the cables between the antenna and the receiver. When
necessary, we distinguish the antenna cable itself, which
delay is noted here Xc, from the set of splitter and short cable
linking the splitter to the receiver, which delay is noted here
X,. Figure 2 provides a description of the different delays in
the typical set-up. The values that have been determined for
the BIPM Ashtech Z12-T and its TSA antenna [see details in
Ref. 41 are shown in Table 1.

antenna set-uw

20 MHz

J

X, Int. Ref. offset

t - ~ l

I-[

Reference

Figure 2: Definition of the different delays used in the
typical set-up of the BIPM Ashtech Z12-T.

Delay

Ll value I ns

L2 delay / ns

Receiver internal XR

281.1 +, 0.6

295.4 f 0.7

Short cable Xc

5.1

Id.

Antenna cable X,

200.6

Id.

TSA antenna XS

+ 2.0
23.6 + 2.0

Ashtech antenna Xs

30.7

23.7

+ 2.0

25.1 & 2.0

Table 1: Summary of the delay values for elements of the
BIPM Ashtech Z12-T (from [Ref. 41 except for the Ashtech
antenna). Total cabling uncertainty is estimated to be 0.5 ns.

In addition to this complete absolute calibration, a
number of partial and differential calibrations have been
performed. First, two differential methods have been used to
provide the value of X,, - Xu : one is by using a GPS
simulator, though an uncalibrated one; another is by using a
GPS receiver from the USNO for which the difference
between the L1 and L2 delays had been previously
determined. Both results are consistent with the results in
Table 1. Then the total system had been differentially
calibrated at the L1 frequency with respect to a classical time
receiver [Ref. 51, also yielding a value for XR1f XS1consistent
with those in Table 1. In addition, the original Ashtech

antenna has been differentially calibrated at the BIPM with
respect to the TSA antenna, the values of the delays are also
indicated in Table 1. The uncertainties in Table 1 are fram
[Ref. 41, where a detailed discussion of the uncertainty
sources may be found. It concludes that the one-sigma
uncertainty of the delay of the total system is 2.5 ns.
3.

A PROCEDURE FOR THE DIFFERENTIAL
CALIBRATION OF Z12-TRECEIVERS

Having laid out the definitions in the preceding section, it
is straightforward to define a procedure to carry out the
differential calibration of all components of a receiver like
the Z12-T, of the same type. It consists of three steps
a) Relating the internal reference to the laboratory reference:
The procedure is that described in section 2. It should be
carried out at the beginning and the end of the experiment for
the two Z12-T systems. An uncertainty of a few hundred ps
should be attained, after checking that the result is
independent of the settings of the oscilloscope used.
b) Measure the difference between the total delays (internal +
antenna) of the two systems: For that measurement, the two
systems are set-up independently ('short-baseline'
configuration), with the 20-MHz in and I-PPS in for the two
systems derived from the same reference. The difference in
the measured pseudo-ranges at frequency i yields, after taking
into account the geometric term due to the different positions
of the two antennas, the difference in XRr+ XSi + Xc + XD X,
X, between the two receivers. Thus the values of XRi + Xsi
for the receiver under calibration are determined.
c) Measure the difference between the internal delays of the
two systems: For that measurement, the two systems are fed
by the same antenna ('zero-baseline' configuration), with the
20-MHz in and 1-PPS in for the two systems derived from the
same reference. The difference in the measured pseudoranges at frequency i directly yields the difference in xRi+ X,
+ X, X, - X, between the two receivers, and therefore the
value of XR, for the receiver under calibration. The values of
its antenna delays XStare then obtained by simple difference.

-

-

-

With one day of data, the differential calibration may
easily be performed with an uncertainty of 100 ps. The
dominant uncertainty is likely to be the sensitivity of the
equipment (the travelling receiver as well as the receiver
under calibration) to the temperature. It is advised to
maintain these equipment in a temperature controlled room
and to avoid temperature variations larger than one degree.

4.

A FIRST INTERNATIONAL CALIBRATION
CAMPAIGN

An international calibration campaign aiming at
calibrating Ashtech type receivers in metrology time and
frequency laboratories has been initiated by the BIPM. The
first trip concerns the METAS (Bern, Switzerland), the
BNM-LPTF (Paris, France), the USNO (Washington DC,
USA), the NPL (Teddington, UK), the ORB (Brussels,
Belgium), the CNES (Toulouse, France), the CRL (Koganei,

Japan). As often as is practicable during the trip, the
travelling Z12-T receiver (noted BIPC) is installed at the
BIPM where it is checked against another "geodetic like"
receiver which also provides access to its internal reference,
and which is kept in stable conditions. A number of classical
time transfer receivers are also available at the BIPM for
cross-check. Preliminary results from the first two stages,
conducted in February 2001 at METAS and in March 2001 at
the BNM-LPTF are presented here.
As examples let us consider the calibration of the systems
wAB1 at METAS and LPTF at the BNM-LPTF. Figure 3
shows the variations in the differenced delay WABl-BIPC for
the total systems (short-baseline configuration) for one day of
measurements, after removing the mean values indicated in
the figure. The data has been processed with the Bernese
software p e f . 61 to account for the geometrical effect of the
short baseline. The mean value for each frequency i is just
the differences in XRi + XSi + Xc + XD Xo - Xp between the

-

two receivers, from which one determines the values of
XRi + Xsi for the receiver under calibration. The
variations of order 200 ps amplitude are thought to be
due to the travelling receiver because the local receiver
is kept in a temperature-controlled chamber. Figure 4
shows similar data for LPTF-BIPC; the variations are again
consistent with expected environmental effects.
4wi
Aye
3004
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P1 delay: 130.2 ris
PZ delay: 13 1.4 ru

Figure 4: Differenced delay between the two systems LPTFBIPC (short-baseline configuration), after removing the
indicated mean values.

From the analysis of the differenced data, we determine
that the uncertainty in the differenced delay is of order a few
hundred ps and is dominated by environmental effects. We
therefore conclude that the uncertainty in the delays of the
system under calibration is of order that of the calibrating
system, i.e. 1 ns for the internal delay, 2 ns for the antenna
and 2.5 ns for the total system (one sigma). It is to be noted,
however, that impedance mismatch between the antenna
preamplifier and the receiver is a potential source of error
which could have a non negligible effect pef. 41.

5.

CONCLUSION

Having performed the absolute calibration of an Ashtech
Z12-T GPS receiver for the two frequencies, we define a
procedure to carry out the differential calibration of similar
equipment in metrology laboratories. We started a first
calibration trip in which seven laboratories will be visited.
Preliminary results from the first two stages indicate that the
procedure should provide an uncertainty in line with that of
the absolute calibration i.e. of order I ns for the internal
delay of the receiver and 2.5 ns for the delay of the total
system.
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1. ABSTRACT 1 KEYWORDS
The use of geodetic quality Global Positioning System
(GPS) receivers for time transfer offers the possibility of
excellent low noise measurements. This paper describes
an approach to making high accuracy, low noise,
independent calibrations of the internal delays in such
receivers.
Typical noise levels are around one
nanosecond with comparable bias uncertainties.
Calibration results for several current receivers are
presented and compared with results from other
calibrations of the same receivers.
GPS Receiver, Calibration, Geodetic Simulator
2.

INTRODUCTION

As the GPS system and GPS receivers continue to
improve, the need to be able to make accurate and
repeatable calibrations of timing receivers is also growing.
The most widely used approach to calibration of receivers
is co-locating the receiver to be calibrated with a reference
receiver. Time transfer data are collected with both
receivers for several days and processed. The difference
between the test receiver and the reference receiver is
used as the calibration. This method has been shown to
produce very good results (ref 1). However, there are
several potential disadvantages. First, there is no
absolute standard. For consistency, there has to be
single "golden" receiver to which all others are compared.
There is always the question of how stable the "golden"
receiver's calibration is. Secondly, as the available
precision improves, the need to periodically recalibrate
occurs at an increasing frequency. This necessitates a
continuous flow of receivers among the timing centers. As
the number of high accuracy users increases, the method
will tend to become unwieldy.
On the other hand, if an independent means of absolute
calibration can be demonstrated, user's receivers can be
calibrated at multiple sites without reliance on the stability
or availability of any particular receiver. This paper
describes a method used by the U.S. Naval Research
Laboratory and the U.S. Naval Observatory. A GPS
signal simulator is calibrated using standard laboratory
test equipment. That simulator is then used to calibrate
GPS receivers without the need for a reference receiver
(refs 2-4). We demonstrate the use of the GPS signal
simulator to calibrate a CIA code timing receiver and two
dual frequency geodetic receivers.
3.

APPROACH

The key to using a GPS simulator to calibrate a receiver's
internal timing delays is calibrating the simulator itself.
That calibration must be traceable to widely available
standards. The calibration method must be reasonably
simple to perform and must be repeatable. The
amplifiers, filters and cables needed to connect the

receiver to the simulator can be done by standard delay
measuring techniques. For this effort, a vector network
analyzer was used to provide calibrations at the GPS
frequencies of 1227.6 MHz and 1575.42 MHz.
3.1 Simulator Calibration
Calibration of a GPS signal simulator for timing is done by
determining the relationship between the GPS code epoch
and the 1 pulse per second (PPS) output signal provided
by the simulator. A feature of the GPS signal structure
makes this practical. The GPS pseudorandom code biphase modulates the carrier at the code rate. Bi-phase
modulation is a 180-degree shift in the carrier phase.
When this shift occurs, there is a dip in the amplitude
envelope of the signal that can be observed on a fast
digital oscilloscope, figure 1. The calibration of the
simulator is simply the time difference between the dip
and the rising edge of the one pulse per second.

Figure 1 . Simulator Amplitude Envelope
The cause of the observed amplitude dip can be thought
of as a combination of a sine wave signal whose
amplitude begins to decay at the point of the code epoch
and a second sine wave 180 degrees out of phase with
the original signal whose amplitude begins a rise at the
epoch. The time constants of the rise and fall result from
the finite bandwidth of the simulator. The simulator
bandwidths are comparable to those in the GPS satellites.
It can be seen that the dip in the amplitude of the summed
signal does not fall at the code epoch. It trails the code
epoch by a significant delay on the order of the time
constant of the decay. This delay at first seems to lead to
a calibration error since the signal observed in figure 1 is
on the location of the dip as opposed to the true
code epoch. However, the receiver utilizing this signal
also sees the dip as the true code epoch, canceling out
the apparent emr The cancellauon is
the

extent that the simulator's bandwidth approximates that of
a GPS satellite.
The simulator signals for CIA and P code can all be
measured for both L1 and L2 by this method. This allows
a precise knowledge of the offsets inherent in the
simulator signal providing the same kind of information
gathered on the live GPS signals for geodetic use. The
availability of a precisely measured difference between
the L1 and L2 signals allows calibration of the test
receiver's internal L1 to L2 bias and thus calibration of the
receiver's perception of ionospheric effects.
3.2 Confiauration
Calibrations were done in two different configurations.
The first was a receiver-only method where the receiver is
directly connected to the simulator. For system level
calibrations, it is also necessary to measure the user's
antenna, feedline, and other circuit elements used with the
receiver.
3.2.1

Direct connection

signal and has an offset. As will be discussed in section
3.2.3, the effect is more pronounced in dual frequency
applications
In order to apply the results of the direct calibration to a
receiver in a real working environment, the user must
provide delay values for the antenna, amplifiers, feedline
and any other elements in the signal path. This can be
done very accurately for elements such as amplifiers and
cables. It is more difficult for antennas. The method used
for these tests was to measure the delay of the antenna in
a shielded environment using a network analyzer. The
uncertainty of that measurement is one of the largest
sources of error in the experiments. In the results section
5, data are presented for calibration of a dual frequency,
temperature controlled antenna.
3.2.2

Coupled throuah an antenna

It is often desirable to calibrate a receiver with it's own
antenna, preamplifier, feedline, and other associated
electronics.
This approach provides a complete
measurement of the receiver as the user intends to deploy
it. All delays in the system are present at the time of the
measurement and are imbedded in the calibration results.

Configuration for Receiver Only
Configurationfor Receiver and Antenna

Figure 2
Figure 3
Direct connection, as shown in figure 2, is the simplest
method and has the advantage of having very high signal
to noise and no multipath or other interference. This
configuration is essentially the simulator calibration setup
with attenuators added to reduce the signal level. This
simplifies the receiver calibration process since the only
corrections needed are the simulator to 1 PPS offset and
the delay in the attenuators. The cable from the amplifiers
connected to the oscilloscope during the simulator
calibration and to the receiver for receiver calibration with
suitable attenuators is added to achieve the correct signal
level.
Results with the direct connection method are usually very
good. One problem that has been observed is the effect
of impedance mismatches between the simulator output
and the receiver input. This effect has been previously
documented by NlST for GPS receivers (ref 5). When
there are standing waves in the line to the receiver, the
receiver correlator may be upset by the presence of a
second signal very similar to the desired signal but
delayed in time by about twice the length of cable. The
net effect is that the correlator locks on the composite

The receiver's antenna is placed in an anechoic box using
the cable and preamplifier to be used in normal operation.
A calibrated antenna is built into to the top of the anechoic
box and the distance between the reference antenna and
the test antenna is measured so the path delay can be
removed from the calibration.
In this configuration, the simulator is calibrated in the
same manner as the direct connection package, the
amplifier output connected to a digital oscilloscope for
calibration and then reconnected to the input to the
anechoic box for receiver calibration. Alternatively, the
box and path delays can be included in the calibration by
replacing the test antenna with another reference antenna
and amplifier. In either case, the delay of the reference
antenna(@must be accurately known.
3.3 Dual freauencv considerations
Geodetic quality receivers use both GPS frequencies to
compensate the effects of the ionosphere. The difference
in measured range between the L1 and L2 frequencies is

used to determine the delay caused by the ionosphere.
To get an accurate ionospheric correction, the frequency
sensitive bias in the receiver, antenna, feedline, and
electronics must be known. The simulator calibration
method can be used to measure the response at each
frequency.
Errors in the L1 to L2 bias calibration have a stronger
effect than simple delay errors in the L1 signal. Since the
L2 L l difference is used to determine the ionospheric
delay, a bias error there will be multiplied.

-

In this series of experiments it was noted that a major
factor in L1-L2 bias errors was impedance mismatch
between the antennalpreamplifier and the receiver.
These errors are frequency dependent, thus giving greater
possible magnitude to the L1-L2 difference. In some
cases, the insertion of a short piece of coaxial cable in the
antenna line could result in 10's of nanoseconds of
calibration error.
There are two possible solutions for L1-L2 calibration
errors caused by mismatch. The first is simply to provide
sufficient impedance matching to eliminate the standing
waves. If the receiver itself is not well matched this can
be done using attenuators at the ends of the cable. The
other solution is to make the cable long enough that the
code phase of the reflected wave is delayed by more than
a code chip, thus reducing it as a source of error.
3.4 Simulated scenarios
The scenario used for this test was a simple, fixed site
with no simulated satellite errors. For the receivers whose
ionospheric and tropospheric corrections could be turned
off, the simulation did not include ionospheric or
tropospheric effects, This step eliminated possible
calibration errors in modeling between the receiver and
simulator. For dual frequency receivers, the output data
was observed to determine the residual L1 to L2 bias with
no ionosphere present. Nominal GPS almanac with all
satellites enabled was used. No GPS systematic errors,
Selective Availability, or Anti-spoofing are included in the
scenarios.
For each scenario generated, the simulator provides a
truth file that provides the generated range for each GPS
satellite in view. This data can be used with a geodetic
receiver, such as the Ashtech, to determine the time
difference between the receiver's measured ranges and
truth.
A calibration consisted of several simulator runs of
identical scenarios. This provides sufficient data for good
statistics and also allowed separation of random effects,
systematic effects, and receiver specific phenomena.
Power cycling the receiver within a test is also done to
determine the repeatability of the receiver's response.
4.

TEST HARDWARE

4.1 Simulator.
These tests were conducted using a Global Simulation
Systems model 2760 GPS satellite signal simulator. The
simulator produces ten simultaneous satellite signals with
L1 CIA, L I P and L2P code modulations. The frequency

reference for the simulator was the NRL house reference
hydrogen maser.
4.2 Receivers.
Three receivers were tested. The first was an Ashtech
Model 212 "T", the timing version of the 212 geodetic
receiver. This receiver is owned by BIPM. Two U.S.
Naval Observatory receivers were also calibrated. The
first was an Allan Osbome Associates (AOA) Model TTR12P, which is a derivative of the TurboRogue geodetic
receiver. The other was a CIA code, single frequency
Motorola Encore.
5.

RESULTS

5.1 Internal Biases.
Each receiver was calibrated using the direct method.
The dual frequency receivers have delay numbers for both
the L1 and L2 frequencies.

* - Not available
Table 1. Internal Delays
The numbers shown in Table 1 are the residual internal
delays after compensation of measured systematic delays
and frequency biases in the simulator and cabling.
5.2 Calibration of antennas, amplifiers. cablinq
The BIPM Ashtech receiver antenna and cables were
calibrated using the network analyzer, with a receiver in a
system configuration, and as a system at the U.S. Naval
Observatory in a live calibration. The most difficult
measurement was the antenna. Using the network
analyzer with the anechoic box, delay values of 30.7 ns
for L1 and 23.7 ns for L2 were measured. Applying those
values to the data collected with the receiver operating as
a system in the anechoic box produced no measurable
bias change to within the noise level. An independent
measurement of the antenna in operation of the same
receiver system at USNO resulted in bias estimates of
31.7 ns for L1 and 25.3 ns for L2.
Adding the delays to the receiver internal delay calibration
as shown in table 2, provides the system level calibration.

Receiver Component
Receiver Internal Delay
DC Block & Short Cable
Antenna Cable
Antenna
Ashtech Reference Delay
Total

Delay (ns)
253.5
5.1
200.6
30.7
27.6
517.5

Table 2. BlPM Receiver Calibration
The L1 to L2 bias determined in the calculation is used in
the pseudorange Processing as an adjustment to the
ionospheric correction.

8.
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5.3 Error Budget
Table 3 shows the calibration error budget for the BlPM
receiver.
2.
Calibration
Simulator
Cabling
Antenna
Ashtech Reference
Mismatch Error
Total (RSS)

Error (ns la)
1.O
0.5
2.0
0.3
1.O
2.5

4.

Table 3. Error Budget
5.4 Live Calibration Comparison.

5.

Table 4 summarizes the comparisons between the
simulator data and calibrations made at BlPM and USNO
of the same units against reference receivers. The 212
data is referenced to a BlPM test with a NlST receiver.
The TTR-12 is referenced to the USNO reference
receiver. The Encore data is referenced to the TTR-12 at
USNO. The resulting 3 ns residual bias is after correction
for the known offsets between CIA code and PIY code in
the GPS satellites.
Receiver
212 T (ref 4)
TTR-12P
Encore (Bias to TTR-

Live Test Bias (ns)
1.5 3

*

Table 4. Live Data Comparison
5.5 Limitations of the Method
The simulator method provides repeatable data with direct
connections and very good impedance matching. The
system operating with an antenna against the simulator
has the advantage of combining the hard to measure
items with the basic calibration, but provides a wider
distribution of errors due to multipath in the anechoic box.
The impedance mis-match induced biases will be
problems in any calibration approach. More investigation
on the effects of band limiting elements in the calibration
scenarios is needed.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

GPS signal simulators offer unique capabilities for
precision calibration of GPS receivers for timing purposes.
They allow detailed examination of bias and time
dependent delays in the hardware in an environment that
can be carefully controlled and repeated. These results
indicate closure at the level of a few nanoseconds with
traditional live calibrations.
7.
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Abstract
We present preliminary design features for a second generation thermomechanically compensated sapphire resonator.
Developed a few years ago, the 77 K compensated sapphire
oscillator (CSO) resonator showed a quality factor Q = 2 x 1 0 ~
at an operating temperature of 85 K, enabling a frequency
stability of Sflf < 1 x 1 ~ ' The
~ . new design promises a frequency stability of parts in 10" with cooling provided by a
cryocooler consuming several hundred watts or less. Optimization of the resonator design for a temperature of 40 K results
in a mechanical tuning rate requirement (MHzJmm) reduced
by a factor of 8, allowing for reduced EM fields at the surface
of the sapphire and reduced losses compared to the previously
used WGH mode. The lower tuning rate also contributes to
higher frequency stability by significantly reducing the sensitivity to mechanical deformation. The optimized electromagnetic design is implemented in a self-assembling mechanical
configuration that allows easy disassembly for cleaning, together with first-order cancellation for expected mechanisms
of physical creep. The new design shares the short internal
thermal time constants characteristic of previous CSO resonators, and so achieves high frequency stability by effectively
compensating temperature fluctuations over a wide range of
time scales.

1. Introduction
An important new ultra-stable oscillator technology is promised by the very high inherent quality factor of whispering
gallery sapphire resonators at temperatures achievable by the
use of single-stage cryocoolers [I-41. With quality factors
Q 2 10' at temperatures above 35 K, such a resonator could
support an oscillator with frequency stability better than
6flf I 3x10"~with cooling provided by a small single-stage
Stirling or pulse-tube cryocooler. However, thermal fluctuations, together with a very substantial variation of sapphire's
dielectric constant with temperature limit stability to much
lower levels. If the thermal variations could be effectively
cancelled or compensated, the inherent promise of the sapphire resonators could be realized. The technical challenge is
to provide a relatively quick compensation process without
impairing the quality factor of the resonator, and without otherwise limiting its stability.
The 10 K CSO is presently the only available continuously
operating short-term frequency source with ultra-high stability
[5,6,7]. A smaller cryocooled oscillator with short-term stability of 1x10-l4 or better (1 s -< .z I 1000 s) at easily reached
cryogenic temperatures represents a break-through technology.
Mated with JPL's LITS trapped ion standards, a 40 K CSO
would offer inexpensive long-term operation and replacement
of hydrogen masers in NASA's Deep Space Network (DSN)
[81. It also offers the local oscillator (LO) performance required by the new generation of laser-cooled frequency standards. With a cryocooler drawing 100-300 W, a 40 K CSO can

provide a needed performance with much lower cost and
power than previously available for both ground and flight
capabilities. This compares to 5kW required by the 10 K CSO
cryocooler [5].
A short-term oscillator with 10'14 stability offers the DSN
nearly all of the performance advantages of the 10 K CSO
with much cost and upkeep. In particular, short term performance is 10 times better than the present hydrogen masers, and
5 times better than near-term spacecraft U S 0 performance.
Additionally, this performance is an ideal mate as LO to the
JPL LITS and linear ion trap extended (LITE) ion standards,
allowing their inherent performance to be realized.

2. Background
Figure 1 shows frequency stabilities and operating temperatures for previously demonstrated short-term frequency standard technologies with stabilities of 1x10"~ or better. The
figure shows a very large gap between the ultra-high stability
available from very low temperature (T I 10 K), oscillators
and the approximately 1 x 1 ~ stability
'~
available at more easily reached temperatures. It also outlines a region of presently
' ~ using
needed capability with stability better than 1 ~ 1 0 -while
the cooling available from single stage cryocoolers. Of the
capabilities shown, those at 10 K and higher represent continuously operable frequency standards, with cooling provided
by available cryocoolers.
While the short thermal time constants of sapphire and other
materials in this temperature range give rise to a host of possible compensating methodologies, a primary difficulty so far
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Figure 1. Scatter plot of short-term frequency
standard capabilities below 10-13. Parameters for a
new capability, meeting the requlrements of lasercooled atomic frequency standards now being
developed are also Indicated

has proven to be in finding a mechanism with sufficiently low
loss that sapphire's quality factor is not degraded. This problem becomes progressively more severe with increasing temperature due to a T~ dependence for sapphire's dielectric constant. Additionally, severe constraints are placed on any mechanical motion, such as those that might be due to external
vibrations or internal creep and on internal thermal time constants.
A number of promising compensated sapphire resonator technologies have already been demonstrated. These include the
following:
1) Thermomechanical, for a Q = 2 x 1 0 ~at 85 K and a frequency stability of 8 x l 0 - ' ~[1,2].
2) Dielectrics, such as Rutile, showing compensated Q's up
to lo7 at 65 K [3,4].
3) Paramagnetic impurities;
a) Incidental impurity compensation for Q > lo9,
T I 6K and stability better than 10''~[9].
b) External ruby compensation with Q > 10' below
10 K and stability of 2x10"~[lo].
So far, these efforts fall short of reaching the needed capability
in one way or another. For example, cryocoolers for the 10 K
CSO frequency standards with external ruby compensation
dissipate 5kW of line power, and substantially add to the size
and expense of operation. On the other hand, oscillators with
compensation by thermal expansion have so far showed a
relatively low quality factor of 2x106, and large frequency
~,
long-term frequency lockdrift of 6f/f = 1 0 - ~ / d aprecluding
ing to an external source.

ing possible a significant upgrade of DSN frequency stability
as required by the Cassini Ka-band experiment. The technology of the 10 K CSO was based on our previously developed
77 K CSO, which showed a stability of 8x10-l4 with a Q of 2
million. We now propose to infuse what has been learned
during the 10K development into a second generation thermomechanically compensated CSO.

3. Resonator Design
We identify general design requirements for a compensated
sapphire resonator to achieve parts in lo-'' stability as:
1) A quality factor of 4 x 1 0 ~or greater
/ sless
2) A Drift rate of l x l ~ - ' ~or
3) Internal thermal time constants of 3 s or less coupled with
an appropriate external time constant
4) An acceleration sensitivity of l ~ - ' / gor less.
Table 1 shows a comparison of these requirements with capabilities actually achieved in the previous design. It is clear the
primary challenge for a new design is to increase resonator
quality factor and reduce frequency drift rate and that a
strength of the previous design was the low thermal time constant.

Table 1 New requirements vs 77 K CSO capability

Figure 2 illustrates two methods for bridging the gap between
the capabilities of two previously developed JPL-developed
technologies--the 10 K CSO and the 77 K CSO. The 10 K
CSO, presently being implemented in the DSN for the Cassini
Ka-band experiment, represents the first cryogenic oscillator
to provide ultra-high short term stability together with longterm cryocooled operation. It provides a frequency stability of
2 4 parts in 10" at measuring times (1 s IT I 1000 s) without the use of liquid helium and the frequent maintenance
required by previous technologies. With a short term stability
25 times better than the hydrogen maser, the 10K CSO is mak-
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+
6f/f =
6f/f =
I x 1o ~ / ~ 1x 1O"lg

Operating Temperature
Figure 2. Approaches to the needed capability based on
demonstrated compensated sapphire technologies
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Optimize design for
40 K - allows 8 times
less energy at surface

are small
Lower temperature
gives improved thermal
conductivity, reduced
heat capacity
Center-mount resonator design

An intermediate figure of merit of considerable import is the
required mechanical tuning rate for the electromagnetic resonator, typically measured in MHdmm. A challenge for the
original design was to achieve a large 660MHdmm tuning
rate required for compensation at temperatures above 77K,
while using only materials (copper, sapphire) with excellent
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Figure 5. A turnover at 40K with a silver spacer and
WGE mode is achieved by reducing the tuning rate by
8.33 times. Such a resonator with a copper spacer
would be under-compensated at all temperatures.

Figure 3. A high tuning rate of 660 MHzlmm enabled a
turnover of 85K with a copper spacer and WGH mode
orientation in the 77 K CSO

thermal properties in this temperature range (see Fig. 3). This
requirement is considerably relaxed in the new design. Lower
values for the mechanical tuning rate allow smaller surface
electrical fields in the resonator for reduced surface losses, a
more open resonator design, and reduced sensitivity to all
types of mechanical deformation.
Figures 3-5 show calculated frequency slopes for the thermomechanically compensated oscillator for progressively
smaller values of mechanical tuning sensitivity. The model is
based on Debye temperatures of 900 K, 550 K, 330 K, and
225 K for sapphire expansion, the sapphire dielectric constants, and copper and silver expansion, respectively. The
slopes for the resonator configuration previously used are
shown in Fig. 3. Figure 4 demonstrates the effectiveness of
reducing the operating temperature to 40 K-use of a higherQ WGE mode is enabled, and the mechanical tuning rate can
be substantially reduced, still using a copper center post.
Trading copper for silver allows a further reduction of the
mechanical tuning rate as shown in Fig. 5. At the lowest temperatures, all the curves scale as T ~ .

corresponds to the 77 K CSO tuning rate, as used in Fig. 3.
Reduced slopes, as specified in Figs. 4 and 5, can be achieved
by increasing the gap spacing and/or choosing a different
mode.
Details of these curves and their first derivative are shown in
results of more detailed finite element calculations displayed
in Figs. 7 and 8. The mechanical tuning rate of 1.32
MHz/MHz/(cm/cm) is characteristic of the previous resonator
as shown in Fig. 7. Figure 8 shows that a reduction by 8.33
times to a value of 0.159 MHz/MHz/(cm/cm) can be obtained
by using a WGE mode with a gap of 9%. Such a resonator
with a silver center post would show a turnover at 40 K as
shown by Fig. 5.
On the basis of these calculations we have identified technical
approaches to meet the requirements given in Table 1 as follows:
Operation at 40 K instead of 85 K:
a) Lower temperature operation alone allows a reduction of the required mechanical tuning rate by a factor of 1.69 times.

1)

Figure 6 shows frequency dependencies for several examples
of whispering gallery transverse magnetic (WGH) and transverse electric (WGE) modes. The slope of the dashed line
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Figure6. Finite element calculation of frequency
dependence on the gap between sapphire elements for
77 K CSO resonator. Lower slope requirement now
allows use of WGE mode with its higher Q, and lower
temperature coefficient for epsilon.

reduced even more.
Self-assembling mechanical design:
a) Use transverse (radial) joining by differential thermal contraction on cool-down.
i) Join metal spacer to the 2 sapphire end parts.
ii) Also join spacer to internal support .
b) Use gravity alignment at room temperature; the parts
support each other but then pull away after the grips
take hold.
C) High hardness and precision of sapphire parts prevents groove formation and allows re-assembly.
d) Makes for easy re-cleaning of parts.
e) A low temperature anneal after first assembly may
reduce subsequent mechanical creep.
f) Reduce material stress by control of mechanical
clearances--0.3 mil tolerance is required.
g) Use very short metallic contact regions to reduce
sensitivity to angular misalignment upon cool-down.
i) A very long contact region would be required
to pre&nt binding due to misalignment.
ii) A short region eliminates negative consequence
of slight misalignment.
5 ) Advanced mechanical design to give first order cancellation of axial motion due to relaxation of radial stress:
a) Three axialhadial motion transfer coefficients impact frequency creep:
i) Radial relaxation of center grip of metal spacer
onto sapphire post can change spacer length.
ii) Radial relaxation of end grips of metal spacer
onto sapphire parts can change spacer length.
iii) Radial relaxation of end grips of metal spacer
onto sapphire parts can bend sapphire.
b) Advanced mechanical design can adjust each of
these to give nominally zero axial motion due to radial relaxation of grip stress.
6) Center support of the 3-part compensated resonator for
reduced g-sensitivity:

4)
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Flgure 7. Finite element calculation of frequency and
mechanical tuning coefficient for WGH "Fully Compensated" mode as a function of the gap between the
two sapphire halves. A 2.26% gap gave a tuning toe-fficient of 1.32 for a turnover temperature of 85 K.

b)

2)

3)

Lower temperature also reduces creep ratesexperience with 10K CSO showed > 100 times reduction.
Further optimization of resonator design for 40 K:
a) Metal spacer made of silver with its Debye temperature of 225 K gives larger thermal expansion rate at
low temperatures compared to copper at 330Kreduces tuning rate by 2.93 times.
b) Use of WGE mode with its reduced sapphire dielectric thermal sensitivity further reduces tuning rate by
1.68 times.
C) Overall reduction of tuning rate requirement is 8.33
times. This contributes to higher Q and reduced mechanical sensitivities by this same factor.
Post-polish anneal of sapphire parts:
a) Experience with 10 K CSO indicates that annealing
reduces overall losses by 4 times or more. Surface
losses important to tunable resonator design may be
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Figure9. Cylindrical cross section of self-assembling
resonator design. Upon cool-down, thermal contraction
causes metal spacer and support to grip sapphire parts
and then retract from other contacts.
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Figure 10. Motion-canceling designs eliminate axial
motion and associated frequency creep when force at
either center grlp or end grips relaxes with time. This
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Accurate center support should reduce acceleration
sensitivity by 100 times or more.
b) The previous design used an end support.
7) Thermal contact between elements by metal to sapphire
joint in low RF field region of resonator:
a) Region inside inner caustic has very low RF fields,
allows use of metallic parts
b) Use of soft metals, possible gold-plating on metal
spacer improves improve thermal contact
c) Previous designs used indium-sapphire joint to
achieve 5 s thermal time constant at 77 K, 1 s at
10 K. However, ultra-soft indium seems a likely
candidate as source for mechanical creep and is not
being considered here.
a)

Figure 9 shows a cross section view of the mechanical resonator design. Figure 10 shows the results of finite element calculation of axial motion in response to radial force at the center
grip for a preliminary design candidate. One half of the cylindrical cross section is shown, rotated 90 degrees from Fig. 7.
A similar finite element calculation is used to adjust end grip
positions so as to eliminate any axial motion induced by radial
creep at the end grips.

We have presented preliminary design features for a secondgeneration thermomechanically compensated sapphire resonator optimized for operation near 40 K. This development
builds on JPL capabilities demonstrated in the successful development of the 10 K and 77 K CSO's, short term frequency
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RESONATOR FREQUENCY STANDARD
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1. ABSTRACT
Further work has been carried out on the secondary
microwave frequency standard which we first proposed
and demonstrated some four years ago - Refs. 1-2, with
the aim of providing a self-contained, miniaturised
cryogen-free microwave flywheel frequency standard
for applications in support of primary standards and for
navigation and positioning.

(radius = 16 mrn and height = 15 rnm),enclosed in a
cylindrical housing machined from OFHC-copper. The
quartz plate is glued to this copper housing and then the
composite resonator is glued to the quartz. Coupling to
the WG mode is provided by semi-rigid coaxial loops.
(see Fig. 1).

tSpring Suspension
emal Insulating Rod

Microwave frequency standard, dielectric resonator
Housin

2. INTRODUCTION
The principle of using a composite dielectric resonator
composed of at least two different low-loss dielectrics
with opposite signs for the temperature dependence of
their permittivities has been shown to allow high
frequency stability with only moderate temperature
control requirements - Refs 1-4. The long term aim of
this work is to build an oscillator based on a whispering
gallery (WG) mode resonance in such a composite
resonator with a fractional frequency stability of better
than lo-"
suitable as a flywheel standard for Cs
primary clocks. We report below progress towards this
goal. Future improvements required to achieve this
figure are suggested and outlined.
Recent work has concentrated on improved stability at
all timescales, brought about by radical changes to the
methods of mechanical vibration isolation, between the
resonator and the Giffard-McMahon closed cycle
cooler, which are described below. In addition improved
thermal design has led to reduced thermal gradients
within the system. The modelling of the dynamic
changes in temperature, following fluctuations in
dissipated microwave power levels has led to an
appreciation that oscillator power level control is
essential. This has been implemented, together with
improved Pound stabilisation techniques. Further
improvements in room temperature electronics,
including band pass filtering and electronic phase
shifters have also had a significant impact.

2.1. Construction of Resonator
The construction of the composite resonator is as
follows: a stack consisting of a quartz disc (radius =
10.5 rnm and height =I2 mm), a thin (radius = 10.5 mm
and height=0.4 mrn), rutile disk and a sapphire puck

Temperature Sensor

stage
T-<106-

Fig. 1. Schematic of resonator construction, showing
details of measures for cooler vibration isolation.
2.2. Electromaenetic design
The ratio of stored energy in the rutile component,
compared to that in sapphire, is the filling factor
which determines the frequency f versus temperature T
behaviour of the resonator and the turning point
temperature f,at which df/dT = 0. In order to achieve
the required value of r, and thus of T*, with a rutile
plate thickness > lOOpm (required for robustness) the
diameter of the plate has to be smaller than the diameter
of the sapphire disk. The plate diameter was optimised
with respect to azimuthal mode number of the WG
mode (7 < n < 12) using MAFIA software. Note that the
original dimensions were chosen to yield a whispering
gallery mode at or close to the Cs hyperfine frequency
(since an anticipated application of this device is as an
ultra-low phase noise flywheel oscillator in support of
Cs fountain or beam standards). In practice the

r

frequency of the selected mode is 9.2984 GHz, with a
difference between model and experimental frequency
which amounts to -1% in this case. We have
demonstrated with other designs that agreement should
be attainable at least to a factor of 10 greater than this.
These calculations show that the loss contributions from
the quartz support and copper shielding cavity may be
made negligible by suitable choice of dimensions.

3. KEY RECENT IMPROVEMENTS.
3.1. Vibration isolation
At present the high Q oscillator is installed in a twostage Giffard McMahon (GM) cooler. The limiting
component in this system is a piston oscillating at
1.5Hz, carrying high pressure 4 ~gas
e between cold and
warm regions. The relatively high mass of the piston
means that the cold head of the refrigerator, a flat Cu
plate to which the resonator housing has to be thermally
attached, vibrates with an amplitude of several pm at
low frequency. The key step in reducing the effects of
mechanical vibration consisted of suspending the
resonator housing from the outer radiation shield of the
refrigerator, using a low thermal conductivity
suspension, with additional mechanical isolation being
provided by a spring (see Fig. 1). Cooling, from the
cold head to the resonator housing situated 3 cm.
above it, is provided by a bundle of copper braids
which appear to be sufficiently flexible, even when
cold, to provide mechanical vibration isolation. One
should avoid attaching the coaxial lines connected to the
resonator housing to the second stage of the cooler
cold finger (the component most liable to suffer

-

vibration) but instead heat sink them to the first stage
which provides cooling for the radiation shield. This is
much less subject to mechanical vibration from the
displacer movement than is the cold finger itself.
Measurements of the vibration amplitude spectrum were
made at various points in the cryostat volume at room
temperature and it has been shown that over most of the
frequency range the vibration amplitude is reduced by
greater than a factor of 100 between the cold finger and
the resonator housing for frequencies up to 300Hz
(shown in Fig. 2). A relatively strong resonance at
around 800Hz is still apparent in the vibrational level at
the housing, which originates in the motor which drives
the piston. It is also suspected that residual vibration is
transmitted along the flexible microwave cables which
link the resonator to the room temperature environment.
Further improvements to reduce these effects, as well as
the general level are being investigated.
3.2 Temperature control
Recently two-stage temperature control has been
introduced into the GM closed cycle cooler cold stage
(see Fig. 1). Thus the cooler cold finger has a Si diode
temperature sensor and 30 heater which is controlled
by a Lakeshore 93C temperature controller at a
temperature a few K below the turning point of the
resonator. The resonator housing has two resistance
temperature sensors attached, together with a noninductively wound phosphor bronze wire heater
wrapped around its curved surface, with a resistance of
around 30 a. A second temperature controller
(Lakeshore model 340) is used to control the housing
temperature close to the resonator turning point. This
controller has a set point resolution of ImK and the
short term noise at a temperature of around 45 K is also
-cl mK. Temperature measurements made over a long
period of the housing Pt sensor deviations from the
control point have been analysed using the two-sample
variance concept similar to that used for frequency
fluctuation analysis. A representative example of the
square root two-sample variance of the temperature
odt) as a function of sampling time t is shown in Fig. 3.
Note that the long term temperature stability is better
than 100 pK, representing frequency stability better
than lo-'' (well beyond the design specifications for this
project) if the resonator can be stabilised within 1 mK of
thef(T) turning point temperature.

-

frequency (Hz)
Fig. 2 Demonstration of the reduction in vibrational
displacement achieved in the present system. The upper
curve represents the vibrational level at the cold finger
whereas the lower shows the vibration levels at the
resonator housing.

The above temperature measurements indicate the
stability of the resonator housing temperature. It is
legitimate to question whether this indicates the true
stability of the internal, frequency determining
components. Although the resonator represents an
effectively isothermal enclosure, given the thickness of
its wall and the high thermal conductivity of the copper
from which they are constructed, the puck is subject to
internal temperature differentials, due to microwave
power dissipation within its separate components. We

frequency (since the thermal time constant for the rutile
component (with +ve dfdT behaviour) is shorter than
for the more massive sapphire puck, with -ve
coefficient) followed by a slower decrease in frequency
as the sapphire component temperature follows this
change.

Fig. 3 Two sample variance of the housing temperature
as a function of sampling time.
discuss the thermal properties at greater length in
another paper within this conference proceedings - Ref.
5, but here we simply note that a discrete temperature
differential AT exists between rutile and sapphire pucks,
given by

The power level in the pucks cannot be directly
measured with our present system. Instead we measure
the power using one of two detector diodes, one
attached to the third port of the cryo-cooled circulator
(see fig. 4) detects the reflected power from the
resonator. A second diode at room temperature
measures the power fed into the input port of the
resonator. The voltage from the selected diode is
inverted, with added variable offset, amplified by lOOx
and low pass filtered (using a Stanford SR560 low noise
amplifier) before being fed to a voltage controlled
attenuator (ACA Inc. Type A121) with an attenuation
factor of 10 dBN. The loop gain of this system is
around 110. Without stabilisation the power level has
been observed to fluctuate by as much as 1 dB over the
long term but with the loop power stabilisation in
operation the level is stable within the limits of the
power level measurement uncertainty (standard
deviation of a single measurement o 0.012 dB)

-

where PR,, is the power dissipated in the rutile puck
component and KRu is the thermal conductance between
sapphire and rutile component. For the value of KRu =
4.2~10"WIK, as derived by experiment, and assuming
that P R ~ 10-IW, a value derived from determining the
insertion loss of the resonator itself, including the loss in
the microwave cables between room temperature and
the cryogenic environment we find

-

To rninimise the effect of power fluctuations on the time
dependent frequency of the oscillator at least two
straightforward approaches could be adopted: either the
thermal resistance between the puck components or the
absolute power level within the resonator could be
reduced. We have proposals for the first which we
outline in the section 5, whereas the second has been
addressed by minimising the power in the resonator but
maintaining constant the oscillation amplitude at the
amplifier output by using a -20 dB directional coupler
between this output and the input to the resonator.

a very substantial temperature difference. Note that a
temperature differential between the puck components
is not in itself a source of instability since, for any small
given temperature differential AT there will always be a
mean temperature T' at which AT') will exhibit a
turning point.
3.3. Microwave Dower level control

In view of the evidence presented in the previous
section it is important to ensure that the temperature
differential AT should remain constant. If the heat sink
temperature To for the pucks remains fixed the only
other source which could result in a variation of AT is
due to changes in the input microwave power. Thus it
becomes essential to stabilise the level of microwave
power in the pucks. This need is amplified by the fact
that the observed thermal time constants for the two
dielectric puck components are different by more than
an order of magnitude. This difference means that a
sudden increase in power induces an initial increase in

* OSA: Offset & Summing Amplifier
Fig. 4. Schematic of experimental set up of composite
puck oscillator.

For optimum unstabilised power the output level of the
final amplifier should be adjusted (by means of the
mechanical attenuator) to be a few dB below the level at
which gain saturation becomes detectable.
This
measure causes the power dissipated in the rutile
element to be reduced to
2 x 1 W,
~ ~allowing the
temperature differential between puck components to be
4 mK, even for the low thermal
reduced to
conductance value reported above.

-

-

3.4 Ageing and long term stability
A challenging issue for high Q dielectric resonators is
the question of their long-term frequency stability. For
oscillators without temperature compensation the issue
of temperature stability would dominate but for the
composite dielectric resonator operated near its turning
point other sources of ageing may be investigated. We
have previously demonstrated that for our original
design of resonator (which used a spring-loaded copper
clamp to hold the rutile and sapphire components in
good contact) the frequency of the loop oscillator (when
maintained close to the turning point temperature)
drifted steadily over time, showing an exponential time
dependence with a half life of some 30 hours. The most
likely source of this drift was creep due to stress
relaxation arising from differential thermal contraction
following the relatively rapid cool down (2 hours) from
room temperature. We have introduced a modification
to the present resonator construction in which the rutile
and sapphire components are held together with a low
microwave loss polymer adhesive and the composite
puck is supported on a quartz single crystal spacer.
Although the loaded Q seems to have been reduced by a
factor of 2 due to the losses in the adhesive this
measure appears to have completely eliminated the
exponential drift.

-

1.;"

I

I

I
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At present we have only a single oscillator based on the
design described above. To begin testing its present and
potential future stability we have measured the Allan
variance of the oscillator against two different reference
oscillators. In the first case we have measured the beat
frequency (for short sampling times) between the
sapphire-rutile referenced oscillator and a synthesised
CW source (Anritsu-Wiltron 68037B). A Stanford
SR620 counter measured the jitter on the beat frequency
for gate times out to 1s. For longer averaging times the
oscillator frequency was counted directly with a
microwave counter (Marconi 2440) with a fixed gate
time of 1s. A Labview program has been written to
acquire data over prolonged periods, allowing analysis
of the Allan variance subsequently. The combined
results of these two measurements are summarised in
Fig. 5. Note that the poor performance of the oscillator
as measured by this second method is dominated by the
jitter of the microwave counter. The purpose in
showing this relatively poor data is to demonstrate that
the oscillator does not show drift out to sample times of
at least 2000 s and probably much longer. The ageing
processes which have been detectable in previous
designs have been apparently considerably reduced.

5. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS AND
CONCLUSIONS
The next major step to improve the performance of this
oscillator involves the replacement of the GM cooler
with a modern pulse tube type. In this form the
mechanical oscillation of a piston is replaced by an
oscillating column of gas, with a resulting major
reduction in vibration levels. The specified rms
displacement of the cold head is less than 1 pm, less
than the level achieved with the present system, after the
application of vibration isolation measures.
It should prove possible, for well characterised
dielectric puck components, to adjust the thermal time
constant of each component to be approximately the
same. Thus if the thermal resistance between the rutile
and sapphire component can be made greater than that
between sapphire puck and the heat sink by the ratio of
the heat capacities of sapphire and rutile, the sharply
differentiated time constant problem would be removed
to first order. This would further improve the limitation
set by power level fluctuations.

Plot of Allan variance
+ I

4. PRESENT PERFORMANCE

I

The thermal conductivity of the adhesive used in this
H
work has been measured to be 1.2x1u6W1m.K. This is

1.1;~

0.01

0.1

I
10
100
sampling time (s)

l.ld

1 .lo4

Fig. 5 Allan variance for the oscillator, measured using
two different counters, to demonstrate white noise
dominated performance for short times and also no long
term drift out to 2. lo3 s

not far from measured values of similar materials (Ref. 6) in the temperature range from 30-70 K. The
problem of slow variations in power can be minimised
if the thermal time constant of the pucks were reduced
to be much less than the typical time constant of these
fluctuations and this would also serve to lessen the

temperature gradient across the puck components. In
future we plan to investigate a number of other methods
of joining together the puck components including
fusion bonding, 'wringing' together of optically flat
components and the use of low melting point crystalline
compounds - Ref. 7. When all these measures have
been implemented we estimate that the design target for
frequency stability of 10'" 7 - l R should be attainable,
although it must be expected that further unexpected
problems remain to be solved.
This work was supported under the UK Department of
Trade Industry NMS Foundation Programme (project
PF9834) and under the European Commission
Framework 5 CSG Programme (FOAMS project).
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Abstract
Single crystals as sapphire, rutile, quartz, LaA103 or
MgO are currently used in the design of microwave
resonators, filters or subtrats. These materials show
a high temperature sensitivity of permittivity leading
to frequency variations with temperature. Langasite has been extentively studied as ultrasonic waves
propagation medium. Preceeding measurements at
low kequencies show that LGS has two permittivity components of opposite sign ['I. As it is demonstrated in this paper, such an unique characteristic can exploited to realize a self-compensated microwave resonator.
We report measurements of dielectric permittivity and dielectric losses at microwave frequencies of
Lanthanum Gallium Silicate single crystal as a function of the temperature. The dielectric rod resonator
method was used to evaluate the two relative permittivity tensor components y and ex of this uniaxial
dielectric crystal.
Between 10 K to 400 K, &t varies from 18.92 to
19.65 whereas e, ranges from 60.75 to 46.66. Around
300 K, the temperature coefficientsof ct and 6, are
equal to 130 ppm/K and -720 ppm/K respectively.
These temperature coefficients enable to design microvave LGS resonators presenting a low temperature sensitivity. Preliminary measurements of LGS
dielectric losses are also presented.

1 Introduction
Telecommunication, space and metrological applications need significant improvements in the performances of microwave devices such as oscillators and
filters. These high technology applications can benefit from the availability of high purity single crystal
dielectrics combined with reliable cryocoolers achieving temperature as low as 10K. Sapphire (A1203)
exhibits ultra low losses in X-band and thus is the
most efficient material to build high
Quartz has been proposed for Ku-band and millimeter wave resonat0rs.~2~
Compact resonators with

high performances have been designed with high
permittivity dielectrics as Rutile (Ti02).6 LaA103
and MgO are currently used as substrata for HTS
films depositi~n.~
Nevertheless, the relative permittivity e, of these materials, presents a high temperature sensitivity which transforms temperature
fluctuations into frequency fluctuation^.^^^ High frequency stability can only be achieved with a sapphire resonator at ultra low temperature near 4K
limiting thus their range of applications?~1° At upper temperatures, some other solutions as mechanical compensated structures or composite resonators
have been studied. These structures are difficult to
design and to construct and suffer from mechanical
s e n ~ i t i v i t ~ . l l -Thus,
~ ~ . there is a great interest in the
measurement of other dielectric crystals to extend
the range of available materials for the microwave
resonator designer.
In this letter, we report measurements of relative
permittivity components and dielectric losses of Lanthanum Gallium Silicate (La3GasSiOl4, Langasite
or LGS) between 400K and 10K. LGS is an uniaxial crystal which has been firstly developed for
laser applications.15 It is now extensively used for its
good piezoelectric and thermal properties enabling
the design of efficient ultrasonic resonators and filters
operating in RF and VHF frequency ranges.1s~17118
Nevertheless, the thermal behavior of LGS dielectric
properties at microwave frequencies has never been
published up to now.

2

Permittivity measurements

Our permittivity measurement procedure is based on
the dielectric rod resonator method.lg A cylindrical
dielectric rod sample of diameter 4, length 1 and unknown relative permittivity E, is inserted between
the two parallel conducting plates of a Courtney-type
cavity similar to that described by Krupka et al.8 For
such a microwave structure, resonant mode frequencies can be computed with a great accuracy. Therefore, &, can be determined from the measured reso-

nant frequency of one particular mode of the Courtney cavity and by solving its characteristic equation.
It is a common use to choose the T E m mode which
is easily recognizable and weakly affected by the resonant structure imperfections. For an anisotropic
sample, the crystal c-axis has to be aligned with the
rod axis. We define et and e, as the relative permittivity perpendicular and parallel to the &axisrespectively. In the cylindrical coordinate of the resonant
structure, the relative permittivity tensor [e,] is

For this class of materials, et is computed as previously from the resonant frequency of the T&II
mode. Then, the measurement of the hybrid HE111
frequency enables to collect additional data required
to determine e,. We had at our disposal a large LGS
crystal of russian origin grown a few years ago. We
prepared a first cylindrical sample whose diameter is
# = 9.66 f 0.01 mm and length is 11 = 11.82 f 0.01
mm. The rod axis and the crystal c-axis are aligned
within lo. The Courtney cavity has an internal diameter of 60 mm and is made entirely in gold plated
OFHC cooper. Frequency and Q-factor measurements were performed with a network analyzer. At
300K, TEOII and HElI1 resonance frequencies are
6.66 GHz and 4.41 GHz respectively. The cavity containing the sample was placed on the cold finger of a
closed-cycle cryocooler (see fig 1).

Figure 2: Variation of the relative permittivity wmponent st perpendicular to the c-axis of Langasite crystal
with temperature

Figure 3: Variation of the relative permittivity compo-

Awl

nent C Z parallel to the c-axis of Langasite crystal with
temperature

In order to give a useful approximation of the thermal behavior of LGS, we fitted preceeding data with
forth-order polynomial laws assuming that:

e(T)w a
Figure 1: Experimental set-up for the measurement of
relative permittivity

Temperature regulation within 0.01K is performed
thanks to a PID temperature controler connected
with resistive heaters and a silicon diode sensor both
placed on the cold finger. After cooling down to 10K
the cavity temperature was slowly increased step by
step and measurements taken every 10K. Sample dimensions have been computed taking into account
the thermal expansion coefficients of LGS found in
the l i t t e r a t ~ r e Then
. ~ ~ by solving the characteristic
equations of TEoll and HElll modes, we extracted
et and E, as a function of temperature. Obtained
data are given in figures 1 and 2. The accuracy
in the values of et and e, is better than 1% mainly
limited by the uncertainty in the sample dimensions.

a

+~a3T3~ + azT2 + a l T + ao

(2)

Where coefficients ai are given in Table I for et and
e,.

3

Temperature coefficients of mode
frequencies

Compared with other crystals, LGS features a high
anisotropy ratio, i.e. e , / q w 3. Moreover et and
e, show temperature coefficient of opposite sign. At
ambient temperature:

This unique characteristic can be exploited to design
a self-compensated resonator as shown in figure 3.

Table 1: Coefficients of polynomial approximation
for LGS relative permittivity components
ai

et

€2

(K - i )
a4

6.49 x 10-l2

-7.49 x 10-lo

temperature coefficient of frequency is then positive.
At To = 294K and for HE112 mode, the two right
terms in equation (4) balance themselves leading to
a minimum in frequency temperature sensitivity. We
computed the turnover temperature for HE112 as a
function of the dielectric rod aspect ratio I / + (see
figure 4).

Experimental result

Figure 5: Calculated turnover temperature To as a
function of1/+ for HE112 mode of a Courtney cavity
loaded with a LGS rod diameter and 1 length.

+

Figure 4: Variation of the resonant frequencies with
temperature of three modes TEoll mode (circles and
left scale), TMoll mode (squares and left scale) and
HE112 mode (triangles and right scale)
This figure reports the frequency variation of three
modes of the Courtney cavity, i.e. TEoll, TMoll
and HE112, when temperature is raised from 200 K
t o 400 K. Note the different scale for HE112 which
is ten times smaller than the other one. T&ll and
TMoll modes have a quasi-linear frequency variation
with temperature, whereas HE112 mode presents a
turnover temperature, i.e. To = 294K. At To the
temperature sensitivity of HE112 is canceled at first
order. These behaviors can be easily understood
by neglecting the contribution of thermal expansion
which leads to a second order effect. In these conditions, the frequency temperature dependance of any
resonant mode of the structure can be written as:

where pt and p, are the electric energy filling factors
in the dielectric sample perpendicular and parallel
to the z-axis respectively. pt and p, are obviously
positive or null functions on the resonator geometry and permittivity. For TEoll mode, the electric
field is transverse, i.e p, = 0 and pt m 1. The resonant frequency depends only on € 1 and decreases with
temperature. For TMoll mode, the electric field is
essentially axial: p, w 0.73 and pt F=( 0.23. The

This calculation is based on the preceeding
measured permittivities and takes into account
the thermal expansions of LGS and copper. The
experimental turnover temperature agrees quite
well with the theoretical model strengthening our
confidence in the measured values of LGS permittivity components. The small departure from - 4 K
can be attribued to residual uncertainties in sample
dimensions and in thermal expansion coefficients of
LGS. Although Courtney cavity HE112 mode has
no real interest for direct applications, it proves the
feasibility of a self-compensated resonator. This
compensation mechanism can be extented to more
useful structures consisting of an isolated resonator
or a dielectric resonator mounted on a microstrip.

4

Dielectric losses

In a first attempt to evaluate LGS dielectric losses,
we implemented the method described by Kobayashi
.21 Another LGS rod of length 12 = 11/2 = 5.91 mm
has been cut from the same crystal. Sample 1 (11.82
mm length) and sample 2 (5.91 mm length) have
been successively inserted in the measurement apparatus and excited respectively on TI3012 and TEoll
modes. Prodived that l2 equals exactly 1112, these
modes have the same resonance frequency. Experimentally we observed a departure from 2 MHz for
a mean frequency of 8.8 GHz. Moreover the contribution of the surface resistance of the cavity copper
plates on Q-factor is the same for the two resonators.

In these conditions, the loss t a n g e n t tan6 of the macan be expressed as:

6
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Conclusion

LGS s a m p l e appear relatively
high compared to other more usual dielectric crystals. It should be noted that our s a m p l e does not
represent the state of the a r t of LGS crystal quality. G r o w t h techniques of LGS monocrystals are currently studied and improved.22 S u p p l e m a n t a r y measurements on new materials are needed to conclude
on the ability of LGS to be used for the design of
high-Q microwave resonators. Nevertheless, around
80K which is a t e m p e r a t u r e easily achievable with
low cost cryocooler, LGS offers the possibility to
built microwave resonators presenting Q-factor of
the order of 50,000 and low frequency sensitivity on
temperature fluctuations.
Dielectric losses of our
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Abstract : We report on the frequency stability, expected in a
cryogenic
solid-nitrogen-cooled temperature-stabilised
oscillator. The temperature fluctuations of both a liquid and a
solid nitrogen bath, at 77 K and 52 K, respectively, were
directly measured. Using a free runnning loop oscillator at
12.03 GHz, based on a temperature compensated composite
rutile-sapphire resonator, the temperature fluctuations in the
resonator were also measured. The results indicated that solid
nitrogen, due to its large thermal heat capacity, has an order of
magnitude lower temperature instability than liquid nitrogen.
The temperature fluctuations at the cavity resonator were
estimated to be of the order of 100 nK at 1s when immersed in
the solid nitrogen bath.
Keywords: Temperature stabilisation, Allan deviation,
fraction frequency fluctuations, thermometer

1. INTRODUCTION
To construct low noise and high stability oscillators, the high
Q-factor of sapphire is essential. This ensures good short-term
frequency stability resulting from a high sensitivity of the
control electronics to frequency fluctuations. However, to
improve the long-term frequency stability of the oscillator the
temperature induced frequency fluctuations should be
suppressed.
At liquid helium temperatures, frequency-temperature
compensation of monolithic sapphire resonators has been
achieved by the residual paramagnetic impurities of the order
of a few parts per million [I-21. Intentionally doped sapphire
with a larger concentration of
ions was used to raise the
temperature of compensation above 50 K [3]. Another
technique achieved compensation at about 10 K, in a
composite ruby-sapphire structure [4].

A mechanical compensation technique [5] involves a coupled
mode resonator to cancel the resonator's temperature
dependence above 77 K. Another technique utilizes composite
dielectric structures consisting of more than one low loss
monocrystal. For example, two very thin slices of
monocrystalline mtile were clamped tightly against the ends
of a cylinder of sapphire monocrystal [6-81.The temperature
coefficient of permittivity of sapphire and rutile are of
opposite sign and thus the temperature coefficient of the
composite resonator was annulled at temperatures above 50 K.
Such a resonator was used in the oscillator reported in this
paper.
In order to take full advantage of the reduced sensitivity to
temperature fluctuations in the resonator, and understand the
contribution temperature makes to an oscillator's frequency
stability, it is necessary to measure and control the
temperature fluctuations in the resonator under operating
conditions.

2. THERMOMETERS

Any temperature control system for a highly stable oscillator
or any temperature measurement system will have a
temperature sensitive element at its heart. In order to
determine which one would be the most suitable for our
application at temperatures accessible with liquid or solid
nitrogen, it was necessary to characterize the temperature
dependence of the commercially available resistancethermometers. The sensitivity of a resistance-thermometer is
defined as

where T is the temperature (in kelvin) and RThthe resistance
(in Ohms) across the thermometer at temperature T. A number
of thermometers were investigated and their dimensionless
coefficient or sensitivity compared (see fig. 1). Over the
desired temperature range (50 K - 77 K), the platinum
resistance thermometer (PRT) (curve 1) had the highest
sensitivity, and, as a result for this experiment, was chosen as
the best choice.
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Figure 1: Dimensionless coeflcients of 5 resistance
thermometers measured over the range of 50 to 77 K. Curve I
was a standard platinum strip (PRT),curve 2 a carbon-glass
Lakeshore CGR-1-2000 type, curve 3 an Alan Bradley
resistor, curve 4 a Neocera CvoHybrid, and cuwe 5 was a
Scientifc Instruments (USA) ruthenium oxide ROl05 type
thermometer.
Temperature

3. AC-BRIDGE READ-OUT
The measurement system implemented was a bridge with ac
excitation (see fig 2). The ac-bridge circuit was part of a
temperature controller supplied by Poseidon Scientific
Instruments PIL, Fremantle, Western Australia. The bridge
driving voltage (uo)was supplied by an on-board (150mV, 238
Hz) signal oscillator. The. bridge was balanced using the
variable resistor (RB). The 2 W1 and 10 R resistors were highprecision low-temperature coefficient type resistors. Only the

~

PRT and its leads were in the cryogenic environment. The
bridge error voltage was amplified by an ac-coupled amplifier,
then demodulated and read out on a DVM and recorded by
computer.

was sustained, the stainless-steel post provided good thermal
impedance, and allowed the temperature to be stabilised at a
chosen set point, above the bath temperature.

Figure 2: The ac bridge used to measure voltage fluctuations
in a Platinum resistance thermometer (labelled RPRT).

The bridge error voltage fluctuations at the output of the mixer
in fig. 4 (&,J are related to the temperature fluctuations of
the PRT by

is a parameter that characterises the
where &apRT
measurement system sensitivity, dT is the ambient temperature
fluctuations, RPRTis the resistance of the PRT at some mean
temperature To.
If the bridge stays balanced, the noise from the source is
rejected. (There was some systematic drift from this balance,
which was subtracted from the raw data). After taking the
statistical Allan variance [9] of fractional fluctuations of
temperature and voltage, the square root Allan variance or
Allan deviation of fractional temperature fluctuations (aT) was
calculated. From (2), the Allan deviation of fractional
temperature fluctuations (aT) is related to the Allan deviation
of fractional voltage fluctuations (rr,), by,

Figure 3: Simplifed design of the cryostat insert showing
brass vacuum can and composite rutile/sapphire resonator
loaded copper cavity. Black arrows indicate path of heatflow.

4. TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS OF THE
NITROGEN BATH
Using the circuit of fig. 2, the voltage fluctuations out of the
bridge were recorded with the PRT positioned in the cryogenic
fluid just above the brass vacuum can (see fig. 3). The results
are plotted in fig. 4 for the liquid nitrogen bath (curve 1) and
solid nitrogen bath (curve 2). The nitrogen was solidified by
pumping constantly on the fluid at a pressure below 10" tor.
The temperature was maintained at around 52 K. The
measurement system noise floor (curve 3) was measured with
a temperature-insensitive resistor. The solid nitrogen data
were very close to the noise floor at short integration times,
and should only be considered as an upper limit.
A temperature control circuit was designed with the control
PRT situated very close to a small 30 W foil heater, which was
attached to the copper post supporting the cavity (see fig. 3).
The copper post was connected to the brass vacuum can by a
stainless-steel post and 3 mounting bolts. When the vacuum

lntegra$on Time, r [s]
Figure 4: The Allan deviation of voltagefluctuationsout of the
bridge (normalised by the bridge sensitivityl. Curve 1 is for
the liquid nitrogen bath, curve 2 for the solid nitrogen bath
and curve 3 is the measurement system noisefloor.

The voltage fluctuations (0,) at the cavity (see control PRT in
fig. 3) for various set points between 58.5 K and 80 K were
measured. These voltage fluctuation measurements were not
significantly distinguishable from the noise floor (curve 3).
However, the results for the liquid nitrogen (curve 1) and solid

nitrogen above 10 s of integration time (curve 2) were
sufficiently above the noise floor to be significant.

a 16-min thick aluminum plate, with stainless screws. The
amplifier was thermally grounded to the base-plate. The
resonator coupling on both probes was approximately 0.005,
set previously to measure the Q-factor as a hnction of
temperature. This resulted in a resonator insertion loss of 44
dB. As a result, no Pound frequency discriminator and
electronic-noise-reduction servo was implemented. The
oscillator frequency was down-converted by beating it with a
HP8673G synthesizer locked to an Oscilloquartz 5 MHz
reference, and counted on a HP53131A frequency counter.

SLC resonator
1

10

liquid or solid nitrogen in

100

Integration Time, r [s]
Figure 5: The Allan deviation of fractional temperature
fluctuations of a liquid nitrogen bath (curve I) and a solid
nitrogen bath (curve 2) measured with the ac-bridge. Curve 3
are the measured room temperaturefractional fluctuations.
Using (3), the data in fig. 4 was converted into Allan deviation
(see fig. 5). A
of fractional temperature fluctuations (oT)
comparison is made between room temperature (curve 3) and
liquid nitrogen (curve 1) and solid nitrogen (curve 2).

frequency counter
HP53131A

mixer

5. THERMAL TIME CONSTANTS
The temperature controller stabilises the temperature at the
point where the PRT is located very close to the heater (see
fig. 3). The level at which we were able to control the
temperature at the cavity depends on the bath and temperature
control system but the temperature stability at the sapphire
resonator depends on the thermal resistance and heat capacity
of the sapphire dielectric itself. Using data taken from [lo] for
the thermal conductivity and the specific heat of sapphire and
rutile, the thermal time constants were calculated for a
composite rutilelsapphire resonator [l 1, 121. Because the mass
of the rutile is small with respect to sapphire, over the
temperature range, 50 K - 77 K, the thermal time constant for
the rutile rings (of 0.4 mm thickness) is 5 ...18 times less than
for the sapphire resonator alone. Therefore, provided the
surface contact zones of the rutile annuli and the sapphire do
not introduce large thermal resistance, the rutile rings do not
limit the time constant of the resonator. Surface roughness will
have the effect of increasing the time for the different pieces to
come into equilibrium with each other. Also it is worth noting
that in the sapphire dielectric the thermal time constant is 4 ms
and 72 ms at 50 K and 77 K, respectively. This indicates that
the thermal time constant associated with heat path shown in
black arrows in fig. 3 will come from the interfaces between
sapphire and the copper cavity lids and between the gaps in
the structure, which haven't been considered.
6. LOOP OSCILLATOR

With the temperature servo running, the temperature
fluctuations could not be measured Using the ac-bridge
because of the measurement system noise floor. For this
reason, a free running loop oscillator (fig. 6) was used to get
an estimate of the effects of temperature fluctuations on
oscillator frequency stability.
The loop oscillator incorporated a 11-14 GHz amplifier, a
custom-made band-pass filter, a mechanical phase shifter and
a mechanical attenuator in die-cast aluminium box anchored to

quartz reference

synthesizer

Figure 6: Schematic of loop oscillator used. Temperature
control servo is not shown.
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Figure 7: Allan deviation of fractional frequency (a,)at 77 K
without the temperature servo running with the vacuum pump
on (curve 1); a, at 60.5 K with the temperature servo and the
vacuum pump on (curve 2); a, at 77 K without the temperature
servo and vacuum pump o f (curve 3); cr, at 58.5 K with the
temperature servo and the vacuum pump on (curve 4). The
phase noisefloor is the Allan deviation offractionalfrequency
calculated from a phase noise measurement of the active
components of the loop oscillator under the same power
conditions and bandwidth as the 77 K oscillator.
To determine the stability of the HP synthesizer, we used a
similar synthesizer with both referenced by there own internal
quartz 10 MHz quartz oscillators, and recorded the beat
frequency of the two 12.03 GHz signals separated by about 65
kHz. The Allan deviation of fractional frequency fluctuations
for the synthesizer was calculated to be 1.1 x 10'12at 1 s rising
to 2.5 x
at 100 s. The Oscilloquartz reference oscillator
stability, and as a result
has been measured to have -3 x

the HP8673G synthesizer, referenced to this oscillator, would
have this stability too.
The Allan deviation of fractional frequency fluctuations was
plotted, in fig. 7, for the free running oscillator at 77 K
(without the temperature servo operating), but with the
vacuum pump running (curve 1). The 77 K measurement was
repeated without the vacuum pump running (curve 3). There
,were'no isolators installed in the long microwave coaxial
transmission lines leading to the cryogenic resonator (see fig.
3). Therefore, we would expect significant vibration
sensitivity due to frequency pulling effects of the probes. Also
changes in the bath level would result in temperature induced
frequency fluctuations from changes in the coaxial line
dielectric permittivity. This is observed with curve 1
significantly higher than curve 3.
Secondly, the Allan deviation of fractional frequency
fluctuations was plotted for various operating set points (60.5
K - curve 2,Sg.S K curve 4). In both cases the vacuum pump
was running constantly keeping the nitrogen solid, while the
30 W foil heater raised the cavity temperature to the set point.
The fractional frequency stability of the oscillator appears to
reach a measurement noise floor (curves 3 and 4 run into each
other).
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Figure 8: The absolute value of the dimensionless sensitivity
parameter (TfldYdT for the 12.03 GHz HB.,6 mode in the
sapphire-rutile compensated resonator (curve 2) calculated
from the measured data, compared with the dimensionless
sensitivity of the 11.88 GHz Hlr,l,s mode in pure sapphire
(curve 1).
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7. TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS IN RESONATOR
Provided temperature fluctuations are the dominant noise
mechanism, the fractional frequency fluctuations of an
oscillator may be related to the fractional temperature
fluctuations of the resonator by

After calculating the Allan deviation of both frequency and
temperature fluctuations, after re-arranging, (4) becomes

The dimensionless temperature coefficient of frequency (TCF)
(TdfddYdT for both compensated and pure sapphire was
calculated from measured frequency-temperature data and is
shown in fig. 8.
Knowing the oscillator's fractional frequency stability (q),
the fractional temperature stability (e)
can be calculated from
(5). From three measurements of oscillator frequency at 77 K,
60.5 K and 58.5 K aTwas calculated. It has been assumed
here that the frequency stability is solely due to temperature
fluctuations. This assumption was not completely valid for the
latter two temperature set points, as those measurements were
closer to the turning point temperature (TTP) of 53.8 K. For
these data the value of TCF is considerably reduced as
compared with the 77 K measurements. The 60.5 K and 58.5
K data were at least partially affected by other noise sources.
These include amplifier phase noise resulting in an oscillator
frequency instability at the 1.7 x 10"' level and length
variations of the coaxial microwave transmission lines coupled
to the resonator due to fluctuations of the ambient
temperature.

-

Integration Time, r [s]

Figure 9: Allan deviation of fractional temperature
fluctuations estimated from fractional frequency fluctuations
fig. 7) using the gradient of the frequency-temperature
dependence derived from the data in Jig. 8. Curve 1 was
calculatedfrom curve 3 in fig. 7. Curve 2 is inferred from the
order of magnitude lower Allan deviation of fractional
temperaturefluctuations of the solid nitrogen bath over that of
the liquid bath.

Therefore, by making sure that the frequency stability
measurement was dominated by temperature fluctuations, by
operating at a temperature where #/dT is large, we determined
the temperature stability at the cavity to be about 1 pK at 1 s
rising to 10 pK at 100 s (at To= 77 K).
From a comparison of the liquid and solid nitrogen
temperature fluctuations in fig. 5, the temperature fluctuations
at the cavity in a solid nitrogen bath (curve 2 in fig. 9) are
inferred to be an order of magnitude less than at the cavity in a
liquid nitrogen bath (curve 1). This means that fluctuations of
the sapphire loaded cavity (SLC) temperature at 52 K can be
estimated to be 100 nK at 1 s rising to 500 nK at 100 s.
To measure the temperature fluctuations more precisely using
the frequency data, the oscillator must be tightly locked to the
SLC resonance (making use of a Pound technique). This will
be implemented in the next phase of the development of the
temperature compensated-resonatoroscillator.
8. DISCUSSION

The fractional frequency of a frequency-temperature
compensated resonator sufficiently close to the turning point
(TTP) can be expressed as a quadratic function in (T-TTP).
When operating an oscillator with such a resonator, (4) must

be replaced by an equation in the second derivative. From this
we can derive

where AT = IT-TTPI, which represents the operating
temperature offset from the turning point.
The Allan deviation of fractional frequency fluctuations due to
temperature fluctuations was calculated from (6) based on the
estimate of temperature fluctuations (aT)
at the cavity in a
solid nitrogen bath (curve 2 from fig. 9). It was assumed that
AT = 1 m K and l/fddf/&),the fractional curvature was
measured in the Hs,l,smode at the TTp= 53.8 K to be 8 x 1 r 8
K-'. The result is a, = 6.4 x lo-'* at 1 s rising to 4 x IV" at
100 s. Therefore the temperature control requirements are
considerably relaxed, even increasing AT bv 100 times the
temperature induced noise floor is stilrless than the target of 1
x 1vL4at 1 s.
9. CONCLUSION

The temperature fluctuations of both a liquid and a solid
nitrogen bath, at 77 K and 52 K, respectively, were directly
measured. A solid nitrogen bath was found to have an order of
magnitude lower temperature instability than liquid nitrogen.
The temperature fluctuations in a resonator, filtered by a high
thermal impedence, were also measured. This yielded a value
of 100 nK at 1 s of averaging time. Calculations based on solid
nitrogen bath fluctuations, passively filtered at the cavity,
indicate that an oscillator with sub-1@14fractional frequency
stability at 1 s, due to temperature control, is a modest
expectation provided a temperature compensated resonator is
used.
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EXPEFUMENTAL CHARACTERIZATIONOF RAYLEIGH WAVE PROPERTIES ON A NEW DOUBLY ROTATED
QUARTZCUT .
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Abstract : The analysis of the Quartz properties has shown the
existence of unexplored angular domains for which Rayleigh
waves exhibit physical characteristics better than the ones of the
(ST,X) cut. This paper presents new results in the experimental
characterization of effective properties of a new M 1 y of quartz
cuts. Significant improvements of SAW devices on Quartz are
accessible using this new cut.

frequency stop band of single port resonators. Such devices are
used to fit the actual parameters of the SAW on the new cut
which are compared to the theoretical predictions. Finally, these
data are used to optimize the devices and to cancel this phase.
An example of a 71 MHz filter is presented to validate this
approach.

, Theoretical computation results

11.

I.

Introduction

The theoretical analysis of Rayleigh waves on piemelectric
The reduction of the thermal sensitivity of SAW devices built on substrates is mainly based on the standard linear harmonic
Quartz has been addressed by Schultz, Matzinger and Holland as models proposed in the late sixties (see for instance [2]).
soon as 1970 [I]. The first order Temperature Coefficient of However, more precise modeling tools have to be used to
Frequency (TCFl) was then calculated for all singly rotated cuts correctly determine the electromechanical characteristics of the
of quartz according to Campbell and Jones procedure [2]. The SAW under periodic gratings used to excite, detect or reflect the
existence of at least one crystal orientation exhibiting a TCFl surface wave in almost any SAW device. Such a theoretical
close to zero was pointed out and called (ST, X) cut. It is defined model [7] has been used in the present study to provide a
by the IEEE std 176 notation 131 (YX1)42,7S0. The (ST, X ) cut comprehensive description of the Rayleigh wave properties for
also exhibits attractive properties like its robustness to the different quartz cuts considered here. A particular focus is
technological implementation. Consequently, this cut has been proposed for a doubly rotated quartz cut with non zero
adopted by the SAW device designers as an industry standard propagation angle found to be temperature and stress
and billions of SAW devices have been produced on (ST, X) cut compensated, with a beam steering angle close to zero and a
substrates
2
coupling coefficient k, slightly larger than the one of the (ST,
Nevertheless, the evolution of industrial requirements of X ) cut [4]. This crystal orientation, fist proposed in [5], is
Intermediate Frequency (IF) filtering (ranging fiom 50 to 500 defined according to the IEEE Std-176 by the notation (YXwlt)/T
MHz) pushes the designers to use the (ST, X) cut at its very 20°, 35.S0, f 20" and is identified in the following as "the new
limits with always smaller package size. An investigation of cut". It was shown in [4] that the new cut provides better
Rayleigh wave properties on quartz has allowed to defennine a coupling as mentioned above, but also an improved reflection
new family of quartz cuts exhibiting better characteristics than coefficient on a single aluminum electrode, computed first
those of (ST, X) cut [4]. According to the results of this according to Datta and Hwinger approach [6].
theoretical systematic investigation, this new crystal orientation
has been selected to check the considered properties This result is particularly important because it allows to intend
experimentally (phase velocity, thermal sensitivity, reflection the reduction of the size of reflective grating, yielding a
coefficient). It is very close to an already tested orientation and significant compaction gain when considering the same spectral
correspond to cut angle $ = - 20°, 8 = - 3S0 and propagation function on the (ST, X ) cut. However, the Datta-Hunsinger
direction v=+20° [5]. One of the most interesting properties of calculation method is only an approximation of the SAW
this new cut is its negative reflection coefficient on a single reflection on shallow obstacles and it is now well known that
aluminum strip found equal to -1,S.hlA (0,5 WA for (ST, X) cut) more advanced models give a better understanding of the
using Datta-Hunsinger's model [6]. It is also theoretically more phenomenon (see for instance [7]). Consequently, this
coupled than the SAW industry standard cut ( K: = 1,36 960 to coefficient has been computed again using such a model
assuming Rayleigh propagation under infinite periodic
compare to the usual value of 1,16 %o) [4].
Aluminum grating for precisely determining the reflection
properties of the new cut. Figure 1 shows the general geometry
These results have been checked using the FEMIBEM model of the problem The results have shown an effective gain in
developed by Ventura & a1 [7]. Also, experimental reflection coefficient of 2.25 to 2.5 when using the new cut [4].
measurements have been performed to validate the theoretical This is clearly sufficient to offer attractive opportunities in the
calculations. The wave velocity has been measured, but also development of improved IF SAW filters compared to those
temperature sensitivity for different metal thickness and built on the standard ST cut.
compared to theory. The reflection coefficient has been also
measured, showing the good agreement between theoretical and
experimental results. Particularly in the present work, the
measurement of the phase of the reflection coefficient has been
performed using different experimental approaches (delay limes,
synchronous one-port resonators,. ..). The most precise
measurement compared to FEMBEM calculation is based on the
observation of resonance at the beginning and the end of the
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Whatever the explanation, this directivity property has to be
taken into account when using the new cut. The &st step
consists then in verifLing experimentally the existence of these
directivity properties and then to check its influence on an
industrial filter. It is then interesting to check the dependence of
this parameter versus the propagation direction to find corrected
cuts exhibiting no directivity properties.

-a3

Experimental measurements

111.

Period p, metallization ratio

A simple and efficient method to characterize the properties of
SAW under periodic grating on a given substrate consists in
fitting the experimental admittance of a single port synchronous
resonator using a mixed-matrix model [7, 91. This model
requires the following information :
- propagation velocity of the wave
On the other hand, the phase of this reflection coefficient is VW
magnitude of the reflection coefficient
equal- to 170" when computed with the Datta-Hunsinger r a
phase of the reflection coefficient
approach, which means that this cut exhibit small directivity CPm
attenuation coefficient of the wave
properties as in the case of the NSPUDT quartz, cut [8]. This
piezoelectric coupling factor
result can also be checked using the FEM/BEM approach which
gives access to a directivity factor [9] mespondiig to the half E
substrate permittivity
of the reflection coefficient phase. However, the calculation
propsed in [9] does not allow to definitely identify the sign of Experimental devices have been fabricated on 3" wafers of the
this phase. This point will be addressed again later. Computation new cut. Single port synchronous resonators have been built with
have been then performed far different values of h/2p and alp, 100 pairs of tinger in the transducer part, surrounded by mirror
yielding the following maps of the amplitude and phase of the gratings composed of 20 electrodes, the acoustic aperture being
reflection coefficient.
set to 20 wavelengths. The devices have been designed to
operate at 200 MHz ( I = 17.342 pm), the electrode thickness
being fixed to 380 nm.Different metallization ratio (0.525, 0.6,
0.71 and 0.78) have been also tested Also 3 propagation
directions have been tested ( y = lo0, IS0,20"). Figure 3 shows
an example of 4,parameter of an experimental device used to
perform the above mentioned fit.
Fig. I Geometry and dejnition of a single cell ofperiodic
gratings on quartzfor excitation and propagation of Rayleigh
waves
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Fig. 2 Map of the amplitude of the reflection coeficient (a) and
the directiviryfactor (8) of the new cut (dp variesfrom 0.2 to
0.8, h/2pfrom 0 to 5)
These maps confirm of course the large values of reflection
coefficient accessible using the new cut but they also show that
the directivity factor is affected by the mass loading (alp and
h12p). One can explain this dependence by considering that only
the complex amplitude of the mechanical displacements are
affected by this effect and not the potential one, yielding the
observed shift in the directivity property.

For single port resonators on directive substrate, 2 resonant
peaks are expected, respectively at the beginning and at the end
of the fkquency stopband. In the present case (cp,, close to
180°), the maximum amplitude of the resonance is found at the
end of the fiequency stop band while only a small contribution is
found at its beginning. In comparison, ody one resonance occurs
at the beginning of the stopband for such resonators on ST cut.
Starting fiom the data provided by the computation, one can
efficiently fit the actual values of the mixed-matrix model
parameters along the following procedure :
a - r,, is first adjusted to respect the spread of the fiequency
stopband

b -v, is then fitted to well predict the absolute Grequency value
of both responses
c --E is changed (if necessary) to exhibit the m e c t capacitance
value
d -a is determined to well represent the quality factor of the
pe& (ais hquency dependent)
e -cp, is then modified to have the correct magnitude ratio
between the 2 contributions
f - finally, k2 is determined to fit the effective peak magnitudes

1

Reflection coefficient fin % ) v s
Metailltation ratio alp psi.20.
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The quality of the fit procedure is illustrated in fig.4 fot the 2
contributions to S11 for one of the tested device.
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Fig,4 Results of thefit procedure, comparison between
experimental andptted Sll parameter: end (1st) and beginning
(p)of the stopband, alp =0.6,W2p=2.2%,y = 1 So, dmhed line
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It was then possible to verie the theoretically predicted tendency
concerning the evolution of the parameters versus the
metallization ratio. The following curves compare experimental
and theoretical predictions for the propagation direction yl= 20'
and give a good illustration of the capability of advanced models
to faiffilly predict the effective properties of SAW under
periodic gratings. The quasi perfect agreement between
experiments and predictions is obtained by slightly reducing the
parameter h/2p in the theoretical computations, within the
possible technology fluctuations (+/- 1%).

IF Filter design and fabrication

Using the above theoretical and measured electro-acoustics
characteristics of this new Quartz cut and taking advantage of
the high reflection coefficient, a very compact IF GSM Filter
has been designed and manufactured. The measured transfer
function is shown on figure and is comparable with the result
obtained with a GSM filter design on ST-cut Quartz. The filter
fits in a 10x6 mm2, the die dimension is 7.4x4mm2 and the
aluminum electrodes thickness is 8000A (compared to lOOOOA
for 13.3x6.5 mm2 package filter on ST-Cut QZ). This lower
thickness makes the filter center frequency less sensitive to
man-g
thickness and metallic ratio variations.
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P. Ventura, JM. Hodd, M. Sold, J. Desbois, J. Ribbe,
"Numerical methods for SAW propagation charaterization",
Proc. Of the IEEE Ultrasonics Symp., IEEE cat #98CH
36102, pp. 175-186,1998.

[8] P.V. Wright, "The natural single phase unidirectiomai
transducer : anew low loss transducer", Roc. of the IEEE
Ultrasonics Symp., pp. 5863,1985
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periodic IDTs built on unconventional orientation on
q d ' , Proc. of the IEEE Ultrasonics Symp., pp. 139-142,
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Fig6. an example of GSMfilter built on the new cut
(5 dB/div vertical scale, 200IrHddiv horizontal)
t

It was necessary to take precisely into account the influence of
the phase of the reflection coefficient to avoid unwanted side
lobes capable to reduce the rejection of the filter.
One can see that the filter response corresponds to specifications
required for this application. The filter is found temperature
compensated at 10°C and the IL exhibit a total variation of less
than 1 dB for the whole temperature range.
V.

Conelasion

A new triply rotated quartz cut has been theoretically and
experimentally found to exhibit b&er physical properties than
the standard (ST, X ) cut for IF SAW filter applications. Large
reflection coefficients have been experimentally measured,
allowing a significant reduction of aluminum thickness or chip
size compared to what is available on (ST, X ) quartz The phase
of the reflection coefficient has been particularly studied to
perfectly control its iduence on the filter responses. It appears
consequently that in many applications, the new cut can
advantageously replace the (ST, X ) cut.
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Abstract : Two approaches are developed allowing to
accurately model the physical characteristics of plate mode
devices and more particularly resonators. They are
respectively based on mixing boundary integral methods and
finite element analysis (BIM/FEA) and on pure finite element
computation. Considering infinite periodic structure and using
the harmonic admittance allow to determine the main
parameters of the wave propagation (velocity, coupling fiictor,
reflection, and so on) and is inserted in a mixed matrix model.
Comparison between theory and experiments is reported
I.

Introduction

A lot of work has been devoted to Acoustic Plate Mode
(AMP) devices for the development of sensors used in
gravimetry or for the measurement of pressure or
visaelasticity and so on [I, 21. The pure shear APMs are
particularly attractive because compatible with immersed
applications for which the smallest acoustic radiation from the
plate to the fluid medium is wanted Moreover, the capability
of the so-called transverse plates mode to exhibit high quality
coefficients when propagating under metal strip gratings [3]
allows one to expect the measurement of fine phenomena
(improvement of the sensitivity and of the resolution). F i y ,
it is possible to fabricate transverse plate mode resonators
exhibiting quality factor time's frequency product larger than
1013at frequency higher than 100 MHz using mixed strip and
groove gratings 141. The later point allows to investigate the
interest of transverse plate mode resonators used as high
spectral purity sources.
Even if some theoretical efforts have been performed to
understand the way these resonators work, particularly the
capabiiity of the resonator to present resonance at the
beginning and at the end of the frequency stop band of each
mode (especially on AT cut, propagation along Z'), no model
has been developed to simulate the electrical response of these
devices to the best of our knowledge. The existence of such a
model would allow to better understand the working principles
of these resonators, allowing to optimize their electrical
characteristics more efficiently than using experimental
measurements in a blind fold test behavior.

In the proposed paper, two different approaches are presented
allowing to predict the electrical harmonic admittance of
transverse plate mode structures taking into account the
iniluence of the electrodes for both excitation and mechanical
loading of the plate. The first approach is based on pure Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) calculations, the second one is based
on the cornbination of a Boundary Integral Method (BLM) to
simulate the electroacoustic properties of the plate and FEA to
describe the irduence of the metal strip on the propagation
characteristics of the wave. In this later case, the admittance of
a standard one-port resonator can be predicted assuming long
transducer structure. This approach is the most efficient to
simply characterize the properties of the different excited
modes provided above-mentioned alternate excitation
conditions. The pure FZ
! approach is more timing consuming,

the results are mesh dependent but it is possible to simulate
complete devices, provided the number of electrodes is not too
large in regard with theoretical standard computer capacities.
Comparison between experiments and predictions is reported
and discussed.
11.

Theoretical developments

Previous work has been devoted to understand the trapping
mechanism of pure transverse wave in line quartz plate [3, 41
but with simplified electrical boundary conditions. In this
work, considering the geometry of fig.1, real electrical
excitation conditions are considered.

Y+363x2

f

I

Quartz plate

Aluminum strip
of height h

I

-Period p, metallizationratio alp

i1

1

b:

Fig. I Geomeby of the problem
I1 1. FEA/BIMapproach
This approach was first developed by Ventura & al for the
characterization of Rayleigh wave properties under electrodes
of general shape [S]. The idea consists in computing the
behavior of the substrate via a Green's b c t i o n formalism and
the contribution of the electrode by FEA. Since the equations
of the model are fully developed, only the important parts the
analysis are recalled here. Fist, we consider a periodic
problem allowing to take into account only one period of the
grating. The model consists then in relating the generalized
displacements to the generalized surface stresses via the
following convolution equation :
U,(a.x ) =

IG; (w,x - x % (a,
~ xt&'

where G$ represents the periodic Green's function. Since this
equation cannot be solved directly, a Chebychev expansion of
the stresses and displacements is used as in 151, assuming also
the dependence of the generalized stress in $1-x2) :

11.3. Comparison between theoretical results

In this section, we compare the information delivered by both
models using a fit procedure based on the following
isomorphic representation of the mode contribution to the
harmonic admittance:
The main difference between [5] and the present calculation
consists in the dispersive behavior of the Green's function due
to the finite thickness of the plate. Fortunately, one can
demonstrate that the asymptotic behavior proposed in [5]
remains valid for the case of the plate. The contribution of the
electrode is performed exactly like in [5] and is not recalled
here. Finally, one has to solve a linear algebraic problem to
identify the weights of the stress development (2), allowing
the calculation of the charge under the electrode as follows :

where Vo is the potential excitation applied on the oh electrode
of the grating, according to the assumption of harmonic
excitation.

rl is equal to cos2(n$ and R(yl represents the residual behavior
of the harmonic admittance. Assuming an alternated excitation
+V/-V (i.e. @.5), the different fiequency stopbands of the
wave guide are scanned using both theoretical approaches as
reported in fig. 2. The agreement between the two proposed
model is found excellent concerning the spread of the
stopband. The corresponding frequency values are slightly
shilled (5'1~) because the influence of vacuum was neglected
in the pure FEA calculation. Table I compares the results
provided by the two approaches in terms of reflection
coefficient for a device according to the experimental one
(described in the next section).
Mode order vs
Reflection coefficient

11.2. Pure FBI calculations

In the pure FEA approach, the calculation of the whole
mechanical and electrical distribution is performed assuming
the very usual FEA principles. Such an approach has already
been implemented for Rayleigh waves [6] but not for other
polarization (to the best of our knowledge). Two elements
have been specially developed to allow the computation of the
most general polarization and pure shear phenomena
respectively. These elements exhibit respectively 4 and 2
degrees of fieedom (dof), i.e. u,, u2 (the displacements in the
sagittal plane), U S and qi Only the results corresponding to the
2 dof element are reported here since rigorously identical to
those provided by the 4 dof one (in quartz YZ, sagittal field
are not coupled). The theory is simply based on the resolution
of the system :

Mode 1
Mode 2
Mode 3
Mode 4

R (module and
P-)
(FEAIB~
.18 / 86.4'
.265 / 86'
.255 / 72'
,244 / 26.5"

IR/(pure
FEA)
.18
.27
.26
.25

Table I Comparison between refection coeflcient obtained
using the two implemented models

[K- w 2 ~ l u =} {f}
where K and M are the sti&ess and mass matrices
respectively, and u the generalized solution vector (in our
problem, the right hand side of eq. (4) is left free). This
problem is solved assuming periodic boundary conditions (see
fig. 1) given by :
where y is the same excitation parameter as the one used in
[5]. Once eq.(4) is solved taking (5) into account, the
admittance is then simply obtained by the sum of the charge
under the electrode times the angular fiequency as follows :
N

Y=j@=joZQ"
n=l

(6)

where Q" represents the nodal charge under the electrode. It is
important to underline that nothing else is required to make
this calculation but these equations and a well prepared mesh,
i.e. respecting a regular distribution of elements without
stretched or compressed anomalous geometry. From 500
elements and 2nd degree interpolation, results were found
stable.

-1e-006

63.5

63.55

63.6

63.65

-3e-006
63.7

Fig. 2 Comparison betweenfrequency stopbank predicted for
the first mode using the two proposed theoretical approaches

(a): pure FEA ( b): FEA/BIM
(the corresponding model
parameters are those of the experimental setup)

and propagation of elastic waves on dispersive media Finally,
the possibility to model finite length devices using pure FEA
will be explored

One can note that the two first modes are very directive, the
other ones exhibiting less directivity (the 5~ mode is found
non directive, higher modes too). Although the pure FEA
analysis seems to provide identical information about the
phase of the reflection coefficient (the sign of Y, changes in
the middle of the fkequency stopband), the form of the pole
amplitude is so different than the usual one that we prefer not
discuss it.

I1 4. P-Matrixfor APM devices
Once the parameters of any given mode have been identified
accurately, it is possible,to insert them in a P-matrix like
model to compute the electrical response of given
synchronous devices like resonators or delay lines. In that
matter, one hqs to identify the beginning and the end of the
fi-equencystopband which directly provides the phase velocity
g, and the reflection coefficient sin(4). The magnitude of the
mode contribution at these two hquency locations are also
needed to identify the coupling strength G and the directivity
6.All these terms are computed using the rules given in [7].

III.

Experimental assessment

An experimental device working at low frequencies has been
hbricated to allow a better separation of the different modes
and particularly of their electrical admittance. Single port
resonators have been manufactured on (YXlt) 36",90° quartz
plate of thickness 125pm. The number of periods of the
interdigital transducer was 200, and 200 electrodes were used
in the mirror gratings. The grating period was 40 pm (A 80
pm), the electrode height was set to 400 nm (W;2=0,5%) and
the metallization ratio d p = 0.8. Figure 3 shows the
admittance of the &vice measured using an network analyzer
in reflection mode. In comparison, the harmonic admittance at
e . 5 provided by the proposed models is reported, showing
the good prediction of the mode distribution in both cases.
Another result is reported in fig.5 showing the 4* mode and
the P-matrix model. Although the exact form of the
admittance is not given by the model, one can well identify the
major amusto-electric contributions of the considered plate
mode. This result proves that simulating accurately any plate
mode using the P-matrix approach can be efficiently
performed and the electrical response can therefore be
optimized using standard design tools.

IV.

Conclusion

Two theoretical approaches have been developed and
numerically implemented to predict the electrical response of
transverse plate mode resonators. Particularly, it was shown
that NSPUDT phenomena are predicted and measured for the
first modes of the plate, the other being excited
conventionally. These theoretical models provide trustful
information about the mode properties which can be used in a
standard design procedure for optimization purpose, as
demonstrated here. Furthermore, their capability to take into
account complicated non homogeneous surface conditions
allows one to imagine new kind of structure for the excitation

Frequency (MHz)
Fig. 3 Experimental admittance of the test device, comparison
with theoretical harmonic admittance
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Abstract : An analytical method assuming infinitily
thin excitation electrodes is presented in this paper
t o modellize Interface Waves properties. This theoretical analysis is then applied for standard crystal
cuts often used in acoustic wave devices. A comparaison between Interface Waves and Surface Acoustic
Waves (without any mechanical effect of the metal
strips) is performed, pointing out the dependance of
different acoustic wave properties in terms of reflection coefficient, phase velocity, attenuation and electromechanical coupling factor on the studied configuration compared t o SAW' ones.

1 Introduction
Acoustic waves propagating along a plane interface
between two semi-infinite solids were theoretically
predicted by Stoneley in 1924 [I]. They were partially studied for many years, but have received a
particular attention since the development of elastic
wave devices for signal processing applications (delay lines, filters, resonators, etc.). Interface waves exhibit totally different properties than surface acoustic waves and much work has been done to identify optimal configuration for efficient excitation and
propagation of such waves using piezoelectric coupling.
In this paper, the harmonic admittance according to the Blotekjaer approach is computed using a
boundary effective permittivity a t the interface between two piezoelectric semi-infinite materials in order to compare propagation parameters of interface
waves propagating a t the interface with SAW' ones.
No mechanical contributions are taken into account
in this model t o allow analytical calculations, so electrodes are assumed infinitely thin and just introduce
a charge distribution a t the excitative interface.
Depending on the material combination and crystal cuts, a modal selectivity is first pointed out with
excitation of different kind of waves from elliptically
polarized ones to longitudinal leaky modes. The
phase velocity, propagation losses and electrome-

chanical coupling are extracted from the harmonic
admittance, and the electric reflection coefficient is
also calculated. Calculation of the thermal sensitivity of acoustic wave devices is done by using the
method developped in [2]. Computations are performed for standard materials like Quartz, LiNb03,
LiTa03.

2

Principle of the numerical
analysis

The bimorph substrate response to an electric charge
distribution along the excitation interface is modellized by computation of the effective permittivity
Eeff (fig. 1).

u
Medium I1

Figure 1: Definition of the studied geometry
Penetration coefficient n; are obtained by solving
the Christoffel equation in the Fourier domain, and
four of them are selected according to some physic
principles (evanescent waves toward the bulk of semiinfinite material). Thus, the mechanical displacements, electric potential, normal stresses and electric displacement's discontinuity are written as the
combination of four partial waves with weighting coefficients. Assuming that the experimental devices
are infinite in the 2 3 direction, expressions (x3 coordinate independant) are obtained as follows in each
medium :

Then, equations of continuity conditions at the interface between the two media give a complete system in terms of coefficients A: and Aff. To solve this
problem with no more hypothesis about the charge
density at the plan 2 2 = 0, the Kramer's method
yields the following expression of ~ , f p[3] :

where Q is the electrical load representing the electric charge distribution introduced by interdigital
transducer.
This scalar parameter takes into account all piezoelectric coupled acoustic waves propagating on a
multilayer substrate. To include a periodicity condition in the charge distribution (according to the fact
that gerieration and detection at interdigital transducers generate a charge density under metal strips
(fig. 2)), the harmonic admittance defined according to [4] is now considered, neglecting metal fingers
thickness so that no mechanical effects are taken into
account in the model.

I

Me i u m l

j

Around a pole corresponding to an acoustic wave
close to s = 0.5, the T(w, s) variation can be locally
fitted with a function defined in the mixed matrix
approach as follows :

(4)

where the pole coordinate is denoted yc, and the
first and second terms are proportional to the capacitive coupling and the acoustical coupling respectively. The T, and S, = cos2(rycc)evaluation in an
analytic manner enable one to precisely caracterize
the stopband edges fin and fOut : in the stopband,
~ o s ~ (is rnegative
~ ~ ~ whatever
)
the wave considered
(SAW or Leaky wave). These two parameters contain a lot of information but limited here around the
reflexion coefficient I r ( (purely electric) fixed as:
IT,=

with s = yp, A = r a l p and this normalized T(w, s )
including all harmonics (even those with orders out
of the range defined by [N1, N2]).

- fin

+

fin

)

The thermal sensitivity is also calculated using the
classic Campbell & Jones approach. To describe the
relative frequency shift versus the temperature, an
effective set of constants are computed for each temperature: the phase velocity extracted from the effective permittivity, coupled with the thermal expansion yields the synchronism frequency of acoustic devices for each temperature. A fit by a parabolic function gives two coefficients:

f

According to Floquet's theorem and Fourier transform theory, the parallel electric field and the normal
electric displacement are developped over one period.
Then all the continuity equations are solved using
Legendre polynoms P, and mathematical identities
mentionned in [5], in order to determine a set of coefficients a, :

fout
fout

Af
-(AT)

Figure 2: Geometry of one period p of infinite periodic metal strips (a : metal finger's width)

sin (n

= C T F l .A T

+ C T F 2 . AT)^

(6)

The second order C T F 2 become important when
the first order coefficient is close to zero. This
method was tested on surface acoustic wave devices
and gave some accurate results for CTF1. But close
to compensated crystal cuts, the model isn't able to
predict very precisely the two coefficients due to basic hypothesis. Thus, results about the C T F 2 aren't
accurate, but C T F l is sufficient to detect approximatively the cuts exhibiting a frequency stability
versus the temperature.
These numerical models are applied to study materials such as quartz, lithium niobate and tantalate in
order to compare the propagation parameters of surface acoustic waves propagating along a metallized
surface on a semi-infinite substrate, with those of interface waves using twice the same material on both
side of the excitation interface.

3

LiNb03, LiTa03 and Quartz
substrates

Three standards materials often used in acoustical
devices are studied. First at all, the modal selectivity
phenomenon is pointed out considering the case of a
ST Quartz substrate (fig. 3).
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Figure 5: Comparaison of effective permittivities
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Figure 3: Comparaison of effective permittivities
versus velocity for SAW and IW on ST Quartz
First, the Rayleigh wave , with an elliptic polarisation in the sagittal plane and a metallized phase velocity about 3.15575 km/s, disappears in the IW configuration. Second, the longitudinal bulk wave becomes a real interface wave (Leaky Interface Wave),
mostly polarized along the propagation axis.
The waves considered are different, consequently
modifying the thermal sensitivity of acoustic waves
(fig. 4).

versus velocity for SAW and IW on 64 LiNb03
Thus, the first IW, which is guided by the interface wihout any losses, is not coupled enought to be
of any use. The second one, with a phase velocity
around 4.49065 km/s, exhibits an important attenuation coefficient a = 30
dB/& approximatively
twenty times the attenuation coefficient for SAW on
the same substrate (tab. 1). In figure (6) appear the
dispersion curves obtained with this cut of lithium
niobate: the stopband widhts, so the coefficient I r /
are similar in both configurations.

2

Frequency in MHz
Semi-infinite substrate
Boundary waves
-0-.
--C
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SP
. .* .
..+..
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Figure 6:
Figure 4: Synchronism relative frequency shift versus temperature for SAW and IW on ST Quartz
Considering the case of the 64 Y X LiNbO3 substrate, the two shear bulk waves are transformed into
transversaly polarized interface waves (fig. 5) with
different coupling factor (proportionnal to the pole
amplitude).

Comparaison between the dispersion
curves of Interface Waves and Surface Acoustique
Waves with a 64 Y X LiNbO3 substrate

Table 1 contains data for these three materials
( S T Quartz, 36 Y X LiTaOa and 64 Y X LiNb03)
including the results obtained for surface waves and
interface waves applying the same method.

v in

kmls

'

S T Quartz
SAW
3.15575 0.
S T Quartz
IW
5.74403 0.08
36 Y X
SAW L i T a 0 3 4.11296 0.7

36YX
IW LiTaOa
4.11378 6.6
64 Y X
S A W L i N b 0 3 4.47171 1.5
64 Y X
IW LiNbO3
4.49065 30.

CTFl
ppm/K

0.11

0.04

0.6

0.02

0.007 -22.1

[3 ] D.P. Morgan, Surface-wave devices for signal processing, vol. 19, Elsevier, 1985

6.1

2.16

-27

[4 ] K . Blotekjaer, K.A. Ingebrigtsen, H . Skeie, A method

6.1

2.18

-25

12.5

4.26

-75

16.6

5.42

-75.3

Table 1 :Results obtained by coupling two similar
substrates
Generally, the waves parameters are different between the two configurations, but they change in different manners. The three combinations studied in
this paper and correponding to an optimization of
propagation parameters for SAW devices, aren't appropriate for IW configuration.
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[2 ] J . J . Campbell & W . R . Jones, A method for estimat-
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Conclusion

It has been shown that Interface Waves' properties
are different from that of SAW. When IW exists,
their velocities can be easily deduced from the slowness curve of materials (when two materials are symetrically combined together), but the efficiency of
the coupling and the reflexion coefficient per period need a numerical analysis. Since it modifies
the acoustic wave polarization, the IW configuration
can be used to obtain improved parameters with the
same material (LiTaOs,...) and the same technology
t o generate and detect acoustic waves (interdigital
transducers).
The analytical model presented in this article is
still available to study combination of two differents
materials [6]. As shown in previous work, particular
couples of materials and angular orientations allow
to significantly reduce the propagation losses corresponding to wave partially radiated toward the bulk
of the substrates from both side of the interface [7]
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1. ABSTRACT
A new fast quasi-longitudinal leaky mode exists on the
ordinary YZ cut of lithium niobate. The wave
corresponds to a complex valued singular point of the
effective permittivity function. Due to the trapping effect
under large mass and stress periodical loading the new
mode effectively resonates in long interdigital
transducers. The admittance characteristics of a
synchronous SAW resonator exhibit a typical resonance
behavior in the frequency region slightly below the
frequency of skimming longitudinal bulk wave. The
measured Q-factors at resonant and anti-resonant
frequencies are equal to 32 and 30 respectively. The
fractional bandwidth equals 3 percent. The effective
wave velocity of the mode approximates the value of
6000 mls.
Keywords: leaky surface acoustic wave, pseudo-SAW
mode, resonators.
2. INTRODUCTION

The pseudo-surface acoustic waves (SAW) otherwise
referred to as the leaky SAW find expanding
applications in low loss - SAW filters for mobile
communication systems. These waves have a higher
propagation velocity and electromechanical coupling
constant than Rayleigh SAW in piezoelectric crystals,
that makes possible increasing the operating
frequencies and bandwidths of SAW filters required in
modern systems.
The fast leaky surface acoustics waves with low
intrinsic attenuation have been reported in lithium
tetraborate and some other crystals [Ref. 1-21. The
propagation velocity of these waves approximates the
velocity of longitudinal bulk wave that makes possible
significant increase in operating frequencies of SAW
filters [Ref. 31.
It has been shown recently in [Ref. 41 that the
admittance of a long interdigital transducer (IDT) with
thick aluminum electrodes on several cuts of lithium
niobate (LN) and lithium tantalate (LT) exhibits the
excellent resonance behavior. The authors of [Ref. 41
refer to longitudinal leaky SAW grating modes
propagating in periodic systems of thick metal
electrodes.
The leaky SAWS are usually associated with
singularities of effective permittivity function (EPF)
analytically continued from the real axis of slowness
into the complex plane [Ref. 51. The singular points for
known FLSAW are located in "sub-sonic" region that is
slightly higher on slowness axis than the branch point of
longitudinal bulk wave skimming along the crystal
surface. However, for many cuts of LN and LT the

effective permittivity function does not show
singularities near the longitudinal branch point. It has
been recently shown in [Ref. 61 that in LN and LT the
singular points of effective permittivity function can be
located in "super-sonic" region. The characteristic
feature of the new high velocity pseudo SAW is that the
singularities of effective permittivity can be located far
enough from the real axis of slowness. This means that
the intrinsic attenuation of these waves reaches the
value of the order of one dB per wavelength. The
calculations of [Ref. 4, 61 show that the attenuation can
be significantly reduced when the waves propagate in
periodic systems of thick metal electrodes.
The measurements of admittance characteristics of
synchronous SAW resonators confirm the existence of
the new mode and agree satisfactorily with theoretical
calculations.
3. EFFECTIVE PERMITTIVITY
The effective permittivity function (EPF) is known to be
the ratio of surface charge to electric potential
harmonics for a piezoelectric half space, and it is a
basic tool in investigations of SAW propagation and
excitation phenomena [Ref. 71.
In calculations of real space fields of surface excitation
sources, the EPF is continued from the real axis of
slowness into the complex plane. The continuation
procedure assumes the localization of branch points
and drawing appropriate cut lines. As a result a single
valued analytic function of effective permittivity is
determined [Ref. 51. The singularities of EPF located at
complex values of slowness correspond to leaky SAW
modes.
In numerical calculations, the cuts are drawn vertically
up as a most convenient way, and the singular points of
known FLSAW are usually occur in subsonic region that
is slightly higher on slowness axis than the longitudinal
branch point.
To illustrate location of singularities, figure 1 shows the
real and imaginary parts of EPF for LN A-orientation as
it mentioned in [Ref.4]. The Euler angles are equal to
(60°, go, 0') referenced to YZ cut. The complex plane is
shown schematically by the right axis of imaginary part
of slowness. The resonance like behavior after the
branch point at 0.2312 is associated with the quasi
shear leaky SAW. A numerical procedure to position
poles based on drawing the vertical cuts gives the
complex slowness ~~=0.23943+i.0.002222.However
the same procedure fails to find out a pole near the
branch point at sb=0.14630. The pole location can be
determined when the continuation procedure starts from
a real valued slowness located slightly higher than the
branch point and reaches the complex values of

from [Ref. 91, the pole Sm= 0.13518+i~0.0044577 is
located in supersonic region that is slightly lower than
the branch point sb=0.13617 [Ref. 101.

4. CALCULATION OF INFINETLY LONG IDT
The method of EPF assumes that the interface between
vacuum and a piezoelectric half space is free of
mechanical stresses. Therefore, the method is well
suited for investigations of eigen modes or wave
excitation by pure electrical sources. However, in low
loss SAW filters periodic structures of rather thick
electrodes are widely used to obtain desired
performances. Long transducer-type resonators with Al
Slowness (slkm)
electrodes as thick as 8% or even 10% of wavelength
are widely used as building blocks for ladder type filters,
Figure 1: EPF for LN-A. The solid and dashed lines
also known as impedance element filters (IEFs) [Ref.
refer to real and imaginary part respectively. The solid
111. Because of strong reflectivity and coupling, the
squares show branch points, and the crosses represent
interaction
of the LSAW with the electrode system is
poles.
fairly local with the characteristic length of 10 fingers or
so, while the transducer structure typically includes a
slowness with real part less than the branch point. Such
few
hundreds fingers. In many aspects, such a structure
continuation corresponds to the curved cut shown in the
behaves
as infinite, the finite length being manifested
figure by bold solid line. The pole is located at
only in small ripples in the passband and in some
~~=0.14621+i~0.0023612,
the real part of which is
secondary effects. In practice, the dependence of the
slightly lower than the branch point.
admittance on frequency is all that is required to be
The new pseudo SAW wave exists on the ordinary YZ
known to use the resonators as "building blocksnfor IEF
cut of LN. Fig.2 shows the EPF for this cut. The
design.
electrically coupled waves have only two elastic
As an alternative to the method of effective permittivity
components, and only two branch points are shown as
the approach of harmonic admittance [Ref. 1I]is known
solid rectangles. The pole is located at
as a powerful tool for analyzing SAW excitation and
~~=0.13932+i.0.0038327,
that is slightly higher than the
propagation in periodic arrays of heavy metal
longitudinal branch point sb=0.13846. The characteristic
electrodes.
feature of the quasi-longitudinal leaky wave is a rather
In our calculations we used a particular case of the
high intrinsic attenuation, that on metallized surface of
harmonic admittance method, when the excitation
YZ-LN
can
be
estimated
as
2 ~ ~ 8 . 6 8 ~ phases are opposite between adjacent electrodes. This
Im(~m)lRe(~~)=1.5
dB1h. The numerical values were
case directly describes an infinitely long IDT. The
obtained using the material constants of LN taken from
calculation method is similar to that of [Ref.l2], and
[Ref. 81.
uses the periodic Green's function to represent waves in
a substrate and the finite element method (FEM) to
describe elastic motion in electrodes. The periodicity of
IDT, thickness of aluminum electrodes and
mettalization ratio are assumed to be A, h and 0.5
respectively.
Figure 3 shows the calculation results of the transducer
admittance referenced to one electrode pair as a
function of frequency. The curves in this figure show the
admittance for various values of h/A. It is seen that
there is an optimum value of h/;l=0.08 at which the
admittance exhibits rather high resonance behavior.
The fractional bandwidth is determined as (fa-fr)/fa and
equals 3.8% at the optimum value of h/A=0.08. The
velocity of the supersonic FLSAW on YZ LN near
resonant frequency approximates the value 6200 mls
Slowness (slkm)
It was shown in [Ref.l2], that heavy periodical loading
can significantly reduce the attenuation due to the
Figure 2: EPF for YZ LN.
leakage of the quasi shear pseudo mode in YX+64' LN.
The energy radiation into the bulk wave disappears
It should be noted that the pole in YZ-LN is very close
when the leaky SAW velocity makes less than that of
to the branch point. The calculated position of the pole
the slow shear bulk wave, and the leaky SAW behaves
relative to the longitudinal branch point can be
as a pure SAW. A similar trapping effect occurs for high
dependent on small variations of material constants.
velocity leaky modes on YZ-LN.
When the total set of material constants for LN is taken

Figure 5 shows the measured real and imaginary parts
of admittance on YZ-LN. The admittance exhibits a
typical resonance behavior of inductive type in the
restricted region between resonant and anti resonant
frequencies.

Norrnallized frequency f.h, GHzym
Figure 3: Calculated admittance characteristics of a
long IDT on the surface of YZ LN.
As an additional evidence of quasi-longitudinal nature of
the new mode, figure 4 shows particle displacements at
the electrode - substrate interface at resonant
frequency. It is seen that the longitudinal particle
displacements are predominant as compared to shear
vertical displacements.

Frequency, MHz
Figure 5. The measured admittance response of a
synchronous one-port SAW resonator. Solid and
dashed curves refer to imaginary and real part
respectively
The fractional bandwidth estimated as (fa-fr)lfa is equal
to 3%, and an effective propagation velocity
approximates the value 6000 mls, that is 1.7 times
larger than the velocity of Rayleigh SAW on YZ-LN.
As a comparison between theory and experiment figure
6 shows the absolute value of admittance along with
calculated data. The results agree satisfactorily.

The number of nodal point
Figure 4. The particle displacements at the interface
between electrode and substrate. The circles refer to
longitudinal displacements. The rectangles show shear
vertical particle displacements.

5. EXPERIMENT
To check the existence of high velocity leaky mode on
YZ-LN and evaluate the predicted results for infinitely
long lDTs the admittance characteristics of
synchronous one-port SAW resonators with the
periodicity of electrode structure of 4 pm were
measured. The thickness of electrodes was equal to
0.32 pm, that exactly corresponded to the optimum
value of h/A=0.08. The number of electrodes in lDTs
was 100, and the aperture length was 122. Shortcircuited reflectors of 67 electrodes were used to
exclude the energy dissipation at the ends of lDTs
A network analyzer HP8753D was used to measure the
scattering parameter S11 that then re-calculated into
the admittance responses.

Frequency, MHz
Figure 6. Comparison between theory and experiment.
The solid curve shows the absolute value of admittance
response. The dashed curve refers to calculated data.
The quality factors at resonant and anti resonant
frequencies were calculated as [Ref.4]

and found to equal 32 and 30 respectively. While the

calculated data of quality factors were Qr=200 and
Qa=1200. The discrepancy might be attributed to the
intrinsic attenuation at high frequencies in the substrate
material as well as in rather thick electrodes.
6. CONCLUSION

The new high velocity pseudo SAW mode exists on the
ordinary YZ cut of LN. Due to the trapping effect of
strong mechanical loading, the admittance response of
a synchronous one port SAW resonator YZ LN exhibits
a typical resonant behavior. The mode due to its high
propagation velocity is promising for application in high
frequency resonator filters. Additional investigations of
loss mechanisms are to be done.
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Abstract-In this work, we study theoretically the operation of surface-acousticwave (SAW) reflectors on the
second harmonic. There is a renewed interest on second harmonic reflectors for high-frequency devices and
for sensor and tag applications. Here, we demonstrate
that the reflectivity of the 2nd harmonic reflectors can
be very high, e.g., on 128'-LiNb03. We have simulated
performances of a few typical SAW devices with such
reflectors. For 128"-LiNb03, rigorous simulations for
test structures tailored to extract losses due to bulk scattering suggest total losses, inside the stopband, for the
second harmonic to be on the same order as those for
fundamental harmonic operation.

I. Introduction
The frequency range 3-5 GHz holds great potential
for several SAW applications (e.g. tags and UMTS
and WLAN filters). However, the required linewidths
being at or beyond the limits of current lithographic
mass-production techniques, the production yield remains poor. One possible approach to facilitate the
fabrication is to employ reflectors operating at the second or higher harmonic stopband.
Another motivation for studying higher harmonic
reflectors is that considerable reflectivities may be obtained on substrates such as 128OYX-LiNb03, where
the reflectivity at the fundamental harmonic is low.
The combination of the low spurious level of 128OYXLiNbO3 with high reflectivity would be very attractive
for SAW sensor and tag applications.
The properties of reflectors at harmonic frequencies
are not very well known, although first studies [I] have
shown that the reflectivity can be rather strong. Experimental work towards this direction has been done,
e.g., by Campbell and Edmonson [2], who studied the
properties of a harmonic one-port resonator on 64OYXcut LiNb03. In this work we attempt to characterize
the reflectors by theoretical means.

Fig. 1. Numerical experiment where an infinite periodic
grating is driven by mechanical forces acting at the
interface between the electrodes and the substrate.
11. Methods
As our method of investigation, a two-step procedure is applied. First, the velocities v and the reflectivities in the gratings are initially characterized using a FEM/BEM simulator for infinite periodic electrode arrays [3]. The most promising structures are
then subject to considerably slower but more realistic
FEM/BEM simulations of finite structures [4].
There are methodological difficulties related to the
numerical characterization of infinite periodic electrode arrays operating at the second harmonic. For
even-order harmonics f2n = nv/p, where p denotes
the pitch of the array, the electromechanical coupling
coefficient of the SAW eigenmodes tends to vanish.
To circumvent the ~roblemswith electric sources. we
follow the general idea of mechanical excitation, a possibility mentioned by Ventura et nl. [5]. Mechanical
sources, i.e., oscillating stress forces f ( z ) acting at the
electrode-substrate interface, are employed to drive the
grating in the harmonic configuration with the excitation wavenumber y close to zero, see Fig. 1. The
resulting resonances in such a numerical experiment
enable one to detect the edges of the stopband and,
hence, the center frequency and reflectivity.
The complete dispersion relation-especially the attenuation due to the scattering into bulk wavesremains difficult to evaluate from simulations of the
infinite arrays. Further complication are the potentially significant losses due to SAW-BAW scattering
at the discontinuities between the reflectors and the

ducer can be identified.
The source being in port 1, it is justified to assume that the admittances observed in ports 2 and 3
are proportional to the corresponding acoustic wave
amplitudes. Thus, energy comparison serves as evaluating the losses:
Fig. 2. Resonator with second harmonic reflectors.

IDT, not taken into account by periodic simulations.
Hence, rigorous FEM43EM simulations of finite structures [4] are carried out for the most interesting cases.
The asynchronous one-port resonator in Fig. 2 is used
as the test structure. The coupling-of-modes (COM)
model is employed to analyze the results of the simulations and to compare them with those of the periodic
FEMIBEM simulator.

Fig. 3. Test structure for evaluation of attenuation. In the
simulation for 128"LiNb03, values Ntl = 10, Nt2 =
Nt3 = 8, Ng = 80, Xo = 4 pm, W = 32 pm, wl = 100
pm, w2 = 170 pm, and ws = 30 pm were used.

By introducing proper test structures, rigorous simulations also offer a means to estimate losses due to
bulk scattering. In this work, a structure consisting
of a transmitting transducer, two receiving split-finger
transducers, a reflector placed between the receiving
transducers, and gaps with different widths between
the test structure building blocks (see Fig. 3), was
used to address the scattering losses. The responses
in the receiving transducers (ports 2 and 3), calculated in terms of Y-parameters, contain contributions
attributed to multiple reflections from the reflector and
the transmitting (port 1) transducer. However, the reflections from the receiving transducers are negligible
due to the split-finger geometry. Through time gating
the direct signal, transmitted from the source transducer and received at the first split-finger transducer,
can be separated from the contribution of the signal
reflected back from the grating. Correspondingly, the
direct signal received in the second split-finger trans-

where the superscripts d and r refer to the direct and
reflected signals, respectively.
111. Results
The periodic structure simulator with mechanical
sources was used to determine the velocity and reflectivity on the 128OYX-cut LiNb03, supporting
a Rayleigh wave, and on 64OYX-cut LiNb03 and
42OYX-cut LiTa03, supporting leaky surface-acoustic
waves, as functions of the metallization ratio a/Xo
and the relative electrode thickness h/Xo. The materials parameters by Kovacs et al. [6] were used for
LiNb03 and LiTa03. The aluminum electrodes were
assumed rectangular and isotropic.
Some characteristics are typical for all cases. The
velocities obtained are slightly or considerably higher
than those for fundamental harmonic frequencies. The
effect is probably due to reduced screening of the electric fields by the electrodes. The velocities tend to be
quite sensitive to the metallization ratio.

The obtained velocities and reflectivities are illustrated in Fig. 4. The velocities are notably (almost
50 m/s) higher than when operating at the fundamental frequency. The reflectivity increases strongly with
electrode thickness, reaching a value as high as 20%
for h/Xo = 8%. Such an excellent reflectivity is somewhat unexpected result, especially when compared to
the rather poor reflectivity for the fundamental harmonic. For all studied thicknesses, the maximum reflectivity is achieved for a/Xo close to 0.4.
The simulation of a finite one-port resonator with
h/Xo = 5% and a l p = 0.5 is displayed in Fig. 5. Also
shown is the admittance obtained from COM with the
parameters determined from the periodic FEMBEM
simulations. The agreement is reasonable. No significant attenuation is predicted in the simulations, suggesting that the second harmonic reflectors on 128"cut LiNb03 indeed are promising for applications demanding high reflectivity.
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Fig. 4. (a) Velocities and (b) reflectivities for second harmonic reflectors on 128"YX-cut LiNbOs, determined
from simulations of infinite periodic gratings.
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Fig. 5. Simulated resonator response vs. COM model
on 128"YX-LiNb03 with h/Xo=5% and metallization
ratio 0.5. The structure is of the type shown in Fig. 2.
The simulation result for the attenuation test structure (Fig. 3) for h/Xo = 5% A l000A and a l p = 0.5
is shown in Figure 6. It can be readily seen that
in the reflector passband regions close to the stop-

Fig. 6 . Above: The energy balance for the structure shown
in Fig. 3. Below: The energy balance for an equivalent
test structure with the reflector operating at the fundamental frequency ( ~ , f =" 2N2harm
~ ~ ). The substrate
is 128OYX-LiNb03 with h/Xo=5% and metallization
ratio 0.5.

band, the total losses vary from 5 to 7 dB, which
correspond to yatt)co = 0.007.. .0.01. The value is
about one order of magnitude higher than that estimated for fundamental mode operation, 0.7. . .1.2 dB
yattX0 = 0.001.. .0.002.
However, in the reflector stopband region, the attenuation is significantly reduced for the second harmonic
mode of operation while no systematic change is seen
(Fig. 6) for the fundamental mode reflector. Actually,
we see little if any increase in losses in the stopband
compared to the case of fundamental harmonic reflector. This is likely to be the result of the small penetration depth of the wave into the reflector due to the
high reflectivity. Thus, the losses attributed to scattering, present in the whole frequency range, are limited
in the stopband. Note also that the resistive losses
are practically absent in the second harmonic reflector, while they are essential in fundamental harmonic
operation.
The reflectivity per strip d ocan be estimated from

where T is the grating transmission coefficient at the
stopband. The resulting value for the lest structure
with Ng = 80, h/Xo = 5%, and a/Xo = 0.5 is found
,to be about 6.5%, less than the 10% calculated for an
infinite periodic structure.
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The results from infinite grating simulations for
64"YX-cut LiNb03 are shown in Fig. 7. The obtained velocities are visibly higher than those for operation at the fundamental frequency. The velocities
depend strongly on the metallization ratio, indicating that, depending on the application, precise control over a/Xo may be required in the fabrication. For
a/Xo = 0.4. . .0.6 and with the aluminum thicknesses
varying from h/Xo=2 to 8%, reflectivies ranging from
2 to 15% are predicted. This is somewhat lower than
for the fundamental harmonic operation.
The attenuation at the first edge of the stopband
was estimated from the Q-factor of the infinite array
simulations. Towards the second edge of the stopband
the simulations display strong increase in the losses.
Figure 8 illustrates a simulation of a one-port resonator with second harmonic reflectors on 64"YXLiNb03 with thickness h/Xo=6% and metallization
ratio 0.55. Different pitch was used in the IDT and
the reflectors to match the reflector stopbands with the
maximum radiation conductance of the short IDT.
It is interesting to compare the theoretical results
with the experiments conducted by Campbell and Edmonson [2]. The predicted first edge of the stopband
agrees with experiment up to a few MHz (about 20
rn/s). The difference fits within the numerical error
or, noting the strong sensitivity of the velocity and reflectivity to the electrode profile, it might be due to
a non-controllable difference in the materials or the
electrode geometry between the experiment and our
simulations. On the other hand, about twice as high
a reflectivity is predicted here than that deduced by
Campbell and ~dmonson.However, we note that, due
to the strong BAW scattering at high frequencies, the
location of the upper edge of the stopband is rather
difficult to determine experimentally.
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Fig. 7. (a) Velocities and (b) reflectivities for second harmonic reflectors on 64OYX-cut LiNb03. The values
were determined from simulations of infinite periodic
gratings.
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Fig. 8. Simulated resonator response vs. COM model on
64"YX-LiNb03 with h/Ao=6% and metallization ratio
0.55. The structure is of the type shown in Fig. 2.
C. 4Z0YX-cut Lira03
The velocities and reflectivities determined from
simuiations of infinite periodic arrays on 42OYX-cut

a/Xo < 0.5 the reflectivity decreases and for a/Xo

>

0.5 it increases with the electrode thickness.
IV. Discussion
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We have investigated second harmonic reflectors
numerically. Reflectivities varying from modest to
high seem achievable with reasonable electrode thicknesses. The technique appears particularly interesting for 128"YX-LiNb03. Special attention must be
paid on the phase, velocity, and reflectivity shifts between reflectors and IDTs. Rigorous simulations for
128"YX-LiNb03suggest that the losses due to BAW
scattering inside the grating and at the discontinuities
are about one order of magnitude higher in passband
and, in stopband, practically equal to those for operation at the fundamental harmonic.
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Fig. 9. (a) Velocities and (b) reflectivities for second harmonic reflectors on 42"YX-cut LiTa03, determined for
infinite periodic gratings.

LiTa03 are illustrated in Fig. 9. With the relative electrode thicknesses h/Xo from 2 to 8%, reflectivities per
period within 1-10% are achieved. The velocities are
again a few dozens of meters per second higher than
those for the fundamental harmonic operation. Due
to the radiation of BAWs, the attenuation per period
y,ttXo, simulated with the periodic FEMBEM simulator for infinite arrays, increases to about 0.5-1.5.10-~.
Although the attenuation is one order of magnitude
higher than the theoretical values in simulations for
the fundamental frequency, the values are, nevertheless, comparable to the experimentally observed attenuation at the fundamental frequency and, hence, appear
quite acceptable.
Interestingly, for leaky SAWS on both 42'-LiTa03
and 64"-LiNb03 the dependence of reflectivity on the
thickness of the aluminum electrodes is different from
that for Rayleigh waves on 128'-LiNb03 (compare
Figs. 7, 9 with Fig. 4). For LSAWs and a/Xo about
0.5, the reflectivity is almost independent of h/Xo. For
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ABSTRACT
N l T will introduce a time synchronization network in a
new system that provides ATM(Asynchronous Transfer
Mode) services. The system transfers ATM cells via
SDH(Synchronous Digital Hierarchy) frames which are
transmitted over WDM(Wave1ength Division Multiplexing)
networks. The SDH frames can transfer time information,
and can realize a time synchronization function. The SDH
network and ATM systems will utilize the reference time
supplied by the time function for network operation and
management. This paper describes the new ATM network
configuration, reference signal networks to support time
synchronization, time keeping systems, and some initial
measurement results on time synchronization in practical
systems.
+-

.

Telecommunication networks are moving toward terabit
transmission capacity. This is undoubtedly the result of
the demand for Internet services. Two important
technologies are required; WDM(Wave1ength Division
Multiplexing) to achieve enormous transmission
capacity, and advanced network management to control
the data stream traffic and QoS(qua1ity of Service).

Keywords: time transfer, time synchronization, WDM and
SDH

N l T is introducing a WDM-SDH based ATM network. The
network provides a broadband ATM service that supports
conventional interfaces and IP system services. ATM
allows highly developed management functions for the
network for itself and for individual channels. One of the
keys to these ATM features is time. ATM systems can
utilize the reference time synchronized throughout the
network to achieve multiple services as ATM connections
can be set and released at specified times.

1. INTRODUCTION

Reference time is transferred to each ATM node as well

Fig.1-Network configuration for the new service

Fig.2 - Reference signal networks for ATM-XC
Time distribution path

Time distribution path

Fig.3 - Time distribution paths

This paper describes a network that provides ATM
services based on WDM-SDH, and a reference time
system together with a time synchronization method, time
transfer network, time keeping and management and
some initial measurement results of time transfer
characteristics.

channel multiplexing and demultiplexing functions. The
ATM network layer is composed of ATM cross-connect
systems. Each ATM cross-connect system has a 2.5Gbls
channel interface and an access network interface. The
Access network layer includes ATM-SLT among the
premises equipment. General information is translated
into ATM cells using the CLAD function of each ATM-SLT.
In this configuration, reference time is maintained in the
ATM cross-connect system. Reference time can be
transferred by the WDM network layer over long
distances.

2. NETWORK CONFIGURATION

3. REFERENCE SIGNAL SYSTEM

as reference frequency, and is kept and maintained by
ATM systems. The kept time is distributed to each
function block, so reference time is shared by every
function.

The new ATM network consists of three layers: WDM
network layer, ATM network layer, and access network
layer. Figure 1 shows the total network configuration for
the new NTT service. The WDM network layer is a
long-haul transmission network based on WDM
techniques. The WDM termination points have 2.5Gbls

The ATM cross connect system keeps reference time
using its internal management function. The system
receives reference signals from three networks as shown
in Fig.2: the frequency synchronization network, the time
synchronization network, and the NTP network.
Reference frequency, which is used as the time clock, is
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Time information
Transmission delay
Time information
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.

.
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Fig.4 - Two-way time transfer

Fig.5 - Bi-directionaltime transfer
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kept in the external equipment, generally called BITS.
BITS can hold reference frequency to better than lo-'*,
even if the reference frequency network fails. This highly
reliable and stable network clock is supplied to the ATM
cross connect systems. Even if the time synchronization
network fails, time in the ATM cross connect system is
kept to the nano second level by the network clocks.
NTP is used to back up the reference time network. The
NTP network is modified to make the transmission delay
constant. This enables NTP to maximize the time
accuracy.
The NTP time input is single, while other reference inputs
are redundant. They have primary and secondary inputs.
4. TIME SYNCHRONIZATION NETWORK
4.1 Network configuration

The new time synchronization network is a ring network.
A ring consists of several ATM cross connect systems,

one of which becomes a master node as shown in Fig.3.
ATM cross connect A is the master in Fig.3. Reference
time of the master node is transferred from node to node
both clockwise and counterclockwise. Adjacent rings
contact and share some ATM cross connect systems.
ATM cross connects C and D are shared by two rings in
Fig.3. Every node is connected in this manner. The total
network is composed of multiple rings.
4.2 Time master
Reference time is first generated in a time master.
We intend to use the LF standard radio signal receiver as
the time master. Time accuracy of the LF standard radio
signal is several hundreds of micro seconds. This is
definitely much lower than that offered by GPS. The LF
standard radio signal is, however, guaranteed as an
administrative service, and we can get traceability of
Japanese standard time.
The network configuration we adopt does not restrict the

Fig.7 -Time keeping and management system in ATM-XC

number of master nodes. We can set any node as a
master node if it has an LF standard radio receiver. Cost
determines how many master nodes should be installed.
However, 1 or 2 master nodes is sufficient if we focus on
the relative time difference between nodes.

demultiplexed to and from the data communication
channels in SDH frames as shown in Fig.6. This method
allows bi-directional time transfer to be realized over a
2-fiber ring network.
5.TIME KEEPING AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

4.3 Time transfer method
Time transfer of the new system is based on the two-way
time transfer method shown in Fig.4. Each node
measures the time difference between its own time and
the transferred time. If B node is synchronized to A node
in Fig.4, the two-way time transfer measurement results
acquired in A node are sent to B node. This is achieved
over a data communication channel between the nodes.
This allows B node to adjust its own time. This process is
repeated to propagate the reference time throughout the
network.
4.4 Redundancy in time transfer
Figure 5 represents a practical network configuration.
Reference time is transferred over primary and secondary
paths. One ring has two paths for time transfer without
exception to ensure time transfer reliability. Bi-directional
paths mean clockwise and counterclockwise time transfer
routes. This configuration requires 4 time transfer paths,
that is, 4 optical fibers appear necessary. While a Cfiber
ring network configuration is possible, it is not used in
practice due to its cost. We developed a new
bi-directional two-way time transfer method to allow the
use of a 2-fiber ring network configuration.
In our method, time transfer signals are multiplexed and

ATM cross connect systems can receive time information
from primary and secondary paths in ring networks, and
from the NTP network. Each time is held internal clocks
called RTC(Rea1 Time Clock) in the ATM cross connect
systems as shown in Fig.7. This enables the three kinds
of time to be independent and to independently managed.
In this configuration, the failure of one kind of time does
not influence the others, and fault location and system
switching can be achieved without interruption.
6. CONCLUSION

Time is becoming an important element in
telecommunication networks. Its current role is just time
stamping; however, time will become an essential part of
the basic network functions.
While there is still some way to go to achieve a
complete time system, the new time synchronization
network is definitely a promising start to the use of
synchronized time given its excellent accuracy, stability,
and low system costs.
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Abstract
Time and frequency measurements of a high frequency
oscillator need the comparison to a reference oscillator:
the physical units of the measurement are the integers
and the relevant approach is analytical number theory.
We show this in the context of the moon-sun calendar
discovered in ancient Greece and in the context of a
communication receiver. It is shown that the resets
in time measurements are governed by continued fraction expansions and that their low frequency statistics
connects to prime number theory. A link between Riemann hypothesis and 1 / F noise arises in this context.
1

The Time a n d Noise i n Oscillators

Over the last years it has been observed that low frequency noise of electronic oscillators carries a strong
arithmetical structure [I],[2].Such a structure was implicitely discovered by the Greeks when establishing
their moon-sun calendars. Time and noise go hand by
hand in the astronomical calendar and in the superheterodyne receiver discovered by E.H. Armstrong a t
the dawn of the electronic age.
In the Greek calendar one divides the tropical year
by the moon year in units of the earth day and one
gets 12 (the number of months in a sun year), plus
or or $ depending on the approximation of the ratio
by rational numbers: this can be taken into account
by adding one month every two years, or one month
every three years or three months every eight years
respectively.
The random reset of a time period takes place automatically in Armstrong's superheterodyne detection
which is based on mixing of two input oscillators and
baseband filtering [2]. This principle has wide applica-

4

i,

bility in most communication receivers. We found that
as a result the mean period fluctuates with 1 / F power
spectral density. The mathematical structure underlying the resets in the Greek calendar and in Armstrong's
receiver is continued fraction expansions of the period
ratio between the oscillators. This also resorts to the
general theory of primes.
In Sect. 2 we remind some properties of continued fractions for the pedestrian in the context of the
moon-sun calendar. The arithmetical structure of the
mixer+filter set-up is described in Sect. 3. Finally
Sect. 4 is an attempt to connect the observed randomness of frequency resets to prime number theory.
2 The Moon-Sun calendar
Most early calendars have been devised from the motion of moon and sun as observed from the earth.
In the astronomical calendar one finds 365.242191
days for the tropical year (equinox to equinox) and
29.530589 days for the moon year (new moon to new
moon). The ratio is v = 12.4952
12 months i .
Moon-sun calendars are all based on a principle which
was recognized in the 1 8 ~ "century by Laplace: continued fractions. The continued fraction expansion of the
ratio v between the sun year and the moon year is

--

The rule is quite simple [4]: one takes the integer part
a0 = [v] = 12 of the real number v and its fractional
part ~1 = Y - [v] N 0.368 ; then one takes the inverse
1/v1 = 2.715, its integer part a1 = [l/y]= 2 and its
fractional part v2 = l / v l - a1 N 0.715; one takes the
inverse of the new number l/vz N 1.398, its integer
part is a2 = [1/v2] = 1 and its fractional part is v3 =
1/vz - a2 N 0.398; and so on : l/v3 N 2.514, a3 =
[1/v3] = 2, uq = l/v3 - a3 N 0.514. Formally

for which the approximation .rr N (3; 7) =
is well
known. Lagrange proved that the necessary and sufficient condition for a continued fraction to be periodic is for v to be a quadratic irrational number. But
the transcendance of .rr (and the impossibility of circle
quadrature) was only proved in 1881 by Lindemann.
3

The Superheterodyne Calendar

@
where the series of integer parts (the so-called partial
quotients) is set on the same line to simplify the writing.
A moon-sun calendar is implicitely based on the use
of the continued fraction (1): one chooses a year with
12 months and one corrects by taking into account new
terms in the expansion. The first approximation is not
precise since 12 moon months lead to 12 x 29.53 N
354 days for the sun year. If one corrects to first order
one adds t o 12, that is one month every two years:
the year now has 12.5 x 29.53 N 369 days. To second
= $, that is one adds
order the correction is 1
one month every 3 years, t e year now has 12.333 x
29.53 N 364 days. To third order the correction is
1
- 1 - 3
2+1/(1+1/2) - 2+2/3 - -8, that is one adds 3 months
every 8 years leading to a year with 12.375 x 29.53 N
365 days. This last correction was finally taken by
the Greeks as the octaeterid. The metonic cycle which
adds two new terms in the continued fraction was also
found but not implemented by the Greeks

"'h'

7
19

235
19

"D"
,#

- f<tl
counter

Figure 1: Schematic of the detector "D" .
In Armstrong's receiver a reference oscillator, of frequency fo, is compared to a test oscillator of frequency
f(t) thanks to a nonlinear element. In our measurements the mixer element is a balanced phase bridge
with four Schottky diodes [2]. A low frequency filter
of cut-off frequency fc is used to remove high frequencies so that only frequencies close to baseband remain.
They are defined from

In the application to demodulation in a communication receiver, the frequency of one channel is f. HowIt adds 7 months every 19 years and the year now has ever due to intermodulation frequencies as given in (7),
365.246 days which is close to the exact value 365.242 there are many channel frequencies f = (pfo f ~ ) / q
for a given intermediate frequency f B instead of one.
days.
Continued fractions find applications in many fields. The unwanted signals have to be rejected using sophisticated architectures or highly selective filters [3].
The ratio
Equation (7) may be rewritten by using the ratio
l+,h
between the two oscillators at the input of
= -= 1 ;1 1 1 , = { 1 1)
(4) v"D"
=
2
v = {12;2,1,2,1,1)=12+-=

-

(3)

,

was recognized in many civilisations and used by the
architect Le Corbusier. Similarly the number
or by using the relative error p =
(5)
is approximately the size ratio for the A4 format, that
is=,%=
2 1 - 70
(1; 2,2,2,2,2).
Examples can be found in transcendental numbers,
that is .umbers which are not solutions of an algebraic
equation (a polynomial with integer coefficients), such
as
= { 3 ; 7 , 1 5 , 1 , 2 9 2 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 1 , 3 , 1 , 1 4 2 , 1 ,.1.

( )

9
(9)

f o - fo

Equation (9)
that the
of the measurement is located below t'he dotted line at p =
but it

k,

the
basins.
From now we postulate that the detector "D" operates like a moon-sun calendar by truncating the continued fraction (2) according to the cut-off frequency

j P = ~Ifo
B

be truncated at a,,

!
1

I

[&]

= 33, and the basin

[-]

= will be truncated at a,
of
=
= 6.
The frequency structure of "D" now condensates into

---- - - , -p=
-f,/f,

-------------,---------,--------

=

a single equation which collects (8), (10) and (12)

/.

fc
Iv- Pi
-1 5 qi
foqi

1
3

2 1
5

9

(13)

where we remind that the
are the convergents, that
is the truncations of the continued fraction ex~ansions
of v. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.

1
1

Figure 2: Intermodulation spectrum in detector "D" .
Like the calendar it performs jumps to correct the
errors. These jumps are the underlying structure of
1 / F noise, which is the universal feature of all rythmic systems [2]. Let us compare relation (8) to the
following well known property of continued fractions
expansions [I],[4]
fc.

with
pi /qi =(a,,;a,,a 2,...ai I

the convergent of v whenever

Figure 3: Detector "D" is a diophantine approximator.
We expect the spectrum in Fig. 2 t o be built with
straight lines of slope qi emanating from the points
It is easy to show [2] that the edges of the basins are
located at

E.

Fraction
= {ao;a l , az, . . .a i l , which is a so-called
4i
convergent, means that the continued fraction expansion is truncated a t level i and ai+l is the first neglected
partial quotient. The relation (10) is the resulting error. The shift is different in decimal approximations
where the partial quotients before a,,
corresponds t o
for which one gets
the two possible expansions of the rational number f .
The basin of number v = = (0; 1,1,2) extends to
vi = {0;1,1,2,a1,1,), v2 = (0;1,1,11l,arnax). With
all,, = 6 as above one finds vl =
= 0.594 et
As an example for T = 3.14159,
= 3,
vz
=
$
2
1
0.618.
For
a
reference
oscillator
with
=
Q
bl = W . . . satisfy ( l l ) , while the first diophantine fo = 10 MHz, this corresponds to a frequency bandwidth (0.618 - 0.594) x lo7 MHz = 240 kHz.
app;oximations of a are
= 3, Q Z = 21
7 ' ps = 333
106'".
and satisfy (10). Diophantine approximation is better
than decimal approximation for T since there are large
terms in the continued fraction expansion; this is in
contrast to numbers vgold et v,il,, in (4) and (5) where
the continued fraction expansion only shows small partial quotients 1 and 2.
From the filtering condition (8) and the diophantine
condition (10) we expect that the detector "D" will
truncate at

2

2

el

IS1

ai+l = amax = -

(12)
where
means the integer part. Eq. (12) can be
proved rigorously and is in very good agreement with
all experiments on receiver "D" [2],[5]. In addition,
since alllax> 1, we get q, j ql,lax =
For example if
one chooses fo = 10 MHz and fc = 300 kHz, q,,,, =
33, the fundamental basin
= -1 where qi = 1 will

[I

5.

time

Figure 4: Frequency jumps (in Hz) in the superheterodyne detector. Input frequencies are fo = 1.000 000 07
MHz and f = 0.599 975 MHz. The unit of time is the
integration time 1 msec.

Let us remind that our first goal is to characterize the oscillator under test of fluctuating frequency
f (t). So the working point slightly fluctuates in the
selected basin. In our experiment of Fig. 4 we chose
= $, with the input reference frequency fo =
rli.
1.000 000 07 MHz and oscillator under test frequency
f = 0.599 975 MHz. This corresponds to the ratio
v = -f = 0.599 974 958.. . = (0; 1,1,2,1596,1,10...).
f.0
This is very close to a resonance such as

It is found on Fig. 4 that the observed frequencies are
tthose predicted from the following relation

f~

= Ip(a)

fo

- q(a)

f 1 with 1589 5 a 5 1605 (16)

fB = 135 Hz, 261 Hz and 386 Hz respectively and
for a = 1593, 1594, 1595 we have fB = 490 Hz, 365

Hz,and 240 Hz. The range of observed values of f~ is
restricted to the bandwidth of counting measurement:
it is defined as the inverse of the integration time T.
Here we used r = 1 ms SO that fB 5 1 kHz.
As in the moon-sun calendar these jumps have the
aim to correct the errors that the detector encounters
in its read-out of time.
For experiments performed very close to baseband
fB = 0 there are many allowed values of index a and
it is difficult to identify which basin is occupied a t a
given time. An exemple is given in Fig. 5. Here we
fo
5.0206
used input oscillators at frequencies f
MHz and a beat frequency fB 4.5 Hz. The statistics
may be defined from the Allan deviation a,(~),
where
f
(7)
y l ( ~=
) JL- is the relative beat frequency for the

- -

"'fs

measurement 1 over the integration time 7 ,the index
1 = (1,2,. . . , N ) stands for the N measurements and
( ) means the averaging.
The observed Allan deviation in Fig. 6 is almost constant and this corresponds to a 1 / F frequency noise.

The Statistics of Frequency Jumps and
Prime Number Theory
We found in Sect. 3 that the measurement of time
in an oscillator involves continued fractions, but we
still didn't discover which statistics governs random
frequency jumps in time. One tentative arithmetical
program for the phase of jumps is the von Mangoldt
function

4

instantaneous time

Figure 5: Instantaneous beat frequency (in Hz) for
beat frequency close to baseband. Input frequencies
fo
5.0206 MHz. The unit of time is the
are f
period.

- -

A(.)

=

{

;p

if n = pk and p prime
otherwise

(17)

For example A(2) = ln 2, A(2') = ln(2), A(5) = ln(5),
A(6) = 0, . . . . At time t the cumulative phase jump is

It is most remarkable that the last term can be expressed analytically as [GI

1e-006
0.1

-

1
10
integration time

100

Figure 6: Allan deviation for the file plotted in Fig.
5 (beat frequency close to baseband). The integration
time is in sec.
The detector jumps randomly from one value to the
other. For example for a = 1598, 1599, 1600 we have

In (19) the three contributions correspond to singularities of the Riemann zeta function ((s), a function
of the complex variable s introduced by Riemann in
his famous paper on prime number theory [GI. Fig. 7
shows the mean frequency deviation
=
-1
versus time t.
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where A is constant and F is the Fourier frequency.
This condition is typical of 1 / F noise.
The connexion between prime number theory and
physics is an emerging and fascinating field. A review of some theoretical links can be seen a t the adress
www.maths.ex.ac.uk/ mwatkins/zeta/physics.htm
In the present paper it is suggested from number
theory that the randomness of time resets in the communication receiver "D" may resort to primes. However the connexion still needs to be refined before 1 / F
frequency noise in oscillators may be considered as a
solved problem.

Figure 7: Mean frequency deviation for the von Mangoldt jumps
Riemann zeta function ((s) is defined from the Euler
product
((8)

=

1
C
-=
nS

n=l

1
J-J where %(s) > 1 (20)
1-

p prinle

P

Riemann great achievement in 1859 was his ability to
complete the formula to the whole complex plane of
the variable s. Von Mangoldt function A(n) connect
t o ((s) thanks t o the expressions

Fourier frequency F

Figure 8: Power spectral density of frequency fluctuations in von Mangoldt program.

The zeros of [(s) lead to poles in the inverse zeta function and its logarithmic derivative, and thus play a
major role in the sum (18). From the completed zeta
function [GI it is easy to find that they are (trivial)
zeros on the negative real axis located at s = -21 (1
integer): they are responsible for the second term a t
the right hand side of (19). The remaining zeros of ((s)
(billions of them have been computed) are located on
the critical line s = $. Riemann hypothesis is the
conjecture that all non trivial zeros are located on the
critical line. These zeros are responsible for the third
(random) term a t the right hand side of (19).
One understands from now that randomness of the
prime number distribution is reflected into the randomness of the position of zeros of C(s) on the critical line
s = 2l '
We now want to emphasize the link to 1 / F noise. We
calculated numerically the power spectral density F F T
of frequency fluctuations in von Mangoldt program
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Abstract
Any scientist who has experimented on the old superregenerative receiver scheme finds sound that an electronic circuit may radiate backwards from the input.
Solid state physics suggests that the random current
fluctuations in the semicondutors of the input stage
of an amplifier act as a source of noise directed backwards. This unwanted phenomenon can limit the sensitivity of the noise measurement instruments based
on correlation, impact on the performance of precision
circuits, and be responsible for stability degradation
in dual-mode oscillators. Measurement methods and
some preliminary results are presented.

mal energy ~ B at
T room temperature [3], and shortly
recalled in Section 3, give some indications.
2 Background
This work starts from some simple observations.
Firstly, FET operational amplifiers exhibit incredible
noise performances. The noise temperature T =
2 m / k B - where S, and Sa are the power spectrum densities of noise voltage and current, kB =
1 . 3 8 ~ 1 0 -J/K
~ ~ is the Boltzmann constant, and the
factor 2 is due to the equal contribution of the two
noise generators - can be of the order of 10 K, although difficult to exploit because of the high noise
Secondly, all low noise miimpedance Rg = 2
crowave amplifiers are based on FET-type devices, but
their noise temperature is significantly higher than that
of operational amplifiers. Table 1 gives a summary of
some amplifiers considered as a useful reference.
In this preliminary analysis we restrict our attention
to white noise.
Noise theory for semiconductors is a well developped
science that describes precisely the noise behaviour of
devices [4, 5, 6, 71, at least in small-signal conditions.
But engineers work with modules, whose internal parameters are hardly accessible or secret, hence the device level knowkedge often fails to be useful. Thus we
just recall some simple facts.
When the noise current is measured as the difference
of the noise in grounded input condition and with a
sufficiently high resistance connected to the input, the
result turns out to be correlated if two device inputs
are connected in parallel. On the other hand, the measurement of the noise voltage with the amplifier input
grounded might hide the correlation between current
and voltage.
Noise in bipolar transistors is mainly due to the shot
noise of the base current, to thermal noise of the distributed base resistance rat,!, and to the thermal noise
of the dynamical emitter resistance re = V T / I ~or, a
fraction of the latter. The corresponding noise generators can deliver power from the base circuit.
The noise of field-effect devices at high frequencies

d m .

1 Introduction
The noise behaviour of amplifiers is generally described
in terms of the equivalent noise temperature T or in
terms of the noise figure F. A more sophisticated approach, known as the Rothe-Dahlke model [I], makes
use of two noise generators - voltage and current in order to account for the general case of an arbitrary impedance connected the device input. Whatever the chosen model is, the generator identification
relies upon the noise measurement at the device output. Hence, one may question if the noise generators
are actual devices that can deliver power backwards
at the input of the amplifier - and therefore disturb
other circuits - or if they are virtual generators that
can only describe the amplifier output. The answer is
not trivial because the amplifier is an active device.
In the domain of T&f metrology, applications may
be found in the design of amplifiers and auxiliary circuits for ultrastable oscillators, and in the design of
isolation amplifiers; the two active devices of a dual
mode oscillator may disturb one another via the input circuit; moreover, we are aware that the residual
noise floor of the phase noise measurement instruments
based on correlation [2] may be limited by the combined effect of backward noise of the two amplifiers
and non-perfect isolation of the power splitter in between. New spectrum analyzers based on correlation,
whose sensitivity is therefore not limited by the ther-

Table 1: Relevant data of some reference amplifiers.
feature &
tecnol.
precision BJT
fast BJT
fast BJT

Rb
best
20 kR

noise
temperat.
725 K

noise
figure
5.4 dB

7.5 kfl
900 a

174 K
130 K

2 dB
1.6 dB

320 R
2.5 pA
0.8 nV
audio BJT
SSM-2016
1.9 MR
7 fA
audio FET
13 nV
SSM-2131
OP-42
FET
12 nV
7 fA
1.7 MR
AD-745
FET
2.9 nV
7 fA
415 kR
OPA-111
low I b FET
6 nV
0.5 fA
12 M n
general purpose wideband low-noise amplifier (10 GHz)
front-end amplifier of a satellite television receiver (12 GHz)

290 K
13 K
12 K
2.9 K
0.43 K
170 K
43 K

3 dB
0.19 dB
0.18 dB
0.043 dB
0.0064 dB
2 dB
0.6 dB

ampifier
type
OP-177
OP-27/37
LT-1028

noise volt.

noise curr.

... /

.. , /

10 nV
3 nV
0.9 nV

is more complex. The channel noise - due thermal
and diffusion processes - is injected at the input via
the gate-channel capacitance c,, and amplified, which
occurrs beyond a cutoff frequency related to c,, and to
the channel resistance. Fortunately, the same parameters also impact on the cutoff frequency of the gain.
In fact, the noise performances of microwave MESFET
devices are well known by radiamateurs [ti]for use at
some lower frequencies, where the equivalent temperature of the sky is particularly low.
Additional noise contribution is due to the input network that matches the resistive 50 R input of the amplifier to the capacitive input the FET. This network
results from a difficult trade-off between noise, gain
and bandwidth. Often, the best noise impedance is
far from the highest gain impedance, and the input
network required for the lowest noise figure exhibits
reactive losses that may exceed 10 dB; obviously, narrowband amplifiers are expected to work better than
the wideband ones. It seems that the noise generator accounting for the channel noise can hardly deliver
noise power at the amplifier input, particularly if an
odd matching network is present.

0.5 pA
0.4 pA
1 PA

correlation functions, and therefore the cross PSD is

Let us assume that that n . ~ ( tis) a pure thermal process,
thus N2(f) = keT, and that nl(t) can be divided in
thermal and extra noise, thus Nl (f) = kgT Nex(f );
this is consistent with Fig. 1. Hence it holds

+

(4)
This means that, under the assumption of temperature

source

3 Basics of the measurement method
The principle of the correlation spectrum analyzer is
shown in Fig. 1 (top), in which the hybrid is a purely
reactive device, hence loss free.
Let nl (t) and n2(t) be two independent random signals with power spectrum density (PSD) Nl(f) and
N2(f ) . The cross correlation function R a b ( ~ )of the
sum and the difference
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Figure 1: Top: basic scheme of the correlation spectrum analyzer. Bottom: the instrument is tested injecting a reference noise Nex (R = 10 kR).

u
microwave

Figure 2: Measurement of the correlated noise of two
operational amplifiers with the inputs connected in
parallel.
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Figure 4: Measurement of the noise at the input of a
microwave amplifier.

Experiments and results
The
first experiment (Fig. 2) is the noise measure100 Hz
1 kHz
10 H z
ment of two paralleled amplifiers. This is similar to
Figure 3: Measurement of the noise at the input of an
the scheme of Fig. 1, but the hybrid is removed, thus
operational amplifier.
the two amplifier inputs are no longer isolated. Each
amplifier consists of three equal stages based on an OPhomogeneity; the instrument compensates for thermal 37 in noninverting configuration, and shows an overall
gain of 60 dB. The input resistor is 1 kR, significantly
noise and measures the extra noise Nex(f) only.
The scheme of Fig. 1 is similar t o the early correla- smaller than the Rb = 7.5 kfl of the OP-37, whereat
tion radioastronomy receivers [9, 101 and to the corre- the noise voltage dominates. The measured noise is
correlated.
5.6 n v / a single-arm, and 4.4 nv/&
lation radiometers [ll].
Accounting
for
the
thermal
noise
of
the
1
kfl
resistor,
Figure 1 (bottom) shows the result of an experiment
n
v
/
d
&
of nonthere
results
a
correlated
noise
of
1.7
in which a variable amount of extra noise is injected
thermal
origin.
This
is
a
factor
almost
3
higher
than
at the input, in addition to thermal
the
effect
of
the
current
noise
of
the
two
amplifiers,
NeX,the single arm noise So
where Lh is the dissipative loss bf the hybrid, and'the which reveals the presence of other types of correlated
factor 2 accounts for the power splitting inside the hy- noise, probably due to the noise voltage of the amplibrid. Yet, the correlated noise is equal to the injected fier.
The second experiment (Fig. 3) is the measurement
extra noise, and this holds up to several dB below the
thermal floor kBT. In the absence of NeX,the residual of the backward noise at the input of an OP-37. The
noise is so/&, where m is the number of averaged isolation of the hybrid - in the 30-40 dB range, deacquisitions. For each measurement point, m is set to pending on the frequency - is sufficient to prevent
the appropriate value up to the maximum m,,, = 215 any correlation effect from the two 60 dB amplifiers.
The effect of the current noise crossing the two 1 kR
of the available FFT analyzer.
resistors
is 0.8 nv/&,
while the measured noise is
The microwave version of the correlation spectrum
analyzer differs from the scheme of Fig. 1 by the pres- 3.2 n v / G . This confirms the presence of correlated
ence of a down conveter in each arm (Fig. 4 top). The noise other than the noise current.
Then, a microwave amplifier (Menlo) is measured
phase y must be set for the two mixer to detect the
with
the configuration of Fig. 4, operated at the carrier
same phase of the input signal. Obviously, due the
frequency
v, = 11 GHz, while the first stages following
conversion mechanism, the instrument can only detect
the
hybrid
are Miteq amplifiers. A summary of the
the noise component in quadrature to the mixer pump
amplifier
parameters
is given in Table 2.
signal. This is not a problem because the device under
The
instrument
is
first calibtrated by injecting a
test is not driven by the pump signal.
-220

4

-

amplifiers under test

microwave
synthesizer

adj. phase

sinale arm noise
thermal noise kT = -174 dBm1Hz

put matching network of the amplifiers, rather than
to a noise at the gate of the first stage. It should be
remarked that the Miteq amplifiers are optimized for
noise, while the Menlo is not, then all noise phenomena
are expected to be lower. But the correlated noise is as
high as 4.7 dB below he single arm noise. This seems
to indicate an odd behaviour of the input network of
the amplifiers in the unusual operating conditions.
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ABSTRACT
Any oscillator can be treated as a positive feedback system
that multiplies the Q (Quality Factor) of a tuned circuit many
millions of the times. The closed loop transfer function of the
feedback system amplifies and filters the natural thermal noise
in the system (by this Q multiplication factor) to give a 'pure'
carrier with a minimum of residual phase noise. This is the
'Leeson' model of an oscillator and it can be used to predict
the fundamental phase noise of any oscillator.
The purpose of this paper is to show how the Leeson oscillator
model can also be used to predict the locking range and
capture-range of an injection locked oscillator as the power
level of the injection locking signal is varied relative to the
oscillator power. Some experimental results are presented to
confirm the theoretically predicted equations.
The Leeson model is also used to explain the characteristic
spectrum observed when an oscillator is not quite locked
Kevwords:- Injection-locking, oscillators, capture, lock range.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Injection locked oscillators are particularly suited to the
selection of a high harmonic of a fixed lower frequency
injection source of low phase noise and high spectral purity.
Very little, if any, additional circuitry is needed other than the
oscillators themselves. At most a harmonic generator is
needed to maximise (and equalise) the powers of the high
harmonic components of the low frequency injection locked
signal. With such simple circuitry it is important to establish
performance limitations of the overall injection locked
oscillator system.
In 1989 it was proposed [ l ] that the Leeson model [2] could
also be used to predict the capture range and locking range of
any oscillator for a given level of injected locking signal.
(Note that lock range, lock-in range and locking range have
identical meanings in this paper). Formulas for these ranges
were derived in terms of the power, the injection power and
the oscillator resonator (loaded) Q factor. An estimate was
also made of the suppression achievable for harmonics
adjacent to the harmonic of the injection locked signal to
which the oscillator is synchronised and locked. This paper
provides confirmation of the basic injection locking formulas
by measurements at 2GHz and 10MHz. On this basis the
prediction of adjacent harmonic suppression can be regarded
with a higher degree of confidence. Further measurements are
planned to confirm the degree of adjacent harmonic
suppression achievable in practice.

2.

OSCILLATOR MODEL

Any oscillator can be treated as a positive feedback system
that multiplies the natural loaded Q (Quality factor) of some

form of resonator many millions of times. The closed loop
transfer function (CLTF) of the feedback system amplifies and
filters the phase noise component of the natural thermal noise
of the system by the Q multiplication factor (MQ) to give what
appears as a "pure" carrier with residual noise sidebands. This
model predictts that the entire output of the oscillator is phase
noise albeit with a highly filtered spectrum. This is the basis of
the Leeson oscillator model. The model applies to all
oscillators whether electronic or mechanical and over the
entire frequency range covering from x-ray lasers to (grandfather) pendulum clocks.
Feedback of Carrier Power, P
Amplifcr

. (Noise Factor = F) -+

Limitcr
(rcmoves AM)

--+

Resonant Network

9-P
Phase Noise = /'? FkT and kT = 4 x 15" watslHr

Fig1 Fundamental Model of any Oscillator - D.B.Leeson
Figure 1 shows the essential parts of the Leeson oscillator
model. The total system thermal noise is FkT per unit
bandwidth when referred back to the input of the amplifier. F
is the amplifier noise factor. k is Boltzmann's constant and T
the ambient temperature. Half of the thermal noise is assumed
to be phase noise. It is therefore %FkT per Hz and it has a
uniform (flat) power spectral density (PSD).
The amplitude noise, also with PSD of %FkT, is suppressed by
the amplitude limiting function required in any oscillator to
prevent infinite amplitude of oscillation and prevent oscillator
self-destruction. All functioning oscillators have some form of
amplitude limitation. Note that narrow band AGC (automatic
gain control) can leave AM noise unsuppressed at higher
sideband frequencies and this can be undesirable.
The amplifier ensures that the closed loop gain of the
oscillator as a feedback system is positive in sense and
initially sufficiently greater than unity. A high feedback gain
ensures faster "start-up" of the oscillator when the DC power
supply is first applied. It also ensures good amplitude limiting
and good suppression of AM noise when the oscillator has
reached a steady state condition. When the steady slate is
reached the amplitude limiting process causes the loop gain to
become a very small amount less than unity.
The positive feedback amplifies the natural thermal phase
noise by the Q multiplication factor MQ. The peak power
spectral density of the resulting phase noise spectrum is
increased by M.; The width of the spectrum is decreased by
Ma. The output power of the oscillator is the total phase noise
power and this is the integral of the PSD of the oscillator
spectrum. Thus the output power of the oscillator is
proportional to MQ2/MQ= Ma. The level to which the output
power is limited automatically sets the value of the Q
multiplication Me.

This equation allows the Q multiplication factor MQ to be
found, although it is rarely if ever necessary to do so.
frompcak

PowcP

Power Spectral
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Fir! 2 S~ectrumof anv Oscillator
We do not need to know the Q multiplication factor in order to
derive the oscillator noise spectrum. The Power Transfer
Function (PTF)of any tuned circuit normalised to be unity at
the resonant frequency o,is given by
1 ~ ( j w ) l= 1/(1 + 404"2&/~,,2)
(1)
where Q, is the sideband frequency 1 w and q,,= 2Mm.

u,A

If Q,, is the resonator loaded Q with no feedback gain then
when feedback is applied the Q increases from Q, to Qm =
MQQ, and the gain at resonant frequency increases by MQ.The
Power Transfer Function of the oscillator regarded as a filter is
then
I G&)I
= MQ2/(1f 4 MQ2~;fm2/fi?) (2)

But by definition
L(f) = Nlfm)/P= % F ~ T(F&)*/~PQ,'

But if the rms modulation index of a sideband component is
mlf,) for the phase deviation of this component, the
modulation sideband power that appears at RF is (1/2mf x P.
This results in the relationship
LCf) = //2 S&) = Vi m21fm)
(8)
The RMS modulation index of the total of the baseband phase
noise Sfl)can be seen to be 42 for any oscillator. (The mean
square modulation index is 2).

Frequency

Except at the peak the phase noise is given by
N&) = % F k ~ f , 2 / 4 ~ , % '

The conventional (IEEE) definition of baseband phase noise is
Llf) = % S&)
(7)
The integral of Llf) is unity, and the total baseband phase
noise of any oscillator is thus 1 in units of radians squared.

(3)
(4)

where P is the oscillator power
Note that P is actually the power presented back at the input
where the original phase noise was %FkT.This power may or
may not be absorbed and dissipated in the input of the
amplifier. Slightly higher power efficiency may be obtained if
the input can be deliberately mismatched without raising the
noise factor F.

The modulation index for a sideband component mlfm)can be
directly related to time jitter V m )by
V m ) = mCfmYU,,
(9)
where w, = 2qf0 = 2 f 1 0 is the carrier frequency in radians per
second.

4.

THE INJECTION LOCKING PROCESS

A signal of power P,inserted at the input of an oscillator of
power P at a frequency fm away from the oscillator natural
frequency f,can "capture" and lock the oscillator frequency
over frequency range defined as the capture range. We can
define f, to be the maximum value off, over which capture of
the oscillator frequency can be achieved, andfr the maximum
value at which the oscillator becomes unlocked starting from
the locked condition. Assuming the oscillator spectra to be
symmetrical the "capture" range is therefore 2f. and the
"locking" range is 2fi.
It has been proposed that injection locking can be analysed on
the basis of the "capture" process that occurs when two RF
signals are presented to an amplitude limiter [I]. An oscillator
always has to have a limiter of some form. For the purpose of
analysis it is assumed that the limiter in the oscillator is a
"hard limiter" with a reasonably abrupt limiting characteristic.

Equation (4) represents the fundamental phase noise spectrum
of any oscillator. Because neither Q,,nor P can be infinite, nor
can T be zero, all oscillators have a finite phase noise
spectrum. No oscillator can be noise free.

3.

TOTAL PHASE NOISE

The total phase noise power of an oscillator is the integral over
all frequencies fm from -m to +m of NU,), as given by
equation (2). This is equal to the oscillator power P.
According to this definition Llf) integrated over all
frequencies is always unity. Using the convenient substitution
tan0 = 2M~Q,fm/fi,
(5)
or otherwise, we find
P = n FkT M&/4Q,,
(6)

Fig 3 Phasor Diamam of Limiter Action on 2 Signals A>B:
(a) before limiting, (b) phasor trajectory after limiting,
(c) sidebands formed by limiter USB=LSB=B/2.
Fig 3 shows the combination of two unequal amplitude signals
of slightly different frequencies on a phasor diagram. The
stronger signal is shown as the vertical reference vector, Fig

3(a) represents the two signals with no amplitude limiting
action taking place. Fig 3(b) shows the combined phasor
trajectory after amplitude limiting has been applied. Fig 3(c)
shows that the limited signal can be resolved into a carrier
component at the original frequency f, of the strongest
component and two sideband components, one at the original
frequency fb and the other at a frequency 2 f , .f6 equally spaced
from the carrier. The limiting process splits the original
injection locking component into two sideband components
(USB and LSB) of half original amplitude, or each 6dB lower
relative to the carrier.
Again we can treat the oscillator circuit as an amplifying filter
with a power transfer function given by equation 2. An
injection signal of power PI that is not exactly on the oscillator
free running frequency and which is at too low a power to
cause locking suffers a loss of 6dB, or 0.25 times with respect
to the power transfer function of equation 2. When the
oscillator is locked this factor of 0.25 is not present for the
locking signal.
When the amplitude of the amplified locking signal exceeds
the power of the oscillator P, locking will occur or be
maintained. But because the filter gain is 6dB less for the
injection lock, on the basis of this simple model one can
predict that the injection power level for locking will be 6dB
higher than the injection power level for unlocking. Because
any tuned circuit has a spectrum shape of 6dB per octave of fm
the sideband frequencies, then the capture bandwidth should
be half the lock-in bandwidth.

5.

2GHZ OSCILLATOR

A balanced oscillator, using two Siemens CFY30 GaAs FETs
in the circuit as shown in Fig 4, was constructed. on FR4
printed circuit board with the layout as shown in Fig 5 .The
completed circuit is shown in Fig 6. The oscillator design is
essentially the same as was reported at the 2000 EFTF [3] but
with transmission line resonators of lengths suitable for 2GHz
operation. Then the Ka and Ku band frequencies were
stabilised with additional resonators, with lengths of many
wavelengths, attached at one of the load positions R,.The
quarter wave lines in the sources are essential to ensure the
degeneration required for oscillation. The injection signal is
applied at the balance point at the centre of the horizontal halfwave resonator.

Fig 4 Circuit Schematic of 2GHz Oscillator

The amplified locking signal is P, I Glfm)12in the locked state,
and %Pi I G&)l in the unlocked state. I G(fm)l is given by
equations 2 or 3.

K Pi 1 Glfm)l > P
then lock will be retained.

K %P, I GC~,)I
>P
then capture will occur.
We can therefore define the lock-in range from equations 10
and 3 as
2f, = 2 f , ~ i ' ~ / Pn
2 ~ =, ~ , P ~ ' ~ / Q , (12)
?~
The capture range from equations 11 and 3 becomes
2 ~=.fo P ~ I / ~ / z Q , , , P ' ~

Fie: 5 Printed Circuit Layout of 2GHz Oscillator

(13)

(where f, is the (unlocked) carrier frequency)
We also have the resonator (natural) bandwidth defined as
f ~ w = f / Q ~and
, so

Lock in range = ~ B I C ( P ~ / P ) ' ~
Capture range = VifBdpi/p)IR

(14)
(15)

Note that this analysis has been based on the assumption that
the thermal noise and injection locking signals are combined
in a "hard" limiter. Particularly in a class A oscillator the
limiter may have a very "soft" characteristic. Then there will
be no "capture effect" in the limiter causing a gain reduction
of the smaller signal One can then expect that the capture
range will be increased to become equal to the lock in range.
There is then no hysteresis in the process.

Fig 6 2GHz Oscillator Printed Circuit (pooulated).

Fig 7 shows the measurement set-up. The HP8563E spectrum
analyser on the right is used to observe when the oscillator is,
or is not, in lock. The HP signal generator on the left provides
the injection signal. To measure the locking range the
injection frequency is slowly moved manually away from the
centre locked frequency successively in both directions ,up
and down, until a change in the spectrum shape indicates that
lock has been broken. The locking range is the difference
between the upper and lower frequencies at which lock is
broken.
To find the capture range the frequency is moved inwards
from the upper and lower out-of-lock regions and the
difference in the frequencies at which lock is captured gives
the capture range

predictions are followed quite closely although the agreement
with the power level prediction is slightly less good.

Table 2 2GHz Oscillator Results - e x a m ~ l 2e

6.

IOMHZ OSCILLATOR

A lOMHz Clapp single transistor oscillator [5] was made with
a circuit as shown in Fig 8 and construction shown in Fig 9..

Fiv 7 Measurement set-UDfor 2GHz Oscillator

Fig 8 lOMHz Clam Oscillator Circuit

Table 1 shows the first results for the 2GHz oscillator for
different injection power levels The additional aluminium
screening was not present for these results. Note that the
theoretical prediction the two-to-one ratio of the locking and
capture ranges, is followed quite closely. The range variation
with power level also follows the prediction within the
apparent experimental error.
The oscillator output power was 6.33dBm and the frequency
of operation was 2.006 GHz.

Fig 9 Construction of 10 MHz C ~ ~ Oscillator
DD
Table 1 2GHz Oscillator Results - e x a m ~ l e1
Table 2 shows the second set of results after the transistors had
been replaced and the aluminium screening added as shown in
Fig 7. Note that the bandwidths are much lower even though
the oscillator power was reduced to5.0 dBm Thus changing
the transistors gave a substantial increase in the apparent Q.
The frequency was 2.012GHz Again the theoretical

Table 3 shows that the lOMHz oscillator has a very soft
limiting action, because there essentially no difference
between the capture and locking ranges.
The agreement with the prediction of variation of locking
range with injection power is excellent. Note that relative, not
absolute, power (in dB) is used in this case.

gain drops rapidly and the intermodulation components are
therefore heavily attenuated.

8.

CONCLUSIONS

A theory for injection locking of an oscillator, based on the
Leeson oscillator model, has been presented.
It predicts that the locking range is the 3dB (loaded Q)
bandwidth of the oscillator resonator on its own (with no feedback) multiplied by the square root of the ratio of injection
power to the oscillator power.
Table 3 results of IOMHz Oscillator
7.

INJECTION LOCKING SPECTRUM SHAPE

In the "not quite locked" situation a very characteristic
spectrum shape was observed, as shown in Fig 10. The shape
appears to be the same as recently reported by.Banai and
Farzaneh [6]. Note that the envelope on the resonator natural
frequency side is almost a straight line on the log-amplitude
linear-frequency plot
A4!X!?A

MRR Lk ?PA1

Cntr 10.80735 MHz

If the limiter in the oscillator is operating as a hard limiter the
capture range is predicted to be half the locking range. When a
soft limiter is used the two ranges are predicted to be equal.
Two oscillators were constructed to test these predictions, one
at 2GHz and one at IOMHz. Both oscillators confirmed the
predicted relationship for the locking range
The 2GHz oscillator was a two transistor balanced push-pull
type with a transmission line resonator. This oscillator showed
a capture range equal to half the locking range for two sets of
results at slightly different oscillator power levels and
different transistors of nominally the same type.
The lOMHz Clapp oscillator was found to have ha a capture
range that was essentially the same as the locking range. This
indicated that the loop gain was not sufficiently high to ensure
a hard limiter action of any significance.
The characteristic spectrum of a nearly locked oscillator was
observed from the IOMHz oscillator. An explanation based on
the Leeson simple model of an oscillator has been put forward.
Chaotic frequency jumping was observed occasionally on both
oscillators but the chaotic region appeared to be quite small
and difficult to maintain.

9.
Fig 10 "Not auite locked" S~ectrumS h a ~ e
The characteristic spectrum can be explained using the Leeson
type of oscillator model. We assume that the limiter creates
intermodulation products of the oscillator signal and the
injection signal. Certainly for the higher order products the
relative component amplitudes are then proportional to the
ratio of the powers of the two signals raised to the power of n.
2n-1 is the order of the intermodulation product and n is also
the number of an intermodulation product counting from the
original signals. The intermodulation products are all equally
spaced in frequency. On a log scale the component amplitudes
are of the form Log [(l/n)(AIA2)n]= n Log AIA2- Log n. The first
term dominates and it has a slope proportional to n. Thus the
envelope containing these products will be a straight line and
this is what is observed.
The signals on the oscillator side of the spectrum see a closed
loop gain within the locking range that is only a little less than
unity, and so the straight line spectrum shape is retained in this
region. However on the locking signal side the closed loop
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Abstract-It is well known that the low frequency noises (flicker
FM and random walkFM) yield convergenceproblems unless a low
cut-off frequency is introduced, the physical meaning of which is
not clear. As an example, in the case of random walk FM, the mean
frequency of an oscillator does not converge if the low cut-off frequency tends toward zero. On the other hand, linear drifts appear
if a phase sequence of random walk FM is observed over a duration smaller than the inverse of its low cut-offfrequency. Moreover,
the estimators which are insensitive to linear frequency drifts (i.e.
the Hadamard variance) converge for lower frequency noises (f

-'

FM).

T l ~ moment
e
condition explains the link between the insensitivity to drifts and the convergence for low frequency noises. This
condition may be summarized by the following consideration : the
divergence effect of a low frequency noise for the lowest frequencies induces a false drift with rnndom drift coefficients; the lower
the low cut-offfrequency, the higher the variance ofthe coemcients
of this drift. These variances may he known by theoretical calculations. The order of the drift is directly linked to the power law of
the noise.
The moment condition will be demonstrated and applied for creating new estimators (new variances) and for simulating low frequency noises with a very low cut-off frequency.

111 inany cases, a time deviation sequence may be modelized by a quadratic drift mixed with random fluctuations:
(1)
x ( t ) = CO+ C l t c2t2 e ( t ) :

+

+

where Co, C1 and C2are the drift parameters and ~ ( tis)
the noise, i.e. the purely random behavior of x ( t ) .
However, this drift may be a deterministic one but the
very long t e m ~random fluctuations of the low frequency
noises (f'? ff-3, f - 4 PM) may also induce a "false
drift".
On the other hand, the estimation of the noise levels is generally perfomled by a variance (Allan variance,
Hadamard variance, etc.). The choice of the estimator,
i. e. of the variance, must be carried out by taking into
account its sensitivity to quadratic drifts (the estimation
should not be influenced by this drift) and its convergence
for low frequency noises (the estimate must be finite with
a random walk FM without taking into account a low cutoff frequency).
Concerning the "false drifts", i. e, the drifts induced by
the long term random fluctuations, it is well known that
the variance of the parameters CO,C1 and C2 converges
for a white PM noise without talcing into account a low

cut-off frequency. On the other hand, for a white FM, the
variance of the parameter Co doesn't converge anymore,
and for a random walk FM, the variance of neither COnor
C1 converges.
1~
The question is then, what is the link between:
-* the drift sensitivity of an estimator (variance),
-r the convergence for low frequency noises,
-r the variance of the "false drifts" parameters,
-* the low cut-off frequency ?
The answer to this question, called the "moment condition", was briefly given 19 years ago by Deeter and
Boynton, in a paper dealing with millisecond pulsar analysis (Ref, 1). Unfortunately, this important principle remained unknown in the time and frequency field.
Thus, in this paper, after recalling the basics of estimation in both time and spectral domains, the moment
condition will be demonstrated and illustrated by two applications: the selebtion of estimators (variances) and the
noise simulation.

An estimator may be defined by its sampling function
h ( t ) . The estimate 0 is obtained by integrating the product of the time deviations x ( t ) by the sampling function
over the whole sequence:

Actually, the sampling function h ( t )is discrete:
N- 1

h(t)=

12ib(t - ti):

(3)

and the estimate is then obtained by:

The variance of this estimate is:

Such estimators nlay be, for example, the Allan variance,
drift parameter estinlators, etc.

2.1 Exam~le1 : the Allan variance

The Allan variance is defined by:

with the following sampling function:

and ti = ir0 (rOis the sampling period).
2.2 Exam~le2: drift ~arameterestimation
The linear drift parameter may be estimated by using
the second Tchebytchev polynomials (see section 6):

where the sampling coefficients (see figure 1) are given
by hi = @,(ire) ( a l ( t )is defined in (17) and TO is the
sampling period). The variance of the linear drift parameter estimate is then:

r2

Figure 2. Graph of IH(f ) (solid line) and S, ( j ) (dashedline) modelized by a f a law. In order to insure the convergence of the variance
of the estimate, H ( j ) must go to zero for small f more rapidly than

j(-a-1)/2.

Therefore, the convergence is verified if the leading
(-a 1 ) / 2 terms of (1 1) vanish (Refs 1,2).
On the other hand, these terms may be written by using
the inverse Fourier transform:

+

H(o)=

JtX
h(t)dt;
w

3. ESTIMATION
IN THE SPECTRAL DOMAIN
From Parceval-Plancherel, (5) may be written in the
spectral domain (Ref. 2):

Consequently, the condition H ( O ) = fl is equivalent to
the insensitivity of h ( t ) for a constant,
=0

(9)

where S,(f) is the power spectral density of z ( t ) and
H ( f ) is the Fourier transform of h ( t ) .
We must verify that this estimator converges for
S,( f ) cx f a with a = -1: -2, -3, -4. In other words,
H ( f ) must go to zero for small f more rapidly than
f
(see figure 2).
The MacLaurin expansion of H ( f ) near zero exhibits
explicitly the dependence of H ( f ) versus the power laws
off:

is equivalent to the insensitivity of h ( t ) for a linear drift,
etc.
4. THEMOMENT CONDITION

This leads us to the moment condition (Refs 1,2, 3):
"the convergence for low frequency noises is equivalent to the insensitivity to drifts" according to the following condition

it-I H ( ~l2 )f a df
h(t)tqdt = O

converges

for O

-0 - 1
<q 5 2 .

By using (3), the moment condition (13) may be written for a discrete sampling function:

It IH(f ) 1' f &df
Di

Figure 1. Sampling function of the TchebytchevIh~eardrift pnrameter.

converges

I

( Conver. for: I f-'

I Insensit. to: (
constant
t drift

f-2

I f-3 I

f4

1

1

f-5

I * I * I * I * I *
I

I

1 * 1 * 1 *

TABLE I
CORRESPONDENCE
BETWEEN LOW FREQUENCY NOISE
CONVERGENCE AND DRIFT INSENSITIVITY: IF AN ESTIMATOR
CONVERGES FOR A

TABLE I1

f-' NOISE THEREFORE IT IS INSENSITIVE TO

CORRESPONDENCEBETWEENDRIFT INSENSITIVITY AND LOW

CONSTANT,IF AN ESTIMATOR CONVERGES FOR A f -%OISE

FREQUENCY NOISE CONVERGENCE: IF AN ESTIMATOR IS

THEREFORE IT IS INSENSITIVETO BOTH A CONSTANT AND A

INSENSITIVE TO A CONSTANTTHEREPORE IT CONVERGES UP TO A

A

LINEAR

DRIFT, ETC.

f -2 NOISE, 1F AN ESTIMATOR IS INSENSITIVE TO A LINEAR
f -4

FREQUENCY DRIFT THEREFORE IT CONVERGES UP TO A
NOISE, ETC.

5 . APPLICATION
TO VARIANCES

Tables I and I1 shows the translation of the moment condition in the usual cases of the time and frequency field.
The interest for selecting a variance, or more generally
a structure function (Ref, 4), concerns the knowledge of
both convergence for low frequency noises and drift insensitivity.
Convergence
Ito:
from:

If we define a variance in the spectral domain, by its
transfer function (high-pass variance, band-pass variance,
etc., see Ref. 5 ) , it is very easy to know the convergence
properties of this estimator from its slope for small frequencies. These convergence properties may be directly
converted into drift insensitivity properties with table I.

f " FM

ft4

~niensitiveto
phase drifts:

I_____I

I

FM

linear

1

Nlan variance

Modified Allan variance

quadratic

Picinbono variance

Pulsar variance

I

1 I\\,

JIil11

'I'

t

I" family

pL,

'lZlj

cubic

2fl family

Figure 3. The different classes of structure functions (Refs 4,6). The left drawings represent the calculation sequences for time error data and the right
ones represent the calculation sequences for frequency deviation samples. From top to bottom, the order of difference increases: it yields convergence
for lower frequency noises and insensitivity to higher order polynolnial drifts. From left to right, the different families yield convergence for higher
frequency noises.

On the other hand, if we define a variance in the time
domain, by its sampling function, it is very easy to know
its drift insensitivity properties: if it is a first order difference (first derivative), it is insensitive to constants, if it is
a second order difference, it is insensitive to linear drifis,
etc. (see figure 3). These drift insensitivity properties
may be directly converted into convergence properties by
using table 11.
Thus, thanks to the moment condition, it is possible to
define new variances in the time domain as well as in the
spectral domain, from given special properties, in terms
of drift insensitivity or low frequency noise convergence.

6. APPLICATION
TO NOISE SIMULATION
Another application of the moment condition concerns
the simulation of noise. The difficulty of the low frequency noise generation is due to the low cut-off frequency.
Such a generation is generally performed by filtering a
white noise with a f slope. Let us denote N the number
of samples and TO the sampling period, the low cut-off
frequency is:

TABLE nI
THEORETICALVARIANCE
OF THE TCHEBYTCHEVDRIFT
PARAMETERSVERSUS THE NOISE LEVELS AND THE LOW CUT-OFF
FREQUENCY. THE LOW CUT-OFF FREQUENCYfl IS ASSUMED TO BE

MUCH LOWER THAN

&.c IS THE EULERCONSTANT:
.&.

C % 0,5772. ASSUMING A SAMPLING SATISFYING THE SHANNON
RULE, THE HIGH CUT-OFF FREQUENCY IS fh =

Therefore, if fi is very small, N must be huge. As an
example, if we want a set of 1000 samples with a low
cut-off frequency equal to 1 0 - ~ / rwe
~ have
,
to generate
one million samples, to keep one thousand of them, and
to waist the 999000 other ones.
However, the moment condition proves that the effects ofthe low cut-off frequency consists in "false drifts"
added to the noise. Thus, the generation of a low fiequency noise with a very low cut-off frequency may be
achieved by generating a smaller sequence and adding a
drift. The lower the low cut-off frequency, the higher
the "false drift",
We calculated the theoretical variance of the drift parameters versus the noise levels and the low cut-off frequency (see table I11 and Ref. 2 for calculation details).
The Tchebytchev drift parameters Po and PI are uncorrelated, contrary to the classical drift coefficient COand
C1 of relationship (1). It is then important to consider the
Tchebytchev paranleters rather than the classical coefficient. Using this approach, equation (1) may be written
as a linear combination of the Tchebytchev polynomials
(Ref. 2):

with

The classical paranleters Co and GI may be easily de-

duced from the Tchebytchev parameters Po and PI:

The drift paranleters must be randomly chosen in such
a way that their variance is equal to the theoretical variance of table 111.
The sin~ulationprocess consists then in:
1, generating a white noise sequence
2, filtering this sequence with a f a slope
3. removing the drift of the sequence
4, choosing randomly the PO and PI parameters according to table I11
5. adding the "false drift" to the sequence.

The moment condition is then a principle of equivalence between the drift insensitivity of an estimator and
its convergence properties for low frequency noises. We
have applied this principle to the definition of variances
adapted to special conditions, and to noise simulation
with a given low cut-off frequency. However, the moment condition may also be useful in many other topics,
such as the uncertainty estimation of frequency measurements, the extrapolation of time deviations by a quadratic
model, etc.
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ABSTRACT
In Global Navigation Satellite Systems, the on-board time
has to be adjusted and extrapolated in order to broadcast
the time parameters to final users. The needs of
synchronisation for a GNSS are specified as the
maximum error of the time prediction from the
extrapolated model. As a consequence, the key parameter
for the navigation payload is the time prediction
performance.
Our previous work about the estimation of uncertainties in
time deviation extrapolation has allowed us to establish a
link between the noise levels of a clock and its time
prediction performance.

For GALILEO, the coefficients of this polynomial can be
computed as follows : the raw data of the OD&TS (Orbit
Determination and Time Synchronisation) process are
collected with a 70 period, they are adjusted by a least
mean square model over a time interval called T,. This
model is extrapolated during a time interval called T, that
follows T,. We consider the maximum extrapolation error
over T, ; on average, this maximum is obtained at the end
of T,. So, the specification deals with ,
S that is the onesigma extrapolation error at the end of T,.
The figure below illustrates the adjustment and
extrapolation process in case of a time quadratic model :
Clocktime difference
= oh time - reference time

In this paper, we will take into account the temperature
sensitivity of the clock and the measurement noise in
order to know their impact on the datation performance.
We will also show that there is an optimum adjustment
duration according to the dominating noise type.
Finally, experimental results on a navigation payload
demonstrator developed by CNES will be presented.
These experiments allowed us to compare simultaneously
the datation performance of the clock and the datation
performance of the whole payload.

1. INTRODUCTION
In Global Navigation Satellite Systems, each satellite has
to broadcast a certain number of time parameters so that
the user can determine the satellite code phase offset
(referenced to the phase center of the satellite antenna)
with respect to the system time. Generally, the time
parameters are a polynomial of first or second degree,
which corresponds to a time linear or quadratic model.
The coeff~cientsof this polynomial shall describe the
offset for the interval of time in which the parameters are
transmitted [Ref. 11. So, as far as timing is concerned, the
system-level specification for the navigation payload is its
time prediction performance.

k
Time
T,
Tp i
Figure 1 :Adjustment and extrapolation process
UJ

m-

The specification deals with the datation provided by the
navigation payload, taking into account every source of
error : the intrinsic noise of the on-board clock, the
sensitivities of the on-board clock to environment
variations, the variations of the propagation delays within
the equipments of the rest of the payload.
In previous papers [Ref. 2-31> we have described the
relationships between the noise levels of a clock and its
time prediction performance. These relationships are valid
for a clock in a stable environment.
In this paper, we will first recall these relationships, then
we will show that there is an optimum adjustment
duration for a given extrapolation duration, for each type

of noise. Then, we will look into the environmental
conditions impact on the datation stability of the on-board
clock and the measurement noise. Last, we will present
the tests and measurements performed on a navigation
payload demonstrator developed by CNES.

2. DATATION STABILITY OF A CLOCK
IN STABLE ENVIRONMENT
2.1. Adiustment principle
In this part, we will recall the adjustment principle and the
extrapolation error determination method for a quadratic
model. The equations for a linear model can be derived
from these ones very easily.
Let us consider a sequence of N time deviation data x(t)
regularly spaced with a sampling period TO : {x(b),
x(t1),...,x(tN.~)},with tk = k. TO. The adjustment using the
3 frst Tchebychev polynomials can be written :
x(t) = Po.c~o(t)+Pl.cpl(t)+P2.c~z(t~+e(t)

estimate its variance to define it completely. Using (4),
the variance of TIE can be estimated by :

We will use the power law model of the relative
frequency (or phase) spectral densities. We note the time
deviation spectral density S, = b P for cr = -4 to 0. This
is equivalent to note the relative frequency spectral
l (4n2). The 3 types of
density S, = ha+2P+2with k, = b+z
noise that are of interest are the white frequency noise, the
Flicker frequency noise and the random walk.
2.2. Results for a auadratic model
We note u = T, IT,.

* White frequency :

(1)

with :
Flicker frequency :
(1 92u6+ 57624' + 692u4

t

p

2

(

t

)

=

n ( ~ + k )

/

t
~ 6 ([N - ~1 ) - + ( N - 2 ) ( N - 1 )
70

k=-2

I

Let us note the vector pi = (cpi(b) ... pi(tN.l))T and the
matrix [p] = (pp l 93. We also note the vectors X =
(x($). .. x(t~-l)), E = (e(b). .. e(t,.1)lT and P = (POPI
Pz) .
The relationship (1) can be written vectorially :
It is easy to show that the most probable estimator of P in
the sense of the least mean square [Ref. 2,3] :

We define the "Time Interval Error" (TIE) as the
difference between the true time deviation x(t) and the
extrapolation of the model previously estimated from to
tN-1,that is (for t > t ~ . :~ )
TIE(t) = x(t)- Po.cpo(t)-Pl.cpl(t~-P2.c~2(t)
with t = T, + T,.

(4)

The TIE is the combination of 2 effects : the error in the
determination of the P model parameters and the error due
to the noise of the clock. These 2 errors for random clock
noises can be positive or negative and the ensemble
average of the TIE is equal to zero. Moreover, simulations
have clearly shown that the statistics of TIE is Gaussian
and centered [Ref. 21. Consequently, we only need to

Random walk :
2 ~ 4
oh = -k,T:(450u4
315

+ 690u3 + 303u2 + 42u + 2)

2.3. Results for a linear model
White frequency :
4n2
a& =-k-2~m(9u2+9u+l)
15
Flicker fiequency :

z2

okE= -t3T:
3

12u4+ 24u3 + 20u2 + 8u + 1

+ 2ln(l+ uX6u2 + 6u + 1)
+ 2u3l n ( z ) ( 6 u 2 + 1su + 8)
1+ u

Random walk :
877
a& =-k-,T:(35u3
105

+39u2 + l l u + l )

3. OPTIMIZATION OF TM
3.1. Optimisation of the adiustrnent duration

It is easy to show that for each type of noise and for a
given extrapolation duration T,, there is an optimal
adjustment duration T,.

The table below summarises the optimal T, :
Quadratic model

Linear model

(4 + J ~ T ) T ,
s 9.57 Tp

TP

z 3.13 Tp

K 0.5Tp

white frequency

Flicker frequency

Random walk

(- 3 + &/ 2

) ~ ~ 0

n 1.06 Tp
Table I :Optimal T,,,
It shall be noticed that the optimal adjustment duration for
a given type of noise is higher for a quadratic model than
for a linear one. Besides, the higher the frequency noise,
the higher the optimal T,.

Noticing that t = T, + Tp and T, = N.ro , and under the
assumption that N >> 1, we get :
d
TIE(T~,T,)= - ~ : ( 6 u ' + 6 u + I)
12
where d = a2/ 2 is the frequency drift per second.

(5)

Contrary to the previous formula, this error is
deterministic. When using a linear model, the TIE will be
centered on the value given by (5).
Example : the following figure represents the comparison
between the mean of TIE obtained experimentally and the
value predicted by (5), for a quartz crystal oscillator
which relative frequency drift has been estimated over the
whole measurement sequence to I, 1 . 1 @"/day. This
comparison is performed for T, = 3 h and Tp varying
from 0.5 to 5 h :

3.2. Linear vs. auadratic model at the optimum T,The table below allows to compare the standard deviation
of TIE obtained at this optimum :
Quadratic model
White frequency

frequency

Random walk

Linear model

z-/,

z J-

-4
-4
4 s - -/,

n
z

s

z

Table 2 :Optimal extrapolation error
We deduce from this table that without frequency drift the
linear model is always potentially better than the
quadratic model.
Nevertheless, it needs to be added that the linear model
does not adjust a frequency drift. In other words, the
frequency drift has a contribution in the extrapolation
error that is to be taken into account in order to cany out a
fair comparison. If this contribution is dominating, the
quadratic model may become more interesting.
3.3. Contribution of the freauencv drift in case of a linear
model
Let us consider that we have x(t) = azt2.According to (3),
we can write :

Figure 2 :Theoretical (0) and experimental (-)mean of
TIE (ns)

4. IMPACT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS ON THE DATATION
STABILITY OF THE O/B CLOCK
4.1. Assumptions and theoretical amroach

For a ME0 (Medium Earth Orbit) constellation like GPS
or GLONASS, the Earth magnetic field is very low (rt: 1
pT) and can be neglected.
As for radiation, the ME0 environment is very severe.
For a 4 mm equivalent A1 shielding, the average radiation
dose received is about 50 krad / year, without taking into
account the solar eruptions. The effect of radiation has not
been studied in detail here, but shall not be overlooked.
As for temperature, we have assumed that the temperature
variations will follow a sinusoidal pattern which period is
the orbital period (T = 12 hours) :
where A is the magnitude and w = 2nlT.

We can deduce that :
TIE(t) = a 2 t 2-h.po(t)-fi,.p,(t)

If we note TS the frequency thermal sensitivity of the
clock, y the relative fiequency at stable temperature, and
y' the relative frequency with the sinusoidal variations of
temperature, we obviously have :

And then :
x#(t) = x(t) - A*TS*cos(wt + $) / w
As we have also :
TIE#(T,,T,) = x#(t)- P ~ # . ~ O (I#.cp
~ ) -l(t)-~2#.cP2(t)
P

xm,
N-I

with P; =

(t,).x#(t,)

Let us note m(tk) the measureyent noise which affects
x(tk) for k = 0 to N-1, and TIE the Time Interval Error
when the measurement noise is taken into account and
TIE the Time Interval Error without measurement. noise.
We will carry out here the computation of TIE for a
quadratic model.
TIE' = TIE - io
.9, (t) - .v,(t) - .9, (t)

i:

r=O

We deduce that :

4

N-l

with

ij= Zpj(t, ).m(t, )
i=O

Consequently :

It is the sum of three terms : the TIE at stable temperature,
a sinusoidal term which represents the sine variations of
temperature and a third term which represents the
deformation of the fit due to the variations of temperature.
4.2. Validation

It has been shown [Ref. 41 that

CT;,

= kof, = o: for j =

0 to 2 and that all the covariances Cov(m,Pj) and
Cov(Pi,Pj) were equal to zero for a white phase noise.
2
+ 0: (9: ( 0 + 9; (t) + 9; (t))
OTIE*
=
This gives for a quadratic model :

Let us consider the same quartz crystal oscillator as in the
last example. We have tested it using a thermal chamber
which temperature can be monitored, so that it has
underwent sinusoidal variations of temperature of +- 1.3
"C with a 12 hours period. Its thermal sensitivity was
estimated by a least square method to TS = -5,l. 10-13/"~.
The figure below compares the experimental standard
deviation of TIE (continuous line) to the theoretical one and for a linear model :
(0). This theoretical values are obtained by the quadratic
sum of the experimental standard deviation of TIE
without variations of temperature (dash line) and the
contribution of the sinusoidal variations of temperature One can notice immediately that the measurement noise
(x). This has been carried out for a quadratic model :
has a smaller impact on the extrapolation error for a linear
model than for a quadratic model, whatever Tmand T,.
5.2. Validation
To validate the above formula, we simulated 10,000 white
frequency noise sequences (ho = lo-'' s, N = 8640, TO = 10
s). We added white phase noise (h2 = 6.10'13 s3, fh = 0.5
Hz) in the adjustment duration and compared the
theoretical and experimental TIE as a function of T, :

Figure 3 : Theoretical (0) and experimental (continuous
line) standard deviation of TIE (ns)

5. MEASUREMENT NOISE
5.1. Assumption and theoretical approach
In order to take into account the measurement noise, we
assume that this noise can be considered as white phase
noise. This white phase noise affects the adjustment
period only. The measurement noise during the
extrapolation isn't taken into account since it doesn't
depend on the system but on the user's receiver.

Figure 4 : Theoretical (continuous line) and experimental
(+) standard deviation of TIE (ns)

This has also been performed for a linear model and we
have in both cases an excellent agreement between theory
and simulations.

6. DATATION STABILITY OF THE REST
OF THE PAYLOAD
The variations of the propagation delays within the
equipments of the rest of the payload (code generator,
frequency synthesis, modulators, amplifiers, filters,. ..)
can degrade the datation stability provided by the onboard clock.
At CNES, in the frame of the DE Navigation, a mock-up
of a navigation payload has been developed and tested
[Ref. 51. In order to measure the datation stability
provided by this payload, we used a fixed receiver. This
experiment allowed us to measure simultaneously the
datation stability of the on-board clock and of the whole
payload :
n

Reference

H I

Time
Interval

At

correlation term. This figure shows that the contribution
of the rest of the payload is to be taken into account.
Moreover, if the payload undergoes variations of
temperature, the propagation delays are likely to be
modified a great deal, which will degrade all the more the
datation stability of the payload.
7.

The datation stability broadcast by a navigation payload is
the sum of several contributions : the intrinsic noise of the
on-board clock, the effect of environment on this clock,
the measurement noise, the variations of the propagation
delays within the rest of the payload, ...
In this paper, we have studied the impact of all these
effects in terms of extrapolation error. With a simple
Allan deviation curve and a figure of sensitivity to
temperature, we can deduce the time prediction
performance of the on-board clock. The formula we
obtained allow to :

-

Figure 5 :Navigation payload test

The time interval counter and the receiver are
synchronised by the reference clock. The whole payload
is stabilised at a constant temperature.
The following figure allows to compare the extrapolation
error of the on-board clock and the extrapolation error of
the whole payload (that is of the pseudo-range divided by
the speed of light) :

CONCLUSION

-

show that there is an optimum adjustment duration
for a given extrapolation duration
cany out a thorough synchronisation error budget
perform a sensitivity analysis
cany out a complete comparison between linear and
quadratic models
choose adjustment and extrapolation durations
which minimize the extrapolation error
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Figure 6 :Standard deviation of TIEfor the on-board
clock (0) andfor the whole payload (*) (m)

This figure was obtained with T,
from 0.1 to 2.5 h.

= 0.5 h

and T, varying

The extrapolation error of the whole payload should be
the quadratic sum of the extrapolation error of the onboard clock and of the rest of the payload plus or minus a

[Ref. 51 "Development and Test of a Galileo OAS
Navigation Payload Demonstrator" - L. Lestarquit, J.L.
Issler, J. Delporte, J. Dantepal, L. Ries - ION-GPS 2000,
Salt Lake City, Utah, 19-22 September 2000.
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I.
Introduction
ACES is a space mission which aims at operating
ultrastable clocks on board the International Space
Station (ISS). The ACES payload is scheduled to be
launched in june 2005 on the UF6 shuttle flight. ACES
Principal Investigator (PI) is Christophe Salomon
(ENS-LKB) and the chairman of the ACES
International User Community is Pierre Thomann
(Neuchbtel Observatory). In this article, we describe
briefly ACES instruments and equipment (Section 11)
and point out expected performance of clocks and
Time and Frequency links. In section 111, the main
science objectives in fundamental physics are detailed.
As a conclusion, Section IV gives the present status of
the ACES mission.
ACES system description
The ACES payload (Figure 1) includes two
clocks :
PHARAO
PHARAO is a cold cesium atom clock designed by
BNM-LPTF, ENS-LKB, LHA with the technical
and financial support of the french space agency
CNES.
SHM
SHM is an active hydrogen maser designed by ON
with a financial support of the european space
agency ESA

1

+ +
FCDP
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11.

These two clocks can be intercompared on board
in the FCDP (Frequency Comparison and Distribution
Package). They can also be compared to Earth based
clocks using either the optical link T2L2 (Time
Transfer by Laser Link) or the microwave link MWL.
ACES operation requires standard equipment
(payload computer, power distribution unit) and
specific equipment which is supported by ESA :

Fig. 1

The ACES system

M3D which is the Microvibrations and Magnetic
Measurement Device
POD (Precise Orbit Determination)
determines the orbit of ACES payload.

which

The ACES payload will be installed on a nadir oriented
Express Pallet on board the International Space Station.
This pallet will be located either on ISS main truss or
on the European pressurized module COLOMBUS.

The allocated resources for the complete ACES
payload are about 1 m3 for the volume, 220 kg for the
mass and 450 W for the electrical power.
11.1. Clocks

>

PHARAO
PHARAO relative freauencv stability is
expected to be better than a,(.r) = IO-'~.T-"~for an
integration time T (Figure 2). It corresponds to a
frequency stability below 3.10-l6 for a one-day
integration time and below 1. 10-l6 for ten days.
PHARAO frequencv accuracy target is at 10-l6
level.

>

X M
SHM relative freauencv stabilitv is expected
to be (Figure 2) :
O,(T = 1 s) 11.5 x 1 0 ~ ' ~
O,(T = 10 s) 5 2.1 x
O,(T = 100 s) 15.1 x lo-''
O,(T = 1 000 S) 1 2 . 1 x 10-IS
o,(r = 10 000 9) 5 1.5 x l ~ "

300,which is the mean duration of an ISS pass
over a given point. It will be the mean duration of
a comparison session between ground and space
clocks. The T&F link must exhibit rms time
fluctuations below 0.3 ps over 300 s.
90 min which is the orbit period. The minimal
dead time between two successive comparison
sessions will be 90 min. Larger dead times (as
large as 1 day) may occur. This requires a T&F
link with a very good long term time stability,
typically better than 6 ps over 1 day.

Thanks to its better medium term stability, SHM will
be used for the evaluation of some frequency shifts
affecting PHARAO accuracy and as a high spectral
purity local oscillator for PHARAO.
Fig. 3

Expected time deviation for T2L2 and MWL

All primary scientific objectives of ACES require
only stability for the T&F link. No accuracy is needed.
Nevertheless, an absolute calibration of ground
instrument delays will be performed with a resolution
of 50 ps for T2L2 and a few hundreds of ps for MWL.

loo

Fig. 2
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Expected Allan standard deviation for
PHARAO and SHM

11.2. Time and Frequency (T&F) links
a) Required T&F link performance
In order to perform space-ground clock
comparisons with a reduced degradation (less than
20 %), ACES T&F links must exhibit a very low phase
noise compatible with the clock stability of 10-16. The
variations of the time deviation expected for T2L2 and
MWL as a function of the integration time T are
depicted on Figure 3. Two characteristical times are
taken into account in ACES :

b) The optical link : T2L2
T2L2 is designed by the Observatoire de la CGte
d'Azur (OCA-CERGA) with the technical and
financial support of CNES.
The operation principle of T2L2 is simple. A
ground laser station emits light pulses towards ISS. On
the ACES payload, the laser pulse is both detected and
partially reflected towards the ground station with a
comer cube reflector. For each pulse, three datations
are performed :
date To of pulse emission from the ground station
(date in ground clock time scale)
date TI' of pulse detection on the ACES payload
(date in space clock time scale)
date TZof reflected pulse detection in the ground
station (date in ground time scale).
The comparison of ground and space clock time
scales relies on the knowledge of the ensemble of date
triplets (TI, T2', T3) corresponding to a large number
of detected laser pulses. The ct Two-way )) (up and
down link) operation of T2L2 rejects a lot of common
mode noise sources, especially the tropospheric delay.
The ionospheric delay is extremely small at optical
frequencies and is also cancelled by the Two-Way
scheme.

Instrumental delays are the main noise sources in
T2L2. Preliminary experiments have been already
carried out and have demonstrated instrumental delay
fluctuations whose time deviation is at the required
picosecond level (Figure 4).

7 (s)

Fig. 4

Instrumental delay fluctuations measured on
T2L2 demonstrator breadboard

The microwave link :MWL
No existing microwave link (GPS, TWSTFT) can
reach today the required performance for ACES. With
ESA support, a new microwave link technique will be
developed. Two different concepts have been proposed
by two compagnies which have already a long
experience in T&F transfer techniques : Timetech, in
Germany (designer of PRA& and SATRE systems)
and Thalbs, in France (designer of T2L2 datation
device). Proposed MWL concepts are ugraded versions
of the Vessot Two-Way technique used for the GP-A
experiment in 1976 [I-21. In this experiment, a twoway link with 3 frequencies in S band (one signal up,
two signals down) allowed the frequency comparison
between two H-masers (one on ground and one in a
rocket) at the level of 8. lo-'' at 1000 seconds. This
Two-Way I 3 frequencies method allowed :
the complete rejection of tropospheric delay, 1''
order Doppler effect
a partial rejection of ionospheric delay ; the up and
down frequency are not equal to avoid interference
effects and they do not lead to equal ionosphetic
delays. The evaluation of this residual ionospheric
delay required the knowledge of the ionosphere
Total Electronic Content (TEC) which was
evaluated using the second down link at different
frequency.
a partial independence on the positions of antennas
phase centers.

The two MWL concepts proposed for ACES are
improved Vessot's technique and their main
characteristics are (see Table 1) :
the carrier frequency f, is increased to Ku band
(about 15 GHz) ; this leads to a noticeable
reduction of the inospheric delay which varies as
l ~ ( f , ) ~Timetech
.
technique uses a third frequency
in S band to determine ionosphere TEC. In Thalbs
technique, up and down links have the same
frequency : the ionospheric delay is thus
completely rejected by the two-way scheme.
the operation of Timetech system is continuous
whereas Thalbs one is pulsed to avoid interference
effects (equal up and down link frequencies)
a PN-code is used to remove 271 phase ambiguity
between two successive comparisons sessions
separated by large dead times. This code
modulation is applied on the phase (Timetech) or
the amplitude (Thalbs) of the carrier.
both systems allow multi-users capability :
different ground users are distinguished by
different PN-codes and different Doppler shifts.

c)

Nevertheless, Vessot's technique was a frequency
comparison technique : it required the clocks to be in
permanent visibility during the comparison. Moreover,
it did not offer multi-user capability which is
mandatory for ACES mission to allow common view
comparisons of ground clocks.

Multi-users YES (4 simultaneous
capability users)

YES (2 simultaneous
users)

Table 1 Main characteristics of proposed MWL concepts
Relativistics effects affecting time or frequency
transfer (gravitational shift, 2nd order Doppler effect,
Sagnac effect, ...) will be corrected using the
orbitography data (see Section 11.4).
Preliminary studies have already benn performed on
these two MWL concepts and they bring a sufficient
confidence in the feasability of the high stability
microwave T&F link for ACES.
11.4. Orbitography requirements
Science objectives described in Section I11 rely on
comparisons between space and ground clocks. A
precise knowledge of space clocks orbit is required
because both altitude and velocity are involved in the

relativistics effects which affect both clocks and T&F
links.

Moon) is negligible at the expected lo-" level. For an
ISS orbit of 400 km, this term is +4.6 1 ~ " .
- 2 /2c2 describes the
The second term
second order Doppler effect between two moving
clocks and has a value of -3.3 10-lo.

?Sl

Relativistics effects affectinp clock freauencv
Due to relativistics effect, the clock proper frequency
differs by an amount Af compared to its
coordinate value f it would have in a geocentric
isotropic inertial reference frame (GRS) :
/

-

\

where v is the GRS coordinate velocity of the clock
and U is the gravitational potential at clock location
(with U 2 0 following the International Astronomical
Union convention). The gravitational shift is as large as
-6.9 10-lofor a ground clock and -6.5 10-lofor a clock
onboard ISS at the altitude of 400 krn. The 2ndorder
Doppler effect frequency shift is equal to -1.3 10.12 for
a ground clock and -3.3 10-lofor a clock onboard ISS
with a velocity about 7 krn.s-I.
In order to evaluate these relativistics frequency
shifts with a precision compatible with clock stability
and accuracy, the whole orbit of both ground and space
clocks must be known with uncertainties lower than :
1.7 m (averaged over 1 day) for the altitude
1.9 mrn.s-I (averaged over 1 day) for the velocity
Relativistics effects affectinn T&F links
The space-ground clock comparisons will be
performed using a two-way time or frequency transfer
in order to cancel the effect of atmospheric fluctuations
and first order Doppler. The frequency shift induced by
relativistics effects in the frequency transfer is given
by :

In Equation 2, UE(wS) is the Earth gravitational
potential applied to the clock on-board the ISS located
at the co-ordinate position %, in the GRS. UE(% ) is
the Earth gravitational potential applied to the clock on
the ground located at the co-ordinate position G E in
the GRS. c is the velocity of the light, 3, is the GRS

qs is the
GRS co-ordinate velocity of the ISS clock. is, is the
co-ordinate velocity of the clock on ground,

range between a ground reference point and an ISS
reference point expressed in the GRS, g, is the
acceleration of the Earth in the GRS.
All terms of equation (2) are expressed in the same
geocentric inertial reference frame, which is chosen
here as the GRS. The first term of equation (2)
[- U E(6,) U E(6E describes the influence
of the Earth gravitational potential. As the ISS is a low
orbiting satellite, the influence of other bodies (e.g. the

+

)v

The third term ( F i
~E ) ~/ c ~ includes the effect of the
rotation of the Earth (Sagnac l/c2 effect). It is maximal
for a ground station on the equator and is lower than
7 10-13.
In order to evaluate these relativistics frequency
shifts with a precision compatile with clock stability,
both ground and space clocks orbits during an ISS pass
(300 s duration) must be known with an uncertainty
lower than :
24 m for the altitude
26 mm.s-' for the velocity
Equation (2) is valid up to second order (c-'1.
Nevertheless, for time transfer between clocks at a
level of 10-16,the contribution of third order terms (d3)
must be included in equation (2) [3-41. The three terms
of
(3)
must
then
be
multiplied
by

b + c-l%E.(~s - S J ~ ) / ~ ~his~ ] .c-1

term can be
interpreted as a Doppler correction to the three
relativistic terms in equation (2). During the frequency
comparison, this correction is maximum at low
elevation and unsymmetrical around zenith. Its
absolute value is less than 2.7 l u 5 or 1.2 10-l5 in
relative frequency. It is thus sufficient to calculate this
correction at the-5 % level for frequency comparisons
at lowL6.
ACES orbitography requirements can be
fulfilled with DORIS. Nevertheless, it is generally the
orbit of a specific ISS point (center of gravity COG)
which is determined. As a consequence, the knowledge
of ISS attitude and structural deformations could be
needed to deduce the orbit of ACES payload if it is not
on a location close to ISS COG.
111.
ACES science objectives
The first part of ACES mission will be a 6 months
characterization phase (evaluation of clocks and T&F
links performance). Then, the utilization phase (12 to
30 months duration) will take place. ACES user groups
have identified experiments in the following domains :
physics of cold atoms
relativistic effects
precise orbit determination
laser time transfer
microwave link
T&F metrology
geodesy
earth observation

ACES has obvious objectives in T&F metrology
(primary standards, clock comparisons, time scales, ).
ACES tests in Fundamental Physics are of outstanding
importance and will be fbrther detailed.

111.1. Measurement of the gravitational frequency
shift
A direct consequence of the equivalence principle,
which is a pillar of Einstein's General Relativity, is that
a source of radiation in a gravitational potential Us
appears to an observer in a different gravitational
potential U, shifted in frequency by an
amount Aflf = -bulc2 where AU=Us-U, is the
gravitational potential difference between the source
ct s )) and the observer (to )) positions. Pound and
.Rebka made a direct determination of this effect in
1960 using the Mossbauer effect. The result confirmed
the prediction of the theory to within +/-I%. The most
precise measurement of this gravitational shift is
presently the Gravitational Probe A experiment
performed in 1978 by Vessot, Levine and
colleagues [2].
The ACES red shift measurement will use a
different technique. Instead of modulating the red shift
by changing the altitude of satellite, ACES-will utilise
the high accuracy of the PHARAO clock ( 1U16) and
ground clocks (10-l6 or better) to make an absolute
measurement. Knowing precisely the orbital
parameters of the space station (position and velocity),
the frequency difference between the ground clocks
and the PHARAO clock will be calculated and
compared to theory. As the ISS orbit changes as a
function of the time, the gravitational redshift will also
be modulated but only by about 10% of its magnitude.
If both the ground and space clocks used in the
frequency comparison possess an accuracy of 1@16and
if the link does not degrade clock performance, the
Einstein effect can be determined with a relative
uncertainty of 3
This represents a factor 25
improvement over the GPA experiment.

The principle involves the comparison of the
frequencies given by clocks using different elements as
a function of time. Any change of the frequency
difference between two clocks might be attributed to a
change of fundamental constant or to imperfections in
long term behaviour of the clocks. Therefore to make a
convincing test, it is mandatory to involve a large
number of clocks and to make cross-correlation
between the measurements. ACES will provide access
to a large number of laboratories world-wide. This will
involve clocks operating with many different atoms,
e.g. cesium, rubidium, hydrogen, mercury ion,
ytterbium ion, etc, etc. These frequency standards
operate either in the microwave domain (caesium and
rubidium fountains, H, Hg', ~ b ' , ~ d ' ,...) or in the
visible part of the spectrum.
In the case of an alkali atom with atomic number Z and
having a hyperfine transition in the microwave domain,
Prestage et a1 [6] calculated the effect of a possible
drift of a upon the hyperfine energy as a function of Z.
The calculation showed a very rapid variation of
(da ldt)la as a function of Z (more than quadratic). If
one then makes the ratio between the hyperfine
energies of two (or more) atoms having very different
Z numbers, one finds the sensitivity of the test of the
For
instance,
if
constancy
of a .
(daldt)la = 1. 10-'~/~ear,then a frequency drift of
e a r occur between a cesium clock
1.4 1 ~ ' ~ l ~ would
(Z=55) and a mercury ion clock (Z=80). For cesium
The
and rubidium (Z=35) this figure is 0.45 10-'~/~ear.
best experiments to date established an upper limit for
(da ldt)la<2-3 10-I4lyear[6,13]. Since both the ACES
cesium clock and ground rubidium clocks will have
10-l6 accuracy, the frequency drift can be determined

with a resolution as low as &.10-I / year giving an
improvement of a factor 100 /year. For a 3 year
111.2. Search for a possible time variation of the fine
mission the gain is larger than 300. The Z dependence
structure constant
means that the signature of a drift of a , if found, will
The fine structure constant a = c ~ / ~ ~ B ~ R c
be unambiguous. Such a discovery would be a major
(equal to 1/137.0359895(61)) characterises the
breakthrough and have profound implications on our
strength of the electromagnetic interaction in an atom
understanding of the laws of physics.
or a molecule and is called the fine structure constant.
In 1937 Dirac suggested that it was interesting
111.3. Test of special relativity
to check if these fundamental constants were indeed
A number of alternative theories that allow for
constant in time and a great deal of effort has been
violations of special relativity have been developed
devoted to this goal with increasing precision. In
(see [7] for a review). Such theories all postulate some
General Relativity as in other metric theories of
"universal rest frame" C in which the basic postulates
gravitation, a change in time of non-gravitational
of special relativity are valid : in particular, the slow
constants is forbidden. This is a consequence of the
clock transport and Einstein synchronization ([12]
equivalence principle. However a number of modem
pp. 38-40) procedures for distant clocks are equivalent.
theories predict the existence of new interactions which
In special relativity this is also valid in any inertial
violates Einstein's equivalence principle. Damour and
frame S moving at constant velocity v in X but this is
Polyakov for instance predict a time variation of the
not the case in the alternative theories. This implies, for
fine structure constant [5].
example, that for a light signal transmitted one-way
Among the numerous experiments designed to
between two distant points its speed, as measured by
check the equivalence principle, methods utilising
clocks that were synchronised using slow clock
space (STEP, MICROSCOPE), and stable clocks have
transport, is a constant in C (i.e. independent of the
a long history. The high stability and accuracy of the
direction of signal transmission), but not in S.
ACES clocks and of the cold atom ground clocks make
the search for a drift in a a very attractive proposition.
For a certain type of experiments, those that
measure one way signal transmissions, a simple test

theory based on a parameter &/c is often used. In this
interpretation distant clocks are synchronised in S
using slow clock transport. Then c is the round trip
speed of light (independent of the chosen
synchronization convention) and & the deviation from
c of the speed of light in S (measured by the transport
synchronised clocks) for a signal propagating one-way
along a particular direction. Then the experiments look
for a variation of &/c as a function of the direction of
signal transmission in S. In special relativity &/c = 0
which, of course, reflects the fact that the two
synchronization conventions are equivalent.
A number of experiments testing for a non
zero value of &/c have been carried out either by direct
measurements of the variation of one way transmission
times of light signals between distant clocks or by
indirect measurements searching for the variation of
the first order Doppler shift. The former used the
clocks and time links in the JPL deep space tracking
network [8] and the GPS system [9], the latter the first
order Doppler effect in Two Photon Absorption [lo],
the Mossbauer effect [ll], and the frequency links of
the GP-A experiment [I-21. A violation of special
relativity is, in this model, linked to a particular spatial
direction (velocity 7; of S in C) and the experiments
search for the modulation of the effect as the direction
of signal transmission is changed. Consequently those
. experiments that rely on the rotation of the Earth for a
change of direction are only sensitive to the component
of &/c that lies in the equatorial plane.
The ACES experiment is expected to improve
previous limits on &/c by about one order of
magnitude. The experiment will compare the space
clocks to the ground clocks continuously during the
passage of ISS. The time transfer link will consist of
laser andlor microwave signals that are exchanged in
both directions between the clocks. All emission and
reception times and frequencies are measured on the
local space and ground clocks respectively. The
difference of the measured reception and emission
times provides the one-way travel time of the signal
plus some unknown but constant offset A, due to the
fact that the clocks are not synchronized (by slow clock
transport). Then the difference of the up and down
travel times is sensitive to a non zero value of &/c
along a preferred direction

where T is half the return travel time, 0 is the angle
between the link and the preferred direction, and A, are
known small corrections due to path asymmetries,
atmospheric delays, etc.. . A, is unknown
(desynchronization) but remains constant, so adjusting
the cosine to the data over the passage allows the
measurement of &lc.
The sensitivity of the experiment is
determined by the instabilities over one passage of both
the clocks and T&F links phase. The value of T varies
during the passage (min. = 1.5 rns, max. = 8 ms) With
an overall time instability over one ISS pass as low as
1 ps, the expected sensitivity to &lc should be in the

low l@1° region which is an improvement by a factor
10 or more over previous measurements. Such a
performance seems even more likely when considering
that several systematic error sources (atmospheric
delay, orbit accuracy, clock stability) that were likely
sources of uncertainty for the GPS experiment [9] will
be negligible for ACES because of the two way
systems used (cancellations between the up and down
links) and the high stability of the ACES clocks.

-

Conclusion Present status of ACES
mission
Due to mass excess, some ACES instruments and
pieces of equipment have be descoped. The new
baseline proposed for ACES payload includes
PHARAO, SHM, MWL and FCDP. Both the optical
link T2L2, the Magnetic and Microvibration
Measurement Device M3D and the DORIS receiver for
the orbit determination have been removed.
Nevertheless almost all the science objectives of ACES
are expected to be fulfilled with this new baseline
assuming the ACES payload orbit will be determined
at the required precision level by an external device.
This new baseline should be approved in April
2001 and phase C D for ACES instruments and
equipment should start before at the end of 2001.
IV.
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ABSTRACT

Galileo is a space-based navigation system under
contract of ~ u r o ~ e aUnion
n
(EU) and European
Space Agency (ESA), which would enable users to
determine their three-dimensional position, velocity
and time with a high degree of performance in terms
of accuracy, availability, integrity and continuity.
The GalileoSat System Test Bed (GSTB) aims to
investigate and to make early experimentation on
those elements of the Galileo System which are
considered critical. The GSTB is then a great added
value to the final Galileo, in terms of design
consolidation, key technology qualification and
gained confidence and experience.
This paper presents the current baseline
regarding the Test Bed approach towards validation
of timing topics such as Galileo System Time
realisation, Galileo System synchronisation, time
transfer links performance, UTC (Universal Time
Co-ordinated) steering and Galileo Timing Service
Demonstration.
The critical aspects of the system related to
timing issues are exploited during this program and
the conclusions in terms of analyses and results will
be used to review the relevant design of the
GalileoSat System. In this way, the GSTB may be
seen as a Verification Tool for Time Synchronisation aspects.

INTRODUCTION

The
System Test Bed is an ESA
program oriented to verify specific topics of the
Galileo System using one GalileoSat-like Navigation
payload which will-be flown as piggy-back-on a
GLONASS-M SV starting from mid 2003 for 1 year
operations. The Definition Phase (AIB) of the

GSTB, in fact, has been concluded in February 2001
and the Development Phase (C/D) will start in the
second half of the same year.
Such test-bed will adopt a reduced ground
segment with respect to the overall Galileo System.
Constituted by 12 world-wide Orbitography and
Synchronisation Stations and 8 European Integrity
Monitoring Stations, it will evaluate Orbit
Determination (OD) algorithm, Time Synchronisation (TS) issues (see [I] for details about
GalileoSat OD&TS), Navigation and Integrity
functions, together with the qualification of some
space hardware such as atomic clocks like Rubidium
Atomic Frequency standard (RAFS) and Passive
Hydrogen Maser (PHM).
In particular the performance of atomic clocks
under qualification shall be evaluated together with
a test of the clock switching mechanism in case of
failure. Phase comparison data of the clocks shall be
collected and stored on-board to be transmitted to
ground through telemetry; the data shall than be
post-processed and analysed with a suitable software
in order to assess stability characteristics.
In order to accomplish the previous objectives it
is necessary a detailed evaluation of the impairments
caused by the same mentioned functions, due to the
reduced Ground Segment and to the very exotic
configuration, in which one GLONASS SV (on its
orbit) transmits the GalileoSat signals.
In addition, since it is foreseen to use a reduced
Space Segment constituted by only 1 Space Vehicle,
signals from existing constellations (GPS and
GLONASS) will also be used, in order to solve the
orbits and perform the navigation solution. As
described in [2], GSTB program consists of the
following incremental scenarios:
1. Navigation Payload V e r ~ c a t i o n , which
objective is to validate the GalileoSat
Hardware on-board (the performance of final

Galileo clocks together with the navigation
signal generation will be tested);
OD&TS Verfiation, in which the OD&TS
algorithm (see [l]) will be tested using, as
inputs, pseudorange from the experimental
payload together with GPSIGLONASS
pseudorange, and calculated orbits will be
compared with IGSJIGEX ones;
3. Navigation Service Demonstration, in which
a verification of the UERE budget will be
carried out, together with an end-to-end
demonstration of the services to the user
(navigation & timing);
4. Integrity Service Demonstration, in which an
end-to-end demonstration of the Integrity
Service will be performed.
In the frame of these complex verification
procedures, timing aspects are twice involved. This
paper is oriented to face with both of these two
different timing aspects.
The former one refers to the synchronisation of
the whole system. This is the fundamental condition
in order to perform a navigation service (the
accuracy of the positioning solution strictly depends
on the synchronisation accuracy).
The latter refers to the Timing Service, which is
offered to the users together with the Navigation
Service, in order to deliver the system time (E-GST,
Experimental Galileo System Time) and the official
UTC time to the user.

a) determination of the system clocks ofset
(space and ground) versus the common EGST, which allows system synchronisation;
b) steering of E-GST towards UTC in order to
allow the recovering of UTC from E-GST
information together with the calculated
ofSset of this last versus UTC).

Both the topics are output of the OD&TS batch
algorithm running at the E-OSPF (Experimental
Orbitography & Synchronisation Processing
Facility) [ I ] and therefore will be tested in the frame
of the OD&TS Verification Scenario shown in
Figure 1.
This scenario will follow a stepwise approach
(see [4] for more details):
step 0)

performance assessment by simulation

step I)
step 2)

processing of GPS/GLONASS data
processing of E-GPL (Experimental
Galileo Payload) +GLONASS data

step 3)

update of performance assessment by
simulation
real-time implementation (demonstration)

step 4)
I------"-""'----------
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With regard to the first aspect, since
synchronisation of the system is a task of the
OD&TS algorithm, its related issues will be
experimented and tested in the OD&TS Scenario (as
described in $ 1).
For what concem the second aspect, an "ad-hoc"
experiment will be performed in the frame of the
Navigation Service Demonstration in order to test
the functionality of the user receiver to recover the
system (and UTC) time from the generated
navigation message. The experiment is described in
details in $2.
In the frame of this early experimentation of time
transfer related issues, ESA and industry welcome
recommendations and proposal from the Timing
community in order to take advantage of the
expertise in this field and to establish a fruitful cooperation between the industry and the scientific
world. Such recommendations (see [3]) have already
been considered in outlining the GSTB
experimentation as described in the following.

1. EVALUATION OF SYNCHRONISATION
TECNIQUES ACCURACY EXPERIMENT

The following items need to be considered when
talking about synchronisation in the Galileo context:

I
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Figure 1: OD&TS Verification Scenario configuration

For what concem item a), the GalileoSat
baseline [ I ] consists in a Common View (CV)
synchronisation approach in which one-way
pseudorange from all satellites are collected at
Orbitography and Synchronisation Stations (OSS).
These data are processed in a batch algorithm
running at the E-OSPF, which outputs are orbit
parameters and clock corrections. The application of
the described stepwise approach to this aspect (item
a ) leads to the following:
step 0) review of previous work and of
GalileoSat baseline, identification of
algorithm major characteristics and
adaptation to GSTB context
OD& TS algorithm
with
step 162) assess
GPS/GLONASS/E-GPL data and GSTB
E-OSS network:
preliminary characterisation of station
measurement (noise, measurement

step 3)

step 4)

quality)
measurement campaign (E-OSS),
using GPS/GLONASS/E-GPL signal
*data processing at E-OSPF and
analysis of results (estimation of
OD&TS performance, analysis of
errors, comparison with other products
as IGSIIGEX)
update GalileoSat OD& TS performance
and upgrade of models used in step 0
using the steps I and 2 results
implement
OD& TS
end-to-end
demonstration:
implement real-time links between
E-OSS and E-NCF (Experimental
Navigation Control Facility)
measurement campaign (E-OSS) with
GLONASS and E-GPL signal
data processing at E-OSPF
output
of
ephemeris/clock
correctionlraw data to E-NCF
monitoring of data transmission of
ephemerislclock
correction
to
experimental receiver via GSM

For what concern topic b), steering of E-GST
towards UTC(k) will be performed through either
CV or TWSTFT approach as recommended in [3].
In this context the time transfer accuracy will be
tested in order to investigate the limits achievable in
performance with state of art techniques.
In order to perform steering through CV inside
OD&TS algorithm processing, two E-OSSs will be
co-located inside the E-PTS (where E-GST is
calculated) and the UTC(k) laboratory, in order to
receive signals from satellites and send the measured
pseudorange to the E-OSPF where the steering
software runs as well.
In the TWSTFT approach ( [ 5 ] - [ 6 ] ) , a traditional
two-way link will be established between the E-PTS
and the UTC(k) laboratory in order to measure the
offset between the two time scales.
The application of the described stepwise
approach to this second time aspect (item b) leads to
the following:

step 1.a) assess steering performance of E-GST by
CV method (GPS):
measurement campaign (E-PTS),
using
GPS
signal (performed
according to CV standard ICGGTTS
schedule)
collection of GPS measurements
performed at UTC(k) sites (CGGTTS
schedule)
data processing at E-OSPF and
analysis of performance of E-GST
steering
step 1.b) assess steering performance of E-GST by

Two- Way method:
measurement campaign using TwoWay signal between E-PTS and
UTC(k)
*data processing at E-OSPF and
analysis of performance of E-GST
steering

step 3) update
performance
of
E-GST
synchronisation to UTC(k):
analyse results from steps I .a), I .b)
o derive error budgets for both methods
CV and Two-Way and estimate
synchronisation performances

2. TIMING SERVICE DEMONSTRATION
EXPERIMENT

Time transfer of Galileo System Time is a
service, which can be demonstrated (as described in
[7]) with only one Galileo SV, supposed that the
user position as well as the satellite position is
known. With this experiment, the time scale
deduced from pseudorange measurements including
corrections is compared with the true E-GST.
The time accuracy investigation experiment has
to be performed at E-NCF (where is located the EPTS, Experimental-Precision Timing Station, which
collects AFS contributing to E-GST), for the
comparison of the user (test) receiver reference time
with E-GST.
The time accuracy will be evaluated for a
stationary test receiver with known position at ENCF, receiving ranging signals from only one EGPL SV. The measured pseudorange (PR) can be
divided in the following contributions:

where R, is the true distance between the antenna
phase centres of E-GPL SV and receiver, and all
other terms are statistical and systematic error
contributions due to the indicated effects,
respectively. In principle, after correcting the
measured pseudorange for propagation delays and
subtracting the true range, results in the receiver
relative to E-GST. By this, the
time offset AtRX-GST
receiver time is related to E-GST.
To investigate the accuracy of this kind of time
transfer, the receiver time has to be compared also
directly to E-GST (to get At'RX-GST),
transferred via
direct link from E-PTS. This time offset At'RX-GST
then acts as a reference for time service accuracy
investigation. This accuracy is then described
through the statistic of the parameter At,ccuracyAtRX.GST
- At'm-~sT.Of course, Ataccuracy
is dependent
on the accuracies of the used corrections.
With respect to SV position errors and receiver

time errors, a two step approach for validation of
timing service is proposed for each signal option.
First, for maximum accuracy, all error
contributions to the measured pseudoranges should
be minimised or corrected to an optimum degree.
This implies the following methods:
Propagation delays AR,ro,,,,tio, can be obtained with
the following methods:
- Ionospheric delay: compensation by twofrequency evaluation.
- Tropospheric delay: compensation with
existing models, taking into account measured
meteorological quantities of temperature,
humidity and pressure. For improved
tropospheric correction, the humidity profile,
measured with a scanning radiometer could be
considered,
additionally.
Tropospheric
corrections by use of redundant GPS signals
also would be possible.
By using a directive antenna together with an
environment of low masking angle for the test
receiver, multipath can be avoided and the
contributions ARnOi,, will get negligible due to
maximum CMo. To minimise orbit errors A k r b i t ,the
test receiver should get SV positions with optimum
precision (e.g. from SLR), perhaps even offline.
Finally, a high precision atomic frequency standard
as reference for the test receiver time gives the
lowest error contribution due to the receiver clock.
Secondly, for standard accuracy, the test receiver
should use nominal Galileo methods for orbit
determination (usage of ephemeris data), standard
propagation error corrections and a standard omnidirectional receiver antenna. Additionally, the test
receiver will be referenced to a commercial GPS
locked reference oscillator. The time service
accuracy will be evaluated for a stationary user with
different elevations, from 90" down to 10".
A functional diagram of the GSTB test receiver
system adapted to the time accuracy experiment is
shown in Figure 2.
Alternatively to Figure 2, also a system with two
GSTB test receivers according to Figure 3 could be
reasonable to evaluate both steps (maximum and
standard accuracy) simultaneously.
As reported in both these figures, the reference
oscillators (AFS and standard oscillator) should be
compared to E-GST system time as a reference.
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Figure 2: Functional diagram of GSTB test receiver system
for time accuracy demonstration
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Figure 3: Alternative functional diagram of GSTB test
receiver system for time accuracy demonstration

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented the current baseline of
the Test Bed program as defined in the Phase A/B of
GSTB, focusing on Verification of time transfer
techniques and demonstration of Timing Service. A
stepwise approach has been described and the main
topics to be verified have been highlighted.
The GalileoSat System Test Bed represents a
unique opportunity to gain confidence in
establishing and maintaining an European time scale
and in improving and exercising the newest time
transfer techniques. In this context a fruitful cooperation of industry with the scientific community
could be a great added value in term of expertise and
know-how.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the work of a group of 13 European
timing specialists who reviewed the baieline design for
Galileo's timing system between July 2000 and February
2001.

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Galileo is a Global Satellite Navigation System to be
designed, built and operated by European industry and
institutions. The Galileo Programme completed its Defmition
Phase during 2000 and early 2001, during which a number of
studies were undertaken to investigate user requirements and
design issues in detail. One of the main studies, organised by
the European Space Agency (ESA), was the GalileoSat
Programme for the design, development and in-orbit
validation of the Galileo space and related ground segment.
With the GalileoSat Defmition Phase study underway, ESA
invited the leading European organisations involved in timekeeping to participate in a new Working Group to review
particular timing aspects of the GalileoSat design. Nearly
fifty representatives attended a meeting at ESTEC on 29 June
2000, with a core of thirteen representatives agreeing to
actively participate in the new GalileoSat Working Group on
the Galileo Time Interface (abbreviated to "WG for short).
1.2 The Working Group
The baseline for the timing aspects of GalileoSat design had
already been fixed at the time the WG was formed on 29 June
2000 [Ref. I]. In this context, the objectives set for the WG
were to review the baseline definition, and to make
recommendations to the GalileoSat Programme, through
ESA, on the timing aspects of the system. The WG members
are listed in the Box below. Most of the work was carried out
by correspondence, with some additional meetings at ESTEC
to allow participants to debate the issues more freely. Those
meetings enabled ESA and the relevant experts from the
Galileo Industries to provide news and comments from the
GalileoSat developments. The WG presented its initial
observations and recommendations to ESA on 14 September
2000. The Working Group activities were then extended to
the end of February 2001, and this paper presents a summary
of the WG's findings rRef.21.

Members of the Working Group
John Laverty (NPLlChair), Patrizia Tavella (IEN/Co-Chair),
Jorg Hahn (ESA), Jon Clarke (NPL), John Davis (NPL),
Gregor Dudle (METAS), Jan Jol~annsen(SP), Pierre Uhrich
(BM-LPTF), Gerard Petit (BIPM), Andreas Bauch (PTB),
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Gerrit de Jong (VSL), Wolfgang Schiifer (Timetech) and

I Michel Brunet (CNES).
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1.3 GalileoSat Baseline Design
The brief description of the GalileoSat Baseline Design given
here is based on information provided to the WG during the
GalileoSat Definition Phase. However, it should be noted that
the GalileoSat design was evolving during the lifetime of this
WG, and hence this description is intended as a guide to the
main timing elements anticipated in the system. It is not a
definitive statement on GalileoSat's architecture.

The Orbit Determination and Time Synchronisation
(OD&TS) architecture is expected to consist of:
30 x Galileo Space Vehicles, each with 2
passive hydrogen masers (PHM) and 2
rubidium atomic frequency standards (RAFS)
12 Orbitography and Synchronisation Stations
(OSS) (+3 for redundancy, 1 at each PTS, 1 at
UTC(k))
2 Orbitography and Synchronisation Processing
Facilities (OSPF)
2 Precise Timing Stations (PTS)
UTC(k) interface
The Precise Timing Stations (PTS) each include two active
hydrogen masers and twelve high-performance caesium
clocks. The Orbitography and Synchronisation Stations (OSS)
are based on rubidium clocks, measure one-way pseudoranges and transmit that data to the Orbitography and
Synchronisation Processing Facility (OSPF). An OSS is colocated in each PTS and in at least one UTC(k) laboratory.
The Orbitography and Synchronisation Processing Facilities
collect pseudo-range measurements from the OSS and
calculate orbits and synchronisation parameters. The OSPF
calculates Galileo System Time as part of the OD&TS
process. In addition to the Baseline Design, it is clear that
many of these ideas will be tested as part of a Galileo System
Test Bed (GSTB) during the next Development Phase.
2.

BENCHMARKS FOR GALILEO TIMING
SERVICES

2.1 The Benchmarks Set by GPS

GPS occupies a dominant position in the timing market
because of its global coverage, high accuracy and the
relatively low cost and availability of GPS timing receivers. If
Galileo is to succeed in this environment, it will have to
complement GPS both in terms of technical performance and
in terms of price. The most likely route to market success is
probably through joint GPSIGalileo timing products in
applications
that
value
redundancy
such
as
telecommunications networks, power generatioddistribution,
and digital broadcasting. The dependence on the world's
economy on the reliable delivery of these services is
enormous. Such receivers are then likely to be taken up in
other applications such as frequency calibration and timetagging.
The most demanding commercial applications at present are
probably Primary Reference Clocks (PRC) for
telecommunications networks (10'" normalised frequency
offset relative to UTC lRef.31) and time-stamping for fault
location in power networks (1 microsecond accuracy required

to locate faults to the nearest 300m [Ref.4]). While the
accuracy requirements for time-tagging are, in general, not
severe (1 ms for network time protocol servers in computer
networks to about 1 s for a wide range of every day activities)
the demands for frequency calibration do approach 1o " ~ .
The argument for joint GPSIGalileo timing products assumes
that:
Galileo will operate independently of GPS
o
Galileo will be inter-operable with GPS
•
Galileo's timing performance will be
comparable with GPS
Independence is required for the redundancy. Inter-operability
is needed to reduce costs in the user segment, as is the timing
performance.
In considering the relationship between Galileo and GPS is
vital to recognise that GPS will improve during Galileo's
lifetime [Ref.S]. If Galileo aims at parity with GPS today, it
will almost certainly be behind GPS when it reaches its
operational state. The removal of Selective Availability from
GPS at the beginning of May 2000 was just a first step in the
modernisation process. Further improvements in GPS are
anticipated such as new down-link frequencies for improved
ionosphere delay corrections and cycle ambiguity resolution.
2.2 Galileo: Some Target Specifications

In order to gain acceptance, Galileo needs to provide the key
outputs needed by timing users at the right performance
levels, and to help those users by specify its performance in a
clear and user-friendly format. In terms of what to provide,
Galileo should provide the user with both the civil time
standard Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) and
International Atomic Time (TAI) for those applications where
a continuous time scale is required (i.e. avoiding leap seconds
in UTC).
The Working Group identified the parameters listed in Table
1 as targets for the Galileo's timing services. An initial target
accuracy of 33 ns (20) in the GST - TAI time offset is
recommended in order to approach the GPS performance (see
next section). The figure of 50 ns for the offset from of GST
from TAI is based partly on the CCDS recommendations for
UTC(k) performance [Ref.6] and partly on what is observed
for GPS: in other words, it is a guide for Galileo as to the
performance of comparable time systems. Note that table 1
identifies target specifications that are appropriate for
Galileo today, but that further improvement is expected
from GPS in the next decade. Galileo should identify a way
of updating its specifications in the light of actual system
performance. We would expect the performance of Galileo to
improve with operating experience, and it would be easier to
"sell" Galileo solutions if the published specifications are as
stringent as can be safely achieved.
GST-TAI
Uncertainty, Time Offset

Specification
33 ns (20)

Uncertainty, Normalised Frequency
Offset (one day averaging time)
Limits, Time Offset (95% of time over
any yearly time interval)

5.5 x 10 -I4 (20)
50 ns

TABLE 1
The Working Group's recont~netrdedtarget speczficatiorrr
for tlte Galileo tinling services.

) offset
Stability of
UTC(USN0

Total
SIS

I

for

Antenna coordinates
Receiver
noise
Receiver
calibration
Total for
SIS & user
segment

1

2.3 GPS Example: Stand-alone Use
Uncertainty budgets for the timing output of a stand-alone
GPS receiver against UTC, with 24 hour averaging are shown
in Table 2. This example was chosen because inexpensive
receivers (costing 4 3 0 0 ) measuring only the CIA-code on a
single frequency with a patch antenna are widely used. The
best accuracy is achieved with the receiver using fixed coordinates and only calculating the time, as opposed to doing a
combined time and position solution at each epoch. The table
gives results for three scenarios:
(1) Estimates based on the current GPS constellation and
with current knowledge of the receiver calibration
uncertainties;
(2) Estimates based on the current GPS constellation
following improvements in receiver calibration
procedures;
(3) Estimates of the uncertainty that may be obtained in 510 years following GPS modernisation.
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User segment
4 1

4

1

2
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21.

2

1

2

1

12

1

6

60
65

The improvements in receiver calibrations assumes that
better data will be available for delay variations in UTC time
transfer links, while the most significant of many
improvements promised by the GPS modemisation process
will be dual frequencies for civilian use enabling more
accurate ionosphere corrections.

28

18

I

TABLE 2
Uncertaintybudgetsfor stand-alone GPS tirtte transfer [see
ReJ2 for more explanation].

In addition, the WG believes that the specifications for
Galileo should be written in a user friendly format, using the
metrics adopted in the major time markets, and over
averaging times that reflect the interests of the main user
groups. In practice, this would mean the main metrological
parameters (ADEV, MDEV, TDEV, etc.) and those for
telecommunications (TIE, MTIE, etc.), as well as time and
frequency uncertainties. Standard statistical reference should
be used in specifying uncertainties (e.g. 95% confidence
intervals). The specifications should be explicit about the
operating modes under which these specifications can be met
(e.g. elevation angles, etc.) and choose conditions that are
meaningful to the main user groups. Given that the averaging
time is a key parameter, it would be extremely helpful to
manufacturers and users if Galileo could quantify the stability
of the timing signals at averaging times from 1 s to 1 month,
at increasing decade intervals. Note that these more detailed
specifications would have to be developed as part of further
studies based on user requirements.

3.1 Generation of Galileo System Time
The WG's view of Galileo System Time (GST) and the
Galileo - UTC interface takes account of the need for the
Galileo system operators to develop their knowledge and
skills in running a state-of-the-art time scale, and the mutual
benefit of sharing clocks between the two time scales. Also it
recognises the potential for improving the stability of the
Galileo time scale by using measurements of the most stable
clocks from UTC(k) laboratories including, if appropriate,
primary frequency standards and cold atom clocks
(anticipating similar developments underway at USNO which
would benefit GPS). The WG see the GST generation
happening in three stages, as illustrated in figure 1.

(1) A free-running time scale, GSTR, is generated from
the PTS clocks and GST is generated from GSTR
by applying a rate correction. A physical realization
of GST called GSTH (hardware) is provided at one
PTS, with a second realization at the other PTS
which acts as a hot spare;
(2) The rate difference between GST and GSTR is
updated at regular intervals (e.g. daily) so that GST
is steered to a prediction of TAI (denoted here
"TAIp") in the medium-term. A maximum
correction step not to degrade GSTR stability has to
be fixed;

(3) Through TAIp, GST is designed to track TAI in the
long-term (month).

We emphasise the need for a physical reference point
providing the realization of GST. This is required for two
main purposes: validation of the equipment calibration
through delay measurements with respect to any other
system; and determination of the differences GST-TAI
through UTC(k) and GST-GPS time, based on measurements
at the PTS.
One dedicated atomic clock W C l ] will be the master clock
in PTS#l and its output signal (standard frequency and 1
PPS) will be shifted by a phase micro stepper PMS to be a
realization of GST, here named GSTH. The group of clocks
operated in the PTS#l are compared to one physical output
(MC1 as in the example shown in Figure 1) and these
measurements are processed in an algorithm to generate
GSTR p e r e an up-date interval has to be defined, e.g. one
hour or it may be the same of the OD&TS update rate].
According to two independe~ltinputs, the results of GSTRMCI and that on GSTR-TAIp, the relation between MC1 and
PMS output (GSTH) is updated. For security, a redundant
master clock and PMS are envisaged.
A similar strategy is followed for the PTS#2. Here the
redundantly generated time scale GSTX serves as the
reference for the local clocks as well as for comparison with
GST. The WG identify TWSTFT as a strong candidate for
linking PTS#l to PTS#2, as the difference between the two
physically separated sources of the operational time should be
known in real time with an accuracy and a precision of 1 ns.

In contrast, every one-way time transfer method would need
longer averaging times, while every geodetic method would
need at least several hours of data for processing. However,
note that the PTS#l to PTS#2 link would have to be operated
nearly continuously to be consistent with the update rate of
GSTR, which has cost implications for a TWSTFT link.
If such a close link between the two PTS, operating with the
update rate of GSTR, comes to existence, one can treat the
clocks in both PTS as a common ensemble, and one can
envisage an algorithm of combining the clocks to yield an
optimum GST (the latest information from the Galileo
developers indicates that GST will be calculated using all the
clocks from both PTS sites). The PMS in PTS#2 is to be
adjusted so that GSTH and GSTX agree with each other. In
due course, it could also be possible to add more clocks, and
hence stability, for the GSTR ensemble if Galileo could
incorporate clocks from some of the national time
laboratories, provided that links operating with the required
accuracy and continuity are available.
3.2 Linking and steering GST to TAIJUTC
In order to fulfil the goal of steering GST to TAI and, by that
means, to broadcast GST-UTC to the required uncertainty,
GST should be steered in the medium term (e.g, daily) to
TAIp, a prediction of TAI. To be able to make such a
prediction, GST would need an explicit link to one or more
UTC(k)s by an appropriate and redundant link (GPSIGalileo
FIGURE I
Sclrernatic diagrarn of slto~vingthe proposed GST -UTC
bterface

common-view or TWSTFT link). In fact any UTC(k) is a real
time prediction of UTC and therefore also of TAI (apart from
the integer number of seconds difference between UTC and
TAI). However, at this time, the uncertainty of the UTC
prediction from each UTC(k) is not precisely specified in
general. The advantage of developing TAIp is that it would
be dedicated to predicting TAI as accurately as possible in
real-time. The exact mechanism for making the TAIp
prediction depends on the relative stability and accuracy of
the GST and UTC(k) time scales, the time transfer links used
to compare those time scales, the need for redundant UTC
links to aid reliability, and the actual accuracy target for
JGST-TAII.In the present situation, the WG considered three
broad scenarios for the Galileo-UTC interface:
li)
Galileo self-sufficient
Each of Galileo"~ PTSs has the necessary clocks,
equipment and expertise to manage the GST steering
and UTC dissemination alone;
Galileo dependent on UTC(k)
UTC(k) laboratories provide the GST steering
recommendations on the basis of GSTH-UTC(k) time
transfer links,
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(iii)
A Mixed Solution
A solution combining (i) and (ii), in which Galileo PTS
independently maintains clocks, generates GST and
manage TAI steering but a strict collaboration with
UTC(k) labs is established.
The WG prefers option (iii) because it allows skills and
clocks to be shared by Galileo and the European UTC(k) for
mutual benefit, and enables Galileo to move up its learning
curve more quickly. All three options involve
TWSTFT andlor Galileo common-view, Galileo carrierphase and GalileoSat time transfer equipment to link the
PTS to UTC through UTC(k),
PTS consisting of a number of clocks, the exact number
depending on the accuracy target (see table 1 for the
current recommendations);
A time scale algorithm generating GSTR;
A procedure to compute TAIp, a real-time prediction of
TAI.
The specific advantages of option (iii) are
The total number of clocks is higher than the number of
clocks available in the PTS itself which can help improve
the stability and accuracy of GST;
Existing laboratories can provide UTC(k) in real time and
therefore can provide the means for evaluating TAIp,
even if the necessary GST steering is calculated at the
PTS itself;
Redundancy in the TAIp provision;
Caesium fountain frequency standards developed in
UTC(k) laboratories could be introduced into TAIp
computation;
A wider pool of expertise from UTC(k) laboratories
would be available to Galileo, in particular concerning
the calibration of the time transfer equipment.

Contracts would be needed to standardise outputs and service
agreements, in addition to the resources needed to develop
these systems.
Note that the "redundancy" principle should apply to the
number of UTC(k) comparisons, the number of time transfer
methods on individual UTC(k)-UTC(i) or UTC(k)-PTS links
and the number of clocks at a given UTC(k). Ideally, triple
redundancy is needed to isolate performance deficiencies as
quickly and unambiguously as possible. Fortunately, Galileo
can gain from the investments already made by the UTC(k)
laboratories where a high level of redundancy already exists
in many cases.
3.3 Linking GST to GPS system time
In long term (monthly) TAIp and hence GST would track TAI
and UTC as calculated by the BIPM. Because UTC(USN0) is
steered to UTC (i.e. TAI), and GPS time is steered relative to
UTC(USNO), GPS time also tracks TAI in the long term so
that both GST and GPS time will maintain close agreement.
However, this would only be realized to the combined level
of uncertainty to which both time scales are expected to
match TAItUTC, i.e. of order several tens of ns. We
recommend that, in addition, Galileo directly monitors the
difference GST-GPS time by using GPS receivers in the
Galileo ground segment, at the physical realization of GST,
in order to estimate, predict and broadcast this difference
with a better accuracy (some nanoseconds) than GST - UTC.
Calibration of the receivers is pre-requisite for this process.
The reason for recommending this approach is for Galileo to
be interoperable with GPS in timing applications. It is
possible that such data could be provided to Galileo by an
independent service provider, rather than being measured
directly in the Galileo ground-segment.

3.4 Galileo contributions to UTC
The WG highlights that the PTS could contribute directly to
TAI and UTC through the BIPM, and that GSTH becomes a
UTC(k) in its own right (with the addition of the necessary
number of leap seconds), here denoted UTC(PTS). The
advantage of having a UTC(PTS) is the demonstration of
GST traceability to UTC. This could be a Galileo high quality
service for those users that ask for traceability to international
standards. The realisation of UTC by BPM would benefit
from having more high-stability clocks, while Galileo would
at the same time have more control over a key parameter
needed for its timing services. In principle this is not a
difficult task, as detailed below, but one that requires careful
planning to avoid making unnecessary mistakes.

As an aside, it is worth noting that since GST and other
satellite navigation systems' time scales are steered on TAI,
the long term stability of TAI is a guarantee of long term
stability of the GNSS time scale also. Therefore it would
always be beneficial for GalileoSat to make its PTS clocks
available to the BIPM for the computation of TAI. The
marginal cost of collecting and forwarding the relevant data
to BIPM would not be significant in terms of the long-term
benefits of being able to access a more stable TAI.
The BPM would report UTC-UTC(PTS) in the same way as
for the other UTC(k)s, currently at five-day intervals in the
monthly Circular T When a Galileo signal-in-space (SIS) is

available, the BIPM would report UTC-GST in a similar way
as is done for GPS time and GLONASS time, currently at
one-day intervals in the monthly Circular T.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The WG has been able to take a brief look at the GalileoSat
Baseline Design and to make comments and top-level
recommendations on the Galileo timing systems. Some of the
key recommendations are that:
Galileo should be designed to be competitive with GPS,
both now and in the future;
Galileo should specify its performance in an accurate and
user friendly manner;
Galileo should predict and broadcast the difference TAIGST in real time along with TAI-UTC (i.e. leap seconds),
and the difference GST-GPS time;
Galileo's PTS should become UTC(k) laboratories and its
clocks should be made available to the B P M for the
computation of TAI and UTC;
In the frame of Galileo System Test Bed (GSTB), the
Galileo-UTC Time Interface should be formed from a
network of at least three UTC(k) laboratories and the two
PTS stations to test the Galileo timing infrastructure;
Also, the WG strongly recommends the Two-Way Time
Transfer Method as an independent means of validating
Galileo's time transfer performance in the GSTB.
Looking forward, there is much detailed design work to be
completed. However, there is also a need for a more general
interface between the global time community and Galileo,
one that is open to all timing users. We hope that the
mechanisms for such an interface will be established in the
future.
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1. ABSTRACT

This paper presents one of the core elements of the
future Galileo satellite navigation system, the on-board
Timing Subsystem (TSS).

It is a box of 113.5 mm height, 124 mm width and 117.5
mrn depth. Its mass including a thermally controlled
base plate is less than 2200 gr. Total power
consumption is maximum 35 W during nominal
operation and never exceeds 55 W, even within the
extended qualification temperature range (operational
temperature range k 1O°C)and during switch-on.

The basic function of the TSS is to provide a highly
stable on-board time reference which is used for
coherent navigation signal synthesis. The navigation
system measurement accuracy for position and time
depends on the precision of the TSS.
2. OVERVIEW

The schematic of the TSS is shown in Figure 3.
It comprises a clock ensemble of four Atomic
Frequency Standards (AFS), combining Space
Rubidium Atomic Frequency Standards (S-RAFS) and
Space Passive H-Masers (S-PHM), which is operated in
a hot redundant configuration.
Apart from the AFS ensemble, the TSS consists of a
Clock Monitoring and Control Unit (CMCU) which
performs clock selection and control, the frequency
conversion from the AFS output frequency of about 10
MHz to 10.23 MHz and the supply of power to the SRAFS.
Initially, one S-PHM and one S-RAFS are switched on.
A 10.23 MHz signal is generated out of both AFS output
signals, but only the primary AFS signal is directed to
the CMCU output after conversion. This primary AFS
signal normally comes from a S-PHM, but can be, if
both S-PHM have failed, a S-RAFS as well.
A phase meter compares the primary and the
secondary 10.23 MHz signals. The phase meter output
is made available to the Galileo ground segment via
telemetry which ensures that clock model parameters
can be calculated continuously for the secondary AFS
as well. Thus periods of non-availability of Galileo
satellites are minimised increasing the integrity of the
system.
3. S-RAFS

The S-RAFS to be foreseen for Galileo is manufactured
by TEMEX Time Neuchitel. It is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The S-RAFS interfaces
The atomic frequency of Rubidium (Rb) is converted
within the S-RAFS by a PLL circuit to result in a 10 MHz
output frequency which is provided through decoupled
output ports.
Telemetry signals are available for PLL lock indication
(bilevel), Rb signal (analogous), Rb light (analogous)
and the base plate temperature (analogous). Telemetry
is provided directly to the on-board data handling
system (OBDH).
The short term stability and the phase noise
characteristics of the S-RAFS are shown in Figure 4
and Figure 5.
The S-RAFS is completely developed. A lifetime
verification test of 5 models is running since June 2000.
The qualification programme will be completed by end
of 2001.

4. S-PHM

Figure 2: The S-PHM overall design
The S-PHM is developed at the Observatoire Cantonal
Neuchitel (ON) and Officine Galileo Milano (OG). ON is
responsible for the physics package (storage bulb and
microwave cavity, hydrogen storage, distribution and
dissociaton, state selection, vacuum maintenance),
whereas OG wwks on the electronics package (atomic
interrogation loop, automatic cavity tuning loop, power
supplies, controllers). Figure 2 shows the S-PHM
overall design.
Qualification and industrialisation of the S-PHM
instrument will be led by TEMEX Time Neuchitel.
Substantial parts of the physics package are adopted
from an existing industrial PHM design, the VCH-1006
model, developed by VREMYA-CH in Russia. These
parts include the magnetron microwave cavity, ion
pumps, the hydrogen purifier and the hydrogen
dissociator. Parts which have been identified to be
sensitive to mechanical stress have been already
successfully subjected to a vibration environment
similar to Galileo during launch.
The S-PHM is specified to have a mass of maximum 17
kg. The total power consumption is specified to be
maximum 80 W during nominal operation and to never
exceed 100 W, even within the extended qualification
temperature range and during warm-up.
The S-PHM is equipped with two control circuits, both
realised as PLL (phase locked loops). Besides the
atomic interrogation circuit which locks to the excitation
of resonance within the microwave cavity, the S-PHM
is equipped with an automatic cavity tuning (ACT)
control circuit. The latter fine-tunes the microwave
cavity to the atomic frequency of Hydrogen via an
varactor, thus providing optimised cavity resonance
characteristics. This enhances the quality of the atomic
signal to be detected regarding its stability and phase
noise properties.

The output frequency of the S-PHM is 10.00285741
MHz provided by decoupled output ports.
There is a multitude of telemetry signals provided by the
S-PHM (about 20). In order to simplify the telemetry
interface and to achieve robustness against EMC, the
interface is a serial RS422 type.
Telemetry signals are delivered in a digital data stream
with a resolution of 8 bit. They are provided directly to
the OBDH.
Telecommands are supplied by the OBDH in the format
of the telemetry signals. Besides temperature settings
they comprise commands for pre-adjustment of the
atomic interrogation PLL and the ACT facility.
The short term stability and the phase noise
characteristics of the S-RAFS are shown in Figure 4
and Figure 5.
The S-PHM design and development phase is running
since July 2000. This phase will be finished with a fully
operational EM (engineering model) by end of 2001.
The EM has to prove full functionality, but does not
have to withstand the qualification process for Galileo.
Qualification will start in July 2001. Completely qualified
EQM (engineering qualification model) and PFM
(prototype flight model) are expected to be available by
end of 2002.
The lifetime verification test of 5 models will start in
June 2003 and will take 27 months.

5. CMCU
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Figure 3: The TSS architecture
respect to numerical rounding and truncation effects,
thus reducing phase noise.
A schematic of the CMCU is shown in Figure 3. It has to
fulfill the following tasks:
Provision of a S-RAFS power supply
Generation of the reference frequency to be used
by the frequency generation unit (FGMU)
Phase comparison system for the control of the
primary operative AFS (normally a S-PHM) versus
the secondary, hot redundant AFS (S-RAFS)
Telemetryfielecommand interface with the onboard data handling system
5.1 Freauencv aeneration
The on-board reference frequency of 10.23 MHz is
generated from the 10 MHz AFS output signals by
using a DDS (direct digital synthesis) synthesiser
technique.
The core element of the DDS synthesiser is the
programmable NCO (numerically controlled oscillator).
Due to the non-availability of space qualified and
radiation hardened NCOs in Europe, Astrium GmbH will
develop a specific design. It will be optimised with

The purpose of the NCO is to provide a signal derived
from the AFS output frequency which shall be adjusted
in a ran e of Aflf = 2 x 10''with a resolution of Aflf = k
4 x 10" 9. This frequency adjustment capability is
necessary to account for deterministic frequency drift
effects of the AFS.

*

The NCO output frequency is fed into a PLL (phase
locked loop) circuit consisting of a phase comparator, a
low pass filter and a VCXO (voltage controlled quartz
oscillator). The purpose of the PLL is to form a noise
bandpass filter with a very low bandwidth, which is not
possible to be achieved by other filtering techniques.
The frequency of 10.23 MHz is provided at the VCXO
output.
The chosen configuration is excellent in suppressing
phase noise generated by noisy elements like the AFS,
the NCO, the phase comparator and semiconductor
switches. Only phase noise within the small PLL filter
bandwidth may propagate to the VCXO output. Outside
the filter bandwidth only the VCXO contributes to the

phase noise of the 10.23 MHz on-board reference
signal (see Figure 5).
In the time domain, the Allan variance of the output
signal is determined by the VCXO for integration times
lower than the PLL time constant and the AFS for those
higher (see Figure 4). The influence of the NCO and the
phase comparator is negligible, based on the
characteristics of existing equipment.

- 4,

thus
The Allan variance of the AFS is typically
corresponding to a white noise power spectrum density.
The Allan variance of the VCXO is typically constant for
low integrationtimes, corresponding to a l l f noise
power spectrum density

5.2 Phase discrimination

As described before, the phase meter provides to the
ground segment the exact frequency of the secondary
10.23 MHz signal via the phase delta information
The architecture of the phase meter is similar to a dual
mixer with offset oscillator. It is planned to integrate the
complete circuit into a single FPGA. This technique
ensures thermal equilibrium within the symmetric
internal signal paths, thus eliminating thermally driven
phase changes.

Figure 4: The expected TSS Allan variance performance

Figure 5: The expected TSS phase noise performance

6. INTERFACES

The CMCU will consist of rack mounted PCBs. This is a
standard method in space engineering, which has
proven its mechanical robustness throughout many
previous programs.

6.1 Thermal interfaces
6.4 Radiation

The AFS are critical in terms of operational and nonoperational (cold redundant stand-by, storage)
temperature. The situation is more complex in case of
the S-PHM, where a too high ambient temperature
directly leads to lifetime loss of critical elements (e.g.
hydrogen dissociator). Both instruments, S-PHM and SRAFS suffer from mechanical stress problems for too
low ambient temperature.
Furthermore, the susceptibility of the performance of
both instruments to ambient temperature variation is
significant:
S-RAFS: Af/f = 1 x 10-13/'C specified
S-PHM: Aflf = 1 x 10-14/'C specified
In order to avoid performance degradations due to
temperature effects, different counter-measures are
taken:
The spacecraft platform provides a thermally
controlled interface to the AFS. This interface
ensures that the temperature at the TRP (thermal
reference point) of operative AFS is set to be within
[-12OC, 3"C]. Non-operative AFS in cold redundant
stand-by may be subjected to a TRP temperature
of [-10°C, 30°C]. In order to ensure full S-PHM
performance, its TRP temperature must be timely
very stable (f 1.8 m°C/min).
The S-RAFS is equipped with a thermally
controlled base-plate, comprising heating elements
and an active control circuit.
6.2. Maanetic environment

Both AFS are sensitive to local and timely variations of
the ambient magnetic field:
S-RAFS: Aflf = 1 x 10-12/Gauss spec.
S-PHM: Aflf = 1 x 10-14/Gauss spec.
The actual Galileo spacecraft architecture does
however not impose a significant negative impact on
the on-board reference signal integrity by magnetic
fields.
6.3. Mechanical environment
Structural elements sensitive to mechanical stress are
identified in the S-PHM and S-RAFS.
The S-RAFS has been completely subjected to a
vibration test similar to the Galileo launch environment
and passed the test successfully.
The S-PHM is not yet available as a complete
instrument. However, sensitive parts have been already
successfully tested as described earlier.

All electronics circuits of the TSS are designed with
components radiation hardened up to 100krad.
Wherever it is necessary, additional shielding is applied
via the units walls.

7. CONCLUSION
The architecture and expected performance of the
Galileo on-board reference frequency generation
instance, the Timing Subsystem, has been presented.
It has been described how atomic frequency standards
of different technology are operated as to optimise the
system accuracy, availability and integrity.
The Timing Subsystem uses a space passive H-maser
technology for the first time. Benefits of this ambitious
project are an excellent frequency stability
characteristics.
In order to further optimise the on-board reference
signal quality, it is derived by using a state-of-the-art
DDS synthesiser technique with a small bandwidth PLL
filter. The NCO, responsible for frequency conversion
within the DDS synthesiser, will be a dedicated design,
optimised for the respective task.
Although the Galileo program is in an early stage of
development, the identified critical items of the TSS
make good progress. The S-RAFS will be completely
qualified by end of 2001. The S-PHM will be available
as an EM by end of 2001.
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Abstract : The need for more and more efficient SAW
devices requires the development of electrode grating to
Acoustic Waves (PSAW) on standard (YX1)/36" LiTa03 cut
versus AIuminum strip height. It is shown that the Surface
Skimming Bulk Wave (SSBW) which accompanies the PSAW
on such crystal orientations may be trapped by the grating,
exhibiting a PSAW-like behavior when close to the Bragg
condition. Experiments are performed to confirm the
theoretical prediction and to underline the capability of heavy
mechanical loading to favor such mode conversion.

I.

Introduction

Radio-Frequency (RF) filtering for cellular phone applications
requires the use of largely coupled surface waves to answer
the demand of wide band low Insertion Loss (IL) High
reducing the influence of acoustic leakage on
PSAW based filter responses [l-31. The development of
efficient computation tools using Boundary Integral Methods
(BIM) mixed with Finite Element Analysis (FEA) has allowed
to point out the influence of mass loading on the PSAW
characteristics. Hashimoto & a1 [2] and also Koskela & a1 [3]
have shown the possibility to reduce leakage effects on
LiTa03 and LiNb03 by a proper choice of metal thickness for
various simply rotated cuts.
Nevertheless, the use of heavy mechanical loading to improve
surface guiding may also induce unexpected phenomena
yielding spurious response on PSAW resonators built on
LiTaO3. It has been shown theoretically that the SSBW close
to the PSAW on the (YW)/36" LiTa03 cut can be strongly
affected by heavy mass loading using a FEAIBIM
calculation[4]. In the proposed paper, particular configurations
of IDT identified as very sensitive to this phenomenon have
been studied. It consists in synchronous devices exhibiting an
electrical excitation pattern allowing the identified mode to
contribute to the admittance at the end of the frequency stop
band. The corresponding response is due to a conversion of
the SSBW in a PSAW like wave. Predictions of the electrical
admittance of these IDT are performed using an non periodic
FEA/BIM computation [5]. Results are compared to
experiments demonstrating the existence of the predicted
phenomena As a conclusion, the correct use of advanced
computation tools to optimize IDT structures for SAW
applications are discussed.
11.

Fundamentals of the model

The structure is composed of a semi-infinite substrate
expanding along x2 > 0 whose surface supports a periodic
metal strip grating. The grating electrodes are parallel to x3,
centered at x, = np ( n : number of the electrode, p :
grating period) and of width a (see fig. 1).

improve trapping and guiding. In this work, theoretical models
are used to analyze the evolution of Pseudo Surface
frequency filters. Quasi-shear waves propagating a singly
rotated Lithium Tantalate or Lithium Niobate substrate are
particularly well suited in that matter, exhibiting
electromechanical coupling coefficients ranging from 5 to 10
%together with propagation velocities form 4100 to 4700 m i
However, these waves are only partially guided by the
surface of the substrate, a part of its electromechanical energy
being radiated toward the bulk. As a consequence, these waves
are identified as pseudo or Leaky Surface Acoustic Waves (P
or LSAW).

'.

Many effects have been performed to precisely simulate these
PSAW in order to define the best Interdigital Transducer
(IDT)
configurations

piezoelectric !'
substrate

P

H

I

'x2

Fig. 1. Definition of the axes and of the geometric parameters
of the addressedproblem

All the considered fields exhibit a time dependence given by
d N .All the developments are conform to already published
material [1,5]. The addressed problem is treated using a
method based on an integral representation of the propagation
domain (the so-called BIM part) mixed with a discrete
formulation of the diffraction element of the structure, i.e. the
electrodes (the FEA part).
Considering an harmonic excitation, only one period of the
grating is considered for the BIM:

G
)! ( x , ) is the periodic Green's function. For an harmonic
excitation, the electrode currents and voltages exhibit the same
dependence :

I,,( y ) = ~ ~ e - j ~ " "
The ratio In(yl/Vn(y) which does not depend on n is the "strip
admittance" or "harmonic admittance" (HA) :

The determination of the grating HA is described in ref. [1,5].
The results are used to derive the excitation and propagation
parameters of any SAW. On the other hand, eq. (1) can be
used under its non periodic form to compute fmite length
transducer responses [5]. In this approach, the periodic
Green's function is replaced by the Fourier transform of the
spectral Green's function, and the global admittance is
computed as the sum of the charge under the active electrodes
times the angular frequency.
111.

The analysis of SAW devices is mainly based on numerical
techniques (FEABIM) and heuristic models such as COM
[2,3] or Mixed or P-Matrix [1,5]. These models only consider
some acoustical modes which are generally called "coupled
modes" (COM) or "pseudo modes" (Mixed Matrix). They only
use a few parameters characterizing the surface coupled
modes (slowness, attenuation, coupling strength, reflection
coefficient, directivity factor) deduced fiom a particular form
of the SAW contribution to the HA :

Y(Y)= R(Y)+ jY,

Gamma

8.495

Computation results

0.5

Fig. 3a.
Figure (3a) shows the PSAW-" getting out of its stop-band
and the SSBW'+" contribution separated into a PSAW"+"-like
contribution and the classical SSBWV+"contribution. These
two contributions are going towards y-0.5 indicating "+"
modes. The classical PSAWn-" is going toward the new
PSAW "+"-like.

1-'l
'1-'l

7

where 7 is equal to cos2(n$ and R(y) represents the residual
behavior of the HA (differing from the SAW). An iterative 3
point calculation process is applied to compute Yp and
They are chosen close enough to the singularity to assume
R(yl= R ( f ) . f is then deduced from

4.

I

4.

Applying the above-described method, some convergence
problems have been met when trying to extract PSAW
parameters on LiTa03 (YXI)I36O cut considering propagation
under very thick electrodes (h 2 6% of 2p). It was found that
the iterative procedure might converge toward another
unexpected singularity of the HA. Actually, since the SSBW is
assumed not affected by the mass loading, the observed
phenomenon could not correspond to the SSBW singularity
given by fBuK = f .p.sBuK.NO other lcnown mode on
(YX1)/36"
Tantalate
verifies
the
equation

f NEW ~ ~ W r o M r n o =N f.P'SKNOWN MODE .

a consequence^
this new contribution should be generated by a not yet
identified guided propagation, arising only for thick strip
gratings. To identify the physical reason of the problem, the
HA has been computed and plotted for different h/2p on
LiTa03 (YX1)/36O in the vicinity of the end of the PSAW stop
band The results for h/2p=4% for different values of 2fp are
reported in fig. 3. For frequencies smaller that the one for
which the phenomenon is observed, the PSAW enters
normally it's stop band with ~e(y,,
) = 0.5. The SSBWV+"
contribution gets closer to y = 0.5 and starts to be "disturbed"
(the shape of the SSBW contribution becomes sharp).

8.j95

I

SSBW

Gamma

0.5

Fig. 36.
In fig. (3b), the two PSAW are interacting and presenting a
classical stop band shape (the two contributions cancel each
other). For higher frequencies, the classical PSAWW-"
contribution goes out of its interaction zone with the new
PSAW+"-like wave but crosses the SSBW contribution in the
same time, thus presenting a large leakage (its peak is smaller
but larger).

IV.

Experimental Verification

As mentioned in ref [4], spurious contributions may arise due
to the PSAW-like phenomenon in standard synchronous
resonators built on (YX1)/36OLiTa03 substrates. However, to
highlight the existence of the SSBW to PSAW-like
conversion, a special device had to be designed and fabricated
along the following approach described below and compared
to a standard synchronous resonator.
The idea consists in building an IDT structure allowing the
observation of the phenomenon. For instance, a phase
excitation corresponding to ~ 0 . 4 9 7 5covers a region where
the PSAW like wave is assumed to exist for h/M%.From a
mechanical point of view, the device has to be synchronous,

but the excitation pattern must be shifted twice by simply
changing the alternation +V/-V. One port modified SAW
synchronous resonator have been then built with an excitation
distribution conform to the one previously define. Two shifts
are introduced in the synchronous excitation pattern in order to
approach H.4975 at best. The mechanical period has been
fixed to 2 pm with a ratio a/p of 0.5 and a metal thickness of
240 nm (h/2p=6%). This configuration promotes the
magnitude of the expected electrical response due to the
PSAW-like wave. A standard synchronous resonator was also
built with the same mechanical parameters to compare the
electrical responses.
The test devices have been manufactured on a 4 inches
LiTa03 wafer using a photolithography stepper and dry
aluminum reactive ion etching. The measurement of the
admittance of the device has been performed via a network
analyzer. Experiment results are reported in fig. 4
corresponding respectively to the modified and standard test
devices. A very small contribution is pointed out on the
standard resonator response at the frequency for which the
PSAW-like is assumed to exist. However, larger variations of
the admittance (resonance) are measured for the modified
device, for which the only possible explanation is the trapping
of the PSAW-like wave under the electrode array. Thus, one
can consider these results as a trustfbl evidence of the
existence of the PSAW-like phenomenon, providing the best
illustration of its influence on different D T s configurations.
Moreover, simulation of the finite length structures reported in
fig. 5 provides results in good agreement with the
experimental measurement, allowing a clear identification of
each modes.

Fig.5 Theoretical predictions for the tested devices

V.

Conclusion

The existence of a SSBW-to-PSAW conversion on (YXt)/36'
LiTa03 cut has been found theoretically and experimentally
for large electrode thickness. The influence of this
phenomenon on the electrical response of classical and
modified SAW resonators has been shown. One can expect the
existence of such effects on other PSAW substrates.
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ABSTRACT
It is well known that, for quartz crystal, mechanical
and I or thermal stress sensitivities prevent the
achievement of ultimate performances of bulk acoustic
wave piezoelectric resonators. It is important to check
these effects in newly developed Langasite (LGS) and
Langatate (LGT) resonators. A theoretical and
experimental study of the force-frequency effect
(denoted by the Kf coefficient) in Y-cut LGS thicknessshear resonators, working at various overtone modes, is
presented. Theoretical predictions are based on
Tiersten theory of wave propagation in a pre-stressed
medium. For LGS crystals, 3 1 order
~
non linear elastic
constants have been published and used here for
modeling the behavior of thickness-shear resonators
submitted to diametrical conlpression. A conlparison
between theoretical predictions and experimental
measurements is presented. In the case of LGT crystal,
numerical data of the third order elastic coefficients are
not available at this time. Only experimental
measurements of Kf coefficient are presented in order
to compare behaviors of LGS and LGT Y-cut
resonators.
INTRODUCTION
Langasite and Lslligatate are materials having very
attractive piezoelectric properties (more intense
piezoelectric properties than quartz, temperature
conlpensation for several cuts, low acoustic losses, ...).
In addition to very interesting properties for dielectric
applications, LGS or LGT are also used for SAW and
BAW applications.
Generally, to design devices for high performances
oscillators, it is necessary to know the influence of
stresses generated by the mounting structure. Witlz the
knowledge of the third order elastic coefficients of the
LGS [I], an malytical approach [2] is presented to
calculate the force frequency effect of a plano-convex
resonator using Y-cut Langasite.
RESONATORS PARAMETERS
To analyze the force-frequency effect in BAW
LGS or LGT resonators, we have fabricated two types
of Y-cut resonators to which we applied the 111odel of

H.F. Tiersten and co-authors [3], [4] to study the energy
trapping. We show below calculations of the radius of
curvature for comparable energy trapping in the 10 MHz
3rd Overtone resonance and in the 5h Overtone at the
same frequency. The external diameter is 13.2 mm and
the electrodes are 6 nun.
In fact, even if the calculation gives different values
for the optimal curvatures for those 2 sets of resonators
(see table below), for technological reasons, we have
chosen the same radius, equal to 500 nmi for both.
Table 1 : Dispersion constants (see ref, [4]) and
Radius of curvature (in mm) for LGS resonators
x U,,,,3 at the ed
roviding residual amplitude
In Gpa (
Mn
I Rc I Pn ( Rc

The following table gives the main parameters for
our LGS and LGT resonators, compared to the same
parameters of the well-known SC-cut 10 MHz 31d
Overtone built in quart. and measured under vacuum.
Table 2 : Main parameters of studied LGS, LGT and
quartz resonators
Y -cut
SC-cut
Y-cut
LGS I LGT
Quartz
LGS I LGT
lOMHz 31d
lOMHz 5h
lOMHz 3rd.
230
500 1500
Rc (mm)
500 I 500
Thickness 0.411 10.394 0.687 / 0.597
0.558
(mnl)
Rm
85
20 1 24
10 I 6
(Olm1s)
(1'J-l
I
I
I
Self (H) [ 0.04 10.04 ( 0.096 10.08 1

1.76

Interestingly enough, the 7h Overtone of the second
type of LGS resonator, located at about 13.990 MHz, is
slightly better than the 5h Ov., the Q-factor being :
0.295 * lo6.
As previously reported in [6], we have observed a
much larger nunlber of anharnlonic modes in these
resonators than in a quartz resonator with similar design.
This accounts stronger trapping. As an exanlple, we give
below the 9 first anharmonic modes of the LGS 10 MHz
5h OV. (which is located exactly at 9.996 MHz) :

--

10.095 MHz - 10.114 MHz - 10.138MHz
10.145MHz - 10.162 MHz- 10.183MHz
10.208 MHz
We have drawn the frequency temperature
characteristics for each vibrating mode at 10 MHz. Our
experiments have been realized in the range [lo,
120 OC],the resonator being inserted in the "PI" bridge
recommended by IEC 444 norms.
The following table gathers the usual coefficients
of the cubic equation which best fits the experimental
data. For comparison, we also provide here the
coefficients of the frequency temperature curve of the
"classical" SC-cut quartz resonator.
Table 3 : frequency temperature characteristics of
Y-cut LGS and LGT

Pig. l b : force-frequency apparatus

FORCE FREQUENCY EFFECT
The above mentioned resonators have been tested
in a force frequency apparatus (Fig. lb) built on
purpose and previously used [5]. A vertical load,
namely 1 Kg, is repeatedly applied on the edge, along a
diameter of the resonator. The direction of the force,
with respect to the crystallographic X-axis, is defined
on Fig. la by the azinluthal angle y.

Pig. 2 :recorded frequency shift versus time
Plots of the force frequency effect versus y angle
are represented on Fig. 3a (thickness 0.394 nun) and Fig.
3b (thickness 0.542 nlnl for llMHz 5h overtone) for the
LGT resonators. The overall shape of the curve is
sinusoidal, as is well known for quartz [7] where is
defined an intrinsic coefficient which it is called Kf :

100
75
50
25
0
-25

Fig. l a : Definition of the y/-angle
An example of the recorded frequency shift
versus time for one azinluthal angle is shown on Fig.2.
Typical order of magnitude of this effect is +I- 20 to 50
Hz at 10 MHz for 1 Kg load.
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Fig. 311 : LGT resonators (0.394 mm thick)

180

constants on Kf behavior (Fig. 5). Indeed, if we apply a
scaling factor to the set of the third order elastic
coefficients used in the Kf calculation, we can observe
significant changes in the force-frequency effect showing
that the effect of the third order coefficients can be
balanced by the effect of the second ones.

Fig. 3b : LGT resonators (0.542 mm thick) : Aflf
The previous experimental data can be compared
with those obtained with quartz resonators. For an ATcut quartz resonator, the maxinlunl value of the force
frequency effect is obtained with the azinluthal angle Y
= 0 and, in this X-direction, the relative frequency shift
due to 1 Kg load applied on a 11MHz 5' overtone is :
3.7 x 10''. A similar resonator in Langatate exhibits a
maximum relative frequency shift close to loe5at Y =
90" (Fig. 3b). And the maxinlum relative frequency
shift for a 1 Kg load on the edge of a SC-cut lOMHz
31d overtone is close to 3 x lo-'.
Finally, in the next figure (Fig. 4), we present the
force-frequency effect of the Y-cut lOMHz 3d
overtone built in Langasite. The theoretical model,
previously developed for quartz [5], has been used to
compare the theoretical prediction with experimental
data. The model is based on previously published
material constants by Sakharov et al. [I] and
Alexandrov et al. [8]. In the case of quartz, the
agreement between calculated and measured values for
Kf is good. But, we observe that, in our case, for LGS
crystal, only general shape and anisotropy dependence
is correctly modeled. As can be seen on this Fig. 4, the
existence of "neutral points" of zero force sensitivity is
found. However, a major discrepancy is found for the
sign and magnitude of this effect.

Fig. 5 : Influence of the predicted values of the third
order elastic coefficients on the force-frequency effect
on Langasite resonator (normalized values)
CONCLUSION
Plano-convex LGS and LGT resonators have been
fabricated, their electrical parameters measured and the
force frequency experimentally studied. Even if the
second order temperature coefficient of Y-cut is higher
than AT or SC-cuts quartz, this LGS I LGT Y-cut
exhibits interesting properties in terms of stress
sensitivity.
The theoretically predicted magnitude of Kf is about
half the value of Kf for AT-cut quartz, the experimental
results being even smaller by at least a factor 3. The
anisotropy dependence of the effect is very symmetrical,
somewhat similar to the SC-cut of quartz : the interesting
perspective is that resonators built from LGS cuts in the
vicinity of the Y-cut will exhibit, like SC-cut quartz
resonators, a reduced sensitivity to planar homogeneous
stresses.
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Fig. 4 : LGS resonator - comparison between
theory and experiment (Af versus azimuthal angle)
The situation is really puzzling because the
apparatus and the model were both extensively used for
quartz with good results [5]. The only change in the
conlputing model was entering material constants. It is
for this reason that we present the following figure in
order to show the influence of the accuracy of
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ABSTRACT
The growth of langasite crystals of approximately 10
rnrn diameter using the Czochralsky method is reported.
Details of the synthesis and growth procedures that
ensure satisfactory piezoelectric properties of the
crystals are described. The crystals were proved to be
single phase. The lattice parameters were accurately
determined by X-ray diffiactometry on langasite
powder obtained by milling a crystal. The
microhardness of the crystals on the main growth faces
was measured.
Langasite, crystal growth, Czochralski technique,
X-ray dzffractometry, microhardness.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, considerable efforts were invested to
develop new piezoelectric crystals with the purpose to
improve the quality of the electronic devices. Digital
communication systems demand new materials suitable
for the production of wider band pass filters than ST
quartz.
Lanthanum gallium silicate, La3Ga5SiO14(langasite or
LGS) and its homologous compounds La3Nb0.5Ga5.5014
(langanite or LNG) and La3Tao.5Ga5.5014
(langatite or
LTG) have been pointed out as promising materials for
piezoelectric devices (Ref. 1-2). Langasite is an
appropriate material for bulk acoustic wave (BAW) and
surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices. LGS crystals
exhibit excellent thermal stability and high electromechanical coupling coefficients for both BAW and
SAW (Ref. 3-4). Langasite is very well suited for
miniaturized band pass filters with low insertion losses
for satellite microwaves and mobile terrestrial
communication. LNG and LTG exhibit larger
electromechanical coupling coefficients and improved
band pass filter behavior than LGS (Ref. 5).
In this work we report the growth of single crystals of

langasite belonging to the enantiomorphic class 32 by
means of the Czochralski technique. The quality of the
crystals and several structural and mechanical
properties will be also reported.
2. LANGASITE CRYSTAL GROWTH

The starting materials were prepared from silicon,
lanthanum and gallium oxides (SiO2, La203,Ga203)of
99.99 % purity. According to the phase diagram of the
system La203-Ga203-Si02at 1450" C (Ref. 6-8), the
synthesis was performed in two stages.
In the first stage the corresponding powders taken in
stochiometric ratios were dried and thoroughly mixed
in an agate mortar. Then, the powder mixture was
pressed in pellets, heated at 1200' C and maintained at
that temperature for 5 hours. The following compounds
compose the resulting polyphasic mixture:
La3Ga5Si014, LaGa03, Ga203 and Si02 (high
temperature form).
In the second stage the material resulting fiom the first
stage was milled in a ball mill and a new pellet was
obtained by pressing the corresponding powder in a
special device. The final thermal treatment was
performed at 1450" C. This temperature is very near to
the melting temperature of langasite (1490" C). The
sample was maintained three hours at that temperature.
The crystal growth atmosphere was technical argon gas.
Using a platinum wire as support the frst crystal was
grown.
3. THE CRYSTALS
The langasite crystals obtained by us using the
Czochralski method are transparent and exhibit pink
color. Crystals of 8-10 mm in diameter and larger in
length were obtained.
Optical microscopy observations and X-ray diffraction
measurements were carried out. Careful optical studies
did not evidence any cracks or inclusions. All the
crystals were homogeneous with uniform coloring.

A regular shape consistent with the crystal symmetry
belonging to the enantiomorphous class 32 was
assessed. On the cylindrical parts of the crystals six
(10 10) facets were observed.
Typical single crystals grown by us applying the
technique described above are shown in Figure 1.
4. CRYSTAL PROPERTIES

Phase identification of the grown crystals was carried
out by X-ray diffractometry. A powder diffractometer
equipped with a copper target tube and proportional
counter was used for the measurements. The LGS
powder obtained by milling small pieces of a single
crystal was pressed in a special support and the sample
was then mounted on the diffractometer. The X-ray
powder diffraction diagram is shown in Figure 2.
Indexing the diffraction lines has identified the unique
langasite phase with trigonal s p m e t g (quartz-type).

Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction pattern of the powder sample
of a langasite crystal grown by the Czochralski
technique (0:diffraction angle).
The lattice parameters of the langasite crystal were
determined at room temperature (22" C) by the least
squares method. The highest possible number of peak
positions was used. Each peak profile was recorded in
angular steps of the diffraction angle of 0.002" with a
measuring time per angular position of 10 s. The unit
cell parameters of LGS determined in this way are a =
0.8159 nm and c = 0.5095 nm with an accuracy of i
0.0005 nm. The c/a ratio (0.6245) is a little larger than
that reported in the literature (cla = 0.6233).

Fig.1. Photographs showing the general features of
three LGS crystals grown by the Czochralski method.

A study of microhardness of a langasite crystal was
performed. We have used a PMT-3 tester provided with
a diamond indenter. The Vickers hardness was
measured. Using medium indentation loads (P = 100 g)
we calculated the microhardness for various facets of

the single crystal. A typical value is 8.03 GPa, with no
significant deviations from one facet to another. This
value is larger than the microhardness values, for
example, of SiOz (6.3 Gpa, Ref. 9) as well as of many
other covalent compounds (Ref. 10).
5. CONCLUSIONS
The optimal conditions for the growth of LGS crystals
have been determined. The pink color of the crystals is
probably related to the effect of minor impurities
present in the raw oxides used for crystal growth. The
accurate lattice parameters were measured. A value of
the microhardness on the growth facets is reported for
the first time.
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Synchrotron White Beam X-ray Topography (SWBXT) has been used to characterize defect and strain configurations
in Langatate single crystals, grown using the Czochralski technique. Both as-grown bodes and wafers sliced parallel
and perpendicular to the [OOl] growth axis have been examined Defects observed include growth striations,
precipitates, and dislocations. The striation contrast is indicative of either a slight local non-stoichiometry or impurities
in the crystals, produced by periodic variations experienced during growth. Topographs recorded from boules reveal
striations and inclusions located close to the boule surface. Striations observed on topographs recorded &om crystal
sections cut parallel to the growth axis reveal a cross-sectional view of the melt-solid interface shape. Typically this is
observed to be convex. On topographs recorded from sections cut perpendicular to the growth axis, the growth striation
structures appear as roughly concentric rings, the spacing of which reveals the periodicity of the striations, and the
symmetry of which reveals the symmetry of the thermal field inside the growth chamber. Topographs recorded fiom
wafers cut from the same boule revealed an asymmetry to the thermal field, which is present throughout the growth
process. Clear images of precipitates are also routinely observed, providing further evidence of inhomogeneous
constituent element or impurity segregation. Investigation of the chemical nature of the inhomogeneities is being
carried out using a combination of techniques including Scanning Electron Microscopy, and Mared Spectroscopy.
Once identified, strategies for elimination of the inhomogeneities will be developed. Preliminary studies of the
influence of microstructure on Q.f in Langanate resonators was also carried out.
Introduction
Langatate (LGT; La3Ga5.5Tao.5014), similar to its
isomorphs langasite (LGS; LasGa5SiOl4)and langanite
(LGN, La3Ga5.5Nb~.5014)
is currently attracting a lot of
attention due to its potential for application as a bulk
wave resonator for precision oscillators. Like its
isomorphs, LGT exhibits high piezoelectric coupling,
low acoustic loss (high Q) and temperature
compensation. However, the influence of crystal
quality on piezoelectric properties, for example, on
mode shapes (see work of Capelle et al.' and Zarka et
al?) dictates that high quality crystals are required for
this technology to reach full potential. This requires
collaboration between crystal growers and
characterizers to gain an understanding of the defect
content of the crystals and to enable optimization of
growth parameters. In a previous paper we provided a
preliminary survey of the quality of langanite and
langatate crystals carried out using Synchrotron White
Beam X-ray Topography (SWBXT). In this paper we
report on the results of a more systematic study of the
defect content of langatate bodes carried out using
Synchrotron White Beam X-ray Topography
(SWBXT). This was achieved by examining as-grown
boules in reflection geometry, and then by examining
numerous wafers cut from adjacent locations in the
boule in transmission geometry. This enables some
insight to be gained as to the evolution of the threedimensional defect microstructure, including the
interface shape, during growth. We also report some

preliminary results on the influence of microstructure
on Q factors in langanite resonators.
Results and Discussion
Topography of Langatate Boule
The curved surface of the langatate bode was
examined using SWBXT in reflection geometry.
Topographs were recorded covering the entire length
of the bode in longitudinal strips of approximately 5
mm in width. Following the recording of one image,
the crystal was rotated by a few degrees in a clockwise
direction (looking at the tailend) and the subsequent
topograph recorded. A schematic of the diffraction
geometry is shown in figure l(a) with an optical
micrograph of the tailend of the boule with the angular
reference scale superimposed being shown in figure
l(b). Figure 2(a)-(h) shows a series of images recorded
in the 0-90" quadrant, with an optical micrograph
showing this aspect of the crystals being shown as
figure 2(i). Figure 3(a) shows an enlargement from one
of these images. Figure 3(b) shows a similar
enlargement taken from one of the images recorded in
the 180-270' quadrant. Growth striations, K, can be
clearly observed on figures 3(a) and (b), as are
precipitates, P. The precipitates appear to be
concentrated towards the tail end of the boule
corresponding to the last regions to crystallize. Optical
microscopy was used to distinguish the precipitates
from pinhole-like surface features that gave similar

contrast. Some additional surface artifacts are also
present, such as the wavy lines shown at A. These
correspond to channel-like indentations on the s h c e
and do not appear to be crystallographic in nature. The

vertical white bands shown on figure 3(b) are due to
the existence of facets on the boule surface. These
facets prevent the X-ray beam fiom reaching those
regions, hence the local absence of difiacted intensity.

(c)
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Figure 1 (a) schematic of difiaction geometry adopted
for imaging of boule; (b) angular reference scale shown
in reference to boule tail-end.

Figure 2. (a)-@) SWBXT images recorded in the 0-90'
range; (i) optical image of this aspect of the boule.
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Figure 3. (a) enlargement of figure l(a) showing striations, K,precipitates, P, and surface artifacts A; (b) similar
images recorded from the 180-270' series. In this case the vertical features, C, are due to facets preventing the Xray beam from hitting part of the crystal surface.

Topography of Langatate Wafers
Figure 4 shows a transmission topograph recorded
from a wafer cut parallel to the [OOl] growth axis. This
is one image from a series comprising five such images
recorded from parallel wafers. Each of these images
'showed similar features. Note the striation images,
which give an indication of how the interface shape
evolved during growth. Figure 5 shows a transmission
topograph, again one from a series (in this case
comprising eleven wafers), recorded from a wafer cut
perpendicular to the growth axis. This image gives a
"snapshot" of the local interface shape in the wafer

Figure 4. Transmission topograph recorded from a LGT
wafer cut parallel to the growth axis. K indicates growth
striations, while D indicates dislocations. Note the
irregular interface shape at the various stages of the
growth process.
Investigations into the exact origins of the striations are
underway with a combination of different techniques.
It is most likely that the striations reflect slight
deviations in stoichiometry which appear during the
growth process. These can result from the small size or
even the complete absence of the field of congruent
melting (where the melt composition is the same as the
solid) due to the complexity of these ternary
component systems.' The small but finite evaporation
of Gz03 from the melt can also lead to stoichiometry
fluctuation^.^ Energy dispersive X-ray analysis carried
out in a Scanning Electron Microscope revealed no
differences at various positions inside and around the

volume. Slight modifications were observed from
wafer to wafer, reflecting the evolution of interface
shape during growth. Note the irregular shape of the
interface in the central region of the wafer, along with
the attendant inhomogeneous distortion. Features
similar to this were found in all such wafers.
Dislocation slip bands that appear to originate from the
inhomogeneous distortion generated by the irregular
interface shape can be observed at B on figure 5.
Figure 6 shows an enlargement of this region showing
the slip bands more clearly.

Figure 5 Transmission topograph recorded from a LGT
wafer cut perpendicular to the growth axis. K indicates
growth striations, D indicates dislocations, and B indicates
slip bands.

striations. Further studies using Auger electron
spectroscopy and i n b e d microscopy are also
underway. Detailed SWBXT and High Resolution
Triple-Axis X-ray Difhction (HRTXD) studies are
being carried out to determine the exact nature of the
distortion associated with the striations. The HRTXD
is being applied in view of its ability to distinguish
between lattice rotations and strains. This will enable a
model for the distortions associated with the striations
to be developed similar to that which was recently
developed for the case of growth striations in sulfur
doped indium phosphide crystal^.^ Once the detailed
nature of the striations has been determined, strategies

for their elimination during the growth process can be
postulated in order to improve both crystal quality and

resonator performance.

.-. Figure 6. Enlargement of the lower central region of figure 5 showing slip bands.Note

the numerous precipitates

observed throughout the region (variously sized white spots).

Microstructure versus Q.f in Langanite Wafers
Q.f was measured for langanite resonators fabricated
on wafers cut fiom two different langanate boules.
Striations were visible in both sets of wafers, although
the striation contrast observable from one of the sets
was much weaker than the other. This can be clearly
seen in figure 7, where much sharper striation images
are visible in figure 7(a) compared to figure 7(b). This

is potentially attributable to one or both of the
following factors: an improved quality of surface
polish for wafers from boule 4 or a superior inherent
crystal quality. The highly irregular interface shape
evolution observable in figure 7(b) would lend
credence to the latter of these possibilities. Table 1
shows values of Q.f obtained for wafers fiom the two
boules.

(a)
(b)
Figure 7. SWBXT images recorded in transmission geometry from wafers with resonators fabricated upon them (a)
sample number 2 from LGN boule 4; (b) sample number 10 from LGN bode 8.

There appears to be a systematic difference in Q.f
values for resonators obtained fiom the two boules.
Like the differences in striation contrast, at this point it
is not clear whether the differences in Q.f may be
attributable to differences in surfkce finish or inherent
crystal quality. Further studies are underway. Similarly,
the influence of growth striations on Q.f is not clear
since both sets of wafers had observable striations.
Further studies investigating the influence of the defect
microstructure on the temperature independence of the
resonators are also envisaged.
Boule
LGN-4

Sample
Number
2
3

'

Q.UlE06 MHz
7" OT
5" OT
16.0
18.2
19.0
17.3

I

i
I 10
Table 1. Q.f values measured for resonators fabricated I
on waferscut from two different langanite bodes.
I

( 7.0

I

Conclusions
Systematic SWBXT studies have been canied out of
langatate bodes, and wafers cut either parallel or
perpendicular to the growth axis. This enables the
overall three-dimensional distribution of defects and
strains to be determined. The bode images revealed
growth striations and precipitates. Wafers cut parallel to
the growth axis enable insight into the evolution of the
interface shape during growth. Significant irregularities
were observed. Imaging of wafers cut perpendicular to
the growth axis confmed the irregularities in interface
shape, and provided clear views of the highly irregular
interface shape in the central region of crystal. This
regions was found to be highly strained to the point
where dislocation generation was visible. The detailed
origins of the striations have not yet been determined,
i.e., the exact nature of the deviations from
stoichiometry. Further studies are underway.
Measurements were made of Q.f factors for resonators
made from crystal cut from two different boules.
SWBXT images recorded from these two kinds of
resonator revealed differences in striation contrast that
could either be attributable to differences in either
surface polish or inherent crystal quality. In a similar
way, Q.f values for the two kinds of resonator shows
systematic differences but again whether these
differences were attributable to surface finish or
inherent crystal quality was not clear. Further studies
are underway.
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1. ABSTRACT
We show that the high Q composite dielectric resonator
structure which we are developing -Refs 1-3 as a
secondary microwave frequency standard also has the
ability to provide straightforward accurate measurement
of the thermal conductance of the interface between
components of the composite resonator. This is
potentially applicable to widely varying thermal
conductance values over a broad range of temperature.

then the thermal conductance Ki may be deduced from a
simple multi component one dimensional thermal model
of the resonator.
We develop this method in more detail below and
present measurements of the thermal conductance of a
polymer layer separating sapphire and rutile elements
which we have used in the composite dielectric
resonators.

3. THERMAL MODEL

Thermal conductivity, interface, dielectric microwave
resonator
2. INTRODUCTION
We have pioneered the use of composite dielectric
resonators to provide high Q temperature compensated
microwave oscillators as stable secondary frequency
standards with low phase noise -Refs 1-3. These
composite dielectric resonators employ a small number
(n) of low loss single crystal dielectric components, each
element i of the composite, possessing a temperature
dependent permittivity Si=d&IdT, with some of the
elements possessing Si values with opposite sign, to
provide temperature compensation of the resonant
frequency of a selected mode. In the resonator structure
these materials are joined either by a thin layer of
adhesive, are mechanically clamped or joined by a more
rigid bond such as fusion bonding.
The time independent temperature variation of the
resonant frequency of the composite structure is
determined by the microwave filling factors fl for each
element and the compensation temperature T* at which
flT) demonstrates a turning point where dflT*)/dT=~is
given b y

The time dependent response of the resonant frequency
for small temperature changes around T* is governed by
the thermal conductance Ki of the i components and of
the interfaces between them, together with their thermal
capacities Ci. If, for example, the stored microwave
energy in the resonator is changed in a step-wise fashion
at time t = 0 the time evolution of the frequency may be
measured and, if the Ci are known, together with the Ri,

We interpret the thermal properties of the puck
according to a simplified 'lumped circuit' model shown
schematically in Fig. 1, for which there are only two
puck components. Since each component of the
composite puck is made of single crystal dielectrics and
these materials all possess rather high thermal
conductivities in the temperature range of operation
(-10K to 100K) it is valid to treat each component as if
at any instant it is at a uniform temperature T,(t).
Temperature differences will exist between the puck
components which will be due to the thermal
conductance between components and these differences
are assumed to be much greater than any gradients
within each component.

Rutile

Fig. 1 Schematic of the thermal heat links between the
two components of the composite puck and the heat
bath, maintained at copper housing temperature Thous

To calculate the time dependence of the temperatures
{Tit)}
. . .. we need to know both the thermal conductance KI
(the thermal conductance between the sapphire and rutile
puck components) and K2 (between the heat bath,
assumed to be maintained at Thous,and the second
element of the composite puck, in this case a rutile disc).
In the case of the experiments reported below these
conductances arise predominantly from the thin polymer
adhesive layer which holds the components in contact.
In addition the heat capacity (Ci(T)) of each puck
component is required. For insulating single crystal
samples these can be derived rather accurately from puck
dimensions and the Debye expression for the specific
heat, provided the Debye temperatures (0,) of the
components are known.

where ai, hi are the radius and height of the ith
cylindrical component, whose density is Di and
molecular weight Mi.

45.8 [
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I
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Fig. 2. Time dependent temperature changes for the two
components of a composite puck. The solid line
represents the rutile component and the dashed line the
sapphire. Note the Very different thermal time COllstant~.
feed in to the observed time dependent oscillation
frequency of the resonator. The frequency versus
temperature relationship for a sapphire/rutile composite
resonator may be calculated from equation (4) where r i s
the rutilefilling factor (fractional electromagnetic energy
stored in the rutile) and E,(T) and &,(T) are the
temperature dependent relative permittivities for
sapphire and rutile, respectively.

To solve the time dependent problem a set of n coupled
first order ordinary differential equations must be solved:

Here Pi(t) is the (time dependent) power dissipated in the
ith component which in general may arise from any form
of heat but for our discussion represents the microwave
power dissipation. The unknowns in these equations are
in general the (Ki). By solving the coupled differential
equations numerically for guessed values of (Ki} the
optimum set of values may be deduced. Fig. 2 shows
the calculated temperature dependence of the two
components of a composite puck, based on the properties
of the real puck described below. This shows how the
temperatures would change for a large (-12 mW) change
in input power to the resonator.

Polynomial fits to experimentally determined
temperature dependences of the permittivity E(T) of
sapphire and rutile are used in equation (4). There exists
a maximum in the JlT) curve for all values of T. By
choosing r appropriately the turning point temperature
can be adjusted to be close to the value where r is
desired to be known. Operating close to the turning point
temperature makes the temperature stabilisation problem
in these thermal conductivity measurements much less
difficult.

4. TIME DEPENDENT FREQUENCY OF THE
RESONATOR
Temperature (K)

Having considered how the temperatures of the puck
components vary with time under the influence of a
change in the microwave power applied to the resonator
we must now consider how these temperature changes

Fig. 3 Plot of the measured frequency versus temperature
data for a rutile-sapphire composite puck resonator. The
solid line represents a fit to equation (4).

From the T-derivative of equation (4) the relative
frequency deviation for a 1 rnK temperature deviation
from this turning point has also been calculated for a
range of r values -Ref. 3. Fig. 3 shows an
experimentally measured AT) curve where the full line
represents a fit to equation (4), treating r as a fitting
parameter.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have measured the frequency response of a high Q
composite sapphire-rutile resonator based oscillator (of
the type described above) as a function of time following
a sudden change in the microwave power dissipated in
the composite dielectric puck. The puck is made of a
single crystal sapphire component bonded to a single
crystal rutile disc using a thin layer (< 10 pm thickness)
of a polymer adhesive -Ref. 4. The masses, dimensions
and densities of the puck components are known and the
starting temperatures are measured with calibrated
resistive temperature sensors (Pt or Cernox). The entire
time dependence of this two components system can
then be fitted using the thermal model (equations (2) and

(3)) and equation (4) of the frequency versus temperature
relationship for a sapphirelrutile composite resonator
described above.

The data for two such runs and the fit to these data are
shown in Fig. 4. The value of thermal conductivity k for
the polymer adhesive deduced from these measurements
is 1.21x10-~WImK at 45.22 K. This compares with
values of 1 ~ 1 0WImK
'~
measured for a similar material,
polystyrol -Ref 5.
6. SPEED OF MEASUREMENT

Note that frequency measurements of the loop oscillator
may be made rapidly with high accuracy. Thus an Allan
variance of 4 parts in 10' after a measurement time of
only 20 ps has been demonstrated elsewhere -Ref. 6
with the composite sapphire-rutile puck system
described in this paper. Since a change of microwave
power level can easily induce a fractional frequency shift
of parts in lo6 (-10 kHz) it is clear that highly sensitive
measurements of k may be made, even when the thermal
time constants of the system are well below 1 ms. This is
another feature which makes the method potentially
attractive for a range of applications.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
The proposed method has a number of advantages over
conventional methods for measuring thermal
conductivities. First the heat is introduced by a means
(microwave irradiation) which does not require physical
contact to the heated elements, thus reducing the
influence of unwanted heat leaks through connected
wires or supports.
Second the dielectric puck
components also act as the thermometers in the system,
through the known temperature dependence of their
permittivities and hence through the measured frequency
versus time behaviour.

0.9999996
0

2000

4000

Time (r)

6000

8000

1 ,lo4

(b)
Fig. 4 experimental data (solid line) is fitted to twocomponent puck resonant frequency as a function of
time (dash line), following a step change in microwave
input power: (a) 5.3 mW, (b) 12 mW.

The method is particularly suitable for thin thermal
barriers made from electrically insulating materials with
poor thermal conductivity where conventional methods
of applying well-defined temperature gradients are not
suitable. We believe it will be possible to demonstrate
that it is not restricted to such systems. Thus as long as
the components on either side of the thin layer of
material whose thermal conductivity is required have
reasonably low (and known) losses at microwave
frequencies, have considerably higher thermal
conductance than does the thin layer, and possess
relative permittivity temperature coefficients with
opposite signs from one another then measurements are
possible in any temperature range where these conditions
are satisfied. It is not even essential to arrange the
composite puck geometries to provide a turning point in
AT) close to the operating temperature, although if this
can be done the need for accurate temperature control is
considerably relaxed.
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1. ABSTRACT

This paper studies the mass-loading effect on the frequencytemperature characteristics of the plan-parallel Y-cut l&asite
resonators measured on 5MHz fundamental Gequency, third
and fifth overtones for various electrode thickness. Circular
Sawyer Y-cut langasite blanks with 14mm diameter, Au
electrodes with 7mm diameter and 100,200, 300nm thickness
were used in expments. The resonant frequencies were
measured in the temperature range - 35' c and +loo0C. First,
second and third order of the resonance Gequency-temperature
coefficients were computed for fundamental, third and fifth
overtones. From measured funciamental and third harmonic
resonance frequency were computed the electromechanical
coupling factors. The results revealed that the fractional
frequency variation with temperature approximates a parabolic
function and that the influence of mass-loam on these
characteristics is significantly lower than in the case of the
AT-cut resonators.
2. INTRODUCTION

Langasite and its isomorphs have been recognized for a
number of years as promising piezoelectric crystals which
have the quite unique property of temperature compensation
similar to that of quartz. Materials in the langasite family are
of current interest for both bulk-wave and surface-wave
devices. For frequency control applications it is necessary to
have the weakest possible dependence of the resonator
parameters on temperature.
Our study presents the results for plan-parallel Y-cut bulkwave resonators because the thickness-shear vibration of Ycut langaite resonators provides the minimum frequency
variation with temperature in a large temperature range.
The temperature dependence of the resonant fi-equency of the
bulk piezoelectric resonators is a function of the material
constants which are tanperature dependents, on thermal
expansion coefficients, on coupling between the vibration
modes and on the nature and thickness of the electrodes
[Ref.11.
The ten~paaturechm~teristicsof tlie material co11stm1ts and
the thermal expansion coefficients depend on the orientation
of the quafiz plate lJteC21. The coupling between the
vibrations modes is conditioned by the shape and size of the
plate. The electrodes cause h e mass-loading of the plate, they
define tlie electrical conditions of the vibmtions aid d e t a ~ i e
small changes in the elastic properties of the plate [ Ref. 3 ]
Some authors pefs.4-71 revealed thtit the frequencytemperature characteristics are dependent on mass-loading
caused by the nietallic electrodes deposited 011 piezoelectric
subb-te. The electrodes define the electrical conditions of the
vibration and change a little the effective elastic properties of

the plate by means of which is modified the variation of the
frequency with the temperature.
An experimental and theoretical study of the influence of the
mass-loading (material and thickness of the electrodes) on the
frequency-temperature characteristics of AT-cut quartz
resonators was performed in the paper [Refs]. The results
obtained in this investigation allow to conclude that the quartz
plate and electrode parameters have a major influence on the
Gequency-temperature charactaisticsof the resonators.
Recently the measurements of the frequency-temperature
characteristics of Y-cut plan-convex langasite resonators on
fundamental frequency and on overtones were performed by
Smythe Pef.91. One found that these characteristics are
parabolic and that the tum-over temperature could be adjusted
to a desired value by small changes in the Y-Y'angle.
In this paper the results of the experimental investigation of
the frequency-temperaturedependence of the plan-parallel Ycut langasite resonators on fundamental, third and fifth
harmonics are presented and the influence of the mass-loading
(electrode thickness ) on this dependence is considered.
The analysis of the measured frequency-temperature
characteristics of the Y-cut langasite resonators revealed that
the fractional Gequency variation with temperature closely
approximates a parabolic function and that the influence of
massloading on these cl~~~ctexistics
is significantly lower
than in the case of the AT-cut quartz resonators. This result is
similar with that obtain previously [Refs. 10,111 which found
that the electrodes influence on the electrical parameters of the
Y-cut langasite resonators is much smaller than that on AT-cut
quartz resonators characteristics.
3. EXPERIMENTAL
For experiments Sawyer Y-cut plan-parallel polished langasite
plates with 14mm diameter and 5h&k resonant frequency
were used.
As-cut langasite wafers were lapped with 3p-1 alumina
powder. Between lapping and polishing steps, langasite wafers
were chemically etched in a 2HN03:CH3COOH solution for
removal of disturbed layer due to mechanical treatment.
Polishmg process used sluny of colloidal alkaline suspension
of silica gel (QUSO) on a Politex pad material pef. 121.
On the resonators, whose characteristics are given in this
paper, have been deposited by thermal evaporation in vacuum
Au electrodes with diameter of 7mm and electrode thickness
of lOOnm, 200nm and 300nm. The frequency-tern rature
dependence in the temperature range -35' C and +I00 C was
measured for all three types of resonators (100, 200, 300nm
electrode thickness). The frequencies of fundamental, third
and fifth overtones were been measured in Saunders
Temperature Test System by changing the temperature in
steps of 5' C.

?I

4.

RESULTS

The frequency-temperature characteristic of the piezoelectric
resonators is usually expressed by the relation:

where f and foare the resonant frequency at the temperature T
and To respectively and Tfnmare m-th order of temperature
'coefficient of frequency, n is overtone order.
For Y-cut langasite resonators the fractional frequency
variation with t e m p t u r e closely approximates a parabolic
function.
The measwements show that on fundamental, third and fifth
overtones the frequency-temperature characteristics are
parabolic functions.
The frequency-temperature characteristic of resonator 7
measured on fundamental, third and fifth overtones
frequencies is presented in figure 1. Similar dependences have
been obtained for all resonators.

Fig. 1. Frequency - temperature characteristic of res. 7
The turnover temperature points of all measured resonators
with different electrode thickness for fundamental third and
fifth overtones are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Turnover temperature points
Res.
Electrode Turnover temperature (O C )
number thickness n=l ( n=3 1
n=5

The fxst, second and third order of the resonance frequencytempercoefficients and the turnover points of the curves
were computed for fundamental, third and fifth overtones. The
results are presented in Table 2.
We observe that the parabolic co~lstantson fu~dzutientalaid
harmonics are close to 60.10-~,value obtained for Y-cut
langasite resonators in [Ref. 131.

The electron~echanicalcoupling factor kz6 of the Y-cut
langasite resonators were computed from the measured
fundan~entalaid third harmonic resonance frequency of tlie
thickness-shear vibrations.
The temperature dependence of coupling coefficient kZ6with
temperature of resonators 7 and 11 is presented in figure 2.
The difference ktween values of coupling factors of
resonators 7 (100nm)and 11 (300nm)could be ascribed to the
mass-loading effect.

Fig. 2. Coupling coefficients vs. temperature

To study the mass-loading effect on frequencytemperature.characteristicsof Y-cut langasite resonators the
analysis of these characteristics on fundamental, third and fifth
overtones frequencies for resonators with different electrode
thickness was performed. The frequency-temperature
dependence of resonators 7, 11 with minimum (100nm)
respectively maximum electrode thickness (300nm)working
on fundamental frequency is given in figure3.

parametem of Y-cut langasite resonators is much smaller than
that on AT-cut quartz resonator characteristics
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Fig. 5. Frequency-temperaturecharacteristics of res.7, 11
for n = 5
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Fig. 3. Frequency-temperaturecharacteristics of res. 7,11
for n = 1
Figure 4 shows the fkquency-temperature characteristics of
the same resonators on third overtone and figure 5 on fifth
overtone.
Analysing these figures we cmi co~icludethat die change of
the frequency-temperature characteristics of Y-cut langasite
resonators due to the electrode thickness variation is enough
small for fundamental and thrd harmonic (16ppm respectively
12pp1ii) aid lliglier for fifth overtone (2qrFn11).

4. CONCLUSIONS
The investigated Y-cut langasite resonators with various
electrde thickness present an essentially parabolic frequencytemperature characteristic on fundamental, third and fifth
overtone frequencies.
The turnover point temperature is almost constant for
fundamental and fifth overtone and increases for third
overtone may be due to the mass-loading effect. This
conclusion have to be verify by new investigations.
The parabolic constants for all frequencies are similar with
values obtained by others authors.
We suppose that the variation with temperature of the
coupling mecoefficient is possible to bo related with nmsloadind change.
The lass-loading effect on i7equency-temperature
characteristics of langasite resonators is smaller than that on
AT-cut quartz resonators.
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Fig. 4. Frequency-temperature characteristics of res.7,11
for n=3
Comparing these results with the previous ones, obtained for
AT-cut quartz resonators [Ref. 81 we can conclude that the
mass-loading effect on li'equency-lempeme characteris$ics
of Y-cut langasite resonators is smaller than that on AT-cut
quartz resonators.
This re&is similar with of our previous papers pefs. 10,111
which fomxl that the ekclrode duence on electrical
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I. ABSTRACT

The researches results of the influence of different technology parameters of
crystal growing and device manufacturing process on SAW velocity variation on
langasite (LGS) wafers 0 3" are presented. The wafers were made from crystals
grown by Czochralsky method along <00.1> and <01.1> directions. The paper also
gives a technology process description of langasite crystal growing along <01.1>
direction and of making 0 3" wafers. SAW velocity measurements were performed
utilizing specially developed test structures. The test structures were also used to
estimate the device sensitivity due to electrode-thickness and electrode-width
variations of the manufacturing process.
Advantages of LGS wafers for possible SAW device applications are
discussed. Due to good temperature stability and moderately high electromechanical
coupling coefficient, langasite is known as a promising material for SAW devices.
The filters on LGS have exhibited better electrical parameters than their analogues on
quartz and lithium tantalate.

In order to demonstrate a practical filter application on LGS, a SAW filter at
the center frequency of 114.99MHz was designed and realized. The chip fits into a
3.8x3.8 mrn2 SMD package. Measured performance is in excellent agreement with
the predicted response and the chip size was dramatically reduced compared to the
state-of-the-art for this kind of filters.

2. Single Crystal Growth
The procedure of initial charge preparation and langasite crystal growth is
described in detail in our paper [I]. However, principal aspects have been revealed,
which required a more detailed investigation.
The initial charge synthesis has been made by the method of self-propagating
high temperature synthesis (SHS). Lanthanum oxide (99,99%), silicon oxide
(99,99%), gallium oxide (99,99%) and metal gallium (99,999%) have been used as
initial components. Substitution of gallium oxide for a part of metal gallium during
the SHS process compared with that described in [I], made it possible to significantly
increase the part of melted phase ( up to 85%) and, consequently to decrease losses
of easily volatile components caused by evaporation at the stage of melt
homogenization. The total impurity contents in the charge did not exceed their level in
the initial components (not over 5*10 -3 mass. %).

Langasite crystals have been grown by using Czochralski method in "Kristall3m" pulling machine along <00.1> and <01.1> directions. The usual "as grown"
crystals had the inscribed circumference diameter of the cylindrical part equal to 82
mm and the total length over 150 mm. The crystal mass exceeded 4,O - 5,5 kg. The
growth process of langasite crystals having such dimensions is connected with many
difficulties. It has been found, in particular, that the material of the crucible and its
geometrical dimensions are very critical for obtaining high quality langasite crystals.
Besides of this, thermal gradients in the crystallization chamber, the geometrical
shape of the conical part of the crystal and cinematic process parameters exert
especially strong influence on the quality of the grown crystal. Crystal grown
proceeded with the availability of the close to flat crystallization front, which made it
possible to avoid defects described in [2]. The problem consisted in the fact, that the
growth of whole cylindrical part occurred with the close to flat interface boundary.
The "as grown" single crystals were subjected to high temperature annealing
after growth on the air.

3. The Synchronous SAW Resonator Analysis
We have analysed the admittance perfonnance of a synchronous one-port resonator
structure realized on two different cuts of langasite crystals: yxlt/48.5"/26.6" and
yxlt/50°/25". Fig.1 shows a schematic drawing of the synchronous surface acoustic
wave (SAW) resonator used.

Fig. 1 A schematic drawing of the synchronous SAW resonator.
The number of electrodes for the interdigital transducer (IDT) and gratings are equal
to 299 and 100, respectively. The pitch is equal to 18pm, the aperture of the IDT is
equal to 8h (where h is a wavelength of the IDT at the center frequency).
The wafer parameters are presented in the Table 1
Table 1
Wafer number Crystal orientation
Requested A1 thickness, pm
0.1
1
yxlt/48.5"/26.6"
0.1
8
yxlt/5O0/2S0
0.52
15
yxlt/50°/25"
0.52
23
yxlt/48.5"/26.6"
Both crystal orientations have a coupling coefficient in the range 0.34-0.37% (which
is 3-3.5 times higher than for quartz), the TCF=O and the diffraction coefficient
is about -1 .O [3].
The goal of the experiment was:
1) The estimation of the COM-parameters of langasite crystals,
2) The estimation of the velocity variation on the wafers,
3) The simulation and realization of a SAW device with a unique perfonnance,
on langasite crystal.

4) The estimation of the sensitivity of SAW devices to process parameters
5) The estimation of bulk acoustic wave radiation.
The Figure 2 presents the measured and fitted curves of the admittance of a
synchronous SAW resonator realized on yxIt/48.5"/26.6" cut (wafer 23, Table 1).
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Fig.2 The measured and fitted curves of the admittance of SAW resonator (real and
imaginary part)
The dual admittance performance shows that both cuts have a "natural" unidirectional
directivity behavior. The bulk acoustic wave radiation is very low because in the
admittance performance we observe no additional peaks in a wide frequency range.
The measurements of wafers 1 and 8 were used for phase velocity estimation across
the wafer. For the A1 thickness of about 1.44% of a wavelength and mlp in the range
0.5-0.6 we have estimated the sensitivity of SAW devices to thickness and electrode
width variation as :
4.9k1.9 ppm/nm for sensitivity of SAW devices to thickness control,
13k5 ppm/O.Olm/p for sensitivity of SAW devices to electrode width control,
m/p=(electrode width)/pitch is the mark to period ratio
Both values are positive. It means that high A1 thickness and m/p corresponds to
highest velocity.
On the contrary, for Quartz, Lithium Niobate and Lithium Tantalate devices the sign
of both coefficients is negative.
The 3-dimensional plot of the center frequency variation over a wafer is shown in
Fig.3-Fig.4. The SAW resonators are shown on the surface of the wafer in 4 columns,
Wafer I -Central Frequency variation

Fig.3 A 3-dimensional plot of the center frequency variation on wafer 1.

I
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Fig.4 A 3-dimensional plot of the center frequency variation on wafer 8.
We have measured the thickness variation on the wafers 1 and 8. For both wafers the
thickness variation due to manufacturing process is in the range 738 -1096 A. As a
result the frequency shift due to thickness variation is about 175.5 ppm. Additional
20 pprn shift is estimated to be due due electrode width variation.
According to the statistical analysis of the centre frequency on the wafers 1 and 8 the
standard deviation is in the range 216.2-255.2 ppm. It means that the real phase
velocity variation on wafer is about 50-70 pprn across the wafer.
We have modelled and realized a SAW filter for a CDMA application on the
frequency 114.99 MHz. The chip fits into a 3.8x3.8 mm2 SMD package, but for the
specific experiment we used 5x5 mm2package. Usually standard CDMA filters are
realised in 13.3x6.5mm2SMD packages. The Fig.5- Fig.6 show the measurement of
the SAW filter on top of the simulated response. The 0.5 dB bandwidth of the SAW
filter is about 1.5 MHz, the minimum insertion loss is measured to be 7.9 dB and the
group delay variation is less than 50 ns. A simple parallel inductor matching circuit
was used for impedance matching purposes.
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Fig 5 Measured (dotted) and simuated (solid) frequency response of a CDMA SAW filter.
Fig.6 shows a wider frequency range demonstrating the bulk wave activity for
frequencies at the higher frequency wing (125-140MHz). The simulations do not
include the modeling of the bulk wave activity. Looking still wider up in frequency
we observe a clean response (see Fig.7) and rejection up to 60dB. The requested A1
thickness of this device is about 800 A. AS a result the frequency shift in the
temperature range k50 O C is about 20 kHz (1 80ppm) for this specific filter. The
frequency shift due to 5% thickness variation and 0.01 d p is 2.3 kHz (20 ppm) and
1.5 kHz (13 ppm) respectively. The frequency shift due the phase velocity variation
across the wafer is about 70 ppm. The total frequency shift is less than 283 pprn (32.5
kHz).
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Fig.6 Measured (dotted) and simulated (solid) frequency response of a CDMA SAW filter
for wide frequency range.

Frequency in

MHz

Fig.7 Measured (dotted) and simulated (solid) frequency response for wide frequency range

Frequency in MHz

Fig.8 The group Delay of CDMA SAW filter in a narrow frequency range.

4. The Bulk Wave Activity
On the cut of Langasite investigated in the present paper, the situation for bulk wave
activity is quite different to what we experience on other substrate materials e.g.
LiTa03. One advantage of Langasite is in low bulk wave excitation. In reference [4]
experimental results were presented concerning bulk wave activity on 42"-LiTa03 [5]
and 36"-cut of LiTa03. It was found that the bulk wave activity is higher on the 36degree cut compared to the 42-degree cut and as a result the insertion loss is higher on
the 36-degrees cut. Additionally, the interaction between the surface acoustic wave
and the reflected bulk wave from the substrate backside causes increased ripple on the
36-degree cut. Especially for impedance element filters when the length of an
impedance element is much longer than the thickness of the substrate material
additional attenuation due to interaction between surface acoustic wave and bulk
wave is measured. The results shown in Fig.3 of reference [4] which were obtained by
fitting experimental data to theory clearly confirms the above statements.
Utilizing rotation angles between 42"- and 60" of rotated Y-cut LiTa03 will also give
us improved insertion loss performance because the bulk wave activity is reduced.
Actually for each metal film thickness and mark-to-period ratio used for design, there
is a different optimum of cut in terms of minimizing bulk wave activity.
For the Langasite-cut investigated in this paper, bulk wave activity does not depend
as much on the thickness used and the interaction of bulk waves and acoustic waves is
less compared to the rotated cuts of LiTa03.

5. Conclusions
The langasite crystal is an excellent material for many SAW applications. The main
advantages of langasite are:
1) Higher coupling coefficient compared to quartz,
2) Low phase velocity (small size),
3) Low diffraction,
4) Temperature coefficent TCF=O,
5) Low sensitivity to process parameters. This is mainly due to the fact that there is a
kind of "self-stabilizing" effect taking place. Variations of velocity and reflectivity
due to mass loading have a different sign compared to the electrical loading terms
and for a certain range of A1 film thickness this helps lowering the sensitivity to
process parameters on the investigated crystal cut.
6) Low level of excitation of bulk acoustic waves.
7) A non-pyroelectric substrate.
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Abstract- Sample materials of five kinds of
metals (slide glass, aluminum, brass, stainless steel,
and copper) were used in this contact experiment.
The frequency of quartz-crystal tuning-fork tactile
sensor increased in the order listed above when the
sensor's base got brought into contact with flat
surface of materials in such a way that the base of
the tuning fork was pressed by a strong lateral force
induced in acrylic resin case. These results have
been found to correspond with Young's modulus of
these materials.
This sensor hnctions as a
Young's modulus tester by only observing its
frequency.
1. Introduction

The piezoelectric tactile sensors so far
proposed are classified, according to their adopted
vibrating modes, into two types;
and
flexural vibration-mode sensors3). Both of them
make use of the change in frequency induced when
their vibrating sections get brought into contact
with an object. On the other hand, the sensing
mechanism of the quartz-crystal tuning-fork tactile
~ e n s o r ~ 'used
~)
in this study comprises two
principles as follows: one is that, when the sensor's
base gets brought into contact with an object, the
difference in acoustic impedance between the
quartz resonator and the object will cause the
longitudinal vibration energy to leak from the
sensor's base to the object, which leak will then
cause the quartz-crystal tuning-fork impedance at
resonant vibration; the other is that the impedance
change depends on the energy leaking from contact
area corresponding to the roughness of the object.
This sensor is capable of distinguishing a lot of
materials from one to hard ones like metals, and is
also another, ranging from soft ones like silicone
rubber capable of distinguishing materials from one
another in quality and surface roughness, besides
softness and h a r d n e ~ s ~ - ~This
) . sensor was capable
of sensing the paper quality6) based on the later
principle described above.
These results
mentioned above shows the experimental facts in
the case of an application of a week lateral
clamping force onto the base of a sensor with
acrylic resin case.
On the other hand, for an

application of a strong lateral clamping force onto
its base, no impedance change is observed but the
frequency change yields in the order of about 100
mHz according to Young's modulus of an object
before and after the sensor's base to an object in
contact.
Two methods have existed in the field of
measuring Young's modulus of materials; one is to
measure the velocity of elastic wave traveling in a
material cut in a rectangular rod's form and another
is to measure strain induced in an application of
stress on a material cut in a rectangular rod's form.
In this paper, quartz-crystal tuning-fork tactile
sensor was tested in view of its frequency for its
ability to measure Young's modulus except two
methods mentioned above when the base is brought
into contact with an object.

2. Experiments and Discussion
The tactile sensor and measurement system
used in this study are identical to those previously
de~cribed~-~).
Figure 1 shows the structure of the tactile
sensor fabricated. The quartz crystal blank was
held in acrylic resin case. The section, in the
base of the quartz-crystal tuning fork,
corresponding to the nodal point of the flexural
vibration, was clamped by an acrylic resin case.
For this experiment, the base of a sensor was fitted
into narrower slit of the clamping portion of the
case to produce a stronger lateral clamping force in
its base than usual one.
Contact experiments with the tactile sensor
require a fixed stand capable of keeping the
condition of contact unchanged with repetitive
contact examinations. A fixed stand as shown in
Fig. 2 was used in this experiment. A weight of
the set of the sensor, clip, and bar shown in Fig. 2 is
50 g. In the case of an application of a load onto
the sensor, weights are added on the plate fixed on
the top of bar as shown in Fig. 2.
Figure 3 shows the measurement system used
in this experiment. The frequency of the sensor
was obtained with an impedance analyzer
(HP-414A), to which the lead wires of the
quartz-crystal tuning-fork tactile sensor was
connected, and which used a built-in program to
calculate equivalent circuit constants from
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~ i g , ,Structure
l
of the tactile s e n s o r
measured impedance characteristics for executed
frequency variations.
The frequency of the
sensor, as measured with the impedance analyzer, is
caused to increase several hundreds mHz for the
32.768 kHzquartz resonator by contact operation.
For
frequency
measurements,
the
quartz-crystal tuning-fork tactile sensor was applied
on the following samples: slide glass (76.0 X26.0
X 1.2 mm), aluminum (30.0 X 20.0 X 12.0 mm),
brass (41.0 X 39.0 X 5.3 mm), stainless steel (58.0
X 58.0 X 5.0 mm), and copper (16.0 d, X 14.0 mm)
under application of SOgG, 75gG, and 125gG load
onto the sensor. The measured values me shown
in Fig. 4, with Young's modulus of an object on the
X-axis and the frequency of the sensor on the
Y-axis. As seen from Fig. 4, the frequency
changes exponentially according to Young's
modulus of materials in the order listed above.
No impedance change is observed with repetition
of contact: examinations, The frequency of the
sensor depends on a load, as shown in Fig, 4.
Based on the later principle described above, it may
be concluded that the sensor's base closely gets
brought into contact with the surface of an object
on an application of a load onto the sensor so
clearance decreases gradually.
The contact experiment has revealed that there
is a high correlation between the frequency change
of this sensor and Young's modulus of materials.
3. Conclusion
The authors have deireloped a tactile sensor

Tig.2 Fixing stand

Fig.3 Measurement system

capable of measuring Young's modulus of materials,
which makes use of the increase in quartz-crystal
tuning fork frequency at resonant vibration while the
base of its quartz-crystal tuninpfork for wrist watch
application is in contact with flat surface of
materials. Experimental findings are as follows.
(1) The contact experiment with slide glass,
aluminum, brass, copper, and stainless steal, has
revealed that the frequency increases exponentially
according to Young's modulus of the object brought
into contact with the base of the tuning fork. (2)
The contact experiment with five kinds of metals,

under application of a load onto the sensor, has
revealed that the frequency increases slightly with a
load. (3) The contact experiment has revealed that
with the sensor's base weekly held in an acrylic
resin case the impedance increases but the frequency
does not change, while for its base strongly held the
frequency increases according to Young's modulus
of an object hut the impedance does pot change.
It may be concluded from the above findings
that this tactile sensor may enable us to read
Young's modulus of materials directly by only
observing its frequency, which has been beyond the
power of the conventional Young's modulus testers.
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1. ABSTRACT

The frequency element factor is modified for the
assumption the SAW wave propagates with different
wave-numbers within an electrode and within an interelectrode gap. This generalization explains the SAW
spectrum behavior for high harmonics and especially for
the SAW devices made up on piezo-film.

Modified frequency spectrum
2.

The superposition method for the function fix)
definition may be used for an infinite periodical
electrode grating, i.e.

INTRODUCTION

The quasi-static approach simplifies the analysis of
generalized SAW transducers [- Refs
21. This
is based On the
the charge
is dominated by an electrostatic term, defined as a
charge density obtained when an acoustic. wave
excitation is ignored. Considering the SAW wave
propagation with wave-number rc; that does not depend
on coordinate x along the direction of the SAW wave
propagation, the frequency spectrum of the SAW
acoustic potential is expressed through the Fourier
transform of the charge distribution density. However
the simplest approximation of the SAW wave-number
with G within electrode and % within inter-electrode
gap generalizes the definition of the acoustic potential
frequency spectrum.

3. QUASI-STATIC APPROACH
The quasi-static approach is based on the
assumption the charge density is dominated by zn
electrostatic term, defined as a charge density obtained
when acoustic wave excitation is ignored. The
frequency spectrum of the SAW acoustic potential
qa(@ on the left port of the radiating transducer is
expressed through the Fourier transform R(K) of the
charge distribution density d x ) :

qa(W)=jKR(y)
where

K is a wave-number, K = a)/ V ;
v is an effective SAW velocity;
R(@ is the Fourier transform of the charge
distribution density d x ) .
The quasi-static approach assumes the d x ) is the
charge disfnbution density,

(1)

r, is a constant, that depends on the piezoelectric
material and cut; this factor is a measure of the
piezoelectric coupling of the substrate material;
j is an imaginary unit;
w is a cycle frequency;

-

n

is a basic function and A(n) is the n-th
where
weight, associated with the n-th period of the grating, p
is a grating period. So the function R(@ is wrinen as:
n

where Ro(@ is a frequency element factor, defined as
the Fourier transform of the basic function p,(x). Herein
we assume that the wave-number of the SAW excited
by the oscillated charges, distributed as the basic
function po(x), is the same as the wave-number of the
SAW excited by the oscillated sum charges, distributed
as the result function d x ) .

4.

GENERALIZATION

Till now it was assumed that the SAW wave
propagates with the wave-number K independent on
coordinate x. However the electrode grating assumes
that the electrical and mechanical boundary conditions
depend on the coordinate x along the direction of the
SAW propagation and thus the SAW velocity dispersion
effect has place around the electrode-gap boundaries.
The simplest approximation of the SAW wave-number
with IZ, within electrode and % within inter-electrode
gap suggests itself [- Ref. 91. Let then K be an effective
wave-number and r be a ratio r =
%. In this case
the SAW potential q a ( 4 is described by the modified
spectrum function Ro(&r) instead of R,(K). The physical
meaning of the function Ro(&r) is a modified frequency
spectrum of the SAW excited by oscillated basic
distributed charge po(x), therewith the SAW propagates
with the wave-number r ~ , within electrodes and %
within gaps. Such a generalization of the element factor

becomes essential for high harmonics, when the
difference between 5 and 4 is expected to be
significant, especially for devices working on piezofilms.

7 is a metallization ratio, 7= w/p,
w is an electrode width,
p is a grating period,
c o s y cos-

+

5.

MODIFIED FREQUENCY ELEMENT
FACTOR

G(x78j =

Let us consider the classic electrostatic basic charge
distribution po(x), where the zeroth finger in the
periodical electrode grating has the voltage equal to 1
and all other fingers are grounded. We admit the
following assumptions.
o
The infinite periodical sequence of the parallel
electrodes is placed in (X, 2) - plane. The intervals
occupied by the electrodes along the X-axis are (a,b,J.
The X-axis' s zero point is chosen at the center of the
zeroth electrode, so a. = - bo An electrode width
equals w, w = b, - a,, and the grating period equals p,
p=b, - b,., (Figure. 1).
The upper half-plane is the vacuum with the
dielectric permittivity E, and the lower half-plane is a
piezo-electric material with the effective dielectric
permittivity E,.
The electrodes are infinite!^ long in 2-direction, so
the electrostatic problem becomes two-dimensional in
(X, Y) - plane.
The electrodes have zero thickness and zero
electrical resistance.
The electrodes are enumerated from -ato +a

.

A

-

-

Y

-

vacuum

l

I

a.2 b-2 a - ~b.1 ao bo

-

I

-_

-~
X

a, bl a2 bz
piezo-electric

-+
a3 b3

Figure 1.

The intervals (a,,,bJ along X-axis are occupied by
electrodes. The electrode's width equals w, w = b, - n , , and
the grating period equals p, p = b, - b,., . The zeroth
electrode is hot and others are grounded.
Such a basic function p,(x) is expressed as [-Refs 1-81:

x
where:
m - is an electrode number,
0" zq,

(a,,, b, ) (4b)
1

m z

[

dz
L

P, (x) is the L,egendre function.
In the assumption that the SAW wave-number does
not depend on coordinate x along the direction of the
SAW wave propagation, the basis element factor Ro(K),
defined as the Fourier transform of the charge
distribution density po(x), is equal to [ - Refs 1-81:

2Sin(m)
P, (Cos0)
R0 ( K ) = (go + s p )
P-, (- cos e)

for

-

K P

27r

1

(5)

where

s=-- K P

n, O<s<l

27r
Let us now define the modified frequency spectrum
function Ro(qr) having physical meaning of the
amplitude of the SAW wave excited at the cycle
frequency w by the oscillated charges distributed as
po(x), wherein now K be an effective wave-number and
~r be a ratio
- r = 4 , rc,. Thereby, the modified function
R,(qr) is defined as the following integral.[- Ref. 91:
4-m

R, (K

7

=

I P,(X)

exp (liw t(x))dx ( 6 )

-YO

where t(x) is a respective delay between SAW beams
excited from the central zero point and from the point
with coordinate x. The function t(x) is defined as:

where qx) is a wave-number function, wherein the
function qx) is approximated by SAW wave-number IZ,
within electrodes and SAW wave-number rc, within
inter-electrode gaps, thus, rdx) is a periodical function
S
for the interval
and the effective wave-number K ~ used
(0, mp]. Therefore, the interval of integrating in (7) may
be divided in two intervals: [O, mp] and [mp, x], i.e.

and consequently,

In the particular case, when we may ignore the
difference between SAW wave-number & within
electrodes and SAW wave-number % within interelectrode gaps, i.e. if r =I, the function R0(& r =I) turns
to Ro(@:
R
r1
=R
(13)

-x E [b,n9 am,, I (8b)
Substituting functions po(x) and t(x) in ( 6 ) with their
expressions (4a,b) and (8a,b) respectively , we obtain:

x exp(- j [ m p + K, x - K, mp])dx

Figure 2. shows the difference between the element
factor Ro(+j, defined as Fourier-transform of the basic
electrostatic charge distribution, and the modified
frequency spectrum Ro(k;r) of SAW with assumption
the ratio r = 1.1.

(9)

Further, by taking into account the following functional
equation:

I
where 6(z) is the Dirac Delta function,

Normed Frequency
Figure 2. Basis element factor for metallization
ratio 7 = 0.5.
Fourier-transform Ro(@ of the basic
charge distribution po(x)
+-I-++ Modified spectrum R0(& r) of SAW with
assumption the ratio r = 1.1

I

.

and the Mehler-Dirichlet formula:

the equation (9) is transformed to:

6. CONCLUSIONS
A generalization of frequency element factor
considering the SAW velocity dispersion effect is
presented. The generalization remains in the quasi-static
approach that is based on the assumption the charge
density is dominated by an electrostatic term, defined as
the charge density obtained when acoustic wave
excitation is ignored. The velocity dispersion effect is
simulated by the simplest approximation of the SAW
wave number & within electrodes and 5 within interelectrode gaps. The splitting of the effective wave
number K on the two r ~ and
,
% generalizes the definition
of the acoustic potential frequency spectrum. Such a
generalization of the element factor becomes essential
for high harmonics, when the difference between %and
q is expected to be significant. The modified frequency
element factor's behavior implies the SAW waves are
excited on all the high harmonics. Especially, this effect
is expected for devices working on piezo-films.

:
R , ( K , ~ )- 2Sin(ns) P,,,, (CosB
(- CosB )
(E, + E ~ )

e,

n I -v
5nt-I,
2n

for

where

K

=VK,

+ (1 - V ) K ~

y=- v O--l)O-V)

2n I
KP
s=--n
2n

(12)

,

+~(r-1)

K
p = L

, 0 ~ ~ 5 1
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Abstract: The characteristics of surjiace acoustic waves
propagating obliquely in electrode gratings are
investigated, with the mass-loading efect taken into
account. The slowness of the surface waves, as well as
the attenuation, piezoelectric coupling and beamsteering are obtained as a function i f the propagation
angle with respect to the grating axis. A modification of
classical finite element analysis is derived for this
purpose. Examples are presented for 36OYX quartz, X112°Ylithium tantalate and 36OYX lithium tantalate.

effect, which allows us to determine the slowness curves
of SAW under periodic gratings. Along with the phase
velocity, we discuss how other u s e l l information can be
obtained as well, i.e. the attenuation, the piezoelectric
coupling and the beam-steering angle.
Numerical simulation results are presented for three
standard piezoelectric substrates used for SAW devices,
36OYX quartz, X-112OY tantalate and 36"YX lithium
tantalate.
2. LOCATING SURFACE WAVES

Key-words: S u ~ a c eacoustic waves (SAW, pseudo
surface acoustic waves (PSA W), Jinite element analysis
for S A K slowness curves.
1. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, much work has been devoted to
the modeling and the numerical simulation of surface
acoustic waves (SAW) propagating under interdigital
transducers (IDT), including the mass-loading effect that:
is due to acoustic propagation inside the aluminum
electrodes 11-51. Such tools are especially useful to
understand the wave propagation characteristics in
actual SAW filters, and hence are used routinely to
obtain the basic parameters required for filter design.
The approach we use is based on a mixed finite element
analysis (FEA) / boundary integral method (BIM) [2], in
which the wave in the electrodes and in the substrate are
respectively described by FEA and a Green's function,
and the two domains are linked using a BIM to obtain
the harmonic admittance.
One limitation of the FEABIM method is that for
computation reasons the problem is restricted to two
dimensions, with the electrodes assumed infinite in the
transverse direction. However, real SAW devices are of
finite width, and transverse effects occur that can not be
taken into account using a 2D model. Though an exact
3D model is probably still beyond reach, useful
information can be gained by examining the propagation
of slanted acoustic waves in gratings. Defining the phase
angle 0 as the angle of propagation with respect to the
electrodes axis, we show how the phase velocity can be
obtained as a function of 8, including the mass-loading

In the process of computing slowness curves for surface
waves, it is necessary to locate the slowness as a
function of the propagation angle 8 in the surface plane.
Fig. 1 illustrates the notations employed. The actual
algorithm employed will depend on the nature of the
propagation problem. On a free or shorted surface, the
wave characteristics are functions of the material
constants only, and are not dispersive. In a metallic
grating however, the wave characteristics are dispersive,
i.e. they depend on the frequency period product@, but
in addition they also depend on the electrodes shape,
which for a rectangular electrode is scaled by the form
factor h/2p, where h is the electrode height.

Fig. 1: Geometry for slanted SAW propagation in a
periodic metallic grating.
In the case of an homogeneous surface with either free
or shorted boundary conditions, it is well-known that the
slowness is given respectively by a pole or a zero of the

so-called effective permittivity, Such an approach has
been used routinely to obtain maps of surface waves
parameters [6]. The effective permittivity is a restriction
of the Green's function of the semi-infinite substrate to
its electrical components [7]. The computation of the
surface Green's function in the spectral domain has for
instance been described in Ref. [8].
In the case of periodic electrode gratings, two additional
phenomena have to be accounted for, namely the
frequency dependence arising from the periodic
perturbation of the surface and the periodic electrical
excitation of waves, and the so-called mass-loading
effect of the electrodes. The first phenomenon is
adequately described (at least as regards the electrical
part of the problem) using the notion of the strip
admittance [9], extended to the notion of harmonic
admittance (HA) in Ref. [7]. The occurrence of a
piezoelectrically coupled surface wave is then given by
a pole of the HA. There have been many approaches to
the computation of the mass-loading effect, with most of
them relying on a finite element analysis PEA) of the
acoustical propagation in the electrodes [I-41. In this
work, we have used the approach described in 131,
which is a combination of a FEA for the electrodes with
a boundary integral method (BIM) for the substrate.
This BIM relies upon the Green's function of the semiinfinite substrate. We describe in Section 3 how the
classical finite element approach can be modified to
accommodate for slanted propagation.
3. FINITE ELEMENT FOR SLANTED
PROPAGATION
The finite element that we use was derived from a
classical two-dimensional triangle with 3 degrees of
freedom, originally intended for isotropic acoustic
problems. More precisely, for an infinitely long
electrode, the displacements and constraints are usually
assumed not to depend on the transverse coordinate
x, (hence the two-dimensional element), but the 3
components of the displacement must be taken into
account (hence the 3 degrees of freedom). Another
possible representation of the finite element is an
infinitely long volume with a triangular section. To take
into account slanted propagation inside the electrodes,
we assume in addition a sinusoidal dependence of the
displacements in the transverse coordinate with a given
wave-vector k, according to

where cp is an arbitrary phase. T stands for the finite
element considered, P is the polynomial interpolation
inside the element, and { u ) T is the vector of
coordinates of the nodes. Following the usual procedure
of FEA, a variational problem is constructed, which can

be cast in a linear form

where [K] is the stiffness matrix, [MI is the mass
matrix, w is the angular frequency and ( B ] represents
the excitation forces applied to the electrode. Using the
notations [PI for the polynomial interpolation matrix,
[DP] for the matrix of the polynomial derivatives,
[C] for the stiffness tensor in contracted notation, p
for the mass density, and the constant matrices

and

the elementary stiffness and mass matrices can be
written respectively as

and

In the derivation, the sinusoidal dependence has dropped
by integration along the x, axis. By comparison with
the usual case of normal propagation (k,=O) it is
seen that only the stiffness matrix is affected, and that a
positive matrix has to be added to it, weighted by the
square of the transverse wave-vector.
4. EXAMPLES OF SLOWNESS CURVES

All results presented in this section are obtained for an
infinite periodic electrode grating on a semi-infinite
piezoelectric substrate. The zero phase angle refers to
propagation along the grating axis. All parameters given
are those obtained for a pole or pseudo-pole of the
harmonic admittance, i.e. for the resonance condition,
with the frequency period product fp set to 1000
m/s, i.e. far from the stop-band in all cases.
4.1. 36"YX quartz
The denomination for the considered AT cut of quartz is
(YX1)/36 in the IEEE 1949 piezoelectric standard. The

dependence of the slowness, beam-steering and
piezoelectric coupling for the SAW of 36"YX quartz are
depicted in Figs. 2 , 3 and 4 respectively, for three values
of the electrode aspect ratio h12p (0, 5 and 10 %).
The slowness is seen to be rather strongly affected by
the mass loading effect, as is well-known for 36"YX
quartz, and to assume a symmetrical and mostly
parabolic shape. The beam-steering remains limited,
while the coupling increases with the phase angle. It
should be noted that no attenuation was found to occur
at any angle.
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Fig. 4: Piezoelectric coupling of the SAW of 36"YX
quartz Up=1000 d s ) .
4.2. X-112"Y tantalate
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Fig. 2: Slowness of the SAW of 36"YX quartz (fp=l000
ds).
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The denomination for the considered cut of lithium
tantalate is (XYt)/112.2 in the IEEE 1949 piezoelectric
standard. The dependence of the slowness, beamsteering and piezoelectric coupling for the SAW are
depicted in Figs. 5,6 and 7 respectively, for three values
of the electrode aspect ratio h12p (0, 5 and 10 %).
The slowness is seen to be less affected by the mass
loading effect than is that of the SAW of 36"YX quartz,
and to assume a very uneven shape. The beam-steering
remains limited, while the coupling decreases with the
phase angle. As for 36"YX quartz, no attenuation was
found to occur at any angle.

30

Fig. 3: Beam-steering of the SAW of 36"YX quartz
Cfp=lOOOd s ) .
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Fig. 5: Slowness of the SAW of X-112"Y tantalate
Cfp=lOOO mils).
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Fig. 6: Beam-steering of the SAW of X-l12OY tantalate
Cfp=lOOOd s ) .
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Fig. 8: Slowness of the PSAW of 36"YX tantalate
(fp=lOOO rnls).
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Fig. 7: Piezoelectric coupling of the SAW of X-112OY
tantalate (fp=1000 d s ) .

Fig. 9: Attenuation of the PSAW of 36OYX tantalate
Cfp=lOOOd s ) .

4.3. 36OYX tantalate
The denomination for the considered cut of lithium
tantalate is (YX1)/36 in the IEEE 1949 piezoelectric
standard. This cut is famous for its leaky SAW, or
pseudo SAW (PSAW). The dependence of the slowness,
attenuation, beam-steering and piezoelectric coupling
for the PSAW are depicted in Figs. 8, 9, 10 and 11
respectively, for three values of the electrode aspect
ratio hl2p (0, 5 and 10 %). The slowness is seen to
be much less affected by the mass loading effect than
are that of the SAW of 36OYX quartz and X-112"Y
tantalate, and to assume a parabolic shape. The beamsteering varies rather largely with the phase angle. The
coupling is maximum along the grating axis, while at the
same time the attenuation is at a minimum.
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Fig. 10: Beam-steering of the PSAW of 36OYX tantalate
(fp=lOOO mls).
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parameters of surface acoustic waves in a periodic metal
grating on a piezoelectric substrate," IEEE Trans. on
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Fig. 11: Piezoelectric coupling of the PSAW of 36OYX
tantalate Cfp=1000 d s ) .

5. CONCLUSION
The characteristics of surface acoustic waves
propagating obliquely in electrode gratings have been
investigated, with the mass-loading effect taken into
account. The slowness of the surface waves, as well as
the attenuation, piezoelectric coupling and beamsteering have been obtained as a function of the
propagation angle with respect to the grating axis. The
method is based on the monitoring of poles in the
harmonic admittance, which is computed using a
FENBIM approach. A modification of classical finite
element analysis was derived to account for slanted
propagation. Examples have been presented for 36OYX
quartz, X-112OY tantalate and 36OYX lithium tantalate.
Efforts are still required to obtain slowness curves in the
stop-band of the grating.
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Beam shift of surface acoustic wave (SAW), reflected from
slanted grating, regarding the center of acoustic synchronism
area is considered. This shift increases at increasing grooves
depth and caused by multi-reflections inside the grating. This
factor is studied by numerical modeling using algorithm
taking into account the SAW multi-reflections between
grating's elements. Chevron-type gratings are under
consideration in this paper. Calculation results and diagrams
of amplitude distribution acoustic field inside grating are
presented.
1. INTRODUCTION
The traditional method of building dispersive filters with large
group time delay difference consists in using two gratings of
chevron-type topology. Ref. 1 Every grating is a system of
parallel grooves of h depth, which are etched in the surface of
substrate symmetrically regarding the longitudinal axis of
device (fig.l). The main demerit of such a topology is rather
high level of attenuation (30 - 35 dB Ref.2) caused by the
necessity of using grooves of small depth (h/h<O.l) and
SAW-transducers
Gratings

are calculated with using recursive algorithm with taking
into account the secondary reflections described in Ref. 3.
The results of the modeling are presented as the diagrams on
fig. 2-5. The relative value of oscillations amplitude is
represented on diagrams as gray scale: the larger amplitude the
darker color. The center and borders of grating synchronism
area containing Ne=100 reflectors are represented by white
lines.
The spread of reflected field amplitudes inside the first grating
area at small depth of reflecting grooves (h/h=0,003), when
the secondary reflections are negligible, is shown on fig.2. The
grating with aperture greater than the optimal one rRef.41 is
intentionally presented. As it is follows from the diagram, it is
necessary to select grating aperture so that the field maximum

Synchronism area
Fig. 2
is on the lower border of grating.

Fig. 1
therefore with small reflectance. Unfortunately it is not
succeeded to decrease the attenuation by simply increasing the
grooves depth as the SAW-device characteristics are more and
more determined by uncontrollable effects conditioned by
multi-reflections of waves between grating's elements while
increasing grooves depth. Among such effects, the effect of
reflected acoustic beam shift regarding the acoustic
synchronism area of grating has the noticeable influence
Ref.2. While increasing grooves depth, the reflected beam
intensity increases but the phase structure of incident wave
inside the first grating changes because of reflected waves
accumulation. As a result the area of maximum reflection
doesn't coincide with synchronism area of grating. Therefore
instead of beam center, its border having noticeably less
intensity strikes the synchronism area of the second grating. It
prevents increasing the intensity of the wave reflected by the
second grating and can result its decreasing.
2. CALCULATION RESULTS AND ANALISYS
The effect of shifting the reflected beam described in this
paper is investigated through mathematical modeling of
acoustic fields inside every grating of dispersive filter. The
amplitudes of oscillations of reflected waves acoustic fields

When the grating aperture is optimal, the reflected beam has
the minimal width and maximum intencity in its center. The
amplitude spread in the cross section of beam corresponds to a
function of sin(x)/x type.
Diagrams of acoustic fields inside the both gratings at aperture
close to optimal are presented on fig.3a and effective
reflection (synchronism) areas are indicated. It is obviously
that the reflected field inside the second grating has its
maximum in the center of the grating aperture. For clearness,
the spread of SAW field amplitude at the output of the second
grating (the section, in which this spread was calculated, is
indicated by white line) is shown on fig.3b.
When increasing the grooves depth, the secondary reflections
influence increases and the main lobe of reflected field of the
first grating starts to shift toward the left side that causes the
shift of reflected field of the second grating toward its lower
border (fig. 4a and 4b). In this case as a result of incomplete
synchronism, the part of refracted SAW energy going through
the second grating and not incidenting on the output
transducer increases.
Diagrams show that the maximum of reflected field in the
second grating is shifted to the center of its aperture and the
part of the SAW energy which is coming to a output
transducer grows.

1
(b)
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3. CONCLUSION
The fulfilled investigation shows that it is possible to decrease
in some degree the insertion loss of a SAW filter with
chevron-type grating by shifting the second grating with
taking into account the shift of the acoustic beam reflected
from the first grating. The modeling of acoustic fields allows
to select an optimal value for such a shift for determined set
of characteristics. A disadvantage here is the dependence of
the shift value on grating depth.
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ABSTRACT
For new space applications in accurate orbitography,
and positioning, and time-keeping systems, ultra stable
oscillator performance must be constantly improved :

-

irradiation sensitivity below 5.10-'~1radfor a board
device,
ageing below I. IO"'/day,
magnetic field sensitivity below 5.10-'~1~auss,
short-term and medium term frequency stability
below 7.10'"

This paper presents the state-of-the-art of these
characteristics, obtained from C-MAC improved ultra
stable oscillators.

1. INTRODUCTION
Accurate
systems
such
as
navigation,
telecommunication and measurement schemes require
more and more demanding performances from ultra
stable oscillators (USO) in each type of application
] [4] [5].
(Space, Avionics and Commercial) [I[2]
Some tens of first generation US0 flight model are
actually on board [3]. The new generation of US0 : OUS
NG was qualified in 1998 and first Right models have
been delivered [6].
In the new DORIS precise orbit determination and
localization and in navigation applications such as
GALILEO, a better stability is required including short,
medium and long-term stability, magnetic field
sensitivity, and irradiation sensitivity. In the aim of
improving these characteristics, specic research and
development has been contracted by C-MAC with the
french MOD (DGA - Dilbgation Gindrale de
L'armement) and the French Space Agency (CNES Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales). The findings and
conclusions of this project are presented here.

2. OSCILLATORS REQUIREMENTS
The main requirements :

- Short-term

stability in Allan or Picinbono standard
deviation oy (t) or oyp (z), with a time interval, z, of
10 s, [I
I],
[15].

- The

medium term stability between z = 900 s
(DORIS configuration [4]) and T = 100000 s (timekeeping application [6]). The frequency standard

deviation AFIP (z) from the mean slope or the phase
standard deviation MTlE (t) from the extrapolated
slope [16].
These stabilities must be obtained under environment
conditions (temperature, magnetic field, irradiation).
Tables 1 and 2 show the On-board (OB) and Ground
base station (GB) specifications and requirements for
the new generation of USO.
OB US0

GBUSO

WP(10s)

7x10"~

7x10-l4

OAFP (900 s)

2x10-l3

2x10-l3

10 ns

10 ns

MTlE (100000 s)

Table 1 : US0 specification

OBUSO

GBUSO

Frequency temperature
stability

2.5~10-13/"~
2.5x10-13/"c

irradiation sensitivity

5x10-l3/rad

Magnetic field sensitivity
Ageing

5x1~-13/gaup5 x 1 0 ~ ~ ~ l ~ a u p
l x l ~ ~ ~ ' / dlax~i ~ ~ ~ ~ l d a ~

Table 2 : Required US0 environment sensitivity

3. PRODUCTS IMPROVEMENTS
The On-board and Ground base USOs have been
described in the articles [8] and [9].
The improvements consist in two new C-MAC
developments in the quartz crystal resonator and a
new electronic design :

- A new quartz material
- Amagnetic electronics with very low noise

- A new mechanical and amannetic structure
A new type of resonator with these improvements was
developed and qualified in accordance with ESA rules
for the space model.
The short-term measurement process was also
improved.

4. IRRADIATION SENSlTlVlN
In irradiation sensitivity the material quality is
essential. Until now, we used a swept, high quality
quartz (IR absorption lower than 0.02 cm-I). An
analysis of the irradiation sensitivity of 10 MHz QAS
resonators constructed with this material was carried
out.
Only the quartz resonator was irradiated. We
measure the frequency, before and after irradiation,
in an ovenised oscillator. The result is presented in
figure 1. We observe a saturation after 20 Krad. The
irradiation sensitivity at different doses is
summarized in table 3.
We have developed and made a new autoclave
capable of producing a new material (material N) with
less impurities without sweeping. We have
performed the same analysis with this material in the
same type of resonator as with the swept material.
The improvement is significant (see figure 2 and
table 3) : a gain of about ten.

Table 3 : 10 MHz QAS irradiation sensitivity
versus material at different accumulated dose
The irradiation sensitivity at low level (Iradlhour) is a
critical characteristic for the medium term stability.
Figure 3 shows the frequency deviation due to a low
level of irradiation dose for a production batch.
In this batch, the irradiation sensitivity distribution is as
shown in figure 4. If we want a very low sensitivity we
have two solutions : either by sorting after a low
irradiation or by a pre-irradiation at a higher dose. The
improved characteristics of the new material alone
covers the requirements of general space applications.
For time-keeping and navigation, sorting may be the
solution.
The other parameters (short-term, ageing, electrical
parameters) of the resonator after irradiation were
tested and no degradation was observed.

Figure 1 : QAS 10 MHz SWEPT material :
frequency deviation versus accumulated
irradiation dose
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Figure 3 : 10 MHz QAS material N :frequency
deviation versus irradiation dose
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Figure 2 : QAS 10 MHz material N : frequency
deviation versus accumulated irradiation dose
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Figure 4 : 10 MHz QAS material N : irradiation
sensitivity distribution between 5 and 10Krad for
40 resonators in 4 lots A, B, C , D.

5. MAGNETIC FIELD SENSITIVITY
The use of appropriate components and the redesign
of the quartz crystal mounting allow us to reduce the
frequency sensitivity of the USOs to below the
p
1.1~ - " / ~ a u limit.
As a result, in satellite applications, the influence on
frequency due to magnetic fields generated by the
actuators is reduced on the OB USO. This eliminates
the need for extra shielding.
Figures 6 and 7 show the magnetic field sensitivity for
four batches of 10 MHz QAS resonators. The lots A
and B are with magnetic mounting and the lots C and
D are with amagnetic mounting. The difference is
clearly demonstrated.

C C C C C C C C C C D D D D D D D D D D

lot

The magnetic field sensitivity measurement had to be
modified. We applied a ten gaup magnetic field in
three perpendicular axes, in each direction. As shown
in figure 5 the effects of the magnetic field are barely
visible against the frequency noise of the test
oscillator. The new resonator now has the improved
mounting.

Figure 7 : IOMHz QAS worse case axis magnetic
field sensibility : lots C and D amagnetic structure

6. SHORT-TERM STABILITY
We have shown in [8] and [9]that we obtain better
results in short-term stability with a 5 MHz QHS
resonator than with a 10 MHz QAS resonator. With
new 5 MHz QHS resonators, and with sorting
electronic components with respect to their noise
characteristics, we have improved the short-term
stability for integration time z between 1 to 10 seconds.
Figures 8 and 9 give the result of a measurement of
some parts in 10''~ in Allan variance and Picinbono
variance (Three sample variance or suppressed
frequency drift variance). The measurement (figure 10)
has been possible by the use of a saphir frequency
reference which has a short-term stability floor below
1 . 1 0 ~ ' ~between 1 to 100 seconds. These
measurements were done at the LPTF(Laboratoire
Primaire du Temps et des Frequences FRANCE).

-

Figure 5 : magnetic field frequency sensibility
measurement (f 10 Gaup field applied i n each axis)
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Figure 6 : 10 MHz QAS worse case axis magnetic
field sensibility : lots A and B magnetic structure,
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Figure 8 : 5 MHz GB QHS US0 Allan standard
deviation versus integration time between I s to
10s for 10 parts

1

time interval (s )

1

Figure I 1 : Quark resonator contribution to Allan
standard deviation and to frequency spectral
density, measured by interferometric method
at the LPMO

Figure 9 : 5 MHz QHS GB US0 Picinbono standard
deviation versus integration time between I s to
10s for 10 parts

Figure 12 : 5 MHz QHS US0 short-term standard
deviation, measured with saphir frequency
reference at the LPTF

Figure 10 : 5 MHz QHS GB US0 short-term
measurement with LPTF saphir frequency
reference
In short-term stability, the contribution of the quartz
resonator and the electronics were estimated and
measured.
Three 5 MHz QHS parts were measured at the LPMO
(Laboratoire Primaire de M6trologie des Oscillateurs)
with the interferometric method [7]. The results are
given in figure 11. The contribution of the electronics
was estimated by non linear simulation [I51 and is
presented in figure 13.
The measurements of 5 MHz US0 short-term stability
is summarized in figure 12. It can be seen that we are
near the limit of the quartz crystal contribution.
For new space requirements (see table I),
it is clear
that with 5 MHz QHS quartz resonator it is possible to
meet the specification but not with the 10 MHz QAS
quartz resonator. We are currently qualifying a
5 MHz QHS quartz resonator in accordance with ESA
rules and with the support of the CNES.

Figure 13 : 5 MHz US0 electronics contribution to
short-term stability obtained by non linear
simulation

7. MEDIUM-TERM STABILITY
For a 10 MHz QAS On-board USO, the medium-term
stability is shown in figures 14 and 15. It is expressed, in
frequency, by the Alan standard deviation cry (z) and the
Allan standard deviation with drift removed oyc (T). In
phase measurement, it may be quantified by the mean
time interval error (MTIE) (z) [12], [Ill.

In time-keeping and navigation applications, it is
necessary to know the time during a prediction period.

The US0 could maintain, with the orbital environment
(an irradiation dose of 1.6 radlh),

We can calculate the phase for quartz oscillator with a
quadratic curve interpolated during a period of time, tm,
and we can extrapolate the phase at time Tp, after this
period. Then, the mean time interval error between the
phase and the interpolated curve is given by the MTlE
(Trn, Tp) [13]. Some results of this approach are given
by CNES [I41 with one of our 10 MHz QAS OB USOs.
We can see that the limit of MTlE (Trn, Tp) for our
oscillators is the frequency short-term stability floor
(frequency flicker-noise), in stable conditions 161.

MTlE (24h, 3,5h) I 5 ns
as shown in figure 17 and with calculation of [14].
A qualification program of this new on board US0 is
under way with the CNES.
I

I

non irradiated
irradiated

1-

t time (s)

Figure 14 : 10 MHz QAS ON BOARD US0 :Allan
standard deviation versus integration time

Figure 15 : 10 MHz QAS ON BOARD US0 mean time
interval error versus integration time
Figure 16 shows the calculated MTlE (24h, Tp) for the 10
MHz QAS OB US0 with its stability given by figure 14.
The measurement gives :
MTlE (24h ; 3,5h) 9 7,O ns
In good compliance with the calculation point. Under
environment stress, only the irradiation degraded the
phase stability.
With the new material 5 MHz QHS resonator which has
the following characteristics :

- cry ( I 0s) = 7.10-14
- irradiation sensitivity : 5.10-I3/rad
- magnetic field sensitivity : 1,5.10-'~/~aup

Figure 16 : 10 MHz QAS On-board US0 : MTIE ( 24H,
Tp ) with or without 38.4 radlday irradiation level

Figure 17 : 5 MHz QHS On-board US0 : MTIE ( 24H,
Tp ) with or without 38.4 radlday irradiation level

8. LONG TERM STABlLlN
In the article [8], we have described the long term
performances production batch of 10 MHz QAS
oscillators (figure 18 and 19). Their ageing follows the
well known law as described in MIL-0-55310. Because
the average time period before launching is 5 years, we
can calculate, according to the law, for a production
batch an ageing per month at five years better than
3.10-'~/month. That is confirmed by a sample batch
preserved for 5 years under operation, and by
measurements taken by the CNES for the models in the
DORIS orbit.

Figure 18 : 10 MHz QAS GB US0 fifth month ageing
distribution

Figure 21 : 5 MHz QHS GB US0 month ageing
distribution after five years

9. CONCLUSION
With the new material, with the use of the new 5 MHz
QHS quartz resonator and by sorting the electronic
components, we have obtained a significant
improvement with our US0 in :

Figure 19 : 10 MHz QAS GB US0 month ageing
distribution after 5 years
The improvement of long-term stability may be achieved
by using a quartz resonator 5 MHz QHS, third overtone,
SC Cut. The ageing distribution of a production batch,
ovenised in a GB USO, is presented in figures 20 and
21, at different times. An improvement of a factor of two
may be obtained in comparison to the 10 MHz solution.

- short-term stability
- magnetic field sensitivity
- irradiationsensitivity
- ageing
and we are aim to fulfill the GALILEO requirements.
A qualification program of the new On-board US0 is
under way with the CNES. For the Ground base USO,
the new 5 MHz QHS resonator is already in production :
CFPO-US 1 model.
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Figure 20 : 5 MHz QHS GB US0 fifth month ageing
distribution
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1. ABSTRACT
Essentially novel design of a
double ovenized crystal oscillator
(DOCXO) has been developed recently
to satisfy high frequency stability, low
power consumption and small size
requirements. Based on the newest
design of TO-8 packaged OCXO the
DOCXO provides (1-3) E-9 temperature
stability at 500 mW power consumption
while packaged in about 5 cm3 volume.
The paper describes design,
operation
and
most
important
characteristics of the DOCXO.

2. INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in the area
of telecommunication, navigation, and
data transmission systems require crystal
oscillators with high frequency stability,
small size, and low power consumption.
For instance, Stratum 3E standard
requires a total frequency excursion of
the local oscillator in "holdover mode"
not to exceed 10 ppb over 24 hour period
[Ref. 11. That includes stability over
temperature (usually -40°C to +85OC),
aging, and initial offset. This in turn
require better than 4 ppb temperature
stability. Accompanied by less than 800
mW power consumption and 112 inch
package height requirements, such
performance is hardly achievable using
conventional OCXO designs. Single
oven approach would not yield
temperature stability requirements, while
double oven being prohibitively
expensive in some cases, would not
satisfy power consumption and size
requirements. We suggested essentially
novel approach in designing a high
stability oscillator based on fully
integrated OCXO packaged in TO-8

vacuum holder. Additional stabilization
of the TO-8 unit with a simple external
heater allows significant improvement in
temperature stability at minimal
expenses in power consumption and
volume.
The
paper
discusses
construction and operation of the
DOCXO as well as describes its most
important characteristics.
3. DESIGN AND OPERATION

As mentioned above, design of
the double OCXO is based on hlly
integrated OCXO packaged in a TO-8
evacuated holder. The TO-8 OCXO
includes SC-cut crystal blank plated with
electrodes and heater, as well as all
electronic circuitry - sustaining stage,
buffer amplifier, thermocontroller, and
voltage regulator. Hybrid thick-film
ceramic circuit is assembled on the TO-8
header (fig. 1).

+

Fig. 1
1) - SC-cut crystal
2) - TO-8 header
3) - Hybrid circuit
4) - Insulation
5) - Thermosensor
Due to the excellent thermal
insulation of the heated parts via high
vacuum level and low thermal
conductivity of the mounting structure
very low power consumption (about 60
mW at room temperature) is achieved. In

conjunction with thermal stabilization of
the oscillator circuitry high frequency
stability (10-30 ppb) and fast warm-up
time (15-30 s) is also attained [Ref. 21.
To further improve temperature
stability of the OCXO, a second stage of
temperature stabilization is added into
new design. The second stage is
implemented on a ceramic substrate and
includes therrnocontroller circuit, thickfilm heater, and thermosensor. The
substrate is attached to the bottom of the
TO-8 header with thermoconductive
adhesive. The whole assembly is
mounted on a printed circuit board and
sealed in 2 0 ~ 2 0 ~ 1 2 . 5mm3 package
(Fig.2.).

consumption of the external stage, which
in turn is a function of the surface area
dissipating power. Confinement of the
heated surface by the TO-8 package
results in low power consumption of the
DOCXO.

4. PERFORMANCE OF THE
DOCXO
This chapter describes some of
the most important performance
parameters of the developed oscillator.

4.1. Temperature stability.
Typical
frequency
versus
temperature curves of the DOCXO is
depicted in fig. 3 (curve 1). Combined
stabilization coefficient of the both
stages of about 1000 results in frequency
stability over 120°C range of no more
than +3 ppb.
~ n c y d P c l v r e r v sTenpemtm
.

.1) - TO-8 OCXO
2) - Package
3) -Second stage substrate
components
4) - Printed circuit board
5) -Adhesive

with

The external stage of temperature
stabilization is tuned to temperature
close to the highest specified operating
temperature. Stabilization coefficient of
this stage is about 10 and limited by
thermal gradients over the TO-8 holder.
It does not noticeably depend on whether
air or other insulation matter is used
between the heated assembly and the
enclosure cover. Power consumption of
the DOCXO is mostly determined by the

Power consumption.
Power consumption of the
DOCXO versus ambient temperature is
shown on Fig. 3. It's about 500 mW at
20°C for air gap insulation and remains
almost the same when foam insulation

material is used. The presence of such
insulation, however, is appeared to be
important for short-term stability of the
DOCXO as correlated to the SSB ~ h a s e and about -1 60 dBc/Hz at 10 KHz offset
with the foam insulation. About 15 to 20
dB degradation of the phase noise in
close-to-the carrier region was observed
with the air-gap insulation. We explain
this phenomenon as a combination of
small time constant of the insulation
layer and small thermal inertia of the
TO-8 enclosure.

Warm-up time.
Transient processes determine
warm-up time of the DOCXO in both
the internal and external stages. Fig.4.
displays transient process of the
oscillator in terms of heating current at
5V input voltage. As one can see start
current 250 rnA falls to 100 rnA after
100 s. Shown data represents device
behavior at room temperature ambient.
Frequency settling curve (Fig.5.)
has smooth character due to relatively
weak influence of the external heating
on the frequency. The frequency reaches
1E-7 accuracy after 45s from poweringup as with the single TO-8 OCXO while
10 ppb accuracy is attained in 90 s after
stabilization of the second stage.
-d

I

1

-100000

Fig.5.
Aging.

Aging rate of the DOCXO is
determined entirely by aging of the TO-8
OCXO because of the negligible
influence of the second stage circuit on
frequency of the oscillator. The TO-8
OCXO aging is of special interest as a
number of electronic components and
materials are involved in the design.
Over the period of more than a
year we tested 25 units of 10 MHz SCcut OCXO packaged in TO-8 holder.
The units were fabricated using specially
developed procedures of wet cleaning,
vacuum-bake, and "cold-welding" to
attain high level of vacuum and minimal
absorption activity after the packaging.
All, but one unit exhibited less than 0.1
ppm drift over the first year of operation
without pre-aging. About 70% of the
units drifted less 50 ppb over that period.
The results are comparable to the
aging of conventional OCXO using
individually sealed crystals. Carried out
research allows to conclude that the
hybrid integration of the whole OCXO
does not affect the long-term stability
provided that proper cleaning and
evacuation processing
used.

5. CONCLUSION.

Due to the use of the integrated
micro-size OCXO as the basis for a
developed device, the miniature
DOCXO has excellent frequency
stability over a wide temperature range
surpassing that of single oven OCXO
similar size and lower power
consumption. It proved to be the best
option to satisfy stringent requirements
of modem communication standards,
when a combination of high frequency
stability, low power consumption, and
small size requirements can not be
realized using conventional techniques.
6. REFERENCES
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1. ABSTRACT
Different versions of SC 301 and 310 mode
resonators have been presented over past several
years on EFTF's, but only the main parameters of
these resonators were measured and optimized. The
main mode lateral field excited resonators exhibit
high value of motional resistance and very low
value of motional capacitance. One undesirable
property of these resonators is W~cultfrequency
calibration and oscillator frequency adjustment. The
anharmonic mode resonators exhibit lower
motional resistance and few times higher motional
capacitance. Because of that frequency calibration
and frequency adjustment in oscillator is
sigtuficantly easier. In Tele and Radio Research
Institute lateral field excited resonators working on
the main mode 300 and working on anharmonic
modes 301 and 311 were manufactured The
resonators noise were measured in LPMO in
Besanqon using the interferometric method
described in [Ref. 11. For lateral field excited
resonators the double oven OCXO oscillator was
designed. The resonators were mounted in
oscillators. Next the short term stability, long term
stability and thermal stability of oscillators were
measured, using conventional methods of
measurement. All resonators used in oscillators
were manufactured from the same swept quartz
material in the same technological process. The
long term frequency stability measurements were
carried out in laboratory with ambient temperature
stabilization in the range 20 fl°C. The long term
frequency stability was corrected for atmospheric
pressure and air humidity. In the paper the results of
chosen anhannonic mode lateral field excited
resonators noise parameters are presented. The
parameters such as short term, long term and

Table 1. Orientation and dimensions of quartz plates

thermal frequency stability of oscillators utilizing
lateral field anharmonic mode resonators are
compared with those of oscillators utilizing
classical lateral field excited SC cut resonators.
quartz oscillator, lateral field anharmonic mode
resonator
2. INTRODUCTION
The lateral field excited resonators working on
anharmonic modes have been presented on EFTF's
since 1998 [Refs 1-31. The construction of these
resonators and problems concerned with their
manufacturing have been described pef. 41. In the
year 2000 the first anharmonic mode working
resonators were mounted in oscillators and
parameters of oscillators were measured
Parameters of oscillators with anharmonic mode
resonators were compared with parameters of the
same construction oscillator with classical lateral
field excited resonator. For full comparison of
obtained results the classical lateral field resonators
and anharmonic mode resonators were made of the
same material and in the same technological
conditions. For lateral field resonators excitation
the special oscillator was designed.
3. RESONATORS CONSTRUCTION AND
PARAMETERS
All resonators were made of synthetic swept quartz
produced by russian company Morion. Vibrators
were of diameter 14 mm and crystallographic
orientation, thickness and curvature radius
depending on utilized mode of vibration.
Parameters of vibrators are presented in table 1.

The typical technology for vibrators manufacturing
was used. The electrodes of 50nm gold on

chromium were deposited on one side of quartz
plate. The electrodes shape is presented in fig. 1.
The resonators parameters are presented in table 2.

Fig. 1. Electrodes configuration and dimensions used in lateral field resonators

Spectral density of relative frequency fluctuations
S,(Q of two 311 mode resonators was measured in
LPMO in Besan~onusing interferometric method
[Ref. 51. Both resonators exhibit this parameter
lower than 5,7x10-l3 for 1Hz. It corresponds to
Allan variance 7,3x 1 0 ~ for
' ~ ~ = l s The
.
dynamic
coefficient of thermal frequency dependence was
measured using the method of resonator response to
step temperature change Pef. 61. The values of
dynamic coefficient presented in table 2 show that
direction of quartz plate mounting of 30 1 mode and
311 mode resonators is not optimal and needs
optimization and better repeatability. The high
value of this coefficient may influence short term
stability of resonator frequency.

4. OSCILLATOR CONSTRUCTION AND
PARAMETERS
The modified Butler oscillator was designed for
lateral field excited resonators. The same oscillator
design was used for all types of resonators. The
oscillator was optimized for very low frequency
noise level and low temperature frequency
coefficient. The resonator excitation power was in
the range of 8+15pW depending on resonator
motional resistance. The electric circuit influence
on short term frequency stability and noise level
was determined on the basis of noise measurement
in the open loop of oscillator and temperature
characteristics was determined with equivalent
The results are
resistor, assuming Q value of 1x10~.
presented in table 3.

Table 3. Parameters of exciting circuit
Value
Parameter
No.
dB
-120
1. Phase power fluctuation density spectrum Sa(IHz)
l,2~10-'~
2. Allan variance
(5t10)x lo-"
3. Frequency vs. temperature coeff~cient~-'1
The resonator and exciting circuit were located in thennostat with parameters presented in table 4.
Table 4. The oscillator oven parameters
No.
Parameter
1. Thermal quality in resonator surrounding zone
2. Thermal quality in oscillator circuit surroundingzone
3. Temperature fluctuation measured in resonatorF;]
oat(] s)
Oat(10s)

oat(1009)
4.

Long term temperature stability [I124 h]

5. THE OSCILLATORS TESTING RESULTS
The frequency vs. temperature characteristics of
oscillators were measured in the range 0+50°C.

Value
1000
800
2x loa
2 , 5 lo5
~
2,5x104
1,5x lo4

Typical characteristic of oscillator frequency vs.
temperature (with m301 resonator no. 305) is
presented in fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Characteristic of oscillator frequency vs. temperature (with LF301 resonator no. 305)

The short term frequency stability of oscillators
with resonators presented in table 2 was measured.
The insignificant differences between short term
stability of oscillators with different types of

resonators were observed. The oscillators with 300
mode lateral field excited resonators exhibited
lower noise level. Extreme values of this parameter
are presented in fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The short term frequency stability of oscillators, the best and the worst results
The better short term frequency stability of
oscillators with 300 mode resonators probably is
result of higher Q value and lower dynamic
frequency vs. temperature coefficient. On the basis
of these results it is very difficult to evaluate which
resonators construction have better or worse noise
parameters.
The long term frequency stability of oscillators was
measured in two months period. At the beginning
three oscillators with resonators, admitted for
mounting in oscillators optionally because of little
scratches observed by microscopic examination on

vibrator surface out of vibrating region, were
removed. These oscillators exhibited significant
worse preliminary aging. The long term frequency
stability measurements were carried out in
laboratory with ambient temperature stabilization
in the range 20 fl°C. The long term frequency
stability was corrected for atmospheric pressure and
air humidity. The pressure coefficient was in the
range -(2+9)x 10-'~/hF'a.
The air humidity
coefficient was in the range -(4+13)x10-'~/%.The
aging results are presented in table 5.

Table 5. The oscillators aging results
Resonator type
LF300
LF301

LF311

Number of oscillators with aging in range
(5+10)x 10-"124 h
(10i15)x 10'"/24 h (15i20)x 10'"/24 h
3
3
2
3
3

-

6. CONCLUSIONS

The thermal parameters of oscillator are very good.
It came out that the short term frequency stability of
oscillators with lateral field excited resonators were
independent of the type of resonator used. Probably

Total
3
5
6

better results are possible to obtain as dynamic
frequency vs, temperature coefficient will be
improved by vibrator mounting in holder direction
correction. Long term frequency stability exhibit
significant difference for different kinds of

339

resonators. The best are oscillators utilizing 300
mode resonators, but also oscillators with 301 mode
resonators achieve long term instability lower than
1 0 ~ ' ~The
. oscillators were tested over two month
period only. The oscillators aging prediction shows
for all measured oscillators the possibility to
achieve long term stability better than 10-loin time
period 4 + 5 months. It's necessary to make the
oscillator case hermetic for atmospheric pressure
and humidity influence on frequency long term
stability reduction. These investigations confumed
that any perceptible defects of quartz plate surface
are inadmissible if such parameters are to be
achieved.
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INFLUENCE OF THE ELECTRODE BOUNDARY ON THE FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OF SC-CUT CONVEX CRYSTAL PLATE
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The recently proposed modulation method [I] allows getting progress in self-contained frequency stabilization of crystal oscillators owing to use of resonator anharmonic modes as sensors
of environment. The approach requires accurate determination of the resonator frequency spectrum and sensor frequencies to avoid the problems with modes interaction. Modulation may
cause, in principle, the nonlinear products that fall within bandwidth of the sensor, and, as a result, both unwanted splashes in the phase spectrum of oscillator and distortions of a sensitivity
curve of a sensor may appear. Both phenomenons can be easily prevented at the early stage if the
electrodes shape and a piezoelectric plate geometry are slightly changed based on a correspondent mathematical model of a resonator.
In the report we show the influence of the electrode boundary on the frequency spectrum of a
convex crystal plate of SC-cut aiming to satisfy the conditions for the frequencies replacement.
We show that to get effect it is necessary to account in the formula for the frequencies calculation both the additional term produced by a nonequidistance of o' [2] and the electrode bound
influence. We present the analysis results of the frequencies of the vibration modes of SC-cut
convex quartz crystal plates. Those had been carried out with respect to the units with lateral excitation field [3]. It is shown that for the closely replaced anharmonic modes, just as in the considered case, the perturbation theory [2] cannot be efficiently applied. For this case we present
the modified approach, in which case the influence of the electrode bound is accounted for an
arbitrary shape and size of an electrode. The comparison is given between calculated values of
the frequencies and those obtained by experimentally, and we show that prediction fills the experimental data well.
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ABSTRACT
The conditions for a rapid orientation determination of quartz
blanks by means of white X-ray diffraction (Laue method) in
comparison with the well-established SZ -scan method are
estimated. The unambiguous indexing of the reflections of a
Laue pattern and the influences of statistic as well as of
systematic errors are considered using simulation calculations. To gain the reproducibility (a few arcsec) and the
cycle time (a few sec) of the $2-scan, the positions of about
50 reflections would have to be measured with a precision of
smaller than 0.01 rnm. This cannot be realized with conventional laboratory X-ray sources and detectors available at
present.
X-ray Laue method, quartz, orientation determination,
simulation calculations.

3. The measurement must be possible in any azimuthal
angular position of the blank.
4. Systematic errors should be smaller than or comparable
to the statistic errors and correctable in a simple way.
In the following, it will be discussed whether these demands
have chances to be fulfilled. For this purpose, the results of
simulation calculations will be considered.
2. PRINCIPLE OF THE LAUE METHOD

The Laue method can be realized in back-reflection as well as
in transmission geometry. Both possibilities have to be taken
into account. However, the back-reflection geometry is
preferred because it is to a wide extent independent of the
specimen shape and thickness and opens up more
opportunities of the specimen holding and of additional
simultaneous measurements.
A sketch of a back-reflection Laue arrangement is shown in
Fig. 1. Only perpendicular incidence of the X-ray beam will
be considered.

1. INTRODUCTION

The exact determination of the orientation, i.e., of the angular
coordinates of the blank surface related to the crystal lattice
and the sorting according to it, is one important step in the
production of quartz resonators. It is performed up to now by
means of X-ray diffraction methods utilizing characteristic X
radiation. These methods need the precise rotation of the
specimen through the reflection maximum, either around an
axis positioned in the blank surface (so-called "@-scanu) or
around an axis perpendicular to the surface (so-called "ascan"). The last mentioned method developed ten years ago
(Ref 1) and improved after that in some ways (Refs 2-4)
allows the rapid automatic orientation measurement and
saaing of AT-cut blanks with standard deviations of the
cutting angle of a few arcsec taking cycle times of three sec.
With the machine designed for doubly rotated blanks (Ref S),
a reproducibility of better than two arcsec is reached with
cycle times of 8 to 15 sec.
On the other hand, X-ray diffraction using white radiation,
the well-known Laue method, is widely used for the
orientation determination of various materials. It has the
advantage that a stationary measuring arrangement can be
used, without any need to rotate the specimen. Therefore, the
question arises whether the Laue method could be an
alternative to the 0-scan method for the orientation
determination of quartz blanks. In this case, all the properties
characterizing the quartz-blank sorting machines based on the
0-scan should be approximated also by the alternative
method. The following points have to be considered:
1. The reproducibility for the main angular coordinate (@ or
the cutting angle) should not exceed a few arcseconds.
2. The total measuring time resulting from the time for Xray signal accumulation including the evaluation time
should be in the order of a few seconds.

incident beam

I

I

Fig. 1. Scheme of a back-reflection Laue arrangement.
Geometry as used for the simulation calculations; one
arbitrary set of lattice planes and the corresponding reflected
beam are shown.

A position-sensitive detector with suitable resolution and a
real-time output must be used. At the present state of
technology, only a CCD camera with image intensifier is
applicable. It should cover a space angle as large as possible.
Further, it must be sensitive for a larger energy range of the
white radiation and detect low-intensity reflections. The
positions of all reflections exceeding a defined intensity level
have to be measured using a suitable integration procedure.
According to the usual procedure (see, e.g., Refs 6-8) the
reflections are identified by comparison of the interplanar
angles calculated from the reflection positions with those
principally possible, calculated before for the given crystal.
In general, this is a very complex problem requiring highsophisticated algorithms and relatively large computing time
(Ref 7). Sometimes, semi-automatic procedures have been
used (Ref 8). In our case, the problem is simpler because we
are concerned with relatively small orientation ranges only, in
the order of magnitude of a few degrees (each for AT, SC,
and so on).
After indexing the reflections, all their measured positions
are used to calculate the angular coordinates of the surface by
means of a least-square procedure.

Fig. 3. Examples of simulated Laue-pattern reflection
distributions at the detector entrance surface at arbitary
azimuths of the blank position. Back-reflection case, detector
axis 45O inclined to the incident beam; minimum wavelength
0.04 nm; distance crystal - detector 35 mm, detector radius
30 mm; reflection areas proportional to intensities; without
lower-intensity reflections. a) AT-cut blank, b) SC-cut blank.
3. SIMULATION OF LAUE PATTERN EVALUATION

Fig. 2. Calculated Laue patterns of AT-cut quartz.
Reflections in a plane perpendicular to the incident beam and
parallel to the crystal surface; proportion of the width of the
array to the distance from the crystal: 10 : 3; minimum wavelength 0.03 nm (corresponding to X-ray tube voltage 40 kV);
reflection areas proportional to intensities; without lowerintensity reflections. a) Back-reflection geometry, b) transmission geometry (crystal thickness 0.5 mm).

In order to estimate whether a given set of reflection
positions taken from a Laue pattern can be evaluated with a
sufficient precision in a sufficiently small time using a usual
PC, the Laue patterns have been calculated for given quartz
orientations.
The intensities were estimated using simple models for the
spectrum distribution (Ref 9) and the crystal reflectivity
(kinematic for transmission, dynamic for back-reflection, Ref
10). Intensity thresholds have been defined empirically so
that the number of reflections corresponds nearly to that of
Laue photographs. Calculated Laue patterns are shown in
Fig. 2.
Using a round detector, a maximum reflector cone with an
aperture angle of about 80" can be detected containing, e.g.,
50 reflections. Some examples of resulting reflection distributions in the detector surface are given in Fig. 3.
The reflection positions were assumed to be modified
stochastically as well as systematically. Reflections over-

Table 1. Simulation and evaluation of back-reflection Laue
patterns of AT-cut quartz with stochastically changing
azimuthal positions. Detector axis 45O inclined to the incident
beam; minimum wavelength 0.04 nm; distance crystal detector 35 mm, round detector; radius 30 mm; 50 to 69
reflections (50 evaluated); standard deviations of the
reflection positions: 0.005 mm.
Systematic
errorlmm
0

Searching
Evaluation
toler. angle/" timelsec
0.015
0.25

Std. dev. of
cutt. anglelarcsec
2.7

laying partially one another were omitted. The timeconsuming calculation of interplanar-angle tables can be
performed before for a certain orientation and geometry (AT,
SC; back-reflection, transmission; direction of the reflection
cone).
According to the statistic errors, a tolerance angle for the
searching procedure must be defined. The time for the
identification depends strongly on this tolerance angle (see
Table 1). Up to a tolerance angle of O.lO, nearly all
reflections can be identified unambigously in any geometry
(proportion of non-identified reflections: 4%).
In order to gain a precision of the main angular coordinate (0
or cutting angle, resp.) of three arcsec, the reflection
positions must be measured with a precision of about 0.01"
(for 50 reflections) corresponding to about 0.005 mm at a
detector distance of 35 mm. If constant systematic errors of
the reflection positions (e.g., caused by a zeropoint error of
the detector) are assumed, the standard deviation of the
angular coordinates increases drastically (Table 1).

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
As demonstrated by the results of the simulation calculations,
a rapid reflection indexing and a sufficiently exact orientation
determination from a given set of reflection positions is
possible if the errors (statistic as well as systematic) of these
positions are sufficiently small. Special efforts have to be
undertaken to make the systematic errors nearly negligible.
This can be done by special procedures minimizing the
statistic errors when the assumed systematic errors are
changed.
The precision of the reflection position measurement must be
rather high, too, in order to become comparable to the R scan. In principle, the reproducibility can be improved by
registration and evaluation of a larger number of reflections,
e.g., by decreasing the minimum wavelength. However, the

resulting increase of the computing time and the memory
limits of the present PC's have to be taken into account.
Besides that, for the considered detector distances the number
of reflection overlays will also increase compensating or
overcompensating the larger number of reflections. This
could be overcome, again, by positioning a larger detector at
a larger distance.
The essential limiting factor, however, is the detector
sensitivity in connection with the limited power of conventional laboratory X-ray sources. At present, it is not
possible to accumulate in a few seconds a sufficient number
of photons per reflection to fulfill the conditions for
detectability and reproducibility of the reflection positions.
High-brilliance sources and expensive detector systems are
not an alternative to the well-established sorting machines
based on the R -scan.
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ABSTRACT
Bars with material properties of the hexagonal crystals,
class 6mm and with the rectangular cross section and the
length in the c-axis direction are supposed. The forced
vibrations excited by the electric field parallel with the
length of the bar are considered. The bar vibrations are
described by means of the length-extensional, symmetric
with-shear and width-stretch coupled vibration modes.
The influence of the bar cross section dimensions on its
resonant frequency spectrum is discuss.

length of the plate was measured by Burianova (Ref. 3)
in the ftequency range prom 10 to 1400 kHz.At the first
the plate of the dimension 1 4 ~ 7 x 1mm was measured.
Then the width of the plate was cut to 3.1 mm and the
frequency spectrum was measured again. The results of
the measurement are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Resonance& and antirezonancef, fiequencies
of the PZT type ceramic plate measured by
Burianova (Ref. 3) for two different width of
the plate.

1. INTRODUCTION
By the design of piezoelectric resonators it is asked to
eliminate the resonance frequency of all modes of
vibrations what can be excited in the neibourhood the
desirable mode. For the quartz X+SOcut resonators in the
shape of bars or thin plate of rectangular cross section it
was derived by Lee (Ref.1) that the exploited lengthextensional vibration is elastically coupled with the
width-length flexural and width-shear modes. The
situation is the same for all bars cut from trigonal
crystals, class 32. The elastic coupling is usually
completed with the piezoelectric excitation of
undesirable modes.
Another situation is for the bars and thin plates of
rectangular cross section prepared from structure of
hexagonal symmetry, class 6mm (also for instance
polarized PZT type piezoceramics). For this resonators
there is no the elastic coupling of the extensional mode
with the width-length flexure and width-shear ones. The
voltage applied on the electrodes does not excite the
width-shear mode.
Two arrangements of the bars or thin plates with
hexagonal symmetry, class 6mm are used in applications.
The first type has the c axis (or the direction of the PZT
type ceramic polarization) parallel to the thickness of the
plate. The electrodes are deposited on the surfaces
perpendicular to the thickness of the bar. In the second
type of the bars the c axis is parallel with its length. The
bar is isotropic in the plane of the cross section. The
electrodes are deposited on the surfaces perpendicular to
the length of the bar.
In the present paper the second type of the excitation
of the bars vibrations are considered. It is supposed that
the length of the bar is much greater than the other two
dimensions. The results of the study of the bar cross
section dimensions on its resonance frequency spectrum
of the forced vibrations is given. A system of I-D
equations derived by Lee and Wang (ReE2) for the ATcut quartz plates are modified for the description of the
bar vibrations
2. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENT

The resonance frequency of the thin narrow plate
prepared fiom the PZT type ceramic polarized in the

It follows fiom the comparison of the both measured
results that the resonance frequencies of the hdamental
and harmonic modes of the length-extensional vibrations
differs for both width dimensions very small. The
greatest difference is for the E-3 (approximately 8 %).
They are also interesting resonance fiequencies measured
between the length-extensional vibrations E-1 and E-3
for the width 7 mm and between E-3 and E-5 for the
width 3.1 mm
3. PLATE EQUATIONS

Consider a rectangular finite bar of the thickness 2b,
width 2c, and length 2a in the rectangular coordinate
system xi as shown in Fig. 1. The bar has the material
properties of hexagonal crystal, class 6mm and its
dimensions b and c are smaller then the half length a
(b<c<a). The faces of the bar x3 = &a are covered with
conducting metal electrodes. The ratio of the mass of the
platings per unite area to the mass of the bar per unite
area is R.
The alternating voltage applied across electrodes
excites in the bar coupled length-extensional, widthstretch and symmetric width-shear vibrations described
in general by Lee and Wang (Ref. 2). The onedimensional equations of motion and charge equations of
electrostatic corresponding to the coupled vibrations are

and the system of equations (1) reduced to four.
This four governing equation describing the bars free
vibrations can be studied by choosing

Fig. 1. Finite bar with rectangular cross section
in orthogonal system of axis.

By substituting (4) into

(1)5 and (3) we have

where dijare the elements of the coefficient matrix.

where

C)'

d4,=-(F;+2 - Ell),
where

When p$)) is obtained fiom (I), and substitute to (I),
then we receive

-2

where c;3 =

c33+ e33

E33

*

-

C13 = C13

-

-

831833

+ -,

833

The vanishing of the determinant of the coefficients
matrix [dl = 0 gives the dispersion relation which yield
four frequency branches.
For the traction-fiee and charge-free edges at x3 =fa
we required

T y J ) = ~(01' = ~;02'
5

=

~ p ='0,

(6)

where

a,

the normalized wave
The normalized
fiequency
number and the ratio of amplitudes y _ let be defined
by the relations

5,

bar follows that the coupling of the length extensional
vibrations with the other two modes is very week. The
more important is coupling between length extensional
and symmetric with-shear modes namely for the
overtones of length extensional vibrations. The week
resonant frequencies find between the E-1 and E-3, and
also between E-3 and E-5 modes belong to the widthstretch vibrations. The fundamental length-extensional
mode of vibration (E-1)is not disturbing with the
symmetric width-shear mode as the resonance fiequency
of the symmetric width-shear mode is for all considered
ratio of bar dimensions higher then the fundamental
resonance fiequency of the length-extensional mode.
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Ys~=-*

S=

l,2,4.
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A3r

Inserting (4) into (7) and then the result into (6), Q vs.
dimensions ratio d c curves can be computed for given
afb.
4. CONCLUSION

From computed curves expressing the dependence of
the normalized fiequency on the dimension ratio of the
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Abstract

We have already shown in earlier work that
the parameters of the quartz resonators could
be improved by applying of Rapid Thermal
Annealing (RTA). Temperature of the heater
has been taken as estimation of the
temperature of the treated resonators.
This paper deals with farther improvement
of the RTA conditions. It is achieved by using
Thermosensitive Quartz Resonators (TSQRs)
as temperature sensors for measurement of the
actual temperature of the resonators during the
treatment. RTA conditions have been
improved by using TSQRs as temperature
sensors for calibration of the equipment and
estimation of the actual temperature of the
resonators during the treatment.

their surface. On the dependence of the sheet
resistance of Al-electrodes as a function of the
RTA parameters a maximum has been
obtained [4]. A layer of constant hardness has
been detected beneath the initial interface by
measuring of microhardness depth profiles of
annealed quartz -A1 film structures [5].
All mentioned investigations has been
performed at temperatures of the heater (Th)
corresponding to 700°c, 8 0 0 ' ~and 9 0 0 ' ~
for duration in the range of 5s to 180s. The
aim of the present work is to improve the
RTA conditions by using Thermosensitive
Quartz Resonators (TSQRs ) as a temperature
sensors for calibration of the equipment for
RTA and to measurement of the actual
temperature of the resonators during the
treatment.

1. Introduction
Thermal treatment of the resonator
structures influences on the structure,
morphology, electro-physical parameters of
the metal electrodes as well as on the function
of the devices itself.
The rapid thermal annealing (RTA) is one
of the possible methods for treatment of such
structures [ 1,2]. Our earlier investigations [3]
have shown, that different changes emerge
within electrodes, depending on initial state of
the layers and on the RTA parameters temperature
and time of
duration.
Morphological investigations have shown
densification of the layer and smoothing of

In order to determine of the real temperature
of the resonator structure TSQRs have been
used, calibrated as quartz temperature sensors
at eight points within the temperature interval
3 5 O ~ to
235'~.
from
minus
The stabilized temperature with accuracy of
_+ 0,01° C could be supported by thermostat
ULABO, by cooling system and a suitable
electronic unit of the heaters. A precise
Hewlett Packard quartz thermometer HP
2804A measured the established temperature.
The frequency measurements of the calibrated
thermosensitive resonators were carried out at
temperatures respectively: minus 30,362'C;

minus
9 , 5 9 0 ~ ~ ; 10,108°C; 90,475OC;
130,681°C; 170,086°C; 210,474°C and
235,514OC.
On the base of the measured data the linear
temperature - frequency characteristics (TFC)
of the investigated samples were determined.
A typical TFC is shone on Figurel.

Fig.:!

Block scheme of the experimental unit

Preliminary calibrated TSQRs were used as a
temperature influenced and the same time
temperature sensitive subject. They were
directly connected with a measuring quartz
oscillator (MQO) by coaxial %h line. A

Temperature, C
Fig. 1 Temperature - frequency characteristic

The linear change of the frequency with
the temperature allows to extrapolate the TFC
toward the 500°C. A scheme of the
experimental set-up used for determination of
the samples temperature during the RTA
process is shown in Figure 2.
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frequency meter CH3-64 is used for
measurement of the resonance frequency of
the TSQRs. An adjusting device for exact
positioning of the quartz resonator between
both heaters was made use of. Horizontally
situated tungsten bands were located as a both
heaters themselves (H1,H2). The heaters are
supplied by a variable power supply allowing
the necessary temperature to be reached.
After positioning TSQR, the vacuum
chamber was pumped out and the heating was
switched on.
In this way the TSQR frequencies were
measured by a step of 1 s and the results were
registered on the PC memory. This allowed a
fast and exact control of the whole
temperature process.
After calibration, each sample underwent
rapid thermal annealed at the heaters
temperatures 700°C, 800°C and 900°C with a
duration time of 15s, 30s, 60s and 180s.

3. Results
A typical frequency - time characteristic of
a TSQR is presented at the Figure 3.

temperature increases and for a duration of
180 s it reaches 200 OC.
The maximum registrated difference between
the samples undergone RTA treating is less
than 26OC.
Figure 5 illustrates the temperature - time
dependencies of TSQR - 31 at three different
heater's temperatures - 700 OC, 800 OC and
900 OC. For the same duration of the RTA
treatment, the temperatures reached by the
samples are function of the given
heater'stemperature.
4aa.

+Th-700C
+-Th - 900 C

:. -Th- 800 C

Fig3 Frequency - time characteristic

By interpolation of temperature - frequency
characteristics, the measured frequencies of
each sample during the RTA were transformed
as temperatures and temperature - time
characteristics were been obtained.
On Figure 4 temperature - time
dependencies are represented for the samples
TSQR-3 1, TSQR-73 and TSQR-74 at the
heater temperature 700°C.
250,
U
3 200 lsoTSQR-73

.",,, Qp%

-...?+. TQR

"

Q

......................................*
s "? s s '9 @ + s + , ~ , + . $ ' g , s , ~ ~ p + ~ * Q
Annealing time, s

Fig. 5 Temperature - time dependencies

By a duration of RTA treatment of 30 s the
temperatures of the samples are 132 OC, 255
OC and 300 OC for the heater's temperatures of
700 OC, 800 OC and 900 OC respectively.
While for duration of 100 s the temperature of
the treated samples became 175 OC, 329 OC
for heater's temperature 700 OC and 800 OC
respectively. At heater's temperature 900 OC
the measurements of the samples are
successful for a duration up to 60 s. The
longer duration of the RTA treatment leads to
its destruction because of the thermal stresses.
'
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4. Conclusion
Fig 4. Temperature - time dependencies

The obtained results shown that with
increasing RTA processing time the samples

RTA conditions were improved by using
TSQRs as temperature sensors for calibration
of the equipment and estimation of the actual
temperature of the resonators during the
treatment.

These results are very important for further
investigations, related to RTA influence on the
equivalent dynamic resonator's parameters
and the quality factor of the quartz resonators.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this work is to verify the effect of
ionizing radiations on low doses quartz resonators. The
quartz treatment is based on electrodiffusion (sweeping) and
annealing processes. The applied electrical field is high
(1500 - 3000 Vlcm) and the sweeping process is realized in
consecutive steps, being inserted by annealings. Two kinds of
atmosphere conditions are applied : sweeping in nitrogen
(inert conditions) and sweeping in air (hydrogen supply). The
objective of this treatment is to modify the hydrogen defects
and to promote its diffision and reorganization in the quartz
or its diffusion out of the material. In order to control these
treatments, the evaluation of (OH) concentration ([Ow) and
the [~104]'centers are determined.
From the variation of the turnover point of the
frequency - temperature curves as function of irradiations and
also to the frequency sensitivity (Hzlrad), it has been
concluded that the most radiation stable resonators are those
which for the treatment has been made in hydrogen
atmosphere.

(1) A1-M centers (Al-Li, A1-Na,...), in the synthetic original
quartz crystals, and x is the remaining proportion after
irradiation or sweeping ;
(2) A1-OH centers and y is its proportion of formation ;
(3) "Al-hole" center and (1-y) is the formation ratio of these
electronic charged centers.
Usually, the [ ~ 1 0 4 / ~ ' ] Odissociation follows the
sequence above. It means that paramagnetic Aluminum
defects are produced when the Hydrogen supply is stopped in
this process. The Hydrogen source is coming from [H] content
of samples as the HOH groups or other hydrogen related
defects [3]. In the case of sweeping, the HZcan be supplied by
the atmosphere of the reaction chamber.
The dissociation of diamagnetic [Al04/MC]O centers
request less energy than the Hydrogen center, [Al04/Hfl0. By
the reaction energies listed in Table 1, it is possible to
compare the relative stability of the Aluminum and Hydrogen
centers [2].

Key-words : hydrogen centers, aluminum centers, sweeping,
annealing, quartz crystals, infrarouge (IR).
-

1 - INTRODUCTION
The sweeeping process is a post-synthesis treatment
that results in the selective ion changes as similar as
electrolysis process [I]. It is applied in order to reduce the
foreign atoms of Si04 lattice. Usually, these elements are
monovalent alkalis as ~ i ' , ~ a and
' K+ and also Hydrogen.
They are bonded to other foreign atoms, as substitutional
species ~ 1 ~~ +i ~, ~' , e or~ also,
' the OH- radicals. The direct
bonding with [si021° requests a higher energy [2].
Sweeping and irradiation produce a similar effect in
some kinds of stuctural defects as the Aluminum centers. It
can be represented as follow :
[ A I O ~ M ' ] ~.) x [ A ~ o ~ / M ? ]+~(1-x) { y [~104/KtlO+
(1)
(2)
(1-y) [ A I O ~ ])~ M = Li, Na, K
(3)

,...

(3) [ ~ 1 0 ~ / L i ++] e-a [A~o~/L~+]O
(4) [ A J O ~+
~ e+
[AIO~]~
+

=

-3.67
-3.92

(4) [do4]+
: Two-hole aluminum paramagnetic center.

The alkalis diffusion in quartz by irradiation occurs
above 200 K. Otherwise, the Hydrogen atoms can diffuse just
below 77 K when the oscillation of 0-H vibrations are slow
[4]. Usually, above 200 K, the potential barrier energy to
dissociate alkalis is lower than this of Hydrogen centers.
Therefore, the sweeping process requests a lower energy for
alkalis dissociation, as 30 to 40 V/cm in spite of 1500 to
3000 Vlcm for Hydrogen [5].
In cultured quartz for electronic applications,
usually the impurity content is ranged from 10 to about 200
pglg for Hydrogen and lower than 50 pg/g for Aluminum. As
it was shown above, the changes in Aluminum centers by
hardening process, like sweeping and irradiation, are well
established and presented in many papers [4]. Otherwise, the
reaction mechanisms that involve hydrogen species are
understood. Up to now, the changes of hydrogen centers are
evaluated by some specific bands of IR spectrum.

If we consider that this spectrum is composed also by a broad
band and its size is correlated to (OH) content, [OH], it will
be reasonable to understand the nature of these defects and
also the possibilities in measuring it. Some of these are
hydrogenic diamagnetic species, as [H4041°or clusters of Hz0
molecules, and others [3].
In this work is proposed also the evaluation of (OH)
content of quartz samples submitted to different treatments,
in addition to the conventional methods of caracterization.
These treatments are applied in order to promote increasing
or reduction of [OH] and, by this manner, to monitor changes
of quartz and resonators parameters.
2 - SAMPLES IDENTIFICATION
Two kinds of samples were employed for these
experiments : cultured quartz, SP and natural quartz NB
(from Brazil). The resonators identification is the same as the
quartz crystals. For each sample a total of eight plates were
prepared, being four employed to characterization monitoring
and the others for the resonators manufacture.
Quartz Samples and Resonators Identification :

XQ'

X = sample name, SP (synthetic) or NB (natural).
T = treatment. Index 1(sweeping in air) and 2 (in N2).
Treatment :
1 s , 2 s and 3S : first, second and third electrodiffusion steps.
IT, 2T : first and second annealing steps.
Also, some samples were kept in the as-received
condition and others, submitted only to one electrodiffusion
in inert conditions (N2). They are identified respectively by
SP and NE3 for the as-received samples, and SPS and NJ3S.

-

3 ANALYTICAL CONDITIONS

-

3.1 Samples Treatments :
Electrodiffusioil (sweeping) was carried out by
applying an electric field of 1500 Vlcm and 3000 Vlcm along
the c-axis of the crystal, when the temperature of 500 "C was
reached. Two conditions were employed : air and inert (Nz)
atmospheres. The sweeping was realized in 3 consecutives
steps, being inserted by annealings. For the first
electrodiffusion,the applied electric field was 1500 Vlcm. In
the second step it was increased to 3000 Vlcm and kept in
this condition for the last one. As example, the following
table shows the changes in the current density (CLA/cm2)from
the first to the last electrodiffusion, in both conditions, air
and inert atmospheres.

-

Table 2 Current Densitv.

The heating treatment was carried out on inert
conditions by inserting dry nitrogen in the chamber after
promoting the vacuum supply. The heating slope was 350°C
that corresponds to the annealing temperature of [ A I O ~ ] ~
center.
After the treatments above, the quartz samples and
resonators were exposed to y-irradiation from a ~ 0source.
~ '
Gamma-ray irradiation was adjust to give a total absorbed
dose of 7.5 krad in the rates of 25 radlmin. Five exposures
were applied in the same conditions for the samples and the
resonators to achieve a total dose of 37.5 Krad.

-

3.2 Analytical Methods :
The analytical methods employed to evaluate the
changes as function of the treatments above were the infrared
spectroscopy and the optical laser absorption at 632.8 nm.
The infrared results were obtained by using a single
beam NICOLET Magna 750 FT-IR spectrometer. The
measurements were obtained at the nitrogen liquid
temperature and the spectra were recorded at 0.125 cm-I
resolution. The absorption coefficients of each sharp band
were normalized by the fondamental Si-0 vibration at 3200
cm-I. The hydrogen content was determined by the method of
the "calibration curves" described in a previous publication
131.
In order to estimate the "Al-hole" centers formation,
the laser absorption at 632.8 nm (He-Ne source) was applied.
This method is also described in a previous work [6]. The
absorption coeficients are evaluated by Beer - Lambert's
equations. By this technique we can determine qualitatively
the "Al-hole" formation. The quantitative results are obtained
only by comparison with EPR measurements.

-

3.3 Resonators Parameters :
The resonators were submitted to the same
treatment as the caracterization plates. They are AT-cut
crystals in a standard assembly and working at 10 MHz or
14 MHz. The following parameters were determined :
P I (OC) : the turnover point of the frequency - temperature
curves ;
the Af/fo variation reported to the frequency at 25°C and
represented by the third degree polynomia as :

-A'
fo

-

a ( A T ) +

AT)^ + A AT)^

AT=(T-To)
To = reference temperature. Usually, 25 OC
fo = frequency at To (Hz).
The a, b and c are, respectively, the first, second
and third order temperature coefficients. These measurements
in the rank [lo, 100°C], are important in order to calculate
the turnover point that is the working point of the controled
temperature oscillators.
the motional -resistance, Rm.
Q-factor : The quality factor is given by
where,

sweeping in Nz
0.05

o = 2.7c.f and
Ll.C1, oZ= 1
RI (Rrn), LI and CI = motional parameters of the equivalent
circuit.

Fig. 1(a)
Fig. 1@)
FIGURE 1 Frequency (ppm Hz) x Temperature ( O C ) curves. (a) temperature compensate resonator ;(b) linear variation.

-

-

4 RESULTS

The applied treatments, sweeping and annealing in
consecutive steps, produce similar changes in the point
defects configuration for both crystals, synthetic and natural.
As consequence, the irradiation effects in the pre-treated
samples are similar also, independently of sample origin. The
figures 2 and 3 show the [OH] (ppma), determined by IR
measurements. At first, it can be seen that the samples
submitted to air treatments, SPTl and NBTl, show a higher
level of hydrogen content in comparison with the samples
treated under inert conditions, SPTz and NJ3T2. These
samples keep the same [OH] level as function of irradiation.
Otherwise, the untreated samples, SP and NB and the
samples submitted only to one electrodiffusion, SPS and
NBS, show a higher variation. In the case of SP and NB, the
[OH] reduction can indicate the formation of hydrogen
paramagnetic centers or the dissociation of some species as
HOH. For SPS and NBS the changes as function of
irradiations are variable.
SP
60
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Figure 2
Quartz.

- [OH] changes after y-irradiation. Synthetic SP
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Figure 3 [OH] changes after y-irradiation. NB quartz.
The [Al04]~centers formation is intense for the SPS
and NBS samples (figure 4). Then, one step electrodiffusion
applied in inert conditions increases these paramagnetic
centers as for the as-received SP sample. The most stable
results concerning the variation of "Al-hole" centers are seen
for the pre-treated nature1 quartz, NBTl and NBT2. Almost
samples present an opposite variation of [OH] and [Al04l0
centers as can be seen in figure 5 for the synthetic sample
treated at inert conditions, SPT2.There is not a mechanism
for the compensation between these defects, but this relation
means that ail increasing of [OH] will inhibit the formation of
[A~o~]'
centers.
The [A~o~AT~O
centers follow typical changes for
the SP as-received sample, figure 6. It means that for
untreated synthetic samples there is a prioritary compensation
between the "st' (as-grown OH- defects) and the "e" bands
(Al-OH). Except for SP, all others samples show an
equivalent variation between "Al-OH" and others "OK"
defects, including natural quartz also (example, figure 7).
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Figure 4 "Al-hole" changes after y-irradiation - Natural NB
Quartz.
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Figure 6 As-grown OH and A1-OH defects. Synthetic
SP quartz..

In Table 3 are compared the values of Q factor as
function of the treatment and after submitting the resonators
to 37.5 Krad y-irradiation. It can be noted that the treatment
applied before induced, approximatively, to the same
transformations in quartz resonators, indenpendently of
sample origin. In fact, as it was commented above, the
characterization of quartz plates gave the same results for a
specific traitement applied. The electrodiffision realized in
one step in N2 conditions has a deleterious effect on quality
factor of these resonators. In spite of this, three sweepings, in
the same conditions (N2), provides an increasing of this
factor, as can be seen for samples SPT2 and NBT2. These
results are in agreement with the motional resistance values.
In relation to the resonators mounted in air swept quartz
plates (SPTl and NBTl) the quality factor is close to 1 x lo6,
i.e. slightly bigger than for as-received quartz resonators, SP
and NB (mean value 0.72 x lo6 ).
The results of sensitivity (Hdrad) for these
resonators are given in Table 4. They are evaluated after each
dose of 7.5 Krad and the mean values are related to five
exposures. As conclusion, the most stable resonators are
those for which the sweeping was realized in consecutive
steps in Hydrogen supply ( S T 1and NBT1).
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Figure 7- Al-OH and OH- defects. Natural NBTl sample.

Then, this treatment provides a hardness to irradiation
effects. In other condition, SPTz and NBT2, the treatment can
induce an increasing of resonators sensitivity. In spite of this,
these resonators show a good Q-factor. In the figures 8 and 9
is compared the variation of turnover point for these groups
of resonators. The conclusion is the same as above, or else,
the quartz treated in air conditions gave the most stable
resonators. Another feature of synthetic quartz group is that
SPTl and SP resonators show comparable results relating to
the stability. Otherwise, the Q-values are different. In the
case of natural quartz resonators, NBT2 and NBS, instead of
turnover point is shown the fractional Aflfi, related to 125
and 25 "C (figure 9). For these resonators the freqencytemperature curves give a linear relation, as can be seen at
figure I(b). Some results of quartz plates characterization
reproduce the resonators characteristics. As example, the
weak variations of "Al-hole" centers for the air-treated
samples, SPTl and NBT1, can indicate a probable stability of
resonators to radiation effects, contrary to N2 treated samples.
In this case the instability of resonators are related, maybe, to
the formation of [~104]+
centers (two "Al-hole") that can not
be detected at 632.8 nrn laser absorption spectroscopy.

Table 3

- Q factor and motional parameters of quartz
resonators.

I RESONATOR I

F (Hz)

I

Q ( x 109

1

Rn

1

Tableau 4 - Mean Sensitivity of quartz resonators on five
exposures '7.5 Krad y-irradiation.

Krad

-

Figure 8 Turnover point variation as h c t i o n of irradiation
SP Quartz.

RESONATORS

MEAN
SENSITIVITY
x 10." (Hz l ran)

SP
SPTl
SPT2
SPS
NB
NBTl
NBTz
NBS

2.0
3.4
4.3
7.8
3.0
1.8
52.3
69.3

Krad

-

Figure 9 Turnover point variation as function of irradiation.
NB Quartz.

-

5 CONCLUSION

The feature of the treatment applied is that it can
change the material characteristics and promote the similar
transformations in quartz crystals independently of sample
origin. The monitoring parameters of quartz plates and quartz
resonators gave similar variations.
The mainly reactions that can be occur related to
Aluminum centers are :
- sweeping in air (Hz supply) :
!4 H2 + (AlM)02 (All902 + M a
(M = alkalin ions, as ~ i ' , ~ a ...+.)
- sweeping in inert conditions (vacuum and N2 supplies) :
(AIM)02 + (AIH)02 + (AI)'o~ +M a

*

In the case of sweeping in air, the H2 supply comes
from the air atmosphere, but for inert conditions the source of
protons is given by Hydrogen content of crystal. Thus, for air
electrodiffusion, the treatment will be favorable to an
increasing of
, as can be seen on the curves in figures 2
and 3. The improvement in stability for these resoantors can
be justify, maybe, by the [OH] increasing. It was just seen
that [OH] can inhibit the [Alo410centers formation (figure 5).
Thus, it can supply a protection to irradiation effects.
In spite of the instability of resonators mounted on
quartz treated in inert conditions, they give a higher Q-values
if compared to other ones. Other feature of this treatment is
that it can promote the formation of other paramagnetic
centers, as [A104]', after the oxydation reaction of precursor
center [A1041° . In this case the electronic properties of this

material will change also. In near future other results
concerning only the electrodiffusion will be published, as the
current density variations, conductivity curves, time
constants, activation energies and the pre-exponentiel factor
of Ahrrenius equation [7].
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1- Abstract
A.R.Electronique, in collaboration with the CNES has
investigated for a new kind of 100 MHz oscillator used
for frequency synthesis.
This original oscillator's design is dedicated for the
specific environemental requirements in space
applications, like PHARAO program.
Usually, we are tempted to develope an ovenized
oscillator (OCXO) with the highest level of
performances for phase noise and temperature behavior.
But, on the other side, the ovenized solution leads to
more complexity, and to mass, consumption, and
resonator's aging increasement.
In this paper we describe our solution without any oven,
based on the use of an optimized crystal resonator cut
dedicated to a narrow operating temperature range [+lo,
+5Ol0C.
The design, including our specific XTAL, will be
discussed with an analysis on the global requirement for
space application.
A detailed comparison between OCXO and free oven
XO will justify our solution.
A presentation of experimental results obtained with the
new structure will pointed out the enhanced parameters.
A final discussion of potential other applications of this
basic structure will conclude this paper.

2- Specificities of this oscillator's requirements
Thermal aspect
In this space application, the thermal operating profile is
very particular. The external temperature variation is <
1°C near a middle value TM, and there is a slow
evolution of TM during the mission. The middle
temperature evolution is about few degrees for a five
years mission. According to this small temperature
operating range, we don't really need a high level of
thermal regulation for this application.
Mechanical aspect
We need a hardened oscillator's enclosure in order to
resist at the high vibration and shock level during launch
step. However, in operating mode there're no specific
requirements on g sensitivity.Volume and mass have to
be minimized as much as possible.
Electrical aspect
100 MHz oscillator used in synthesis chain gives a good
compromize between reference and final output
frequency to reach a high level of phase noise
performance.
This one allows a good SfN ratio either with a high
multiplication level of the frequency.
However, the relatively poor intrinsec long term stability
leads to lock this UHF oscillator on a ultra stable
frequency reference USO).

I n order to be compatible with the PLL locking
bandwith, during the mission, we have to mimize all
the frequency deviation effects, like thermal and aging
behavior (we can neglect frequency pulling and
pushing).
The more the frequency deviation due to these effects
is important, the more we have to increase the tuning
sensitivity. But it has a direct degradation effect on the
phase noise behavior up to 1 KHz of the carrier.
A.R.Electronique has investigated on different
oscillators concept in order to find the best
compromize : phase noise I tuning sensitivity /
complexity / reliability. The free oven XO seems to be
a good alternative in small operating temperature
range.
3- Oscillator description and comparaison with
OCXO
SUPPLY VOLTAGE
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Actually, the best way to reduce phase noise a small as
possible is to integrate a SC cut crystal in the oscillator.
On the other hand, we need an ovenized structure in
order to maintain the quartz temperature at the turn
over point.(TOP). When operating, the quartz
temperature is few degrees upper than the upper range
temperature point.
It induces an aging performance degradation, but with
a such ovenized oscillator, AF/F can reach -1.10-' for
an external temperature range of about 50°C.
A.R.Electronique has developed an original quartz
resonator designed with a particular cut (SCD) able to
preserve SC cut properties (stress behavior, phase
noise ...) with a turning point in the middle of the
operating temperature range. In this case the quartz
frequency deviation is limited to -5ppm instead of
-100ppm for standard angle SC cut.
For thermal aspect, in comparaison with AT cut we
obtain a comparable frequency deviation. But for
PHARAO application the reel temperature excursion is
< 1O°C, the temperature dependance is reduced around
the TOP (-30°C) with this SCDquartz.

We obtain the g sensitivity K :

Where :
K = g sensitivity (g-')
F, = vibration frequency (Hz)
F, = oscillator frequency (Hz)
L(F) = phase noise(dBc / Hz)
Y,,,,,= acceleration (g)
IZr:u.,Err?&,
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Fig.3.2 : quartz thermal behavior
Mechanical behavior
The resonator is mounted on a 4 points hardened structure
in a TO5 enclosure. It's naturally able to resist to schock
and vibration space profiles (mechanical resonances are
beyond 6 KHz).
We have tested different batches of resonators under
vibration in order to determine an average g sensitivity of
this kind of XTAL resonators. Results are presented
below.
We have measured the degradation level of phase noise
under vibration profile (idealized) shown fig. 3.3'. The
total acceleration level for this profile is about 5 grms.

We can notice that the measured phase noise under
vibration (Fig 3.5) is very close to the calculated phase
noise degradation profile by formula (1) : white noise in
the range [60 Hz - 100 Hz], P*noise in the [lo0 Hz - 1
kHz] decade.
Spurious from 2 KHz and up to 100 kHz are induced by
excitator resonance frequencies and electrical spurious
from vibrating set up.
The experimental result obtained fig.3.5 leads to a g
sensitivity in the tested axis (perpendicular to the plate)
about 5.10'"/~. For the integrality of the batches we
have found a 3 axes g sensitivity < 1.1o - ' ~ / ~ .
This level of performance is very close to typical SC cut
results. The enhanced ratio in comparison with AT cut
is about 5 to 10.

Fig.3.5 : phase noise under profile "A.R.E 5 grms
~ i ~ . 3 . 3excitation
-:
profile "A.R.E." 5 grms
The experimental set up and the oscillator under test is
shown fig.3.4 :

Thermal behavior
The thermal behavior of our XO is led only by quartz
frequency vs temperature response. Because of the
relatively low consumption (-lOmA), the internal
dissipated power effect can be neglect. Vacuum and
atmospheric test results are shown below.

Fig.3.4 : experimental set up
The vibration profile effect on phase noise behavior can
be calculated by :

Temps (Minutes)

Fig.3.6 : temperature vs time profile in the temperature
chambers
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Our specific cut enables the typical SC-cut level of aging
performances. At 100 MHz, the aging slope ratio is about
5 between our solution and a AT cut crystal. Moreover,
the essential improvement is achieved by the relatively
low operating temperature. For SC cut in OCXO, the
average quartz temperature is nearly 70 to 80°C during the
whole oscillator's life and independently of environmental
temperature conditions. In our case, it leads to a -50°C
drift in the quartz average operating temperature (TM
-30°C).
We obtain an aging slope divided by two in comparaison
with hundreds of 100 MHz SC cut OCXO results.
Fig. 3.9 presents, for instance, an aging curve of a such
free oven XO.
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Fig.3.7-B : F = f(T) under 1 0 . ~torr
There is not signifiant difference in thermal response
under vacuum or atmospheric pressure
The
temperature slope sign does no affect the result, the
thermal hysteresis is reduced.
The frequency jump induced by vacuum (los4torr) to
atmospheric pressure (fig.3.8),does not exceed 3. lo-'.

6.98

J UUKS

Fig.3.9. : Example of aging curve of free oven XO
RBsult fig.3.9 shows an aging slope -1.10-~/rnonth only
after 36 days of continuous operating time. For the other
samples, the slope is about I. l0~'lmonth to 5.10-~/month.
Phase noise in inert conditions
Experimental results are shown fig. 3.10.
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Fig.3.8 : frequency jump vaccum to PATM
For OCXO, thermal structure design is more difficult
in order to keep PATM performances in vacuum
condition. If convective exchange is important in
thermal regulation at PA,
the vacuum behavior will
completely change : the upper limit of the operating
temperature can be reduced. To avoid this problem of
heat evacuation, it involves a design based on
conductive exchange and a minimization of internal
dissipated power.
For instance, we have tested a standard 100 MHz
OCXO with an upper operating temperature under
vacuum limited at +30°C instead of +70°C at PAT,.
Aging behavior
Two main parameters are involved in the quartz aging
behavior :
- quartz cut (SC, AT.. .),
- average operating temperature.

This phase noise curve was obtained with a tuning
sensitivity adjusted to compensate AFIF induced by
thermal and aging effects.
The total frequency excursion around the carrier is about
+I- 7 ppm for a -lOV < Uc < +10V tuning voltage range.
Results obtained with this free oven structure are not fully
at our best classical SC cut phase noise level. In.
comparaison the table below shows typical performances
for A.R.Electronique product in AT, SC and SCDcut.

XTAL

Product

cut

Phase noise (dBc I Hz)
10 Hz I00 Hz 1 kHz Floor

AT

-95

Free oven XO AR702

SCI,

-97

-PULSAR-H 100 AR360

SC

- 105

VCSl I00 AR465

- 125
- 130
- 135

- I55 - I65
- 153 - 165- 162 - 168

Free oven XO results are between VCXO (AT cut) and
OCXO (SC cut) performance. However, the structure was
tested with a SC cut crystal and has given same results,
like in OCXO structure. That mean that we have to
investigate the origin of phase degradation in our SCD
quartz batches. A new SCDquartz manufacturing process
is in development in order to stabilized phase noise
behavior.
Other characteristics
Electrical characteristics
- Output level : SINE, +7 dBm
-Harmonics: < - 4 0 d B c
- Spurious : < - 70 dBc
- Output load : 50 C2 WSR < 1, l
- Tuning range : > +/- 5.10-~for -lOV<Uc<+lOV
- Power consumption : 0,18 W

Case

The oscillator is enclosed in a milled aluminium case. The
total mass is < 25 grams.

(9
Fig.2.10 Aluminium case
4-Conclusion
A.R.Electronique has developed an alternative to lOOMHz
ovenized oscillator. This structure is well adapted for
space environmental requirements. Using a SCD cut
crystal at ambient temperature enables an aging behavior
enhancement. The frequency tuning range is comparable
to sensitivity used in OCXO structure. Actually, phase
noise results have to be improved by an adjustement of
quartz process manufacturing. However, this structure
gives a natural high reliability combined with low cost.
Applications who need very low g sentivity at high
frequency are other kind of use of this oscillator.

For instance, in radar or other tactical application, it will
be able to suppress mechanical damping structure with
its natural very low g sensitivity.
This work was supported by "RCgion de Franche
ComtB" and "Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales".
Particular acknowledgment to Mr G. MARIANNEAU
from "Laboratoire de Physique et MBtrologie des
Oscillateurs" for vacuum experimentations help.
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Abstract: - An image processing technique for
measuring the mode shapes of piezoelectric
resonators is described. In this method the whole
surface of the resonator is irradiated by a
semiconductor laser, and a field of speckles is
generated above the resonator. The resonator
driving current is pulse-modulated with a low
frequency oscillator (LFO). A CCD camera, which
is connected to a PC, captures the speckle patterns in
synchronization with, and at double the frequency of
the LFO output. The speckle patterns for the driven
and resting states are thus obtained alternately. The
vibrational patterns are obtained as the difference
between the images for driving and resting phases.
The experiments were performed using a rectangular
AT-cut quartz plate with a resonant frequency of 1
MHz. The shapes of the fundamental thicknessshear mode and of a spurious mode were measured.
We calculated the shapes of these modes by using
finite element analysis (FEA), to verify the reliability
of the proposed system. Finally, we applied this
technique to measuring the shapes.
KEYWORDS: piezoelectric resonator, mode shape,
image processing, laser speckle, CCD camera

1. Introduction
Piezoelectric resonators, in particular quartz
resonators, are widely used in such electronic
devices as mobile phones. Recent advances in
computer technology have enabled the application
of finite element analysis (FEA) to the design of
piezoelectric resonators.
In the design of
resonators, confirming the reliability of calculated
results is very important. Comparison of the
mode shape as predicted by analysis as obtained by
experiments is the best way to obtain positive
proof.

For the above reason. number of methods for
plotting the vibrational patterns of piezoelectric
resonators have been developed and reported on 18. Almost all of the methods involve dividing the
resonator surface in to a large number of small
regions or pixels in which vibrational displacement
is measured. This can be repeated for each of the
pixels and the resulting vibrational displacement
data can then be merged to create a composite
displacement image.
However, measurement
with high-resolution images takes a long time
when this procedure is applied, because the spatial
resolution of the composite image is proportional
to the number of the pixels.
In the method described here both laser speckle
interferometry and image processing techniques
are used. This method has two advantages: a
scanning system and procedure for making the
composite image are not required, and
measurement time is thus much shorter than with
previous techniques; and the method requirements
in terms of mechanical isolation from external
vibration is not severe. The principle of the
method and the setup for measurement are
described in section 2. We used a 1 MHz
rectangular AT-cut quartz resonator and circular
AT-cut resonators operating in the VHF and UHF
bands to verify the reliability of the proposed
system. The experimental results are presented in
section 3 and show that this method can correctly
measure the in-plane mode shapes of the resonator,
and that it is applicable to piezoelectric devices
with resonant frequencies higher than the VHF
range.

2. Principle and System Configuration
2.1 Principle
The principle of measurement system is
illustrated in Fig. 18). A laser beam irradiates a
roughly finished resonator surface, and a speckled
pattern is generated above the resonator by
interference between scattered-light components.
When the resonator is driven by an external
voltage source that generates the resonant
frequency, the speckle pattern is amplitude
modulated by the resonant frequency if the
vibration in the irradiated area is parallel to the
laser beam direction. The in-plane modal patterns
are obtained by mapping the intensities of speckle
modulation. The difficulties with this method are
that the optical detector used must have a gain
bandwidth that corresponds to the resonant
frequency of the device under test, and that a
process for scanning the whole of the area under
measurement is required.

have already reported that correct mode shapes can
be obtained by mapping the modulation component
in synchronization with the LFO output. By
using this technique, we can measure the mode
shapes of high-frequency resonators without
having to use a high-speed optical detector. A
charge coupled device (CCD) camera, which is
connected to a PC, captures the patterns of
speckles in synchronization with, and at double the
frequency of, the LFO output. Speckle patterns
for driven and resting states are thus alternately
obtained. The vibrational patterns are obtained as
the difference between the images for the driven
and resting phases. However, the difference
image is noisy because the vibrational
displacements are generally very small. To
reduce the amount of noise in the image, we
obtained the sum of data from many images then
normalized the resulting summed image.

PC

C CD
Camera

I

Plate

I

Laser
Speckle

(Pulse Mod.)

Line L a s e r

Plate

Fig. 2 Measurement system
Fig. 1 Block diagram of the laser speckle method8)

2.2 Measurement system
To overcome the difficulties outlined above, we
made the measurement system shown in Fig. 2.
The whole surface of the resonator is irradiated by
visible-range light from a semiconductor laser, and
a field of speckles is generated above the resonator.
The resonator driving current is tuned to the
resonant frequency and pulse-modulated by the
output of a low-frequency oscillator (LFO). We

3. Experimental Results
To test the reliability of the present method we
applied the method to a rectangular 1 MHz AT-cut
quartz plate. We measured the shapes of its
fundamental thickness-shear mode and nearby
inharmonic mode at room temperature. We also
used a finite element analysis (FEA) methodlo) to
calculate the mode shapes and obtain a standard
against which we could verify the reliability of the

proposed system. The dimensions of the plate we
used were xl(x) = 13.964 mm, x2(yt) = 1.737
mm, and x3(zf) = 13.0 mm. The resonator surface
was roughly finished (#3000) and fully plated.
The results of the FEA are completely reliable for
a rectangular plate of such dimensions.
Figure 3 shows the experimental and FEA
results for the fundamental thickness-shear and
inharrnonic modes. The FEA results show the
dominant displacement, ul, in each mode. In this
experiment a red semiconductor line laser (A= 630
nm and Pop,= 10 mW) was used to irradiate the
resonator surface. Pairs of images were captured
two thousand times and processed in 6 minutes.
The spatial resolution of the images was 320 x 240
pixels.

Calculated

Measured

(a) Thickness shear mode (955kHz)

Calculated
Measured
(b) Inharmonic mode (1004kHz)

Fig*
for MHz AT-cut quartz plate
with the dimensions xl(x) = 13.964 mm, x2(y') =
1.737 mm, and x3(z1)= 13.0 mm.

-

In each image in the figure.* the magnitude
of
"
vibration is expressed in terms of an absolute
value; that is, the white regions indicate highw

amplitude vibration while the black regions
indicate nodes or nodal lines.
All the
experimental images are normalized by a
maximum value in each image. Figure 3 shows
the good correspondence of these patterns with the
calculated images.
To test the frequency range of the method, we
went on to measure vibration in two circular ATcut quartz resonators, operating at 23 MHz
(resonator A) and 200 MHz (resonator B). Our
intention was to measure the shapes of the
thickness-shear modes for both resonators and of
nearby spurious modes for resonator A.
Resonator A is designed in such a way as to
operate at the third overtone (70 MHz), and its
surface was roughly finished (#4000). Resonator
B operates at the seventh overtone and its surface
was polished. To enhance the scattered-light
components, a dilute water-soluble glue was
applied to the surface of resonator B. In this
experiment a red semiconductor spot laser (A = 630
nrn and Pop,= 10 mW) was used. The number of
images captured and spatial resolution were the
same as for the first experiment.
Figure 4,(a),(b), and (c), show the measured
results for the hndamental thickness-shear mode
and the nearby inharmonic modes of resonator A.
It is obvious from these figures that our method
provides very clear patterns. Figure 4(d) is an
image of the resonator itself.
Figure 5,(a) and (b), show the measured results
for the 7th overtone (200 MHz) and the 15th
overtone (428 MHz) of the thickness-shear mode
of resonator By respectively. These images are
normalized by a maximum value in each image.
Figure 5(c) is an image of the resonator itself.
Figure 5(a) exhibits a low contrast image as
compared with Fig. 5(b). The difference of the
contrast explains that the vibrational displacement
spreads hole surface of the resonator at the 7th
overtone mode and converges on the electrode area
at the 15th overtone mode.

experimental results do not indicate crude
vibrational patterns, they are enough to
demonstrate that this method is applicable to
frequencies higher than the VHF range.

4. Conclusions

Fig. 4 Experimental results for 23 MHz AT-cut
quartz resonator unit; (a) fundamental thicknessshear, (b) and (c) inharmonic modes, (d) actual
image.

The method described in this paper allows the
in-plane component of the mode shapes of
piezoelectric resonators to be plotted.
The
experimental results for two circular AT-cut
resonators have demonstrated that the system is
capable of mode-shape measurements at
frequencies higher than the VHF range. The
basic principle of the method is applicable to
piezoelectric devices operating at any frequency.
With increased laser power, it will be possible to
measure devices with polished surfaces without
having to proof the resonator surface. This is
being tried and results will be reported on in the
future.
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DIRECT IMPEDANCE METHOD
FOR LOAD RESONANT MEASUREMENT OF CRYSTAL
Arthur Lee and Kenneth Chan
Kolinker Industrial Equipments Limited
ABSTRACT
With today's hardware (Network Analyzers), the Direct
Impedance Method provides better accuracy, convenience and
at lower cost over other methods such as the Physical Load
Capacitor method. However, a lot of crystal engineers still
ask frequently, "Where is the Physical Load Capacitor?"
This paper addresses how and why the Direct Impedance
Method is better than the other measurement methods.

1.

is quite useless, unless you know the crystal is linear before
testing.
2.1.1.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF
DIFFERENT MEASUREMENT METHODS

Due to the relatively low impedance of Fs and Fr, FsFr
measurements have never been difficult with both the IEC
444 and EIA 512 configurations. The challenge lies in FL
measurement, especially at low CL.
This paper focuses in Load Resonant ( FL ) measurement.
The impedance of a crystal at FL is relatively high, and to
measure high impedance with a 50-Ohm network analyzer
requires both high stability and good accuracy of the
measuring equipment. Traditionally, these requirements were
either impractical or too costly. Hence, several methods for
FL measurement were derived, such as Calculated Method,
and Physical Load Ca~acitorMethod. These methods are
designed to measure a crystal at lower impedance level, thus
hopefully, allowing equipment with lower accuracy to be used.
This paper will discuss in detail the merits and drawbacks of
these methods.

2.

VARIOUS FL MEASUREMENT METHODS

2.1. Calculated Method
As described in the IEC 444 publications, the DUT ( Device
Under Test ) is measured at about lt45 degree for its motional
parameters, and then the FL is "Calculated" based on this +45
degree data.

Linearity of a crystal
Circuit Application standpoint :
As long as the crystal has a stable ( repeatable ), sharp
impedance -frequency curve, and it functions properly
in an oscillator, then it is a good crystal; whether it is
linear, or not, is not a question. Non-linear crystal does
not imply a bad crystal.
Crystal Designer standpoint :
The market trend is toward smaller crystals, such as the
AT-strip crystal and SMD crystal. Unlike larger crystals
with circular geometry, rectangular blanks are inherently
more difficult to model using the four-components
method. However, the problem with measurement
should not imply a bad crystal. Instead, we need some
test method or system that can measure the crystal more
accurately in spite of non-linearity, and provide more
information, such as how serious a spurious mode is
affecting the crystal performance over temperature.
Crystal Measurement standpoint :
The Calculated Method is not suitable for testing a nonlinear crystal, because the degree of measurement
accuracy depends on the crystal characteristics, which
may vary significantly[2]. If there are other practical
means of measurement, we should simply abandon the
use of this method.

2.2. Physical Load Capacitor Method
As described in the IEC 444 standard, the basic concept of
this method is to measure the crystal at its specified CL
condition, by inserting an actual capacitor in series with the
crystal and measuring both simultaneously ( see Figure 3 ).
This is a good improvement over the Calculated Method, as
no more estimation is done, while the Network Analyzer
measures FL at relatively low impedance.
2.2.1.

This method has been widely used and it seems to
have the following advantages:
Good "Repeatability" in FL, as compared to the
Calculated Method;
Correlation between different machines can be done
easily by trimming the physical load capacitor. No need
to change any software parameters: Simply keep a look
up table between different customers I suppliers /
machines I frequency / and test head configurations for
the differences in CL;
Measurement speed is good.

2.2.2.

The well known disadvantage is:
The Fr/Rr/Co values cannot be measured accurately in a
one-pass test. The same DUT must be tested twice:
With and without the physical load capacitor so as to get
all parameters with reasonable accuracy.
These
measurements become more difficult when DLD and
Spurious Mode measurements are made. ( [I] IEC 4446 : Both DLD measurements and Spurious

The advantage of this method is that the DUT is measured at
relatively low impedance, close to 25 Ohm. Hence, the
requirement of software compensation for stray components
in the test head is relatively simple.
The drawback of this method is that the DUT is not tested at
its destined condition: i.e. not at the phase shift equal to the
specified CL / FL. If the crystal behaves strictly according to
its four-component model, this method is acceptable.
However, if the crystal is NON-Linear ( not behaving as per
the four component model [2], see Figure 1, and Figure 2 )
then, the FL measurement will not be accurate.
If you know already your DUT is a linear crystal, you may
use this method to test it. However, in most case, you need a
test method to tell you how good the DUT is, so this method

measurements: are based on series measurements
instead of load measurements) .
2.2.3.
The problem with Physical Load Capacitor Method:
If we look into the "Advantages" more closely, we may well
ask: If this method is good enough for accurate measurement,
then why are we still correlating with a look up table of CL ?
.The answer is crystal clear, the method is not good enough,
but we accept the habit because it seems that there is no other
better choice.
The difficulty in getting accuracy in this method is :
The impact of stray components ( CX and CY in [2] )
on accuracy is significant and difficult to compensate
( as described in [2] ).
The IEC standard [I] defines an "ideal" test jig with
minimal stray component ( CX and CY ). However, the
"ideal" test jig is often impractical in mass volume 1
automation applications, and so "minimal stray" may
be difficult to achieve. Also, a variable CL in the "ideal"
test jig jeopardizes the "ideal" behavior of that jig due to
excessive stray components.
Many engineers have tried very hard to compensate for
CX and CY to obtain an acceptable level, however in
vain.
To look into the issue in greater detail, the stray
components may not be limited to CX and CY, it could
have been a lumped circuit with LX and LY ... That is
why the correlation table that we use also involves
frequency as a variable.
2.2.4.
Major technical difficulties:
Both calibrating the Physical Load Capacitor and
compensating for the stray capacitance and inductance at the
junction of the crystal and the capacitor remain largely
unresolved.

2.3. Direct Impedance Method
From the circuit application standpoint, a circuit requiring FL
at CL means that the crystal must behave, at the specified FL,
as an inductor :
Impedance of DUT = - Impedance of CL
This is the basic requirement, and whenever possible the
crystal should be tested at exactly this condition without any
estimation. The Direct Impedance Method is based on this
basic principle.
2.3.1.
Test Set up and Method
The test set up of the Direct Impedance Method is simple
( see Figure 4 and Figure 5 ) :
The DUT is placed into a x-network test head.
With the same hardware configuration according to
IEC444 [I], measure Co, Fr, and Rr.
The frequency of the frequency synthesizer is iterated to
search for :
Impedance of DUT = - Impedance of CL.
The other motional parameters L1 and C1 are then
calculated based on the FL, Fr and Co.
2.3.2.

Major Advantage
Measure the crystal at its destined CL condition. No
more estimation is done, so that even if the crystal is
non-linear, it does not matter.

Does not have to calibrate CX, CY ( or LX, LY, etc.) in
the presence of an unknown physical CL. This would
allow accuracy and reproducibility, instead of only
repeatability.
Fr/Fs/FLIRr/Rs all measured at one time, making DLD
and spurious response measurement much easier and
more accurate.
The following discussion [ Section 3 ] will present the test
data of Repeatability, Reproducibility and Accuracy in detail.
2.3.3.
Other considerations
a) Software calibration and stray component
compensation:
The IEC 444 standard does not require explicitly stray
component compensation and calibration with software
techniques but rather relies on a perfect test head. Without
proper software compensation, the IEC 444 standard is
limited to measuring at low impedance with the ideal test
head. However, such a test head with minimal stray
components is impractical in mass volume operations. That is
why most practical measurement systems are already
implemented to some extent with software techniques to
compensate stray reactive components.
The Direct Impedance Measurement Method requires a more
comprehensive model of the x-head and more extensive
mathematical computations, which fortunately, are practical
with the speed and cost of today's computers / network
analyzers. This must be done properly, otherwise the system
will not be able to measure high impedance with good
Repeatability, Reproducibility and Accuracy.
b) Drive level:
When measuring FL, the voltage amplitude required in the
Direct Impedance Method is much larger compared to the
other methods using the same hardware set up.
Luckily, when measuring FrJFs, the same drive level
range can be achieved compared with other methods.
Hence, DLD ( Drive Level Dependence ) and Spurious
Ratio tests can be done accurately, providing a safe
guard on extremely poor crystals.
With the addition of a commercially available power
amplifier, costing in the range of a few hundreds USD
to over a thousand, the practical drive level of this
method can go up to >400 micro-Watt at say CL=20 pF,
20MHz.
The accuracy of the Drive Level with the passive
measurement (both IEC444 and EIAS 12 standards ) has
always been subject to question: Within a typical onesecond test, most of the iteration search is not applying
the target drive power to the DUT. Until the last few
readings, it may be possible to exert the target drive
power, but these readings take just a few milliseconds or
fractions of a millisecond. This is the same for all the
above mentioned test methods.

3.

COMPARISON TEST DATA WITH
DIFFERENT HARDWARE
CONFIGURATIONS

Test data using the same Direct Impedance Measurement
Method using different network analyzers, different test heads,
different frequencies and different CL are presented to verify
the result of a proper implementation of the test method.

3.1. Experiment Matrix
For repeatability and reproducibility test, we use the Direct
Impedance Measurement Method equipped with:
2 different Network Analyzers: Hewlett Packard
E5100A, and Kolinker KH1200. Both are equipped
with internal frequency reference, warmed up, and
calibrated.
4 different kind of Test Jigs #I to #4 as per Figure 6,
including an IEC compatible Jig and three other jigs
suitable for volumn production;
One crystal of 11.15OMHz HC49US, tested 1400 times
on each of the above combinations of Network
Analyzers and test jigs, for Fs and FL at CL=10, 20 and
30 pF.
For accuracy test, the above test data are used with the
addition o f :
Using the Physical Load Capacitor Method, and a Fixed
Physical CL at 8.725pF. No software compensation on
head parameters was used.
Using the Physical Load Capacitor Method, and a
Variable Physical CL tuned to IOpF. No software
compensation on head parameters was used.

3.2. Raw Data
As the data volumn is very large, the mean and standard
deviation of each group of data is presented in Figure 7 to
Figure 9.
For repeatability and reproducibility, Figure 7 and Figure 8
show that the repeatability and reproducibility of the Direct
Impedance Method is good : well within (0.2pFI for crystal
with Ts as large as 30 to 40 ppm/pF.
For accuracy, Figure 10 shows that the method yields good
accuracy (well within I0.2pFI ) when compared with an ideal
test jig ( small stray component ). But the physical load
capacitor method with an non-ideal test jig ( variable load
capacitor, large stray component ) is not comparable.
3.3. Comment on the Experiment
The above data shows that the Direct Impedance Method
worth more attention and effort to be focused because of its

repeatability, reproducibility and accuracy with different
hardware configurations.
However, more experiment should be done to verify:
0
Error due to different frequency standards;
Error due to different crystal samples : overtones,
deliberately chosen non-linear crystals etc.

4.

CONCLUSION

Based on the above conceptual and experimental data, we
propose that more effort should be spent on the Direct
Impedance Measurement Method with the goal of possibly
further enhancing the IEC444 and EIA512 measurement
standards.
The above discussion focuses on the accuracy of FL
measurement because this is the greatest headache in the
crystal industry. We also have to be reminded that the
method also gives accurate results for Fs, Fr, Co and ESR.
This means that in a one-pass test, we can test all crystal
parameters including DLD, spurious mode, Q, etc. without the
need to insert or change any load capacitor. Equipment
utilizing this method is now commercially available providing
accurate measurement of all crystal parameters with super
user friendliness and at low cost.

5.
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Figure 5 :Direct Impedance Measurement Impedance Map
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Figure 6 :Test Jigs with different stray components
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Test Jig #l : HP4 1900A
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Test Jig #3 : Kolinker

Test Jig #4 : Kolinker

Figure 7 :Error between different Hardware Configurations

Figure 8 :Repeatability ( spread ) between different Hardware Configurations

Figure 9 :Error between Physical Load Capacitor Method
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Note A : CL=lOpF : obtained by a variable capacitor (significant stray components), tuned and checked according to IEC444
procedures, but without any further software compensation on stray components. Error is large ( 13 / 30 = 0.5 pF ) due to
uncompensated stray components.
Note B :CL=8.725pF :obtained byfured capacitor (small / insignijcant stray components), tuned and checked according to ICE444
procedures, without any further sofiare compensation on stray components. Error is small ( 7 / 40 = < 0.2 p F ) due to less
uncompensated stray components.
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1. ABSTRACT

A list of laser frequency standards is presented and discussed.
Improvements since 1997 (Ref 1) include a simplifying shift
in the technique of frequency measurement to an octavewidth optical-comb method which gives direct access
between the VHF and optical regions..This, together with the
Cs fountain standard, has allowed new measurements in the
visibleluv region ten times more accurately than four years
ago, and on new cooled systems. The high resolution of
optical frequency standards, combined with the simplified
techmque of frequency transfer across the spectrum promises
rapid progress in high-resolution physics and metrology.

optical region. Already this has facilitated high-accuracy
measurements on cooled hydrogen and trapped-ion systems
in the uv region (ReOO, StOla,b, UdOl).
Table 1 lists the more-accurate optical frequency
measurements, or those which are potentially more accurate,
and is mainly concerned with frequency measurement at
frequencies above about 100 THz, 3 Pm wavelength. A
schematic diagram of the main routes of frequency
measurement from the caesium standard to these frequencies
is shown in Figure 1. Note the new fs-laser route.

Keywords: lasers,frequency standards, accurate, list
1

2. INTRODUCTION
%s paper updates a list of laser frequency standards made
four years ago (Ref 1) and goes beyond the surveys made for
realising the metre (Ref.2) in extending over a wider
spectrum and taking note of basic-physics experiments. The
frequency range now extends to 5000 THz and the accuracy
now extends to 1 part in 1014(single sigma) in the ultraviolet
region, a factor 10 better than before. Frequency
measurements on laser-cooled atoms and ions are now being
made at accuracies which exploit the advantages of nearstationary systems for frequency standards: measurements are
now concerned with c d s velocities of atoms or ions in the
laboratory frame. The potential accuracy of such systems now
exceeds the accuracy of conventional primary caesium-beam
standards, about 1 part in 1014, and their measurement
depends on the application of laser cooling and fountain
geometry to the caesium microwave standard. This produces
an accuracy of 1 part in 1015with a prospect for improvement
(Ref.3), and for the Rb fountain microwave standard the
improvement may extend towards 1 part in 10" (Ref.3).
Highly accurate measurements have also been made on the
more calculable atomic and sub-atomic systems, and these are
concentrated at the higher frequencies, extending now as far
as 60 nm wavelength (Ei97). (References begining with
letters are Table References.)
The discovery, somewhat unexpected but immensely
promising, that the frequencies of the comb of sidebands from
the Ti-sapphire femtosecond mode-locked laser are useful for
accurate frequency measurement is a great advance. The
comb spacing is the pulse repetition rate, and when correctly
set up, the sidebands are equally and accurately spaced in
frequency and stable, see for example, Ud99. This, together
with the ability to broaden such combs in optical fibres over
the 1000-500 nm octave, has very recently provided a
compact and inexpensive "bridge" from theto the

10

fn~z

100

4000

0

10000

Figure 1: Frequency standard links
Cooled-atom or -ion frequency standards at lower frequencies
are also included, together with high-accuracy transfer
standards such as Os04 near 30 THz, that remain outside the
"mise en pratique" for the metre. Also some transitions of
interest for atomic frequency standards are covered (Ref.4).
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TABLE 1: FREQUENCY STANDARDS FOR LASERS
system

reference(s)
frequency/Hz
am*
label
-

uncert. notes
(line:) std used: etc

-

-

-

-

-

He

B Ei97

5130.495083

+12 8.8 -09 1s-2P;I2

H

B Ud97ReOONi00

2466.061413187103

+12 1.8 -14 15-25 TP;Cs fountain

muonium-B Sch95MeOO

2455.5289410

+12 4.0 -09 1s-2s TP;I2

115In+

1267.40245289992

+12 1.8 -13 5:A1S-A3POcoldion;CH4

Ps#
199Hg+

H
D
D
4He
H
172Ybt
171Yb+

172Yb+
130Te2
130Te2
130Te2
12712

T Pe99Za00

-B
T
B
B
B
G
B
T
T
T
G
G
G
G
T

Ch84Da89

1233.6072189

+12 8.7 -09 1s-2STP;D beta viaTe2

UdOl

1064.721609899143

+12 9.4 -15 cold ion;Cs fountain

Sc99
Sc99
deB97Sc99
Pav94
deB97Sc99
Gi95Tay97

799.1917274028
799.4091849676
770.8592528483
770.732839058
770.6495615811
729.4688689

+I2
+I2
t12
+12
+12
+12

StOlb

688.358979309312

+12 1.

-14 cold ion;Cs fountain

+I2
+12
+12
+12
t12

-09
-10
-10
-10
-10

Gi95Ro97
642.1167853
Ro97
467Te2 642.1165136
Ba85
486Te2 616.6788575
Bag1
488Te2 613.8811491
Ed96
63712 470.76645546

8.4
8.1
7.1
2.4
7.6
5.5
1.1
9.3
4.0
7.6
2.2

-12
-12
-12
-10
-12
-10

2S-l2D5/2TP;Cs/778Rb
2S-l2D5/2TP;Cs/778Rb
2S-ED5/2TP;Cs/778Rb
2\3Sl-3\3P0;778Rb
2S-ED5/2TP;Cs/778Rb
63312 via lm FP
octopole;63312/467Te2
63312
b1;63312; also b2
d4;63312;+b2,bl,e3,i3
a4;63312

I(i99StOla 657Ca 455.98624049413
T UdOl
657ca 455.986240494158
T Be99
444.7790440954

+12 2.5 -13 cooled; Cs
+12 5.7 -14 cooled; Cs fountain
+12 4.5 -13 S-Dl cold ion; Cs

85Rb
87Rb
85Rb
Cs
Cs
C2HD
20Ne
12C2H2
13C2H2
12C2H2
13C2H2
HCN
CO
CO
CO
CO
CH4 E
172Yb+
Os04

G
G
G
B
G
G
L
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
T
G

+12
+12
+12
+12
+12
t12
+12
+12
+12
+12
+12
+12
+12
+12
+12
t12
+12
+12
+12

0904

G Ac93Du99

40Ca
40Ca
88Sr+

To97
778Rb
780Rb
Ye96
Bag3
795Rb
Av86
852Cs
Ud99
895Cs
Ye296
Po83
Nak96
Nak96
Nak96
Nak95Nak96
Nak95
Po283
Po283
Po283
Po283
Erg8
Be92
Ac93

1920~04G Do87
138Ba+ T Mad96

385.28514237828
384.2279818773
377.10627149
351.7257682
335.116048807
281.635363961
260.10324926
197.75046656
196.92974592
194.91619955
193.22000472
192.6224469
129.019381761
128.360848969
127.598179703
126.990495584
88.373149028553
87.360087
29.37081407841

5.2
1.4
1.5
3.5
1.2
1.2
3.1
7.6
7.6
7.7
5.7
5.
5.4
5.5
6.3
6.3
2.3
5.
2.7

-12
-11
-10
-08
-10
-10
-10
-10
-10
-10
-10
-10
-10
-10
-10
-10
-12
-08
-12

5s-5D F=3-5 TP; 0 ~ 0 4
D2,d/f; 778'Rb
Dl,C' ; 63312
D2;63312;1-m,hyp.res.
Dl;CH4
53212; 1.3Pa
CH4 F
vl+v3 R(18)high;778Rb
vl+v3 R(23)highi778Rb
vltv3 P (21)low;778Rb
vl+v3 P (30)low;778Rb
2vl P(27) ; 778Rb
R12; CH4 F
R05; CH4 F
Pol; CH4 F
P06; CH4 F
Cs; <1.4Pa
51512, 63312
C02 R26; 0 ~ 0 4R10

29.054057446579

+12 3.5 -13 C02 R10; Cs

28.464676938787
24.01204831717

+12 3.3 -12 C02 P14; Cs
+12 1.8 -11 CS

26Mg

BGo93

601.278870352

24Mg
199Hg+

B Go87Go93
T Poi96Ber98

601.2771578691
+09 1. -12 Ramsey; Cs
40.50734799684159 +09 1.1 -14 cold ions; Cs

113Cd+

T Tan96
T Bau96
T Se95Fi96

171Yb+
171Yb+
87Rb

F Bi99Le01

15.199562858

+09 5.

-12

+09 1.3 -10 rf trap; Cs

12.642812118471
+09 7. -13 Cs
12.642812118468
+09 1.3 -13 Cs
6.834682610904333+09 2.5 -15 fountain;Cs fountain

Some CIPM Recommendations*"
H

12712
12712
40Ca

B Bip98Qu99 243H 1233.0307065937
G Bip98Qu99 53212 563.26022348

G Bip98Qu99 63312 473.612214705
T,B bip98Qu99 657Ca 455.98624049415

88Sr+
T bip98Qu99 674Sr+444.77904404
85Rb
G bip98Qu99 778Rb 385.285142378
CH4 F G,B Bip98Qu99
88.3761816005
88.37618160018
CH4 F G,B Bip98Qu99
Os04
G Bi~98Qu99
29.09627495234

+12 8.5 -13 1s-2s TP CIPM1997;Cs

+12 7.
+12 2.5
+12 6.
+12 1.3
+12 1.3
+12 2.3
+12 3.0
+12 6.

-11 (al0)ZfYAG CIPM1997
-11 (i),HeNe,CIPMl997;Cs
-13station.y atomCSPM1997
-1OcentreZee.mult.tCIPM97
-11 F=3-5TPdiode CIPM1997
-11 hyp.unres.CIPM1997;Cs
-12 hyp.res. CIPM1997;Cs
-12 <0.2Pa CIPM1997;Cs

Notes
(i) All uncertainties are 1-sigma.
(ii) Labels of I2 and Te2 lines have 3-digit wavelength in nm: e.g. 63312.
**: omitting here 515/543,612,640 nm Ar+/HeNe stabilised lasers
*: app: appakatus
G: in gas
#: positronium (Ps)
hyp.res.: hyperfine resolved
lm FP: 1 metre Fabry Perot (resonator)
L: in gas-laser Lamb dip
1-m: lambda meter
B: in beam
T: in trap
F: fountain, after laser cooling
TP: two photon;f/2 for 778Rb,CIPM97
F-t: Fourier transform (spectroscopy)

Some stabilised lasers listed in the 1997 revision of the "mise
en pratique" of the definition of the metre (Ref.2) are listed at
the foot of Table 1, with their recommended frequencies and
their uncertainties when operated as prescribed. All
uncertainties in this table are single-sigma, but those of the
recommended standards are more conservative than those in
the measurements table, which each reflect one particular
measurement. It is notable that a number of measurements
and standards have uncertainties smaller than 1 part in 1012,
and these are shown in bold type. Apart from the entries in
this Table, many additional laser frequency standards exist,
such as have been listed up to 130 THz, 2.3 Pm for
spectroscopic calibration (Ref.5) and in the 190-240 THz,
1.6-1.25 Pm region for optical communications etc.
(Refs.6,7).

3. THE LIST FORMAT
The list in Table 1 is intended for transmission as a text file,
or for use as a computer data file, with space to accommodate
the frequency to 16 or more significant figures, together with
its uncertainty. Exponential notation is used. There is space
for up to 3 references, also a brief note on the frequency
measurement route used. There is not room however for the
wavelengths in addition, except that for multiple gas
reference 1ines;such as in I2 or Tez, the lines are given a
wavelength-based label placed in the 'reference' column, and
which is used to identi@ it in the 'notes' column. Apart from
the 'system' column at the left, for which &ansition
information can appear as the first item in the 'notes' column
at the right, there is a single-letter column 'app.', for
'apparatus' which indicates how the system was interrogated:
B: beam; G: gas; L: gas laser Lamb dip; or T: trap. ('-B' is
entered for thermal evaporation from a nearby surface into
vacuum.) This broadly correlates with increasing potential
accuracy in the order L, G, B and T. All standards listed,
except those using traps, use a method such as saturated
absorption or two-photon excitation (TP) to eliminate the
Doppler effect to first order. The Table references have codes
in the form of two or three letters for the start of the frst
author's name plus two digits for the year, and are listed in
Section 5.

4.DISCUSSION OF THE MEASUREMENTS
4.1 The entries
The uncertainty range of the measurements in Table 1 lies
between about 1 part inlog and 1 part in loi4. It is notable
that the higher-accuracy measurements include the H 1s-2s
two-photon transition at 2466 THz and the 199Hg+transition
at 1065 THz. Measurements made primarily to test the
theories of physics, such as to compare with quantum
electrodynamic calculations for such systems as Ps, muonium,
H, D and He contribute to the recent high-accuracy data. The
trapped-ion or cooled-atom measurements do not yet fully
exploit the possibilities of the method, e.g. for the octopole
~ b transition
+
at 642 THz, which has an exceedingly narrow
natural width, having a measured lifetime of 3700 days (see
Ro97). In the latter case technical trade-offs exist, e.g.
between signallnoise ratio and minimising the state
perturbation. Progress with cooled-atom or ion measurements
is of special interest, so that more than one measurement can
be listed.

4.2 Technological advances
The main technological advance is first the femtosecond-laser
comb method. This new technique has been directly proved to
be accurate at a few parts in 10" (Ref. 8) and is increasingly
viewed as revolutionary, although only a few papers quoted
here will have used it. The real benefits are still to come,
since building apparatus and doing experiments takes time.
Second, broadening of the comb to a full octave in lowdispersion fibre greatly simplifies calibration of the comb, see
e.g. Ref. 9, and has a demonstrated accuracy of a few parts in
1016 (Ref.lO). A review of prior techniques has been edited
by Luiten (Ref.11).
4.3 Dissemination/transportation of fre~uencvstandards
The new list extends to yet higher frequency, into regions
where continuous-wave measurement is replaced by pulsed,
owing to shortness of upper-state lifetimes. Not shown
however, because it is the primary standard, is the lasercooled Cs fountain at 9.2 GHz, which now reaches 1 part in
1015in accuracy, and is more widely installed in metrology
laboratories (Ref.l2), to improve realisation of the SI hertz
and second. A transportable version has also been directly
used to measure the H IS-2s transition (NiOO). The "Mise en
pratique" for the metre of 1997 (Qu99) included for the first
time the laser locked to the H 1s-2s transition, and begins to
include solid-state laser standards which are capable of
replacing the older gas-laser standards.
4.4 Conclusion

Quite unexpectedly, a new accurate optical frequency
measurement system, comparable in simplicity with the
ubiquitous lambda meter for comparing wavelengths, has
appeared on the scene. The interest in basic physics, which is
driving development into the uv, for example, can now be
pursued at considerably less expense. (Both increased optical
accuracy and increased numbers of measurements of optical
reference resonances can be expected). The situation is in
general no longer one of realising the metre, as laser
stabilisation heads for reproducibilities in the 10'16 and
smaller regions. These values are needed rather for basicphysics purposes, including searching for cosmological
effects such as time variation of the fine structure constant
and gravitational waves. Broadly, the new simplified and
inexpensive frequency measurement route provides a good
tool for basic physics experiments, and we may expect the
latter to bring pressure for yet better realisation of the SI
hertz and second. Given the high resolution in the optical
region and the existence of long-lived solid state devices for
stabilised-laser systems and now also for frequency division
to the VHF region, we can expect to see demonstrations
towards useful optical clocks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The use of Ken-effect mode-locked Tixapphire
lasers, together with spectral broadening in photonic
crystal fibres, to generate octave-span optical frequency
combs is effecting a revolution in the fields of absolute
optical frequency metrology and optical frequency
standards [I-41, at last making it feasible to operate an
optical frequency standard- as an optical clock.
Candidates for such highly-stable optical clocks include
laser-cooled trapped single ions such as ~ r and
+ ~b+,
both of which are being studied at NPL [5].
This paper presents some preliminary data on the
femtosecond laser comb at NPL. We also discuss some
approaches to checking the accuracy of our
femtosecond comb, using a frequency chain to measure
the frequency of the ~ r ion
+ trap relative to a methanestabilised He-Ne laser system (HeNe/CH4standard) at
3.39 pm which we are currently completing [6]. This
chain will enable us to evaluate the performance of the
femtosecond laser comb at the 5 parts in loi3level.
2. FEMTOSECOND LASERS

The femtosecond laser repetition rate is a key
parameter in the design of an octave-span frequency
comb using photonic crystal fibre. As the repetition
rate is increased, the average power per comb mode is
increased. This is beneficial fiom the point of view of
observing a beat with another (reference) laser and has
the added advantage that as the comb modes are more
widely spaced in frequency, it will be easier to identify
with which mode the reference laser is beating.
However, a higher repetition rate results in lower peak
pulse power which will reduce the efficiency of comb
broadening by self-phase modulation in the fibre. A
further consideration, as pointed out by Holzwarth et
al. [4], is that at lower repetition rate, with less power
per comb mode, the broadened comb may be swamped
by incoherent mixing processes in the fibre.
Two fenltosecond Ti:sapphire lasers are in use in
our laboratory. One is a GigaOptics [7] ring cavity
design using mirrors with negative group velocity

dispersion coatings. The absence of intra-cavity
elements in this design permits lasers to be constructed
with repetition rate of several gigahertz [8] but for our
application a compron~isehas to be made between the
benefit of increased average power per comb mode and
lower pulse energy. We have chosen to work with a
repetition rate of 800 MHz.
The other laser is built from a KMLabs kit [9] and
has a linear cavity with dispersion compensation by
means of intra-cavity prisms. We have operated it at
repetition rates from SO MHz up to 100 MHz. With
this laser we have obtained pulses with a spectral
FWHM of 50 nm centred at 800 nm (fig. 1) and 600
mW average power with a pump power of 4.5 W at 532
nm. With the GigaOptics laser we have obtained 40
nm FWHM pulses and 600 mW average power with
6.5 W pump power. Both lasers have one piezomounted mirror, which can be used for repetition rate
stabilisation to a suitable microwave oscillator [lo].
Control of the absolute carrier phase, to provide
frequency stabilisation of the comb modes to a
reference laser or optical frequency standard, can be
achieved for the KMLabs laser by the scheme first
demonstrated by Udem et al. [I] whilst for the
GigaOptics laser we propose to use pump power
modulation as demonstrated by Holzwarth et al. [4].

Figure 1. wavelength spectrum of the pulses
obtained fiom the KMLabs laser observed using an
HP7095IA optical spectrum analyser. The 45 mW
FWHM of this particular spectrum corresponds to a
pulse length of 15 fs (HWHM).

We expect the GigaOptics laser to be the better
choice in the long term. However, for our initial
experiments we have used the KMLabs laser and the
work described in the remainder of this paper has been
carried out using this laser at 88 MHz repetition rate.
We have made some initial tests to characterise the
servo requirements for repetition rate locking at around
10 GHz but the beats spectra presented below are taken
with the free-running laser.

wealcer beats of the 841 nm ECDL with the nearest
comb modes atfEcDL= n x 88 MHz f A$ Here Af is the
offset frequency of the ECDL laser from the nearest
comb mode and is of ambiguous sign. These beats
have around 20 dB signal-to-noise in 1 MHz
bandwidth. The upper trace in fig. 3 shows the beats
obtained with the femtosecond laser pulse only while
the lower trace shows beats obtained after broadening
in the photonic crystal fibre. The rf spectrum observed
after the fibre shows no degradation in signal-to-noise
at this wavelength.

3. OCTAVE COMB GENERATION

We have observed spectral broadening of the output
pulses from the KMLabs laser using a piece of
photonic crystal fibre obtained from the group of J.
Knight at the University of Bath. Using a 35 cm long
piece of this fibre we have generated a white-light
spectrum spanning more than one optical octave (fig.
2). When the fibre output is dispersed by a 1200
lineslmm diffraction grating it can be seen to extend
from the violet through to the infrared. Although the
spectrunl appears to be of uniform intensity in the
visible, it is clear that there is a large non-uniformity in
intensity in the infrared. With 140 mW average power
incident on the fibre, we obtain 45 mW in the output
spectrum. Increasing the average power results in
excessive feedback to the laser.
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Figure 3. The rf beat spectra of the comb with an
ECDL at 841 nm. Top: without fibre. Bottom: with
fibre. Resolution bandwidth: 1 MHz.
wavelengthlnm
Figure 2. Wavelength spectrum after broadening in
the photonic crystal fibre. The cut-off at 350 nm is
an artefact of the optical spectrum analyser. Note
the logarithmic vertical scale.
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4. BEATS SPECTRA

Fig. 3 illustrates the rf beat spectrunl observed when
light from a single frequency extended cavity diode
laser (ECDL) is mixed with the femtosecond comb.
The comb is dispersed using a 1200 lineslmm
diffraction grating and the beats spectra are observed
on an avalanche photodiode. Light from about 20,000
comb modes is detected. The rf spectrum consists of
strong intermode beat signals atJ,,,, = n x 88 MHz and
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Figure 4. The rf beat spectra of the fs comb with an
ECDL at 841 nm showing frequency jitter of the
absolute frequency of the comb modes. Resolution
bandwidth: 100 kHz; sweep time: 20 ms.
The intermode beat frequency of the free-running
laser has a high degree of common-mode noise
rejection and is consequently very stable. The beat

between modes spaced by 114 times the repetition rate
(about 10 GHz) has been observed. This beat
frequency has been mixed with the output of a 10 GHz
synthesiser and the downconverted frequency, adjusted
to about 1 kHz, observed on an oscilloscope. From a
measurement of the jitter of the 1 kHz signal, we
estimate the relative stability of the absolute frequency
of the modes to be 2 x 10". This is in rough agreement
with the observed jitter of the beat with the 841 nm
ECDL, which is about 10 MHz (figure 4).
5. TESTS OF THE FEMTOSECOND COMB

There are unresolved questions relating to the
accuracy of femtosecond laser combs. One feature of
the output spectrum of the photonic crystal fibre which
we have observed is its non-uniform intensity, both
spectrally and temporally. Ideally, the frequency
accuracy of the femtosecond comb should be evaluated
by comparison with frequency measurements made
using traditional harmonic frequency chains. We have
the possibility to perform such tests at the few parts in
1013 level using our methane-stabilised He-Ne laser
(HeNe/CH4 standard) at 3.39 pn (88.4 THz). This
laser system was constructed by the group of M. Gubin
at the P.N. Lebedev Physical Laboratory. The absolute
frequency of this laser has been measured using the rfto-optical frequency chains at PTB and LPTF at
various times over a three-year period with relative
standard uncertainty 4 x
and reproducibility over
an interval of one year between successive
measurements at PTB of 1.2 x 10-l3[l I].

Figure 5. The frequency chain linking the Sr' ion
standard at 674 nm (vsr) to the methane-stabilised
HeNe laser at 3.39 pm (vo). OFC: Optical frequency
comb with mode spacing v , = 9.68 GHz.
The femtosecond comb can be tested using our
methane-to-strontium frequency chain illustrated in fig.
5. In this chain, four times the HeNe/CH4 frequency
(848 nm) is synthesised by frequency doubling of two

intermediate sources: a singly-resonant OPO at 3.39
pn and a DFB diode laser at 1.7 pn. The ~ r +

frequency is synthesised by sum-frequency mixing of
the 3.39 pn OPO idler output and a laser at 841 nm,
creating a frequency interval in the near infrared equal
to the HeNe/CH4 frequency. The residual 2.9 THz
interval is bridged by a passive optical frequency comb
generator. This provides four possible tests of the
accuracy of the fenltosecond comb:
Comparison of the femtosecond comb with the
passive optical frequency comb. This can provide a
very accurate test over an interval of a few THz
near the centre wavelength of the femtosecond
comb.
Measurement of the interval 674 nm - 841 nm,
which is equal to the methane frequency. This
provides a test of the fs comb over a span of 88.4
THz.
Direct measurement of the fourth harmonic of the
methane frequency at 848 nm.
Comparison of measurements of the strontium ion
frequency at 674 nm using the femtosecond comb
and the methane-to-strontium chain.
Only the last two tests, being absolute frequency
measurements relative to the laser repetition rate,
require a full octave comb span.
Measurements made using the methane-strontium
frequency chain only test the fs comb in the near
infrared part of the spectrum. The HeNe/CH4 standard
can be used to test the femtosecond comb over the its
full range by transposing the 88.4 THz frequency
interval to different parts of the optical spectrum. This
can be done in the visible region by making use of
frequency mixings which we have already
demonstrated in preparation
for frequency
measurements of working optical frequency standards:
Nd:YAG/12 at 532 nm - ECDL at 63 1 nm.
We have demonstrated the required mixing with
single-pass conversion efficiency of 4 x 10" W" in
a 19 rnrn long PPLN crystal with room-temperature
poling period ART = 10.4 pn at phase-matching
temperature T,, = 133 'c.
HeNe/12at 633 nm - Rb 2-photon at 778 nm.
We have demonstrated the required mixing with
single pass efficiency 7 x 10" W' in a similar
PPLN crystal with ART= 14.6 pn; T,, = 152 'c.
The OPO mentioned above c ~ u l d ~ ~ r o vai dfurther
e
test at the infrared end of the comb. The OPO is
pumped at 1053 nm by a single-frequency Nd:YLF

laser. In order to generate OPO idler output at the
HeNeICH4 frequency the signal output is at 1528 nm.
The frequency difference between the pump and signal
can be measured using the femtosecond comb if it can
be extended out to the 1.5 pm telecomms band.
6.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have presented some of our preliminary work
towards the construction of a femtosecond laser comb
at NPL. Using our HeNeICH4 standard and our
existing strontium-to-methane frequency chain, we can
test the accuracy of the femtosecond comb at the 5
parts in 1013 level. By referencing the repetition rate
of the comb to a maser and hence ultimately to the
caesium fountain primary standard also under
construction at NPL, this new chain technology will
enable us to make absolute optical frequency
measurements of our Sr+ and Yb' ion trap optical
frequency standards. The accuracy of these measurements relative to the caesium standard have the
potential to be at an level of limited only by the
systematic uncertainties of the ion trap standards. The
combination of ion trap optical frequency standard and
femtosecond comb should make it feasible for us to
realise an optical clock, which can input directly to the
atomic timescale based on microwave clocks.
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A n ~ waptioaI freqjuency stiamdard based on cold
str,nn.ciumaComs 3s under development at thle BNIMUPITF. To lkllc this standard' Uo the psimary: micnnv.ra,ve scaadard we me realizing a new frequency
rlsain ha,setJ' 01s a f~mtiosecondI'aser. In itis ultimate
vacsian ttie ctiain wilil Rer,ve to measure the absolute
fnsquancy aficlre Sn frcquenicy standmd' operating on
ttie ti71'nnx line, with an uncertainty only limited by,
che acunx sLlecl.noscopyk As it~tecrnediatkresults we
plan to nxeasune tlia Sr standard stlahil'iized~on the
689 nnx incencnnxlJina0ion line! a,nd some othen optical
fne!'quency sta,nc~l:an~~l's
fhartl ware previouslyl measured
with ttie ~.narl;itinn,al
hantianic chain.
A nnrd'e-lacked Ti:Sa llarser wfth; a repetiition natie ofl
a,bauu 88OMHz is used to pnaduca a frcquenuy comb
centenad at aUuul. NOOnm m d ~xtandingover more
than: 40 nnl. Ttia spacing of tlie lirucs of:t,Lc frequency
con~tjis inz~osedliy ubase locking the taepetit'ionrate
of ctl'e %i lasen ca tie signal fram a.n Hydrogen maser
[I]. ?'cr olhcain goad p,kiase noisu perfcmmatice the 1 Cith
lia,nnznnicnf ttie ne~eticinnnxte Is m~ixedwith the sig121. The resulting
nal fnnm a, nzicnnwa,vc ~y~n,ttli~sizr~r
beast-noteis pliase con~~ansd;
wifh th,e signal from a
low naise canzn~encialndlia fnequenuy sypthesiaer to
gsnenate tide ennan signal, cliat confiiok t,Ke position
of tkie fla,t.c1iin~~e.d
minnan via a, piezadriver.
Ttie ligtit is 1,:assad t,tirougti a. ~~tiotoni'u
ory~talfiber.
(PCF)[3] witli a, rnuplin,g eBcitsnoy nf about 90 OIJ
liy wing two nxicnoscnp,~nlijec7t,ives. Tha sp,eatcum
nfi the "wlllil,e" l i g t ~onlenging
~.
funnr he fibmls extends
ii1i.e~nznne ttia,n nne nctaxe, fi1nnlwa,wlengths longen
ctla,n 1200n.n~uf? to 530unz. To use chis b'lioad frec,luencg;:comb b n absoluce fhec.luenc,ynzea.surumen~kwe
aaa inv.escigat.ingtwo diffe~en.1.sulutian,s; both wit'hout lo.ckin,g the a,bsolu~ef~ositionufi tie ooinb Iin~es.
A t finst gla,n,ce we can eexpec~ctia,t the comb iir~es
ma a.t incegen nzult.il?le ofj the ne~ecicionfnequanay
A,, but. in f~naccicattiis is nat tnue [41, and we must
mnsici'en ttia,t 1 . h ~cmzl) lias sonye fhequ.enc~offsot,
~.henefbnet.he fbtsc~uencynfi ttio
line nfi che oornlj is
= nAcn 6.
S A ~ T ~n~e~Ilnr.1~
C R , ~ can lie en~plnyetlt,n nzeasutre or

+

,reh

eventually annihilate trhlis ofiet, and we aTe tcsting two different possibilities. In the first envisaged
setlip (figs), we will Uake advantage from the availaMlilt,y,ofl a Nd:YAG laser and ofl its frequency doubling sst,lipl developed for the realization of an Iz stabilized 532 nm frequency standard. In this uase we
don't consider the ofiet ofl the comb and we determine the absolute fnequenoy of the Nd:YAG 1,aserby
measuring Uhe frequency gap between the lasec signal
m d its second harmanics.
Rkferring to figure 1, trl is tihe beat note between
the Nd:YAG signal and the uppen nearest comb's
line, Uz the beat Eettveen the second harmonics of
the NId:YAG signal and tihe lower nearest aombl's line,
while frep is bhe repetition frequency, i.a the spacing
oE the comb. The frequency of the Nd:YAIG laser is
given by I

Ohviousln n can orlly be infenned by a priori knowledge of the N$:YlAG fhequency, with an uncertainty
lower tihan Aep/i2,Uuti this can be abcained with
a cammencid lambda-mehen. Once knawn bhe frequency of the Nd:YAG lasen we can memure any
frequency standard operating in the range covered
by thle camb. Referring again to fig. 1 and calling
b, the beat-notie af the unknown fhequency with the
neanby, line of the camb the following nelat,ionship is
evident 1

vx - VY AG =
vx = 2b1 Si biz

+ (m,- n)f,,, + b,

+ h, + ('m- 1)f,,,

In this equation the ahsoIuUe fnequency ofi the
KdjYAG disappeans, as well as tihe absol~it~e
freqnlnncy nfl tl-ie comb's lines.
A silrnplifietl diagram of t,his setup is neported in
fig. 2. k beam, formed by supenimpclsing the signal of a Nd:YAG lasen with its seoond hanmonios

Figune 1: R.epresentation af bhe beab-note used in the measuremant
an14 rsritti die. the signal of the fcequancy: standard to
lip. n~aasunp.cl:ia rniaid~cal.li;neacwith tihe white lighb
ha any.
A 1200 gnaabes diffnaotive grating spaih.lly separates he. t,tl:ree CKr beams, l& keeping the superposicion of;each laser liln~a~ ~ i tthe
i h silrnounding lines of,
~.tl!ecomb. 'Ttiis guanamces that the signal of the
canrW1s lines nat oontnibuting ta the useful signal
duasn't intnoduce additional: shot noise in the three
lip:a,t.notes di~.a,inetI
by the three photodiodes. Consicfening th!a,t ttia jicten af the comb' absolute positlion
can lip: of:a,few MHz we lime,chosen of implementing
c t i ~fi;equ.encjqa.nittimp:~ics
wi:th an elent~nnicbox con1.ainin.g ttie necessa,ny dou.bly: Ijalanced mixeas, tanable filtens m d RF-anq~lifiers.This to avoid the aonv.er,sian af. noise that. anase in s~m~ch'i:anous
frequenoy
cauncing witti dead time [5].
As an alcennative. ca the first set;up, MW mill test
tie se1f~r:efkrencing~.ecJinicliuepraviouvly intmduced
by tkia JIUA gnoup [dl. 'This baoliniqt~c?dm't use
auxilianjq lasen and ~nalJabl>1gives betier nesults in
t.er:nis of. signal tn nnise na.tin. Let tlie frequencyi of
1 . b rnnlli line n, wkiicli is nn t h ned side of the s ~ e c t.nu.nl tia,v~a, &;p::~f~uency:= 11. jPep+ 8. Thle cotnb
line cannes~ondingto 2 4 wMich is in tho blue side ofl
ttlie sk]actrunr will have a fi~e.cliue.ncyf 2 , = Znt,,
S.
TJ7e. obtain S bp fnaquen.cp daublin,g th'e let" line and
tach4n.g t.tl'e diffenence: 2j, - j2, = 5.
Ins~.eadaf u,sing this sign.al to lack t:li.l'cr ahsolutc!
pasitian of;tti,a conlli .cw will only u'se t,t~eirrfonmationr
afittia affset.t.a evdu.a,tet.kre ahsa1ut.e fnequeacx of,the
n ~ a a s u n ~standa,nd,
d
giv.en by t,kie, equa,cion.

+,

T%rtierl~
h, is again the: \I'p.a.theit.cveen the fn~rjilency,
stanr~l'anc.lcn lie n l 6 ~ ~ ~ n ea,nc.!
1 . i t,hp: uppen nea.rest
cnn~ll'sline a,nd n a,n integen. Also in ctiis case th'e

frequency, of the standard milst he knawn with an
unoertninty lower, than the half the, spacing oB the
oomb's lines.
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ABSTRACT

The cesium D2 resonance lines have been studied in
saturated absorption for various intensities of the
counter-propagating waves. Experiment was realized
with two orthogonally polarized laser beams in the case
of linear polarization. All principal and crosssver
highly contrasting resonances are obtained for the 6s112
(F=3) - 6 ~ (F=2,3,4)
3 ~
transitions in Cs. Enhanced
absorption for the transitions having common excited
level (FY=2)is observed. Theoretical interpretation and
some potential applications are given We have
calculated the positions and magnitudes for 6 principal
and cross-over resonances. These theoretical results
are compared with measurements. Preliminary results
with transition (F=4)-(FY=5)are shown.
1. INTRODUCTION

Cs atom is used in a number of important
applications in metrology including atomic clocks,
laser cooling, parity violation experiments, the search
for a permanent electron dipole moment, atom
interferometry, etc. In particular, a saturation
absorption spectroscopy with its recent developments
Ref.1-2, is a powerlid technique widely used in high
resolution spectroscopy as well as in the laser
frequency stabilization. A number of theoretical and
experimental works on saturation absorption have been
published at present time (see, for example Ref. 3-6).
In this work we studied the saturation absorption
spectrum of the cesium D2 lines in some details both
experimentally and theoretically. We have investigated
the sub-Doppler resonances of saturated absorption in
the particular case of two counter-running coaxial laser
beams with orthohonal linear polarizations. We
analysed also, the influence of a power of laser
radiation source on the magnitude of the principal and
cross-over saturated sub-Doppler resonances , and
found, that this quantity is a slowly varying function of
the laser power.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we
given a description of the experimental set-up used.
Section 3 tabulates experimental results and compares
part of them with the theoretical calculation.
2.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The aim of the experimental setup was to find
optimum conditions for having narrow and a powerhl
peak for laser frequency stabilization. We have done

the preliminary experiments with a standard setup
configuration. In this configuration the laser simulated
the transitions in Cs atom from its ground state (F=3).
The emission was passed through a cell and was
reflected back by a mirror to a detector. It was noted
that the most powerful absorption saturation peaks
were observed when the saturating and probing laser
beams had one and the same circular polarization. In
case of opposite circular polarization for the transition
(F=3)-(F'=2) we had the enhanced absorption instead
of the saturated one. This phenomenon was firstly
observed and analyzed in the works Ref. 1-2. Apart this
we observed the enhanced absorption for the
transitions, having common excited state (FY=2).In
particular, we investigated the peak behavior for
mutually perpendicular linear polarization. For making
more careful investigation the experimental setup was
assembled as shown in fig. 1.

Fig 1.
1 - oscilloscope, 2 - photodiode, 3 - PBS,
4 -Faraday isolator, 5 - h12 plate, 6 -mirror,

7 - laser diode, 8 - Cscell, 9 - h14 plate

The idea of the experiment is as the following: The
ramp voltage from an oscilloscope 1 is used to sweep
the frequency of a laser diode 7. To prevent the
feedback the laser emission is passed through the
Faraday optical isolator 4. A first set of a half wave
plate Sand PBS 3 is used to vary a total power,
delivered to a Cs cell 8. The second set of the W2 and
PBS is used to redistribute the power between
saturating and a probing beams. And the third PBS is
used to prevent passing the saturation beam on to a
photodiode 2, while the probing beam is passed
through it to the photodiode. The polarization of the
both beams can be adjusted by the quarter wave plates.

The signal from the photodiode is synchronized and
monitored by the oscilloscope.
To get one mode operation of the laser we used a
feedback from an external grating. The grating was put
on a PZT driver. A fast frequency modulation was
performed through the laser diode current. It is used to
have a fist derivative from the signal. The laser beam
diameter is about 2 mm.
The Cs sell has the length near 60 mm and the
diameter near 40 mm. It was put into a permalloy
screen to isolate it from the Earth magnetic field We
evaluated that the resulting magnetic field in the cell is
a few tens times less than the Earth's.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The first and the most important result is the
following. For the transitions F3-F'2 and F3-F'2/F'3
for some beams polarization we observe not a
saturation in absorption but in contrast enhanced or
"greedy" absorption as shown in Fig 2.
The explanation of such behavior looks very
simple in case of mutually perpendicular (opposite)
circular polarization. While an atom is placed in a laser
beam it scattered the photons manifold. The photons
have a projection of own momentum m=l to the axis of
their propagation. But scattered photons have
momentum m=l, m=O, and m=-1 That means, that
atom in the process of interaction with the photons
turns to go into the state with the highest momentum
projection to the beam axis. In case of F3-F2' transition
atom moves into position F3, m=3 (and m=2). But as
soon as it reaches this state it stops interact with the
beam according to the quantum selection rules. So
atoms with m=-3, -2, etc. Move to m=3 and m=2
states. The atoms cannot scatter more light. If we pass
the opposite beam with the same circular polarization it
won't interact with the atoms. The result is the
saturation. But if the opposite beam will have the
opposite circular polarization it "sees" the atoms in the
state m=-3 and m=-2 and interact with them
intensively. The atoms move to the state m=3 for this
beam, but for the opposite beam it will be again the
state with m=-3, m=-2. So one beam prepare
population for other and vice versa. The more power in
one beam the faster population is prepared for another.
As a result we have the 'greedy' absorption.
According to our experimental results we have
also the greedy absorption in the mutually
perpendicular linear polarised beams. It is evident that
the explanation, presented above cannot be applied in
this case. We cannot use the beam propagation
direction as the quantum axis due to rotational
symmetry. There is no rotational symmetry for linear
per linear polarization.
In case of linear polarisation it looks like atom
intencively interact with the photon if it has m=O
projection on to the plane of polarisation. After many
scatterings the atom moves into the state with m=f3

projection on the polarisation plane. But again for
opposite beam atom has the projection m=O and
interact intencively with the photons. We have the
same situation as in the previous case. One beam
prepares population for another and vice versa.
Fig. 2 shows a saturation spectrum of the cesium D2
lines. The zero point of the frequency scale and of the
saturation spectrum are arbitrary. In the present work
a relatively simple theoretical model for the saturation
absorption resonances can be given in the limiting case
I, << Ip , where I, and Ip are intensities for the
saturation and for the probe laser beams, respectively
[3]. In the framework of this condition, the saturation
spectrum can be expressed in the form of linear
combination of the scalar ((20 ), rnagnetic-dipole (C1 )
and quadruple scattering terms fiom Ref.3:

where

{

a b c
d e

f

}

is the 6-j Wigner symbol. Here

numbers n,m correspond to the hyperfine sublevels of
the ground states, nl ,ml - to the excited state. dm, is
normalized matrix element:

where J, and Jo are the total angular momentum of
the exited and the ground states, 1, in the nuclear
spin. The constant y is a radiation constant of excited
states, G z is a saturation parameter. The quantity

2kv0 is the Doppler width of the line, and N ( ~is)

n'
The magnitudes of saturation sub-Doppler resonances
for the 6slI2(F=3) - 6~~~(F=2,3,4) transitions in Cs are

shown in Fig. 2 respectively with theoretically
calculated data.Note, that these magnitudes correspond
to the law

(1s

+

IP)" ,

where a >1 in the general case Ref.3. The agreement
between experimental results and calculated values is
reasonably good. An alternative theoretical approach
to saturation absorption signals has been proposed in
Ref 5.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In the present experiments a laser saturation
spectroscopy is applied to study of the principal and
cross-over highly contrasting resonances for 4 lines in
cesium.
Measured data shown that:
there is a inverse sharp-crested peak in the
absorption spectrum at coincidence of the laser
frequency with the ftequency, which corresponds
to the line 6~~12
(F=3) - 6 ~ F 0= 2 ) in Cs;
note, that such a peak observed cannot be
considered as an saturation absorption peak
because we have enhanced or greedy absorption ;
the absorption peak contrast reaches about
50%;
the absorption line width is a slowly varying
function of the power laser radiation source
observed effect ultimately limited within the
absorption line widths (- 5 MHz ) and can be
illustrated by its application to the frequency
stability of the laser radiation source

-120

Frequency

Fig.2
Saturation absorption resonances for the 6~10(F=3) 6p3n (F'=2,3,4) transitions in Cs with various I, :
abcd-

$=lo0 pW,Is=600 pW
Ip=600pW,Is=1.2mW
$=I6 pW,I,=160 pW
theory fort the case (c)

Fig. 3. Observed peaks for the 6~112
(F=4) - 6p3n
@=3,4,5) in Cs; Peak 6~112
(F=4) - 6p3n (F1=5) with
I, = Ip =380 pW.
More detailed investigations with the present
experimental technique can yield the corresponding

results for the other transitions in Cs atoms. For
example, the intensive signals for 6~~/~(F=4)-6p~(F";5)
transition with an ellipbcally mixed polarization are
shown in Fig.3 a, b.
The greedy absorption peak 6~~,~(F=3)-6p,~(F'=2)
looks very attractive for laser frequency stabilization
due to its high contrast, good signal to noise ratio and
low sensitivity to the power broadening.
The peak 6~ln(F=4)-6pn(F'=5)is good enough for
having short-term stability but it is fairly sensitive to
the variations in polarization and magnetic field.
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Abstract-This paper reports on the last development on
HORACE, a very compact atomic clock using isotropic cooling light. Cooling, preparation, interrogation and detection
of the clock signal take place inside the microwave cavity
itself. New cavities with a capsule shape, that shall improve the isotropic laser field, were designed and successfully excited in a TEoll-like mode. Their linewidth is narrow since we measure Q in the 16.000-18.000range. Since
HORACE follows a temporal scheme, numerical simulation
demonstrates that the performances of the clock may be
improved playing with the time of interrogation of each
Ramsey-pulse. It appears from results that multi-pulse interrogation scheme allows us to map the phase gradient of
the microwave cavity in situ.

the times of interrogation and the shape of the pulses. We
studied in particular multi-pulses configuration since it will
allow us to map the phase gradient of the microwave cavity
set up in the clock.

11. STUDYAND

IMPROVEMENT O F T H E COLD ATOM
SOURCE

A. experzme~ztalset-up

Caesium atoms have been cooled by isotropic cooling
techniques for five years at the Laboratoire de 1'Horloge
Atomique [6]. Successful tests were essentially done with
cylinders and spheres made of diffusive and reflective materials. However our previous apparatus offered only a singleWe aim at building a very compact atomic clock TOF probe beam, and no image of the atomic cloud was
thanks to the use of the last techniques in laser cooling available. Our set-up has then been modified to study more
of neutral atoms. In order to satisfy our goal of compac- deeply the features of the cold atomic cloud. The main
ity, we intend to cool the caesium atoms and to detect the modification is the implementation of a pushing laser beam
clock signal inside the microwave cavity itself following a 6 centimeters below the center of the cavity, that allows us
temporal scheme (HORACE project [I]). Isotropic cooling to slice the atomic cloud. By this way, we will be able to
techniques must then be implemented [2]. The efficiency of measure accurately the temperature and the density of the
such a method was first proved by Ketterle and al. [3], and atomic cloud.
As several configurations (cylinder and sphere) had to
was successfully implemented in several 3D-configurations
at the Laboratoire de 1'Horloge Atomique. Temperatures be studied, we built multi-part cavities that can be placed
below 7 p K were reached in a square cylinder of polished around a quartz bulb, where caesium atoms are confined
copper fed in by 852 - nm laser light through multimode under ultra-vacuum. Thus ultra-vaccuum is not broken befibers. With this configuration, the maximum number of tween two tests. The experimental results should be given
cold atoms measured in the Time Of Flight (TOF) sig- this spring.
nal is 3.7 x lo7 and is reached when the detuning between
the laser frequency and the atomic transition frequency is B. capsule shape cavities
6 = -MI', where I' is the natural width of the atomic
In order to achieve the most isotropic laser radiation intransition [4], [51. Thus, with a resonator as small as a few side the microwave cavity, we designed new capsule-shape
ten millimeters (typically 43 mm for a TEoll square cylin- cavities. The first one is a capsule made up of a central
der cavity), the expected stability for our atomic clock is cylindrical part and of two half-sphere parts. This is a
evaluated to a few 10-13~-1/2 [4].
non-concentric capsule. The second one is made up of a
Here we report on the last developments improving the central cylindrical part and of two half-sphere parts, that
performances of the future HORACE clock. The first part are truncated so that the center of curvature of the two
of our work was dedicated to improve the cold atom source half-spheres are merged. Their size is 60 mm long for the
for HORACE. A more accurate analysis tool has been built non-concentric capsule, and 55 mm long for the concentric
for a more precise knowledge of the temperature, the den- one. A resonnant TEoll-like mode close to the frequency
sity, and the shape of the atomic cloud. Moreover we of the hyperfine transition of the ground states of the caehave designed new microwave cavity with a capsule shape. sium atom was observed by reflection in these two cavities
These cavities should improve the isotropy of the laser ra- (see figure 2 and figure 3). The coupling is done by means
diation inside the cavity. The second part of our work was of a 1 x 9 mm rectangular slit. The tuning of the resonant
dealing with the improvement of the interrogation scheme. frequency is achievable by playing with the length of the
Thanks to the temporal scheme of HORACE we can adjust central cylindrical part of the cavity. The tuning is linear
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with a slope of 65.7 kHz/pm. The concentric capsule is
58 Mhz detuned below the hyperfine transition frequency
of caesium. It has not been tuned closer because we were
limited by the size of the coupling slit.
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In order to estimate the frequency stability and the frequency accuracy of the clock, we have performed numerical
simulations based on the calculation of the transition probability of an atom in interaction with a microwave magnetic
field [8]. The evaluation of the first-order Doppler shift
and the stability limitation by Dick effect for a Rabi-like
and for a Ramsey-like interrogation was reported in [4],
[6]. The first-order Doppler shift was evaluated as small
as 1.0 x 10-15. The frequency stability limited by Dick effect is 3 x 10-13~-1/2. These numerical calculations were
also used for improving the accuracy and the stability of
HORACE. We perform calculations for several interrogation schemes, playing with the time and the amplitude of
each Ramsey-pulse, the shape of the pulses, and even the
number of pulses.

A. Improve~nento f the sensibilitu function
Due to the acceleration of gravity, the atoms are falling
down through the microwave cavity. The TEoll mode of
the cavity is no longer seen as a sinusoid by the atoms
falling along the z-axis (see figure 4). For long interrogation
time, the velocity of the atom increase strongly between the

Fig. 3. resonant curve of the naicrowave field for the concen.tric capsule shape cavity. T h e nleasurenlents gave Q=18594 and the resonant
f9-equency vo, = v ~ , 52 MHz.

-

two Ramsey-pulses. when an atom interact with the two
Ramsey-pulses of two strongly different velocities. The calculus shows thus that the sensibility function is degraded.
For interrogation time longer than 30 ms, we observed that
the contrast of the Ramsey-fringes decreases.
As HORACE is operated with a temporal sequence we
can vary the interaction durations 71 and r2 and the dead
time T in the interrogation sequence. We can thus counterbalance the two interactions by setting the second pulse
longer than the first one. The best contrast obtained is for
TI = 3 ms, r2 = 7 ms, and T = 50 ms. The sensibility
function increases and the contrast is close to one. Moreover, we can also play with the amplitude of each pulse.
We obtain the best result for the second pulse 2.467 times
more powerful than the first one. The sensibility function
is optimized and the contrast of the Ramsey fringe is one.
It appears from the figure 5 that the best result is for an
amplitude correction.
The pulse shape affects also the performances of the
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Sensibility function calculated for a n atom accelerated or
not i n the gravity field that undergoes a sinusoidal an~plitudefield
along the vertical ark. T h e dot line is for the non-accelerated atona,
and the plain line for the accelerated one.

HORACE clock. We compute the width of the central
fringe, the residual first-order Doppler shift and the frequency stability for several pulse shapes: uniform, triangle, sinus, gaussian, exponential, Blackman, and Hamming
shape. The numerical simulations performed demonstrate
that, as expected, the narrowest linewidth is obtained for
a uniform shape pulse. Regarding to the relative frequency
shift due to residual first-order Doppler shift, we find that
the frequency shift is the same whatever the pulse shape
is in the case of a Ramsey-like interrogation. Only in the
case of a Rabi-like interrogation, the frequency shift is minimized by a gaussian shape.
The limitation of the frequency stability of the clock
by Dick effect [7] is weakly affected by the shape of the
pulse and decreases with the increasing duty cycle. For a
Ramsey-like interrogation, the effect is negligible for duty
cycles greater than 0.3. On the contrary, in the case of a
Rabi-like interrogation, we point out a 2.6 maximum factor
between the frequency stabilities calculated for a uniform
shape and the one calculated for a gaussian shape.

Frequency (Hz)

Calculated fringes for HORACE. The dot line is for a
Fig. 5.
regular Ranzsey-like interrogation. The plain line is for the corrected Ranzsey-like internogation. Figure a: amplitude correction,
TI = Q = 5.5 nzs and T = 55 nw, bopt = 286 r a d . s - l .
Figure
b: T i m e correction T I = 3.5ms, 72 = 7 . 5 m s , T = 55nzs, bopt = 405
rad.s-I

In order to fulfill the complete evaluation of the HORACE clock, our set-up has been modified. The gain will
be more precise measurements related to the temperature,
the number of atoms, the shape of the atomic cloud and its
homogeneity. New capsule cavities have been designed. A
resonant
TEoll-like mode close to the frequency of the hyB. multi-~ulserunnina
perfine transition of the ground states of the caesium atom
was observed in these two capsule-shape cavities. A modeliIn addition we studied multi-pulse interrogation schemes. sation of the amplitude and phase of these capsules should
We were particularly interested in a three-pulses scheme. be achieved very soon. We then will be able to calculate the
When we set the three pulse durations equal, and the two phase gradient inside these cavities and the related shift.
dead times equal (see figure 6), the residual first-order Numerical calculations have been done for several interroDoppler shift is the same for the Ramsey-like and for the gation schemes to improve the accuracy and the stability
three-pulse interrogations. If the second dead time is twice of HORACE. A Ramsey-like interrogation with two unilonger than the first one, then the sensibility function is form pulses and with two pulses of different times seems
modified and the first-order Doppler shift increases (see to be the best choice. In addition, it appears that multifigure 7). By this way, playing with the dead-time and the pulses interrogation schemes will allow us to map the phase
interrogation duration, we will be able to map the phase gradient inside the microwave cavity.
gradient of the clock cavity.
IV. CONCLUSION

[4]

[5]

16)
171

Total Interrogation time (ms)

[a]

Fig. 6. Calculated residual first-order Doppler shift for a Ranaseylike interrogation and for a three-pulses interrogation. The plain line
i s for the three-pulses intemogation, where 7 1 = 7 2 = 7 2 = 2.8 nw and
T I = T 2 = 28 n u . T h e dot line i s for the Ranwey-like interrogation,
where 7 1 = n = 5.5 n u and T = 55 nw.

Total interrogationtime (ms)

Fig. 7. Calculated residual first-order Doppler shift for a Ranaseylike intemogation and for a Three-pulses interrogation. T h e plain
line i s for the three-pulses interrogation, where 7 1 = 72 = 7 2 = 2.8
nls an.d T I = 19 nas and T2 = 38 nw. T h e dot line i s for the Ranaseylike interrogation, where 7 1 = 72 = 5.5 nw and T = 55 n u .
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1 ABSTRACT

In this work, we report a theoretical and experimental analysis
of some phenomena observed in an optically thick atomic
ensemble of 8 7 ~ prepared
b
in a CPT (Coherent Population
Trapping) state in buffer gas. In particular, for an increase of
the atomic density, it is possible to show that the dark line may
look inverted appearing as a bright line, while in the
transmission signal a narrowing of the resonance line width is
observed. A significant time group delay has also been
measured.
These effects are related to the Electromagnetically Induced
Transparency (EIT) phenomenon. The experimental results
here reported are in excellent agreement with the theory
developed.
Keywords: CPT, EIT, inverted dark line, subnatural line
width, group delay.

propagating in the medium [14, 151. We observed analogous
time delay phenomena in CPT maser emission signal.
The impact of these new effects on the practical realization of
atomic frequency references is also discussed.
3 THEORY

A detailed analisys of CPT and EIT phenomena and their
applications in the atomic frequency standards field can be
found in many papers [5-111 . We will only remind here the
main results useful for our discussion.
The dynamical evolution of a three-level atomic system
submitted to a A excitation scheme is described by the
Liouville's equation for the density matrix 2:

where

fi

is the interaction Hamiltonian.

2 INTRODUCTION

Recently a particular attention has been devoted to quantum
coherence and interference phenomena. These studies have led
to the observation of new effects and to the development of
new techniques in quantum optics, such as lasing without
inversion, laser cooling, refractive index enhancement and non
absorption dark resonances. In particular, dark resonances are
observed when two laser radiation fields are applied to a three
level atomic system in a A excitation scheme. When the
frequency difference of the two radiation fields is equal to the
hyperfine splitting of the ground state levels, an interference
quantum phenomenon occurs and the atoms are driven in a
non absorbing coherent state (Coherent Population Trapping)
[I, 21. Then, a dark line appears in the fluorescence spectrum.
Moreover, the same CPT phenomenon creates a strong
coherence in the atom ground state and a coherent microwave
emission is readily observed when the atomic ensemble is
placed in a microwave cavity tuned to the ground state
hyperfine frequency. It is well known that both these
phenomena, dark resonances and CPT microwave emission,
may be used in the practical implementation of a highly stable
atomic frequency reference [3, 41. This paper will be
essentially devoted to the analysis of some phenomena
observed in optically thick atomic vapors with buffer gas
which may be of particular importance in the implementation
of a frequency standard. Due to the Electromagnetically
Induced Transparency effect in the optical domain, inverted
dark lines in the fluorescence spectrum and line width
narrowing versus atomic density are predicted in the case of
optically thick samples. The experimental results obtained
with 8 7 ~orb 1 3 3 are
~ ~in good agreement with the theoretical
predictions.
Recently it has been pointed out that due to extremely efficient
non linear interactions taking place in an EIT medium, it is
possible to measure very large group delays for laser fields

1

Afi

Fig. 1 Energy levels in "~b.
In the Fig. 1 the decay rate of the excited state T*takes into
account the spontaneous emission and the collisions between
the buffer gas and the alkali metal atoms. When N2 is used as
buffer gas the emission profile line width is reduced by Dicke
effect and radiation trapping effects are avoided. The
relaxation rates f i and f i of the ground state hyperfine levels
population difference and coherence take into account spin
exchange and buffer gas collisions. do is the laser detuning
from the optical resonance.
An applied static magnetic field go provides a quantization
axis and resolves the Zeeman levels in the ground state.
We consider two laser beams collinear and we suppose that
the laser polarization remains unchanged while the laser is
moving into the atomic medium. In order to describe the laser
fields propagation, we consider the Maxwell's equations in the
slowly varying approximation for amplitudes and phases; we
write the fields in the form:

where 9 and kj are the angular frequency and the wavevectors
of the laser fields respectively; E,(z,t) and d(z, t) aare slowlyvariable functions of z and t .
The electric-dipole interaction of the laser radiation fields with
the atomic ensemble is described by [12]:

which is derived from Maxwell's equations for a homogeneous
and isotropic medium. On the other hand, analyzing the
atomic system in the ensemble-averaged density matrix
formalism [12], the polarization P,@, f) in (3) may be
expressed as:

P,(z,

4)

(4)

t) = n T~((P

4

The set of equations (5) describes well an optically thick
atomic sample under optical excitation in a A scheme and it
contains all the physical behaviors exposed in the following
sections.
4 INVERTED DARK LINE AND LINE WIDTH
REDUCTION

In this section we consider the steady-state solution (818 t+ 0)
of system (5); then we take into account only the spatial
dependence of density matrix elements and of Rabi
frequencies.
Numerical results of the steady-state set of equations (5) are
shown in Fig. 2a and in Fig. 2b. Fig.2a represents the
fluorescence intensity emitted by the atomic system,
proportional to pmm
, while Fig. 2b represents the intensity of
;
the light transmitted through the cell, proportional to W R ~the
numerical values of the parameters correspond to typical
experimental conditions.

where n is the atomic density and the polarization quantum
operator.
Assuming a linear response of the atomic vapor, and
elaborating the previous relations we obtain the following
system of first order partial differential equations:
wjl + mi2-(oil- w:,)~ + 4 w,, w,,
a&#, + r'~"',,,
=
at
2r'

am,,
az

+r am,'

-

c a t

amR2+Lao,,=
-

az

c at

ReJ,,.

a
[a,,(1 - 4 + 2mR2ReJ,,.]
2rm
a
[wnz (1 + A) + 2 08, ~e J,,.]
2r'

a(+l-+2)+rw=
a2
c at
where we have introduced the Rabi angular frequencies:

and the density parameter:

Besides, A = p,h. - p,, is the population difference of the
ground state hyperfine levels, 0,= ( u , - u2) - up+<<r*is
the "microwave detuning", that is the detuning of the
difference between the two beams angular frequency and the
ground state hyperfine angular frequency.
To obtain system (5), we made the adiabatic approximation
for optical coherences and we considered OR/<<r', V z, t
Q=1, 2), i.e. the population of the excited state is small in
comparison to that of the ground state. All the hypotheses
done in developing the theory are widely satisfied in the usual
frequency standard applications.

(b)

Fig. 2. 3D representation (a) of A, ( 2 ) (fluorescence) and (b) of
wR2(z)(transmission) as a function of distance within the cell versus
1271, for T= 4x10' s", = 350 s-',
the microwave detuning 0,
a= 3x10" m'ls", wR(0)= 2x10~s.', In all calculations we assumed for
the electric-dipolemoment a value of 2x10"~Clrn.
These 3D behaviors make evident that at high densities, after a
few ern of propagation in the atomic vapor, the fluorescence
on resonance appears larger than the fluorescence off
resonance. The dark line appears to be inverted looking like a

bright line. This effect may be understood taking into account
that outside resonance the laser fields follow the classical
Bouguer-Lambert-Beer attenuation law (exponential), while
near resonance the attenuation law is linear due to EIT. The
inverted dark line predicted in our computations is then an EIT
effect which may be observed in the fluorescence spectrum.
On the other hand, the atomic system is in a non absorbing
state due to the coherent population trapping and the
transmission is then always maximum at exact resonance
(0,
= 0). The EIT effect is evident on the transmission signal
with a resonance profile line width reduction and with an
increment of the signal to background ratio. The experimental
results reported in the following figures are in very good
agreement with the previous analysis. The experiments have
been made at 30 "C and 50 "C. With the total buffer gas
pressure [16] of 25 Torr, we have r*= 4x10' s", f i = fi, f i =
280 s-' at 30 OC and f i 350 s.' at 50 OC; the pumping rate
oR2(z=0)/r*is of the order of 2000 s-' .
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possible to achieve the shot noise limit, leading to a high short
term frequency stability. At a temperature of 60°C, with a Q
of the order of lo8 and with a number of atoms of N, = 9x101',
we obtain the following estimate for the Allan's variance:

where the signal to noise ratio (S/N) in the shot noise limit is:

Fig. 4. Full width at half maximum of the light transmitted profile
and ground state relaxation rate versus the atomic density represented
~ A OR(O)= 1 . 5 ~ 1 s";
0~
by a:m ~ ( 0 =) 3x106 S-I; OR(O)= 2 x 1 0 s";
y2/ a.
However, our real atomic ensemble is not a pure three-level
system but shows a Zeeman structure resolved by an applied
static magnetic field. We take into account that the atoms
involved in the EIT phenomenon are those in mF =0-mF =0,
that is about L/4 of the total atoms in the ground state for " ~ b ;
we solved the system (5) introducing a density parameter a' =
d 4 for the ground state atoms really excited by the coherent
process. Figure 5 shows that even if the linewidth is greatly
reduced, it stays always above the transmission profile natural
line width.

4.29

2

Ry12; [kHz]

2

(b)

Fig. 3. Experimental behaviors of fluorescence and transmission
signals for a pumping rate of 2000 s"; (a) 30°C and (b) 50°C. (1)
fluorescence at L = 0.5 cm; (2) fluorescence at L = 5 cm; transmission
signal at L= 5 cm.

Moreover, our calculations show that, in a pure three-level
atomic system, this line width reduction can achieve "subnatural" level when the atomic density is increased above a
certain value, as demonstrated in Fig. 4 where we have also
reported the ground state relaxation rate of Rb atoms in buffer
gas [16].
The corresponding high Q factor, together with a high signal
to background ratio, could be of great interest for atomic
frequency standard applications. In particular, it should be

.

Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 3 but now taking into account the real number
of atoms in the ground state involving in the EIT process, as explained
inthetext:. W R ( O ) = ~ X I O ~ S - I ; ~ O
1x106s'l;oy2/x.
R(O)=

We have also measured the linewidth reduction in "Rb as
atomic density function; the results, shown in Fig. 6, are in
good quantitative agreement with theoretical prediction of
Fig. 5. This phenomenon is very important in the realization of
a frequency standard because allows to work at higher signal
with a narrower line.
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ground state. Moreover, in order to study time group delay
phenomena, the two first sidebands are also amplitude
modulated. The laser beam, circularly polarized, is then sent to
the physical package constituted by a quartz cell containing
the rubidium vapor and a mixture of buffer gas; the cell is
placed in a microwave cavity tuned at 6.8 GHz resonating on
the TEoIl mode. The CPT maser emission is detected by
means of a heterodyne receiver.
We measured the time delay between the input laser amplitude
modulation signal and the CPT maser signal. In particular, the
lock-in amplifier measures the phase difference between the
two signals, as illustrated in figure 7. We also investigated a
possible presence of unwanted phase shifts in our
experimental set-up: we found that the time delay introduced
by the electronic servo system is < 50 ps.
We made measurements varying modulation frequency from 5
Hz to about 200 Hz. A typical measure for a fixed frequency
modulationf, is represented in Fig. 8.

1E12

1Ell

Total atomic density [cm"]

Fig.6. Experimental measurements of the line width reduction in * ' ~ b
versus atomic density. The natural line width is also drawn; uR(0) is of
0~
the order of 1 . 5 ~ 1 s".

6 GROUP DELAY MEASUREMENTS
It is well know that in a coherently driven hot atomic vapor,
very large group delays of light (low group velocity) can be
observed [14, 151. In particular, it is possible to measure a
time delay of the information carried by the light; this
information may be represented, for example, by an amplitude
or phase modulation. We observed this effect in the dark line
transmission signal, but here we report measurements of this
remarkable phenomenon for CPT microwave emission output.
The experimental set-up is illustrated in Fig. 7.

4.06

.0.04

-0.02

0.00

0.02

0.M

0.06

Time [s]

Fig. 8. Time delay measurement between laser input signal (I) and
CPT maser signal (2). f, = 31 Hz.T= 6g°C, T'* 4x109 s", y2 a500 s-I,
aRI(0)= w R2(0)=aR ( ~w) 1x10~s-',a a 1 . 2 ~ 1 0m"
' ~ s", L = 4 cm.
Time delay T a 2.5 ms.

There is a range of frequencies modulation where this group
delay is nearly constant. In this range the values measured are
of the order of 2.5 ms, that is the information carried by the
light propagates at a group velocity of about 20 m/s. Figure 9
shows that these results are in very good agreement with om
theoretical computations made for values of the parameters
similar to the experimental ones.
Generator

Svnthesizer

Magneb

Lock-in REF.

coils

Digital

Heterodyn

6.834 GHz

Fig. 7 Schematic of our experimental set-up for group delay
measurment.
Frequency Modulation [Hz]

A laser field tuned to the Dlline of "Rb is modulated by an
EOM at one half of the hyperfine frequency transition. The
two first sidebands created in this way are in resonance with
the two optical transitions and generate the coherence in the

Fig. 9 Theoretical and observed group delay in CPT maser as a
function of the frequency modulation. T = 6g°C, T*- 4x10~s",
y2 500 s.', aRI(0)= w RZ(0)= 1x10~s.l,a a 1.2~10"m-I s". L = 4 cm.

We made also a theoretical comparison between the dark line
transmission signal and the CPT maser signal as a laser power
function. At low laser power, the group delay is higher in the
CPT maser which contains only the information about the
coherence excited by the CPT phenomenon.
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Fig.10. Time group delay for dark line and CPT maser.
a a 5xl0"m"s'l,

r'a 3x10~s",y2 a 400s", ORI(O)= ORZ(O)= 1x1O6s.I

L=5cm.

7 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we analyzed some phenomena observed in
optically thick atomic vapors prepared in a CPT state of 8 7 ~ b
in buffer gas. In particular, we discussed three main points:
1) when the atomic density is increased, the dark line may
look inverted appearing as a bright line;
2) in the transmission signal a narrowing of the resonance line
width is observed. In a pure three levels system, this line width
reduction achieves sub natural levels when the atomic density
is increased above a certain value;
3) we measured time delay in CPT maser emission signal of
the order of milliseconds. It means that, in a coherently driven
hot atomic vapor, the information carried by light propagates
in the medium at very low group velocity. This may have a
consequence in the implementation of an atomic frequency
standard, because the time group delay phenomenon can affect
the bandwidth of the frequency control servo-system.
Then, besides being very interesting from a physical point of
view, all these effects related to EIT may play a very
important role in the atomic frequency standard field.
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TOWARDS A CAESIUM FOUNTAIN FREQUENCY STANDARD AT THE NPL
D. Henderson, S. N. Lea, K. Szymaniec, P. Whibberley
National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, TWI 1 OLW, U.K.

ABSTRACT
We report on progress made at the NPL towards a
Cs fountain primary frequency standard. We present an
evaluation of the short-term and long-term stability of
our experimental device. The short-term stability (Allan
deviation) is 5 x I O - ' ~ T - ' ~ .The long-term stability is
compromised by an effect similar to Ramsey pulling
due to insufficient magnetic screening.

1. INTRODUCTION
In an atomic fountain a cloud of cooled atoms is
launched up and then falls back under gravity. The
atoms pass twice through a single microwave (pW)
cavity, once on their way up and again on their way
down. Such an implementation of Ramsey's method of
separated oscillatory fields was first suggested in the
1950s, but the successful realisation was only achieved
in the early 1990s, once the technique of laser cooling
and trapping had been demonstrated [I].
In the fountain the time interval between the pW
interactions can be of the order of a second, which gives
a width for the central Ramsey fringe of 1 Hz or less.
(The quality factor of the atomic resonance is ~,,-10'~.)
Fountain frequency standards usually operate in a
pulsed mode*). A single pulse (or cycle) consists of
three phases:
1) cooling and launching - thermal Cs atoms are
collected from a vapour by a magneto-optical trap
(MOT) or optical molasses and cooled down to a few
pK (v,,,=l-2 c d s ) . Next the frequencies of the cooling
beams are shifted and the atoms are accelerated
(launched) upwards. After the launch the atoms are
cooled further in the moving molasses. The cooling
process prepares the atoms in one of the two ground
state hyperfine sublevels (F=4).
23 ballistic flight & interaction with UW field - the
upward- moving atomic cloud is falling freely under
gravity. The atoms have a chance to be transferred to
F=3 by interaction with the pW field either on their way
up or down. Those two 'paths' from F=4 to F=3
interfere giving rise to observation of the so-called
Ramsey fringes.
3) detection is done by laser-induced fluorescence.
Atomic populations in F=4 and F=3 are detected

*' A continuous fountain has also been demonstrated and is
being developed by the group in the Observatoire de
Neuchiitel.

separately and usually a normalized ratio of the two
populations P3/(P3+P4)is given as the 'fountain signal'.

2. THE NPL EXPERIMENTAL FOUNTAIN
The design of the NPL fountain has been shown
previously [2]. The cooling region forms a central part
of the vacuum system with the flight tube (the C-field
region) above and detection region below.
Three pairs of laser beams (one vertical and two
horizontal) create an optical molasses, which is loaded
for 500 ms, collecting about lo6 atoms (we do not use
the MOT). The atoms are launched upwards by
changing the frequencies of the upward- and downwardgoing vertical beams by + 4 MHz and - 4 MHz,
respectively. During the last 2 ms of the moving
molasses phase the laser is decreased in intensity and
detuned to the red, reducing the cloud's temperature to
2 yK (v,,,=l c d s ) .
The atoms are launched up to 60 cm above the
cooling region. The peak of the atomic trajectory is
about 30 cm above the microwave cavity. The atoms
travel in a weak (100-200 nT) magnetic field (C-field)
produced by an 80 cm long and 15 cm diameter
solenoid. This field should be uniform and stable. Hence
the flight tube is screened by three layers of p-metal
shields.
The atoms experience a d2 pulse each time they
traverse the microwave cavity. Their final state is
detected by measuring fluorescence induced by two
laser beams (6 x 12 mm2 cross-section, separated
vertically by an 8 mm gap). The upper beam is used to
detect the atoms in F=4, which are then removed by
radiation pressure. The atoms in F=3 reach the lower
beam, are optically pumped to F=4 and detected. The
detection signal is time resolved, allowing the
temperature of the atomic cloud to be measured by the
time-of-flight technique in addition to measuring the
number of atoms in each of the atomic states.
2. SHORT-TERM STABILITY

A requirement for any fountain performance
evaluation is its capability to produce Ramsey fringes
with a good signal-to-noise ratio. Fig. 1. shows an
example of the Ramsey fringes obtained in our fountain
for typical parameters:
Fountain height:
3 1 cm,
Atomic temperature:
< 2 yK (v,,,=l c d s ) ,
Number of atoms detected: 7 x lo5,
Number contributing to
the 'clock' transition:
5 lo4.

(no pre-selection of the (4,O) state)
Note that the fringe contrast at the centre is less than the
potential maximum by about 20%.

The frequency of the Cs resonance can only be
determined with a finite resolution due to the noise
processes in the measurement. The main contributions
to the noise are:
1) detection (technical) noise (SIN);
2) local oscillator noise (y);
3) quantum projection and partition noise
(K

JNa;).

The Allan deviation of the measured Cs frequency o,(.r)
can be expressed as [3]:

0;(z) = (
0
: (z)?

I

Fig. 1. A Ramsey fringe record. Shown is a normalized
ratio of populations P3/(P3+P4).Data were taken with no
averaging.
The narrow central Ramsey fringe is used to lock the
local oscillator (LO) to the Cs resonant frequency.
Every fountain cycle the LO frequency is toggled
between f+Avl2 and f-Avl2 (where Av is the full width
at half maximum of the fringe). The fountain signal is
measured and the difference between the LO frequency
and the Cs frequency is calculated every two cycles.
This frequency correction is then fed back to the LO.
(This approach is called fringe 'tracking'.) The
correction values for a measurement session are
recorded, enabling statistical analysis.
We measured the time constant of the servo loop
locking the LO to the frequency of the Cs hyperfine
transition. This was done by setting the starting value for
f to 0.5 Hz offset from the Cs resonant frequency. This is
the maximum offset we could use, resulting in an
excitation frequency on one side of the central fringe
being near to the fringe minimum. Beyond three pairs of
cycles, the corrections were distributed symmetrically
about the caesium resonance, giving a time constant of
about 10 s. The LO frequency was updated with 1 mHz
resolution.
0.6 1

+(

0 ~

+ (0;;)
(z$

For our fountain we found:
0:)(5) = 2.6 x 10-l3T - ~ " (for S/N= 150),

G?

(1)= 2 x 10-13r-Il2

(for LO stability 4 x 10-13at1 s[4]),

oy (z) = 1.8 x 10-l3z-'I2 (for 5 x lo4 atoms contributing
to the 'clock' signal),
Hence the expected value of the Allan deviation is:
T-"~,
(z) = 4 x
which can be compared with the measured value of
(see below).
oEXP (7) = s x
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Fig. 3. The frequency stability of the fountain relative to
an H-maser.

3. LONG-TERM STABILITY - FREQUENCY
OFFSETS
3.1. Reduced fringe contrast
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Fig. 2. The frequency correction applied to f, starting
with an offset of 0.5 Hz.

The reduced contrast of the Ramsey fringes suggests
that magnetic sublevels F=3, m~# 0 are populated during
the Ramsey interaction. To confirm this, we selected the
atoms in mF=O and transferred them to F=3 during the
first passage through the microwave cavity. (We
removed those remaining in F=4 by radiation pressure.)
During the second passage through the cavity we probed

all the sublevels of the F=3 state by changing the
microwave frequency so as to be resonant with the other
transitions. A normalized signal of F=4 atoms was
measured (P4/(P3+P4))(see fig. 4). A single peak at the
"clock frequency (mF=Owm$=O) should be observed if
there is no population transfer between Zeeman
sublevels. However, in our case we see other peaks
spaced by the Larmor frequency. The spectra depend
strongly on the applied static magnetic field. For certain
values of the C-field, a small change of the field results
in a strong suppression of the mF=O and an increase of
mF#O populations. (Compare the grey and black lines in
fig. 4.)

polarity and using atoms as a probe. We launched the
atoms to different heights and applied a microwave
pulse of 100 ms duration at the top of their trajectory.
The pW frequency was scanned over the magnetic fieldsensitive resonance (3,+l f) 4,+1) and the Larmor
frequency was measured. The uniformity of the applied
C-field was mapped in the same way (fig. 7).
Penetratingfield [1/S]
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Fig. 6. A map of the magnetic field "leaking" into the
C-field region, expressed as a reciprocal of the shielding
factor.

3.3. C-field map

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................

i

Fig. 4. The population of the magnetic sublevels during
the second pW interaction. (The first interaction selects
the mF=O atoms.) The grey and the black lines
correspond to data taken for 37 and 40 nT respectively.

The spectral and spatial accuracy of the pulsed
microwave method was sufficient to determine the
quadratic Zeeman shift of the (3,0f)4,0) transition
with uncertainties of better than 2 parts in 1 0 " ~for a Cfield in the range of 100-200 nT. An example of a Cfield map (DC component) is shown in fig.7. The DC
component of the "leaking" field can be compensated
for by trim coils. The AC component, however, cannot
be readily eliminated.
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Fig. 5. The height of the central peak (mF=Opopulation)
as a function of the C-field. The sharp dips correspond
to Larmor frequencies of 50, 150, 250,. ..Hz.
3.2. Shielding factor
We believe that the populating of the m ~ 0 fstates
is due to an AC field in the C-field region. As shown in
fig. 6, the shielding factor, S, of our magnetic screens is
better than 1000 only between 10 cm and 38 cm above
the pW cavity. At the cavity level the shielding factor
has dropped to 170. We measured the shielding factor
by applying a known magnetic field with alternating

0
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Level above RF cavity [cm]

40/

1
,

Fig. 7. A map of the static magnetic field in the C-field
region. To improve the uniformity two trim coils were
used, at the cavity level (1) and one 20 cm above (2).
Light grey line - no correction applied, dark grey - coil
(1) only, black - both coils (1) and (2) used.

3.4 Ramsev ~ulling

The excitation of the AmF=l (AF=O) transitions
during the Ramsey interaction may lead to a large error
in the measured frequency of the hyperfine transition.
The cause is similar to that of the Ramsey pulling effect
[5]. The frequency shift will appear only if there is an
asymmetry in the probability of mF=-1 and mF=+l
excitation. An asymmetry of a few percent ma result in
a relative frequency shift of the order of 10'72. As the
level of asymmetry may vary in the long term, so may
the measured frequency of the Cs resonance.
We measured frequency offsets ranging from
-1.5 x 10-l3to +1.5 x 10.13over a period of two weeks
by comparing the fountain with a stable H-maser (see
fig. 8). The fountain was run in sessions lasting from 5
to 15 hours. The statistical uncertainty of the frequency
measurement in each session was less then 1 0 - l ~The
.
measured frequencies were corrected for the quadratic
Zeeman shift and the black body radiation shift. The
cold-collisional-shift is negligible on the
scale for
the atomic densities we used. Similarly, other known
systematic frequency shifts were estimated to be
negligible.

Fig. 9. The same data as in fig. 8, plotted as a function
of the applied C-field. Fringe contrast data from fig. 5
are also shown as a reference. Note the excessive scatter
of the frequency data for the C-field of 129 nT,
corresponding to Larmor frequency of 9 x 50 Hz.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated an experimental Cs
fountain frequency standard with a short-term stability
(Allan deviation) of 5 x 1 0 - ' ~ f ' ~ .
We have also found a variable frequency offset, or
instability of parts in lot3 due to an effect similar to
Ramsey pulling. We have established that the frequency
offset is due to inadequate magnetic shielding.
A second fountain (F2) is under construction with
improved magnetic shielding. F2 will use an MOT, and
the larger number of atoms, together with a BVA-based
local oscillator, is expected to improve both the shortterm and the long-term stability.

***
This work is supported by the UK National
Measurement System in the Foundation Programme.
Fig. 8. The Cs hyperfine frequency measured against an
over the period.
H-maser, stable to 3 x

-
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MEASUREMENT OF THE SPATIAL PHASE VARIATION IN A RING
CAVITY OF AN ATOMIC BEAM FREQUENCY STANDARD
R. Augustin, A. Bauch, R. Schroder
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt,
POB 3345, D-38023 Braunschweig, GERMANY
The microwave cavity in PTB's primary clocks CS1 consists of the central waveguide, 28
half-wavelengths in length and two terminal parts of ring-shaped design, as proposed by De
Marchi et al. [I]. The main purpose of the ring structure is to sustain a microwave field with a
maximum magnetic field and a zero Poynting vector at the midpoint of the irradiation
section, The rings are strongly coupled to the straight part of the cavity.
The spatial dependence of the phase in the X-direction around the phase minimum of a ring
cavity should be quadratic, and it should remain within 4 prad over the 3 mrn diameter of the
CSl atomic beam [I]. Some years ago, measurements at the PTB had yielded less optimistic
results, but they may have been corrupted by frequency shifts caused by microwave leakage,
possibly present in the experimental apparatus that was used 121. A worst case estimate of
those results was taken as the basis for the current CSl uncertainty estimate [3], where we
assumed that the phase variations might be as large as 20 prad/mm, much more than one
would predict for a ring cavity.
In a new series of experiments the spatial phase dependence in the ring cavity is currently
been studied. The experimental atomic beam frequency standard CSX is used for that
purpose. First results indicate that the phase dependence is within a factor of two in
agreement with the theoretical prediction. As the conductivity of real materials with
machined surfaces is known to deviate from tabulated values for perfect materials, such a
discrepancy is not astonishing.
Data collection will continue up to early year 2001, and statistically safe material should be
available at the date of the conference.

[I]

[2]
[3]

De Marchi A,, Shirley J., Glaze D.J., Drullinger R., IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas., IM37, 1988, 185-190.
de Boer H., Fischer B., HeindodY T., Schroder R., Proc. 4th European Frequency and
Time Forum, 1990,523-526.
Bauch, A,, Fischer, B., Heindorff, T., Schroder, R., Metuologia, 1998, 35, 829- 845.
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ABSTRACT
This paper is devoted to the study of the symmetry of the Rabi
pedestal of the clock transition in an optically pumped Cs
beam frequency standard. The frequency of the microwave
oscillator is locked on the center of the Rabi pedestal using a
square wave frequency modulation. We observe a modulation
of the center frequency as a function of the modulation depth.
Experimental investigations on this unexpected effect are
reported.
Keywords:Frequency standard, optical pumping, Cs, Rabi
pedestal.
1. INTRODUCTION
In Cs beam standards using the Ramsey interrogation method,
the Ramsey fringes are located at the top of a broader curve,
the Rabi pedestal. Shirley et al. -Ref. 1- have shown that
useful information could be deduced from the difference
between the center of the Ramsey fringes and the center of the
Rabi pedestal. In particular, the cavity pulling on the clock
transition can be deduced from this difference. We have
measured the center frequency of the Rabi pedestal ,f,, as a
function of the modulation depthf,. When the cavity is tuned
to the atomic resonance frequency (no cavity pulling), and
when there is no Rabi pulling by the neighboring transitions,
the plot off, versusA, should be a horizontal line. Surprisingly
we have observed some oscillations off,around this line.

m
Stabilized Laser

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up. AOM: acousto-optic modulator,
PC: polarizing cube, RP retardation plate.

d
251 MHz

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

Detection

Pumping

A scheme of the experimental set-up is shown on Fig. 1. The
Cs beam issued from the oven is first optically pumped by a
laser beam locked on the (F = 4 - F' = 4) polarized sigma
transition of the D2 line, see Fig. 2. Then the beam travels
across the Ramsey cavity. The drift length between the two
interaction regions is Im. The static magnetic field (C field) is
perpendicular to the figure plane. The static magnetic field
area covers the cavity length and the optical zones. After the
fluorescence signal is detected using the (F = 4 F' = 5)
transition. The polarization of the detection beam can be
changed with a retardation plate. The polarization can be
circular or linear, pi or sigma.

-

I

6'~,

9.2 GHz Clock transition

2

F=3

A

Fig. 2. Involved Cs energy levels.
Fig. 3 shows the record of the signal when the microwave
frequency is scanned around the clock transition. The
linewidth of the central Ramsey fringe is 100 Hz, The
linewidth of the Rabi pedestal is about 20 kHz.

/-

Ramsey binges

0.8

Detuning (kHz)

Fig. 3. The Rabi pedestal.
In order to measure the center of the Rabi pedestal, we lock
the frequency of the microwave signal on the center of the
Rabi pedestal, using a square wave frequency modulation. We
use the same loop that for locking the microwave oscillator on
the central Ramsey fringe, when the standard is operated as a
clock, but with a larger modulation depth (several kHz).
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

8

8

7

I

i

I

9

10

11

I
12

f,, (kHz)
Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4. Dotted line: F, = 61 kHz, solid line: F,
= 71 kHz, dashed line: F, = 91 kHz.
The oscillations are not shifted when the microwave power is
changed. But the oscillations amplitude increases with the
microwave power. The increase is about linear with the
power. We have also changed the optical power. There is no
change with the power of the pumping beam. But the
oscillations amplitude increases, without frequency shift,
when the power of the detection beam decreases.

The plot of the measured center frequency , f,, of the Rabi
pedestal as a hnction of the modulation depth, fm, is shown
on Fig. 4.

2

I

I
7

8

9

40

I,

2

f, (kHz)
Fig. 6. f, versus f,. Solid line: p = 200 pW, dashed line: p =
50 pW.
Fig. 4. Middle frequency of the Rabi pedestal versus the
modulation depth.
The oscillations are caused by very tin amplitude modulations
on the Rabi pedestal. The amplitude modulation is estimated
to be a few 1 o4 times the maximum of the Rabi pedestal.
The strength of the static magnetic field is measured by the
Zeeman frequency, F,, the frequency difference between the
microwave transitions (F = 3, m -F = 4, m) and (F = 3, m+l F = 4, m+l), where m is the Zeeman sublevel number. When
the Zeeman frequency increases, the oscillation patterns move
towards higher frequencies, about like one tenth of the
Zeeman frequency increase. And the amplitude of the
oscillations decreases, see Fig. 5.

Fig. 6 shows the experimental records for two powers of the
detection beam: 200 pW, and 50 pW, the beam diameter is 7
mm. One can distinguish on Fig. 6 four oscillation patterns,
labeled a, b, c, d. The amplitudes of the first two patterns
vary with the power. The two last are smaller and
independent of the optical power.
All these records have been obtained with a circular
polarization of the detection beam. When the circular
polarization is reversed, the oscillations of the two first
patterns, a and b, are also reversed. The c and d patterns are
unchanged, see Fig. 7.When the polarization of the detection
beam is linear, pi or sigma, the two first patterns, a and b,
disappear. The two last patterns, c and d, are unchanged. Fig.
8 shows a record with a pi polarization superposed to a record
with the sigma polarization.

REFERENCE

[I] J. H. Shirley, W. D. Lee, G . D. Rovera, and R. E.
Drullinger, "Rabi pedestal shifts as a diagnostic toll in
primary frequency standards", IEE Trans. Instrum. Meas., 44,
136-139, 1995.

f, (kHz)
Fig. 7. fc versus f,. Solid line: circular polarization, dashed
line: reversed circular polarization.

Fig. 8. f, versus f, for a linear polarization of the detection
beam: pi and sigma polarization.
4. SUMMARY

The full velocity distribution, not filtered by selecting
magnets, is used in our standard. The velocity distribution is
then broad. In this case the Rabi pedestal is expected to be
smooth, without ripples. However, when we lock the
frequency of the microwave oscillator on the center of the
Rabi pedestal, we observe oscillations of the middle frequency
as a function of the modulation depth. These oscillations are
due to tin ripples on the Rabi pedestal. The oscillation move
with the Zeeman frequency, and their amplitude decreases.
The amplitude of the main oscillation patterns increases with
the microwave power, and decreases when the optical power
of the detection beam increases. These oscillations are
reversed when the circular polarization of the detection beam
is reversed, and disappear for a linear polarization Another
group of oscillations does not change with the optical power
and the polarization.
We have no explanation on the origin of this phenomenon.
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FREQUENCY STABILITY
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Abstract. A hydrogen maser with improved short-term
frequency stability is proposed as a highly stable locale
oscillator (LO) for fountain type cesium frequency standards. A
hydrogen maser has been designed and constructed for that
purpose. Its design and preliminary experimental results are
reported. The signal-to-noise ratio of maser receiver output
signal is 2,5.106 in 100 Hz bandwidth. The cavity pulling
factor (QJQ,) is 5.1

o-'

The main specific feature of cesium fountain
frequency standard [l] is its pulsed mode of
operation. Atom package twice passes through the
cavity where it undergo a microwave interaction
during time T = 0,02 sec through the interval
T = 0,5 sec. The complete cycle is 1,5 sec.
So mistake shift on every cycle of frequency
measurement LO is:

where
z - microwave interaction time,
T - Ramsey drift time, cp (5) and f,- noise phase
and midle frequency of a LO'S signal.
Assuming LO white phase noise, Allan's
variance for chosen T and z (50 Hz filter bandwidth)
should not exceed 2.10-13 in order to achieve masers
frequency instability 1.10*15 per day.
Therefore the hydrogen maser as a LO with
high short-term stability must have a considerably
increased output signal power. The unavoidable
deterioration of long-term stability for z > 100 sec is
not a problem in the case as LO will be regularly
tuned to the atomic spectral line.

thermal noises within linewidth. In this case Allan's
variance can be written as [2]:
where F- is the noise factor of the maser
receiver; k- is Boltzmann constant; T- is the absolute
temperature of the maser storage bulb; B - is the
equivalent noise bandwidth of the receiver; P - is the
total power radiated by the hydrogen atoms in the
storage bulb; m - is the coupling factor to the cavity;
Q - is the atomic line Q-factor.
For typical value of parameters: P = ~ . ~ o - ' ~ w ,
m=0,2,
F=2,
4=1.109 , ~=27c.50=3.10~and
for .r = 0.5 sec additive phase noise component is
equal to 6.10-13and 10 times second component (2).
Thus, considerably increased maser output
power is needed in order to get mP= 2.10-12w. The
total power P taking into consideration spin
exchange relaxation of the radiating atoms and
average life time of atom within the bulb can be
written as [3]:

where

a = N,,
N1- No

N,,, is the number of all atoms entering the
bulb; N, and No - the numbers of atoms in states
(F = 1, m= 1) and (F=O, m=O) respectively.
V, and Q,- cavity volume and Q-factor respectively,
A ki B are some constants independent on the maser
n

L

design A, = Q;' = -- is inverted atomic
3' 0' Zo

2.Short-term frequency stability and maser
output signal power. Maser parameters.

The maser frequency stability for T up to
100 sec is mainly due to the additive noise at the
receiver input ,and frequency deviation, results from

Q-factor due to escape of atom from the bulb, A=Q-'
is inverted Q- factor.From (3) the initial optimum Qo
can be found in order to get maximum power for
chosen Q
rn

there is a magnetic selection system, a getter pump,
an atomic hydrogen source.

Which gives :

MAGNETIC.

The masing is impossible for q=q*zO. 172 and P=O.
It is seen from (5) that it is necessary:
- to decrease the atomic line Q-factor;
- to choose optimal relation between bulb and cavity
sizes ( q - parameter);
- to increase the storage bulb volume;
- to avoid the flux of atoms which are in undesirable
state (a-+I).
If atomic line Q-factor is reduced to 0,5.109
value the second phase noise component in (2)
doesn't exceed 1.10-'~for 0,5 sec.
For cylindrical shapes of the maser cavity and
bulb q has minimum value when 141:
D,=0,48Dc ;
L,=0,74Lc
(6)
where D,, Dc, L,, LC-the diameters and length of
bulb and cavity respectively.
These bulb dimensions corresponds to the
minimum threshold intensity of the atomic beam.
According to (5) the optimum dimensions of
the bulb are 10% larger due to the first factor in (5),
which is proportional to the bulb volume.
Usually the diameter and the length of the
cavity are about 27cm, That gives the optimum
cavity volume of 3,4 1.
Further increasing the storage bulb volume is
possible by reducing of its diameter and increasing
its high.
The elimination of undesirable atoms flux
could raise the maser power by factor 2+4.
3. The design
The design of the maser reported here (fig. 1)
is similar to "Sphera" maser design [5].
The main modifications:
- the dimensions of the cavity made of fused
quartz are Dcz260 MM,L,=400 MM.
- the storage bulb volume is V,=3 1o3 sm3
(Dcs260 mm, Lc=400 mm.)
- life time of atoms within the bulb is
2, = 0,45sec.
The cavity is controled by two-stage
thermostat. Three layer permalloy magnetic shield
system has 5.1o3shielding factor.
The cavity with the storage bulb, thermostat
and magnetic shield system is situated in the upper
vacuum chamber. The bottom vacuum chamber 'of
the hydrogen maser is fixed to the bottom, where

SORBTIO

HEXAPOLE

PUM

MAGNETS

b

R

F DISCHARGE

SOURSE

Fig. 1 The structure of hydrogen maser.
The magnetic selection consists of hexapol
focus magnets. Residual gases are pumped in both
vacuum chambers by ion pump.
4. Results
The main coupling loop has been chosen such
that the loaded Qc -factor is about 26.10~ while
unloaded Qc - factor is 48.10~.The signal power at
the receiver input is 46% of total power P.
The cavity Qc -factor regeneration loop
allows to vary Qc -factor from initial value 26.10~
up to 38.10~
The measurements of the ratio P/Pn where P is
output signal power, Pn is noise power have been
carried out in 9kHz bandwidth. The P/Pn
dependence (recount on 100Hz) on inverted line
Qc - factor for three Qc value are shown in Fig 2.
From (3) the parameter q can be expressed by
inverted Q-factor values

where A, is Q-factor at the moment when the
masing starts, Amax corresponds to the maximum
power. From Fig.2 and (7) we have: ql=0.12;
q2=0.10; q3=0.08 for Qc -factor 26.10~,29.103,
3 8.1o3 respectively.

The using of large cavity coupling, Q-regeneration
with low-noise amplifier gives increased
signallnoise ratio at the receiver input about two
time.

0,4

0,6

0,8

Allan variance for averaging interval r=0.5 sec is
equal to 2.10-13 for pff = 4. lo6

1
1,2
11Q x E-9

1,4

1,6

1,8

2

Fig2. The ratio of output maser'spawer (P) et nois pawer(P,) versus inverse lain Q for
different of the values loaded cavity Qc in the bandwidth
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1. ABSTRACT

Through careful dimensioning, avoidance of
transition discontinuities and by using a special
conductive cylinder which blocks the internal
airgap, a conventional ring hybrid can be an
attractive RP power divider for hydrogen masers,
wbere a high isolation is desired between the 1.42
GHz cavity output arrangement and the feed-back
electronics. When typical commercial units hardly
exceed 40 dB, an improved isolation up to 90 dB and
more is demonstrated here while maintaining the
wanted coupling better than 3.15 dB. The milling
and mounting uncertainty required for a succesful
and repeatable result in a combined metallic / PTFFC
stripline form was found to be 0.01 mm.
Keywords: power divider, ring hybrid, RF isolation
2. INTRODUCTION

A conventional ring hybrid, as demonstrated e.g. in [I]
and [2], is attractive as an RF power divider also for
hydrogen masers [3], where naturally a high degree of
internal isolation is desired between the 1.42 GHz
cavity output arrangement and the feed-back
electronics. In the basic four-port hybrid, see Fig. 1,
port 4 is normally terminated into 50 ohms and port 2
operates as the sum channel. The ring itself is of 75
ohms characteristicimpedance.

Fig. 1. The basic geometry of a classical RF ring hybrid
showing the numbering convention of ports.

(1-2 or 2-3) is to be low so that we don't spoil the noise
figure. The construction allows naturally a mirror
configuration starting from port 4.
3. PROTOTYPE CONSTRUCTION

An combined metallic / PTFE stripline construction
was chosen. The center conductor has been milled on
the two-sided board with an uncertainty below 0.02
mm. Initially, some prototypes were constructed and
their performance was carefully evaluated. It turned out
that a lengthwise manufacturing error, that means
either a slightly too short or too long path between
ports, will cause a shift in the best-performance center
frequency only. A 5 per cent impedance error in the 314'
branch will change both the isolation value by about 20
dB and the center frequency by 0.5 per cent where as a
similar error in the 114 branch will mainly affect the
isolation performance by up to 30 dB. The most
important observation was that the best available
isolation value with the classical design was hardly to
exceed 40 dB which is typical for commercial OEM
units as well, see e.g. 141, although the attenuation
between adjacent ports was less than 3.2 dB or 0.2 dB
above theoretical.
4. THE USE OF A CENTER BLOCK

An idea was born to test if there exists a coupling
directly across the ring which might limit the
obtainable isolation. For this experiment thin
aluminium sheets of circular cross-section were added
in the middle of the hybrid thus completely closing the
airgap and when this turned out to be of benefit, a
completely new platform was milled . This is illustrated
in Fig. 2 which is a mechanical drawing of the hybrid
enclosure and in Fig. 3 where the complete assembled
hybrid is seen from its rear thus revealing the removal
of excess external metal.

!

!
1

It is desirable to have the coupling between ports 1 and
as
as possible in order to
any external
effects against the primary maser frequency to a
miniln~mbut the attenuation between the adjacent ones

I

1

Fig. 2. The cross-section of the proposed construction
shows the blocking cylinder's relative dimension as
,-ompared to the coaxail SMA-+ connectors.

The suggested principle looks'promising as is shown in
Fig. 5. Without affecting the wanted coupling or port
impedances at all we are able to add about 20 - 30 dB
of isolation thus ending with 70 dB, depending on the
overall accuracy of the mechanical lay-out.

Fig. 3. A fully assembled prototype hybrid as seen from
the back. In order to reduce overall weight the interior
of the blocking cylinder was drilled open.
Further on, the coaxial stripline launchers were not
soldered to the center conductor but are kept in place by
the mechanical pressure caused by the cover fastening
screws. Thus the discontinuity at the transition is kept
as small as possible. The case milling uncertainty
required for a succesful and repeatable connection was
found to be 0.01 mm.The internal lay-out of one of the
prototypes is shown in Fig. 4. Note that different
blocking cylinder diameters were tried in order to find
out the limit where the vertical cylinder skirt starts to
intervene with the propagating wave in the ring. In our
experiments a guard space of twice the ring's line
width was found very sufficient which is considerably
less than the traditional recommendation of a factor of
five, stated e.g. in [5].

Fig. 4. Our practical construction is assembled from a
sturdy milled aluminium housing and two teflon-based
circuit boards, the upper of which is removed to show
the ring geometry inside which the blocking cylinder is
mounted. An extension which adjusts the outer radius
of the cylinder for some trials is just visible.
410

~f

= 25 MHz/ DIV

Fig. 5. The best obtainable isolation with a
conventional, carefully assembled hybrid (dashed line)
and the improvement which came through the
introduction of the blocking cylinder inside the ring.
5. FINE-TUNING PORT IMPEDANCE

When striving for extreme performance we made an
experiment - inspired by the classical but frequently
cited work of [5] - with a tuning screw positioned just
above the coaxial launcher of port four as demonstrated
in Fig. 6. The 2 mrn screw goes through the upper
circuit board and approaches the ring geometry from
above. As is seen from the drawing, the electrical
connection is maintained across the entire length of the
screw thus minimizing inductance.

Fig. 6. A tuning screw was mounted next to the coaxial
input for the fourth hybrid arm to further improve
isolation by adjusting the port impedance.
It seems that the trial was succesful indeed. The plot in
Fig. 7 certifies the obtained isolation of 97 dB, actually

a result which approached the limits of the vector
network analyzer if no averaging over time were used.
Note that the x-axis scaling has been changed from the
previous plot in order to be able to visualize the whole
rejection performance. Again here the wanted coupling
between ports 1-2 and 2-3 stays stable.The measured
values were demonstrated to be typically 3.15 dB (3.08
dB best case) and had a data spread, as is seen in Fig.
8, of about 0.1 dB over the entire frequency band. The
physical nature of the ring hybrid with its transmission
lines dictates the phase behaviour where nothing
surprising came up. Fig. 9 illustrates the obtained
response for the wanted coupling from which a group
delay estimate of 185 ps can be calculated.
S31 10 dB/DIV REF -40 dB

4 S21 0.2deg 1 DIV REF -140 deg

Af = 5 MHz IDIV
Fig. 9. As the physical nature of the coupling implies
we have a linear phase shift or a constant group delay
as a function of frequency offset near the band center
for the wanted coupling.

0

6. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 7. After optimizing the tuning screw depth we get
about 97 dB of isolation between hybrid ports 1 and 3
and at the same time maintain the wanted coupling at
3.1 dB.

S21 0.02dB 1 DIV REF 3.1 dB

Af = 50 MHz /DIV
Fig. 8. A careful construction also pays for itself in the
wanted coupling (from port 1 to port 2) where we have
a maximum variation of 0.1 dB peak-to-peak and an
intrinsic attenuation of 3.1 dB.

Based on our experimental research, it looks highly
possible to design and construct a ring hybrid which is
suitable as a high isolation power divider e.g. in a
hydrogen maser environment. The typical rejection
between de-coupled branches can be brought to 90 dB
and more if a very precise mechanical laysut is
followed - respecting an uncertainty requirement of 10
pm - and a conducting center block is used to limit the
stray coupling across the ring. Additionally, a fine
tuning for the unused port impedance is necessary. This
is easily accomplished e.g. by a 2 mm machine screw
mounted next to the coaxial-to-stripline launcher.
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Abstract
In this paper a Direct Digital Synthesizer (DDS)
and Programmable Logic Device (PLD) based application for cesium atomic fountain handling is presented. The Politecnico di Torino is realizing a cesium fountain frequency standard in collaboration
with N.1.S.T (U.S.A) and I.E.N. (Italy). A multiple frequency synthesis system in the 60-80 MHz
band is required. These frequencies are necessary to
drive acousto-optic modulators, in order to properly
control laser beams involved in cooling, launching,
post-cooling and detecting operations. For adequate
management of cesium atoms, specifications must be
met for amplitude (50 dB of dynamic), frequency (1
Hz resolution, 60-80 MHz range, -40 dBc spurs) and
timing (less than 10 ms settling time, 0.1 ms resolution, less than 0.1 ms jitter between channels).
Commercial synthesizers meet frequency and amplitude conditions, but problems arise about their synchronization. For this reason a dedicated system was
realized. The latter consists of six identical channels
driven by a PLD which implements a highly parallel
architecture. This guarantees speed (up to 2 millions
new frequencies per second) and low jitter between
channels (less than 5 ns) as well as amplitude and frequency sweep and PC interfacing capabilities. The
core of each channel is a fast 32 bit DDS which makes
possible a baseband synthesis. A 80 MHz low pass
filter attenuates the alias spectral lines and its analog
transient is in charge of the settling time (less than
100 ns). Amplitude changes are possible thanks to
a 8 bit digital to analog converter combined with a
digital attenuator. A monolithic amplifier gives the
appropriate power level to the synthesized signal.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Laser frequencies involved in cesium atoms manipulation are obtained using AOM. Three different
Zup, X Y) with fixed amplitude and
lasers (Zdown,
fixed frequency are mixed with RF signals which realize amplitude and frequency specifications. A proper
fountain operation can be achieved with a multiple
RF synthesis system able to perform a sequence of

+

steps each yielding a signal of the type

+

+

where (Ai sit) is the amplitude and (fi Pit) is
the frequency of the signal generated by the channel i
during the step n. This is a generalization of the signals required by the atoms. Only one step (the postcooling and launching step) requires different frequency and amplitude sweeps (Ai # Aj, fi # fj,
ai # 0, pi # 0); other steps require only fixed amplitude and frequency synthesis or no synthesis and
this is easily achievable by setting one or more coefficients equal to zero. On the other hand more
complex synthesis realization (i.e. arbitrary amplitude and frequency sweeps) can be approximated by
a sub-sequence of linear sweeps.
Conceptually and phisically the synthesis system
is divided in an analog and in a digital part. The
first one basically realizes frequency and amplitude
specifications whereas the second one satisfies timing
requirements.

2.

ANALOG PART

The analog part corresponds to a set of six identical synthesis channels and realizes sinusoids like

where the amplitude A and the frequency fo, which
meet fountain specifications, are imposed by the control unit. (Each channel has no intrinsic sweep capabilities).
The core of each channel is a 180 MHz Direct Digital Synthesizer. It makes possible a baseband synthesis, realizing some advantages about complexity,
speed and space. The system is sympler, because
frequency up-conversion is avoided, and faster, because of the larger band of the analog part. On the
other hand particular care is required by the lowpass filter: it has to have a very narrow transition
band, in order to attenuate the first alias spectral
line which is at 100 MHz for the maximum output
frequency (80MHz). A 7th order elliptic filter is used
and care was spent in components disposition in order to minimize parasitic effects. Our DDS use accentuates spectral spurs, but fortunately, the biggest

of them are located below frequency range of interest. High pass filter is able to attenuate them and
spurs specifications are met.
The DDS used can not change amplitude digitally,
so external circuitry was added. The current flowing through an external resistor is proportional to
the sinusoid amplitude. This resistor was replaced
by a Digital to Analog Converter with current output.This allows digital amplitude changes in a 6 dB
range. Higher variations are possible, but not convenient, because they would reduce the signal to noise
ratio. So a digital attenuator was added after the
filters. It's used at 6dB steps and it provides high
amplitude variations. The amplitude A of the output sinusoid can be expressed in the form

where D is the DAC data, E is the Digital Attenuator data and k is a multiplicative constant. The
amplitude is physically expressed in floating point,
where DAC provides the mantissa and the digital
attenuator provides the exponent. In this manner
the relative resolution is kept constant. Unfortunately, the DDS amplitude control loop has longer
settling time (2.5 ps) than the digital attenuator and
glitches are present when the exponent changes, but
experimental results show how this problem doesn
not affect the fountain operation.
A space saving monolithic amplifier guarantees the
appropriate output power level. Low gain is required,
because the baseband synthesis scheme, in comparison with frequency up-conversion schemes, slightly
attenuates the signal. Particular care was spent in
de-coupling the power supply in order to minimize
crosstalk between channels that may be a problem
when channel frequencies are different (i.e. during
the launching step).
Overall, a channel is comparable with a commercial synthesizer for amplitude and frequency features,
but it presents better timing control characteristics.
3.

DIGITAL PART

The control unit principally satisfies time requirements: its principal goal is t o drive channels and provide synchronous signals at the same time. Furthermore, the control unit has to quickly compute arithmetical progressions necessary for amplitude and frequency sweep.
The digital part takes advantage of the last years'
remarkable improvements of PLD. The great number
of gates, the efficient memory and specialized logic
functions as well as more and more powerful development tools allowed a profitable use of this technology for fountain purposes. In this manner, instead of microcontrollers and Digital Signal Processors, equivalent functional blocks are implemented:

Table 1: Synthesis system ratings
Finite State Machines for data flow management and
adders for arithmetical sequences computations. Instead of software, hardware is direcly implemented.
Development time was little longer, but advantages
are many. They come from the intrinsic parallel nature of the system: six identical channels that execute at the same time the same operations aren not
well driven by a microcontroller which has basically
a sequential operation. On the contrary a good parallel architecture is allowed by the remarkable PLD
capacity which made possible, for the single channel structure (one data memory, one 16 bit adder
for amplitude sweep, one 40 bit adder for frequency
sweep together wity several data transfert registers),
a times six physical multiplication. In this manner
six identical channels driven by the same control signals in a structure with definite propagation delays
make up a system in which sinchronization of outputs is a natural consequence. Further speed increase
is derived by a three levels pipelined data flowing:
while data is transferred to channels, new amplitudes
and frequencies are computed and data for the following step are loaded from memories. Finally, high
number of programmable pins makes possible to preserve the parallel nature outside the PLD: each device (DAC, DDS, digital attenuator) of each channel
has a dedicated data bus, with beneficial effects on
speed, simplicity and data transfer syncronization.
4.

RESULTS

The main characteristics are reported in tab.1 and
are confirmed by the following figures.
Small physical dimension of the system and shared
timing signals allow small jitter between channel signals (less than 5ns). The lenght of each step is limited on the lower side by the speed of data transfer
from memories and on the upper side by the 32 bits
of the timer. For simplicity, time resolution was limited to the minimum step lenght ( I p s ) . Settling time
is due to filters or DACs transients. In fact it's possible to swicth off sinusoids setting to zero both the

Figure 1: Timing of two synthesized signals and a
digital output. Vertical scale: 500 mV/div for the
sinusoids, horizontal scale: 50 nsldiv.

Figure 3: Power spectrum for 60 M H z synthesis. Vertical scale: IOdBldiv, horizontal scale:
20 MHzldiv, central frequency 100 M H z .

Figure 2: Example for the minimun step lenght
(lps). Vertical scale: 500 mV/div for the sinusoids,
horizontal scale: 200 nsldiv.

Figure 4: Power spectrum for 80 M H z synthesis. Vertical scale: lOdBldiv, horizontal scale:
20 MHzldiv, central frequency 100 M H z .

frequency and the amplitude of the sinusoid.
Fig.1 and fig.2 show 80 M H z outputs of two channels togheter with a digital syncronization output
signal in the case of maximun output frequency and
the minimun step lenght. The first one is focused
on the initial part and it shows synchronization and
settling time.
Fig.3 and fig.4 show power spectrum for 60 and
80 M H z synthesis. The first one looks better than
the second one, but it's a particulare case, because
the output frequency is one third of the clock frequency. So the second harmonic of the first alias
spectral line coincides with the output frequency and
the second harmonic coincides with the first alias
spectral line (120 MHz).

tude circuitry) form the utilized DDS. Fast development in telecommunication area produced improvements also in DDS devices. By using more modern
and faster DDS (i.e. AD9854) it's possible to relax
filters specifications, to eliminate the external circuitry for amplitude variations, to set digital part
free from frequency sweep computation and to reduce spurs and phase noise thanks to faster onboard
DACs with increased bit number.

5.

IMPROVEMENTS

The presented system derives qualities (i.e. baseband synthesis) and restrictions (i.e. external ampli-
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1. ABSTRACT
The Politecnico of Torino, within a joint collaboration with
NIST (Boulder, USA) and IEN (Turin, Italy), is currently
developing an atomic frequency standard based on the
fountain scheme. The physical package is developed at NIST
and was reproduced in 3 copies, one for each laboratory
involved in this joint research program. A complete
experimental apparatus was realized, useful to perform basic
experiments on cooling, launching and microwave excitation
of Cs atoms.
The whole set-up and some preliminary results concerning this
frequency standard are here reported.

2, INTRODUCTION
A few years ago the technique of laser-cooling was presented
to the scientific community as a possible solution to overcome
the limits of Cs frequency standards based on thermal beams.
Presently Cs atoms can be cooled down to a few microkelvin
thanks to sub-Doppler cooling mechanisms which allow
velocities of the order of cmls and long interaction times with
the microwave interrogating signal. As a matter of fact, neutral
atoms manipulation opened a new way to reach accuracies in
the low 10.'~range.
A full analysis of the fountain experiment can be found in
several papers [1,2] with a schematic diagram of the main
subcomponents. The fountain apparatus uses a (0,0,1)
geometry with four laser beams in the x-y plane and two
vertical along the z axis. Two identical copper cavities are
used to perform state selection and Ramsey type interaction.
In order to improve laser beam quality and MOT
characteristics an optical setup, using polarization maintaining
optical fibers, is used.
All parameter affecting the cold sample are optimized by a PC
which controls a synchronous multiple frequency synthesizer
[3], in order to get the best TOF signal. In this manner a
temperature of a few microkelvin and long TOF duration have
been achieved for the atomic sample.

3. THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
3.1 The phvsical uackage
Four main regions constitue the physical structure of the
fountain: the trapping zone, upper and lower detection zone,
drift region (see Fig. 1). The trapping zone is filled with a low
pressure Cs vapor through a simple oven. This relatively high
Cs pressure region is separated from the neighboring vacuum
regions by graphite getters allowing a differential Cs pressure
between the trapping zone and the drift zone where the long
time of flight for the atomic samples need a very low pressure.

Two cylindrical cavities are set along the drift path in order to
perform atomic state selection and Ramsey interaction
process. These cavities [4] are finely tuned by temperature:
twisted wires, directly wound around the cavities and the drift
tube, act as heater. The latter is switched off, during the atoms
to microwave interaction time, to prevent residual magnetic
field which can affect C-field value, reducing at the same time
magnetic uniformity.
The l m tall drift zone is surrounded by four cylindrical molyPermalloy magnetic shields. Inside the innermost shield a
cylindrical solenoid generates the C-field necessary to separate
the Zeeman sublevels.
No magnetic shields are used for the loading zone. A set of
three mutually orthogonal compensation coils are placed close
to the trapping region. A digitally controlled current supply is
then used for static magnetic field optimization across the
loading volume. Since optimizing the magnetic field null at
the center of the trap is important for postcooling efficiency, it
is performed by optimizing the cloud return signal.
Furthermore, anti Helmholtz coils are used to generate the
static quadrupole magnetic field necessary to build the
magneto-optical trap (MOT).

Two pairs of mutually orthogonal coils are wound close to the
drift tube. These will permit an easy check of the field
uniformity b y . 1 0 ~frequency transition excitation method as
described in Ref. 2.

(less than 511s) as well as amplitude and frequency sweep and
PC interfacing capabilities.

r+ MASTER
LASER

Detection
Beam

3.2 The laser set-up
In this experiment the optical set-up is rather complex. In
order to perform basic cooling and tossing experiments the
laser system must be conceived maintaining a number of
degrees of freedom.
Nowadays semiconductor lasers in the near infrared region are
a useful tool in Cs spectroscopy. Extended cavity laser diodes
are commonly used. In our system a DBR diode laser is offset
locked to the (F=4-F1=5) transition using the saturated feature
absorption of a Cs cell which is surrounded by a magnetic
shield to prevent the frequency instabilities due to the
variations of the magnetic field in the laboratory environment.
A few percent of the total power of the laser beam are inserted
in an electro-optical modulator driven by a 15MHz
synthesizer.
In this manner the common FM sideband method is applied
without the modulation of the diode laser current which would
introduce detrimental sidebands in the main beam. The
saturated absorption signal is then detected by a fast
photodiode and subsequently demodulated in order to get the
error signal which is used to control the laser current and the
PZT voltage through the loop filter. From the analysis of the
Fourier Transform of the error signal in closed loop conditions
it is possible to assume a value of several tens of kHz for the
loop bandwidth.
A master-laser configuration is then used. This method
transfers the spectral purity of the low power stabilized master
laser (ML) to the higher power of the slave injected laser (SL).
For this purpose only several microwatt of the ML are
necessary and, moreover, no servo electronics.
The laser beams of the slave lasers are then modulated by
acousto-optical devices to get appropriate frequency detuning
and power level. Polarization maintaining fibers are used to
spatially filter the beams and also to allow convenient
distribution of each laser beam from the optical table to the
physical apparatus. Finally a fourth laser is used to repump the
atoms from F=3 to F=4 level. A schematic drawing of the
laser set-up is depicted in Fig.2.
In this scheme, the main problems are the long term
instabilities of the laser power and the poor fiber coupling
efficiency (about 40%). The former is mainly ascribed to the
beam drift when the temperature variations slightly change the
relative positions of the optical paths. A useful laser power of
4mw/cm2 is obtained in a nice gaussian beam of the order of
15mm (l/e2points).
In order to properly drive the AOMs, which control the laser
beams involved in cooling, launching, post-cooling and
detecting procedures, a multiple frequency synthesis system in
the 60-80MHz range was realized. For adequate management
of Cs atoms, specifications must be met for amplitude (50 dB
of dynamic range), frequency (1Hz resolution, 60-80MHz
range, spurs at -40dBc) and timing (less than lops settling
~
Commercial synthesizers meet
time, 0 . 1 ~resolution).
frequency and amplitude conditions, but problems arise about
their synchronization. For this reason a dedicated system was
realized [3]. The latter consists of six identical channels driven
by a programmable logic device which implements a highly
parallel architecture. This guarantees speed (up to 2 millions
new frequencies per second) and low jitter between channels

OFFSET FM
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.
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Fig.2: schematic drawing of the master-slave
configuration.
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3.3 Fountain overation seauence
A magneto-optical trap with post-cooling is used to capture
and cool atoms to a few pK. Atoms are then accelerated
upwards by detuning the vertical beams symmetrically by Av:
a moving frame is created in order to toss the atoms at velocity
v=h Av in the laboratory frame.
The intensity and frequency of the lasers are controlled by
acousto-optical modul~torsperforming a postcooling process.
The latter is accomplished by power reduction and frequency
detuning of each trapping laser. After the loading-launching
sequence atoms enter the shielded region where a first
microwave cavity is used as state selection. A n-pulse at
9.192GHz moves the atoms in the lF=4,m~O>to the 13,0>
state. All the remaining atoms in IF=4, m@> are then pushed
away applying an optical pulse.
Only atoms in 13,0> state move to the second cylindrical
cavity where the Ramsey interrogation process is
accomplished thanks to the parabolic flight of the atomic
sample.
Atoms detection and normalization is finally achieved after
the detection of the IF=4> and IF=3> populations in a scheme
similar to that used in the NIST fountain. The population of
both the hyperfine levels is measured and Ramsey pattern is
given after normalization which reduces signal variations due
to shot-to-shot atom number fluctuation.

4. TRAP CHARACTERIZATION
Optical molasses characteristics were investigated in order to
understand if the whole set-up works properly. Among the
possible measurements, loading time and molasses
temperature are common tests which can give prominence to
some possible problems connected to the laser set-up and
timing sequence.

When loading time is increased atomic fluorescence is
improved because the collected atoms increase. The cycle time
in operation is necessarily decided as result of a compromise
between Dick effect and signal amplitude considerations. It is
therefore important to determine how the signal varies with
loading time. A typical curve can be found in Fig.3.
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The time of flight distribution is obtained for atoms collected
through MOT, released from an optical molasses after post
cooling process and, finally, detected 25cm below the loading
zone. As it can be seen in the figure, when post cooling
duration is increased it follows that the signal to noise ratio is
improved because molasses temperature decreases.

1200

8
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.O 22

Fig.3: TOF signal vs. loading time (oven temperature is 35°C).
When the MOT is released the final temperature attained can
be evaluated from the width of the TOF signal. Because the
temperature is correlated to the cooling and postcooling
process it is strongly recommended to investigate into the
achieved molasses temperature. The latter must be minimized
when long time of flight of the sample is the primary goal. In
fact typical temperature of a few rnicrokelvin is necessary
when transversal velocity of about 2 c d s must be met in order
to improve resonance signal minimizing the lost atoms. Fig. 4
shows a record of the molasses temperature obtained when
post-cooling process is increased.

u r n (Sl

Fig.5: typical TOF signals measured after molasses release.
The two curves are reported for comparizons when
postcooling is changed from a few ps (curve A) to 300ps
(curve B). Curve B corresponds to a typical 2pK molasses
temperature.

5. ATOMS TOSS AND DETECTION
The usual moving frame technique is used to toss the atoms
above the cylindrical cavity where the Ramsey interaction
process would be accomplished. A high reduction of the TOF
signal was observed when atoms performed long parabolic
flight. Fig.6 reports the detected atom number as a function of
the time of flight: TOF signals are recorded for different toss
height corresponding to different toss velocities.
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Fig. 4: molasses temperature vs. post cooling time measured
via the TOF technique.
Time of flight technique is used because it gives primary
information on the temperature of the molasses. Furthermore
the sub-Doppler friction coefficient a can be evaluated from
k~ls
the previous curve. A value of the order of 6 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ ' was
measured in good agreement with the results found in the
scientific literature. Fig.5 reports the different behavior of the
TOF signal when post cooling time duration is increased from
a few ps to 3 0 0 ~ .
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Fig.6: TOF signal corresponding to incresing TOF duration.
The measurement at 800ms of TOF corresponds to a toss
height of 20cm above the cylindrical Ramsey cavity.
Only 1% of the initial number of atoms is detected when
apogee is about 80cm above the loading zone. This is mainly
attributed to the inaccurate alignment of the laser beams with
the gravitational force vector. Moreover, some misalignements
arise from the fact that the atoms are trapped some mm's
outside the cylindrical symmetry axis.

Finally, even if the atomic samples reached the cylindrical
cavity where microwave excitation of the atomic sample can
be performed (Ramsey cavity is crossed after 0.7s of TOF
duration), the signal detected was not sufficient to record a
first Ramsey pattern.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we reported the activity research related to the
development of a Cs fountain at the Politecnico di Torino. A
description of the whole apparatus useful1 to perform basic
Ramsey interaction experiment was shown with results
concerning trap characterization. First atomic launch and
detection were also here reported.
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ABSTRACT
In order to upgrade the short-term frequency stability
measurement capabilities of the National Institute of
Metrology, for time intervals between 1 and 1000 s, we have
developed the measurement system based on the well known
Dual-Mixer Time-Difference ( D m ) scheme.
We report the results obtained with this frequency system
working at 10 MHz with a 1 Hz beat note

1. WTRODUCTION
The measurements of the frequency stability could be
done as well in the frequency domain as in the time domain.
Time domain in contrast to frequency domain deals with the
effects of averaging over different values of time,^. Time
domain characterization conventionally uses statistics
computed from a discrete time series of average frequency
samples obtained from a digital counter. This one is used to
measure the beat note between the oscillator under test and a
reference oscillator or the time difference between zero
crossing of these beat supply by two identically channel.
The conventional method used in time domain
characterizationis to heterodyne the original signal down to an
arbitrary low beat frequency by mixing a reference signal with
one or two other test signals. The low frequency beat signal
reproduces faithfklly the original frequency fluctuations of the
test signals, which is typically measured with a digital counter.
The commercial counter devices have "dead time" which
destroys the opportunity to get to "true" time fluctuations.
Also, when making measurements between a pair of frequency
standards or clocks is desirable to have less noise in the
measurement system than the composite noise in the pair of
standards being measured.
The measurement system proposed in this paper have the
advantage that satisfied these requirements.
2.

-

DUAL MIXER TIME DIFFERENCE SYSTEM

The DMTD (Dual Mixer Time Difference) system
proposed by D.W.Allan and H.Daams pef.11 is a system very
convenient when we want to measure the frequency stability
of the quasi-synchrone signals. The measurement of frequency
stability according to the DMTD method is not performed
directly against another frequency reference source, at the
same nominal frequency, but indirectly, by means of a third
source, usually called common oscillator, having a little
frequency offset Sv , (typically 1 Hz), from the nominal
frequency of the reference and source under test. This system
open the door to make measurements of frequency stability for
sample times as short as a few milliseconds as well as for
longer sample times and all without dead time.
Unlike the system proposed by D.W.Allan and H. Daams
we are made some modifications to our DMTD system:
We use two phase shifters with complementary
action on the beat signals instead the high frequency

-

phase shifier which could be o source of medium
and long term drifi ;
We interposed a second order filter, with cut
frequency f, = 12 Hz,between the phase shifter and
the zero crossing detector on each channek
- We used a fiequency deviation multiplier
(X100).
A block diagram of the Dual - Mixer Time -Difference
system is shown in Fig.1. The signal from the common
oscillator is compared to the reference and also to the under
test signals by means of a pair of double-balanced mixers. The
signals from the Oscillators 1 and 2 go to the ports of a pair of
double balanced mixers MX1 and MX2 (DBM166). The
signal from the common oscillator goes to a power splitter and
two identically signals obtained are fed to the remaining other
two ports of the pair of double balanced mixers. This common
oscillator's frequency is offset by a desired amount, from the
frequency of the other two oscillators, producing the same
beat frequency with Oscillators 1 and 2. These beats will be
out of phase by an amount proportional to the time difference
between Oscillators 1 and 2, when running as clocks, and will
differ in frequency, by an amount equal to the frequency
difference between Oscillators 1 and 2.

DETECTOR
OUT

HP 53132 A

Figure I. The block diagram of our dual mixer time
system
Two phase shifters was inserted, as illustrated in Fig.1,
to adjust the phase in order to obtain small time intmal
readings on the counter. This adjustment sets up the condition
that the noise of the common oscillator tends to cancel when

the time difference is determined - depending on the level and
the type of noise as well as the sample time involved as
described below. Nevertheless in a real measurement situation
we must pay attention to the common oscillator contribution
because an however small frequency deviation between the
two clocks produces a progressive evolution of the time
interval between the two low frequency beat notes from zero
to restart again from zero and so on. This
up to 11
problem is particularly serious for long-term frequency
measurement. Another way to face the problems is the use a
frequency synthesis of a dedicated common oscillator with a
precise frequency offset from the reference oscillator, and a
low phase noise contribution [3].
The D m system has two identically channels, but for
simplicity, the explanation will be given only for one channel.
The beat signal go to the input of a preamplifier P (OP27)
with a gain A, =23 dB. The amplified signal is fed to a phase
shifter which adjust the phase by using a reference voltage VRl
(VRZ).By construction the reference voltage VR2= -VRIwhich
leads to cpz = - (PI.After that, the output signal goes to a low
pass filter and to zero crossing detector. The time interval
between the two beat signals is measured with a time interval
counter. The start port of a time interval counter is triggered
with the zero crossing of one beat and the stop port with the
zero crossing of the other beat If the phase fluctuations of the
reference oscillator are small during this time interval as
compared to the phase fluctuations between Oscillators 1 and
2 over a full period of the nominal beat frequencies, the noise
of the reference oscillator is insignificant in the measurement
noise enor budget [Ref. 21. This means that the noise of this
oscillator can be worse than either Oscillators 1 and 2 and still
not contribute significantly. The experimental verification
confirms the noise rejection of the local oscillator. For short
measure times (t- few seconds) this supposition is confirmed,
but not in the case of long measurement time.
In a real measurement situation we must pay attention to
the common oscillator contribution because an however small
frequency deviation between the two oscillators produces a
progressive evolution of the time interval between the two low
frequency beat notes from zero up to 118 t , to restart again
from zero and so on.
This problem is particularly serious for long-term
frequency stability measurement because the noise floor of the
system fluctuates along the time while, for short-term
measurement, an initial adjustment of the phase shifter, to
reduce near zero the time interval between beat notes, may be
sufficient to reject the common oscillator noise. A way to face
the problems is the realization by frequency synthesis of a
dedicated common oscillator with a precise frequency offset
with respect to the reference oscillator, and a low phase noise
contribution [Ref,3]

interface and a dedicated program write for this purpose. The
formula used to calculate the stability floor of the
measurement system, in Allan variance terms, is:

where TB is the beat period, z (= nTs) measure time, vo the
-

frequency of the oscillators under test and Jc A22 (61)> is
the r.m.s, value of the second difference on 6t.
The two samples Allan deviation reported in Fig. 2
summarizes the measurement results obtained in these
conditions.
The curve a reports the results of a time series data set
taken one second apart. The plot clearly shows a white phase
noise behavior, inversely proportional to the integration time
5 determined from the dominant additive amplitude white
noise of the zero-crossing detectors. The trend for the curve a
is:

Our prototype was not thermal isolated or temperature
controlled. A measured temperature sensitivity of some
picoseconds per Celsius it is to be expected pef. 61. The
short-term frequency stability of a couple of commercial
cesium frequency standards HP 5071A (with high
performance beam tube) has been measured using this DMTD
system. The curve b in Fig.2 shows the results of this
measurement. The value reported is the sum of the frequency
instabilities of the phase-input signals. In this case, the
common oscillator was the quartz oscillator used above to
supply the ports S1 and 52. Before starting the data logging,
the variable phase shifbr has been adjusted to have nearly in
phase input signals. The initial time deviation between the two
clocks was 38 ns. Along the measurement the two clocks walk
away each other reach a time deviation of about 43 ns after
10000 s. In this situation the common oscillator instability
gives negligible contribution along the measurement and the
noise floor of the DMTD system is low that of clocks.
Frequency stability for averaging time between 1s and 1000 s
clearly shows a behavior (white frequency noise) typical for
passive standards. The trend for the curve b is:
-13
-112
oy(z)=2x1O
.z
(3)

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The noise floor of the DMTD system has been
evaluated supplying the same quartz oscillator signal in place
of the reference and in measurement oscillators. As common
oscillator we used a 10 MHz signal from an atomic frequency
standard HP 5071A which was multiply by 100 (using a
laboratory frequency deviation multiplier) before being apply
to the ports Sl and S2.
The time interval between the two beat signals was
measured with a time interval counter HP 53132A,
synch~onizedwith 10 MHz signal generated by the same
atomic frequency standard HP 5071A. Tke data acquisition
was made by using a personal computer with an RS-232
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Fig.2 Dual-Mixer Time-Difference noise floor

4. CONCLUSIONS
This work reports the results obtained at National
Institute of Metrology with the improved DTMD system.
The additive noise contributions from DMTD electronic
place a limit on the system measurement capability. The
development of an high resolution frequency measurement
system requires, from this point of view, a low noise
.electronic design of the zero-crossing detector and the
selection of a pair of low noise mixers [Refs. 4,5].
Attention must also be paid to cross-talk and ground loop
problem Pef.51. Temperature sensitivity of the measurement
system may also significantly reduce its effectiveness.
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Abstract-The Total variance approach has been developed for
increasing the confidence of the estimation of the classical Allan
variance, particularly for large integration times. This method is
based on a procedure involving extension of the original data. Recently, we showed how this approach may be applied to all classes
ofstructure functions (i. e. variances) relevant to the time and frequency commnnity.
In particular, we obtained an improvement in the conRdence of
the estimation of the Hadamard variance. The utility of this variance is its insensitivity to linear frequency drifts and its convergence for very low frequency noises (/-4 FM). As a consequence,
the Hadamard variance is often used for estimating low frequency
noises without significant influence from drift
As an example, this variance has a primary use in GPS and its
master control operations. Parameters of the Hadamard function
are used to estimate q coefficients in the GPS Kalman algorithm. In
this paper, we propose applying this method to clock steering in a
more general context. The total approach increases the equivalent
degrees of freedom (edf) of the q estimates. We give simple formulae
for computing the edf and removing the bias induced by the total
approach.

Using a type of Hadamard variance, the goal of this paper is to reduce the uncertainty of long-term estimates of
frequency stability without increasing the length of a data
run. For measurements of frequency stability, the twosample frequency variance known as the Allan variance
was generalized to an N-sample variance weighted with
binomial coefficients by R. A. Baugh (Ref, 1). The case
of the three-sample frequency variance that is used here is
the Picinbono variance (Ref. 2) times However, in this
paper, it will be called a Hadamard variance (following
Baugh's work) that is defined as follows. Given a finite
sequence of frequency deviates {y,: n = 1:.. .:Nym,,),
presumed to be the measured part of a longer noise sequence and with a sampling period between adjacent observations given by TO,define the r = mro-average frequency deviate as

i.

Let Hn(m) = &i,(m) - 2gntrn(m)+Vn+2m(m) bethe
second difference of the time-averaged frequencies over
three successive 'and adjacent time intervals of length r .

Define the Hadamard variance as

where < . > denotes an infinite time average over n, and
m.
The GPS program office uses this particular time-series
statistic for estimating Kalman algorithm coefficients according to (Ref. 3), which coefficients will be discussed
in a later section. The Hadamard deviation H U (~r )is a
function that can be interpreted like the more efficient
Allan deviation as a frequency instability cs. averaging
time 7- for a range of frequency noises that cause different slopes on H U ~ ( T ) . This is shown in figure 1. For
estimating Kalman drift noise coefficients, H C T(r)
~ is inherently insensitive to linear freguency drift and reports
a residual "noise on drift" as a r 5 slope, or what is commonly called random run FM (RRFM). This is in contrast to the Allan deviation, which is sensitive to drift and
causes a rtl slope. If the level of drift is relatively high,
it masks the underlying random noise. It is customary to
estimate and remove overall frequency drift. Depending
on the method of drift removal, this procedure can significantly alter the Allan deviation in the longest term r
region of interest, so estimating underlying noise can be
a formidable task for any given data span. On the other
hand, the Hadamard deviation is unaffected by removing
overall frequency drift. For this reason, it is the preferred
statistic in situations in which the frequency drift may be
above the random noise effects, which is the case with the
use of Rb clocks in the GPS Block I1 satellite program.
We do not imply that systematics such as frequency drift
can be ignored. Indeed, satellite clocks are changed and
these systematics must be learned as quicldy as possible
to ensure a smooth changeover.
Throughout this writing, we will make con~parisons
using the traditional best statistical estimators, denoted
by "Hvar" and "Avar" referring to the maximum-overlap
estimators of the Hadamard and Allan variances. Section
2 reviews the "total" approach to improving statistical estimation. Sections 3 and 4 give two methods of computing total Hadamard variance, designated as Tot IIvar, using measurements first of fractional frequency deviations
H U ~depends on
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frequency trend (drift) from each subsequence by malting

where cl is a frequency offset that is removed to minin+3m-1
( yi - Oyi)2, to satisfy a least-squaredmize
error criterion for the subsequence. In practice, it is sufficient to compute this background linear frequency slope
by averaging the first and last halves of the subsequence
divided by half the interval and subsequently subtracting
the value. Now extend the "drift-removed" subsequence
( O y i ) , at both ends by an uninverted, even reflection.
Utility index 1 serves to construct the extensions as follows. For 1 5 1 5 3m, let

xi=,

lrf

loP

to'

:oS

rd

tdi

Id'

Fig. 1. The Hadamard deviation (root Hvar) shows FM power-law
noises as straight lines in addition to PM sources of noise for r-domain
power-law exponent /.i (that is, H a z ( r )K 7")range of -2 5 /.i 5 3.
We define a new estimator that can be interpreted identically called
Hadanard-total deviation (root TotHvar) and that has significantly inlprovedconfidence at long tenll. The Hadanlard-total deviation is insellsitive to linear frequency drift that can mask characteristic randomnoise
typically encounteredhere in the region where T = one-week and loi~ger.
The goal is to identify p even-integer power-a noises and accurately
estimate their levels in order to set systern parruneters associated with
the GPS Kahnan filter.

and then oftinle deviations. Then we quantify the advantage of TotHvar over Hvar in Section 5, giving formulae for computing bias and equivalent degrees of freedom
(edf) of TotIIvar. Section 6 reviews how an estimate of
r-domain frequency stability is used to set Kalnlan filter parameters (or q's) used in GPS operations. Finally,
Section 7 discusses the application of the total Hadamard
variance in the more general context of clock steering.
2 . T H E "TOTAL"APPROACH

The total estimator approach has been developed to improve confidence of major statistical tools used in analyzing and characterizing instabilities in phase and frequency of oscillators and synchronization systems (Refs
4,5,6,7,8,9, 10). Malting a "total" estimator of eqn. (2)
involves joining each real data subsequence, nanlely the
subsequence of yi that goes into each Hn(m) teml, at
both its endpoints by the same original data subsequence
so that it repeats. This creates a new extended version
of each yi subsequence that may be extended by a forward or backward repetition, with or without sign inversion, thus with four possible ways to extend. From
numerous sin~ulationstudies, we have determined that
an extension by even (uninverted) mirror reflection of
linear-frequency-detrended II, ( m ) subsequences yields
the largest edf gain and least bias for the range of noise
types identified by standard Hvar. This is described in the
next section.
3. COMPUTATION USING yn-SERIES

H , (m) is con~putedfrom a 3m-point data segment or
= { y i . i = n . . . . : n + 3 m - 1). Before
applying any data extensions, we must reillove a linear

mrhsequence {yi),

to fornl a new data subsequence denoted as { O y f ), consisting of the drift-removeddata in its center portion, plus
the two extensions, and thus having a tripled range of
n - Sm 5 i 5 n + 6m - 1 with 9m points. To be clear, we
now have extended subsequence { ~ y ? ) , = { ' y f : i =
n - 3m:. . .:n 6m - 1). Define

+

for 1 5 m

5

,I*[

(4)

where [el means the integer part

of c and notation o H# (m) means that H, ( m ) above
is derived from the new triply-extended subsequence
{O y # ) .
The symmetries of the extension and the Hvar
filter allow the computational effort to be halved as follows. Let k = [3m/2 1. We need to calculate #yP only
forn-k<i<n+k.+3m-l,and#H/(m)
onlyfor
n-kli<n+k.Then

+ (#H:+k (m))

2

, m even,

n+k

= 2

(#~:(m))~,modd.

4 . COMPUTATION USING x,-SERIES

The methodology described above can be written in
terms of calculations on residual time differences between clocks, nanlely an xi-series (to adhere to usual notation), recalling that

Thus in the total approach applied to xi-series, the data
extensions on subsequences of xi will be constructed in
such a way that

TABLE I
COEFFICIENTSFOR COMPUTING (6) AND ( 7 ) , NORMALIZED BIAS
AND EDF OF TOTHVAR.

Noise
in agreement with section 3 above. This has the effect of
requiring an
mirror extension and a third-difference
operator when considering subsequences of xi. The
Hadanlard variance discussed in section 3 as a seconddifference operator on T-averaged yn values can now
be re-expressed in terms of a third-difference operator
on time-error xi -values. The sample variance (or mean
square) of these third differences falls neatly into a class
of structure functions, namely the variance produced by a
difference operator of order three (Ref. 10). The modified
Allan variance can also be treated as a third-difference
variance (Ref. 11).
The xi-subsequence that corresponds to the yisubsequence starting at n is {xi: n i 5 n+3m),
which has 3m 1 terms. Compute the detrended subsequence 'xi according to

<

+

Define

the

extended
{ ' ~ ~ ; n - - 3 m ~ i < n +by
6m

subsequence

I-

Then

where o II# ( m ) has the same meaning as in Section 3.
Now the Hadamard-total variance is computed from (4)
as before with N,m,x = &,,, - 1. Because of symmetry we need #xi0 only for n - k. 5 i n k + 3m, and
(5) applies.

< +

5. BIASAND EQUIVALENT
DEGREES
OF FREEDOM

We consider the random frequency-modulation (FM)
noises since these dominate at long-tenn averaging times
where we can capitalize on the improved confidence of
using the total approach. To analyze phase-nlodulation
(PM) noises, one would usually use Total TDEV(Ref.
6) rather than the Hadamard deviation. For brevity, let
T o t a l ~ o(im ,T O :Nymnr) be TotHvar ( r :T), where T =

WliiteFM
FlickerFM
RandomWalkFM
FlickerWalkFM
RandomRunFM

Abbrev,
WHFM
FLFM
RWFM
FWFM
RRFM

cr
0
-1
-2
-3
-4

a
-0.005
-0.149
-0.229
-0.283
-0.321

bo
0.559
0.868
0.938
0.974
1.276

b~
1.004
1.140
1.696
2.554
3.149

mro:T = Nymaxro.The normalized bias and edf for
TotHvar are given by
nbias (7) =

E {TotHvar ( T :T))
-1
E {Hvar ( r !T ) )

edf ( r )= edf[TotIIvar (7:T ) ]=

+

I

=a,

(6)
(7)

TIT'
where E{.} is expectation of {.), 0 < T 5
r 2 16r0
(to be explained), and a, bo, and bl are given in Table I
bo

bl

5,

for the five FM noise types considered by the Hadamard
variance. a: is the corresponding power-law exponent
of the fractional-frequency noise spectrum S, ( f ) cc f a .
In the context here, its valid range is -4
ct
2.
E {Tot Hvar ( r , T ) )relative to E {Hvar ( r ! T ) )in (6) is
independent of r and T, dependent on noise type, and
biased low, giving a the negative sign in Table I. The
edf fom~ula(7) is a convenient, empirical or "fitted" approximation with an observed error below 10% of numerically computed exact values derived from Monte-Carlo
sin~ulationmethod using the bo and bl coefficients of Table I and with the error decreasing with averaging factor
m = T / T O increasing.
To show the improvenlent in estimating the Hadamard
function, Table I1 lists the exact values of edf from theory
for computations using TotHvar os. plain Hvar for the
longest averaging factor in which r = T/3. This point is
the last point in the estimate, and the improvement in confidence using TotTTvar is substantial, particularly for the
general case of WHFM noise. TotIIvar is a significantly
improved estimator that offsets much of the criticized inefficiency in using the sanlple Hadamard deviation as opposed to the sanlple Allan deviation in the presence of
conlmon WHFM noise in frequency standards.

< <

6 . THEKALMANNOISEMODELAND THE GPS
OPERATIONS
PROBLEM
The time update of clock states in the Master Control
Station (MCS) K a l n ~ nprediction algorithm is based on
an average of the the most recent measurement of these
states for each individual clock, modeled sinlply by random noise acting on phase x ( t ) ,frequency y(t), and frequency drift z ( t ) . With this model, the measured power-

7
DAYS

TABLE 11
edf TotHvar T
' 3?T
{Erai($,/,Tl)

Noise
WHFM
FLFM
RWFM
FWFM
RRFM

GAIN FOR 7tn.u

-

=T/3.

edf gain of TotIIvar (T/3:T)
3.447
2.448
2.044
1.676
1.313

law cr exponents of the frequency -fluctuation noise spectrum take on only the values 0,-2, and -4, corresponding
to WHFM, RWFM, and RRFM, or p = -1,1, and 3 in the
T-domain. Hence, we want to precisely extract the level
of these noises for each clock using the most efficient
method possible, which heretofore has been the sample
Allan variance with drift removed from the data run, and
more recently the sample Hadamard variance, because of
its logical link to the model. If white PM (WHPM) is
a significant noise component, and for conlpleteness, the
a = 2: p = -2 case corresponding to WHPM is included
as a separate error.
The parameters used by the MCS within GPS system operations are denoted as Kalman filter q's. By
convention, each filter parameter q ; , i = 0: 1:2 , 3 corresponds respectively to r-domain power law exponents
,u = -2 : - 1: 1 , 3. For the Hadamard variance, the relationship is (Ref. 3)

Tuning the Kaltnan filter depends on the ability to
"q" each individual clock according to estimates of its

noise. The GPS Bloclc IIR satellite program incorporates
Rb atomic oscillators that are characterized by a mix of
various levels and types of random noise and with frequency drift that may be significantly above noise. Using
"frequency-drift insensitive" Hvar and using (S), the confidence becomes a factor of about less than using Avar
near the last and crucial long-term T,,
= T / 3 value.
This is because the plain sample Hadamard's edf is one
less than Allan's edf. For the proper perspective, note
that we are in the one-week averaging r-region with a
last real-time data run of about one month, thus edf ~ s :12; so estimating filter q's is somewhat subjective. Figure
2 illustrates a summary of estimates of frequency stability
for each GPS satellite clock as published in reports issued
by the Naval Research Laboratory (Ref. 13).
Table I1 shows that the new TotHvar (T/3,T)edf
is n~ultiplied by a factor of 1.3 to 3.4 over plain
Hvar ( T / 3 :T). TotHvar can be applied directly and reliably, while retaining the efficiency of the sample Allan
variance without the difficulty associated with real-time
drift removal.

:

0.1

1
10
SAMPLE TIME (DAYS)

10

Fig. 2. Hadamard-deviation frequency stability of individual GPS satcllite clocks us. USNO Master Clock for the period 1 January to 1 July,
2000 (Ref. 18).

The work of this paper has impact on two GPS operational issues. The first is that the time needed to estimate the Hadamard variance is substantially reduced.
For example, to obtain a r = one-week estimate of the
Hadamard variance with, say, the last 40 days of measured data, the Total approach using TotHvar obtains
a one-week estimate with the same or better confidence
in about 26 to 34 days of measured data (see figure 3).
The second issue is that satellite data are obtained by the
linked common-view method (Ref, 14), and the delay in
receiving the monitor station tracking data is currently at
2 to 3 days. Thus, it is important to extract maximum
information from data at hand.

In many applications, the time given by an oscillator
must be modeled and predicted. As a consequence, the
time prediction performance of this clock has to be characterized.
In order to estimate the time uncertainty given by an
oscillator, a linear or parabolic fit may be performed over
a sequence of observed time deviations and extrapolated
during a prediction period. Thus, the requirements of
synchronization are specified by the maximum error of
the time deviation prediction from the extrapolated fit.
The question is then, "How is this maximum error related to the noise levels of the clock ? ' L e t us call Time
Interval Error (TIE) the differences between the extrapolated parabola and the real time deviation. The TIE is
due to two effects: (1) the error of determination of the
parabolic parameters and (2) the error due the noise of
the clock. Obviously, both of these errors may be positive or negative, and the ensemble average of the TIE is
equal to zero. Moreover, it can be easily shown that the
distribution in TIE is Gaussian. Consequently, we only
need to estimate the variance of the TIE in order to define
its statistical characteristics.
The theoretical variance of the TIE versus the noise

needing an accurate estimation ofthe low frequency noise
levels when a high level of frequency drift is present in
the signal.
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Averaging Time, z, Seconds
Fig. 3. Total Hadamard deviation, plain Hadamard deviation, and Allan
deviation for SV24 satellite clock data as the data run increases from 7
days (front plot) to 28 days (rear plot). The last (rightmost) values of
TotHdev for shorter data runs anticipates the underlying noise level of
longerruns compared to plain Hdev (mowed lines are projected off 28day data run). The Allan deviation's response to frequency drift masks
the Long-tenn noise level.

levels has been calculated in Ref. 15 which shows that the
time prediction performance is directly linked to the accuracy of the noise level estimation. The estimates of the
TIE standard deviation are distributed following a Student law, and the edf of these estimates are the same as
the edf of the dominating noise level. If the time deviation
sequence contains a parabola with an anlplitude that is
much higher than the random fluctuations, one must use
a noise level estimator which is insensitive to quadratic
drift while still sensitive to low frequency random noise.
The Total Hadamard variance described in this paper is
the most reliable estimator for such applications.

We have developed a significantly improved estimator of the three-sample Hadamard frequency variance
based on the so-called "total" approach and denoted as
TotIIvar, for use in GPS operations and analysis. Practically spealung, we have reduced the long-term estimation uncertainty in terms of edf by a factor of 1.3 to
3.4, depending on the noise type. Having confidence
greater than plain Hvar and even equal to or greater than
Avar, TotIIvar is a statistic that permits tuning of the
MCS Kalman filter with more accurately chosen clockestimation parameters (or q's) that are linked to the most
recent measurements of frequency stability of each clock.
The increased confidence from TotHvar and shorter data
processing delays will play significantroles in adequately
managing future GPS system events. More generally, the
Total Hadanlard variance may be used in any application
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IMPROVED COUPLING OF A MICROWAVE RAMSEY CAVITY:
THEORETICAL STUDIES AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
Roland Schrader, Rolf Augustin, and Andreas Bauch
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, Bundesallee 100, D-38116 Braunschweig, Germany
ABSTRACT
Based on theoretical and experimental studies, an
improved design for coupling of the microwave field to
the Ramsey type cavity for use in atomic beam
frequency standards was developed. A concept was
worked out, for minimizing the temperature sensitivity of
the end-to-end phase difference by using the improved
coupling design and proper dimensions of the cavity
itself.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Previous experiments made in connection with the
blackbody frequency shift experiments in the experimental caesium atomic beam frequency standard CSX
of the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) [I]
had revealed that the end-to-end phase difference p of
the Ramsey-type microwave cavity is more sensitive to
the cavity temperature than intuitively assumed. A
sensitivity of the relative CSX frequency on the cavity
temperature of 7 . 1 0 " ~ / " ~was obtained which was
attributed to a change of p. De Marchi et a/. [2] indicated
the potential cause of this phenomenon: In fact, the
phase difference q, depends not only on the electrical
asymmetry of the two cavity arms but also on the overall
cavity dimensions, affected by temperature changes. To
minimise this dependence of q, overall dimensions have
to be chosen appropriately. This choice can roughly be
controlled by microwave amplitude measurements. The
dependence of the microwave field amplitude in the
cavity on the excitation frequency fe is shown in Fig. 1 for
the type of cavities employed in PTB's atomic clocks
CS1 CS4, and hitherto also in CSX. The middle resonance represents the normal point of operation, fe * fo,
where fo is the caesium hyperfine transition frequency of
9 192 MHz. Sharp dispersion-shaped resonances lie
between adjacent broad cavity resonances. The sharp
resonances vanish in case of perfect symmetry of the
Ramsey cavity as will be explained below. If the operating frequency fe * fo lies midway between two neighbouring sharp resonances, p should be rather insensitive to
the overall cavity dimensions. The cavities of PTB's
clocks were apparently not manufactured to ideal
dimensions in this respect.

-

In Section 2, a new cavity concept will be contrasted to
the old one. Substantial changes were made to the
coupling between the feed waveguide and the straight
waveguide of the cavity. A relatively simple expression
for the phase difference p is derived in Section 3, which
gives a detailed physical insight to the decisive parameters influencing q, and its temperature dependence.
From that the dimensioning rules used in the new cavity
concept have been deduced. Experimental studies were
made to verify the theoretical expressions, using cavities

0

9190.5 MHz
frequency f,.

Fig. I Amplitude of the microwave field, measured at the beam
intersection (interaction region) of a Ramsey cavity of the
design used currently in PTB's primary clocks, in dependence
on the excitation frequencyf,.
of the old and the new style in PTB's CSX, during which
the length asymmetry between the cavity arms was
artificially increased. Results are presented in Section 4.
The temperature sensitivity of yl for the new cavity type
was found reduced by more than a factor of 10 compared to the, old results mentioned above. In the most
recent experiments, the standard corner-shaped end
sections of the cavity were replaced by De Marchi-type
ring ends [3]. The then observed phase difference p and
its temperature sensitivity could also be explained using
the results of Section 3.
2.

CAVITY CONCEPT

The cavity used in PTB's clocks is schematically depicted in Fig. 2, showing a photograph and a schematic
drawing, including labels and denominations used in the
subsequent discussions. The dimension of the standard
corner end parts, denoted a and b in Fig. 2, were chosen
in such a way that the standing wave pattern in the
straight part of the cavity (of Type HIO) does not suffer
distortions in the end parts. The feed waveguide lies on
top of the straight guide. The dimensions of the vacuum
tube of the clocks called for such a compact construction
instead of a more standard H-plane T as feed.
To ease understanding of the paper it is at first necessary to recall the construction of the old version of the
straight cavity part. Design of the feed guide had been
motivated by the same considerations as used for the
end sections, namely the transition of the standing wave
pattern between the feed guide, as shown in Fig. 3, and

arm 1

arm 2

Fig.2 Photograph and schematic drawing of the Ramsey cavity currently used in PTB's primary clocks. Parameters: != 35./2,/2, a =
22,86 mm, b = 412, il, = waveguide wave length at 9,2 GHz, 46,52 mm. The planes 1 and 2, and II,I2, are explained in the text. BI
and B2 represent the location of the interactionof the atomic beam with the microwave field.
the straight cavity part should happen without field
distortions. This was realised by opening the straight
guide completely to the feed guide and by choosing
appropriate dimensions for the feed guide as depicted in
Fig. 2. The signal is fed to the feed guide via a coaxial
cable and a probe. The depth of penetration of the probe
into the feed guide of about 5 mm determines the bandwidth of the broad coupling resonance (w 25 MHz)
whose centre frequency is tuned by the position of the
short in the feed guide. The distance between probe and
the gap to the straight waveguide was chosen in such a
way that higher modes excited by the probe vanish. In
consequence, small deviations of the lateral symmetry of
the probe position do not influence the symmetry of the
field excited in the straight part and thus the phase shift
p. The position of the short in the feed guide determines
the centre frequency of the broad coupling resonance
but not the dispersion-shaped asymmetry resonances.
These are determined by the dimensions of the coupling
T and by those of the straight part of the cavitv. The
latter had to be chosen to (2n+lj~$2,with n an bteger
and 4 the waveguide wavelength (n = 17 in our particular case) following the prescription not to distort the
standing wave pattern. But then the sharp dispersion-

shaped asymmetry resonances do not lie symmetrical
with respect to fo.
As a symmetrical position appeared more desirable, we
had to give up the concept of a transition without distortion. Finally we ended in a coupling design as depicted in
Fig. 4 from which technical details and dimensions can
be deduced. In contrast to the previous design', coupling
between the three arms has been improved so that a record of the field amplitude in the cavity as a function of fe
exhibits a periodic succession of broad coupling resonances and small asymmetry resonances over a wide
frequency range. The position of the latter on the
frequency axis have to be adjusted by proper tuning of
the length of the cavity arm, as will be explained
subsequently.

3.

ANALYTICAL DERIVATION OF THE PHASE
DIFFERENCE p

In our cavity, the signal is coupled through arm 3 into the
two arms 1 and 2 as illustrated in Figure 2. As for each H
plane T, one can find (after some calculations not shown
here) two planes 1 and 2, indicated in Figure 2, in which

arm 1

arm 2

Fig.2 Photograph and schematic drawing o f the Ramsey cavity currently used in PTB's primary clocks. Parameters: e = 35.412, a =
22,86 rnm, b = A$2, II, = waveguide wave length at 9,2 GHz, 46,52 mm. The planes 1 and 2, and I1,12, are explained in the text. B1
and B2 represent the location of the interaction of the atomic beam with the microwave field.

the straight cavity part should happen without field
distortions. This was realised by opening the straight
guide completely to the feed guide and by choosing
appropriate dimensions for the feed guide as depicted in
Fig. 2. The signal is fed to the feed guide via a coaxial
cable and a probe. The depth of penetration of the probe
into the feed guide of about 5 mrn determines the bandwidth of the broad coupling resonance (= 25 MHz)
whose centre frequency is tuned by the position of the
short in the feed guide. The distance between probe and
the gap to the straight waveguide was chosen in such a
way that higher modes excited by the probe vanish. In
consequence, small deviations of the lateral symmetry of
the probe position do not influence the symmetry of the
field excited in the straight part and thus the phase shift
p. The position of the short in the feed guide determines
the centre frequency of the broad coupling resonance
but
the dispersion-shaped asymmetry resonances.
These are determined by the dimensions of the coupling
T and by those of the straight part of the cavity. The
latter had to be chosen to (2n+1)/2$2, with n an integer
and 4 the waveguide wavelength (n = 17 in our particular case) following the prescription not to distort the
standing wave pattern. But then the sharp dispersion-

shaped asymmetry resonances do not lie symmetrical
with respect to fo.
As a symmetrical position appeared more desirable, we
had to give up the concept of a transition without distortion. Finally we ended in a coupling design as depicted in
Fig. 4 from which technical details and dimensions can
be deduced. In contrast to the previous design, coupling
between the three arms has been improved so that a record of the field amplitude in the cavity as a function of fe
exhibits a periodic succession of broad coupling resonances and small asymmetry resonances over a wide
frequency range. The position of the latter on the
frequency axis have to be adjusted by proper tuning of
the length of the cavity arm, as will be explained
subsequently.

3.

ANALYTICAL DERIVATION OF THE PHASE'
DIFFERENCE p

In our cavity, the signal is coupled through arm 3 into the
two arms 1 and 2 as illustrated in Figure 2. As for each H
plane T, one can find (after some calculations not shown
here) two planes 1 and 2, indicated in Figure 2, in which

A1 and can be found from the reflection coefficient I7
in plane 1

feed guide
/

/
\

atomic
beam

GI

= (1-1I71 )/(I +I ) w (1-1 fi1)/2 indicates the losses
of arm 1 and the angle 61 is defined by 51 = pel + p and
p = 25r/&, where e l is the distance between plane 1 and
the plane 11, yl is defined by the reflection factor of the
end part 41 = fill.exp{-2 i yl). With
the phase difference between the fields in the input plane I 1 and the
location 61 of the atomic beam passage through the
cavity as indicated in Fig. 2, one finds the phase difference @ between the fields in plane 1 and location B1 to

A1

short

straight guide

coaxial line
H--------H

20 mm
Fig.3 Section view of the coupling between feed waveguide
and straight waveguide of the Ramsey cavity o f the design,
used currently in PTB's primary clocks.

Having repeated the same procedure for arm 2 one finds
with (I) the end to end phase difference p = @ - a

For further discussions it is advantageous to introduce
average and difference values, according to

vacuum
seal

This allows (5) to be written as

H-------H

adjustable
short

-r,

20 mm
Fig.4 Section view of the coupling between feed waveguide
and straight waveguide of the Ramsey cavity of the new
design, developed in course of studies presented in this paper.
the transversal magnetic field components,
are equal but have opposite sign,

where the physical meaning of the terms is rather
obvious now; The first term is due to the geometrical
between arm 1 and arm 2 (including
asymmetry,
the end parts). Usually only this term was discussed in
the literature as being responsible for a phase difference
p. So eq. (5.6.105) in [4] is equivalent to p =
here.
The second term in (7) is due to an asymmetry of the
losses, - 2 , and the last term has been already
described above.

H
1

and HZ,

No assumption about the terminations of the arms have
to be made when deriving (1). Only the coupling T has to
be presupposed as lossless.
Relation (1) allows to calculate the course of the phase
of the standing wave field (transversal magnetic component) for both arms of the cavity separately. Both arms
can be divided into a straight part and an end part. The
planes I1 and I2 define the input planes for the end
parts. Each of them is located at a maximum of the
transversal magnetic field component at a position as
shown in Fig. 2. Then the phase difference of the
straight part for example of arm 1 between the fields in
plane 1 and plane 11 can be calculated to

A.F

The overall cavity dimensions come into play in (7) by
the average value 6. A choice of 6 = n.n (n = 0,l ...) minimises in (7) the first term and makes the second term in
(7) vanish. In the case of a change of temperature it is
obvious that the angle 4, representing the geometrical
dimensions of one arm (including the end part), will be
influenced particularly. Again the choice 6 = n-n is advantageous because the first term in (7) (- l/cos2,$) is an
even function and thus cannot contribute. Condition 6 =
n.5r imposes that the planes 1 and 2 coincide with planes
of maximum field amplitude. The junction between the
realised end parts and the central straight section (see
Fig. 2) have to be done in planes of zero transversal
magnetic field. Thus, the distance between the two
flanges and planes 1 or 2, respectively, have to be
machined to exactly (m+1/2).&/2 which can in practise
be controlled in the following way: If, for example, the
distance in arm 1 is machined to the wrrect length, a
short circuit at its flange will produce a standing wave
field in arm 1 with a node of the transversal magnetic

field in plane 1. Thus with HZ= -HI = 0 in plane 2, as
follows from (I), no rf power will be detected using a
probe at the flange of arm 2. With the probe attached to
the flange of arm 1 the length of arm 2 can be controlled.
Tuning of both arms will never be perfect, and the remaining small differences entail the weak, dispersion
shaped asymmetry resonances, seen e.g. in Fig. 1,
which occur at { = (n*l12).n. Assume that arm 1 is
slightly longer than arm 2 and that the probe is located at
position 82 of arm 2. Sweeping the frequency fe, at
some point the condition {I = (n*1/2).sr is fulfilled, the
standing wave field has a node in plane 1 and no field is
transmitted to arm 2, explaining the sharp minimum in
the recorded signal. At a slightly higher frequency fe, the
resonance cdndition 4 = (n+1/2).x is fulfilled in arm 2, no
field is transmitted to arm 1, and the probe in arm 2
records a sharp increase in signal.
The two sharp resonances at fe above and below fo will
thus be recorded at frequencies corresponding to { =
(n+1/2).n, approximately shifted by equal amounts with
respect to fo, with deviations due to the frequency
dependence of the wavelength 4, of the S-parameters
of the T, and of the reflections from the end parts. As the
frequency separation between them corresponds to A{ =
n one can estimate from Fig. 1 that { = n.180" + 45"
prevails in case of our cavities. The measured value is
48,8" (instead of 45"), meaning that plane 1 or 2 is
shifted by 6,3 mm from the ideal position.

4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
Cavities were built into PTB's atomic beam frequency
standard CSX, which in this context is characterised by
its line Q of 3.10' (252 HZ clock transition line width) and
a short-term relative frequency instability of < 4 . 1 ~ ' ~
(t1 h)-'I2. Details of CSX have been previously described
[ I ,5,6]. Frequency measurements were carried out with
respect to PTB's primary clocks CS1 and CS2. The CSX
frequency is corrected for all known systematic shifts
except that one due to the phase difference p which is,
in turn, derived from the observed relative frequency
differences Fx = ( fcsx - fP"m)lfprimwith respect to the
primary clocks, using the relation p = -Fx.sr.Q.
4.1 Experiments with stron~lvasymmetrical cavities
To verify the validity of expressions (7) we exaggerated
the asymmetry of the cavity by artificially lengthening
one arm. A 2-mm disc was mounted between the
straight part and one end section. Then only the first
term in (7) should be significant. We studied both types
of cavities, the old one with told = (1+6,3) mm/& . 360" =
56,48", and the new one with {new = 1 m m l h 360" =
7,74", but the same difference value for both, f = 360O.1
mm I&.= 7,74". Using the same corner-shaped cavity
end parts in the same orientation, we deduced ya~d=
5,89.1u3 for the old cavity and
= 1,61.109 for the
new one, i.e, (pold/(pnew= 3,66. The first term in (7) instead
2
predicts C O S ~ ( { ~ : ~(told)
~~)=
~C
3,351.
O S With the two values
for p one can calculate the A factors. One finds Aold =
0,0133 and Anew= 0,0127, two values which are compatible with tabulated loss figures of copper. A=0,013
corresponds to a damping constant a = 1,43~10*51mm.

This value is slightly larger than the theoretical of a =
I,35.10-~1mm.
The temperature dependence of p follows from the total
differential of the first term in (7),

For standard X-band wave guide at fe * 9,2 GHz one can
show that d{* 2.pta (dlalea), and we get d{ = 2 , 4 5 1 ~ ~
(Paw 19.5.412, total length of one arm) and with (dealla) =
2.10.~and A = 0,013, from (8) dyald = 4,26.1U5 and dfiew
= 1,I 9 . 1 0 ~are predicted for a 1"C temperature change.
~ ~ d*ew,ex
We found experimentally d@~d,ex= 4 , 4 5 1 and
= 3,89.106, in good agreement for the old cavity, but not
really for the new cavity. One could try to explain the
discrepancy as due to the neglect of the second term in
(7). But this is not the case as the losses in the two
cavity arms would have to differ by as much as A"IA*
0,05, which could not be verified in experiments
described in the next section.
4.2 Ex~erimentswith svmmetrical cavities
We repeated the same kind of experiments with the two
cavities as symmetrical as possible, i.e. without the
additional disk. From the frequency measurements we
derived the following results which clearly show the
superiority of the new cavity design with respect to the
old one
old cavity (cold= 48,74")
~ o l d =7,11.1

od

new cavity (cnew=OO)
vnew=1
,94.1u5

(-6,4.1d 3 )

(-1,75.10-'~)

dqoid =7,67.10-'

dqnew=4,44.1
u8

(-6,9.10"~*1u15)

(-4.10-~~+10-~~)

values for dp as before, for a one degree temperature
change. The values in parentheses indicate the
obsewed relative frequency differences FX and their
temperature sensitivity. The total measurement time for
the temperature coefficients was about 15 days for each
individual temperature value. Minimum and maximum
cavity temperatures differed by about 9 "C.
The first two terms in (7) will be used for the discussion
of these results. For the temperature dependence they
predict

Thus a temperature dependence can be expected for
the new cavity (tg(&ew) = 0 !) only if an asymmetj in the
losses of the two arms (z+O) is present. From the
experimental result for dp one deduces 21A = 1,4.10"
(corresponding to dFx = 4.10-16).

Assuming for the old cavity similar values for ZIA, one
can neglect in (9) the second term and one would expect
a ratio dq)o~d/p,ld= 2.tg(g.d{= 2.1,14.2,45.10-~= 5,6.1r3,
whereas 1 1 . 1was
~ ~ found in the experiments.
4.3 Ex~erimentswith rincl-end arts
Instead of the standard corner end parts, seen in Fig. 2,
we mounted ring-shaped end parts, as proposed by de
Marchi et al. [3] on the new central cavity part (hew= 0).
We obtained the following results for ga and dm,
respectively: ga = 1,67.104 (-1,5.10-12) and dga =
3,8910-' (-3,5.10-l5f 10-l~).
The rather large value of ga compared to fiew can be
explained only if the summand (&, - 4,) of (7) is no
longer negligible, whereas the second term is still zero
due to tg(d=O. In contrary to the corner end parts which
are broadband devices, the ring end parts have the
characteristic of a strongly coupled cavity with a distinctive frequency sensitivity. Thus, differences in the
dimension of the the two ring endparts may have a
stronger impact on amplitude and phase of the fields in
B1 and 82 than this can be anticipated to be the case in
the corner end parts. We calculated the wave propagation in the end sections with a simplified model (EPlane-T coupled to the ring which is considered as
simple waveguide) assuming certain dimensional
.asymmetries between the two rings which may exist in
the coupling to the rings, and the losses and the length
of the rings. As an example Fig. 5 shows (&, - 4 ~ 2 )
plotted as a function of the ring circumference e, when
an asymmetry of 0,l mm in the circumference of the ring
was assumed. The losses of the ring were supposed
twice of those of a standard X-band waveguide and the
circumference of the ring was varied between 4&f2 and
6412. The ring is in resonance at 4 u 2 or 6&/2 where
(&I - &z) is quite large. At that time following the proposed design of De Marchi we have almost realised
4412, and our measurement results apparently agree
with the predicted magnitude of ( 4 , - h Z ) in this case.
Similar results can be found if asymmetries in coupling
or losses are introduced.
To explain the temperature dependence of ga one has to
form the total differential of all three terms in (7). One
finds an expression with many terms. In contrast to the
cavity with corner end parts not only the variation of the
overall dimensions has to be taken into account but due
to the resonant behaviour of the ring also the change of
the differential magnitudes (d? , d 2, d(4, - h,)).If the
ring is working at resonant conditions (as in our case, rs
4 w 2 ) several terms can reach values which correspond
to relative frequency shifts of the order 1 . 1 ~ ' Also
~ . the
temperature dependence of the second term of (7) may
be significant at resonant conditions: Forming from this
term the total differential one obtain with &0, d y A"~d4:
A relative difference of only 2% in the losses of the two
rings on each arm, but also in the coupling between the
straight part and the rings would alone be sufficient to
explain the magnitude of the experimental findings. Such
differences in the ring properties would be insignificant if
the rings were designed to be non-resonant.

Fig. 5 Contribution to the end-to end phase difference p (third
G,,)
as a function of the circumsummand in (6)),
ference e, of the De Marchi type ring cavities [3] mounted as
end parts. Between the two rings, an asymmetry in ring
circumference of 0,l mm was assumed.

(el-

5. CONCLUSION

Stimulated by previously unexplained experimental
results we have re-examined the coupling of the
microwave field to a Ramsey type cavity, and studied, in
particular, the impact of the coupling and of other cavity
parameters on the resulting end-to-end phase difference
p. We have derived an analytical expression for p which
shows how p and its temperature dependence can be
minimised choosing special dimensions for the cavity.
Based on these findings, the temperature sensitivity of
the end-to-end phase difference of the previous cavity
design could be explained and an improved design for
coupling of the microwave field to the Ramsey type
cavity could be realised with the temperature sensitivity
reduced by an order of magnitude.
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ABSTRACT
We have developed a frequency chain to measure the
absolute frequency of a 12712-stabilizedNd:YAG laser at
563.2 THd532 nm. The measurement is achieved with respect
to two secondary optical frequency standards (OFS) operating
at 29.1 THdl0.3 pm and 385.4 THd778 nm respectively.
These two OFS have been previously measured against
primary cesium clock at the BNM-LPTF.

Keywords: frequency chain, non-linear mixing, femtosecond
laser, optical frequency standard, stabilized laser
1. INTRODUCTION

The alo hyperfine component of the R(56) 32-0 iodine
transition line is one of recommended radiations by the
ComitC International des Poids et Mesures (CIPM) for the
practical realization of the definition of the meter with a
relative standard uncertainty of 40 kHz (Ref. 1). Recently,
several measurements for the determination of the absolute
frequency of iodine transition lines have been achieved with
reduced uncertainties ranging 1 to 5 kHz (Refs. 2-3) using a
femtosecond laser.
In this paper, we propose an independent measurement of the
absolute frequency of iodine stabilized frequency doubled
Nd:YAG lasers at 532 nm with a uncertainty of 1 kHz using
the LPTF frequency chain based on the use of two optical
frequency standards (OFS).
The first OFS, operating at 29.1 THdl0.3 ym, is a sealed
C 0 2 laser frequency locked to an Os04 saturated absorption
line, which is achieved in an external Fabry-Perot cavity. This
OFS is known with 4 Hz uncertainty (Ref. 4) and exhibits a
very good stability as:

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The frequency synthesis chain set-up is shown in Fig. 1.
We employ two compact laser diode sources. The first one
(LD1) is an a-DFB (angled-grating distributed feedback) laser
diode (tunable from 1.063 to 1.067 pm) operating in this case
at 1.064 ym. It delivers up to 500 mW cw output power. The
second (LD2) is a laser diode operating at 1.551 ym with an
output power of 20 mW. This later is frequency doubled using
a Periodically Poled Lithium Niobate (PPLN) crystal in order
to phase lock its frequency on a transfer laser diode (LD3)
operating at 775.5 nm.
On the other hand, the LDl laser is phase locked on the "'I~stabilized Nd:YAG laser standard (1.06421 ym). The twice
value of 61 1 GHz frequency gap between LD3 and the LDIRb
OFS, is bridged in the visible domain using a femtosecond
laser itself phase-locked against H-maser. The difference
frequency generation (DFG) between LDl and LD2 is realized
in a 15 mrn long type-I1 cut AgGaS2 crystal. The issued
radiation from this nonlinear mixing at 3.39 pm is compared
to the one delivered by a 2 m long He-Ne transfer laser. This
laser is linked to the third harmonic of Os04 standard using a
MIM diode. Finally, the frequency in the green will be
determined as

where A is the algebraic sum of all frequency beat notes
involved in our chain.

with a minimum value of 6 x 10-16 for an integration time
~ 3 0 0 - 4 0 0s (Ref. 5).
The second OFS is based on the use of a low power laser
diode, frequency locked on the
Fg=3 - 5D5/2, Fe=5
Doppler free two-photon transition of the rubidium atom at
385.4 THz/778 nm. It is known with 1 kHz uncertainty and
exhibits a stability as:

with a minimum value of 2 x
for an integration time
~=200-5000s (Ref. 6).
This last uncertainty will determine the ultimate accuracy of
the measurement of the OFS at 563.2 THz.

Fig. 1 Chain principle measurement

3. RESULTS

To DFG

Beat-note

@ 775.5 nm

3.1 Bridnine the 61 1 GHz frecluencv eav
Several methods have been considered to measure
this 61 1 GHz frequency gap. The first one consisted to use an
harmonic mixing in a Schottky diode with a far infrared laser
phase locked against H-maser (Ref.7). The second one is to
generate an optical frequency comb (Ref. 8) in the 1.5 pm
range in order to bridge the 61 1 GHz frequency gap. This last
technique is at present under development.
But since the recent coming of femtosecond laser in
our laboratory, we have preferred to use it to measure the
twice value of frequency gap in the visible domain. The fs
laser is a Kerr-lens mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser which
operates at a -880 MHz repetition rate. The optical spectrum
covers the 780-820 nm range. For the frequency gap
measurement purpose, we use an intermediate laser diode
operating in the visible at 775.5 pm (LD3) and the laser diode
frequency locked on the two photon transition at 778 nm
(LD/Rb).We measure the frequency difference by comparing
to the appropriate components of fentosecond laser spectrum
separated by 1.2 THz.
As a preliminary result, we have been able to observe beat
notes with the fs laser corresponding to two laser diodes with
SNR of -25 dB in a resolution bandwidth of 300 kHz.

I...

. . .

-

SNR 45 dB

450 pW

Optical fiber

Fig3 SHG experimental set-up at 1.551 ym in a PPLN crystal

The 6.5 yW of second harmonic power corresponds at
0.85%/Wcm single-pass conversion efficiency. This result is
in good agreement with the theoretical value :
3

'lth

2

-

= 2w1deff"h0'T) 0.4- 0.9%/Wcm [I]

nnIn2~0~4

using the effective nonlinear coefficient deR = (2/n)dj317 pm/V f 20%. o,is the frequency of the fundamental beam,
A((),&) is the Boyd-Kleinman focusing factor (Ref. 10) for
the assumed geometry, nl and n2 are refractive index at the
fundamental and second harmonic wavelengths, so is the
permittivity of vacuum and c is the speed of light.
The SHG power as a function of the wavelength and of the
temperature are shown in figure 4(a) and 4(b). We have
determined the acceptance bandwidths for the wavelength at
1.551 ym and the temperature respectively. We have obtained
Av=I.l nm and AT=I 0°C. This is in good agreement with the
calculated values which are Av= 1.2 nm and AT=8OC.

Fig. 2 Beat note at 775.5 nm between the free running fs laser
and the LD3.
Ah (nm)

3.2 SHG at 1.55 1 urn in a PPLN crystal
To frequency lock the laser diode 2 (LD2) on the
intermediate laser diode, we frequency double LD2 in a
19 mm long PPLN crystal of grating period 19 ym. The SHG
experimental set-up is shown in figure 3.
The sample is heated at 33 OC to achieve the optimum second
harmonic conversion at 1.551 ym. In these conditions, we
have detected up to 6.5 pW power at 775.5 nm using 20 mW
fundamental power on the crystal. The second harmonic
radiation is mixed with 450 pW of LD3 power. We have
obtained a beat note at 775.5 nm of SNR-45 dB in a
resolution bandwidth of 300 kHz.
Fig. 4 Acceptance bandwidths for the wavelength at 1.551 ym
(a) and the temperature (b)

3.4 DFG in a type I1 cut AnGaS, crystal
The DFG experimental setup is presented in figure 5. We
generate the frequency difference between LDI and LD2
using a (2 x 2 x 15) mm type-IIA AgGaSz (AGS) crystal
(0=68O, cp=OO).The two beams are combined collinearly using
a dichroic beamsplitter and focused into the AGS crystal. The
type-I1 A (e, - o, + ei) interaction gives the largest coefficient
in AGS, d36=13 k 2 pm/V (Ref. 1 I). Therefore, the pump
(1.064 pm) and signal (1.551 pm) beams must be polarized
perpendicularly with respect to the crystal axis. The two faces
of crystal were not antireflection coated. In this situation, only
70% of the input powers are coupled into the crystal,
corresponding to 87 mW pump power at 1064.21 nm and 14
mW of signal power at 1551 nm. A spectral filter is placed in
front of the detector to block the pump and signal beams.
Taking into account the transmission of the CaFz lens and
spectral filter, a maximum idler power of 128 nW was
achieved, then linked to the intermediate He-Ne laser. We
have realized the beat note at 88.4 THz with 300 FW of
intermediate He-Ne laser power. We have obtained a SNR of
40 dB in a resolution bandwidth of 300 kHz.
To SHG
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To SHG

1.9 inside the crystal. We estimate an optimum focusing
parameter value of hm(B,p) rn 1.2 x 1c2. The calculated
internal efficiency according to the equation [2] is 7.8 x 10.' %
/Wcm when absorption is neglected. The measured efficiency
is comparable with the calculated efficiency in our crystal.
The experimental values of the DFG power are plotted as a
function of the product of pump and signal input powers in
figure 7.

Fig. 7 DFG power Pi (3.39 pm) as a function power product
Pp (1064 nm) x P, (1551 nm). The pump power was fixed at
Pp=87 mW.
We have varied the signal input power at 1.551 pm while was
fixed the pump power as Pp=87 mW. A maximum of
Pi=128 nW was so obtained. The DFG power versus of the
product P, x P, (Fig. 7) is linear with a length normalized
slope efficiency of q=7.1 x 10" WWcm. This is in good
agreement with the value calculated by use of Eq. [2].
The DFG power as a function of the signal and pump
wavelengths are shown in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b). The theoretical
curves are obtained by deriving the phase-mismatch Ak = kp k, - ki with respect to h,, hp and plotting the sinc2(~k1/2).
1.0-

Fig. 5 DFG experimental set-up at 3.39 pm in a AgGaSz nonlinear crystal.

The measured infrared power corresponds to a normalized
conversion efficiency of 7.1 x 10" %/Wcm and gives an
effective nonlinear coefficient 9 pmN.
The theoretical expression for an optimum DFG conversion
efficiency for the case of two Gaussian beams with a joint
waist location at the middle of the crystal is (Ref. 12) :
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where mi is the idler frequency, der is the effective nonlinear
coefficient, cq is the idler linear absorption coefficient,
hm(B,p)is the optimum focusing parameter (Ref. 12) which is
a function of the walk-off parameter
B = [(k, - k , ) 1 ] " ~ / 2
with p the walk-off angle and degeneracy parameter
y = k, /k,, €0 and c are the permittivity and the speed of
light in vacuum respectively, np, n,, ni are the refractive
indices for the pump, signal and idler wavelengths
respectively, k,, ki are the signal and idler wave-vectors.
For the lasers used in this experiment, p w 0.69 and the walkoff angle is about 0.87', indicating a walk-off parameter B of
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Fig. 7 Wavelength acceptance bandwidths for the signal (a)
and pump (b) beams.

The wavelength acceptance bandwidths for the both beams are
respectively 2.4 nm and 0.79 nm. The calculated values give
A h ~ 1 . 6nm and Ahp=0.54 nm, using a plane-wave analysis.
This discrepancy is due to the combined effect of walk-off and
focusing. Using a Gaussian-wave DFG analysis (Ref. 12), it is
possible to show these broadenings and to predict the slight
asymmetry of the curves due to the aperture effect (Ref. 13).
We have also measured the DFG power as a function of the
crystal angle (Fig. 8). The theoretical curve is obtained by
deriving the phase-mismatch Ak = k, - k, ki with respect to
0 and plotting the sinc2(~k1/2).The calculated value gives
A0 =O. 1.5' using plane-wave analysis. Experimentally, we find
an angular acceptance bandwidth of about 0.24".
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Fig. 8 Internal angular acceptance bandwidth was
accomplished by rotating the mixing crystal for pump and
signal wavelengths fixed.
4. CONCLUSION

We have realized all the frequency mixings necessary for the
frequency synthesis chain. We have achieved SHG from 155 1
to 775.5 nm in a PPLN crystal with 6.5 pW of output power,
corresponding to a single-pass conversion efficiency of
0.85%/Wcm. We have generated the frequency difference
(DFG) in a AgGaS* crystal with a maximum idler power of
128 nW. Then, we have compared its frequency with the
transfer He-Ne laser frequency at 88.4 THz.
The next step of this work is to link the intermediate He-Ne
laser to the third harmonic of our 29.1 THz OsO, standard. We
expect to measure the absolute frequency of iodine stabilized
frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser at 563.2 THd532 nm with
an uncertainty of 1 kHz (-2 x lo-'*).
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Abstract: We theoretically demonstrate possibility of trapping linear polar molecules in static quadrupole electric
fields. Classical analysis shows that molecules rotating in a specific direction experience a restoring force toward
the center of the field distribution. The potential depth is quantum-mechanically evaluated for alkali-halide
molecules to be in the order of hundred mK.
Key words: molecule, trapping, Mojorana effect, Stark effect
1. Introduction
Molecular spectrum has been used for optical
frequency standards [l]. To improve the accuracy of
the measured frequency, it is preferable to observe
Doppler free spectrum from cold molecules trapped in
space.
Just recently, several groups developed effective
methods to prepare ultra-cold gases and confine them
in three-dimensional traps. Harvard group used
static magnetic fields to trap paramagnetic CaH
molecules pre-cooled through buffer gas collisions [2,3].
Cesium dimers produced by the photo-association of
laser-cooled Cs atoms were trapped in focused CO,
laser beam [4].
The idea of trapping molecules with static electric
fields was first proposed by Wing [5]. Bethlem et al.
decelerated ND, molecular beams by time-varying
inhomogeneous electric fields and loaded them into an
electrostatic trap [6]. In the quadrupole electric fields,
three-dimensional restoring force is exerted on
molecules that show second-order Stark energy shift.
I n this paper, we theoretically investigate motion of
a linear polar molecule, another molecular species that
has the second-order Stark effect, in static quadrupole
electric fields. The depth of the trap potential is
quantum mechanically estimated from the Stark
energy shift. Numerical simulation based on classical
equations of motion shows that a linear molecule is
stably trapped when its plane of rotation is parallel to
the electric field. The stability of the trap is discussed
in relation to the Majorana effect.

Electrostatic Quadrupole Trap
I n our analysis, we consider a quadrupole trap
composed of two end-cap electrodes and a ring electrode,
a s is shown in Fig. 1. The end-cap electrodes are
biased with respect to the ring electrode by a static
voltage V,. The inner surfaces of these electrodes form
hyperboloids of revolution with inner radius r,, and
2.

end-cap-to-end-cap distance 22,
In Cartesian
coordinate system with its origin at the trap center, the
electric field distribution is expressed as,

where

2vo
a =4+222; .

The electric field is zero at the trap center and
becomes stronger in any direction as the distance from
the center increases.

Z

Fig. 1 Cross section of the quadrupole
electrodes. The inner surfaces of the
electrodes are hyperboloids of revolution
symmetric around the z-axis. The endcap electrodes are biased with respect to
the ring electrode by a static voltage V,.
To make a three-dimensional potential well with

the quadrupole field distribution, it is necessary that
the molecular species have the second-order Stark
effect so that the energy increases with increasing
magnitude of E. For a linear polar molecule, the Stark
energy shift for reasonably weak electric field is written
as,

where p is the dipole moment, h Plank's constant,
and B the rotational constant of the linear molecule.
The quantum numbers J and M represent the total
angular momentum and its projection on the electric
field, respectively.
Molecules in a quantum state with J(J+1)>3M%ave
higher energy where the electric field is stronger. The
field gradient exerts a restoring force on these
molecules that is directed to the trap center; the
molecule is in the low-field searching state. Molecules
in a state with J(J+1)<3M2 are driven by an opposite
force and are expelled from the trap; the molecule is in
the high-field searching state. In a classical picture,
which is valid in the limit of J-m, the condition for
being trapped is cos" < 113, where O is the angle of
the molecular angular momentum with respect to the
electric field.
Figure 2 shows the Stark energy shift of the I4 M >
= I 1, 02 state of NaCl more rigorously calculated from
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix. I t is noted
that the energy first increases and then decreases with
a n increase in the field strength. The potential depth
of 200 mK is achieved a t the electric field of 7 kVlcm.

6 ie ctric Field &V/c m )
Fig.2 Stark energy of NaCl in the I J , M > =
11,0> state a s a function of the electric
field.

3. Equations of Motion and Numerical Results
As a molecule travels in the inhomogeneous fields,
the direction of electric field at its position changes. If
a molecule is initially in the low-field searching state,
and its angular momentum keeps a constant angle with
the electric field, the molecule remains in the same I J;
M > state and is stably trapped. On the other hand,
when a molecule moves too fast, so-called Majorana
effect takes place in which the angular momentum does
not follow the change in the field direction, and its
angle with the field changes in time.
We investigate motion of a linear polar molecule
numerically on the basis of classical equations of
motion, and clarify whether or not the Majorana effect
i s dominant.
In our classical model, we assume that the linear
molecule is a rigid rotor with the mass m and the
moment of inertia about axes perpendicular to the
internuclear axis 1: Motion of the polar molecule in
the electric fields (1) is described by the following
equations:
d2x

tn-=p
dl2

'

m-=
ddt2 y

a sine cosrp,

(3)

p a sins sinp,

Here (x, y, z)is the position of center of gravity of the
molecule, and its orientation in space is specified by the
spherical polar coordinates 8 and rp .
Equations (3)-(7) are numerically integrated by the
Adams method with parameter values for NaCl
molecule (m=58 a.u., 1=1.28 x 1 0 ' ' ' ~ g m 2 , ,u =8.5
debyes). The field parameter a is fixed to 20 kV/mm2.
The total energy of the system is monitored to check
the accuracy of the calculation. Figures 3 (a) and (b)
show projection of a calculated molecular orbit on the
x-y plane and the x-z plane. Initially the molecule is
placed on the x axis 1 ;I m away from the trap center,
and rotates in the x-y plane with a n angular frequency

of 2.rc x 1.1 x 10'" Hz, which corresponds to the
rotational energy of the J = 1 state. The molecule is
initially in the low-field searching state since its
angular momentum is perpendicular to the electric
field. Initial translational velocity is (0 m/s, 0.2 mls, 3
mls).
The fact that the orbit is a closed loop implies that
the static fields are working a s a confining force to the
rotating molecule. The center-of-mass motion in each
degree of freedom is well described by harmonic
oscillation.

Fig. 3 The center-of-mass orbit of a
NaCl molecule numerically calculated
with the condition described in the text.
(a) and (b) show the trajectory in the x-y
and x-z planes, respectively.
The angle of the angular momentum to the electric
field always falls around 90". The molecule remains
in the low-field searching state while orbiting around
the trap region.
Numerical analysis suggests that the Majorana effect
is negligibly small under the present condition. The
center-of-mass drift is much slower than the internal
rotation, and the plane of rotation almost keeps a
constant angle to the field direction.
4. Conclusion
We have theoretically demonstrated that a linear
polar molecule is stably trapped in static quadrupole
electric fields, if it initially rotates in a plane parallel to
the electric field. I t has been shown that a potential
well is as deep as several hundred mK for alkali halide
molecules. Laser ablation and successive buffer-gas
cooling can prepare such low-temperature gases.
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ABSTRACT
The fresuencycomb created by a femtosecond mode-locked laser
and a microstructurefiber is used to phasecoherently measure the
frequencies of both the Hg' and Ca optical frequency standards
with respect to the SI second as realized at NET. We find the
transition fkquencies to bef,, = 1 064 721 609 899 143(10) Hz
andfa= 455 986 240 494 158(26)Hz, respectively. This work
begins to reveal the high stability and accuracy potential of
optical atomic clocks based on the Hg' and Ca standards.
Furthermore, when combined with previous measurements, we
find no time variations of these atomic frequencies within the
uncertainties of I(afc$at)/fw$< 2 x l0'I4 yr-' and I(v&fi3t)y,lc
8 x 10'14yr.'.
Keywords: Optical, Atomic Clock, femtosecond, comb
INTRODUCTION
Optical fresuencystandards based on lasercooled atoms and ions
promise superior stability and accuracy over existing microwave
standards [I-51. However, because of their high frequencies (10'' Hz or PHz), it has proven difficult to count cycles as
required for building functioning clocks. Only recently, a reliable
and convenient clockwork fast enough to count optical
oscillations has been realized [6-91. Here, we report on work
toward an all-optical- clock bastd on a femtosecond laser that
phase-coherently divides down the frequency of the visible
radiation from either a Hg+or Ca optical-frequency standard to a
countable radio frequency. We have measured the absolute
frequenciesof these optical transitions in terms of the SI second
as realized at NZST [lo]. Indeed, for the Hgt standard, the
uncertainty in the measurement is essentially limited by our
knowledge of the SI second at -2 x 10'". Additionally, the
comparison of atomic frequencies over time provides constraints
on the possible time variation of fundamental constants. We now
have measurements of the absolute Hgt frequency taken over a
six month interval that differ by less than their statistical
uncertainty and much less than their systematic uncertainty.

THE OPTICAL STANDARDS
TheHg' and Ca systems have recently been described elsewhere
[1,4, 11-13], so we summarize only their basic features. The
mercury optical frequency standard is based on a single, lasercooled '%g+ ion that is stored in a cryogenic, radio-frequency,
spherical Paul trap. The ion is cooled and detected by driving the
2S,nFmcycliingtransition at 194 nm. The 'Sin (F =0, M F= 0)
- 'DSn (F =2 ,M F= 0) electric-quadrupoletransition at 282 nm
[Fig. 1] provides the reference for the optical standard [I]. We
lock the frequencydoubled output of a 563 nm dye laser with

-

subhetlz l i n d [ l 2 ] to the quadrupole resonance. Transitions
to the metastable 'Dfi state are detected with near unit efficiency
since the absorption of a single 282 nm photon suppresses the
scattering of many 194 nrn photons on the strongly allowed 'SIa
2P,,,
transition [14,15 1. In figure 2 we show an example of a
normalized spectrum that was obtained from multiple,
bidirectional scans through the resonance, where the probe time
was 20 ms. Most often, the frequency was locked to-resonance
with a 10 ms interrogation period, which yielded a fractional
frequency stability of 2 ~ 1 0 ' " t -In for an averaging time r
measured in seconds [16].

-

The calcium standard starts with a collection of -10' laser-cooled
40Caatoms held in a magneto-optic trap. The 423 nm' So P,
transition is used for trapping and Doppler-cooling the atoms to
a residual temperature of -2 mK. The 'So(M, 0) 'PI (Mj 0)
weakly allowed electric-dipole transition (400 Hz natural
linewidth) at 657 nm is the "clock" transition for this frequency
standard [Fig. 31. We excite the transition with a four-pulse
BordbRamsey sequence (pulse duration =1.5 ps) with light from
a continuous-wave (CW), frequency-stabilized diode laser.
Using a shelving detection technique similar to that employed in
the Hg+system, near-resonant 423 nm pulses (5 ps duration) are
used before and after the 657 nm excitation to determine the
fraction of atoms transferred from the ground state. Figure 4
shows the BordbRamsey fringes taken at a resolution of 960 Hz.
This system has demonstrated a fractional frequency stability of
4 x 10"' t'In when probing subkilohertz linewidths[4]. For the
measurements presented here the Ca spectrometer was operated
with linewidths ranging from 0.96 to 11.55 kJXz, which are
integer submultiplesof the recoil splitting.

-

-'

-

-

THE OPTICAL COMB
The recent introduction of mode-locked lasers to optical
frequency metrology greatly simplifies the task of opticalfrequency measurements [6 -8,17 -19 ]. The spectrum emitted
by a mode-locked laser consists of a comb of regularly spaced
continuouswaves that are separated by the pulse repetition ratef,.
The frequency of the nmmode of the comb is given byf, = nf, +
f,120,211,where &, is the frequency offset common to all modes.
This offset is caused by the difference between the group- and the
phasevelocityinside the laser cavity. f,can be measured by direct
detection of the laser's output with a photodiode. f, is measured
by heterodyningthe 2* harmonic of mode f, = nf, +f, from the
infrared wing of the comb with mode&, = 2nf, +hfrom the blue
side of the comb [7,8]. This self-referencedtechnique requires
that the optical comb span at least an octave in frequency space.
While an octave-spanning comb can be produced directly from
a mode-locked laser [22], launching the longer pulses from a

commercially-available femtosecond laser into an air-silica
rnicrostructun fiber [U,
241 also produces a frequency comb that
spans an octave. Nonlinear processes in the fiber produce the
additional equally spaced and phase-coherent modes to the
transmitted light. It has been demonstrated that this process of
spectral broadening preserves the uniformity of spacing and
spectral fidelity of the comb to at least a few parts in 1016[8].
We couple approximately 200 mW average power from
a femtosecond, Ti:aapphire ring laser (f, = 1 Ghz) through a 15
cm piece of microstructure fiber that has a 1.7 pm core and
group-velocity dispersion that vanishes near 770 nm [23]. This
power density is sufficient to increase the spectral width of the
laser from 13 THz to more than 300 THz, spanning from -520
nm to -1 170 nm. The infrared part of the comb from the fiber ( A
.- 1060 nm) is split off by a dichroic mirror and frequencydoubled into the green portion of the visible spectrum by means
of a KNbO, crystal 2 mm long. Following an adjustable delay
line that matches the optical path lengths, the frequency-doubled
light is spatially combined with the green part of the original comb
to produce a beat note atf,. We phase-lock bothf, and f, to
synthesized frequencies derived from a cavity-tuned hydrogen
maser that acts as the transfer standard to the NIST realization of
the SI second [lo]. Control o f f , is achieved with a piezo
transducer driving a cavity mirror, while f, is controlled by
adjusting the 532 nm pump beam's intensity with an electro-optic
modulator [8]. When both f, and
are phase-locked, the
frequency of every mode in the comb is known with the same
accuracy as that of the reference maser.

a

The CW light from the Hg'(563 nm) and Ca (657 nm) standards
is transferred to the mode-locked laser system via two singlemode optical fibers that are 130 m and 10 m long, respectively.
Approximately 2 mW of CW light from each fiber is modematched with the appropriate spectral region of the frequency
comb to generate a beat signal f, with a nearby mode. This beat
note is amplified and measured with a counter. The optical
frequency is then expressed asf,, = ma +f, +f6, where m is a
large integer uniquely determined for each system from previous
coarse measurements off*
RESULTS
Figure 5 summarizes the frequency measurements of Hg' made
between August 2000 and February 2001, while figure 6
summarizes the Ca measurements made from October 26 to
November 17,2000. The frequency of the maser is calibrated by
comparing to the local NIST time scale (5 hydrogen masers and
3 commercial cesium clocks), which in turn is calibrated by the
local cesium fountain standard (NIST-F1 [lo]). The fractional
uncertainty in the frequency of the reference maser relative to the
SI second was about 1.8 x 10'" for these measurements.
The weighted mean of our measurements of the Hg' clock
transition is f,, =1 064 721 609 899 143 Hz. The statistical
uncertainty ( = 4 x l@l5)of our limited duration measurements is
essentially the result of the reference-maser's short-term stability
(-2 x 10-'3r-1n).
Because we have not made a full experimental
evaluation of the Hg' standard, we assign a very conservative
value of 10 Hz for the total systematic uncertainty. The

dominant contribution to the uncertainty of the S-D transition
frequency is the electric-quadrupole shift of the 'DSnstate arising
from coupling with the static potentials of the trap. In our
spherical Paul trap, where the confinement of the ion uses no
static applied fields, the maximum quadrupole shift should be less
than 1J
3 (or fractional frequency shift ~ 1 0 "[25].
~ ) In principle,
it is possible to eliminate the quadrupole shift by averaging the S
-D transition frequencies for three mutually orthogonal
orientations of quantizing magnetic field of constant magnitude.
In the present experiment, we have measured the S-D frequency
for various field values, but w have made no attempt to eliminate
the quadrupole shift by using three orthogonal fields of constant
magnitude. No shift of the resonance frequency is observed
within the precision of these measurements even under strongly
varying conditions of magnetic field. We anticipate that the
uncertainties of all systematic shifts in the Hg' system can be
reduced to values approaching 1 x 10"' [I, 251.
For the Ca data shown [Fig. 61, an additional correction is applied
each day to account for frequency shift caused by residual phase
chirping on the optical Rarnsey pulses produced by amplitude
modulating an acoustooptic modulator (AOM). The phase
chirping produced resolution-dependent frequency shifts on the
order of 100 Hz for fringes 11.5 lcHz wide but of only 10 Hz for
fringes 0.96 kHz wide. On each day, the Ca frequency was
measured for -30 minutes at each of several fringe resolutions,
and the zero-intercept of a linear fit to the data was used as the
corrected frequency. On the last 3 days of measurements, we
were able to reduce this shift by a factor of -3 with improvements
to the RF pulses that drive the AOMs. The statistical uncertainty
(typically 8 Hz) for each day's measurement is smaller than the
uncontrolled systematic uncertainties in the Ca frequency. The
largest systematic uncertainty stems from incomplete knowledge
of the angular overlap of the counter-propagatingbeams in the Ca
spectrometer, combined with transverse drift velocity of the cold
Ca ensemble. This leads to residual first-order Doppler shift with
magnitude < 15 Hz (except on November 16, where a large drift
velocity led to an uncertainty of -52 HZ). Other significant
uncertainties include our lack of knowledge or control of
electronic offsets and baseline symmetries (< 12 Hz),wavefront
curvature (C 10 Hz) ,and cold-atom collisional shifts (< 10 Hz).
Taking all known systematic uncertainties in quadrature gives a
confidence level of -26 Hz for the measured mean values
indicated by the dashed lines in figure 6.
Figure 6 also shows the good agreement between our
measurement and the most recent value measured with a
harmonic frequency chain [26], which provides a degree of
confidence in the reproducibility of the Ca standards. It is also in
reasonable agreement with the very recent PTB measurements
made with a femtosecond comb [27]. An additional measure of
the Ca frequency can be made by using the present absolute
measurement of Hg+and our earlier measurement of the 76 374
564 455 429(40) Hz gap betweenf,, and the Ca standard [28].
This yields a value off, =455 986 240 494 143(40) Hz in good
agreement with the value from the present direct measurement.
Finally, these results also provide data on the relative time
variability of atomic frequencies. S. Karshenboim has recently
reviewed the implications of such comparisons and their

contribution toward constraining the possible time variation of
fundamental constants [29]. In this regard Hg' and Ca are two
of the most interesting cases to study. Comparing our present
measurementoff,, to measurements made by PTB in 1997 [26]
gives (af&3&f'Co < 8 x lo-" yfl . Similarly, our August 2000 to
February 2001 measurements onf,, provides an initial baseline
constraint on the time variation of (af&at)/fxg r 2 x l@15 ~ f ' .
Here we use the defined unit of time based on the frequency of
the Cs hyperftneinterval and assume that any time dependence is
slow and dominantly linear over the relevant time scale. We
believe this represents the tightest laboratory test yet of the time
variability of these disparate transitions.
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Fig. 1: Partial level scheme for '99Hg'. The 194 nm radiation is
used for Doppler cooling, state preparation and detection. The
282 nm transition from the ground state 'St,, (F 4,& 4)to
the metastable '0,(F =2 ,& 4)state is the "clock"
transition.

Fig. 2: A typical spectrum of the 282 nm transition . Here, the
excitation pulse length was 20 ms and the measured linewidth
is Fourier transform limited at about 20 Hz.

cavity detuning [kHz]
Fig. 3: Simplified diagram of the relevant energy levels in the
Ca standard.

Fig. 4: Optical BordGRamscy fringes with a 960 Hz
resolution. The total averaging time to generate this figure was
20 s.
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Fig. 5: A chronological record of the average daily frequency of
the '%g+ clock transition measured in August 2000 and
Februaty 2001. The error bars represent the statistical
fluctuations. The dashed lines represent our assigned 10 Hz
uncertainty in systematic effects.

Fig. 6: The filled squares are the measured Ca frequencies on
ten days over a 23day period representing 38 787 s of total
measurement time. The inner and outer error bars for each day
represent the statistical and total uncertainty, respectively. The
dashed lines show the 26 Hz systematic uncertainty assigned to
the mean. The open triangle is the PTB measurement [26]
while the open circle is the Ca frequency calculated from the
present Hg' result and our previous measurement of the 76
THz gap between Ca and Hg' [28].
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ABSTRACT
The response of optical frequency discriminators,
based on the Pound-Drever-Hall technique, to frequency
and amplitude noise is discussed by studying the
demodulated transients to phase or amplitude steps
impressed on the incident frequency-modulated light.
Small detunings between the laser frequency and the
Fabry-Perot resonance are allowed to simulate real
operations.

1. INTRODUCTION
The characterization of frequency noise of cw laser
oscillators is of importance both in basic metrology and
in many scientific applications as well. For this purpose
a few frequency-domain measurement methods have
been developed and used, with different sensitivities to
frequency noise. However they show widespread
characteristics of amplitude noise immunity.
The use of the Michelson interferometer with
balanced detection as a frequency discriminator has
been thoroughly studied in [I]; in ideal operation
conditions it shows no sensitivity to amplitude noise.
This structure turns out to be very agile, however to
achieve an adequate discrimination sensitivity to
measure the low frequency noise in a narrow bandwidth
around the carrier, as occurs in diode-pumped solidstate lasers, large unbalances between the two arms of
the Michelson interferometer are necessaries, which
could make unsuitable the use of this scheme. On the
other hand, Fabry-Perot resonators with an adequate
linewidth compared to the oscillator noise bandwidth
are suitable devices to carry out such measurements.
A former scheme which exploits the slope of a
resonance fringe side is very similar to the traditional
radio frequency discriminator. Partial amplitude noise
rejection is obtained by using either a reference optical
path or transmitted and reflected beams, which
improves frequency sensitivity as well. Fringe-side
slope transients have been analyzed in [2] and [3],
whereas the discriminator properties have been
discussed in [4]. The amplitude noise immunity has
been studied in [5] by using the transient analysis.

An alternative method is the use of the
discrimination properties of Fabry-Perot cavities with
the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) method [6]. The
performance of the method have been carefully
analyzed in [7-91 by means of a frequency domain
approach, moreover in [9] some investigation was
carried out on the amplitude-noise sensitivity as well.
The use of this set-up for laser frequency noise
measurements is reported in [lo].
In this work transient analysis in the PDH method
is used for studying the system response to both
frequency and amplitude-noise. A phase step Ap U(t) is
supposed to originate in the laser under test; this is
equivalent to a frequency perturbation (Ap'2n) at)and
the overall system can be linearized supposing a low
amount of noise: therefore the spectrum of the output
signal is the spectral response to a white frequency
noise at the input. In nearly the same way, an amplitude
step AE U(t) originating inside the laser yields a
transient at the output of the overall system whose time
derivative produces the spectral response to a white
amplitude noise at the input. As expected for a laser
angular frequency q coincident with a Fabry-Perot
resonance w, the PDH discriminator is completely
immune to amplitude noise, therefore a small detuning
is introduced to evaluate the system sensitivity in real
conditions. Diagrams of the frequency responses to both
types of noise are reported for symmetric and
asymmetric resonators.

2. THE PDH FREQUENCY DISCRIMINATOR
The set-up to measure the frequency fluctuations
of a laser oscillator through the PDH technique is shown
in Fig.1. The use of the reflection mode of operation of
the cavity has been chosen because of its much higher
discrimination efficiency, however most of the formal
development here given is common also to the
transmission mode [9].
Let the laser field, phase modulated at q,,with
index m, incident into the Fabry-Perot and undergoing a
phase step Ap U(t), be described by

L PBS

FR

where S represents an equivalent detector area and ki is a
factor which transforms the incident light intensity into
a detected photo-current. We need then the expression
of ERER*evaluated in particular at q,,.After some
mathematical developments we obtain

.---------------.
PD.
, L

*

+a,

(ERE, )arn=2E:

Jn(m)Jn+ (m)
0

Re LMn,k -M-(n+l),k l e x p ~ f l r n t ~ ]
where

(6)
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I

Figure 1. Pound-Drever-Halldiscriminator with demodulation
of the reflected and transmitted field. EOM electro-optic

modulator, PD photodetector, FR Faraday rotator, PBS
polarizing beam splitter, L lens.
where p
, is a phase constant, U(t) the unit step function
and J,(rn) the Bessel function of the first kind of n-th
order. If rum) stands for the Fabry-Perot reflection
coefficient, the field ER in front of the detector is
expressed by a series of steps, due to multiple
reflections inside the cavity, labeled with the index k
(k=0,1,2,..) and of time duration equal to the resonator
round trip time .r

and the expression (6) with (7) is different from zero for
Ap z 0, with a maximum slope for Aa = 0.
If we suppose the laser under test locked to the
cavity, then Acc;= 0 and the following simple expression
is obtained for the output transient, which goes to 0 as
k+m

A simpler but satisfactory insight in the
performance of the PDH discriminator is obtained by
taking only the first term in the series, an approximation
already discussed elsewhere [7-91. The following
expression then holds
where for a lossless resonator

and

( Y ' ~ , ~ - )YIc0samt
'~,~ )
where rl,z and tlV2 are the amplitude reflection and
transmission coefficients of mirrors 1 an 2 respectively
and Aa = q - w , is the detuning between laser and cavity
frequencies. Because we are dealing with noise, we
suppose Aqx<l, and therefore we can approximate
( e j A p - 1 ) z jAp and retain only the linear terms of Ap
in the subsequent expressions.
A radiation field with electric component as in
expression (2) incident on a photodetector with
efficiency 17 yields a photocurrent

(9)

The detected photo-current at w, multiplied by a
transimpedence gain k, yields the voltage at the input of
a double-balanced mixer pumped by a local oscillator at
q,, with a variable phase adjusted to obtain the
maximum output voltage. The following demodulated
voltage signal is obtained:

SR,,

=

I

2 E: kikvkc Ap.Jo(m)Jl(m)U(t) rO.am)

where kc accounts for the mixer conversion loss.

I

After

evaluating

FR (s)= L[$SR,.]

the

Laplace

transform

, and substituting j m = a, the

AEU(t). The field incident into the Fabry-Perot is then
described by

discriminator frequency response is obtained
and the reflected field impinging on the detector is

FR VO = C Ef R
~ (jar)

(1 1)

where

+a

ER(k7)=
-00

n

Jn(m)exp[j(u;l+nu;m)t]ru(Aa+na,)]

{Eo+AEU(t)[1-Yn,kI)
(13)
therefore after some analytical developments the
following expression is obtained
C = 41rkik,kc J ~ ( ~ (m)
)J,

rNn,k - N - ( ~ + I ~ I ~ X P O @ ~ ~(14)
I]
where

~~,~=r[i(~a+(n+~)u;~)]r*~(~CL+nu;~

AF!
(I+-

Eo

The PDH frequency discriminator response in reflection
is reported in Fig. 2, in the case of symmetric and
asymmetric resonators, by keeping constant the input
intensity. By exploiting asymmetries it appears feasible
to increase the discriminator sensitivity, however, as we
shall see, the amplitude noise immunity decreases.

u(t) [2-Y;

-Yn+l,k]

1 (15)

In the ideal case Au; = q - w, = 0, the synchronous
detector output is zero because Nn,k - N-(,+l),k = 0.
Therefore the PDH discriminator exhibits a total
immunity to amplitude noise under perfect locking of
the laser frequency to the cavity resonance. However in
real operation an optoelectronic loop with a finite gain
and a narrow bandwidth is used. As a consequence
during the time interval necessary to perform the
frequency-noise measurement a small offset Av # 0 is
assumed with the condition Av << Av, << v,, where Av,
is the Fabry-Perot full width at half maximurnm. In
general an approximate, but still valuable, expression is
obtained for the demodulated output taking into account
that only the term with n = 0 in (14) and in (15) is
rapidly varying with w in the expressions of r and y,
whereas in the others, which, on the contrary, are
varying slowly we can substitute Au; = 0. After some
cumbersome and time consuming developments the two
quadratures of (E~E;)
are obtained and, by keeping
am
in the synchronous detector the same phase value used
for the frequency discriminator, the demodulated output
is

Figure 2. Frequency discriminator response versus the
normalized frequency:fm=10Avd2= 19.2 MHz,.r = 1.667 ns.

{
3. AMPLITUDE NOISE IMMUNITY
To evaluate the discriminator amplitude-noise
immunity let us consider the transient produced at the
synchronous discriminator output by an amplitude step

r ' ( i A a ) ~ " ~r't~A~)(~'I,k+~'oY.o.k)
,~+
) (l6)

After the application of the Laplace transform, the
multiplication by the s variable and the substitution
jo=s, the frequency responses corresponding to output
voltages SRE(a)excited by AE(w) are obtained. The

resultfor r l = r 2 , w i t h R = r l r 2 a n d T=-tlt2,is:
HR,E(ja) = - C' E*o h R,EO'~)

(17)

that the amplitude noise immunity in the PDH technique
is increased in the order of Avd Av.

where
4. CONCLUSIONS

C =-Eo

The PDH technique when applied to the
measurement of laser frequency noise exhibits not only
interesting discrimination properties due to the high
frequency modulation with synchronous detection, but
also a very high rejection of amplitude noise level. In
the ideal case this rejection is infinite, as also occurs
with the discriminator based on the Michelson
interferometer, which however is more difficult to be
used, for the requested large arm unbalance, when a
high sensitivity to frequency noise is required.

kikvk, Jo (m)J~(m);
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By using the same parameter values of the previous
section, the normalized amplitude-noise response in the
case Av =0.001AvJ2 is reported in Fig. 3. The direct
proportionality of the output signal with Av allows an
easy extrapolation for different values of Av. As already
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Figure 3 Example of amplitude noise frequency response of a

PDH frequency discriminator.
anticipated it turns out that resonator asymmetry
increases sensitivity both to frequency noise and to
amplitude noise. By comparing this rejection with that
attainable in compensated fringe-side Fabry-Perot
frequency discriminators evaluated in 151, it turns out
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ABSTRACT
A single-frequency diode-pumped Tm-Ho:YAG laser
with continuous wave emission around 2.097 pm is
developed. The laser is based on a compact hemispheric
resonator longitudinally pumped by a fiber-coupled
laser diode and operates near room temperature. Single
frequency operation is achieved by inserting in the laser
cavity two uncoated etalons and output powers in excess
of 20 mW with a slope efficiency of -7 % are obtained.
A wavelength tunability of 4.6 nm is obtained, ranging
from 2.0938 nm to 2.0984 nm. Linear spectroscopy of
the HBr P(12) resonance at 2.097 p n is performed both
in single- and nlulti-pass absorption cells.
1.

schematic diagram of the relevant energy levels of both
the Tm3+and ~ 0 ions
~ 'in a YAG host is reported in
g the
Fig. 1. The upper and lower laser levels are 5 ~ a7 5 ~ in
Ho3' ions. For each absorbed pumping photon from the
3
& + 3 ~ 4 levels, two ~ m ions
~ ' are raised in the upper
Iaser level by means of a cross-relaxation process
4.
between the Tm3+ levels 3 ~ 4 + 3 ~ 4and 3 ~ 6 + 3 ~ The
population inversion in the Ho system is obtained by
means of an energy transfer process between 3 ~ 4 + 3 ~ 6
and 5 ~ 8 + 5 ~ 7
$d=9

Pump @ h-785 nrn
3Hsb e $ d = l ]
'
/ Energy transfer

INTRODUCTION

High-resolution spectroscopy and frequency
metrology in the 2 kml region of the electromagnetic
spectrum are assunling an inlportant scientific interest in
order to realize high-accuracy optical frequency
standards and frequency connections between standards
at different wavelength [I]. Lasers with enlission at a
wavelength of 2 pm are also useful sources for
applications that require eye-safe propagation through
the atmosphere. Such applications include coherent
Doppler-LIDAR, DIAL measurements of C02 and H20,
and Doppler velocimetry (wind shear detection, global
wind speed measurement from satellite) [2, 31.
Moreover these sources may be useful in medical
applications because the water molecule and hence
human tissues present strong absorption in this
wavelength region [4]. All these applications require
significant power and often single frequency operation,
and wide frequency tuning range.
In this work, we describe a single-frequency diodepumped Tm-Ho:YAG laser with continuous wave
enlission at around 2 pn wavelength at around room
temperature. Spectroscopy of HBr by means of this tunable
and narrow-linewidth laser source is reported.

I I

Laser .
@ h52 pm

Laser @ h 2 . 1 pm

Figure 1. Energy levels of Tm3+and ~

0

ions
~ in
' YAG.

Typical lasing wavelengths are in the 2080-2100 nm
spectral region as can be observed from the emission
and absorption cross sections of Fig. 2. Anyway, a very
interesting possibility of achieving laser operation near
2128 nm is under investigation. This longer wavelength
Possible laser wavelenghts
1.2-

:

1.0.-

"g

.
0,8 --

Ho:YAG

-El11 ission
Absorption

2. THE Tm-Ho:YAG ACTIVE MEDIUM
2000

The Tm-Ho:YAG crystals used in our experiments,
have a nominal dopant concentration of 5.7 % with
Tm3+ions and 0.36 % with Ho3+ions, respectively. A
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Figure 2. Ho:YAG emission and absorption cross
sections.

is in fact twice the wavelength of the Nd:YAG laser so
that by frequency doubling a properly designed
Tm-Ho:YAG laser one could lock this 2 p emission
directly to the 532 nm 12-basedwavelength standard [ 5 ] .
This would allow interesting wavelength calibration
capabilities in the 2
optical region (e.g. see Fig. 3).

Offset
Locking

source has a 100 pm fiber core (diameter) with a
numerical aperture of 0.22 and a maximum output
power of 3 W at 781 nnl. An optical imaging system
with two spherical lenses of focal lengthsf;=20 nlm and
f2=30 nml, respectively, was adopted. With this quite
intense punlp beam the population inversion within the
active mediunl reaches a much higher value than the
ones obtained in previous versions of this oscillator.
This turns out in a lower pump threshold and higher
laser efficiency. The pump wavelength is tuned to the
~111~'absorption peak, near 781 nm [6], using a
themloelectric cooler (TEC) to control the temperature
of the laser diode at -20.5 "C. The YAG crystal is held
in a copper structure and then mounted on a Peltier
cooler used to remove pump-generated heat and to
actively control the crystal temperature.

Figure 3. Proposed optical frequency nleasurenleilt
chain from 2 ~ Iwavelength
I
to 532 n n ~ .
4. OUTPUT POWER AND WAVELENGTH
TUNABILITY
3. LASER CAVITY

To build the laser cavity, we used an end-pumped
hemispherical resonator as shown in Fig. 4. The end
facets of the active material are flat polished and
covered with dicroic nlultidielectric coatings. The first
facet of the laser crystal is coated for high reflectivity
(HR>99.99 %) at 2 /an laser wavelength and for high
transmission (HT>96 %) at the pump wavelength
781 nm. The second facet is antireflection coated at the
laser wavelength (AR<0.2 %) and for a high reflectivity
at pump wavelength (R>95%). Using this double-pass
pumping configuration, more than 65% of the available
pump power can be usefblly absorbed within the
Tm-Ho:YAG active mediunl. A spherical output
coupling nirror (T=l%), with radius of curvature of
-80 mm, is placed at a distance LCavi,-40 mm from the
first facet (pump entrance) of the crystal.
An high-brightness fiber-coupled pump diode was
used in the end-pumping configuration with the
indicated output coupler of -80 nun radius. The pump

n
to
The optimized laser c ~ ~ g u r a t i o allowed
achieve a rather low threshold value Pthg70mW for
the Tm-Ho:YAG laser operating at a quasi-room
temperature of 14 "C. The corresponding slope
efficiency turned out to be ~7 % with a nlaximum
single-frequency output power of more than 20 mW.
Stable single-frequency operation is observed when
using two band selective etalons: a first thin etalon
(-100 p) selects the operating wavelength range
m)is used to
whereas a second thick etalon (-0.5 m
select a single longitudinal mode within the
transmission bandwidth of the first etalon. By the use of
a birefringent plate (Lyot filter) instead of the first
etalon even larger wavelength tunability was achieved.
In this case, the measured wavelength tunability is
shown in Fig. 6 where a tuning interval of -5 nm around
2097 nnl wavelength is demonstrated.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the Tnl-Ho:YAG end-punlped laser cavity.

45 1

Tm-Ho:YAG laser, better spectroscopic recordings. The
adopted multi-path is a 37-times folded 20 cm length for
a whole absorption path of 7.54 m. Again with a gas
pressure of -10 kPa, the absorption spectrum was
precisely recorded. The result is shown in Fig. 7 from
where a full linewidth of 500 MHz and peak absorption
of 44 % result.
Figure 5. Wavelength tuning interval around 2097 nm
for the Tm-Ho:YAG laser.
5. HBr SPECTROSCOPY

By means of our tunable Tm-Ho:YAG laser
preliminary spectroscopic measurements of HBr at these
wavelengths were performed. In particular, we used gas
samples containing the natural mixture of H*'B~and
~ ' $ r , which is approximately 50 % each, and we
adopted gas pressure values of -10 kPa. The interesting
absorption line in this spectral region corresponds to the
rovibrational transition P(12) of the HBr nlolecule
located at 2097.508 nm and 2097.222~11 for the
heavier and lighter isotopes, respectively.
In a first set of experiments linear spectroscopy of
H ~ ' BP(12)
~ line was performed using a 1 m long gas
cell in a single-pass configuration. The recorded
absorption spectrum is shown in Fig. 6. A full width of
the absorption profile is -500 MHz (both Doppler and
collision broadened) whereas the peak absorption is
8 %. The gas pressure was 11 kPa. The oscilloscope
trace of Fig. 6, however, is rather noisy but we have not
repeated the experiment since a better idea is to go on
with these measurements using a multi-pass gas cell.

Frequency detuning [MHz]
Figure 7. Absorption spectrum of H"B~ P(12) line at
2097.222nm wavelength using the multi-path
absorption cell.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND DEVELOPMENTS

A novel optical frequency chain from 2 p spectral
region to the I2 transitions at 532 nm was proposed. A
single-frequency widely-tunable Tm-Ho:YAG laser
operating at around 2.097 p wavelength at room
temperature was developed. Linear spectroscopy of the
HBr nlolecule was performed by this narrow linewidth
2 p lasers measuring the expected transition widths in
the order of 0.5 GHz. This suggests, to perform accurate
frequency locking in this spectral region, to move
further into saturation spectroscopy and to lock to
Doppler-free absorption lines of this molecule.
The described optical oscillator is an interesting
source for high-resolution spectroscopy, metrology, and
high-sensitivity optical sensors. In all of these
applications it is very important to achieve both
amplitude and frequency stability.
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Figure 6 . Absorption spectrum of H ~ ' BP(12)
~ line at
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ABSTRACT

2.METHODS

Effects of clock instabilities on tracking loops of cdma
receivers have been studied, especially on signal
correlation processes. This research has been carried out
by the RTA unit of Nokia Mobile Phones in cooperation with the Systems Engineering Laboratory of
the University of Oulu. The theoretical consideration
indicates that the short term instability (6fIf in lms) for
proper operation should be less than lo-' .This result has
been supported by practical tests by which, on the hand,
momentary instabilities of 1u4 have been observed, in
the worst case. Thus this phenomenon is a real practical
problem which must be taken seriously into account in
the design of tracking loops.

The system to be studied in the paper is a GPS CIA code
tracking loop based an early-late discriminator.
The difference between the frequencies of NCO and the
input signal as well as the errors in clock frequency
affect the correlation function and further the
discriminator function. This will be analysed in what
follows.
the NCO

Let fo the code frequency in the input,
frequency and

f

=f,-3

Let further x be the code in the input signal and f the
reference code with frequency
CDMA receivers have been under intensive study all
over the world during the last years because of the
scientific and economic possibilities hidden into the
functions of mobile phones, and positioning and
navigation receivers. Due to the expanding range of
CDMA receiver applications with e.g. more stringent
positional accuracy demands manufacturers have to
concentrate more and more on the1 performance of
internal clocks of the receivers. The RTA unit of Nokia
Mobile Phones has also made these studies in cooperation with the Systems Engineering Laboratory of
the University of Oulu. The study started in spring
2000, and aims to achieve comparable information and
results of the performance of different CDMA
technologies.
A typical signal tracking loop consists of a NCO
(Numerically Controlled Oscillator), one or two signal
generators and two correlators for detecting the phase of
the input signal and a loop filter for controlling the
NCO frequency. Obviously the difference between the
frequency of NCO and of the input signal affect the
correlation function and further the discriminator
function used for phase detection. This difference is
influenced both by the changes in the control signal as
well as by the instability in clock frequency of NCO.
Both effects will be analysed in the paper.

i ( t ) = x(-

3 . Then

3 t) = x(i)

fo

where

Suppose now that the clock frequency
varying and of the form 111

7 is time-

3 0 ) = j0+ jlt
Then

Correspondingly
t(i) = -

A + d?,'

+4f0hi
2h
function can be written as
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This integral can be approximated by a sum by dividing
the interval [ o , ~ ( T )into
] N intervals of equal length.
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Figure 2. The correlation functions with parameter
values

jo = fo and

A

The experimental tests were realized by the
measurement set-up which can be used both in PPS and
Fast Allan Variance studies. This set-up has been
presented in 121.

-f' - -10-',-lo-

,-lo -3 ,-10-~,0,10-~,10-~,10-~
,lo-' S-I

fo

3.1. Simulation Results

Suppose that the signal to be correlated is a CIA-code in
a GPS signal with 1023 chipslms frequency. The ideal
correlation function is triangular with width 2Tc=211023
ms. For different values of jo, jl
and T the
correlation function is depicted by Figs. 1-4.
x 103

Figure 3. The correlation functions with parameter values

Figure 1. The correlation functions with parameter
values jl = 0 and

jo - fo = -0.3,-0.2,-0.1,0,0.1,0.2,0.3
%of fo

I

kgure 4. The correlation functions with parameter
values

A
jo = fo , -=
fo

10-'s-'

, T=l,5.1O,l5.20 ms.

The corresponding early-late-discriminator functions
with A=Tc/2 are depicted by Figs. 5-8.

x 10-3
x 1o

'~

Figure 5. The discriminator functions with parameter
values

A = 0 and

,.

fo

fo - fo =-0.3,-0.2,-0.1,0,0.1,0.2,0.3
% of f,.
1

Thus the theoretical results point out that a limit of short
term instability (6fIf in lms) for proper operation is
about lo-'. Due to the other disturbances is ractice, the
required instability should be better than 10-H).
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Figure 8. The discriminator functions with parameter
- I O - ~ S - ~T=1,5,10,15,20
,
ms.
values fo = fo , --
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3.2. Experimental Tests
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The parameter values used in theoretical studies have
been studied by practical experiments.
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In the very beginning, the lowest achievable (bottom)
levels of the measurement system was determined to
find out the performance of the set-up, Fig. 9.
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Figure 6. The discriminator functions with parameter
values

jo = fo and

Figure 9. Lowest achievable (bottom) levels for fast
Allan variance measurement set-up.
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Figure 7. The discriminator functions with parameter
values j l = o , jo- fo = 0.01% of f, , ~=i.s,1o,ls,20
ms.

A GPS receiver was tested with abrupt (step-like)
temperature changes. These changes were produced by
blowing air at room temperature to the oscillator. At
first only the PPS output of the receiver was measured.
Later, simultaneous measurements with a probe and
spectrum analyzer at 25 ms intervals were done along

with the PPS measurement to see the behaviour of the
crystal oscillator during cooling.
The first tests consisted of four temperature steps. The
first blow was relatively strong, followed by a very light
blow, which caused no oscillations. The strength of the
third blow was something in between. The last blow
.was very strong and caused vigorous oscillations for 2.5
minute period.
Examples of the measurements results are presented in
Figs. 10 and 11 comprising the light and very strong
blow, respectively. The instabilities in these examples
are about l ~ - ~ . . . l ~ - ~ .

910

9II.l

-
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10233

nmt,s
PPS phase

-Fwq. devintbn dVI

Figure 10. Crystal Oscillator cooling experiments;
strong cooling with air.

Figure 11. Crystal oscillator cooling experiments; light
cooling with air.
In addition the sequential significance of temperature
steps were studied to find out e.g. the needed delay to
avoid cross effect between them, Fig. 12. A rather ideal
situation is presented in Fig. 12 where the former phase
signal seems to be settled but as seen from pictures the
rise time of the response of latter case is somewhat
shorter.

Figure 12. Crystal oscillator cooling experiments; two
sequential coolings with air; crystal oscillator phase is
also measured.

The theoretical results point out that a limit of short
term instability (6fIf) for proper operation is about lo-'.
Due to the other disturbances, in practice, the required
instability should be better than lug and e.g. it is
observed over time that for a GPS CIA-code receiver
this value should be lo-' or better. Practical experiments
show that the instabilities of 10" ... 1u4 is possible to
achieve even by real thermal changes or, especially, by
thermal shocks. Moreover, these experimental results
supported the theoretical ones.
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ABSTRACT
In the paper the influence of time error preprocessing on the
quality of the time deviation (TDEV) estimate is analyzed.
The preprocessing of the time error consists in the reduction of
the data amount used for TDEV calculation. The data
reduction based on the time error samples averaging offers
short time of TDEV estimate calculation. In the paper the
results of TDEV estimate calculation for several time error
series are presented. The time of calculation and the quality of
the obtained estimates are analyzed.
Keywords: timing signal, time error, time deviation
1. INTRODUCTION
Time deviation TDEV is one of the parameters, which
describe the quality of the synchronization signals in the
telecommunication network. Frequently verification of the
values of the parameters is an important process in the service
and maintenance of the network. The sequence of time error
samples measured at some network interface is used for the
assessment of the TDEV estimate. The amount of the samples
entails rather long time of the estimate calculation. In order to
achieve rather short time of calculation linked with good
quality of the parameter's estimate some methods of TDEV
calculation were proposed and described in the paper
presented at the 1 4 ' ~EFTF in 2000 (Ref. 3). The methods
consist in the reduction of the amount of data used for the
calculation for long observation intervals. One of the methods
basing on the averaging of the time error subsets is developed
in the paper.
The reduction is not a simple short cut of the time error
sequence obtained from the measurement (or short cut of the
measurement time), because some important information
characterizing timing signal may be lost. The
telecommunications standards (Ref. 1) require the duration of
the measurement time twelve times greater than the longest
observation interval taken into consideration. The methods of
the data amount reduction consist in the creation of a new
sequence that represents the old sequence taken from the
measurement. The detailed description of the time error
preprocessing is presented in the Section 2 of the paper.
The new sequence is created if the estimate is calculated for
observation interval greater than specified threshold value
(starting interval). Changing the starting interval and the
dimension of the time error subsets we can affect the quality
of the TDEV estimate. The influence of the preprocessing
depends on the statistical behavior of the time error values. In
the Section 3 the results of TDEV calculation made on the
several time error sequences are presented. The results of
calculation performed on the modified data are compared with
the results of calculations made on the raw data. The influence
of subset dimension and starting interval is discussed in the
Section 4.

2. TDEV ESTIMATION WITH TIME ERROR
PREPROCESSING
The time error (TE) samples measured at some network
interface are used for the TDEV estimate calculation. The
results of the time error measurement are taken with the
sampling interval 70 and stored in the data file. In the
telecommunication standards (Ref. 1) some conditions for the
measurement of time error are specified. Time error should be
measured using an anti-aliasing filter with the cut-off
frequencyfo. The minimum observation interval rmin must be
three times greater then maximum sampling time 70 and the
anti-aliasing filter cut-off frequency fo must be equal
f O = l l ~ m i nThe
.
minimum measurement period T for time
deviation calculation should be twelve times longer then the
observation interval 7.
In telecommunication standards the formula for the estimator
of the time deviation TDEV is given:

where:
{xi) - sequence of N samples of time error function x(t) taken
with interval 70;

-

T=nT0 observation interval.
In order to reduce the calculation time of TDEV estimate for
long observation intervals the preprocessing of the time error
samples is proposed. In the paper (Ref. 3) three methods of
data modification were described. One of the methods based
on the averaging is further developed in the paper.
The time error sequence taken with sampling interval TO is
stored in the memory of the equipment. The row of the TDEV
estimates should be calculate for the observation intervals T
from the range for z m i n = 3 ~ 0till 7maX The TDEV estimate
calculation for small observation intervals without data
preprocessing is performed. The reduction of the amount of
the data for long observation intervals
taken into
consideration is performed. The first step of the preprocessing
is made when the observation interval is greater than specified
threshold interval .ss. The time error sequence is divided into
the subsets of m samples. The new data set contains the
average values of each subset. In this case the amount of data
is m times smaller than the amount of samples in the raw data
set. The second step of the preprocessing is performed when
the observation interval is greater than 1 0 ~The
~ . item in the
new data sequence is the average value of the subsets
containing m2 raw TE samples each. The length of the new
sequence is tn2 times smaller than the length of the original
TE sequence. The operation can be performed in the next steps
of data reduction for the observation intervals greater than

100rs and 1000rs until the observation interval T reach the
value of T
~The ~dimension
~
.of the time error subset for the
next reduction steps is the successive power of rn.
Setting the factors rs and rn we can affect the time and
accuracy of the TDEV estimate calculation. In the experiment
described in the next section we assumed the starting interval
rs as 1 s, 3 s, 5 s, and 10 s and the subset dimension rn as 5
samples and 10 samples for each starting interval. Thus we
consider 8 cases of data preprocessing method (Table I). In the
experiment the 81 values of TDEV estimate were computed.
The observation interval varied from ~ 0 . s1 to 1000 s. The
time error samples were taken with the sampling interval
r0=1/30 s.

signals. The third sequence (denoted as DCF, Fig. 3) was
obtained from the measurement of the oscillator controlled by
the DCF-77 signal with the GPS disciplined oscillator as a
reference.

Fig. 1. Time error of the MSG signal measurement
Table 1. Starting intervals and subset dimensions in the data
preprocessing method

Fig. 2. Time error of the GPS signal measurement
1500 7 TE [ns]

Another method of the reducing of the time error sequence
length is to increase the sampling interval TO in the time error
measurement process. In this case we cannot evaluate the
timing signal for small observation interval (smaller than 3r0)
if it is needed. This is because it is not permitted to calculate
the TDEV estimate for observation interval smaller than 370.
The method with averaging is helpful, if the time error
sequences were measured with small sampling interval and the
parameter's estimate should be calculate for the several values
of observation interval T.
3. EXPERIMENT
The time of calculation and the accuracy of calculated TDEV
estimates were analyzed in the experiment. Several time error
sequences with different types were used for the calculations.
Five sequences representing the typical noises for the timing
signals were artificially generated: white phase modulation
(WPM), flicker phase modulation (FPM), white frequency
modulation (FPM), flicker frequency modulation (FFM) and
random walk frequency modulation (RWFM). Three
sequences were obtained from the measurement process
(Ref. 3). The first time error sequence (denoted as MSG,
Fig. 1) was obtained from the measurement of the oscillator
being the part of the timing signal measurement system. The
GPS disciplined oscillator served as a reference. The second
sequence (denoted as GPS, Fig. 2) resulted from the
comparison of two different oscillators controlled by the GPS

Fig. 3. Time error of the DCF signal measurement
In the Table 2 the time of calculation for the whole range of 81
observation intervals and for the decade subranges of the
whole range is presented.' In the Table 3 the time of
calculation for some chosen observation interval is given. The
format of the time data is as follows: minutes:seconds. All
calculations were performed using the PC computer with
Pentium I1 450 MHz processor.
Table 2. Time of TDEV calculation for the range of
observation intervals

.

Table 3. Time of TDEV calculation for some chosen
observation intervals

Fig. 5. TDEV relative error for the FPM sequence
TDEVrelative error [%]

The time of calculation with data modification for particular
observation intervals is from five to thousand times smaller
than the time of calculation using direct method. Using data
preprocessing we get the calculation time of the whole range
of the TDEV estimate more than three times shorter than the
calculation time using direct method. The averaging of the
time error data causes the error in the calculation results. The
relative error of the TDEV calculation using the methods
described for the typical phase noises is presented in Fig. 4-8.
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Fig. 6. TDEV relative error for the WFM sequence
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Fig. 4. TDEV relative error for the WPM sequence
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Ftg. 7. TDEV relative error for the FFM sequence
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Time deviation for the GPS time error sequence is presented
in Fig. 11. The relative error of the TDEV estimate calculation
for the sequence is presented in Fig. 12.
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--Fig. 8. TDEV relative error for the RWFM sequence
'Time deviation for the MSG time error sequence is presented
ill Fig. 9. 'Tile relative error of the TDEV estimate calculation
for the MSG sequence is presented in Fig. 10.
TDEVrelative error [%]
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Fig. 12. TDEV relative error for the GPS sequence

Fig. 9. TDEV for the MSG sequence

Time deviation for the DCF time error sequence is presented
in Fig. 13. The relative error of the TDEV estimate calculation
for the sequence is presented in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 13. TDEV for the DCF sequence

Fig. 10. TDEV relative error for the MSG sequence
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proposed method.
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Table 4. Time of TDEV calculation for the variable ranges of
observation interval
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 14. TDEV relative error for the DCF sequence
4. COMMENTS ON THE EXPERlMENT RESULTS
Application of the time error data preprocessing in the TDEV
estimate calculation process causes indisputable reduction of
the calculation time. In some cases the time of the calculation
with data preprocessing is thousand times smaller than the
time of calculation using direct method. The shortening of the
calculation time is linked with the deterioration of the estimate
quality. The problem of low quality is visible for the method
with averaging of 10 (and power of 10) samples. The relative
error for the averaging starting for the interval ~ ~ s =exceeds
1
15% for the RWFM, MSG, and GPS time error sequences and
exceeds 60% for the WPM sequence. The error for the
averaging starting with 3 s and 5 s is acceptable and does not
exceed 10% except of the WPM sequence, when it exceeds
20%. The acceptable results were obtained for the averaging
starting with 10 s. The relative error for the case does not
exceed 2%. Better results were obtained for the preprocessing
with the subset dimension of 5 (and power of 5) samples. The
calculation using the faster method with starting interval
ts=l s produces the relative error smaller than 8%. The
relative error for the cases with starting interval of 3 s, 5 s, and
10 s does not exceed 2%.
In general, the best results were obtained for the preprocessing
with small subset dimension (5 and the successive power of 5)
and for staring interval longer than 3 s. The averaging of 10
samples (and power of 10) is suggested for the starting
interval greater than 5 s. Tn the experiment the time error
sequences taken with sampling interval t0=1/30 s were .
considered. For longer sampling intervals the relatively greater
starting intervals ts should be applied.
The TDEV calculation with preprocessing is suggested, if the
row estimate values should be computed for several values of
observation interval. The advantage of the method is visible
for the calculation for long observation interval t made on the
time error sequence taken with small sampling interval to. In
the Table 4 the time of the TDEV estimate calculation for
variable ranges of observation interval is given. The results in
the column 4 and 5 of the table indicate the advantage of the

Application of the averaging of time error samples for the
TDEV estimate assessment results in short time of the
estimate's calculation. Great dimension of the averaged data
subset offers short time of the calculation but poor quality of
the estimate, when the calculation with preprocessing for
small observation intervals is performed. In order to avoid the
deterioration of the estimate quality two possible procedures
are suggested. The first is the calculation with great subset
dimension (e.g. 10 and power of 10) started for long
observation intervals. The second solution is the calculation
with preprocessing started for small observation intervals but
with small subset dimension (e.g. 5 and power of 5).
The methods proposed can be used for the TDEV estimation,
when the series of the parameter's values for the different
observation intervals is to be calculated. The time engaged for
the data modification and single parameter value calculation
can exceed the calculation time using direct method.
This work is supported by State Committee For Scientific
Research under grant 8 T l l D 007 18.
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EC CRAFT Award Contract # "Alpha One"
Primarv Reference Clock For Telecoms & MetroIncluding space aualified Passive Hvdrorren Maser Element

Clive Green

The results of research to date on five of the 10 elements in the EC CRAFT Award.
Passive Hydrogen Maser, Temperature Controlled Quartz Oscillator, High Resolution
Frequency and Phase measurement System, GPS Common View Time Transfer Receiver
results and Rubidium Oscillator for Space Vehicle RedundancyRIoldover use are
reported.
Passive Hvdrogen Maser
A major challenge to reduce size and weight by 50% approximately and improve
stability whilst adding telemetry features of and to the existing unique CHI-76 Passive
Hydrogen Maser has been modeled to the extent that hardware design for the maser
electronics and reduced size physics Package has commenced. The microprocessor
choice and software for this 21'' Century project has to consider a harsh radiation
environment, Iow budget development and reliability implications. The entirely new
electronics philosophy replaces 25kg of existing modules(that exhibit a stability of 7 x
better than high performance cesium) with only three Eurocards! The new circuit
blocks are described.
New OCXO considerations include a very low phase noise under vibration curve, fast
wann time (down to 15 seconds) 150mW consumption, small size whilst immunity to
radiation with good EMC characteristics are also essential. Acceleration stability i s
repoxted.
The problem of High Resolution in a Frequency Measurement System with short gate
times in a compact package is considered. Phase comparators at this level af low noise
floor are both large and heavy for the projects requirement. Weight reduction of
80% is envisaged. A 1x10-'~resolution in only 100s measurement time is needed in
maximum height of 40mrn with phase stability vs temperature change of 1 ps 1 'C.
In Metrology use at Commercial calibration laboratories in many countries, the Passive
Hydrogen Maser will be more stable than the National Laboratory reference. With
peripheral carrier phase tracking GPS RX,the PHM can maintain offset to the GPS
noise floor level of 5 x 1 ~ '. The
~ need for independent (if not national reference)
traceable confmation of the limits of uncertainty may be obtained by the use of GPS
Common View Time Transfer. A joint UWNPL project with Quartzlock to trial a
feasible GPS CVTT RX has shown the results reported. These may satisfy the needs of
a national accreditation authority(wh0 may be unfmiliar with Hydrogen Masers( Passive
if not Active) and the user or users customer in a due diligence exercise, increasingly
important where multinational-corporate QA requirements are not met by IS0 9001
accreditation.
Ln power saving or redundant oscillator mode a disciplined Rubidium frequency
Standard may be required to holdover for telecoms G801 specifications to<lx10'~''

A High Stability Rubidium Oscillator may achieve x 10-13/day.(in the case of PHM use
offsite upgrade or standby power mode in SV use). Severe environmental tests
completed on near production and production test bed examples for stock and vibration
and EMC testing of the Rubidium Oscillator element not only show 100% survival but
maintained specification during test. Results are displayed. Quartzlock used its
defense production test facility (Bosnia Nato Project) Rubidium and NIST Traceable
measurement facility to confirm characteristics reported. A new phase noise
measurement standard for GSM2000 Rubidium definition phase confirmed the low
noise specification required and spurii elimination target compliance.
Quartzlock are grateful to its CRAFT Project partners and technology transfer
colleagues space engineering electronics J.V. & advisors at Astrium. (ONZIP& IEM
KVARZ have a seven year heritage with Quartzlock).
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SIMPLE MOVING AVERAGE, WIENER, AND KALMAN ESTIMATES OF TIME ERRORS:
A COMPARATIVE STUDY
yuriy shmaliy, anatoliy marienko*, Oscar ibarra-manzano, roberto rojas-laguna, miguel torres-cisneros,
guanajuato university, fimee, salamanca, 36730, mexico, shmali~~!salarnanca.urrto.mx
* "sichron" center, 4 skrypnyka str., kharkiv, 3 10057, ukraine

1. ABSTRACT
In this report we show that the following digital filter is best
for a time error estimate of the clock with known fractional
frequency offset yo (time error rate), namely: a simple moving
average (MA) is for lyol < , the Wiener filter is for

,. ~ ] ~ ,r2,l <and the three-state Kalman filter is for r2 < lyol,
where r l and r2depends on the required accuracy. We prove
this by simulation and give an example of the GPS-based time
error estimate of the rubidium clock employing the Motorola
GPS UT+ Oncore Timing receiver.
Time error process, optimaljiltering, estimating
2. INTRODUCTION
GPS timing plays a critical role in modem practice of the time
error "on-line" estimate and synchronization. Major dificulties here are caused mainly by both big variance of the measured data inherently produced by GPS receiver and the nonstationary nature of a time error. Statistically, once a discrete
time random process is a stationary one then the Wiener filter
(Ref. 1) is efficient through convolution and, if not, the Kalman filter (Ref. 2) is proved as the best for the non-stationary
process. Even though both approaches evidentially cover all
cases, test and measurement still uses a moving average (MA)
filter (Ref. 3) owing to its transparency and small noise, and
despite an estimate bias inevitably caused by the nonstationary process.

strongly we then study the errors for various 0, presenting
correspondent dependencies rl,,(0) and their approximations
ri = aie-l,5, where ai is a constant, and i e It, 2t, lm, 2m .
Employing the Motorola UT+ Oncore receiver, we finally
investigate the example of the filter selection for the rubidiumbased clock with known y o .
2. SIGNALS MODEL
2.1 Oscillator Time Error Model
A model of the total instantaneous phase @(t) of oscillator is
truly justified in (Ref. 9) as
(1)
0 0 ) = @I, + 2m,,, (1 + y,)t + *,t2
+ cp(0
where: Oois initial phase offset; yo is the fractional frequency
offset from the nominal frequency v,,,, (mainly due to finite
frequency setability of the clock) so that yo [in nsthour] equals
3 . 6 [in
~ parts
~ of 10-'~];D is a linear fractional frequency drift
rate (basically representing oscillator temperature and aging
effects), and cp(t) is a random phase deviation component.

Subtracting from (1) the same type phase model of a reference
source and then dividing the result by 2m,, , one comes to
the time error model of local oscillator

where
Modem timekeeping employs all three filters (Refs 4-8). Of
course, there are different clocks in timekeeping, however, it
seems important to note that for the same quality master
clocks the different estimators used yield different errors. In
this connection, while attempting to obtain precise filtering
and control, it is helpful to be aware that each filter yields the
smallest processing error only under the certain conditions,
obeying certain rules. Then, what type of the filters should be
used to provide the most accuracy for the fixed time constant
and known rate of a time error caused by the crystal oscillator,
rubidium and cesium standard, or even hydrogen maser?
In this paper we answer the question in the following way. We
focus attention on all three above-mentioned filters, namely:
simple MA, Wiener and Kalman, fixing in each case the same
transient time 0 as that of a simple MA. We show that for the
same 0 the following filter seems like the best for the known
yo, namely, a simple MA is best for the range of ly0l < r,, the
Wiener is best for r, < l y ,
is best for r, < l y ,(,

1 g r,,

and the three-state Kalman's

where r, and r, are symbolized for the

total error as r,, and r,,, and for the maximal error as rImand
rZm,respectively. Because processing time influences the error

is initial time error. In (2) we can also assume that

all the degradation sources yore,, Dre, and cprebt)of the reference source are negligible as compared to those of the clock
under test. As a result, the x(t) model reduces to the practical
form of

5.2 Model of a Noisv Time Error
Basically, we measure a time error x(t) in discrete time, providing values of xv for discrete time points tvfor the constant
time interval A = t v - t,,, where v = 0, 1, 2, .... The GPS receiver unavoidably adds noise to the measurement, which is
normally distributed in practice, thus, it may be modeled as
Gaussian noise. Both time error and noise are summed (3)
allowing the presentation of a measured noisy time error (observation 5$ and the clock states (time error x,,, frequency
offset y , and frequency aging Dv) in the matrix form as follows
(4)
5 , = H v h v+no,
9

1,.= A,-,h,,-l+n,,?

(5)

where h , is a 3x1 dimensional clock state vector, H, is a 1x3
dimensional measurement matrix, A, is a 3x3 dimensional
clock state transition matrix, no, and n,,, are jointly independent white noises with zero expectations and covariances Vv
and Y vof 3x3 dimension, respectively,
V" = ECn0,n:: 1
(6)
YV = Etn)*"n:"}.
(7)
In discrete time the model (3) transfers to the form of
(8)
xV= xV-I+ yY-IA+ -Dv-,
A ~ + nm
2
here yV=yv-,+D,-,A+n,; D,,=DV-,+n,; n,, nP ,and
nDYare correspondent discrete noises, and all the matrixes
necessary for (4) and (5) are presented via (8) as
1 A ~ ~ 1 2
\nhv=[:i]9and

..=[a]yA=~

H , = [ l 0 01.
(9)
Observation (4) is also presented in the more simple form of
5" =xv +nov9
(10)
and the noise matrix (7) simplifies to

where A = t y -tyel is a time step. Substitute (12) into (10) and
(10) into (14) transforms (14) into the form of
1
(16)
X, = -x, + nONv
2
where no, is a new discrete noise with variance
0 , = at, / N . Then, based on (16) estimate the bias, variance,
and total error straightforward as:

It follows that a mean error (17) for the assumed linear case
(12) is 50% and that the estimated variance (18) reduces proportionally to N.
3.2 Wiener Filter
In discrete time the Wiener filter provides an estimate via a
convolution of its impulse response hv and an observation (10)

where we assume
= 0 if v < 0, Mdetermines the length of
h, that is taken to be equal to zero apart from the time interval
10 0 11

where

sgyis the two-side spectral density of a continuous

white noise of aging that depends on A (Ref. 10) and expressed through the time error noise straightforward.
3. ESTIMATING OF A TIME ERROR
We consider here the simple MA, Wiener, and Kalman filters.
To simplify, we assume that aging is negligible and present
deterministic part of a time error for (10) as
x, = x0 + yoAv,
(12)
instead of the recursive form of (8). For the filtering error
E, = x u - X v ,
(13)
where 2"is an estimate of a time error, the four particular
estimates are of our special interest: error mean or estimate
bias E, = (&,) = E{E,), error variance
= ((&"- sv)2), total

.;"

3.1 Simple Moving Average Filter
Simple average filtering allows getting a non-optimal estimate
of a time error xy (in the sense of a minimal RMS error)

eV

based on an observation (10) straightforward. The algorithm does not require any a priori knowledge about the oscillator state model, time error, and even the observation, yielding an estimate as follows

ev

where we assume
= 0 if v < 0, N is the number of average
points. Here, once the first estimate appears with delay on N
points, the filter transient time equals
0 =A(N-I),
(15)

0, ..., (M-1)A.
To get a minimal RMS error for the estimate, first, in the
tradition of Wiener define an optimal unrealizable response

where sXkis discrete power spectral density of a time error
(oscillator phase) that in the view of Leeson (Ref. 11) is taken
here as S, ,
a ~ 2wherefk
,
is Fourier frequency; a is a constant; St* is the constant power spectral density of white noise;
k = 0, ..., K-1 , and K limits the length of the time error sequence taken at the early stage to estimate the spectral densities with enough accuracy. Van Trees has shown in his now
classic work (Ref. 12) that the optimal continuous transfer
function (2 1) taken for our particular case of S, as
i

H, =

a'

is easily inverted to the optimal impulse

a 2 + S"0f
response h,, = o . ~ A ~ - ~ where
I ' I , A = .;;a/S,,, which for the
positive discrete time yields
h,, = A A ~ - ~ ~ " ,
(22)
To obtain the same time constant for the simple MA and Wiener filters, we restrict the unlimited response (22) by the level
of y, which normally is taken as 0.1, and solve the equation
yAA = A A ~ - ~ ~with
' ~ respect
- ~ ' to AA, noting that the trivial
solution AA = 0 does not satisfy the physical idea, so the only
solution is

Let us obtain convolution-based estimate (20) for a time error
based on the non-optimal restricted impulse response (22)
formed with account of (23)

Considering the first sum in (24), get

where for the above-assumed value y = 0.1, the function
Aln2 y
once 100 < N. For the same
G2(0,y)=
2A,o z l.1513
0(l-y
1
error as in the case of (28), we may take o:N 1.1510,2 -A. .
8
Finally, based on (28) and (32), define the total error (13) for
the Wiener filter as follows

= A" + 1 and I = v + 1 represents arithmetic-geometric
progression. Then obtain

(25)
The second sum in (24) cannot be transformed because n, and
we present it at this stage in a common form

Define a filtering error (13) for this case as
&, = X , + x X - xXV
= E, -Ern, come to the estimate bias
A

E, = (E,

A

- zrn)= 2, - x,, observing that (Em) = 0 , then ac-

count (25), and get

Then recall the aim is to estimate the error at the and of the
transient, take v = N for (27), and write
(28)
iN= -yOO[l - w(e,y)],
where, once y = 0.1 and 100 < N, function

Thus, we can write E~ 0.3gy,,0 for (29) instead of (28),
allowing an error of 10% and 5% for 9 S N and 15 I N , respectively. It is important to observe that, normally, to get an
accurate estimate of the time error, one processes a database
for several hours. That means that for the step A = 100s and
say 5 hours of averaging one deals with N = 180 samples, so,
practically, the above approximate formula is accurate enough.
Consider that the error variance

atv = ((E,

- ~ , ) 2 )at the end

of the transient is just the variance of a random function (26)

~ A ~N-I
xxaUe-AA(N-1-i)
~N-IE
e -RA(N-1-1)

-A

i=O j-0

I

= j is the Kroneker symbol, which kans-

forms (30) to

Now note that y e - z * ~ ( ~ - i -=i )
l=O

IAA,

EX = ( Y ~ ~ ~ I I - W ( ~ , ~ ) I + ~ . ~ G ~ (33)
~,Y)~
3.3 Three-State Kalman Filter
The three-state Kalman filter is matched with a clock model
(3), allowing the following algorithm for (4) and (5) and taking account of ( g u l l ) to get estimates (Ref. 13)

1, = A . - l ~ , - ~+ K v ( 5 , -H,.A,-,h,-,)>
(34)
where the filter gain is
K, = E,H:(H,G,H:
+v,)-I,
(35)
where Ev= A , - ~ ~ , - ~+A
yv
~ is
, a matrix of predicted errors,
V, is defined by (6), and the filtering errors matrix is

-

R, = (I - K,H,)R,

(36)
where I is a unit matrix. For "on-line" operating Kalman filters the transient depends on the time of an error (17) calculation. The procedure inevitable requires solution of the Riccati
equation in discrete time (36) that for the three-state model
seems like a non-simple task (Ref. 14). This is the reason why
we limit here the analysis by a numerical study of the Kalman
filter transient time, controlling it by changing the spectral
density sDy
in (1 I), so that since s,, rises then the transient
tends to be shorter, and versa visa.
9

4. NUMERICAL STUDIES AND ANALYSIS
With equal transient times (1 5) all three estimates, namely the
simple MA (14), Wiener (20), and Kalman ( 3 4 H 3 6 ) are
examined here for the same time error process. First, to demonstrate the filtering effect, we simulate a noisy process (3)
with variance a = 40 ns and for both the stationary part of a
deterministic time error (0 I t < 25 hours), in which case xo =
yo = D = 0, and non-stationary part (25 I t hours) with yo = 2.10-l2= -7.2 nsthour and D = 0. Because the time constant is
a principle performance factor for a filter, then, to know the
trade-off while estimating a time error, we obtain 8 = 10 hours
for an average filter and take it the same (level y = 0.1) for the
Wiener and Kalman filters. Figure 1 shows the simulated process with the extracted estimates, and Figure 2 gives correspondent filtering errors (13).

and, once the tran-

1-0

sient is over with N < i, then forward tend the upper limit in
(3) to infinity, and come through the known limited sum
OD
1 to the desired result 2 ,
~ 2 ~ -----2 1~ ; .
BEN
xil.=oa k = =
1- e-2AA
Taking into account (23), we get
A
o:, = a: , ~ ' ( 0 , y)

9

(32)

-m

+

++

**

Figure 1. Simulated error, observation, and estimates provided
by the simple MA, Wiener, and three-state Kalman filters

tained for the particular case of 6, = 40 ns and A = 100 s.
Based on (38) we easily determine the new coefficients a: for
(39) for an arbitrary
and A' as follows

Despite the good qualitative correspondence, we examine the
Fig. 3 for the visible discrepancy between r,, and
Space for three-state
Kalman filter

Figure 2. Errors of the simple MA, Wiener, and three-state
Kalman filters related to the Figure 1
It follows that for the dynamic range (25 hours < t), the Kalman approach yields the smallest error, the Wiener is less
accurate, and a simple MA is the worst due to its bias. In contrast, for the stationary range (t < 25 hours), a simple MA is
the best, the Wiener exhibits a much bigger error, and the
Kalman seems to be the worst.

I
I"

-

-

J

I,",

9 , hours

Because of the different filtering errors for the stationary and
non-stationary processes with the same 8, we performed another experiment. It follows (Fig. 1 and 2) that a simple MA
filter yields the smallest total error for yo < r,, = 1 . 5 7 ~
Wiener relation is the most accurate for r,, = 1 . 5 7 lO.I3
~ <yo <
r, = 4.035xlO.'~,and Kalman is accurate for r,, = 4.035~10."
<yo. The same filters provide the smallest maximal error for
the ranges ofyo < rlm= 7.59x10.", rlm= 7.59~10."<yo < r2m
= 9.22~10-13,
and rZm
= 9 . 2 2 ~ 1 0 . '<yo,
~ respectively.
Because of the visible separation .in the range, we then estimate coordinates r,, , r,, ,rlm,and rImfor various 8 and reflect
the result in Fig. 3. We also observe that r,, may be found by
analytically through an equality of the total errors (19) and
(33). This yields
r-

Figure 3. Simulated values of r,,, r,,, rim,and r , , their approximating functions, and analytic line
as functions of 0
This is because in our considerations we assumed zero mean
for the time error, since a numerical simulation yields its real
value coupled with the random sequence length. Properly, Fig.
4 separates the space for all three filters, however, we must
observe that this separation is conditional in a sense. Indeed,
while interested in the total error, one must be based on an
average filter for the space lying lower on the curve r,, or
and on the Kalman filter for the space occurring in upper
curve %. Yet, since one intends to provide filtering with
smallest maximal error, the correspondent ranges for the simple MA and Kalman filters occur lower on the curve rim and
higher on the cUNerzm,respectively.

I

4.1 Examvle: Time Error of the Rubidium Standard

. .

Assuming 1 << N and A << 8, and based on the above-proved
asymptotics W(8, y) 0.61 and G2(8,y) P 1.151, we come
from (37) to the solution

,!;[E]

0.6730n [nsl@.

which

S

in terins of frequency offset gives

Function (38) separates the field for a simple MA and Wiener
filters for an arbitrary o,,and A being dependent on 8 so that
for the particular case of 0 , = 40ns and A = 100s we get
rl;[x 10-12]z 1.246.0[ho~r]-~/~
.
(39)
This analytic law r 8-3'2 (38) fills the simulated curves (Fig.
4), allowing the following approximations in each case
r,, E 2.3 x 8"12 r,, z 6.0 x 0-3/2,

-

r,, n 1 1 x 8 " ~rIm
~ ~~ 1 5 x 8 - ~ ' ~ ,
(40)
and demonstrating that the curves (Fig. 3) are nothing more
then the noisy dependencies pi = ai8-3'2 (40), where
a, = ~ , o , & ,Ai is a constant, and i s It, 2t, Im, 2m, ob-

Measurement of the time error of the rubidium standard had
been carried out employing the Motorola GPS timing Oncore
UT+ receiver for A = 100s during about 30 hours with the
initial error of x, 2.1 ns and offset y,, 2 -4.7 nslhour
= -1.3 x 10-l2(Ref. 15). To separate the ranges for the filters,
substitute yo for (39) instead of each ri and arrive at the following prediction:
The minimal total error should be obtained by simple
MA, the Wiener's and three-state Kalman's filters for 0 <
1.455 hours, 1.455 hours < 0 < 2.757 hours, and 2.757
hours < 8, respectively.
The smallest maximal error should be provided by the
same filters for 8 < 4.129 hours, 4.129-hours < 8 5: 5.078
hours, and 5.078 hours < 8, respectively.

Then, tune the filters for the 8 taken inside the abovedetermined ranges and estimate the total and maximal errors.
Table I presents the results and proves that just as it had been
forecasted the three-state Kalman filter yields both the smallest total error for 3.0 hours < @ ,and maximal error for 4.5
hours 5 8. The Wiener filter allows the smallest errors for 8 =
2.2 hours and 8 = 3.0 hours, respectively, and a simple MA

filter is the most accurate for 0 $ 1.0 hours and 0 5 2.2 hours,
respectively.
Table 1
8,hours

10

Total error, ns
Simale Wien Kal
man
er
MA

Simple

10.83

17.26

*. 8,367

"sata

the possible maximal frequency offset of your oscillator for
the given 0 and follow the example.

Maximal error, ns
Wien Kal
MA
er
man
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5. CONCLUSIONS
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1. ABSTRACT

An ensemble of three GPS receivers, one hydrogen
maser and one high stability caesium unit has been
evaluated in terms of mutual timing discrepancies
for 2200 hours. The H-maser had a relative
frequency drift of 6.7E-15/d and 30 ns fluctuations
composed of several non-periodic and periodic terms
the clearest showing time constants of 24 and 140
hours, Voltages, humidity or barometric presssure
did not correlate with the H-maser behaviour, the
most notable weaknesses of which were the drift and
the random timing errors. Discrepancies traced
down to e.g. room temperature were around 1-2 ns.
In the Cs unit indications of non-repeatable poor
synthesizer performance were seen. After a
frequency steering of 55E-15 the synthesizer
showed an overshoot of 60 ns which settled down by
itself in 600 hours but left an average bias of 20 ns.

exceeds by one decade the reported value for similar
units [5]. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 where the
intentional corrective adjustment on the hydrogen
maser is also marked at 1420 hours.
ERROR (ns)

0

500

lo00
1500
TlME (hours)

2000

Fig. 1. The difference between the caesium clock and
the H-maser shows a relative frequency drift of 6.7E-15
/ d. A corrective adjustment to the maser was attempted
at 1420 hours.

Keywords: atomic clocks, time&frequency
measurements, hydrogen masers
2. INTRODUCTION
Due to the importance of timing for the astronomical
measurements at Helsinki University of Technology,
many attempts have been made to define the
uncertainty of the installed hydrogen maser clock, see
eg. [I] and [2]. As VLBI astronomy requires repeated
synchronizing actions, e.g. once per week, between
globally separated sites, the clocks are in less
favourable use than in conventional T&F centers and
the internal control loops etc. work near their extremes
and we thus might get valuable information for other
users as well. When a transportable high performance
Cs clock came available and as the laboratory's maser
was refurbished, a new test was considered relevant.
The arrangement included the three local GPS
receivers as well. As a background [3], 141 and
particularly [5] were used. About 1000 hours were
allowed for the caesium clock to stabilize itself into the
new environment.
3. KEY OBSERVATIONS

During the total 2200 hours of comparison, the Hmaser had a relative frequency drift of 6.7E-15ld which

Fig. 2. After removing the linear frequency drift we see
the fluctuations in the comparison between the
hydrogen maser and the caesium clock to be about 30
ns peak-to-peak. The longest time constant seems to be
140 hours.
The action included a removal of the accumulated
timing offset plus a frequency tuning of 1 mHz. As was
anticipated, the tuning was not succesful. Instead, after
about 700 hours, the maser had gained the same

relative frequency offset. For a closer look, Fig. 2 shows
the same recording but without timing bias and drift.
Here we notice a roughly 30 ns fluctuation composed of
several periodic and non-periodic terms.
From 500 hours on the GPS data and caesium agree
indicating a timing error in the hydrogen maser
output. This can be seen in Fig. 3 where one of the
available GPS clocks (averaged over 1000 seconds) is
compared with the hydrogen maser 1 PPS output.
ERROR (ns)

I

I

I

1

I

averaging) felt the removal of the SIA degradation on
the 1st of May 2000.The clearest periodic terms of the
hydrogen maser 1 PPS output have time constants of 24
and 140 hours. Two FFT results are shown in Fig. 5
and Fig. 6. When the short term noise is missing,
which is the case when comparing the two local atomic
clocks in Fig. 5, we clearly see the dominating role of
th 24 hour cycle. However, the time functions of
temperature, voltages, humidity or barometric
presssure, opposed to [6],do not correlate with the Hmaser behaviour, the most notable weaknesses of which
are the drift and the random timing errors. In Fig. 6 we
use GPS outptu as the reference just to show that the 24
hour term still is there, but we also notice a lot of
spurious effects, part of which were found to come from
the GPS antenna cabling.
RELATIVE AMPLITUDE

t

I

I

1

Fig. 3. Although very noisy, this comparison of GPS
receiver output to the hydrogen maser 1 PPS signal
verifies the fault to be in the maser - see especially the
bend around 600 hours.
ERROR (ns)

Fig. 5. When local atomic clocks were compared, the
FET reveals only the 24 hour cycle.
RELATIVE AMPLITUDE
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Fig. 4. The simultaneous GPS measurement shows the
noise in the receiver 1PPS output. S/A was turned of
by the US DoD at 400 hours.
Commercial GPS receivers are still, without S/A,
hardly suitable for judgements below 100 ns unless
several hundreds of hours of measuring time is
available, which was our case this time. Fig. 4.
illustrates how the three local GPS receivers (without

Fig. 6. The short term noise content of the GPS output
is naturally visible in this FFT result between GPS and
the local hydrogen maser, but we clearly observe also
the same 24 hour term as in Fig. 5 plus a number of
long tern1 spurious signals, part of which were caused
by the GPS antenna cabling.

The discrepancies within the clock system under test
traced down to e.g. room temperature are an order of
magnitude smaller, around 1-2 ns, than the remaining
ones. The possible contribution of the H-maser 1 pps
distribution electronics to the time fluctuations remains
to be verified. At 400 hours a 1.2 OC transient caused a
momentary 40 ns deviation - but in the Cs unit which
also gave indications of non-repeatable poor synthesizer
performance. For about 500 hours, after a frequency
offset of -55E-15 was introduced as an intentional
tuning action, the synthesizer showed a control system
overshoot of 60 ns which settled down by itself but left
an average bias of 20 ns for the rest of a second 7000
hour test. This is shown in Fig. 7.
ERROR (ns)
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Fig. 7. It seems that the internal synthesizer which is
intended for frequency steering does have an overshoot
problem at 4950 hours, when a frequency correction
was attempted.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Based on our measurements, it looks very probable that
the local hydrogen maser is not working within its
specifications concerning frequency drift. The 24 hour
cycle in its 1 PPS output, having a maximum excursion
of about 30 ns, could be a problem in the internal servo
system, but a certain contribution may come from the
associated distribution amplifier itself. Some concerns
have risen also against the hydrogen supply valve.
However, the 140 hour period stays totally unexplained.
The well-known high performance caesium clock did
not behave without remarks either. First of all, the
required warm-up time to metrology-grade comparisons
is at least 1000 hours, possibly 1500 hours. An
annoying feature is in the frequency steering
synthesizer, which seems to produce an overshoot to
timing as well when a frequency correction is applied.
Finally, according to general experience with electronic
instrumentation, we consider the surface temperature of

the caesium unit to be relatively high if a long lifetime
for its interior is anticipated.
Although highly desired, the improvement of the
transmitted GPS signal did not solve the case of short
term timing comparisons if the choice of receiver is
arbitrary. Straight-forward measurements must still be
follow the ca. 100 ns limit, if a high level of confidence
is to be maintained.
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1. ABSTRACT
The work presented is an application of a Digital Signal
Processor (DSP) used as a precise source of time and
frequency synchronized to a national standard by an FM
radio tuner receiving a radio coded time signal.
Keywords: coded time signals, digital signal processing,
traceability
2. INTRODUCTION
In the USA and in some European countries, are
continuously available radio broadcasted time signals
like the WWVB by NIST or the DCF77 by PTB
(Germany). In Italy, a radio time signal, generated by
the Italian primary laboratory IEN, is also provided and
transmitted, along with the regular programs, many
times a day by the national broadcasting company RAI.
This time information is coded using a FSK modulation
during the normal AM and FM radio transmissions and,
using some suitable decoders, it is possible to have a
clock synchronized within one millisecond to UTC
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For this feature, it is used by many industrial
laboratories to establish a traceability to the Italian
national time and frequency standard as required by the
IS09000 quality assurance policies.
Using the computational power of a DSP, it has been
implemented a small sized (about one tenth of the actual
size) radio clock receiver with the Radio Data System
(RDS) feature for searching the best signal available at
the receiving site. This device could be used as a local
reference for the calibration activities of secondary
laboratories.
The description of this system and some experimental
results are presented in the followings.
3. THE ITALIAN RADIO TIME CODE (SRC)

The Coded RAI Signal (SRC) is one of the Italian time
reference signals generated by the IEN, and transmitted
all over Italy by the RAI radio networks. Usually it is
transmitted about every hour, for a duration of 8
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Fig. 1 SRC format.
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seconds, on the 'Radio RAI Uno' channel, and less
frequently on the other two channels ('Radio RAI Due'
and 'Radio RAI Tre').
The time code, as visible in Fig. 1, starts at second 52
by a coded signal splitted into two segments; the first
lasts 960 ms and consists of 32 bits, modulated with a
frequency shift keying (FSK), using two tones: a 2kHz
for bit 0 and 2,5kHz for bit 1. This signal supplies the
month, the day of the month and the week, the hour and
the minute and specifies whether the legal or solar time
is intended. The second segment, beginning at second
53, lasts 480 ms and consists of 16 bits, having the same
specification of above; this signal gives the calendar
year and the warning about the introduction of
legaVs0lar time and a leap second in the UTC time
scales. ~t seconds 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 00 it follows a
sequence llcHz modulated pips lasting 0,l second.
The SRC signals are generated by a redundant system of
three clocks that are continuously compared through a
phase comparator (see Fig. 2) and are connected to a
switching unit that checks for any anomaly in the coded
signals, and selects those to be sent to the RAI studios in
Rome for the broadcasting. The SRC generators are
kept synchronized to UTC(1EN) within few
microseconds.

-

Fig. 2 Block diagram of the equipments generating
the SRC.
These signals are widely used in industries to
synchronize remote clocks with a precision of the order
of 0,lms and for disciplining the frequency of a local
quartz oscillators at the lo-' level [I], thanks to the
availability on the market of dedicated receivers.
4.

THE DIGITAL SRC DECODER

The core of the clock is a Texas Instruments DSP
TMS320C21. Its main function is to decode the SRC,
but also to control the external circuits needed by the
device. The DSP is mounted on an evaluation board
which includes an analog to digital (AD) and digital to
analog (DIA) 14 bit converter, a parallel interface used
to load the program into the RAM of the DSP and a
programmable array logic (PAL) device, used as
address bus decoder. All the signals generated by this
board are also available on four connectors, to allow the
connection of an extension board.
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Fig. 3 SRC demodulator block diagram.

neSRC decoding is obtained using the computation
capabilities of the DSP board. neSRC is &st sampled
and digitized by the AD converter at a l o r n z
frequency, and then processed by the DSP. The block
diagram of the decoder can be seen in Fig. 3. It is based
on two band-pass filters, the first 2kHz centered, and
the second one at 2.5kHz, that are the modulation
frequencies used in the SRC to represent a 0 or a 1
respectively. The two filters are followed by two
integrators that compute the absolute average value of
the filters outputs. These last two signals are
independent from the instantaneous amplitude value of
the SRC received, and they depend only from the value
of the bit received: if the first filter output is bigger than
that of the second one, the received bit is a '0',
otherwise it is a '1'. This check is performed by the next
block (comparator) of the SRC decoder, that also
verifies if the bit received is a valid one. This
confirmation is obtained by checking if the difference
between the amplitudes of the two signals described
above, is bigger than a fixed threshold. This means that
one and only one of the two modulation signals is
present at the decoder input, and that the signal is a FSK
modulated one.
The FSK demodulation is completed by a clock
generator and a shift-register. The first determines when
the bit received can be stored in the shift register,
according to the SRC repetition. It also generates the
reference pulse used to set the clock time; it is
represented by the end of the second data segment of
the SRC and corresponds to the second 53,480, so the
clock must be set at the date and time received using
this value for the second and millisecond
synchronization.

5. THE SYNCRONIZED CLOCK
The radio synchronized clock is implemented using the
DSP board described above and an extension board, that
contains all the peripherals not included in the previous
one. This board includes:
a 16x2 display with standard interface;
a PLL FM radio tuner programmable by a standard
12Cinterface;

3 function keys, to allow the user to program the
clock and select some parameters;
all the logic circuits necessary to connect it to the
DSP board;
an analog band-pass filter in the range lKHZ 3kHz.
A lOMHz integrated voltage controlled crystal
oscillator (VCXO), is mounted on a third board that also
includes an output buffer and a voltage regulator, to
provide a fixed voltage independent to the main power
supply. The control voltage input of the VCXO is
driven by the DIA converter through an RC low-pass
filter.
The whole system block diagram is shown in Fig. 4.
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last synchronization, versus UTC(1EN). This offset is
proportional to the frequency deviation of the local
VCXO versus UTC (IEN), and it is used compute the
correction that must be applied to discipline the VCXO
frequency through the DIA converter. The frequency
correction is applied every 5 hours: in this way the
measurement uncertainties and the syncronization
errors, can be reduced to a level that is negligible
compared to the time difference accumulated. The
available reference output signals of 1s and 1OMHz
controlled by the system can be used as a reference
traceable to UTC(1EN) that can be used for time and
frequency measurements purposes.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The scope of this experimental sessions is the
determination of the reliability and synchronization
capabilities of the SRC decoder, and the uncertainty
level traceability of the device to the Italian national
time scale UTC(1EN). The block diagram of the used
measurement set-up is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4 Block diagram of the synchronized clock.
The radio signal received by the FM tuner, is f ~ s t
filtered and then digitally converted using a 10kHz
sample frequency by the AID converter, then is
processed by the SRC demodulator described above. It
is also applied to an embedded RDS demodulator whose
output is a bit stream that corresponds to the RDS signal
received and it is decoded using the DSP. This RDS
capability is useful to tune automatically the receiver on
the best locally available FM RAI channel, without the
necessity of knowing its broadcasted frequency.
The FM tuner and the user interface (display and keys)
are directly driven by the DSP using its data and address
buses, through bi-directional buffers for the data bits
and through a decoder for the address bits.
The clock is also realized using the capabilities of the
DSP. It is controlled by the lOMHz output frequency of
the VCXO that is divided to obtain the 1s reference
signal and gives seconds, minutes, hours, day, month
and year. When the DSP receives and decodes a SRC it
is automatically resynchronized. At the same time the
DSP measures the difference between the time of the
local clock before and after the synchronization, that
represent the time offset accumulated, starting from the

Fig. 5 - Measurement set-up block diagram.
The first set of measurements have been done using a
SRC and a white-noise generators to simulate a real
received SRC signal with different signal to noise ratios.
In this way, it has been determined the minimum S/N
ratio allowing a correct recognition of the totality of the
SRC signal. It has also been determined the standard
uncertainty of the synchronization signal with different
S M ratios.
In Fig. 6 is reported, as a sample, the histogram of the
time dispersion of two SIN experimental receiving
conditions (240 dB and 7 dB). It can be seen that the
time dispersion, in the case of the best SIN, is very
concentrated compared to the other case. It is important
to underline that a 20 - 40 dB S/N ratio is very close to
the real FM receiving condition, while a 7 dB S/N ratio
corresponds to a very bad case.

-

Fig. 6
SRC synchronization dispersion with
different SIN ratios.
The most significant experimental results, obtained
simulating different SM ratios, are resumed in the table
below. From the table it can be seen that, with a very
bad S M ratio of 0 dB, the decoder is yet capable of
recognize the totality of the signal with an acceptable
standard uncertainty.
Table 1
SIN
RATIO

%OFSRC
DECODED

STANDARD
UNCERTAINTY

> 40 dB

100

0,21 ms

7 dB

100

0,66 ms

0 dB

100

1,l ms

-3.5 dB

90

As last check, the device has been tested under normal
working conditions, using the radio signals received in
the IEN Time and Frequency Laboratory by the FM
tuner of the device under test. In this case it has been
measured the behavior of both the time difference of the
1s reference output of the clock versus UTC(1EN) and
the 10 MHz output frequency supplied by the
disciplined VCXO. In Fig. 7 is reported, for the period
17 - 22 January 2001, the time difference between
UTC(1EN) and the 1s signal of the disciplined clock,
while in Fig. 8 is reported, for the same period, the
behavior of the normalized frequency departure of the
10 MHz output. Looking at the results obtained it is
possible to evaluate the traceability level obtainable
using the reference signals generated by the clock.

I
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Fig. 7 Difference of UTC(1EN) vs. 1s clock output.
The experimental data reported in Fig. 7 an in Fig. 8
have been collected starting the measurement
immediately after having powered the clock; so the first
part of the graphs shows the behavior of the system that
needs at least 5 hours before applying the first time and
frequency correction. Consequently the first results are
affected, for about half a day, by the influence of the
initial transient before reaching the steady-state. It can
be seen, from Fig. 8, that the initial frequency departure
is about 1,5*10-6and lowers to a smallest level, after
some correction cycles, to reach a steady level with a
standard uncertainty of 1,9*1U7. Concerning the time
offset of Fig. 7, it can be also noticed the effect of the
initial transition: the standard uncertainty of the
measured delays reaches the level of 0,6 ms after half a
day from the beginning of the measurements.

I

I

Fig. 8 - Normalized frequency departure of the 10
MHz output.
7. DESCRIPTION O F THE PROTOTYPE
In Fig. 9 is represented the real prototype of the
synchronized clock. From the picture it is clearly visible
the top extension board over the bottom DSP evaluation
board. It is also possible to see the reduced size
achievable with the integration of all the main functions
in the DSP.
Future improvements will provide a complete digital
radio receiver using a more powerful DSP device, the
choice of a Temperature Compensated Crystal

Oscillator (TCXO) for better short term behavior, the
possibility to increase the number of output functions,
such as the possibility to generate programmable time
intervals and parallel output of the complete
information of time and date. It will also be developed a
new frequency correction algorithm to reduce the short
and medium term instabilities.

[2] F.Cordara, V.Pettiti and P.Tavella "IEN Time and
Frequency metrological activity and support to user
needs" 2Sthannual precise time Interval application and
planning meeting, 3-5 December 1996, Reston, USA.
[31 Texas Instruments "~MS320C3xUser's Guide"
Texas Instruments Incorporated, USA, 1997.
[4] Texas Instruments "TMS320C3X DSP Starter Kit
User's Guide" Texas Instruments Incorporated, USA,
1996.

[5] CENELEC "Specification of the radio data system
(RDS)" Comitk EuropCen de Normalisation
Electrotechnique, Belgique, 1992.

Fig. 9 - Picture of the realized prototype.
8.

CONCLUSIONS

The suitability of the use of a DSP to decode the SRC
standard time signals, disseminated by IEN as a national
reference of time for Italy has been demonstrated.
A synchronized clock based on this principle has been
set-up and tested in the IEN Time and Frequency
Laboratory versus the reference time scale UTC(1EN)
especially as regards to its capabilities in providing a
reliable traceability to the national time and frequency
standard.
The experimental results has demonstrated that such a
device can give a traceability to UTC(1EN) at a level
below one millisecond for time and of the order of lW7
for frequency.
Finally, it can be noticed that this device, characterized
also by its small size, reduced price and goods general
behavior, allows the realization of a time and frequency
traceability system, utilizable by secondary laboratory
in Italy
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ABSTRACT
Several servers for time synchronisation via the Internet using
the Network Time Protocol (NTP) have been established in
Sweden. The time servers are traceable to the Swedish
national time scale UTC(SP) which is based on caesium
clocks. This paper describes the establishment of the servers at
the time and frequency laboratory of SP, and at present and
future Internet exchange points in Sweden. The time servers at
SP are directly synchronised to UTC(SP), via serial ports or a
specially designed ISA PPS-card. The time servers at Internet
exchange points are synchronised to a set of four rubidium
frequency standards, which are traceable to UTC(SP) via GPS
common view observations. We present typical
synchronisation stabilities and estimate the time accuracy by
comparing the time servers relative to each other. The results
show synchronisation stabilities in the order of microseconds
or less, and time accuracies of about 100 NS.
KEYWORDS: Internet time synchronisation, Network Time
Protocol, NTP, Atomic clocks, GPS common view

1. INTRODUCTION
SP Swedish National Testing and Research Institute, Boris,
Sweden is the national reference laboratory for time and
frequency in Sweden. This implies the assurance of
measurement units in Sweden and their traceability or
connection to the SI system The objectives of the laboratory
are to keep competence and resources for the measurement
units of time, time interval, and frequency in Sweden, to
maintain a national time scale, UTC(SP), traceable to the
international agreed-upon official time scale UTC
(Coordinated Universal Time), and to support and supply the
Swedish industry and general public with accurate references
of time and frequency.
Using the facilities of the time and frequency laboratory,
the Swedish government has given SP the objectives of
developing a system of Internet time servers to be established
at Swedish Internet exchange points, and, during operation,
monitor and maintain the accuracy and functionality of the
time servers. Included in this is the important objective that
the time servers should be traceable to UTC(SP).
The establishment of the national nodes for exchange of
Internet traffic has been planned by Netnod Internet exchange
i Sverige AB together with Swedish Internet Service Providers
organisation, and Swedish network user's society. The
purpose of the national exchange points is to obtain high
reliability in the central and common parts of Internet in
Sweden. The Internet exchange points are maintained by
Netnod AB, and used for exchange traffic between different
Internet Service Providers in Sweden. Exchange points are last
resort for traffic exchange between providers, but a primary
location for common recourses, such as domain name servers,
time servers, whois-servers and index-servers (for more
information about the Internet exchange points in Sweden, see
http://www.netnod.se). Presently (March 2001), three

exchange points are established and at least one more is
planned.
This paper describes the establishment of national time
servers at SP and at the Internet exchange points in Sweden.
The paper includes a technical overview of different
synchronisation methods and their typical performance
characteristics. First, we describe the time servers located at
time laboratory of SP, which have a direct connection to
UTC(SP). Further, the time servers at the Internet exchange
points are described, including the rubidium atomic clock
system used as synchronisation source.

2. TlME KEEPING VIA THE INTERNET
The most established technique to obtain computer time
synchronisation via the Internet, is the use of the Network
Time Protocol (NTP) (Ref 1, see also http://www.ntp.org).
The synchronisation accuracy range from about 1 ms within
local area networks to several tens of milliseconds on a global
scale. NTP is designed to work in a large, diverse Internet
system. The best accuracy is normally obtained when the time
server is located as close as possible, in terms of network
delay and latency, to the inquiring clients. The main issues for
good stability are, however, low network jitter and symmetric
paths.
Today, there exist more than 200 primary time servers
synchronised to UTC in the world, and several thousand hosts
and gateways that .directly or indirectly synchronise their
clocks via NTP. The most common source of UTC is the
Global Positioning System (GPS), see e.g. Ref 2, which gives
time to within 1 ps relative to UTC. Other common UTC
sources are long-wave radio transmitters with varying
accuracy and stability. One disadvantage with these radio
transmitters, as well as with GPS, are that they are out of
control by the users, and may be subject to changes without
previous notice to the users. Other time sources are of course
local time scales based on one or several atomic frequency
standards.
Primary time servers are given the stratum number 1.
Servers or clients synchronised to stratum 1 servers become
stratum 2 servers, and so on. A server and a client can operate
in three different NTP modes: procedure-call, multicast, and
symmetric mode. In the procedure-call mode, the server
announces its willingness to provide synchronisation, but not
to be synchronised itself. Such a server is a primary server that
synchronises its clock to a UTC source. The client on the
other hand announces its willingness to be synchronised, but
usually not to provide synchronisation. The active
communication between the client and the server makes it
possible to estimate the time- and frequency offset between
their clocks and also to estimate and correct for the network
path delay.
In the multicast mode, the server sends periodic NTP
broadcasts. The client receives these and determines the time
offset on the basis of an assumed delay. The major difference
between this mode and the procedure-call mode is that the
path delay cannot be estimated momentarily; Instead, the path
delay has to be estimated, if needed, in advance. The multicast

mode is mainly intended for synchronisation within local area
networks, which implies short distances, constant and
predictable delays, and symmetric paths.
In the symmetric mode, a server announces its willingness
to provide synchronisation, but also its willingness to be
synchronised itself, if necessary. This mode is normally used
when primary servers need a back-up if the UTC source fails.
The NTP software distribution supports the use of
redundant time servers. This means that a client has the
possibility to, after outlier detection and different combining
techniques, choose the most trustable server or combination of
servers among those inquired. Redundant time servers are
especially important for time sensitive applications involving
economic transactions or legal issues. These applications
would also gain in reliability if a set of primary time servers
were available in the close vicinity (say within a country or
region).

* These servers are used for the national speaking clock system and are
not available via the Internet. They are included here for comparison
purposes only

3. INTERNET TIME SERVERS AT SP
Presently, there are six time servers established in the time and
frequency laboratory of SP, see Table 1. The servers called
Furl and Fur2 are used for the national speaking clock system,
but use the NTP software distribution for the time
synchronisation. They are included here for comparison
purposes only. All servers are synchronised to UTC(SP) in
two different ways: (1) via a time code generator (TCG) and
(2) via 1-second-pulses (1-pps). The output from the TCGs is
a stream of ASCII-characters every second containing date
information. These characters are read by the time servers via
a serial port. To synchronise the server clock to the TCG, a
reference clock driver in the NTP software distribution called
"PTBACTS" is used. The stability of this synchronisation is
abouts 10 ms. As soon as the time server has synchronised to
the TCG (within 128 ms), the 1-pps input is used to furnish
the stability of the synchronisation down to a few
microseconds or less. The 1-pps synchronisation is kept as
long as the time server is synchronised to the TCG as well.
The 1-pps synchronisation has been done in two different
ways. For the two servers running xntp3.5-93 (Spntpl and
Spntp2) and for the two servers Furl and Fur2, a gadget box is
used. The gadget box, which is a slightly modified version of
the one available via http://www.ntp.org, converts the 1-pps
TTL-level pulses to RS232-level pulses. These pulses are then
read by the time servers via a serial port. The NTP software
distribution supports this through the reference clock driver
called "ATOM".
Figures 1 and 2 show, for a typical day, the time- and
frequency offsets of Spntpl and Spntp2 relative to the external
1-pps clock, i.e., UTC(SP). This information is extracted from
log-files that the NTP software distribution creates. The data
sample rate is 64 s. As seen in the figures, the stability of the
time offset is similar for the two servers, and within a few
microseconds. In the long term, the frequency offset is much
more stable for Spntpl, shown in Figure 1, than for Spntp2,
shown in Figure 2. (Even if it is not an optimum estimate for
frequency stability, the standard deviation (std) for the
frequency offset is given in these and following figures for
comparison purposes.) It is apparent that the quartz crystal in
the Linux 48dprocessor PC has a larger frequency- offset and
drift than the one in the Digital Alpha server. On the other
hand, as mentioned above, the stability of the time offset is
similar, which implies that the NTP software distribution
handles the large frequency offset very well.
Figure 3 shows, for a typical day, the time- and frequency
offset of the Furl server (the Fur2 server has similar
characteristics). This server is using the ntp4 distribution,
which supports kernel modification for nanosecond resolution,
and, accordingly, the standard deviation of the time offset is
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Figure I : Time- and frequency offset of time server Spntpl
relative to UTC(SP)as estimated by the NTP software
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Figure 2: Time- and frequency offset of time server Spntp2
relative to UTC(SP)as estimated by the NTP software

much less, about 25 ns. A constant time offset of about 100
ns, of presently unknown origin, is apparent. The frequency
offset is large but relatively stable.
For the servers Ntpl and Ntp2 we have used a different
method for the 1-pps synchronisation. Instead of using the
serial port we have designed an ISA PPS-card, see Figure 4,
and a reference clock driver for the card. The 1-pps is read by
the NTP software distribution in which the reference clock
driver has been compiled. The card also contains a quartz
crystal and an input for an external 10 MHz reference. By
removing the quartz crystal from the server's motherboard and
by connecting a cable between the motherboard and the PPScard, the quartz crystal on the PPS-card is used. One
additional option is to connect an external 10 MHz that

automatically replaces the quartz crystal on the PPS-card. The
advantage of using an external 10 MHz reference is that
frequency changes due to temperature variations can be
minimised. For the two servers Ntpl and Ntp2, the 10 MHz
comes from SP caesium clocks.
Figure 5 shows, for a typical day, the time- and frequency
offset of the Ntpl server (the Ntp2 server has similar
characteristics). The time offset for these servers has a
different character compared to the servers using the gadget
box and serial port solution. Instead of a random jitter as in
Figure 3, we see a spike-like pattern with several spikes within
a couple of hundred nanoseconds and a few of nearly 1 ps. We
do not fully understand this behaviour at present time. The
frequency offset is much more stable than we have seen for the
other servers. This is expected since the server clock
frequency is based on a caesium clock.
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Figure 3:Time- and frequency offset of time server Furl
relative to UTC(SP) as estimated by the NTP sofhvare

4. INTERNET TIME SERVERS AT SWEDISH

INTERNET EXCHANGE POINTS
Presently (March 2001), three Internet exchange points are
established at different locations in the south of Sweden, in
Stockholm, Goteborg, and Malm6. One more is planned in the
north of Sweden, in Sundsvall. As mentioned in the
Introduction, the Swedish government has given SP the
objectives of developing a system of time servers to be
established at these exchange points. One system has already
been installed in Goteborg. The time servers are synchronised
to a local clock system of four rubidium frequency standards,
which are monitored relative to GPS time, see Figure 6 and
Ref 3. The traceability to UTC(SP) is obtained from GPS
common-view observations (Ref 4) using single-frequency
multi-channel receivers, with an identical GPS receiver at SP.
The complete system contains the clock system, two time
servers, a control PC, and measurement hardware. The time
servers use the PPS-card shown in Figure 4 and are configured
in the same way as the time servers Ntpl and Ntp2, see Table
1, except for the TCG. Instead, to set the date in the time
servers to within r0.5 s, the time servers need to be
synchronised at start-up from another time server. The NTP
daemon is also configured to inquire time from other servers.
This is also needed in order to handle leap seconds. The
control PC is a Pentium I11 machine running Linux.
Following Figure 6, two outputs are available from each
rubidium standard, one 10 MHz sinus signal and one 1-pps
TTL level signal, the latter via a frequency divider. The 1-pps
signals are sequentially (every 6" minute for each rubidium
standard) monitored relative to a 1-pps signal from the GPS
receiver, using a switch matrix and a time interval counter.
This measurement process is controlled from software
installed in the local control PC. The software also estimates,
using the latest week of data, the time- and frequency offset,
the frequency drift, and the stability of each rubidium standard
relative to GPS time. The rubidium standard with the presently
best stability, estimated as the Allan deviation for 7 equals
approximately one day, is then selected as the reference
"clock" for the time servers, and its 1-pps signal is directed to
the PPS-card in the time servers via the switch matrix.
Since the rubidium standards by no means are
synchronised to GPS time, other than in software, the 1-pps
from the selected rubidium standard will be out of synch. This
is handled by a daemon running on the time servers that
receives corrections from the control PC. Using these
corrections, including time- and frequency offset and
frequency drift for the selected rubidium standard relative to
GPS time, the daemon updates a microstepper on the PPS-

Figure 4: ISA PPS-card for I-pps synchronisation of NTP
time servers. The cable is used to replace the internal quartz
crystal with an external I0 MHz reference
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Figure 5: Time- and frequency offset of server Ntpl relative
to UTC(SP)as estimated by the NTP sofhvare
card. The corrected signal is then read by the NTP daemon.
The microstepper daemon updates the corrected signal based
on the frequency offset and drift at specified time intervals.
New corrections are sent from the control PC if the reference
standard is changed or if the present corrections need to be
updated. The communication between the control PC and
the time servers uses a SSL (Secure Socket layer) TCP
connection via a specified TCP port.

Figure 6: System design of an ensemble of rubidium frequency standards used for the synchronisation of NTP time servers at
present andfuture Internet exchange points in Sweden

The switch matrix for the 10 MHz signal is used to direct
the 10 MHz signals to the time interval counter and to the time
servers. As mentioned in the previous section, the 10 MHz
input to the PPS-card is replacing the internal quartz crystal.
Besides, the 10 MHz signal does not need to come from the
same rubidium standard as is selected for the 1-pps reference.
Another feature of the time servers is the possibility to
reject NTP queries depending on the present NTP
synchronisation time offset and dispersion. Presently, the time
servers reject NTP queries if the NTP time offset is larger than
+50 ps or if the dispersion is larger than 1 ms. Yet Another
feature is a 1-pps output from the PPS-card. This output is an
estimate of the time offset in microseconds between the 1-pps
input after the microstepper and the time server system time.
Figure 7 shows, for a typical day, the time- and frequency
offset for an Internet exchange point time server, herein called
Ntpl-node. In comparison with Figure 5, it is apparent that the
stability of Ntpl-node is comparable to what is obtained by
the use of UTC(SP), i.e., synchronised caesium clocks. The
accuracy and traceability o f this system relative to UTC and
UTC(SP), are dependent on the availability of the GPS signal.
However, if the rubidium standards have been characterised
long enough time, and by stepping the signal using the
microstepper in the PPS-card, the system should be able to
keep accurate time well within the general performance of
NTP for several weeks, even with the lack of GPS
observations. A picture of the system installed at the Internet
exchange point in Goteborg is shown in Figure 8.
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2,58390

-1,o
-1,s
0

2,58380
10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000 70000 80000 90000

Seconds since midnight UTC
Figure 7: Time- and frequency offset, as estimated by the NTP
software, of an Internet exchange point time server, herein
called Ntpl-node, relative to the selected rubidium standard
after microstepper corrections

6. ACCURACY OF TIME SERVERS IN SWEDEN

We have so far mainly discussed the stability of the time
synchronisation of a time server to an external UTC source.
To determine the accuracy, or at least the conformity between
time servers in Sweden, one has to estimate cable delays, and
computer hardware and software delays. Cable delays are
normally easy to estimate, but hardware and software delays
are difficult. One way to estimate the accuracy of a time server
is to compare it with other time servers synchronised to the

same time source. This is possible by configuring one server
to inquire time from other servers. In order to do this
accurately, it is required that the estimate of the network path
delay between the servers is accurate and stable. This in turn
requires that the servers must be connected to the same local
subnet.
To estimate the accuracy of the servers we have presented
in this paper, we configured a test set-up: Ntpl-node was
configured (1) to synchronise to the 1-pps and use this as the
primary source, and (2) to query time from the time servers
Spntpl, Spntp2, Ntpl, Ntp2, and Ntp2-node. The last server is
a second Internet exchange point time server. These servers
were temporarily connected to the same local subnet during
the test, in order to prevent network jitter and asymmetric
delays.
Figure 9 shows the result based on 24 hours of data. Each
point in the figure represents the median of the total NTP
time-offset estimations during the 24 hours. The error bars
represent the standard deviation of the data. The offset for
Ntp2-node, which is synchronised to the same rubidium
standard as Ntpl-node, is less than 2 ps. The offsets for Ntpl
and Ntp2, which are configured in the same way as Ntplnode, except that they are synchronised directly to UTC(SP),
are less than 4 p s The offsets for Spntpl and Spntp2 are about
-340 and 50 ps, respectively. The different synchronisation
methods, 1-pps via a serial port instead of via the PPS-card,
may explain these larger offsets. All offsets, excluding the
offset for Spntpl, are, however, within the error bars. In
addition to the operating systems, the difference between
Spntpl and Spntp2 is the detection of the I-pps signal via the
serial port. On Spntpl, the 1-pps signal is read via the serial
data leads, while it is read via the serial data-carrier detect lead
on Spntp2. These differences may explain the larger time
offset for Spntpl.
To summarise, we claim that our servers are accurate to
the millisecond level, and most likely somewhat better. By a
careful calibration using the results in Figure 9, an accuracy
and conformity of about 100 ps should be possible.

Figure 8: The time server system at the Internet exchange
point in Goteborg, This system is located some 60 meters
below ground andfibre optics are needed for the dataflow
and I-pps from the GPS receiver, which is located above
ground close to the antenna
200

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented and discussed different methods for the
synchronisation of server clocks used for time synchronisation
via the Internet. The synchronisation stability is in the order of
a few microseconds or less. The accuracy of the servers after
estimated corrections is believed to be within 100 ps. We have
in detail described a system of time servers synchronised to a
set of four rubidium frequency standards using a specially
designed ISA PPS-card. This system has been installed at the
Internet exchange point in Gtiteborg and will be installed at
other Internet exchange points in Sweden.
Future work in this area will include studies of different
authentication techniques, multicast distribution of network
time, and time server data available from a dedicated
homepage. These projects are important for the integrity and
traceability of the time servers. We will also continue to work
with improvements of the PPS-card.
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Abstract
By means of the conventional instruments, it is difficult, even impossible to measure the frequency and the
phase time with a precision of the pico-second in a continuous frequency band of I to 35MHz.
Within the Galileo project, TNT has to make an evaluation of the embarked Rubidium atomic clocks as well as
the Hydrogen Maser. With this intention, a system was developed making it possible to measure the frequency
and the phase time with a precision of the pico-second.
The development is based on a heterodyne system with a double frequency conversion using direct digital
synthetizer technology to allow measurements in the range of up to 35MHz.
The measurement bandwidth is limited by a separated crystal oscillator based PLL. Two outputs are available :
One with -1OOKHz bandwidth and a second channel with IHz measurement bandwidth only,
The paper includes a description of the system using a block-diagram, The measurement principle is explained
and the results are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
The role of the time interval comparator in time and
frequency metrology is very important as 'it is perhaps
the only measuring instrument in the field. It measures in
a direct way, the duration of time interval between two
signals. This way, it allows one to determine the stability
of one device against a reference.
Time interval comparators are very important
components for the most sophisticated time and
frequency systems such a GPS, Glonass, etc.
Within the Galileo project, the European Space Agency
has undertaken a development program in which the
Rubidium atomic clocks and the Space Hydrogen Maser
need to be evaluated. That becomes possible by using a
phase time comparator which has reported resolution
down to pico-second level.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The system is designed to make a direct frequency
measurement and a time interval measurement to plot
the stability of the device using the Allan Deviation.
The system allows one to measure device with a
frequency range of .Ito 35MHz. An external reference of
10MHz divided by 1000 is used to make time interval
measurement.
Direct frequency measurement is used for programming
DDS which divides the device frequency around 10KHz
by using two mixers. As the following block-diagram
shows, the whole system is based on a heterodyne
architecture with a double frequency conversion. The
branch of the first DDS is more sensitive to spurious
than the second because in the second one, the
frequency is divided by 32.

Figure 1: Block-diagram

Two outputs are available: one where a crystal filter
based PLL is used to restrict the bandwidth to only 1Hz
and a second channel with about several 100KHz
bandwidth.
The external counter is controled with an GPlB interface
and all the system is piloted with the LPT interface to a
software conceived in Visual Basic. Power supply is
reached by an external converter (230V-150Hz to +12V-)
through a jack connector.
The whole system is placed into a box which has the
Euro dimensions (168x103~42mm) and is thermally
regulated
Figure 3: FSMS Engineering model

3. SPECIFICATIONS
The specifications for the phase-time comparator system
are the following:
Parameters
Input frequency
Freq. Stability

long

term

short

term

I
1

Specifications
1 to 35 MHz
1x1~'~

@I
OMHz

Freq.

Stability

@I
OMHz

operating temperature
Mass (without counter and power
supply)

I~IO-'~(~I~)
10°C-30°C
-7309

4. PlNClPLE OF MEASUREMENT AND
RESULTS
A clock of 120MHz is used to pilot the DDS. The 10MHz
reference is multiplied by 12 through a PLL based on a
VCO of 120MHz. The stability of the whole system
depends on the characteristics of this VCO. Its phase
noise is the following :
One side spectral density

The Frequency Stability Measurement System is able to
measure a Passive Hydrogen Maser. After 100s the
FSMS is 10 times better than the specifications of the
Maser.

Frequency

Figure 4: Phase noise VCO-120MHz@IOMHz

Figure 2: FSMS and S-PHM Specifications
The precise phase-time comparator named FSMS
(Frequency Stability Measurement System) is a small
package which is compatible with Agilent counters like
53131A or 53132A. Its light weight and its small volume
allows the FSMS to be easily transportable.
An another solution is to replace the conventional
counter by a PC-card counter to obtain a very
comfortable station for stability measurements.

There are two quantities which completely specify S,(f)
for a particular power low-noise process:
The slope on a log-log plot for a given range off;
The amplitude;
The phase noise diagram of the VCO gives two different
slopes:
Flicker PM (119 noise is related to the flicker noise
floor of the phase comparator.
White PM (f O) noise is broadband phase noise and
has little to do with the phase comparator. This
noise floor is dependant of the VCO related phase
noise level.
It is possible to do the translation from frequency domain
to time domain stability

One can pick (arbitrarily) a convenient Fourier freqency f
and determine the corresponding values of So(f) given
by the plot.

..

.

tWh~tefreq

. white phase
fltcker freq.

....

-- .~.

u,,= I0 MHz

If, f = 10, thus Sm(lO)= IO-''.
The equation designating flicker PM noise yields:

Figure 5: Different noises in time domain
The result time domain characterization is the following:

Thus we can solve the different tau, assuming:
f, = 10'

Figure 6: Result of time domain stability

We are able to specify that the results must follow figure
6 if no dead time is introduced. These results are verified
with a mesurement. To avoid dead time and the lose of
the concordance of phase the method of time interval (of
T) between two signals is used

The slope is equivalent to -111.
Again, after a Fourier frequency of lo4, if f = lo5, thus
s~(Io~)= 10-i5.
This time the equation designating white PM yields:
d r )=* ~ , ( f )
( 2 ~ r) v,,

Figure 7: Dead time
If the method of frequency measurement (with an
averaging time of T) is applied, the concordance of
phase is not ensured. Statistically a factor of the squat-?
root of sample (N) will be introduced and the slope of Tis transformed in 1'".

We obtain:

.-

-

.
--

-

Frequency measurement

~ .
The flicker FM can be estimated less than 1 ~ ' This
kind of noise is representated in time domain by a
constant (see next figure).

1

10

100

loo0

IOOOO 100000 1-

1

0
Tau

Figure 8: Results with frequency measurement

I

5. CONCLUSION
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ABSTRACT- In telecommunications standards, Maximum Time Interval Error (MTIE) is one of the main time
domain quantities for characterizing clock stability. However, the direct computation of MTIE, defined in ITU-T
Recommendation G.810, tends to be unmanageable when
the number of samples becomes large. The aim of this paper is to propose a fast computation approach for MTIE.
The approach is based on the recursive algorithm and the
computation exactly conforms to the ITU-TG.810 MTIE
definition. As compared with the direct computation approach, the time complexity of the proposed approach is reduced by a factor of N, the number of samples. It reveals
that the real-timeMTIE measurement or monitoring will be
feasible by employing the proposed computation approach.
KEYWORDS-Maximum Time Interval Error, Clock stability, Jitter, Wander, Network synchronization, Telecommunications measurement.

N

ETWORK synchronization has played a central role in
telecommunications networks since the introduction of
digital exchanges [I], [2]. The early digital transport standard
is called PlesiochronousDigital Hierarchy (PDH) [3]. Recently,
Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) [4] has been widely deployed and acknowledged as a transmission standard replacing
the existing PDH. For the introduction of SDH standard, network synchronization and timing becomes more apparent and
challenge.
In digital communication systems, the variations of the significant instants of a digital signal from their ideal position in
time are called jitter or wander 15). Short-term variations which
are of frequency larger than or equal to 10 Hz are defined as jitter, while long-term variations which are of frequency less than
10 Hz are defined as wander. Jitter is usually induced in the
regenerators or multiplexiers where bit stuffing or pointer justification events can occur, and may increase the bit error rate
in the receiving end. Thus, in order to reduce the jitter, many
schemes have been proposed, including Stuff Threshold Modulation (STM) [6], jitter attenuator [7],Phase-Lock Loop (PLL)
[8] and bit leaking [9] schemes, etc. As to the wander, it usually
results from the frequency offset or changes in cable delay due
to temperature variation, and can lead to data slips. The data
slips can be a severe problem for data services. Hence, the digital switching equipment requires network synchronization to
avoid slips in the input elastic store. For guarantee of network
synchronization quality, ITU-T has enacted the jitter and wan-

der specifications in [lo], [l 11, [12], [13] for equipment testing
and telecommunications measurement.
In telecommunications synchronization standards and measurements, clock stability characterization, jitter and wander
are the main concerns. In order to evaluate the synchronization quality, some parameters such as Time Interval Error
(TIE), Maximum Time Interval Error (MTIE), Time Deviation
(TDEV), Allan Deviation (ADEV), Modified Allan Deviation
and Root Mean Square Time Interval Error (TIErms) are defined [5]. In this paper, we will focus our discussion on the
MTIE, which is an important parameter for characterizing the
wander. In addition, MTIE can characterize frequency offsets
and phase transients of a Clock Under Test (CUT). When MTIE
is used to characterize high frequency noise, it should be computed from the data collected at the highest possible sampling
rate. Consequently, the number of data samples becomes large
and direct computation of MTIE will be a troublesome problem. Therefore, efficient alternative computation algorithms or
suitable apporaches are required to simplify the computation.
In [14], the MTIE measurement using disjointed intervals is
suggested. The computational effort is significantly reduced by
employing this approach. However, this approach is an approximate estimation of MTIE. The results can be reliable only under certain of measurement conditions and the approach should
be carefully employed. Moreover, in [15] a binary decomposition algorithm which calculates MTIE only at observation times
(2' - 1 ) ~ was
o proposed. In this paper, we will present an exact
and fast computation approach for MTIE estimation. The proposed computation technique is more general than the approach
in [15]. In other words, the binary decomposition scheme is just
a special case of the novel technique presented in this paper. In
the following, we will first introduce the formal definition of
MTIE, and then suggest an efficient approach for MTIE computation.
The rest of this paper organizes as follows. In Section 11, the
definition of MTIE will be described. Next, a fast computation
approach for MTIE is proposed in Section 111. In Section IV, the
superiority of the proposed approach is demonstrated in terms
of time complexity. Finally, in Section V we make a concise
remark.

2 MAXIMUMTIMEINTERVAL
ERROR(MTIE)
In general, the sine-wave voltage output of a precision oscillator can be modeled as follows.
where 4(t) denotes the phase deviation and fo is a constant
nominal frequency. The amplitude fluctuations of the voltage

output is usually assumed to be negligible around VO.Then the
normalized frequency deviation y ( t ) is defined as

Integrating y ( t ) yields the time error function x ( t ) , which has
the dimensions of time and is given by

That is, X ( n , j ) can be computed recursively with respect ton.
By using (9),it requires only one operation but not n operations
to obtain X ( n , j ) for any n. This reduces the computation complexity significantly. Similarly, by using the same procedure as
in (9), one can derive the recursive formula for Y ( n ,j ) which
is given by
Y ( n - 1, j ) , Y ( n - l , j + l )

From (3), one can observe that the time error function can be
written as a function of the phase deviation + ( t ) .
Time domain signal characterization of an oscillator can be
done by a Time Interval Counter (TIC). Let the sampling interval of the TIC be TO, then the discrete set of samples xi =
%(to iro) is defined as the Time Error (TE), where t o represents the starting time of the measurement. Subsequently, the
Time Interval Error (TIE) is defined as

Combining (S), (9) and (lo), MTIE(n7-0) can be expressed as
follows.

X ( n - 1, j ) , ~

+

where T = nT0 is usually called observation interval.
The maximum peak-to-peak delay variation of a given timing
signal with respect to an ideal timing signal within an observation interval T = nT0 for all observation times of that length
within the measurement period T = NTOis called the Maximum Time Interval Error (MTIE) 151. By definition, it can be
estimated by the following formula:

{

xi},

N-n
n+j
MTIE(nr0) = rnax m e x i (5)
j=l
I=J
I =J
where n = 1 , 2 , ... ,N - 1. The behaviour of MTIE(nr0) is
substantially independent of the sampling interval TO. MTIE is
suitable for characterizing the buffer size. Its observation interval T (= TO), specified in ITU-T standards, spans from 0.1 s
to lo3 s, or even wider from milliseconds up to 10' s.

-min

( - 1,
nj

{ Y ( n - 1,j ) , ~

+1))

( - n1, j

+I ) } }

(11)

Based on (ll), the computation of MTIE(n7o) is simplified and it can be done recursively, with the initial condition
X ( 0 , j ) = Y ( 0 ,j ) = xj for 1 5 j 5 N .
Sometimes, it is unnecessary to compute MTIE(nr0) for
all n . For example, if the MTIE changes smoothly or slowly,
one can calculate MTIE(nT0) only at some observation times
instead of all. As an example, we can compute MTIE(nT0)
only at n = 2" i = 1 , 2 , 3 , , for decade plot realization. In
general, if we only want to compute MTIE(n70) at observation time nT0 with n = f (i), where f (i) is a positive integer
function of i , then a more general recursive formula can be derived. The result is described in Theorem 1.
a

Theorem 1:Let a be a constant integer not less than 2 and f ( i )
be a positive integer function, if f ( i ) 5 a f (i - 1 ) ( a - I ) ,
then

+

3 FASTCOMPUTATIONAPPROACHFOR M T I E
In this section, we will present the fast computation technique
for MTIE. The scheme is based on the recursive approach. We
will first derive the recursive formula for MTIE(nT0) and then
give the corresponding recursive algorithms.

where A f i is an integer and is defined as

3.1 Recursive Formula for MTIE

Afi =

According to ( 3 , one can denote X ( n ,j ) and Y ( n ,j ) as
follows.

(14)

+

-

zj+kAfi+l, . . , x j + ( k + l ) h f i C f ( ( - lwill
) ) be included in the
sequences {zj+kAfi 1 zj+kAfi+lr
r ~ ~ + k A ~ ~ + ~ ( i - l ) )
Or {zj+(k+l)Afi1 zj+(k+l)Afi+l,' ' ' zj+(k+l)Afi+f ( i - 1 ) )
Consequently,
max

Following the definition of X ( n , j),we have

a-1

Proof: Iff ( i ) 5 a f ( i - 1)3- (a - I ) , then the inequality f ( i )f ( i - 1) 5 (a - l ) ( f ( i - 1) 1) holds. It follows that A fi 5
f (i 1) 1. Thus, all the terms in the data sequence
fi,

- +

Therefore, the expression of MTIE(nr0) can be rewritten as

f (4- f ( i - 1 )

{ j+kAfi+f
max
l=j+kAfi

(i-1)

"'

j+(k+l)Afi+f(i-1)
max
l=j+(k+l)Afi

- j+(k+l)Afi+f(i-1)
rnax
l=j+kAfi
"

< < a - 1. Hence, from definition of

always holds for 0
k
X ( n , j ) and (15) one has

I

= m a X(n-1, j), X ( n - l , j +1)

1.

(9)

Fig. 1. The recursive process tree for computing XU].(Each merging process is taken by the mar operation to obtain XU])

Example 2: (MTIE computation at exponentially distributed
points, n = a') Consider the case n = f (i) = a', where
i = I, 2,. ., and a 2 2. One can verify that the condition of
Theorem 1, f (i) a f ( i 1) ( a - I ) , is always satisfied for

<

- +

i 2 1. Thus, the recursive formulas (12) and (13) lead to

.

( a ,j )

=

&&
k=o

{x(ai-', j

+kai-I)) ,

(19)

We thus have proved (12). Similar approach can be used to
prove (13),so we omit it here.

Example 1: (MTIE computation at equally spaced points, n =
bi) Assume n = f ( i ) = bi, where b is a natural number and i =
1,2, . . . One can easily show that the condition of Theorem 1
with a = 2, i.e., f (i) 5 2f ( i - 1) + 1, is always satisfied
for i 2 2. Hence, the recursive formulas of Theorem 1 can be
reduced to
X(bi, j )
= m { ~ ( b ( i -l ) j ) , X ( b ( - ) , j + b )

(17)

Y ( h ,3 )

with initial conditions X ( 1 , j ) = m={xj, x j + l ) and
Y (1,j ) = m i n { x j ,xj+l). By the way, one can show that the
binary decomposition algorithm in [ I S ] is equivalent to the case
n = f (i)= 2' - 1 with initial condition X ( 0 , j ) = Y ( 0 ,j ) =
xj.

3.2 Recursive Algorithms for MTIE Computation
When one employs the recursive formulas to compute
M T I E ( n r o ) , additional memory space should be allocated
to store the parameter X ( n , j ) and Y ( n ,j). The values
X ( n , j ) and Y ( n , j ) , for j = l , . . . , N and all n, can be
X [ q ) and
stored in the two arrays X ( X [ 1 ] , X [ 2 ] ,
Y (Y[1],Y [2], . . , Y [ N ] ) respectively.
,
According to (9)and
(lo),the values of X b ] and Y [ j ]for the case n = f (i)= i can
be calculated recursively as shown in Fig. 1, where only XU] is
indicated for simplicity. Each merging process is taken by the
mar operation for X b ] and min for Yb].From Fig. 1, one can
observe that the computational effort is linearly decreased.
. . a ,

= m i n { ~ ( b ( i - 1j ) ( ( i - 1 ) b ) } ,

.

(18)

with initial conditions X ( b , j ) = max!:; { x i ) and Y (b,j ) =
min!:; { x i ) . If b = 1, then (17) and (18) always hold for
i 2 1, and the initial conditions are changed into X ( 0 , j ) =
Y (0,j ) = xj This case coincides with (11).

.

Subsequently, some popular sequential recursive algorithms
for computing MTIE(n.ro) are given. In these algorithms,
MTIE(n.ro) is stored in the variable M [ n ] . The first algorithm is given to implement the case in Example l, where
M T I E ( n r 0 ) is calculated only at the points n = f (i) = bi,
i = 1,2,3,... . When b = 1, MTIE(n.ro) will be calculated for all n. The second algorithm which realizes the case
n = f ( i ) = a' in Example 2 is given by Algorithm 2.
If the function f (i)does not satisfy the condition of Theorem
1, then the recursive formulas (12) and (13) can not be used
directly. However, in this case MTIE can still be calculated
recursively by slightly modifying Algorithm 2. Thus, we give
the Algorithm 3 as an example for this case. In Algorithm 3,
f (0) is assumed to be zero.
In the telecommunications measurement, the computation of
MTIE can be done simultaneously with the TIC data acquisition. This can really save much time to accomplish the MTIE
measurement. By using the fast computation approach proposed in this paper, it is possible to fulfill the real time MTIE
measurement or monitoring. An example of the real time computation algorithm is given in Algorithm 4. Here, new-N is the
number of data samples observed up to the present, and o1d-N
is the number of data samples observed at the previous computation cycle.
Algorithm 1:

(Recursive MTIE Computation Algorithm
for n = bi)

for (1 5 j 5 N - b)
{ for (1 5 k 5 b)
{ xb]= m a x { ~ j , ~ j + k ) ;
Yb]= m i n { x j ,xj+k);

Algorithm 2:

(Recursive MTIE Computation Algorithm
for n = a')

for (1 5 j 5 N - 1)
{ xb]= m a { ~ zj+l);
j,
Y b ] = m i n { x j ,x j + l ) ;
M[1]= m a x { M [ l ] ,X b ] - ~

I

i=
1;
while (a' 5 N - 1)
{ for (1 5 j 5 N - a')
{ for (1 5 k 5 a - 1)

1

1

{ X ~ I max
= {XW,

;

Ylj]=min Y(j],~b+a'-'
kl}

b]};

1

I
Algorithm 3:

(Recursive MTIE Computation Algorithm
for n = f (i))

<

for (1 5 j N )
{ X b ] =xj;
Yb]= x j ;

i = 1;
while ( f (i)5 N - 1)
{for(l5 j 5 N - f(i))
{ for (1 5 k 5 f (i)- f (i- 1))

x ~xb
I ,+ L I ) ;
Yb]= min { ~ b Yb
] , +k]};

{ X U ] = rnax {

1
M V (91 = max { ~ [(ill,
f ~ b-l~ b l } :

I

+

I ~b ] } ;

M[bi]= max { ~ [ b i ]X ,b ] -

1.

k1

i=i+l;

xv + b ] } ;

Yb]= min { Y W , Y

[ + a'-'
j

~ [ a '=] rnax { ~ [ a ' ]X, b ] - ~

I

- bi)

I
I

{ X b ] = rnax X b ] , ~

1

MLbl = max { ~ [ b X
] ,[ j ]- Y E ] } ;

i = 2;
while (bi 5 N - 1)
{ for (1 5 j 5 N

b]};

~i]};

1

i=i+l;

1

+

to ( N - n ) ( 2 n 1). Therefore, for calculating M T I E ( n r 0 )
at all n = bi, where i = 1,2, . ,
the total number of
comparison tests should be

i=i+l;

1
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In this section, we will briefly analyze the time complexity
for different MTIE computation algorithms, including the direct
computation of equation (5) and the proposed recursive computation algorithms. For simplicity, in the following complexity
analysis, we will only consider the number of comparison tests.

4.1 Complexity of Direct Computation
At first, we will consider the complexity of direct computing MTIE(n.ro) only at n = bi according to (5). Here, we
is an integer. For direct computing MTIE,
assume that
it is obvious that the number of comparison tests to obtain a
specific MTIE(n.ro) is CY=yn(2n I ) , which is equivalent

v

+

If we limit MTIE computation to those observation times n.ro
with n = a k d assume ak = N - 1, then the number of
comparison tests is

Algorithm 4:

Recursive MTIE Computation
Algorithm for n = f ( i ) )

(Real-Time

while ( n e w 3 5 N )
{ for ( o l d 3 < j 5 n e w - N )
{ X [ j ]= zj;
Y b ]= xj;

Complexity
Direct Computation
Recursive Computation

TABLE I
COMPARISON
OF TIME COMPLEXITY FOR

n=f(i)=bi
O(N3)
O(NL)

DlmERENT COMPUTATION

APPROACHES.

1

i=l;
while (f (i)_< n e w 3 - 1 )
{ m = max{l,o l d 3 - f ( i ) 1);
for (m 5 j
n e w 3 - f (i))
{ for ( 1 5 k 5 f ( i )- f (i - 1 ) )

= (2a - 1 )N log, ( N - 1 ) -

+

<

{ X w = max {

~ b X] b, + k ] ) ;

~ l j l =min { Y ~ Y
I ,L + k l ) :

1
M [ f(ill = max {

(2a2 - a ) ( N - 2 )
a-1

Therefore, the complexity is o ( N ~ for
) the case n = bi in
Algorithm 1 , and equals O ( N log, N ) for the case n = a"n
Algorithm 2. It is obvious that the complexity of the direct computation approach can be improved by a factor up to N when
the new recursive technique is employed. All the above results
are summarized in Table 1.

~ [ (ill,
f Xbl - ~ l j l } :

1

i=i-+1;

1

n=f(i)=at
o(N2)
O ( N log, N )

/I ends a computation cycle here

o l d B =n e w s ;
update n e u r 3 ;

1

Thus, the complexity of direct computation equals O ( N 3 )for
all n = bi, and equals O ( N 2 )for all n = ai.

MTIE is one of the key parameters for clock stability characterization in telecommunications measurement. The important
features and computation issues of MTIE have been pointed out.
For resolving the troublesome computation, we have presented
an efficient and fast approach to compute MTIE in this paper. The superiority of the proposed approach has been demonstrated in terms of time complexity. The new approach is found
to be the best one at present from the time complexity criterion.
In addition, it provides fast speed to compute the MTIE without violating the MTIE definition in (5). For these merits, we
believe that it would improve the performance of some commercial timing testing equipment which includes MTIE measurement.

4.2 Complexity of Recursive Computation
First, we consider the time complexity of Algorithm 1. According to Algorithm 1, the number of comparison tests to obtain M T I E ( b r 0 ) is equal to (2b 1)(N - b). For i 2 2, the
number of comparisons to determine a certain M T I E ( b i 7 0 ) is
. - 3, which is equivalent to 3(N - bi). Similarly, one
can assume that
is an integer for convenience. Then for
computing all MTIE(biro), i = 2 , . . . ,
the total num-

+

~y=;~~
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x,z
N-1

ber of comparison tests should be
3(N - bi). It follows that the number of comparison operations to compute all
M T I E ( b i r 0 ) for i = 1 , 2 , . .
is equal to
a ,

+

I21
[3]
141
[51

.161.
I71
181

T

3(N - bi)
i=2

110)
[ll]
1121

Next, we will evaluate the complexity of Alg6rithm 2 in which
the MTIE computation is only required at n = a'. Let's
assume that ak = N - 1 holds, then the number of comparison tests for calculating a specific M T I E ( n r 0 ) equals
CY=:"(2a - 1). And the total number of comparison tests
to acquire all M T I E ( ~ ~for
T ~i =
) 1, .,k , is

1131
[I41

1151
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RUBIDIUM ATOMIC CLOCK FOR GALILEO
F. Drozo, P. Rochato, F. Emmab
@TernexNeuchdtel Time (CH)
'European Space Technology Centre (NL)
Abstract
The overall performance of navigation payloads is dependent on the performance of the on-board clocks. Better
stability leads directly to improved space segment autonomy and simplified ground segment operation. The
European Space Agency supports the development of advanced atomic clocks in the frame of the GNSS-2
program. Two major activities are currently running with the aim of fully space qualifying a Rubidium Atomic
Frequency Standard (RAFS) and a Space Hydrogen Maser (SUM). The development activity for the Rubidium
clocks is driven by the following major design goals:
Mass < 2.3 Kg
Short term Stability (100s) < 5x1uT3,flicker floor < 5x10"~
Volume c 2 Itr
As the configuration of the Galileo satellite constellation is now better defined, special emphasis has been placed
on thermal regulation constraints, on radiation shielding and on reliability for a 15-year mission. This article
presents the status of the rubidium development program and focuses on the significant design goals and
results obtained to date.

1. INTRODUCTION
The European Space Agency has continuously supported
the development of better clocks for scientific applications
in the frame of its Technology Demonstration Program
and more recently, for navigation, in the GNSS-2 (Global
Navigation Satellite System) program. The requirement
for improved, space-qualified clocks became evident
once the need for a European independent navigation
system was established and materialized in the "Galileo"
program. Galileo is an initiative of the European Union
and the European Space Agency for the development
and implementation of a global navigation satellite
system. The high level of ranging accuracy (below 1
meter) specified in the Galileo system for some critical
applications, requires the development of suitable ultra
stable frequency standards. Atomic clocks, with their
unsurpassed performance in terms of frequency stability,
are the best solution to fulfil these system requirements.
Atomic clocks are used on-board of GPS and Glonass,
the two currently operational satellite navigation systems.
There is a continuous improvement of performance of
these clocks, especially in the GPS constellation. GPS
block IIR spacecraft will rely exclusively on an improved
Rubidium Atomic Frequency Standard designed to fulfil
the lifetime requirements of 10 years for block IIR
satellites. Cesium clocks on Glonass satellites have a
frequency stability of IXIO-'~ for an averaging time of 1
day. The frequency stability of on-board clocks has a
direct impact on the complexity and amount of work that
has to be carried out by the ground segment as this latter
must take care of corrections of satellite clock data.
For a given ranging accuracy, the stability of on-board
clocks determines the frequency of up-loads of correction
data. To keep a goal accuracy of 0.3 meter an up-load
every 2 hours would be required for the ESA specified
Rubidium clock and every 8 hours in case of the ESA
specified Passive Maser. In this calculation the
assumption is made that the specified frequency drift (5

1x10 *13/dayfor the Rubidium and < 1x10 -I4ldayfor the
Passive Maser) is removed through modelling of clocks
behaviour. At system level the trade-off performed in the
GalieloSat definition phase lad to the definition of an
onboard timing sub-system constituted by two Rubidium
Clocks and two Passive Hydrogen Maser. The European
Space Agency is currently funding a development
program that will lead to the space qualification of a
Rubidium Atomic Frequency Standards. This work is
performed by Temex Neuchdtel Time (TNT) as a follow
on of prevoius development activities. The development
of the a Space Passive Hydrogen Maser is currently
performed by the Observatory of Neuchdtel.

2. RUBIDIUM ATOMIC FREQUENCY STANDARD
An initial development of a Rubidium Ultra Stable
Oscillator (RUSO) for space applications, was funded by
ESA under its Technology Demonstration Program (TDPII) in 1993. The objective of such development was to
manufacture and qualify a compact spaceborne RUSO
for the Russian Radioastron mission (Radioastron is a
Russian lead international mission to deploy a spacebased radiotelescope for a Very Long Baseline
Interferometry (VLBI) radiotelescope). The oscillator was
supposed to be used for calibration purposes and as
back-up of the main clock to be used on board (a maser
or a quartz oscillator locked to ground masers via
microwave links).
The development activity for the RUSO was completed in
1995 leading to the manufacturing of 3 flight models and
one EQM. The EQM unit successfully underwent a series
of qualification tests. These included random vibration,
low frequency vibration, temperature, thermal vacuum
radiation and EMC.
All the RUSO units manufactured under this development
activity have shown short-term stability better than
5x10 -I2r
when measured against a ground hydrogen
maser. The units also underwent a long-term

performance test lasting 5 months,. Their long term drift
which is typically below 4x10per month , was
measured against a cesium standard. Following this
initial development for a space qualified Rubidium clock,
the Agency placed, in January 1997, a contract on TNT
for the development of an improved Rubidium Clock
which was suited for navigation applications. The two
initial contracts for the RAFS development and the
manufacturing of initial models were completed in 2000
by a third one to execute a complete qualification
program in view of GALILEO. The actual main RAFS
specifications for navigation are the following:

Based in these results, engineering models were
developed on the base of the existing physics package
adapted to operation under vacuum. A double oven
concept was integrated in order to provide the good
thermal behavior. The Figure 1 shows the test result of
the engineering model operated under vacuum in
summer 2000. The reference clock was an EFOS Maser
of the Observatory of NeuchBtel.

1.E-15 ...............................................
......................................................
!.........................

Time in sec

Figure 1 : Engineering Model Allan deviation

Parameters
Temperature sensitivity
Operating temperature
Phase Noise
1 HZ
10 Hz
100 HZ
1000 HZ
10000 HZ
Mass
Volume

Specifications
C~XIO~'~/~C
-10 to +5 "C

Awag~nglime, Tau In seconds
100

loo0

1

m

-90 dBc
-110 dBc
-130 dBc
-1 50 dBc
-150 dBc
~ 2 . kg
3
<2 Itr

The design of the RAFS for navigation was completed in
2000. The unit is designed to withstand more than ten
years of cosmic radiation in ME0 orbit. A double oven
concept is utilized to provide a good thermal behaviour.
In addition, a dedicated thermally regulated base-plate
was integrated on the bottom of the clock. Before the final
configuration of the RAFS, several tests were conducted
by TNT on industrial units and on engineering models in
order to determine what were the limiting parameters.

3. SHORT TERM STABILITY
A short term stability measurement was made at the
beginning of the project in order to assess the
performance of a dedicated industrial MCFRS unit
(integrated filter cell). With some modifications, it has
been possible to reach 4x10-l4 level . Furthermore, it was
then demonstrated that the original use of integrated filter
cell surrounded by the patented magnetron microwave
resonator had the capability to reach the specified
stability level of less than 5 x 10 x r -'I2.

Figure 2 : Engineering Model Time Deviation (summer
2000)

4. LONG TERM STABILITY
The long term stability is systematically measured before
delivery on all the Rubidium clock produced by TNT
(several thousands of units) . This parameter is time
dependent and decreases versus time.
However, industrial units are equipped with a natural
Rubidium lamp working at high temperature (-140°C).
The systematic measurement has shown unit with a long
term stability of few 10-~~/day.
The high lamp temperature
is probably one of the main cause of the RAFS drift.
Improvement are expected in the future by using a lamp
filled with ~ b isotope.
"
Initial measurement demonstrates
' ~ lamp working 10°C
the good operation with ~ b isotope
below natural Rb.

5. RADIATION TOLERANCE
The digital loop synthesizer is built using standard radhard available components which have been chosen
according to radiation data bases available from the
manufacturers. The analog electronic functions are also
designed with rad-hard available components. A 4-point
mount SC cut IOMHz resonator for the local oscillator has
been used. With a lower radiation shielding configuration,
radiation sensitivity of such a crystal, produced by
Temex, has been measured at less than 7x10-12/~ad(si)
[8].Such low sensitivity ensures the correct operation of
the RAFS over the 10 year Galileo mission.

6. RELIABILITY AND LIFETIME
The RAFS electronic package reliability computation was
performed according to MIL-HDBK-217F-1 part stress.
he reliability figure-is 94% for a mission duration of 10
years in space environment.

Figure 3 : RAFS Engineering model once closed

The only consumable in the RAFS design is the Rubidium
filled the lamp bulb. The life time of the lamp bulb has
been evaluated by a measurement of the rubidium
absorption
rate
(seewww.temex.ch)
by
a
microcalorimetric system measurement. Since the RAFS
is using the same lamp as in the industrial rubidium, with
the same bulb operating temperature, the life time is also
expected longer than 20 years (50 years by design).

7. FLICKER FLOOR REQUIREMENT ( < 5 X 10 'I4)
RAFS is equipped with a direct synchronous digital
synthesizer which only generates spurious at known
frequencies and does not degrade the signal purity. The
very high accuracy local oscillator gives the capability to
increase the overall Rb signal amplification factor before
synchronous detection and therefore reduce the influence
of loop integrator flicker noise by a very large amount. An
efficient offset and noise cancellation scheme has also
been implemented at the loop integrator level. The flicker
floor of the heater controllers have also been verified to
be compatible with noise floor requirements. Figure 2
.
shows the result obtain on engineering model.

The RAFS physics package enclosure is non hermetic
to avoid any leakage problem. This forced us to find a
solution for evacuating the RF power dissipated into the
discharge lamp by conductivity only.

8. TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITY UNDER VACUUM

9. PROGRAMME STATUS

A double oven technique has been used to minimize
thermal effects on the stability of the clock. by a factor of
1000. The use of a double oven configuration is very
effective in stabilizing the inner temperature of the lamp
oscillator, the crystal oscillator and frequency multiplier. A
very good thermal stabilization is already achieved
through the first oven. The final performance are ensured
by the presence of the second oven.

At the end of the initial contracts, the engineering model
unit underwent successfuliy a series of pre-qualification
tests. These include random vibration, low frequency
vibration, temperature, thermal vacuum and EMC.
Nevertheless, three categories of problems remind:

Fig 4: RAFS Engineering model without cover

-

The electronic of the initial RAFS design was too
sensitive to the environment (EMC and Thermal).
Some performances were not reproducible enough
(i.e, long term stability).
The environmental conditions of GALILEO satellite
diverge of the pre-qualification test constraints.

The main objectives achieve during this preliminary
phase were:

-

The demonstration of the RAFS capability to stay
below 5 x 10-l2x 2'12
The demonstration of the RAFS capability to stay
below 1ns for 2 hours period (see figure 5)
The good RAFS operation for several months under
vacuum.
The robustness of the design under vibration and
thermal cycles.

Based on these intermediate results, a new activity has
been initiated under ESA funding in June 2000 for the
design optimization and the lifetime test of 5 RAFS. . The
objectives of the design phase are the reduction of the
electronic sensitivity to the environment and the
optimization of the physic package operation to obtain a
better stability performance In addition, in order to
minimize the thermal stability constraints on the satellite
platform, the design and implementation of a dedicated
thermally regulated base-plate integrated on the bottom
of the clock has been foreseen.
For the optimization of the physic package, mainly a
redesign of the lamp was initiated. First step was to
increase the light density inside the cell in order to obtain
a cell characteristic versus temperature with a extrema
(see figure 5). Second step was to avoid gluing process
for lamp bulb assembly. Any glue chemical aging (optical,
mechanical or thermal) being able to disturb the lamp
long term stability.

Cell Tenperatue in "C

Figure 5 : Cell temperature optimum (86.8"C)
To solve the problem of electronic sensitivity to
environment, two changes have been implemented. The
first one concerns the addition of a cover which improve
the protection again EMC perturbation and thermal
variation. The second was the redesign of the frequency
multiplier electronic function which was the most sensitive
function.

The implementation of the modification will be completed
for May 2001. A complete qualification program will start
on the a qualification model available at that time and
lifetime test will start on six other models for a two years
period. The lifetime program will be concentrated on
measurement on key parameters like lamp efficiency,
VCXO control or temperature stability.

10. CONCLUSION
The current results and analysis of the RAFS show that
the most important RAFS specifications for GALILEO
satellites have been achieved. These specifications have
been obtained operating under vacuum conditions.
Engineering models have been submitted to vibration,
thermal cycles and EMC at qualification level without any
damages. A dedicated discharge lamp assembly has
been successfully designed proving that it is not
necessary to place the physics package into a hermetic
enclosure for proper operations. The thermal
configuration is satisfactory for stabilizing the various
ovens, the mechanical design has been frozen and a set
of RAFS will be assembled to prove the repeatability of
the processes and to demonstrate the lifetime capability.
The RAFS, with its more than 20 years of life expectancy
and sub-nanosecond stability for more than two hours,
will be a perfect candidate for being an on-board
frequency reference of the Galileo satellite system.
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1. ABSTRACT
In GPS time transfer system, the temperature dependence of
signal delay in GPS receiver and antenna significantly lowers
the transfer accuracy.
In the paper thermal stabilization systems of Motorola
VP Oncore GPS receiver and antenna have been presented.
The achieved temperature stability of the receiver is f0.14 "C
over +15++30 "C adlbient range and stability of the antenna is
f1.0 OC over - 2 k 5 0 OC ambient air temperature range plus
additional heating due to solar radiation to +80 "C of outer
antenna enclosure. The temperature chamber of the antenna
practically doesn't modi& its gain and radiation pattern.
Diurnal and seasonal signal delay variations due to
changes in outdoor temperature have thus been brought down
to less than 0.5 ns.
time transfer, GPS, temperature stabilization
2. INTRODUCTION
The accuracy of time transfer by GPS is limited by the GPS
system and also by the instrumentation used. The main factor
increasing the uncertainty of the transfer on the instrument
side is temperature dependence of signal delay in GPS antenna
and receiver. The GPS receiver is subjected to temperature
changes of not more than 15 "C and 1 "C if placed in
temperature controlled room, whereas the antenna is subjected
to up to 100 "C temperature changes.
To reduce the temperature dependence of signal delay
by an order of magnitude, the receiver should be stabilized to
at most few tens of degree and antenna to at most one or two
"C.

ambient air by a foam layer. The thickness of the foam layer
must be high enough to ensure proper temperature stability of
the receiver and at the same time low enough to let dissipate
the heat generated by the receiver.
The proportional high sensitivity thermoregulator has
been mounted at the outer surface of the copper enclosure. As
a sensor a high stability thermistor has been used.
A thermal cutoff has been placed inside the oven in
series with power supply that cuts off the heating current if the
temperature inside the oven goes above 70 "C. When the oven
cools, the cutoff connects the current again, so this is some
sort of regulation at 70 "C.
The characteristics of the receiver oven have been
presented in table 1.
Table 1.
Parameter
Temperature TTstabilized
inside the copper block
Setting time @om 20 "C
ambient temperature)
Ambient temperature TA
influence

Value

5
0
0
~
1

Voltage supply U influence

I Ambient temperature TA
range
Power supply

I +150c + +350c

1 12 V DC+5%!800

mA,,

3. THERMAL STABILIZATION OF THE RECEIVER

4. THERMAL STABILIZATION OF THE ANTENNA

The Motorola VP Oncore receiver generates about 1 W of heat
power. The permissible operating temperature range is -40
"C++85 "C. The receiver has been placed in a copper block
(fig. 1) with the walls 8 rnm thick. The block is insulated from

The antenna oven must stabilize inner temperature in spite of
thermal energy generated by the antenna, large ambient
temperature fluctuations and periodical high solar irradiation.
Additionally the oven must not modify the gain pattern of the
antenna or attenuate the GPS signal at 1.5 GHz.
The previous solutions like 3 s Navigation TSA-100
antenna used a thermal pump made of Peltier cells carrying
away excessive heat generated by the active antenna block.
Using thermal pump has disadvantages, namely large
dimensions, lower reliability and high dissipated power that is
particularly unfavorable in battery operated setups.
The developed thermal stabilization system of the
antenna (patent pending) consists of two different thermal
insulation parts (fig. 2). The first part shields the antenna from
above and on both sides. It has high thermal resistance R1 and
its cover reflects the solar energy. Practically no thermal
energy flows through this insulating part to and from the
antenna

Fig. 1. A view of the receiver inside the copper block

The second insulation part that shields the antenna
block from below has thermal resistance R2that is much lower
than R1. Thermal energy generated in the antenna can flow
away through R2 to the environment because from that side
the ambient temperature is lower than above the antenna
because there is no solar irradiation. Nevertheless the thermal
resistance R2must be high enough to prevent excessive losses
of thermal energy of the antenna.

READY SIGNAL

n

CURRENT SENSING
RESISTOR

Fig. 3. Diagram of oven power supply current sensing circuit
The attenuation of GPS signal at 1.5 GHz by the
antenna oven has been evaluated by observing the SS number
transmitted by the VP receiver. This number is a measure of
signal strength and signal to noise ratio and is in the range
0s255. Higher SS number means higher signal strength and
higher signal to noise ratio. Figure 4 shows SS number for
satellite with PRN=5 against observation time. Fig. 5
corresponds to the case when the power to the antenna was cut
off and the temperature inside it was equal to the ambient
temperature about 0 OC and the fig. 6 corresponds to the case
when the temperature inside the oven was 60 OC. As can be
seen the SS number reached its upper bound. An interesting
thing was observed. The gain of the antenna is evidently
temperature dependent and is higher at low than at high
temperatures.

1) insulation part with thermal resistance R1
2) antenna
3) insulation part with thermal resistance Rz
4) mounting
Fig. 2. GPS antenna inside the oven.
Basic characteristics of the antenna oven have been
presented in table 2.
Tahle
----- -7

,

Parameter
Temperature TTstabilized
inside the oven
Setting time (from 20 OC
ambient temperature)
Ambient temperature TA
influence
Voltage supply U influence

Value
60 OC

1

201

401

601

801

1001

1201

1401

Time [x 5 secl

50 min
Fig. 4. SS number of the antenna inside the oven at 0 OC.

5 = 25

lo-'

~CPC]

sT,
n~ =3.3.10- 3
m
--loo

[OC/%]

U

Ambient temperature TA
range
Power supply

-20°C + +80°C
12 V DCk5Yd800 mA,,

Indication of the temperature settling in the antenna
oven as well as in the receiver oven is done by sensing the
current drawn from the power supply. The circuit sensing the
power supply current is shown in fig. 3. This circuit also
indicates if there is a break in the power supply to the heater.
Separate circuit must be used for antenna and receiver oven.

1

201

401

601

801

1001

1201

1401

Time [x 5 secl

Fig. 5. SS number of the antenna inside the oven at 60 OC.
The SS number as a function of elevation angle for
satellite with PRN=5 is presented in fig. 6 in the case when the
temperature of the oven was 0 OC and in fig. 7 in the case
when the temperature of the oven was 60 OC.
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Fig. 6. SS number for satellite with PRN=5 with oven
temperature equal to 0 OC.
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Fig. 7. SS number for satellite with PRN=5 with oven
temperature equal to 60 OC.

As can be seen fiom the above figures, thermal
stabilization of the receiver and antenna stabilizes also their
gain and that additionally improves the accuracy of time
transfer.
5. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The temperature dependence of signal delay in GPS VP
Oncore receiver and antenna has been measured in a setup
presented in fig. 8. It consisted essentially of two independent
time transfer systems, REF 1, REF 4, working in Common
View mode running special test software. Each of the time
transfer systems measured the time interval between lpps
from GPS receiver and lpps from local atomic clock. These
time intervals corresponding to the same observation time and
the same satellite were then subtracted from each other and
what was observed was the difference. The use of two systems
eliminated most ionospheric, tropospheric and stratospheric
errors, errors in the ephemeris of the satellites and local clock
inaccuracies.
5.1. Measurements of temperature coefficient of simal delay
in the antenna
The temperature of one of the antennae was switched during
the experiment several times between 0 OC (outdoor
temperature) and 60 OC by turning on and off the power
supply of the oven. Denoting the time intervals difference
between two systems for observation time r and satellite with
PRN=n as a function of temperature T by AD,,(T), and
denoting by AD(T) the AD,,(T) averaged over T and q, it was
observed that

-

IAD(0 OC) AD(60 OC)(n 6 ns.
The average change of signal delay per 1 OC for the antenna is
about 0.1 ns.

POWER

Fig. 8. Signal delay measurement setup
5.2. Measurements of temDerature coefficient of simal delav
in the receiver
The ambient temperature of one of the receivers was switched
during the experiment between 30 OC and 70 OC in a
temperature chamber. Keeping the notation of paragraph 5.1,
the difference of AD at 30 OC and 70 OC for the receiver was

-

IAD(0 OC) AD(60 OC)(E 6 ns.
so the average change of signal delay per 1 OC for this receiver
was about 0.1 ns.
6. CONCLUSION
The temperature influence upon the accuracy of time transfer
by GPS can be reduced to 0.5 ns by thermal stabilization of
Motorola VP Oncore receiver and antenna. The copies of
receiver and antenna that have been tested exhibit about 0.1 ns
change of signal delay per 1 OC. It is thus more effective to
stabilize the temperature of the antenna as it is subjected to far
greater temperature changes than the receiver.
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1. ABSTRACT
Since May 1'' 2000 the United States have stopped the
intentional degradation of the Global Positioning System (GPS) signals available to the public, by dithering
the time and ephemeris data provided in the navigation
message. This degradation feature was called Selective Availability (SA). Now the civilian users of GPS can
use the full positioning and timing accuracy of the so
called Standard Positioning Service (SPS).
The paper compares the current GPS capabilities
(without SA) to those in the past (with SA) for time dissemination and time transfer applications. For that the
paper will present results from the DLR time monitoring
station in Oberpfaffenhofen (Germany). Furthermore
the basic GPS based methods for time dissemination
and time transfer will be outlined and their accuracy
discussed.

Another application is the satellite navigation. To navigate with GPS the satellite clocks must be synchronised to the system time in the range of nanoseconds.
Also for the new generation of digital telecommunication networks and for power plants, synchronisation
plays an important role. Furthermore a lot of applications need the synchronisation of sensors, which are
located in different places (e.g. VLBI). Commercial
transactions like at the stock exchange are synchronised with a time stamp.

Keywords: GPS Accuracy, Time Dissemination, Selective Availability
2. INTRODUCTION

Satellite navigation systems like GPS, GLONASS or the
planned new European Galileo system are all based on
the same basic concept of measuring the signal propagation time from satellites to a receiver. Therefore
these systems must ensure that their satellites have a
common high stable time base. Thus each satellite is
equipped with atomic clocks, which are precisely synchronised among each another. With that all satellite
navigation systems distribute a high stable system time
over the whole world, which can be used for synchronisation in different fields of applications. In the following
figure 2.7 an overview of some of these time applications are shown.

Tab 2.1: Time Accuracy Requirements

3. DIRECT GPS TlME RECEPTION
3.1 Basic c o n c e ~ t
One method which is used by time applications is the
direct system time reception, where the user directly
receives the system time from the satellites. With this
information he is e.g. able to synchronise applications
world wide to this global time.

Tlrne Laboratones

Output Synchronised to
GPS System Time:
*Frequency (5110 MHz1

Stationary Tlme User
(X.Y,Z) Known

*Navigation Solut~on
and GPS System Time

Fig. 3.1: Basic concept of direct time reception

Fia.
" 2.1: Time a ~ ~ l i c a t i o n s
r
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Especially the time laboratories, where the national
time scales are generated, have high requirements on
the time synchronisation accuracy. These national time
scales are synchronised to the world time called UTC.

As depicted in figure 3.1, the receiver provides a frequency and a lpps output synchronised to the GPS
system time. For the case of a stationary receiver with
well known own antenna co-ordinates, the reception of
only one GPS satellite is necessary. In the other case
four satellites must be visible to determine both, the
position and the system time,

3.2 Results
The following figures show the results of the direct GPS
system time reception with and without the Selective
Availability (SA) monitored at the DLR in Oberpfaffenhofen (Germany). For the measurements a R100-40T
(3s Navigation) time receiver connected to the DLR
master clock (passive H-Maser) was used, which
makes each 16 minutes one smoothed measurement
per each visible satellite. The figure 3.2 shows the
results for the time span between 27th March 2000 and
22" April 2000. In this time span the SA was switched
on.

transfer. The purpose of this application is to compare
two atomic ground clocks, which can be e.g. located in
two different continents on earth. The following figure
4.1 depicts the basic principle of the so called common
view (CV) method.

Data from 5163O(MJD) 10:50:00 to 61656(MJD) 02:42:00

Fig. 4.1: Basic concept of the common view method
Both ground stations, which each contain a GPS time
receiver connected to an atomic clock, measure nearly
simultaneously the time offsets

-'0

5

10

15
20
MJD 51630

-

25

30

Fig. 3.2: Direct GPS time reception with SA
The dotted line in the picture shows the limit of the
range of values within 95% of all meaSUrementS Can be
found. In the above example with activated SA this is
about 90.8 ns. The next figure 3.3 shows the measurebetween 22ndDecember 2000 and lgth
January
2001, where no SA existed.
Data from 61900(MJD) 06:63:00 to 61928(MJD) 0663:OO

between their local clock (tl,tn) and the clock of a GPS
satellite (tSat),which is visible on both stations at the
same time. ' ~ f t e rthe measurements, the stations exchange their data (At1,Atz) for example by using the
internet. The searched difference between the two
ground clocks can then simply be calculated as:

-

tl - t2 = At2 At1
As it can be seen, the satellite clock does not impact in
the solution of the comparison of the two ground clocks.
Thus the switch off of the SA has no-effect to the
reachable accuracy of the time transfer with the CV
method.
4.2 Results
The accuracy of the comparison of two clocks by using
the common view method depends on the distance
between the locations of the clocks.
Data from 51900(MJD) 07:25:00 to 61928(MJD) 06:37:00

20
+
15L

-

MJD 51900

Fig. ,3.3: Direct GPS time reception without SA
Now in the case of no SA the 95% accuracy is 18.6 ns,
thus the switch off of the SA has improved the accuracy
of the direct GPS time reception with a factor of 5.
-15-

4. "COMMON VIEW" TIME TRANSFER

-20
0

4.1 Basic concept
Another kind of time application, which uses the signals
of navigation satellite systems like GPS is the time

'
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Fig. 4.2: Common view between DLR (Germany) and
NPL (Great Britain)

An example of the common view results for a short and
a long distance is given in the figures 4.2 and 4.3. In
the first case (figure 4.2) a common view is performed
between Germany (DLR) and Great Britain (NPL). As it
can be seen the 95% accuracy is 11.4 ns. The result
over a much longer distance like between Germany
(DLR) and United States (USNO) is not as good and
has an accuracy of 14.6 ns. The measurements are
shown in the figure 4.3.
Data from 51900(MJD) 07:25:00 to 51928(MJD) 06:37:00
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Fig. 4.3: Common view between DLR (Germany) and
USNO (United States)
5. POSITIONING ACCURACY
In this chapter the positioning accuracy of GPS with
and without the Selective Availability will be compared
by using the measurements from the DLR monitoring
station in Oberpfaffenhofen (Germany). In the following
figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 the horizontal and vertical
position errors will be shown. After that some histograms of the position errors in east, which are very
similar to the errors in north, and height direction are
depicted in the figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8. Current
position and time errors are also available at the DLR
internet page http://www.dlr.de/KNIKN-NL.
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Fig. 5.3: Vertical Positioning Accuracy with SA
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Fig. 5.1: Horizontal Positioning Accuracy with SA
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Fig. 5.5: Histogram of the East Error with SA
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Fig. 5.8: Histogram of the Height Error without SA

6. CONCLUSION
It has been shown that the Selective Availability switch
off has improved the position accuracy of GPS up to a
factor of 10 and the time accuracy up to a factor of 5.
For the time transfer with the common view method no
changes have occurred. The main advantage for the
time users are now the ability to directly receive the
GPS time with an accuracy of about 18.6 ns (95%),
which can be used for synchronisation purposes.
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ABSTRACT

than 1 ps. Naturally phase jumps due to varying link
connections occurred frequently.

Phase and frequency stability of old analog broadcast
time signals and new time signals produced by digital
technique has been compared. Both conventional time
signals ("peeps") and TV-frame synch. phase has been
registered in the National laboratory for more than 20
years. The new digital technique ruins the short term
stability but long term (>I day) stability seems to be
good. The results point out the importance of local time
signavfrequency transmitters.
L

1. INTRODUCTION
The National Broadcasting Company of Finland (YLE)
has a long tradition in disseminating accurate time signals ("peeps"). During sixties and up to 1972 time signal was traced to GBR. In 1972 it was traced to
LORAN-C clocks situated in National Standards Laboratory, and finally in 1989 GPS-clock replaced the Loran receiver.

.20
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50270

I
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50290

50300

~IKI (June 19%)

Fig. 1: The quality of analog time signals during one
month of 1996. Typical daily SD is 0.5 ps
New digital techniques used for sampling, coding, decoding and storing voice signals impaired the short term
stability. One-day repeatability of time signal has degraded to about 10 ps (SD). Probably time signal is
stored into hard disc and forwarded to transmission
when master clock interrupts the program.

TV-synchronisation pulse frequency of YLE has been
locked to the same above-mentioned clocks since 1985.
The intention was to serve calibration laboratories utilising a TV-set and "TV frequency standard", a simple
phase locked crystal oscillator which was locked to line
frequency of a TV-set.
Digital voice and picture coding started to replace earlier analog systems during the nineties. The use of
digital memories to store signals like "peeps" for indeterminate times causes problems. Typical phase plots
from both analog and digital epochs of transmission
techniques are presented and analysed.

2. TIME SIGNAL OF YLE, THE NATIONAL
BROADCASTING COMPANY
Repeatability of the time signal up to 1996 was good,
typically 1 ps and its daily SD (standard deviation) less

I
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I
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I
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5 1820

I

J
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UID (Sept 2000)

Fig. 2: The increased time signal scatter due to digital
studio techniques. Typical daily SD is 12 ps

3. TV FRAME AND LINE FREQUENCIES

TV-method allowed frequency comparison accuracy
down to 1.10" level in 30 minutes, which is a convenient time to follow high quality crystal oscillators. Calibration laboratories all over in Finland and in Scandinavia utilise TV-signal as a frequency reference.
The uncertainty of TV-line frequency has increased 10fold due to the new techniques. To obtain a comparison
inaccuracy of 1. 10", one day integration time is
needed, see Fig. 4.
New digital links contain memories up to five frames
(100 ms). Therefore each link causes a permanent delay
to the picture. Crystal oscillators ("PC-clocks") controlling memory readlwrite operations are probably
cheap 0CXO:s which are sensitive e.g. to temperature
fluctuations. The frequency of those clocks must be
locked into frame (or line) frequency using some kind
of phase comparator.
~ March 1999
Fig. 3 presents what happened on 1 6 of
(MJD 51252) when new digital link replaced the old
analog TV-link. The phase of frame synchronisation
pulse became unstable indicating diurnal variation of
probably due to changes in temperature.
nearly 1 pPp,
Due to this variation the quality of the frequency is
much worse than earlier.
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Fig. 4: Allan variance of TV-frame frequency, old and
new

4. CONCLUSION
As a conclusion, the significance of classical time signal
transmitters has increased in the maintenance and dissemination of accurate national timetfrequency information.
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During the last two meetings : the Joint Meeting of the
13th European Frequency and Time Forum and the IEEE
International Frequency Control Symposium in Besan~on
(FRANCE) 12-16 April, 1999 and the 14th European Frequency and Time Forum in Torino (ITALY) 14-16 March
2000, we presented an Ultra Precise Time Dissemination
System reporting the possibility of performing time
transfer between two areas separated by few kilometers
with an accuracy of a few picoseconds. w e demonstrated
the ability to synchronize remote systems within 10 to 30
picoseconds over a temperature variation of 4°C. In Torino
we also demonstrated improved temperature corrections in
order to accommodate drift in electronic transit time with
temperature operating range extended from 15°Cto 35°C.
The path variation range can be as high as several
nanoseconds and the synchronisation process is maintained in the picosecond range.
In the present time we are getting similar results from
production equipements that confirm the reliability of the
measurements presented at Besan~onand Torino.
The architecture of the system is based on a master
equipment broadcasting a digital message to remote slave

.-.._.
.....

equipment linked to the master by optical fiber. The system
continuously monitors and compensates the transit time
variations between the master and slaves. The transit time
stability between the master and slaves is maintained in the
10 picoseconds range even if the time variation of the
optical path is on the order of one nanosecond or more. The
operating range can be extended from 10 "C to 40 "C with
slight performance degradation. The system can address
from 1 to 400 slaves.

SYSTEMPERFORMANCE
Figure 1 describes the system. Due to the low
propagation loss along the fiber, we can feed slaves
separated from the master and each other by kilometers.
The propagation delay along the fiber change with
temperature, the coefficient is 100 psl0C/km and 200 psl
"Ckm depending the fiber used [5].
The system is not only able to measure transit time
transfer but he has the capability to compensate the transit
time variations. The transit time is compensated between
the master and each slave then it is possible to create an
accurate time interval between two slaves [3,4,5,6].
The accuracy of the time propagation measurement

........

Figure 1 :System Architecture

Test setup :

depends of the fiber length.
The accuracy is on the order of a few picoseconds for
a fiber length of few kilometers.
As the delay generated by the equipment is formed by
the intrinsic minimum delay of the equipement and a
programmable delay we should carrefully study the
behavior of the minimum delay and the programmable
delay.
The study of the programmable delay generator has
already been carried out [6] and those of the production
equipment work like the prototype.
First we will show the minimum delay variation and
the effect of appropriate corrections of the minimum delay
for these equipment and then as the purpose of this system
is to allow the synchronisation of equipment located in
different areas we will show the accuracy and stability of
the synchronisation process obtained with the production
equipment.
Before entering in the measurements description we
will despict the test setup used.

Figure 2 shows the setup used to measure these performances. We can see a master and two slaves equipment
linked to the master through an optical splitter and the
necessary optical fiber. One of the two slaves shown is the
device under test and the other one is the reference slave of
the test setup. An electrical swiching matrix is used to bring
the signals to the interval meter. A computer is controlling
all the system using TCP/IP protocols for master and slaves
and IEEE488 for instrumentation devices.
With this setup we can characterize all the transit times
involved in the synchonisation process. We use climatic
chambers to vary the temperature on the master, the slaves
or the optical fiber.

Ethernet
4-h

Splitter 4-

Master

I

--)

I

*
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Slave 2

Swicthing

I

L;"7
Time Interval meter

Figure 2 :System Architecture
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Minimum Delay variation :
Figure 3 shows the uncorrected Minimum Delay
variation against temperature variation of five differents
production slaves yet delivered to our customer.
The ambient temperature is varied from +I- 10 "C
around 25 "C this is why the temperature axis is graduated
from -10 "C to 10 "C it is a temperature relative to 25 "C.

is relative to 25 "C.
The blue and red curves are confounded between
20 "C and 25 "C.
residual midmum delay variation
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Figure 5 : Corrected Minimum Delay variation
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Figure 3 :Uncorrected Minimum Delay variation

The programmable delay generators [6] are set to 0
and the minimum delay is recorded when temperature is
varied.
We can see on these curves that the variation of the
minimum delay is nearly the same for these five different
production equipment.
Figure 4 shows the effect of the correction on the
minimum delay. The blue curve shows one of the minimum
delay of the figure 3 and the red curve (flat) shows the
corresponding corrected minimum delay over the
temperature range from 15 "C to 35 OC expressed relatively
to 25 "C on the temperature axis of the figure.

The green and yellow curves are confounded between
20 "C and 25 "C. This is showing that for all the
equipements the residual minimum delay over temperature
is on the order of 3 to 4 picoseconds peak to peak. These
residual variations are very weak and are in the "noise
floor" of the experiment.
Figure 6 shows the jitter of the experiment, the jitter is
of 6,2 ps rms.

Figure 4 :Corrected Minimum DeIay variation

The residual minimum delay variation with correction
is in the order of 3 to 4 picoseconds peak to peak.
Figure 5 shows the corrected Minimum Delay
variation for 4 equipements over a temperature variation
from 20 OC to 30 "C. The temperature scale of the graphic

Figure 6 : Jitter of the experiment :6,2 ps

The jitter of the time interval meter is about 3 to 4 ps
rms then we can estimate that the jitter of the equipement is
less than 5 ps rms.

Synchronisation :

at different temperatures and compared to the value at
25 O C .
The peak to peak deviation is of few picoseconds and
these results are also very similar to those obtained with the
prototypes.

This system has been designed to perform synchronisation process between remote equipment. We should be
able even if the equipment are not in "visibility" to define
an accurate interval between them as described in figure 7.
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Figure 7 :Synchronisation process

In our laboratory using the test set up shown in figure 2
we demonstrate that this goal is achievable[5,61. Now with
the results obtained with the production equipment we are
demonstrating that these results remains stable and reliable
giving confidence in the method used to achieve this performance.
Figure 8 shows for four different equipment the difference between the programmed and the measured value of
an interval between two slaves. An interval of 50 ps is programmed between the two slaves, the test setup is maintained at constant temperature when the temperature of the
equipment under test is varied from +I-5 O C around 25 O C .
The variations of the measured interval are recorded

-12-1

I

Now we will demonstrate the ability of the system to
compensate a variable path length between master and
slaves. We still monitoring the interval between the two
slaves while we modify the path transit time between the
master and the slave under test.
To perform this test all the equipment and apparatus
are at constant temperature, one of the slaves is linked to
the master by a 1 krn long optical fiber. This fiber is placed
into a climatic chamber and the temperature inside the climatic chamber is varied from 20 OC to 30 OC. We program
a 50 ps interval between the two slaves and we compare the
interval measured at different temperatures to the interval
we have when the fiber is at 25 OC.
Figure 9 shows these measurements for four different
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Figure 8 :Synchronisation process versus temperature
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Figure 9 :Synchronisation process versus path length

equipment.
The coefficient of path length variation is about 200psI
km/"C. The path length varies of about 2 ns when the temperature of the fiber changes from 20 "C to 30 "C.
This path length variation is compensated by our equipment within an accuracy better than 10 ps peak to peak.
Figure 10 shows the path length variation in nanoseconds when the temperature of 1 km long of optical fiber
varies of +I- 5 " C around 25 "C.

CONCLUSION
The performances of our synchronisation system
demonstrated in the last two meetings are confirmed with
the production equipment. The behaviour of the production
equipement is very homogeneous.
The production equipment are even better than the prototypes.
Now we are working in an improved model for
minimum delay corrections.
We would like to perform synchronisation process
using this method with equipment separated by larger distancies than one kilometer.
We hope this system has the potential to perform synchronisation overseas or over country accepting some
degradation of the performances.
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The accuracy and stability shown by figure 9 is to be
compared to this obtained with the prototypes which can be
observed on figure 11. On the prototypes testing, the path
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nanoseconds and the peak to peak deviations is about 20 ps
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ABSTRACT
We present a procedure to contribute to TAI
without a time receiver, but using any geodetic
GPS receiver driven by an external frequency.
The CCTF files are generated from the RINEX
observation files (I-second or 30-second sampling
rate). We apply this procedure succesllly on
different types of geodetic receivers. The validity
of the method is demonstrated from the
comparison of the results with colocated time
receivers. The clock resets which commonly
occur in geodetic receivers are accounted for by
monitoring with a time interval counter the lpps
out signal of the receiver.

1. INTRODUCTION
The International Atomic Time scale (TAT) is
computed by the Bureau International des Poids et
Mesures (BIPM) from a set of atomic clocks
distributed in about 40 time laboratories over the
world. In order to perform the link between the
different clocks, the time labs are equipped with
time receivers, which observe the GPS satellites
following the international tracking schedules
distributed by the BIPM. The time receivers are
connected to the 1 pps (pulse per second) signal
delivered by UTC(k) (local realization of UTC in
the laboratory 'kt, to which all the clocks of the
laboratory are reported). An internal software
analyses the CIA-code data during each 13-min
track and computes (UTC(k)-GPS time) at the
midpoint of the track, following a given procedure
[I]. These clock offsets are collected in a welldetermined format, called CCTF (defined by the
Consultative Committee for Time and
Frequency). For the computation of TAI, the
BIPM computes the differences between the
CCTF files (the so-called 'common-view' method)
in order to get the time comparisons between the
different UTC(k)'s. For that reason, the realization
of TAI is only valid if all the time receivers

involved apply exactly the same observing and
analysis procedure for generating the CCTF files.
One of the goals of the IGS-BIPM pilot project
[2] is to establish a link between the IGS clock
combinations (satellite and receiver clock offsets
[3]) and TAI. In a recent study [4], we have
shown that it is possible to generate CCTF files
from geodetic receivers using the RINEX
observation and broadcast navigation files. In this
previous paper, we used data from the Ashtech
ZXII-T receiver installed at the Royal
Observatory of Belgium (ORB). This receiver has
the advantage of allowing continuous time
transfer: the internal oscillator has been
disconnected and an external clock frequency is
used to steer the receiver. Moreover, the receiver
synchronizes its internal lpps on the lpps signal
provided by the external clock, so that its internal
timing is directly a mirror of the external clock
which can be chosen as UTC(k). When comparing
the RINEX-based CCTF results obtained from the
ZXII-T receiver with the CCTF results generated
by a colocated time receiver (R100-30T from 3SNavigation), we obtained satellite-dependent
residuals for which the origin was unclear. We
test here the procedure using two other geodetic
receivers colocated with time receivers: a Javad
Legacy at NPL (National Physical Laboratory,
London) and an AOA TTR12 in USNO (US
Naval Observatory, Washington). Contrary to the
Ashtech ZXII-T, these receivers do not accept a 1
pps in, so that a Time Interval Counter (TIC) is
necessary to compute the clock offsets between
the receiver clock (1 pps out) and the external
clock corresponding to UTC(k). These time
interval measurements are necessary to correct for
the occasional clock jumps, and as shown in this
paper, must also be used to correct the data for the
temperature-dependent effects on the receiver
clock.

2. 30-SECOND VERSUS 1-SECOND
RINEX FILES

The values of UTC(k)-GPS time' given in the
CCTF files result from a well-defined analysis
procedure [I] based on the use of raw single
frequency GPS CIA-code data taken at a 1-second
sampling rate. However, within the IGS, the
standard sampling interval is 30 second. If these
geodetic receivers would be used to contribute to
TAT,we need to define a procedure, similar to the
CCTF convention, but using the 30-second data.
In the CCTF conventions the 780 pseudo-range
data of each staellite track are separated into 52
blocks of 15 data points. In each of the blocks the
1-second data are smoothed using a quadratic
polynomial. The rest of the procedure (corrections
for geometric distance, ionospheric effects,
tropospheric effects, satellite clock offsets etc.) is
applied on the 52 points corresponding to the
values of the quadratic fits at the midpoints of the
blocks. The final results correspond to the value at
the midpoint of the 13-minute track using a linear
fit applied to the 52 corrected points.
In order to use the 30-second RINEX files, we
chose to apply a linear fit directly to the 26 points
corresponding to the 13-min track (after having
corrected for the effects mentioned here above
and given in the CCTF conventions). Figure 1
shows the comparison between the pseudo-CCTF
results so obtained and those obtained from the 1second RINEX files following strictly the CCTF
conventions. The data used are 1-second RINEX
files generated by the receiver Ashtech ZXII-T of
Brussels, on which we performed a decimation in
order to get the corresponding 30-second RINEX
files.

code (4 ns, [5]). This result indicates that the 30second data fiom IGS receivers can be used as is,
certainly now that SA has been removed.
3. IONOSPHERIC CORRECTIONS

When comparing the CCTF results provided by a
time receiver and those obtained fiom the
RINEX-CCTF procedure, some large differences
(up to 20 ns) can appear. This is due to the
ionospheric corrections. The ionospheric
parameters (ai pi) used in the Klobuchar model
and broadcast with the navigation message are
modified during the day, and the time receivers
use them in real time as they are broadcast. The
RINEX navigation files, on the other hand, are
produced once per day, and hence the ionospheric
model is computed with the same set of
parameters for the whole day. So, occasionally
these parameters are different fiom the ones
which are broadcast and used by the time receiver.
Furthermore, the ionospheric model parameters in
RINEX navigation file headers translated from
several receiver-dependent formats are bogus
(TEQC
bug
report,
f
i
t
ml) and can then give rise to unrealistic results, as
shown in Figure 5 where the two boxes indicate
periods of bad ionospheric parameters in the
RTNEX navigation files of BKG (European
Regional IGS Data Center).
For these reasons, when comparing the CCTF
results provided by a time receiver and those
obtained from RZNEX-CCTF procedure, the same
ionospheric corrections are used in both data sets.
Note also that if the ionospheric corrections are
replaced by an IGS ionosphere model, this nocoincidence of the Klobuchar parameters will not
affect the TAI computation.
4. TESTS WITH DIFFERENT GEODETIC
RECEIVERS

Figure 1. Comparison between the CCTF results
'UTC(0RB)-GPS time' obtained with the use of 1second and 30-second RINEX files from the receiver
Ashtech ZXII-T from Brussels.

The residuals between both approaches are
smaller than 0.3 ns, well below the precision of
the time transfer by common view with the CIA

The RINEX-CCTF procedure has fvstly been
applied to the 30-second IUNEX files from a
Javad Legacy receiver installed at NPL and
compared to those generated by two time
receivers in NPL: an AOA TTR5A and an NPLTFS. Figure 2 shows the residuals between the
RTNEX-based CCTF results and the time receiver
CCTF results. The noise level (rmsof 3.6 ns for
the comparison between the Javad and the multichannel time receiver NPL-TFS) of these
residuals is the same as the noise level of the
residuals between the CCTF data generated by the

two time receivers. This demonstrates that the use
of geodetic receivers for time transfer to TAI,
using the FUNEX-CCTF procedure, is totally
justified. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 3, there
are no satellite-dependent biases as it was the case
when comparing the RINEX-based CCTF results
of an Ashtech ZXII-T with a R100-30T from 3SNavigation [4]. So, as already suspected in [4],
these biases were probably due to some satellitedependent corrections which are applied in the
R100-30T software and which differ from the
CCTF conventions.

modelled, we corrected for this difference in the
comparison. As shown in Figure 4, the noise level
of the residuals has the expected amplitude (RMS
of 2.5 ns) but there are satellite-dependent biases
mainly due to the fact that the TTRl2 computes
the time offsets using the P1 code rather than the
CIA code.
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Figure 2. Residuals between the R.INEX-based CCTF
results of the receiver Javad Legacy and the NPL time
receivers CCTF results.
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Figure 4. Residuals between the RINEX-based CCTF
results of the receiver AOA TTRl2 and the bseudoCCTF' results generated by the receiver, after
correcting for the differences in ionospheric models.

An important point to consider when using
geodetic receivers for time transfer to TAI is the
correction for clock jumps which can occur in
geodetic receivers. The recurrence of such jumps
depends on the receiver type. As an example, we
applied the RINEX-CCTF procedure to one
month of data collected by different kinds of
receivers involved in the IGS and driven with
hydrogen masers. As shown in Figure 5, some
receivers reset their internal clock frequently so
that a strict monitoring of their lpps out is needed
to allow a continuous time transfer within the
fiame of TAT.

Figure 3. Same as Figure 2 but plotted for several

satellites separately.
A second test has been performed with an AOA
TTRl2 receiver installed in USNO. This receiver
provides both RINEX files and 'pseudo-CCTF'
files, i.e. clock offsets between the external clock
and GPS time, computed for the satellites and
epochs appearing in the BIPM tracking schedules,
but not exactly in the same way as indicated in the
CCTF conventions. We took two days of data and
compared the RINEX-based CCTF files with the
results provided by the receiver. As the TTR12
receiver uses measured ionosphere instead of
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Figure 5. CCTF results feceiver clock - GPS time' for

several receivers involved in IGS.

There are several possible methods to determine
the jumps: a first one consists in using the CCTF
results and computing the difference between the
clock offset before and after the jump, but the
precision of this method is limited by the noise of
the CIA code (4 ns) and the small number of data
(due to the limited number of 13-minute tracks).
A second procedure consists in monitoring the
receiver lpps out by a comparison with the lpps
signal provided by the atomic clock used to drive
the receiver. This monitoring must be done with a
Time Interval Counter (TIC). We tested this
method on data of a receiver Rogue SNR12
installed in Brussels, driven by the eequency of
UTC(ORB), and for which we artificially
generated a clock $ump by resetting the receiver.
The receiver lpps out was connected to a TIC
(Stanford SR-620) and monitored with respect to
the reference clock UTC(0RB). The jump was
determined with an estimated error of +I- 24 ps,
well inside the precision of the time transfer to
TAI. This correction can then be applied to the
CCTF results. The receiver clock jumps can also
be determined using a global analysis of GPS
codes and phases using the IGS precise
ephemerides. Our analysis estimated the precision
of the clock jump determination as about 15 ps.
As a last remark, note that in order to know the
absolute values for the time transfer, we have to
measure the receiver clock offset at an initial
epoch, accounting for all cable delays receiver
hardware delay (which can be determined by a
differential calibration using a calibrated time
receiver, as proposed in [6]). Then the receiver
lpps must be monitored in order to correct for any
subsequentjumps.

5. RECEIVER CLOCK VERSUS
EXTERNAL CLOCK
Figure 6 shows the clock offsets between the
Brussels' Rogue SNR12 receiver clock lpps out
and UTC(ORJ3). While the receiver is driven by
the 5 Mhz frequency of UTC(ORB), the signal
does not scatter randomly around a constant, but
presents some variations. These variations are
weakly correlated with the temperature variations
in the lab. It can be seen that the large temperature
variation of about 5 degree leads to a receiver
clock variation of about 2 ns, i.e. nearly at the
level of the precision of the time transfer to TAT.
However, some other variations in the 1 pps out
signal cannot be explained by temperature
sensitivity, and their origin is still unclear. This

variability of receiver clock is not a problem for
the time receivers because their internal software
corrects for the clock offsets between the receiver
clock and the lpps signal coming from the
external clock. For geodetic receivers, since we
want to have the exact value of the offset between
the external clock and the GPS time, it is thus
necessary to correct the =-based
CCTF
results for the clock offsets between the receiver
clock and the external clock as measured by the
TIC.

Figure 6. (top) Time interval measurements of lpps
out - UTC(0R.B) for the receiver Rogue SNRl2 of
Brussels driven by UTC(0R.B); (bottom) temperature
variations in the time lab.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that the software
developed in [4] to generate the CCTF files can be
applied to any geodetic receiver driven by an
external frequency and having an output signal of
the internal clock lpps. The exact procedure
corresponding to the CCTF conventions requires
the use of 1-second RINEX files. We modified
this procedure in order to use the standard 30
second-RINEX file, and showed that the
differences between the CCTF results of both
approaches are below 0.3 ns, well inside the
precision of the common-view time transfer used
for TAI (4 ns). So, the 30-second data from IGS
receivers can be used as is for time transfer to
TAI.
We also pointed out the necessity to monitor this
lpps out in order to correct for the clock jumps
and for the variations with respect to the external
clock used to drive the receiver. These variations
are certainly receiver-dependent, but their origin
of is not yet l l l y explained. This will be the
subject of a further study.
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Award of the (42001 Prix Europeen
delivered by the Societe Frangaise
des Microtechniques et de Chronometrie (SFMC)
This evening is for me an exceptional opportunity. For the fifth
time, I am going to publically introduce to you the winners of the
((2001 Prix Europeen Temps-Frequencen. As the President of the
Societe Chronometrique de France, I believe this kind of event is
extremely important for our scientific community, because it triggers competition and recognizes exceptional contributions. Like
the previous winners, the winners this evening deserve worldwide recognition.
Again this year the choice of our committee was a hard task since
many extremely good candidates were nominated. It is for me a
great pleasure to announce that, in its session of February 2 1,
200 1, the committee has attributed the Award simultaneously to :

Dr Pierre CEREZ
for his outstanding contribution to the study and development of optically pumped cesium
beam frequency standards,

and to
Dr Dieter KIRCHNER
for outstanding contributions in development of satellite synchronisation techniques, in particular
the two ways satellite time and frequency transfer, and for realization of the first telephone time
code generators now largely used in the dissemination fields.

From the left: Claude Audoin, Raymond
Besson and Patrizia Tavella

Claude Audoin will now present the work of Pierre Cerez whereas Patrizia Tavella will present the
work of Dieter Kirchner. Then they will help me to deliver the award certicate and check...this is
probably needed because of my real emotion in front of you.
Prof. Raymond J. Besson
President of SFMC

Meeting report
Event
Date
Organizer
Location
Number of participants
Countries represented
Number of papers
- invited
- orals
- posters
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15th European Frequency and Time Forum
6-8 March '0 1
FSRM - Swiss Foundation for Research in
Microtechnology Neuchdtel. Switzerland
University of Neuchdtel. Switzerland
308
25 (for details see next page)

19 ( opening + 10 led in parallel + one plenary
+ 7 posters sessions)
Number of exhibitors' booths 1 8
8

An ACES workshop was held on Monday. March 5. aiving the latest information to potential users of this pro-iect.

Support
The organizers wish to thank :

-

The Republic and Canton of Neuchdtel
The City of Neuchdtel
The Swiss Academy of Engineering Sciences (SAW/ASST), Zurich
The Federal Office of Metrology and Accreditation. Berne
The Federal Office of Science and Education. Berne

...for their financial support
The organizers and participants express their gratitude for the gifts and assistance provided by :

-

L'imprimerie Krattiger. Corcelles
The Tourism Office, Neuchdtel
L'Office des Vins et Produits du Terroir, Neuchdtel
Silicon Graphics, Cortaillod
ElCN / L'Ecole d'lngenieurs du Canton de Neuchdtel, Le Locle

1. Programme
The future main developments and challenges in the field of Time and
Frequency are stringent requirements for clocks used in future satellite systems
(ISS, GALlLEOj deserving accurate time-keeping and distribution and global
transmission services. A second field deals with the generation and measurement of highly stable optical frequency signals with ultrashort laserpulses.
These aspects were treated in the opening session and in several dedicated
sessions. Atomic fountains are now routinely used or in a final development
stage in several labs, stressing out the needs for highly accurate intercomparison methods usually over large baselines. Both aspects were handled during
the forum in two sessions. Progress in classical atomic standards were reported in one session. Four sessions were devoted to materials, sensors, SAW and
quartz oscillators and the low temperature technology was treated in one session.
Two poster sessions were devoted to the same subjects, but treated more specific problems and thus permitted discussions among the participants.

2. Facilities
The Aula of the University of Neuchdtel is still a good choice for the Forum.
Due to the shift of interest of participants, the atomic and optical frequency
generation sessions attracted more participants than the materials and classical frequency generation sessions and this should be accounted for in the
future when dealing with the rooms. Also enough surface should be foreseen
for the poster sessions. The computer corner offered by Silicon Graphics was
especially appreciated by the participants.

3. Exhibition
The premises allocated for the exhibitors are too small and more room must
be foreseen as this sector is further developed. We had 18 exhibitors, 7 from
the USA, 3 from Germany, 3 from the United Kingdom, 2 from Russia, 2 from
Switzerland and 1 from China. Most exhibitors are in the frequencies generating business, but 4 of them produce manufacturing and measuring/testing
equipments. The absence of french exhibitors was noted.

4. Conclusions
The Forum has n o w gained a certain maturity and is well accepted also in
Eastern Europe. It can however not be denied that there is a certain stagnation and it is important to attract young scientists working in the field. We
have noted that apparently R & D activities in the field have almost completely
left private industry and are n o w concentrated in universities and state laboratories. The extraordinary possibilities of synchronisation by the internet or similar means permits perhaps to attract the interest of computer industry and
their applications to the field of Time and Frequency.

Leon Prost
Scientific Chairman EFTF '0 1
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Grenchen

S WPTZERLAND

Davis

John A.

National Physical Laboratory

Queens Road

T W I l 0 Teddington, Middlese

De Clercq

Emeric

BNM - LPTF

61, av. de I'Observatoire

75014 Paris

FRANCE

be Jong

writ

NMi Van Swinden Laboratory

P.O. Box 654

2600A Delft

W E NEWERLANDS

be Lar~uierPierre-Claude

Temex Telecom .

29, avenue de la Baltique

91953 Les Ulis

De hkrchi Andma

Politecnico di Torino

Corso Duca Degli Abruzzi 24 10129 Torino

Defraigne

Pascale

Royal Observatory of Belgium

Av. Circulaire 3

1180

Brussels

BELGIUM

Delporte

Jib

CNES

18, av. Edouard Belin

31401 Taulouse Cedex 4

FRANCE

Deng

Jinguan

Datum Pnc. Irvine

9975 Toledo

92656 CA Irvine

Deyzac

Fmn~ois

ONERA

29, av. de la division Leclerc

92320 Chatillon

Di Domenico Gianni

Observatoire Cantonal

Rue de I'Observatoire 58

2000

Neuchitel

Dick

John

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

4800 Oak Grove brive

91109

Pasadena, CA

Dimarcq

Ndl

Observatoire de Paris

61, avenue de I'Observatoire 75014 Paris

FRANCE

Domnin

Yuv

Inst, of Metrology for Time and Space

Mendeleevo

141570 Moscow Region

RUSSIA

Droz

Fabien

Temex NeuchStel Time SA

Vauseyon 29

2000

Drullinger

Robert

NKST

325 Broadway

80303- Boulder, C0

bucos

Franck

BNM LPTF

61, av. de I'Observatoire

75014 Paris

budle

6regor

METAS

Lindenweg 50

3003

Berne - Wabern

SWITZERLAND

Dulmet

Bernard

ENSMM / LCEP

26, ch. de I'Epitaphe

25030 Besan~onCedex

FRANCE

Durrant

Phil

Temex SAW

Puits-Godet 8

2000

Neuchatel

SWITZERLAND

Ecabert

Marcel

FSRM

Rue Jaquet-Droz 1 / CP20

2007

NeuchStel

S WZTZERLAND

Eichel

Gabriele

TSS Technical Software Service

Maria-Theresia-Strasse 10

89264 Weissenhorn

GERMANY

Eichel

Klaus

TSS Technical Software Service

Maria-Theresia-Strasse 10

89264 Weissenhorn

GERMANY

Ejov

hrgueni

Observatoire Cantonal

Rue de I'Observatoire 58

2000

Courtillot
A.

.

Dach

Rolf

-

Grenchen

Carlisle, PA

-

Neuchatel

NeuchStel

FRANCE
S WIRERLAND
FRANCE
USA

USA
FRANCE
ITALY
FRANCE

UNITED HNGDOM

FRANCE
ITALY

USA
FRANCE
SWITZERLAND
USA

SWITZERLAND
USA
FRANCE

5 WZTZERLAND
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Ekstrom

Christopher

U.S. Naval Observatory

3450 MassachusetteAve, N 20392 Washington. DC

Elies

David

Direction des Constructions Navales

P.O. Box 26

29240 B r a t Naval

Emmons

Donald A.

Datum

34 Tozer Rood

01915

Beverly, MA

Engdahl

Nils

Fordahl S.A.

Erlenstrasse 31

2503

Bienne

Erhard

Philippe

Alcatel Space Industries

Av. J.-F. Champollion 26, BP 1 31037 Toulouse Cedex

Eskelinen

Pekka

Helsinki University of Technology

Otakaari 5A

02015 Hut, Espoo

FINLAND

Faillet

Fridiric

C-MAC Frequency Products

44, av. de la Ghcikre BP 16 95105 Argenteuil

FRANCE

Fatiyanov

Nikita

Gosstandart

Leninsky pr-t, 9,B-49, GSP 1 119991 Moscow

RUSSIA

Fazi

Christian

US Army Research Laboratory

2800 Powder Mill Road

20783 Adelphi, MD

Featonby

Paul

Sagem SA

72, Rue de la Tour Billy

95101 Argenteuil

FRANCE

Feltham

Stew

ESA - European Space Agency ESTEC

Keplerlaan 1

2200 A Noordwijk

W E NETHERLANDS

Fcrrand

Oominique

Agilent Technologies France

1, rue Galvani

91745 Massy Cedex

Fick

Frau

Quurz-Technik

Kiefernberg 19

21075 Hamburg

Firouzi

Elham

Universitk de Neuch6tel

Rue k.-L. Breguet 2

2000

Neuch6tel

Foret

Bcrtrand

tillam-Fei SA

Mont St. Martin 58

4000

Litge

Fouilleul

Bernard

Aura International SA

1, Pkce du Serpentaire, S I L I 94513 Rungis

FRANCE

Franquet

Olivier

AR Electronique

Espace Valentin-Nard, BP 311 25004 Besan~onCedex

FRANCE

Jcon-Michel

IMEC

Kapeldreef 75

3001

P.O. Box 299

2200 A Noordwijk

'iriedt

-

Lewen

USA
FRANCE
USA
SWIZERLAND
FRANCE

USA

FRANCE
GERMANY
S WIZERLAND
BELGIUM

BELGIUM

Fromm

Hans-Hermann ESA-ESTEC

Galliou

Srgr

ENSMM / LCEP

26, ch. de I'Epitaphe

25030 Besangon Cedex

Gallop

John

National Physical Laboratory

Queens Road

TWlI 0 Teddington, Middlese

Garvey

Michael

Datum

34 Tozer Road

01915-5 Beverly, MA

USA

Gifford

A1

NIST

325 Broadway

80303 Boulder, CO

USA

Gillard

Michel

Gillam-Fei SA

Mont St. Martin 58

4000

Gillet

Daniel

CNRS LPMO

32, av. I'Observatoire

25044 Besan~onCedex

FRANCE

Giordano

Vincent

CNRS - LPMO

32, av. I'Observatoire

25044 Besangon Cedex

FRANCE

Girardet

Emmanuel

AR Electronique

Espclce Valentin-Nord, BP 311 25048 Besan~onCedex

FRANCE

Gisiger

Arnaud

Alcatel Space Switzerland SA

Neuenburgstrasse 7

6oka

Shigcyoshi

Tokyo Metropolitan University

1-1 Mi~miosawa

Gotta

Monica

Alenia Spazio S.p.A

Via Saccomuro 24

00131 Roma

Graf

Erhard

Chemin de Cuard 31

2022

Granier

Jean-Pierre

CNES

18, av. Edouard Belin

31401 Toulouse Cedex 4

Green

Cliw

Quartzlock UK Limited

Gothic, Plymouth Road

TQ9 5L Devon

Russian Academy of Sciences

Vvedensky Square 1

141120 Fryazino

RUSSIA

Grigorievski Valeri

2076

Likge

Gals
Hachioji, Tokoy

Bewix

W E NETHERLANDS
FRANCE
UNITED KINGDOM

BELGIUM

SWIZERLAND
JAPAN
ITALY
SWIZERLAND
FRANCE
UNITED KINGDOM

Grunert

Ulrich

German Aerospace Center

P.O. Box 1116

82230 Wessling

6ERMANY

Guff let

Nicolas

Vectron International GmbH

Waibstadter Strasse 2-4

74924 Neckarbischofsheirn

GERMANY

Guillemot

Philippe

CNES

18, av. Edouard Belin

31401 Toulouse Cedex

FRANCE

Guillot

Emmanuel

Inst. for National Measurements Standar M36 Montreal Road

KIA OR Ottawa, ON

CANADA

Hald

Jan

DFM banish Institute of Fundamental M Matemotiktorvet, Bldg. 307

Hansch

Theodor

Max-Planck Institut fiir Quantenoptik

Hans-Kopfermann-Strasse 1 85748 Garching

Hao

Ling -

National Physical Laboratory

Queens Road

T W l 1 0 Teddington, Middlese

Hartnett

John

University of Western Australia

35, Stirlong Hwy

6009

-

2800

Lyngby

Crawley

DANEMARK
GERMANY
UNITED KINGDOM
AUSTRALIA
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CNRS - LPMO

32,av. de I'Observatoire

25044 Besan~onCedex

Henderson Dale

National Physical Laboratory

Queens Road

TWll 0 Teddington, Middelse

Hermann

Vir9ilc

CNRS LHA

61,av, de I'observatoire

75014 Paris

Heme

Jan

Pendulum Instruments AB

Box 541

162 15 Vallingby

SWEDEN

Hillel

Armon

Nofech Electronics Ltd

11, Beith Hadfus Street

95483 Jerusalem

ISRAEL

Hilty

Kurt

METAS

Lindenweg 50

3003

Huber

Felix

Steinbeis Transferzentrum Raumfahrt

Rotestrasse 15

71126 Giiufelden

Ikegami

Takeshi

National Research Laboratory of Metrolog 1-1-4,Umezono

Imae

Michito

Communications Research Laboratory

4-2-1Nukuikita-machi, Konag 184-87 Tokyo

Itoh

Hideaki

Shinshu University

Wakasato 4-17-1

Jaldehag

hneth

Swedish Natio. Testing and Research Inst. Box 857

5-50115B o r a

Jefferts

Steve

NIST

325 Broadway

80305- Boulder, CO

Jornod

Alain

Observatoire Cantonal

Rue de I'Observatoire 58

2000

NeuchSitel

S WITZERLANO

JOY&

Alain

Observatoire Cantonal

Rue de I'Obserwtoire 58

2000

kuch6tel

S WIZERLAND

Kqjita

Masatoshi

Communications Research Laboratory

4-2-1,Nukui-Kitamachi, Koga 184-87 ~ o k y o

Kalliomiiki

Kalevi

University of Oulu

P.O. Box 400

098570 Oulu

Michal

Poznan University of Techology

Piotrowo 3 A

60 965 Poznan

POLAND

Kersali

Yann

CNRS LPMO

32,av. de I'Observatoire

25044 Besan~onCedex

FRANCE

Kihara

Masami

NTT Network Innovation Laboratories

Hikari-no-oka 1-1

239 08 Yokosuka

Kimberley

Robin

Zyfer Europe Limited

530-535Eskdale Road, Winn Rt415 Wokingham, Winners

Kirchner

Dieter

Technische Univcrsitiit Groz

Inffeldgasse 12

8010

Graz

Klemenz

Christine

EPFL

IMO-DP

1015

Lausanne

Klepczynski William

Innovative Solutions International

3530 South River Terrace

21037 Edgewater, Maryland

USA

Knight

OK Research

110 Strawberry Vale

TWI 45 Twickenham, Middles

UNITED KTNGDOM

Kondratiev

TEMEX SAW

Puits-Godet 8

2000

Koshelyaevs Nicholas

1st.o f Metrology for Time and Space

Mendeleevo

141570 Moscow Region

Kraemer

Raincr

German Aerospace Center

P.O. Box 1116

82230 Wessling

Krempl

Peter W.

AVL List GmbH

Hans-List-Platz 1

8020

Kretschmer L c n k

ENSMM / LCEP

26,ch, de I'Epitaphc

25044 Besan~onCedex

FRANCE

Kulakov

Swgci

S t Petersburg State University

Bolshaya Morskaya 67

190000 S t Petersburg

RUSSIA

Lalandre

Philippc

Oscilloquartz SA

Rw des Brkvards 16

2002

NeuchSitel

SWZZERLAND

Lamb&

Christian

Unaxis SPTec

Chapon-des-Prds 11

2022

Bewix

SWITZERLAND

Lange

Werner R.

Lange Electronic GmbH

Ganghoferstrasse 29

82216 Gernlinden

GERMANY

Lange

Oliver

Lange Electronic GmbH

Ganghoferstrasse29

82216 Cernlinden

GERMANY

Laude

Vincent

CNRS LPMO

32.av. de I'Observatoire

25044 Besan~onCedex

Laverty

John

National Physical Laboratory

Queens Road

TWlI 0 Teddington, Middlese

Lawery

John

Zyfer Europe Limited

530-535Eskdale Road, Winn RG415 Wokingham

Lea

Stephen Nichol National Physical Laboratory

Lefevres

Stiphanc

Lehtonen

Hauden

Kasznia
'

Daniel

David J.E.

-

-

-

Bern-Wabern

305-85 Tsukabi-Shi, Ibaraki-

380-09 Nagano

Neuchatei

Graz

FRANCE
UNIZD KINGDOM
FRANCE

S WIZERLAND
GERMANY
JAPAN
JAPAN
JAPAN
SWEDEN
USA

JAPAN
FINLAND

JAPAN
UNITED KTNGDOM
AUSTRIA
SWITZERLAND

SWITZERLAND
RUSSIA
GERMANY
AUSTRIA

FRANCE
UNITED KTN60OM
UNTZO KINGDOM

Queens Road

TWll 0 Teddington, Middlese

Temex Neuchatel Time SA

Rue de Vauseyon 29

2000

saku

Helsinki University of Technology

P.O. Box 2200

02015 Hut

Leonardi

IAowu,

Alenia Spazio 5.p.A.

Via Saccomuro 24

00131 Roma

ITALY

Levi

Filippo

I E N Galileo Ferraris

Strada delle Cacce 91

10135 Torino

ITALY

NeuchSitel

UNITED KrNGOOM
SWITZERLAND
FIN1AND

.............................................................
NAME
AFFILIATION

..........................................................
Li

ADDRESS

COUNTRY

Chunghwa Tekcommunications Labs

12, Lane 551, Min-Tsu Road S 326

Yang-Mei, Taoyuan

2000

NcuchStel

TAIWAN

Licnard

Loumnt

Temex Neuchatel Time SA

Rue de Vaweyon 29

Lisowicc

Akksander

Tele and Radio Research Institute

Ratuszowa 11

03-450 Warsaw

POLAND

Lops

Christian

IN-SNEC

5, av, des Andes

91943 Les Ulis Cedex

FRANCE

Lorini

Luca

IEN Galileo Ferroris

Strada delle Cacce 91

10135

Torino

rrALY

Mancini

Oleandro

Frequency Electronics Inc.

55 Charles Lidbergh Blvd.

11553

Mitchel Field, NY

Mandachc

Cipriana

INFLPR

P.0 Box MG-36

76900 Bucharest, Magurele

ROMANIA

Manncrmaa Jwi

Nokia Mobik Phones

Sinitaiwl5

33721 Tre

FINLAND

Manstcn

Tapio

Centre for Metrology and Accreditation

Otakoari 76

02150 bpoo

FINLAND

Marques

Fatimo Silvrrio IPQ Institute Portogu8s do Qwlidade

Run Antonio Giao 2

282951 Caprica

Martin

Oavid

Datum

34 Tozer Road

01915

Beverly. MA

USA

Sounders 6 Associates, Inc.

7440 E. Karen Orive

85260 Scottsdak, Arizona

USA

Ma*

SWIZERLAND

USA

PORN6AL

Massay

Jv

MES

18, av. Edouard Belin

31401 Twlouse &dex 4

Matccrcu

Pino

National Institute of Materials Physics

P.O. Box MG 7

76900 Bucarest Magurele

Matsakis

Dcwtrios

U.S. Naval Observatory

3450 Massachusetts Avenue, 20392 Washington DC

Mcirs

Marvin

Frequency Electronics Inc.

55 Charles Lindbergh Blvd.

11553 Mitchel Field, NY

Mcssina

Filippo

Cagliari Astronomical Observatory

Str. 54 loc. Poggio dei Pini

09012 Capoterra

Mcycr

Fmncois

Observatoire de Besangon

41 bis, av. de I'Observatoire 25010 &ancon &&x

Micalizio

SaIwt0t-e

Politecnico di Torino

Strada delk Cacce 91

10135

Torino

Mileti

bactano

Observatoire Cantonal

Rue de I ' O b m t o i r e 58

2000

NLuch8tel

Mingy,

Vws

D M / SC

SC / BREST / MOSN

29240 Brcst Naval

Mochizuki

Ken

Anritw Corporation

1800 Onna, Atsugi-shi

243-85 Kanagawa-Pfr.

Universitt de Neuchatel

Rue A.-L. Brquet 2

2000

Mountfield Mik

Zyfer Europe Limited

530-535 Eskdale Road, Winn RC415 Wdtingham

Nawrocki

JWY

Astrogcodynamical Observatory

Borowiec

62-035 Kornik

Neubig

Bernd W.

Corning Frquency Control

Landstrosse 2

74924 Neckarbischofsheim

ksck

Jaroslav

Technical University of Libercc

Halkova 6

46117

Noucl

F m ~ i s

CNES

18, Avenue Edouard Belin

31401 Twlowe Cedex 4

Ovcrhoff

Stdphanic

Walbtrasw 10

46535 binslaken

Otaki

Kiyoharu

Tokyo MetropolitanUniversity

1-1 Minomiosawa

Pal'chikov

Vitaly

I w t . of Metrology for lime and Space

Palacio

JM

Real Observatoriode la Armada

Cecilio Pojazon S/N

11100

Parker

Thomas E.

NIST

325 Broadway

80305 Boulder, CO

Pashe

Mare-Vvain

Fordahl SA

Erlenstrasse 31

2503

Biennc

SWIRERLAND

Pavlcnko

Iwi

Obserwtoire Cantonal

Rue de I'Obserwtoire 58

2000

Ncuchatel

SWIVERLAND

Pawlitzki

Alexander

TlmeTech GmbH

Curiestrasse 2

70563 Stuttgart

6 E W Y

Pcicr

Ulrich R.

Peier Engineering SA

Edlikcrstrasse 60

8400

Winterthur

SwmERLAND

Pellcgrini

Angel0

Fordahl SA

Erlenstrasse 31

2503

Biennc

SWmERLAND

Petit

R0srr

DGA / CELAR

BP 7419

35174 Bruz

FRANCE

Petit

6&ard

BIPM

Pavilionde Breteuil

92312 Svres Cedex

FRANCE

Philippot

Eti-

CNRS LPMC

Place E. Bataillon, cc 003

34095 Montpellier Cedex 5

FRANCE

Pianowski

H.D.

EFG GmbH

Duppelstrasse 13

14163

Moscr

Viint

-

Ncuch6tel

Likrec

Hachioji, Tokoy
141570 Medekcvo, Moscow

Son Fernando

Berlin

FRANCE
ROMANIA
USA
USA
ITALY
EQANCE
ITALY
SWITZERLAND
FRANCE
JAPAN
SWITZERLAND
UNnED ' D D O M
POLAND
MRMANY
CZECH REPUBLIC
FRAhcE
6EMANY
JAPAN
RUSSIA
SPAIN
USA

6ERMANY

...-..-..-..-..-..-..--.-..-..-..-.*-**-..-..-..-..-..-..-..
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NAME
AFFILIATION
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I S C T I - Ministero delle Commnicazioni
Piettwpaoli Tomaso

A bDRESS

COUNTRY
-..-..-..-..-..--..

Viale America 201

00144 Roma

2, Elektoralna Str.

00-950 Warsaw

POLANO
FRANCE

Piwowarczyk Zdzislaw

Central Office of Measures

Planat

Michel

CNRS LPMO

32. av. de I'Observatoire

25044 Besanfon Cedex

Plersky

Vktor

Thales

Fahys 9

2000

Poetzsch

Reinhard

Vectron International GmbH

Waibstadter 2-4

74924 Neckarbischofsheim

Pottie

Paul-Eric

CNRS LHA

61, av. de I'Observatoire

75014 Paris

Prost

Uon

Rue des Prkels 26

2036

Ratier

Nicolas

CNRS LPMO

32, av. de I'Observatoire

25044 Besayon

William

Datum

34 Tozer Road

01915

5, av. des Andes

91943 Les Ulis Cedex

Rue de Vauseyon 29

2000

Riley

-

-

-

J.

ITALY

NeuchBtel

SWIVERLAND
GERMANY
FRANCE

Cormondrbche

S W T V W LAN0
FRANCE

Beverly, MA

USA

Riondet

B e d

IN-SNEC

Rochat

Pascal

Temex Neuchdtel Time SA

Daniels

BNM LPTF

61, av. de I'Observatoire

75014 Paris

Rubado

Neil

Perkin Elmer Optoelectronics

35 Congress Street

01970 Salem, MA

Rubiola

Enrico

CNRS LPMO

2, rue Jean Lamour

54519 Vandoeuvre

FRANCE

Safonova

Ekaterina

Kazan State Technical University

Kul-tali 7a apt 15

420141 b a n

RUSSIA

Sakharov

Boris

VREMYA-CH

67, Osahrskaya St.

603105 Nizhny Novgorod

RUSSIA

Sakhatwv

argcy

FOMOS

16 Buzheiniova street

105023 Moscow

RUSSIA

Salomon

Christophe

Laboratoire Kastler Brossel/ ENS

24, rue L'Homond

75005 Paris

FRANCE

25044 Besanfon Cedex

n?ANCE

Rovepa

'

-

-

-

FRANCE

Neuchdtel

SWIZmLAND
FRANCE
USA

Salzenstein Patrice

CNRS LPMO

32, av. de I'Observatoire

Sandfeld

Ken

Zyfer Europe Limited

530-535 Eskdale Road, Winn RG415 Wokingham

Santarelli

Ciorgio

BNM LPTF

61, av. de I'Observatoire

75014 Paris

Saunders

Stern

Roditi International Corp. Ltd.

130 Regent Street

W1B 55 London

Schadegg

&riel

Fordahl SA

Erlenstrasse 31

2503

Schaefer

Wolfgaw

TimeTech GmbH

Curiestrasse 2

70563 Stuttgart

Schlueter

Benwd

7, rue des MLsanges

25130 Villers-Le-Lac

Schriider

Roland

Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt

Bundesallee 100

38116

Branuschweig

Schweda

Mmut

Observatoire Cantonal

Rue de I'Observatoire 58

2000

Neuchdtel

Senior

Ken

US Naval Observatory

3450 Massachusetts Awnue 20392 Washington, D.C

Sevely

Lam

ESIEE

Cit6 Descartes, BP 99

93162 Noisy-le-Grand Cedex

Seydel

Eberhard

Quartz Pro

Box 6062

17506 Jarfalla

Shemar

S t ~ m

National Physical Laboratory

Queens Road

TW110 Teddington, Middlese

Shmaliy

Yuriy

Guanqjuato University

P. 0. Box 215-A, Prol.Tampic 36730 Salamanca, Gto

Siccardi

Marco

Datum

9975 Toledo

Sikama

Yuji

Tokyo Metropolitan University

1-1 Mitmmiosawa

Silverman

Phil

XECO Inc.

1651 North Bulldog Rd

84720 Cedar City, Utah

Sommer

Roland

Kistler Instrumente AG

Eulachstr. 22

8408

Sortais

Yvan

BNM LPTF

61, av. de I' Observatoire

75014 Paris

FRANCE

hfyane

Abdelaziz

CNRS LPMO

-

32, av. de I'Observatoire

25044 Besanfon Cedex

FRANCE

Sramar

Jaroslav

Krystaly H.K, a.s.

Okruzni 1144

50003 Hradec Kralove

CZECH REPUBLIC

Staudte

AhOrci

XECO Inc.

1651 North Bulldog Rd

84720 Cedar City, Utah

Stehlin

Xavier

Temex Neuchdtel Time SA

Vauseyon 29

2000

Neuchdtel

Stenger

Jiirn

Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt

Bundesollee 100

38116
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